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Okay, Good morning and welcome to our second in a
series of background briefings for F119ht 41-B. Thl s is on the
WESTAR Satell ite to be deployed on thl s flight.' And we have with
LIS for the briefing to my immediate right, Warren Bechtel, Vice
President for Corporate Communcation with the Western Union
Corporation and to his right Bill Ziegler, Exec'ltive Consultant
for Satellite Communications both with Western Union Corporation,
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey. We will have our presentation
from Mr. Ziegler, and we'll go ahead and go through that.
ZIEGLER
If I may have the first slide please. And the
second slide please. Western Union i~ headquartered at Upper
Saddle River, New Jersey. And we are in the communications
business. May 1 have the third slide please. We own operate and
maintain satellites, earth stations, microwave, cables, switches,
fiberoptics, local radio, and all for tile purpose of providing
communications of a variety of types to government, business and
the public. May I have the next sl ide please. To start, we ~ere
the first, Western Union was the first to provide a domestic
communication satellite sy~tem for the nation. This activity WDS
started with the launch of WESTAR 1 on April 13, 1974. Thi~ is
an 11lu$tration of WESTAR 1, and WESTAR 2 and 3 look the same.
And th15 was soon followed by launch of WESTAR 2 in OctQber of
'74, and WESTAR 3 in August of 1979. The next slide please. All
of these were launched on NASA's workhorse the Delta, matter of
fact, WESTAR 1 went on the first D~lta 2914. The next slide
please. WE STAR 4 and 5 are about twice the size of WE STAR 1, 2,
and 3 and have a little more than twice th~ capacity. WESTAR 4
and 5 were laucned in February and June, 1982. WESTAR 6, next
slide please, WESTAR 6 will join th~ WESTAR fleet, at the end of
next month, and at that time we will have five satel lites in
Orbit again. With the launch of WESTAR 5 we had, will have the
first to have operate 5 satell ites in Orbit, but since that time
we have retired WESTAR 1, and with the WESTAR 6 launch on STS-41B, we will again have 5 satellites in Orbit. WESTAR 1 was
originally designed for seven years of life, and we retired it
nine years after it was launched. We expect to retire WE STAR 2
at the end of 1984. Next slide please. WESTAR 6 is going to be
launched on the shuttle, and the next slide. Next slide
please. An artist illustration of the WESTAR 6 with it's
coverage of the United States including Hawaii, Alaska, and the
Virgin Islands. And the next slide please. We own and operat~
seven major air stations and a number of minor ones and this is a
photograph of our control center antennas at Glennwood, New
Jersey, whfch is manned around the clOCk. To monitor not only
the heal th and weT fare of all of our satell i tes. but they al so
monitor the Signals that go over it.. May J have the next slide
please. This is an internal view of that control center where
the spacecraft actually commanded and we collect the telemetry to
measure there health and keep track of what is going on. Next
slide please. We also have a network management center, in our
Upper Saddle River, New Jersey headquarters building that
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monitors health of our communications network. They detect
faul ts, dispatch maintenance personnel, anywhere in the
country, Next slide please. They also is another view of the
same center, they also monitor what sections are over loaded,
what sections need attention. Next slide please. Services over
the satellite are quite a wide variety ranging from voice to
video, ~e even have low speed data like Telex and TWX, and do
include some teleconferencing. The next several slides, the next
slide please, lllustt'atcs some of the applications. Many
publications transmit there contents of there magazines,
newspapers, to printing plants throughout the country. This one
illustrates the wallstreet journal as it was at one time. It's
now, has all of it's transmissions over a single satellite but
the content of the newspaper goes to, all of these printing
plants sr. that they can keep, make local distribution quite
rapidly. Next slide please. This is an illustration to show
Western Unions approach to low-cost long distance call ing, it's
called metrophone. Next slide please. This is the logo's of
some of our video customers. People that distribute television
programs. Ne-xt slice please. One of OUI' television ope,I'ating
centers that we have, I'm not sure how many, but a few do~en
around the country. and most of the major cities, and the ne~t
slide please. And samples of the teleconferencing ~ervice that
we offer. Next slide please. Now beyond WESTAR 6 we plan to not
only expand the C-Band system, all of the WESTAR so far are; n CBand, but we will be adding K-Ban~ satellites. And we've
recently filed with the commission, Federal Communications
Commis1ion applications to expand and maintain our C-Band ~ystem
and add a KU-Band system with enough satellites to carry ~s out
beyond the year 2000. And may I have the first viewgraph
please. I'll have more on WESTAR 6 for the vieHgraphs. The next
viewgraph please. This is the history of the HE STAR satellites
with their launch dates and expected life times. You will recall
that WESTAR 1,2, and 3 were 12 transponder satellites relatively
small, and 'with WESTARs 4 and 5 we went to 24 transponder
satellites to somewhat higher power. And WESTAR 6 and 7 will
also be 24 transponder satellites, but with a few added features
in each.one. And "11 get a little more into that. The next
viewgraph please. Not as conception which you've seen before,
the next viewgraph. WESTAR 6 ;s HS376, does reuse the frequency
band and has receivers, we need two of them and we have four
onboard and they can be switched in any configuration. This is
the first time that we've had redundant TWTAs, redundant power
ampl}fiers for the transponders, so we have 30 TWTAs onboard to
provid~ 24 transponders as service and we can switch the men in
groups of, we have one spare for each group of 4 transponders.
These transponders are 8.2 watts, WESTARs 4 and 5 are about 7 1/2
watts and WESTARs 1, 2, and 3, were about 6 watts each. We've
added Stepatenuators in WESTAR 6 in order to provide some
flexibility to adjust the gain of the transponder. And this is
helpful in the event there is degradation of the TWTA or perhaps
more important to lower the gain in the case, in the event that
we experienced interference from other sources. We have improved
input filters and over WESTARs 4 and 5 and we've, it also helps
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on the interference considerations ~nd the performance and welve
provided Hawaii coverage on all 24 transponder~, where as WESTARs
4 and 5 only had it on 12 of the 24 transpond~rs.
Just to show
you that WESTAR 6 is not just an artist conception, this is a
picture, actual photograph of WESTAR 6 in the Hughes factory just
getting ready for itls thermal vacuum test. At this point aod
time WE STAR 6 is at the Cape, it has been mated to the PAM upper
stage and as of yesterday was delivered to the vertical processor
facil ity and stacked in the vertical stack just above the PALAPA
spacecraft which arrived a couple of weeks ago. The next payload
to go in will be the German SPAS and others after this. They
were ready for launch at the end of January. Perhaps the most
unusual thing abo~t this WESTAR 6 program was the fact that
Western Union had originally planned to launch it on Ariane. And
when it became apparent that we were going to have the
significant delay by staying with Ariane, we did approach NASA
and our two favorite subcontractors, McDonald Douglas for tr e
PAM, and Hug h e s for the spa c e c r aft a 0 d s a i c! "S e e i f you can t get
us an earl ier launch," and low and behold they did, and in a very
short timeframe. Due to their extraordinary efforts we were able
to get a launch on the shuttle with a lead time of a mere 10
months. Thatls alot of compression of norm~l sr.heduling for
NASA. McDonald Douglas also came up with the PA~ in record time,
and Hughes modified the spacecraft to meet the shuttle
compatibility requirer.:ents in what I think is record time also.
And that concludes what I have to say,
Okay I think we will go ahead and take questions
hp.re and. Jules, wait here for the mike here.
JULES BERGMAN (ABC News) - Sir, how much total cost does Western
Union figure each launch costs it? Including the satellite, the
PAM. and NASA l~unchfng charges?
ZIEGLER
Well lets see, 1 don't have the exact figures here,
but I can sort of scope it. The satellite itsel1, the 4,5, and
6 class 'cost us about 30 million dollars by the time we'lie uped
the launCh, and then Hughes earns incentives depending on the
satellites performance over it's life time, which amounts to
about another 5 million. The PAM upper stage runs 6 to 8
million, the. well NASA's prices are pretty well on the public
record to around 10 million currently after September, 185. they
go up significantly.
BERGMAN
f ae t.

No they weren't on put'lic record, as a matter of

ZIEGLER

Well,.

BERMAN
Steve.

Not for COMSAT launches, not as far as I know

ask for them.

I think those figures are always available, if you
We h~ve given them out to --
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Okay, the difference here is how we define public

ZIEGLER
Right. then we have other services that we have to
provide, launch services and getting it on to station and so
forth.
Insurance is one.
Z!EGLER

And insurance is a significant item.

BERGMl\N

So what's the total rough figure.

ZIEGLER
mill ion.

Well let's see, I guess that adds up to 60, 70,
It's in the 60,70 million dollar range.

BERGMAN
nonreusable

On shuttle, and how much would it be on a

sp~cecraft.

ZIEGLER
Well the Delta price is significantly higher than
the shuttle PAM. Currently. I understand it's around 30 million,
is that, and the Ariane is more than the shuttle. PAM by about 5
or 6 million.
BERGMAN
Okay, s~cond questior, how 10ng oefore each
breaks even and then makes money for Western Union?
ZIEGLER

(laughs)

BERGMAN
not.

Well it have to go the fun ten years.

ZIEGLER
questio,l.

I don't think so.

WE~TAR

Obviously

I don't know the answer to that

Well I might throw some light on it
ZIEGLER

00 you

Well I don't think we have to do that. The early
WESTARs, WESTARs 1 and 2 launched back in 1974. lost money for a
considerable period of time and maybe for their, for over their
whole life. Depending how you allegate the cost. They were not
fully loaded, it took a while for the market to develop over that
time, but starting with WESTAR 3. in 1979 and then 4 and 5 in
'82. our satellites went up pretty much spoken for, in terms of
there capacity. And on that basis, your making money at about
the mid-point on the life of the satellite.
fiERGMAN

Okay. so after 5 years --
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RoughlyBERGMAN

--Your in the black.
Un huh.

BERGMAN
And a final technical question, pr a semi-technical
question, why does, why they call transponders rather than
channels?
ZIEGLER
Well they actually transpond
are s em e tim esc all edt he c han ne 1 s, but t he
the 6 gigahertz band, and in the satellite.
and transpond it down to a lower frequency
band to retransmit it down to the ground.
transP9 nder .

the frequency and they
up 1 ink f r e que nc y i sin
we amp11fy that signal
in the 4 gigahertz
That's why the name

BERGMAN
Okay you define tranponder differently then we
pilot types do then.
ZI[GLER
I see. (laugh) Well even the transponders on
airplanes do change the frequency. No? No?
BERGMAN

It is replied to radar interrogation.
Okay, Howard Benedict.

HOWARD BENEDICT - (AP) - Is, are WE STAR 6 compacity fully signed
down and for and who are your major customers.
It is not fully signed on for at this point,
although, we don't have a specific breakdown to give you but
between lease transponders on full periods leases for television
broadcasting and cable and, not necessarily cable, but TV
broadcasting and the sale of transponders which ;s something we
have been doing, starting back with WESTAR 4, and our use of the
capacity'for our own internal, the transmission system that B111
depicted on a slide over here combining the satellite and the
microwave over whict we provide our telex services and private
wire services and that sort of thing. It will be, we believe
fully spoken for, fully utilized by the time it becomes
operational which is about 2 months after it's launched -ZIEGLER

About 30 days after

~--

30, sorry 30 days after launch.
ZIEGLER
Yes, that's sort of monitor the usage of those
transponders in, trying to keep our marketing, people from over
selling if you will, and it is, there are still some capacity but
not very much.
BENEDICT

What customers have you got?
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ZIEGLER
Well which ones might, they might be a shift in
customers as between satellites. 1 mean we have what alocations
--we have sold satellites to Dow Jones and City Corp., several of
the -Those are on

~-

Those are on, I'm not suggesting those are going to
be shipped, but if your question is what sort of customers do we
have for satellite communications, those are examples of people
who bought transponders and all of the major television networks,
I believe use our satellites occasionally. on (I occasional use
basis. Not part of there permanent facility. but when they need
extra transmission time. Certainly we do a lot of data
transmission, a lot of. some private line voice transmission. and
switch voice with our metrophone service, PBS is a big user,
Public Broadcast Service of our satellites as 1s in PRo
ZIEGLER
We are transferring traffic from WESTAR 2, which is
airing it's end of it useful life, which is 5 transponders worth
of message traffic and that has hundreds of customers of
relatively low band with
usage. we are also transferring
from WESTAR 3, t~e bulk of our what we call single channel per
carrier services. So that we can relocate WESTAR 3 and sell some
additional tran5ponders of WESTAR 3 to American Satell ite
Con,pany. Argo is one lease customer for WESTAR 0, dnd there are
a few others, KTN and Rohert Wald will have capacity on WESTAR
6. By the l1nk, I think-w

-

By the link-ZIEGLER

Will own the transponder ourselves-Two transponders, vital 1 ink communcations
Okay, take Doug Miller?

DOUG MILl.ER
WESTAR 6 originally planned for launch on Ariane in
12 of '83, this month in other words. When was the decision made
to go with the Shuttle instead of Ar1ane?
ZIEGLER
The decision process took from Fall of '82, I'm not
sure of the exact date, but it was shortly after there, L5
f ail u r e, I bel i eve • Un til J uIi e 0 f 8 3, when we act uall y
terminated that contract.
I

MILLER
So it was June of '83 when the decision was,
whenever NASA was notified -ZIEGLER
Well we terminated Ariane in June of '83. but we
did turn on the commit to NASA and McDonald Douglas and Hughes
earl fer than that.
There was a period of tfme during which we had
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contractual arrangements with both Ariane and NAS~ to proceed and
they both knew that. and we of c:nrse said "We'll decide on one
or the other. and we did so in June.
1I

MILLER
Is this part of the reason perh~ps that NASA sort
of got on the stick and did so much fast work for you guys, what
do you think?
I'm sure it had an effect.

They wanted us back.

Okay, why don't we take questions now from the
other Centers, go now to NASA Headquarters. You may be able to
hear better by the earphones.
NASA HDQTRSrhis 1s NASA Headquarters, we do have a question
from Teresa Foley, of Aerospace Daily.
TERESA FOLEY Can you tell me if you got ~ better insurance deal
on the shuttle then you would have on Ariane. and if you could I
would like to know the rates in t2rms of percent.
ZIEGLER
Yes we did get a better deal, because of launching
on the shuttle then on Ariane. And I don't have the exact
figures but it was in the order of 10 percent for an Ariane
launch and in the order of 5 to 6 percent for the shuttle
launch. Did I answer your question?
NASA HDQTRS. Yes you did. This is Harry
Press, with all these switchings back and
I sort of got lost. can you quantify what
number of transponders that YOI1 wOl1ld get
satellites. Is it. do you get hal f again

Rosenthal Associated
forth between WESTARs,
is the net gain in the
out of the new
of what you had before-

ZIEGLER
WESTARs 1. 2, and 3 each had 12 transponders.
WESTARs 4, 5. and 6 each have 24 transponders. So that is an
increase of 2 to 1 in capacity just on the face of that. In
addition the power available out of each transponder has been
grow; n9 from WESTARs 1, 2, and 3 from WESTARs 1, 2, and 3 bei ng
nominally 5 watts. We actually got 6 watts out of those. and 4
and 5 are about 7 1/2 watts each and WESTAR 6 will be about 8.2
watts. So we get a little more capacity because of the high
power.
FOLEY
Teresa Foley with Aerospace Daily again. can you
tell me when you broke the Ariane contract. were you, did you
have to pay a financial penalty for that, or did you lose any
money by breaking the contract?
ZIEGLER
There were two questions there. Yes. there was a
penalty in accordance with the terms of the contract. However
the net effect of the switch because of the lower price for the
shuttle and the lower insurance cost came out about a wash.

2

FOLEY
Okay, also whether you real ize it or not your
company and the other two U.S. companies that broke on the Ariane
caused qufte a stir for NASA marketing official here in
Washington and probably at the Centers as well and I was
wondering now that they have kind of changed and stepped up there
marketing efforts would you consider booking on Ariane again and
under what circumstances would you do that.
BELCH(R
Ah, I suspect it would be, there's a potential of
competition that Ariane brings to the l~unch business and I don't
think we would throw it out, but of course we would have
confidence in primarily the schedule performance. We have
reasonable confidence that they will fix the problems in the same
way every way that NASA has fixed itls problems in the past.
However. we haven't seen the demonstration of Ariane's abil ity to
fix problems in a rapid manner.
ZIEGLER
To reinforce what Bill has said] think itls
incumbent on us to examine all the options at the time we have to
make the decision as we did back in 181 when we originally
decided on Ariane and did again in 182 and 183 in the light of
change circumstances, but certainly we would be remiss not to do
that. so we coul dnl t rul e anythi n9 out.
FOLEY
And my final question, pertains to the mission in
general. After they deploy your satellite, NASA's is going to be
taking some steps to demonstrate there capability in the future
to repair satellites and retrieve satellites and I realize that
they are not going to be able to get to your stationary
satellites till probably later in the century, since you are
planning ~head with your sat~l 1 ites system, up to the year 2000,
are you considering deSigning any repairability or refurbishment
features into your future generation satell ites?
ZIEGLER
That certainly will be a consideration in future
satellites, that has not really been taken in consideration in
the design of WESTAR 6 or 7.
NASA HDQTRS. Okay thank you. there are no futher questions from
NASA Headquarters.
Okay, we have nu other questions at the other
Centers, well come back for any follow ups here in Houston in the
back, back there.
RICHARD REGISTER: (Spaceworld) I have three questions. First of
all there are some slight differences between PALAPA and WESTAR
even though they are the same type of satellite. I wonder what
the reasons for those differences are?
ZIEGLER
You would have to be specific on what the
differences are to--RICHARDS

Okay there's a difference-
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ZIEGLER
is, but
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--then I can tell you what, why WESTAR is the way it

RICHARDS

Okay -

ZIEGLER
know.

-But

can't tell you ahy PAlAPA, because I don't

RICHARDS
Okay, there's a slight difference between the
wattage provide by the solar cells, slight difference in size, ~
sl ight weight difference, and 2 year difference in 1 ife timp. of
the satellites.
ZIEGLER

We've specified what is best for us.

RICHARDS

Uh huh.

ZIF.GLER
And what of course we have confidence that Hughes
can deliver. But why it's different frum PALAPA, I'm sure that
PALAPA people have specified what is best for them, and so I
really don't know the answer to that.
RI CHARDS
Al ri ght, I ' l l go to my next questi on then. There's
bern some comment that Ceo stationary orbit is 90in9 to be
getting very crowded within the next 10 to 15 years. Do you have
any plans to remove your old satell ttes from orbit, or are they
go~ng to continue to fly around up there?
Z lEG LER

WEST AR 1 wh i c h were t ire d 1 a s tAp r i 1, \-1 a s rem 0 v ( d
from orbit. We used the last bit of fuel in it to put it into a
higher orbit.

Known as the eternal orbit.
ZIEGLER
It's drifting westward at about 1 revolutjon around
the earth about every two years, I think. So it's in c 1 ittle
higher orbit, maybe 100 or 200 miles above the synchronous
orbit. And we would intend to do that with any other satellite
that we retire also.
RICHARDS
I see, okay, my last question is why did you, was
there one single overrid~ng factor that led you to cho~se Ariane
as your launch vehicle in the first place?
Z lEG LER
Well a t the tim e t hat we fa c edt hat dec i ~; ion, wh i c h
was in 1981 the shuttle was just barely getting off t~e ground
and I think it was relative confidenc of, there was a new
expendable vehicle available at modest price and the new shuttle
at a modest price and at that time we felt the expendable vehicle
was, we had a little more confidence in it. Events proved we
were wrong in that decision.
I

RICHARDS

I see.

&2

2

Well there were basically three alternatives
available back in '81 when that decision was made. The
traditional Del ta launch. Ariane and the shuttle. Ariane clearly
had a significant cost advantage over the traditional Delta
launch and was very attractive on that basis. The shuttle, the
problem with the shuttle at that time as far ~s our planners ~as
concerned was the uncertainty of the program. Back at that time
we couldn't have a lot of confidence on a projected date.
Fortunately, the shuttle and the succeeding year and a half. the
program got very healthy. $0 it was, the deicision was as
compared with the one a matter of cost, and as compared with the
other matter of planning certainty.
RICHARDS

OKay, thank you.
Okay, Jules Bergman.

BERMAN
Following up on that question. if you gentlemen
were making that relative decision now. with a healthy shuttle
versus a healthy Ariane let us say. for the sake of argument.
Which would you decide?
ZIEGLER

You mean for

BERGMAN

Which launch vehicle would you accept?

ZIEGLER
Well let's, I guess the only way I can answer that
is we do have reservation in our paying for a shuttle launch for
WESTAR 7. We made that decision ~ few months ago.
BERGMAN
$0 what you are saying is you have more faith in
the shuttle than Ariane. At this point.
ZIEGLER

Wait, I can't rule out that the prices are - -

If faith is not the only factor. I think, as
matter of fact we didn't want to the suggest that any real great
lack of faith was a factor. But the timing was a big factor in
our going from Ariane to NASA.
BERGMAN

·w tra-t

Via s ?

ZIEGLER
Timing. ihe. we were looking in spring of '83. the
Ariane launch which had been scheduled for December of '83, and
we had officially been told, been slipped to April of '83 or
March of 183 and subsequently as somewhat beyond that, that was
out there and we were able to get a shuttle launch in January,
late January of '83, so getting up three or four months ahead of
time, with the possibility that the Ariane might slip even
further, was a very important factor to us at that time.
BERGMAN

B~ing

there first, you mean?

I
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ZIEGLER
Getting, yeah getting into service and starting to
get revenue from our satellite.
It's more getting a revenue flow started. Because,
you know, the satellites if 1'm late, as a program manager, if
I'm late with a getting a major investment like this into revenue
producing service.
BERGMAN
you know.
BERGMAN
the

And finally-It could mean anywhere from 1 to 5 million a month,
1 to 5 mill i on a month?

Yeah, depending on the particular circumstances of
-~-

BERGtw:AN

Total revenue flow to you?
That's right.

That's a rule of thumb that you

kno~

BERGMAN
And a final technical question. The Hughes release
on WESTAR 6 says it carries 24 transponders plus 6 spare
transponders. Do you, how do you turn the spare transponders on,
from the ground? Automatically or what?
By command yes.
BERGMAN

By command.
By command from the ground.

BERGMAN

Okay.

Okay, we'll take two final questions then we'll
conclude, Howard Benedict. Then we'll take Louie Alexander, then
we'll wr,ap up.
BENEDICT
Getting back to the insurance question, you said
that the, you paid 10 percent for Ariane launch ~nd 5 to 6
percent for space shuttle launch. What does that 10 percent of?
I believe we've insured WESTAR 4, 5, and 6 for some
amount close to 100 mill ion dollars.
BENEDICT

4, 5, and 6, the three of them
Each of them, no, no, each individually.

BENEDICT
And what does that cost you to insure them for that
price for a 10 year period.
That is what is percentage figure.

! .
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5 or 10 percent of that?
BENEDICT

Oh I see. fine. thank you.
Okay, Louie Alexander.

ALEXANDER
When you were designing this latest WESTAR 4, NASA
was a1 ready notifying people that they would have the compacity
to repair them, and presumably all you had to do was put some
handles on it. I know that's over simplifying it, but the
question is why didn't you?
Well lets see. one. I wasn't aware of that. I
wasn't notified that NASA was planning to be able to repair
satellites in geosynchronous orbit. Maybe in low altitude orbit.
but. not. I was aware. but geosynchronous orbit, that's row going
from 160 miles up to 22,000 miles, and that's a big step.
Okay, weill wrap up here, I wanted to let you know
that, 1'm sorry go ahead.
Excuse me, there was a question that was asked in
the earlier session about the weight. And I can answer that if
anybody is interested. WESTAR 6 after it separated from the PAM,
up before the altitude kick modifier weighs approx~mate1y 2,450
lbs, including 327 lbs of hydrazine. As it's deployed from the
shuttle with the PAM, the weight is 7,297 lbs, and with the
cradle, the part that's returned to earth in the shuttle and it's
equipment, the weight is 9,721 lbs.
OkdY, I understand the press kits for the WE STAR
satellite have arrived and are available out in the newsroom.
Weill conclude this briefing and weill pick up in just a few
minutes with a review of the PALAPA satellite back in the same
room here, in just as soon as we can get reset up here.
END OF Tt'PE
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Our next briefing is on the manned maneuvering unit
and our speaker is Charles "£" for "Ed" mdtsett Jr. who Is
subsys tein manager for the l\1annned Maneuver I ng Un it and a I so
deputy uhief of the Crew Equipment Branch In the Crew Systems
Division.
Ed will describe the hordware ond how the vehicle is
designed to work.
He Nill leave detuils of the mission to Terry
Neal who will fOllow him with an EVA timeline and with that why
we'll - go ahead Ed.
WHITSh1''!'
Okay.
Thank you Dave.
As probably most of you
know the I\fvlU is a miniaturp. sp6.cecrllft.
It's a small self
contalnod backpack that allows the astronaut to fJy around
outside the vehiCle.
In the first slide I have here illustrates
that capability.
This is the logo we put together for the Mv1U
and It shows it as a backpack type of device that is flown with
the hands.
Can we have the next slide please? When you send a
crewman out EVA you got S0me work for him to do and when you put
the ~l\lU on him we llKC to call him and EVA serviceman then.
So
you basically got your EVA suit with the suit though with tho
capability for carrying snme tooJs to do somc .work on TV camera
and s orne 1 i g h t s • The 1\1,'\ ru i s you r c 8 p a b i I i t Y t 0 ~j eta rOll n d, i t ' s
your transportation aid.
So that what we like to call a complete
I.. VA workman, EVA serviceman.
Next slide please.
This shows just
a lit tIe bit· mo red e t u H 0 f how the un I t go est 0 get her.
{ nth e
center view here you have the basic extravehicular mobility unit
tho sui t s Y s tern.
And i n rno s t EVA's for shu ttl e, tho sui t w i l l b e
the E\1U will be the basic teahnique.
We just go out in the bay
and use handholds and foot restraints and do your job but they'll
be some EVA's when the crewman will need to go beyond the range
of the cargo bay.
And that's what the l\1\1U Is for.
It allows you
to get out beyond the confines of the bay and do work away from
the Orbiter some distance.
It's a modular bnc:lcpack type as you
can see on the left hand side.
It's a sclf-contained propulsion
system and when you want to usc it It's readi ly at tached to the
c r O\\1na n 's b a c k pac k, t h c PL SS (p 0 r tab l e I i f e s y stem) as it's
ca)led and that gives them the propulsive capability tllrough
the s c ' t h r us t e r s t 0 fly a r 0 u n d 0 u t sid e EVA.
Next s 1 ide pie a s c •
Before I go Into a lot of detail on this shuttle manned
maneuvering unit though, I'd like to give you a little bit of
history of wha" we did on Skylab and show you a fi 1m clip of some
results that we've had on previous systems.
During the Skylab
mission, we flew the l\1vlU, or an experimental version of the MI.1U
during the second and third missions.
Total we've got 5
different astronauts to fly the Skylab l\~ru during that miasion
ant! accumulated about 14 hou.!'s of flying time.
I've got a film
clip here which I would like to roll at this point in time and
I ' l l show you some video that was taken during the Skylab mission
that will point out some of the characteristics and capabilities
that we solved during the Skylab missions.
Can we h8ve that tape
pie I.l s e • Th c Sky 1a b :\J\1U i san ex per i me n t II 1 un It.
J t wa s not
designed for usc outside the cabin and for that reason did not
have thc relinbility and the thermal protection fwd things of

that nature that the Shuttle ;\l\1U now has to have.
In this first
scene, you sec Al Bean flying the i\t\1U. This is a very typical
velocity. The Skylab workshop as you may recall, is like 22 feet
in diameter so he could zigzag back and forth across the orbiter,
the orbital workshop, Rnd do quite a bit of maneuvering.
In fact
we arranged the zigzag trajectory that traveled about 75 feet
within the confines of the Skylab.
It required them to do a lot
of maneuvers, changing attitudes, chonge speeds, change
directions, so we ~ot R pretty good evaluation of the flying
capability of the unit. We're even able to fly some of the
maneuvers with the astronauts suited.
In this particular scene
believe it's Al flean ngain.
flo's flying a \!urved path which is a
very challengine job which incident ly happens to bc very close to
what we're going to do in this mission.
But he's flying a curved
path about the inside of the wall lockers a distance of about 3
or 4 inches away from the wall.
This is from another scene that
is shot below but you can gct somc ideas how close hets flying to
the wall ~ut with complete control. We never had any problem
bumping into the Skylab workshop. Jle's just as able to fly this
thIng us you're ablc wnlking around in this room.
Another
maneuver we did during the mission was to have him transport a
small axis part of the firemans fold as they call it, but he was
able to fly up to the top of the workshop, station to keep
hlmse!f where he wanted to reach out and attach this member
through a pit pin arrangmcnt and again it demonstrated the
capability of precision capability that the crewman hlld to fly
with the ;\'JI.m. He's got into position and he backs off.
In this
case we put a little white ob~ect in the middle of the scree:':
into a spin. Al Bean is flying the unit.
lie's going to line
himself up with the unit with that object spinning ond match spjn
rate as you can see he's put himself into a roll.
This was taken
with a sequence camero. so it's kind of jerky but he was able to
match spin rates with his 40 pound object, reach out and grab a
hold of it, in this case he just stuck it between his legs and
flew it back ac~oss the other side of the workshop. This scene
was taken from the second Skylab mission.
It shows some results
oft h <? plume imp i n g cme n t f r c:;>m the ReS jet s •
In t his cas e the
eonn1and module. These are about 100 pound jets. As you can sec
the rei mp i n gin g r h t II e r s eve r all yon the the r rna 1 pro tee t ion s hie I d
that was on the Skylab unit.
Fortunlltcly, it didn't cause any
damage but it lIocs show you that in n vacuum you do have some
thruster plume impingement problcms. Okay, could we hold the
tape right now please? Okay, could we go back to the slides
now? Now with that little bit of a history of what happened in
Skylab and some ideo of the preeision mnneuvering capabilities,
the maneuvering unit does provide for the astronaut.
I'll trot
back into the dcscr ipt ion of the hardware that we have for the
Shuttle manned maneuvering unit. And the vicwgraph here shows
where it's located in the cargo bay •. That's the forward part of
the bay very close to the hatch which is right in this area from
the cabin. On the 11 and 13 rnissions we're carrying two l\1\1U's.
One on the port side, one on the starboard side just opposite.
'fhis just gives a view of what it looks like when it's in a
stowed configuration.
Next slide please.
So Y04 can imagine the
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to climb into the foot restrnints and that holds him in position
to do some work on the Mvtu and that is he has to deploy the arms
and get it ready to fly.
In this particular view he is also shown recharging it.
It can be recharged onorbit and that's
what's going on there. Our next view please. After he's gotten
ready to fly then he turns around and backs into it and slips the
backpack of the PLSS into the open cavity of thE. l\1l\-lU and it's a
sort of a feel your way in type of approach.
It's not an
aut oma tic s Ystem, the c r e\\1Illa n jus t so r t 0 f s h i f t s his s h 0 u 1 de r s
back and forth and pushes back with these knobs on the handholds
right here and latchcs the PLSS into the I\II',m and he's ready to
fly.
There are some levers on the support station in this area
rib ht here that he retracts and the !\l\lU is r2ady to fly then.
Next one.
Lot me hit some overall characteristics and then I'll
move down to the mockup and show you some details of the unit
there.
As we talked about it a little earlier, it is a modular
device to be used in the cargo bay are donned and doffed and
stowed in the cargo !Jay. It's designed to operate in the near
vicini ty of the orl>i ter and by that '.ve mean something 1 ike 'n
hundred meters. We think about 100 meters the crewmans got good
visi~ility, you can see where he is you can detect his range and
range rate and they'll be no problem whatsoever from a flying
standpoint.
Beyond that y6u get out at a thousand feet or 2000,
fee t i t I s get s a l itt 1 e mo ret ric k y fly i n g l> Y the sea ~ 0 f you r
pants which is basically what the MHU system is. The l\T\nJ has no
telemetry.
It docs have the BTU for voice COITTI1 back to the
Orbiter af course ondAil is.designed to be.donned and serviced by
one man Clurlng the I.W vut In mo:;t cases WI fl always a two mEln
EVA. And it will support a six-hour, a nominal six-hour EVA.
In
t e r ms 0 f i t ' s e h a rae t e r i s tic s i t s elf i t can t ran s 1ate and
rotate.
It has·o capability of what we call 66 feet per second
delta v, that is if you used all the propellant at one continllolls
time you can get up to a velocity of 66 feet per second.
However, in the nominal mode you only fly about 1 or 2 feet per
second and that amount of propellant would last you 2 hours of
so.
tt does usc nitr0gen as a propellant which is very safe,
it's very simple noncontaminating, it's very good for this
Shuttle use and since the Shuttle carries nitrogen for the cabin
atmosphere is 'available onboard and you can recharge the I\tyRJ from
the Shuttle's nitrogen system.
Jt is designed in what we call a
fault tolcrant system. That is most every system in batteries,
thrusters and so forth operate in a pardi leI mode, that is, both
systems are online at all times and if you had a problem with
thruster stuck or battery went dead you can switch over to the
other system and continue to fly the unit and get back to the
Orbiter.
If you had a problem beyond that, a second problem
after that, there is a capability the Orbiter would maneuver over
and pick up the crewman wi t h the rvr.ru.
It can be moved through
the hatches if that were need be. The support station you saw in
some of the earlier viewgraphs holds it for launch. The basic
weight of the i\E\,ru backpack itself is about 340 pounds and the
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support station itself is about 245 pounds. Can we have the next
one?
I'm going to move down here in a moment and we'll work with
the mockup a little bit and show you some of the details. As you
ean see in the viewgraph the basic position as the crewman in
this area, the first thing you have to do of eour3e is deploy th~
arms and this is done to move them out into a position like so.
Then after the crewmans got everything set lip he turns around and
backs into it and then he's ahle to raise the arms up into the
work position.
Once in that position the arm's adjust for the
length for different size crmvman, can accomnodote the small
fifty percent female up to nineyfive percent male in terms of
size.
The backpack PLSS has a slot in the back of it which when
it bocks in these latches grabs and holds the PLSS in position
and sa that's what holds the crC\\oT1lan in the l\-mtu for flying.
Nqw
we do have a lap belt which provides a backup capability and
hooks on to the front of the suit like this so he does have that
to hold him. Anyway the basic system is flown very much like
this. Your left hand is used for translating, your right hand is
lIsed for rotation.
It does have un automatic attitude hold
feature whlch can be enabled by a button on top of the hand
controller.
That is when the ere'Nlnan pushes this button down it
holds his attitude in inertial reference. One of the real
advantages of that is if you were carrying some cargo with th~
r\I\1U and this cargo caused the center of gravity to b~ shifted off
since the thrusters weren't lined up and when you trpnslated the
,Vi\YU wanted to pitch or roll or have sorne prqblem like this.
The
gyros would modulate the jets so that you could tranalate
straight ahead.
This is also very important when you're flying
out from 2 or 3 hundred feet away from the Orbiter because then
you know tha~ you got inertial reference to work with.
System
has a number of switches on it to power it up and to control the
different modes of operation. When he's flyin~ ho only has two
dis pia y s i f you wi 1 1. On cpa i ron e a c h sid e, 0 nth e I 0 f t sid tJ up
in this area right here there nre pressure gauges. They arc very
small but they read out the pressure thats in each tonk in pounds
per square inch. The way the Mi'l'tlJ is set when I talked 0 lit tie
while'ago aboLlt the fault tolerance capability, it's really two
s y s t e inS i non e •
It's t 'NO set S 0 f tan k s, two set s 0 f bat t e ric s ,
the r e 's a tot a 1 0 f 24 jet s, 1 2 0 n e a c h sid e so it's n s y stems A
and system U, kind of like dual brakes in your car.
If you
noticed there's 4 jets on eoch side where these dark hose are
pointed where the jets are located so that when you translate
you're firing 4 jets. Now if you had some problem nnd had to
shutdown onehalf the system, system A for example, then 2 jets
would bJ operating and the other two jets would be shutdown.
So
it has complete control capability even if you lost one of
jets. Down below the pressure gauge is another indicator and
what this is is a little light un LfD indicator t and when tho
jets are firing, when there's an electricul signal sent to the
jets, thcn these lights come on, so of coursc t in the vacuum of
spa c e the ere wma n will Il 0 toe a b 1 e t 0 h ear the t h r 1I S t e r s fir i n g
so if he wants to check the systcm out and sec if it's working
propcrly he can look over at these lights and see whats going
on. Whcn he's completed the mission and wants to get Ollt, ~~et
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job you wouldn't want these nrms in your way so you can {old them
down III this Broa r'ilZht.hcrc so thev're out oCh,thc way •. \\,Tllcn
[nere 1s a caD lC meCl1an 1 sm up 1 n ln1 s area rig { nere.
n \ cn you
can sec retrncts the PLSS latch, which allows the creWlnl1n to come
out.
As you will see therc's 0 la.tch on each side, either one of
the latches will lct him out, so it con provide some liability or
fnult tolcrance in thRt rcspect.
I'll turll it around a little
tit, talk about some of the details on the side.
In this area
right here is a recharge connector so that when your back in the
support station, you ~an recharge from the orbiter nitrogen
system.
There is a couple of valves up in this area that the
crewman can reach while he is flying or in the bny, this allows
him to interconnect the two tanks.
Normally the two systems nre
always isolated but if you had a battery problem on one side and
you wnnted to use nil the tank, all the gas in your tank, you can
i n t ere 0 nne c t the tan I< s wit h t h ~ set wo val ve sin t his arc R . Th e
un i t has two bat t c r I e s, wh i c h are I 0 cat cd i n l his are a 0 { co u r s e ,
you CRn't change them out whi Ie he is flying around, he's got to
come back into the cabin, to get to the batteries, but they I1re
a c c e s sib 1 e and c !l n b 0 r e mo v e dan d rep 11' cod fa i r 1yea s i 1 y, EVA.
There's some circuit brcakers down in this a.rea, which he must
set to get the thing configured to fly.
And, yes the :'~tteries
are rechargable, but not in i\t\1U, they have to be token back in
the cabin for recharge.
As you can see its ba.sically a aluminum
structure.
Weighs 340 Ibs as I said, \'.'ith 11 little more detnil
in the back.
The backside is dominated of course by the tanks,
two large tanks in this area right here.
There is n thermal
c 0 a tin gin the b II C k her e t II a the 1 p s con t r 0 1 the temp ern t u r e wh i 1 e
i~'s out EVA.
There nrc some ligtlts located, one at the top, one
lit the two bottom sides which are, which we clill locator
li~hts.
They flash sort of like the lights on an aircraft so
tnat the crew back in tho cabin can see whp.re the cre ....mlln is with
the l\1\IU on.
There is an umbilical thnt goes to the spacecraft
down in this area, so that electrical power is supplied from the
orbi ter to run the heaters, to kep.p the !\fllU warm if you arc in 11
cold environment, so the crewman has to disconnect the umbilical,
nnel th(Hl transfer to internal pow~r, anel he's ready to go fly.
I ' I l I e a vet he sea r ms i nth e 0 per ate po sit ion and the n ~~ 0 b a c k
into the other part of tho briefing.
Can we have the next slide
[>leRse.
This shows the erc\'nnans suited, in this case as Rruce
r,lcCandless doing one of his training runs, in the support stntion
with r.fl1U own reRdy to cast off Rnd fly.
Ne~d slide plellsc.
This
one doesn't show up very w(>ll, but this is ·..vhat the unit looks
1 ike wit h the co vcr S r e mo v cd, a s yo II can see \. he I ilr ~ eta 11 k sin
this erea, these urc 3,000 lbs per sq. inch n:tror;en tonks.
Right in the center is the main electronics box thnt control
electronics box as we call it. Tlud's where the gyros Rrc, nil
the thrusters select logic power conditioning and things of thut
nature.
Next ono.
I want to talk jllst a few minutes now about
the status of the hardware.
I've given you some sort of a
overview of what it looks like, and how it operates.
We've built

three units under this program which incidently was built by
:'Ilartin Marietta in Denver, Colorado. The first unit we call the
qua-test unit.
It was used for ground test, certification to
mect all thc environments, vibrations, temperature, things of
this nature. We have completed all tests on the unit now and
were going to bring it down to Houo;ton during tt>e mission to keep
it on standby for support during the mission. For the long term
we plnn to use it to look at design improvements over the next
few years. We have two flight units, eell number 2, and cell
number 3, both of these unib are now installed in OV99. There
completed installation, we've done all the tests, after it was
installed nnd everything checked out fine. We have one more test
to to alld that IS the load of batteries, and that wi II be done on
at the pad eprly part of January.
We have all the training
hardware on hand, anll I'll sholV you some of that in just a few
moment8, see all the ground support cquipment, we'l'e set up and
really to fly. This is a picture taken in a neutral buoy~ncy
trainer here in Jlouston. Again I believe that's Druce l\tcCandlcss
going through his donin3 nnd doffing operations. You can sec the
~.i\!U mounted in the sUl>port station, again his feet held in the
foot restaint down here. Next one. Now he's turned around and
backed himself in the 1I.r.ru, latched thc r.t\IU to tht3 i latched the
PLSS to the ~1\IlI and he has his hands on the levers, g~tting ready
to release himself I'rom the {<'SF. And now he's rCRdy to go fly
nway.
In the neutral buoyancy tank you can't fly of C0UI'SC,
underwater) all you ,~an do is doning nnd doffing sequences and go
through the operation of getting out )f the airlock area (}vcr to
the ~Iru and so forth. To do flsing operations, go ahead, we use
the simulator, that we rent from ~.lartin ~larietta in Denver. This
doesn't give you a very good view of it, except that you can tell
that it's a full scale simulatot'. Some of you can may have been
to Denver, and seen the simulator in operAtion, but in essence
it's 0 moving base carr loge. You ('an see this Inrci'c towlCr over
in this area. And in this case here's n suited cre\\lrnan goin!!
throu~I' his trni(dn'f~'
I{(! has,a set.o! htlIHl<!ootroll..cJ'.s that has
sWltcnes tn it, tho operate Just lIKe the rll~nt ~1:'JU.
The
electrical signals nrc then transmitted, nre sent to a computer
which ~oes throu~!h all the lluto mechanics that generate the
motion. And then the motor Jrive Ilim physicnlly around in the
room, as though he were ill space. One of the thinG'S we learned
from the Skylab mission, was that tllis sirnillator doc,> represent
very closely the flying characteristics of 311 ~,r,tu.
IU~ht after
the f i I'S t f 1 i g h t, inS k y 1u b, i\ I no an, r u d i 0 C d b a c k t 11 f1 t sa i d
"1'011 those people in Denver, this thing flies just like the
simulator." As you call sec he stands in the gyrnbol ring, which
allows him to turn left anll right, there's an axes right here,
that fillo1,','s him to pitch fonvlIrd and hack and another axes here
thut allows him to roll. This gymbol itself is mounted on this
tower, widch allows you to gel vertical motion, the tower is
mounted on l. trailer that you can't sec here, thut allows it to
go left unll right nnd the trailer goes up Hnd down the room to
give you complete 6 degree freedom motion.
So the sirn~Jlator
wit II i nth eli mit a t ion S 0 f tho room 1h Ii t you r in. can ph Ysic all y
move you {Hound. We do have fl full scale mock up (If the solar

max satellite, in this case, which we were able to use for crew
training for ·that mission. Could we have the rest of the vidc.o
tap e fir s t, b e for ewe' got 0 the n ext s 1 ide pIe a s e • Wo u 1d you go
ahead and roll the other part of the video tape, and whi Ie, here
we go, okay, and here is a picture of the Denver simulator. You
can see the crewmen from some distance back, attached to the
~¥T~g~nl~~~e~g~¥ce ~Hdt~g fPb~t:asYt~~ Ra~~r?i~~uQi~~ig~~ and
these are some of the early experiments that we did to sec if it
is feasible to fly up to and match rates with the spinning solar
max satellite.
Just to above the crewmane head you can see a
solar panel, slowing rotating by, the solar max is only spinning
about 1 deg!'ee per second, so it's not real fast rate.
In this
case you can see the crewman is just about liP to the point of
docking to a trunion pin that pertrudes to the side of the solar
max. And that grapple fixture on the front of the ~~ru is what
allows it to attach to the solar max satellite. This is another
view from up above, as y')u can sec it is a very easy task to
do.
It does require a good deal of handeontroller, coordination,
but we haven't had any problems at all with any of the crew, they
were readily e.ble to do this tusk without any specific
training. And most .of there training has been related to the
act u a I time lin c 0 f the m iss ion.
ltd 0 e s n 't look I ike i the r e ,
but since the camera is tracKing, both of those thirlgs are moving
Ht 1 foot per second, 1 degree per second laterally. And that's
very easy task to do, Okay, we can cut the video now, let's go
back to the slides.
I mentioned earlier to you the hardware has
been installed at the Cape.
This just shows the view of the
flight support station bein3 lowered into th~ cargo bay of the
challenger vehicle down at the Cape right now.
It mounts on,
this one mounts on the port side, on some bolt holes, as located
in this area right here.
Now if the background on the hardware
and the sto.tus of it, let's talk a little bit about the mission
in terms of .the test objectives that we had. Terry Neal is ~oing
tog 0 t h r 0 ugh til 0 time lin e wit h you i n jus t a f ow mome n t s, but
from the hardware standpoint we have some test objectives that we
want to meet as part of this first mission tn STS-l1. The first
part of these objectives has to do with a activity in the bay.
That is before he stal'ts flying, the doning and doffing, the
rea ell, the vis i b iIi t y, we won t t 0 v 0 r i f y t hat a I 1 0 f tho set h i n g s
are sat i s f net 0 r yin t e r ms 0 f the l\'t\1U do s i g n • 0 f co U r s c, jus t the
fact that we arc flying, we're going through the launch
environment, the thermal vacuum environment of coursc, is a
further verification that the hardware is designed, and is going
to work properly. !laving comrleted the doning and doffing, the
doning activity and the checkout activity, then the cre\lJmen
begins a series of manuevcrs, first to check out the hardware,
the rll1\-1U and make sure it's operating properly. And then go
through a series of manuevers that get more and more comrlicated
as it goes.
Starting off with small translations, then lIsing the
trunion pin attachment device which is required for the solar max
mission, and he's going to fly around during the night part of
the mission anti doing a series of enginecring evaluations. These
are related to looking at how the control systcm responds, what

kind of thrust lovel we get out of the lIni t, basically how the
hardware pcrforn~ itself. So the objQctive has to do with not
only with showing but ~h(' astronaut '~an do flying the l\l\1U but
also how the hardwares performing a~ well. And then one of the
big parts of the test of course, wi 11 be to fly the :\f\!U away from
the shuttle, ranges similar to what we will see in the solar max
mission, which is about 300 feet. And when you consid~r this
will be done without tethers, it will be rather interesting thing
to take plnce. This is an overlay wc put together a while back,
but I suspect we'll see a picture much like this in about R
weeks. Next. This shows, an artist view of what the ~i\1U will
look like when we're do the solar max repair mission, which is
planned for STS-13. Here's what we call the trunion pin
attachment deviee and here's a trunion pin that pertrudcs, It's a
g r 0 u n d han d lin ~ pin t hat's air e a cl yon the sol a r mn x sat e 11 I t e
that he's going to dock to. Next one. Once the IVt\1U is docked,
then the :\I\1U thrusters nrc used to stop the rotation of the solar
max satellite. So it only takes 11 few seconds of thrust and
we'rc able to stabilize the solar max satellite, and hold it for
the shuttle to fly in and pick it up.
And this is a mock up of
one of the earlier versions of a trunlon pin attachment device.
Before I give up the rostrum here, let me speak just A moment
about some of the flJture possibilities nnd I'll l:!o through thi~
very quickly, Dave, and then we'll get ready for questions nnd
answers. You might ask what ~.JI.1U's going to be used for after 13,
there's a lot of possibilities things, such as transferring
cargo. ~~y we have the next one please. We're going to go
through these pretty quickly. Once he gets there, he can fold
the arms down like 1 illustrated for you a little earlier, and do
some work at a work site. Next. This shows R picture of a
hand} i nr! a. tray, from a 10n2' durnt ion eXDosure faci ll'lv
§ ~ev.mao
1I~n1l1Cance here IS tnls IS a contamination senslt ve sate
1 t e,
and the idea is you don't want the shuttle to get in to close, so
you park the shuttle out ~OO or 400 feet away and use the ~~ru,
since it has nitrogen 01' inert gas as a propellant, allows you to
fly over and work on satellites that are contamination
.
sensitive. Next. A little farther down the stream we get into
the earlier building large antennas and structures and spnce and
'\t\ll) will have a lot of applications and go ahead, in that
regime. Like carryln:j large beams, now you may think thnt looks
kin d 0 f s ill y, guy s fly i n gar 0 un d \y i t h f\ beam 1 ike tho t, b u ~ for
space structure, a beam of thAt, 100 feet l0ng probably only
weighs about 50 Ibs. So the ~~ru is a very feasible way to
manipulate large beams like that. It will also be struc 'Hal
cab 1est hat will be use d to ti e the s e be a ms tog e the ran dan \ {\ Tll
will be an ideal way to manuever in and out the intricate
structure and do those kind of tasks. Once it is assemblicd
thoro's going to be alignment jobs, and your crewman will be able

~§~8~~~~0~6B~~l\Yl~iya·su~Bo¥~tR~·astpgnAnt~hPeI8Ue.teOWAy;ttHRA~
About the only thing you haven1t touched on h(j i,
the cost per unit. We did have a fow questions about that.

O!<ay, asI said earlier the contract is with ~.lnrtin
in Denver.
The development cost of the J~1.l\1U is about 45
millton dollars.
The unit cost, that is to by another unit right
now, would be about 10 million dollars a pie~e.

WIIITTSRT
~larietta

PAO
Okay, we'll start with questions Ilnd answers here
at JSC and then go on to headquarters and Kennedy Space Centers,
and ~1a r s IHl I i i f s u c hex i st.
Pie as e ide n t i f y you r s elf be for e you
speak, Carlos?
CAIlWS IW EHS .. ( 110 U s ton eh ron i c 1 e) - Ed '1'10 U 1 d you tel 1 usa
little bit more about this trunion pin and what Druce is ~oing to
00 after he hooks onto it, as I unders tand it he's hilS some,
that's just the initial connection, and then he bolts on some.
something, grapple fixtur~ for example, would you go through th:'lt
for us pleuse.
We 11 we \'I ill s I mu I n t e mLJ c h 0 f the sol a r ma x
mission, during IJ using a trunion pin attachment device, and we
wi 11 have some trunioll pins on the SPAS satel1 i te as well as the
box it's stowed on.
I believe Terry's going to get into some
more detail on ho".o/ the trunion pin is used, in terms of the crew
procedures.
Would it be okay to wait and let him COVl.r that?
Okay.
WIll TTS RT

SYLVAN HOOH.IQU£Z (!{TlUO - How mnny units arc going to he flying
on this ne,(t mission? How many nsironauts will be trained to use
them on this next mission? And what is the range, how far away,
can a n a s t I' 0 n a u l, s 8 f ely t r a vel from the spa c e era f t ?
WHITSETT
Okay, we're carrying two M\IU's on 11, thel'e both
installed now.
The plan is Lo fly both of them, although ~ot
s i mu 1 tan eo us. Ou r i n g tho fir s t BVA the y I 1 I fly the \t"RJ, P I' 0 b n b 1 Y
on the port side.
Both Druce 'fuCondless and Dob Stewart have
bee n t r a i nod to fly the !\f.'!U and bot h 0 f them wi 1 I fl y the ~~ U 0 n
S1'S-11.
The range as I said is about 300 feet.
That's not 0.
magic number, your not going to fallout of orbit if you go
beyond that, but we know it, about 300 feet the cr~wrnnn has good
vis u a I cue s, I n t e r ms 0 f his ran g can d r n n g era tea n d t 11 nt's n
very safe distance to fly.
So normally wo will try to stay
within 100 yards, 100 meters of the orbiter.

Jx)UG ~lILLEH (KTRJI Radio) - On this particular flight, will
be using any sort of umbilical cord?

they

WHITSE'IT
No they will not.
There was some plans for u~ilng
i t for c he c k 0 u t, but ate the r i sea n be a kin d 0 f a n u I san O:~ (~ •
Can get tangled, and you can get some angular momemtum problems,
so v-Ihat we've done is develop a technique that the crew, n~uee
and Bob, can check out the 1\1\1U before they actually releasl~
themselves from tho flight suoport station, and they can
determine then, that it's operating properly, and they will fly
o Cf r rom the r e •

During the EVA's will one of the crcwmcmbers go out
or wi II both of them go out, and only one lise the !\1\1U?
WHITSETT
No, both crewman wi 11 be EVA.
That's stnndard
practice, 'I'd thin NASA to have two erewrl1an, to have a buddy
system.
And Terry will go through a timeline that shows that
Ilctually both crewman will be going to doing a('tivities durin~
EVA even thou3'h only one will be flying th(; i\t\lV.
Okay,
someone out without
visions of someone
How can you access
bo dangers right?

How can you, when your talking about sending
on umbilical cord, it conjures up these
flying off and never being recovored again.
this, the dangers of this and there's bound to

W1I ITS ETT
We 11 per hap s I s h 0 u 1d h a v e g i v en yo 1I a l i ttl e rno r e
feel for the ~t\IU.
It renlly, it has a lot of reliability, nnd
t~sts behind it in terms of the history of thc hardware.
It
real.y only has a very small thrust.
The thrusters nre 1.7 Ibs
each, so the acceleration is I ike 100th of a g.
It's hardly
perceptible that the astronaut can feel it, so during crew
training, we've been through a lot of simUlations of failures,
thrusters stuck on, things of this nature and found that the they
can, the crew can respond in 1 to 2 seconds, and shut down any
kind of system that they have.
So you can't get into a whole lot
of trouble.
ThQ other significant thing is the fact thllt the
shuttle is manuev~rable itself.
It can fly over and pick up the
crewman so, if he had, the wor8t case, tW(' failures occur in a
row, the best, the worst thut could happ(;'.·, is he is sort of
drifting slowly, and the shuttle goes over and picks him up.
And
we've, Druce for example, I know has done some simulations in the
orb I t e r, s i mu 1a tor, wile r e he act un 1 I Y fl i e s 0 v era n d co u Ids coo p
up a crewman in the payload bay, at least get to orbiter, close
enough to he can reaoh out and grab a handhold.
Or the second
crewman could grab.

got physioal:,

Oh, I soe, so you wouldn't get, you could actually
close enough to rench out nnd grap a hand --

WlI ITS ETT
Yes, do fin ito
that capability.
It's kind
did to underwatcr activity.
without a tether and things
risk that's (lssocioted \'lith
shuttle.

I y, no que s ti 0 nab 0 u t the 0 r bit e r has
of like you know what SCOPR diving
You know the mobility that you have
of this nature, just out weigh the
and not being firmly attached to thc

And ho\" similar
used on Gemini missions?

is tllis unit

to thc onE! that VIas

WLlIT~fir t t
t\'Cl11 t the one used oOIGemi ni was carrt' ed! l,lut thev
didn
ge
0 use
, you may recal
on {jom~nl~.
nOre s a lot
of characteristics that are different, for example, that unit
only had 12 thrusters, it also was a very hot '/ohicle, as you
would speak.
Had a lot of response, probably difficult to fly,

In terms of a means of propelling yourself around from A to Z and
c:ootrolling vourselft!her..e,.it's very similar
Ooetsifrnificant
dllference wns ttia
lie (Jamlnl unit naa no la t eral
nrtlsters.
And so you had to develop some rather unique techniques, if you
wun ted to rno vel ate r a 1 I y, t h !l t t urn CdOli t to be a s eve r e han d i cap
for that unit.
So from a flying standpoint it was fairly
similar.
And it's a backpack that uses hand controllers to
rnnnucver.
Okay.
(ABC) - fAl, how long do you estimnte it wi 11
each of the crC\\man to get hooked up to the M\1U?

SHERRY AR;'.lET -

take

WHITSETT
Oh, I'believe that's in the neighborhood of 15, 20
minutes.
Docs that sound about right, Terry?
Itls relatively
fairly quickly, but we do want him to look the unit over, and
look for damage or anything that IS kind of unusual, so to spend a
little bit of time.
[Jut if your really concentrating, and that's
all you wanted to do was jump into in a hurry, you could' get into
it in 5 minutes or less, no question.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

JULES BERG.,\IAN (ABC News) - Ed, a worst possible cases hypothesis,
or see n a rio i f you \II ill, 6 6 fee t per sec 0 n d del t a V.
II ow far
away from the shuttle could that get to them at max? And the
unlikeliness instance of a dual failure by both units, while both
EVA erewmembers are outside, what would you do?
WIlITS1:."'i'T
Well let me take the last one first, we do not plan
to fly both of them at one time. There will only 1)0 one M\1U
flying around.
80th crCMnlln will be EVA, but they will not be on
l'.'{l;lU's.
So we only have one '\l\IU freeflying, at a time.
Now if
you .. did have a problem, or you did get a large velocity 66 feet
per second, that could give you some prohlem. You'd have to talk
to son)c of the ol'biter mechanics, peoplc to tell you how far
you'd gct away, it depends on which direction you went.
But'
you've got to r ecogn i ze to get up to 66 feet per second, i t ~Ioti I d
take about 3 minutes of continuous thrusting, and surely the
crC\vrnan cnn think of somcthin3 to do to solve that problem in 3
minutes.
lie isn't just going to sit there, nnd just barrel away.
BEHG\tAN
I wonder about that, as a pi lot myself.
Thotl~11
both l\I\1U aren't used at the same time, would you use the second
one if the first had nn unexplained failure?
WHlTSETf
That's a possibility.
You could rescue one crc\\man
with the second M\1U, the prime mode however right now would bc to
use the Orhiter, to pick up.
BEnG~IAN
I didn't ask you if it was n possibility [asked,
what is the mission rule on that?

WHITSETT
l'e i' 1 eve him. The mission

rule would be to use the orbi ter to

BERGMAN
Let's say the orbiter had a problem and couldn't be
used, thon what, do we have 8 guy marooned in space?
WHITSETT

You could still use the second

~~ru.

n~a\1AN
Even though we didn't understand the foi lure that
had happened to the first one?

Will TS Elr

We 11

-

BERG.\lAN
I'm not trying to give you Il hurd time, as I said
i~ the beginning,
I'm trying to pose the worst possible case of
scenario.
WHITSETT
If you put enou~h failures together, you could
obviously get into a situation where your going to drift away
from shuttle. Again you've got to realize each r,t\ru has
completely redundant systems, you would have to have some kind of
failure, a dual failure tv get significant translation.
Again,
the way the jets are located on Hie "l\lU, they are on corners.
The most likely failure you might have would be a jet struck on
for example.
So you've got only 1 of the 4 jets turning on,
which is one 25th of a g, I'm sorry, 1/4 of the normal
acceleration, you would got a rotation out of that rather than a
translation, so if you had a stuck on jet, if he did nothing, he
would start spinning, father than trfinslating.
So you'd, it
would be kind of hard to get that scenario together.
BERCNAN

So, you regard this as safe?

WHITSETT

De fin ito 1Y •

And your for not using a fine tether to begin with?
It i g h t .
1 t h Ink a s i s aid ear lie r, t hat the time
involved in deploying and managing a tether is not warranted from
a mission standpoint.

WB I TS ETT

PAO
Okay, Okay, we'll go for two more questions, and
then go to headquarters.
HOWAT\D BENEDICT - Okay, I've got a ~ouple of questions. On the
tether business. Will they come out on tether initially when
they are IJ'Iru's or will they have tethers on them at that time.
WllITSE'rr
No, 11m sorry I didn't make that clear. The ground
rUle, is always to be tethered.
Until you get into the iv1\1U and
then the ~1Irru provides your mobility, so the procedure will be to
don the ~MU, hook it up, hook the life belts up, and be
completely attaehed to the \r,m before you disconnect the safety
tether.
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the second :;\on wi 11 al',vays he teUlcl'cd.
Dc fin i tel y •
And

BENEDICT Okay, and t~l'!n try to ~{ct an i den of sp('C'd, 110',....
Ion g w ill i t t a k e t 0 mo ve say 3 0 0 r e c t ? S il Y 0 ve r t 0 fl sol u r fllll x
satellite, or arc they just at normal speed?

WII 1TS E'IT
We II
2 feet per second.
only 100 seconds,
minutes.

now we're looking at velocities of ahout
Say 11/2, say even 3 feet per scCon{l, i l ' S
300 seconds, so your talking just 2 01' 3
right

BEJ~EDICT 01<ay, will both ~lcCnlldlcss and Stewart fly the ~,l\IlJ
out of the cargo bay?

WIIJTSET'f

Yes,

BENEDICT -

They both wi 11

WHITS1:.TI
manuevurs.

Th c Y

\V ill

got llr 0 ugh n ve r y s i In i In r set

13ENEDICT Okay, will '.tcCundlcss be on the first
Stewart on the second EVA is that l'ight?

0

f

EVA and

WlJlTSerr
~,lcCandless will fly first, then Stewart will fly
second during the first EVA.
And .. he second EVA, thcy will,
Bruce will fly again. Terry will cro through thnt, it's in thereOkay, they both will fly both EVAs,
BENEDICT And the other question, I missed your answer to the
question on the maximum distance you can go out away from the
shuttle with this?
WHITSETT
Well
feet of shutt Ie.
BENEDICT -

the plan is we would want

to stay within 300

What could they go to?

WHITSETT
Well, if you look at the orbiter mechanics, you can
drift away and be half an orbit away, in the worst case.
It '5
the qucstion, it takes a lot of time for that to happen of
course.
PAO
Okay, Howard.
That was Howard Benedict of AP with
no other question.
We'll take one more.
Carlos.
CARLOS BYERS - Try to think of, I've lost track of my question.
Whcn they go out, is, well I'm sorry, lct me start over after
we've done some other things.
PAO

Okay, we can go on to headquarters now plcase.

a

Questions?
CRAIG (»VAULT (Aviation Wcek) - f..d, this is Craig Covault, at
Aviation Weck.
When Stewart and l'.tcCandless do the long
translations out to 150 feet then 300 feet, arc they going to
turn there backs on the orbiter and fly out that distance, or
will they h'! backing out, so thcy cun always face the orbiter on
the way out?
I think the plan right now Craig, is ~o start the
translation away from the orbiter, then yaw around 180 degrees so
thut thGy arc coasting backwards if you will, away fron) the
orbiter, and they can sec the orbiter during the transfer.
Of
coursc, during solar m~x, they will be looking at the
sat e I lit c • Bu t d uri n gIl, norma 1 I Y the y \II ill k ee p the ~ h u tt 1e i n
si[{ht.

WHITSETT

PAO

Okay.

COVi\Ul~T

Okay, and again on the long translation on thc way
out, will Vance Brand bc keeping the orbiter rendezvous radar on
them and pro .... iding them voice clies on there velocity and distance
by the radar?

WHITSETT
I know he wi 11 be keep i ng his eyes on t h"l1l,
check with Terry.

let me

PAO
I think Tcrry Neal will be handling the EVA
timeline nnd will probably answer that as we go along further.
Anything else Craig?
COVAULT.
A couple more things here, Ed, you know when your
in the M\1U, and seeing the flashing lights up on the side, itls
very hard especially if with, your in a helmet. We're YOll able
to g~t on the little fiber optic extensions that come out in
fro n t .0 f t It e h e hlle t, sot hat the yea n see tho set h r u s t e r s fir i n g
cues rig-ht in front of there eye.

WHITSETT
Yes, we did, Craig, in fact, we have those over
here, we can't show them to you, but it's a flexible fiber optic
cable that plugs into the area where the thruster cue 1 ight is on
the ~ll',ru and it comes around the crm-.mans side, kind of like n
1\1 i eke y :\ 10 use ant e n n a, s u c h t hat the end 0 f the fib e r 0 p tic cab I c
is pointing toward your eyes.
And with that you will be able to
sec the thruster cue lights come on wi thout turning your head,
which is [l normal mode.
So thosc Rre planned for STS-ll, we've
finished those units and they will be carried in the cabin nnd
transferred out when Bruce and Bob go out EVA.
TERESA FOLEY - (Aerospace Daily) - I may have missed this if
you've gone over it already, do you have a cost estimate on how
much each ~t\1U cos t s NASA?

WHITSE'IT

Yes, we estimate about 10 mi Ilion dollars a piece.

SUE BUTLER (Time and Space World) - I don't quite understand on
this mission, each astronaut will go EVA, once without, with this
M\lU one and once with out it.
But on this solar max rescue, will
each of them wear an ~~ru to go out?
WIIITSETT

The plan for STS-13 -

BUTl_Ell
nnd bring it in or is one going to be in the
the y are lit era 11 y ha n g 0 n t 0 his co at t a i Is?

~,f\IU,

WlIlTShTI
The plnn for STS-13, is thnt we will carry both
:\1\1Us onboard the orbiter, however, we only plan to use one ,for
the mission. One is a backup.
So wo only n~ed ono l\11\1U to do tho
solar max retrieval activity.
And 85 Jules menti~ned earlier, we
re'olly don't want to get to !\1\'lUs out free flying at the same
t imc.
HARRY ROSENFELD ( The Associate Press) - Would you go into 8
little more detail about the locator lights please.
Are these
white strobes 8S on airplanes? And two, how does the astronaut
know that he is 300 or 250 or 500 fnet away from the spacecraft?
WHITSETT
The lights that are on the l\l\lU arc really flashing
lights, they're incondesenate lights, there not strobes.
They
have a visibility of about 1 mile, they flash for about 1/2
second every 2 seconds, and it's much like a flashing light on an
aircraft. They arc a white light, they are not colored however,
so that you can tell which end is up.
Basically the crew will be
trained during the simulations to recognize there range from the
size of the shuttle from different prospectives.
Druce nnd Hob
on the STS-ll are going to be carrying a small what we call a
ranging device, it's a piece of metal rod, thats probably about
18 inches long, and has some notches in it. And by holding this
up and looking ot the size of the shuttle, payload bay, with
respeQt to how big it appears against tho notches on this ranginJ
de vic e, hew i I I be a b l e t 0 tel I his ron go.
Ou t, the r e qui t e
a c cur ate i n tor ms 0 fie s s t h II n 300 fee t, wh a t the ran g cis j \I S t
visually, and through trainincr, and of course, we will have datu
f.'om the orbiter, on what the range is os well.
Again, with another question, please.
In plain
En g lis h, dot hey fly, 0 v e r the shu ttl e, u J. de r the shu ttl e, a r 0 un d
it, forward, how do you discribe it?

HOSENFELD

WHITSETT
Well witl1 the ~;'1\ru you can fly any position around
the shuttle that you like.
For the mission however, the ffeneral
pIa n \V ill bet 0 s t a y 0 v e r the shu ttl e i f you wi I 1 . Th a t i s ,
you'll want the crew in the cabin to I)e able to look out the
windows overhead, or the second EVA crewman, whose in tho bay, to
be able to see the crewman with the ~'Flm at all times.
So your
really talking about flying in the area above the carg-o bay, in
that sort of hemisphere if you will.

.
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liarry, I think Terry Neal,
the EVA time 1 inc.
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is going to hllndlc that

AUSTIN (gnrble) - (Independent Network News) - When yotl go to get
the satellite what kind of light tools, do the astrorl~uts have to
look at the satcl\ite to do repair or to latch up to it?

iVHITsmvr

I'm sorry I missed part of that question.

AUSTI~
What kind of 1 ight wi II be avai lable for the
astronauts to look at the satellite that they are trying to
on to on til iss 0 1a r rna x?

latch

WHITSETT
'''hat kind of lights? What we pian to do, the
transfer manucver when you arc in daylight.
Now the crewmen does
have two small lights on the helnLct, EVA workl ights, which wi) 1
give some visibility in shadow for example.
And as far as tile
i\1\-1U i s co nco r ned it's p rima r y job i s to fly 0 vcr the sol a r mn x ,
and stop it's spin and hold it so that the shuttle can retrieve
it, the nth esc e n 8 rio i s t hat the ma nip u 1a tor w ill b r i n g the
&olnr max satellite back into the bay, and at that time when you
arc actually dOing the work on it, changing out the modules and
that things of that nature, you wi 11 have the cargo bay 1 ights,
as well as most of the mission when you will be in daylight
anyway.
As far as this new step goes for the ~T\1O, how
revolutionary step is that? How important is it in spRce
aviation?
WHITSETT
Well I guess I personally think it's quite a step
forward.
It gives a capability to go beyond the shuttle, to get
out to runges to where you can work on large structures, nearby
satellites that you don't want to bring the shuttle in real close
to.
It's sort of like another dimension. Obviously, putting a
person in to space, gives us capability to sec and manipulate and
work things in space, there'TllO in the orbiter for example or the
car gob a y wit h R n EVA.
And the MVTU jus t ext end s t hat dim ens ion
just bcyond that to anything beyond thl! cargo boy which gives YOll
a lot more versatility.
And finally, how long before their used routinely
by each astronauts, the l\E\JU?

Wil ITS E'Jvr

lIo'..., lonft will be used?
No, my question is how long is it before it becomes

a routine instrument used by all the astronauts?
WHITSh"TT
Well the 1\11\10 is
really an orbi~er accessory.
missions tha'~ are coming up.
assembly of large structures,
see a lot of 1\1'.1U flights.
If

mo reo f a pay loa d tool, it's not
So it depends on the kinds of
If there is repair work to be done,
things of this nature, then YOll'll
there not those kinds of missions,

if your just carrying 11 cargo up and dumping it overboard, then
yOU
will no} see that manv of 1\1:\lU uses! Wetthin~dthatfafter ttbis
tiling
flas r o·.... n, ana people get a l l t t e oe
er 1 eR 0 wllat .<In<l

of capability, and extension that the ~nru provides that other
missions \'Iill be coming along.
But it is a service tool, n
satellite servicing capability for payloads primarily.
nOSENFELD
is a 1ways
brings up the
people in the

~.1l'.1U

Thinking about your answer that the rnl1n wcnrin~ the
in sight of the astronauts, inside the cahin,
question, who conmunicates with them.
Do the
ship, comnunicate, is it from the ground, both?

\\'llITSETT
l\]ost of the comnuncotion is back and forth between
t he EVA c r ewrnan and the c r e\\man, VIe 11 two EVA c r e\vman can
comnunicate directly, and the crew in the cabin can hear that.
There's not a direct cOlmlUnication with the ground ordinarily.
FOLITY
Oeyond STS-13 or solar mnx, do you know of any
other mission the !\1l\ruwil) be used on?

v:! II TS E'IT

~'.·el) I kno~,' a lot that it could be used on.
Right
now there's not a firm mission beyond that.
There's some talk of
I and sat rep air, t h i n g s 0 f t hat nat u r (' •
Bu t the rei 5 not n ow a
scheduled mission after 13.

BUTLER
One smnll clarification again, this is Sue
But ler.
Did you say that the !l.1\,ru wi II support G hours of EV/\
because Inter you mentioned that depending on the delta V might
be 2 hours.
Could you clarify how long a guy can stay out with
the ~ r.fU, and do use f u I wo r k ?
WHITSETT
Okay, I understand that is kind of a contradictory
statement.
The suit capability is 6 hours, 50 your going to have
to come back in the cabin Rfter G hours anyway.
Prom 0 power,
electrical power standpoint the !\1!\lli has enough battery power to
operate continuously for 6 hours.
How much, how long you can fly
on one tank of gas though depends on how vigorously you're
ma n u eve r i n g •
If you r jus teo as tin g and jus t putt e r i n gar 0 t! n d the
bay so to speok, then one charge of gas may last YOli three or
four hours.
If you're vigorously flying around the whole orbiter
exterior, and flying relatively fast, you may usc that gas in
about an hour.
So what you would have to do is recharge the tank
from the 0 r bit e r d uri n g t hat per i 0 d • Soy 0 u r u p per lim i t i s ti
hours, you may have to charge your tank 2 or 3 times during that
G hour period if your gOing to fly continuously.
PAO
Vic Ire ready now to come back to Houston, there arc
no questions at Kennedy Space Center, or Marshall I understand.
Carlos. Carlos Byars.
OYARS
Get back to the question I got scrambled a while
ago &1.
If you have a situation where n man in the ~'C\1U has a
problem and you want to go get him, and you of course, have his
buddy Is out in the payload bay, would that person, that

astronaut then lio back into the cabin or at least into the
airlock, before you stllrt doing the shuttle manucver to go get
the person that is adrift?
t h ink the pill n iVO U I d bet 0 s tat ion the sec 0 n d
crcwrnan like in the flight support station, someplace where he
was in foot restrnints nnd let him aid in the recovery. That is
be
theredandlreoch
Dutkgrab
byttllr.
footconor stand
lie arm
nn pu 1 111m D8C
Into the
toe other
l)flY. c~eMran
:;0
aon'
tnln'k
the r c 's any con c ern abo u t ma n U eve r i n g 'IN i t h the c r eYlmfl n as i nth e
b n y as Ion gas he's t e the red and hoI 0 i n g 0 n to some t h i n g •

WHI TS £1'1'

OYAHS
And to follow up with that, arc you, ooes the
description that you just gave is a bit of various of what we
hllVO, the impression we have been given enrlier. \Vhich was the
shu ttl Q '.'10 'lId 111 i g h t rno v 0 0 v ere los e tot he i n d i v i d u a 1 and the
problem in the H'YU and the nrm would be manuevcred Ollt nnd let
tlw mlln grasp the arm, hand over hand, down the arm into the
bay. Would it, ('m sure you would use what ever happens to work
best, but is there a first and second choice sort of thing here,
or what has, what have you really got planned?
WHI1'~ETT

Well ( think you probably talking to some HW,
That cortainly a possible technique, if you don't have
an R'1S on boarel, then obviously you can't do that.
1 don't know,
Terry might be able to address that in terms of some of tho other
thinking, I do know that a lot of the planninz has been done
independent of the m,IS. For example the R\'S may be stowed, find
YQu don't want to spend time it takes to deploy the arm, when you
can manucver the orbiter in close enough. But it's true, thn arm
could be used to aid in that if that was desirable.
people.

PAO

Roy.

ROY N0\L (Nne Nev/s)

how will it be used?

- Ed, what's the utility of the helmet TV,
Black and white, whtl.t?

Tile current TV is black and white, 1 know there was
some plans to have a color TV for 11, I don't know, the plan is
they vlill have the color TV on 11, the primllry advantage of that
is that will be broadcast back to the cabin nnd recorded and in
some cases downlinked, so th.t you will be able to sea what the
crev.rnnn is seeing, while he is doing his activity. So you will
be a b 1e to see the view 0 f the 0 r bit e r, i f he i s 100 I< i n gat the
orbiter, or the spas satellite, whatever he is looking at you
will be able to see. The primary purpose of it was to aid in
getting an idea of what the crewman was doing in torrns of work
activity at a work site, or something of this nsuture.

\\1I1TS£TT

NPAL

Who controls the downlink?

WIIITSETT

You mcan

N f'i\JJ

In other words, who controls the output of that

camera so that we can discuss sornewhHt kno·.... ledgcnbly who
i s look i ng at wh 11 t \II i t h i t .~

W[ 11 TS f<;rT

I can't nnswcr

the heck

that question, maybe some one else

~an.

Nf..\L

The crew docs?

W111 1'8 ETT

The crew.

NEI\L
Onboard?
controlling on board?

PAO

Okay,

in this cose who would be

iVa 1 t-

WALT FERD': - Hoy, get part of my questioll, the other WIlS how docs
the astronaut cheek his consuffinbles, his ClIel, his nitrogen, how
docs he know how much he's used, how much he has' left?
WlIITSR1'T
Okay, perhaps you can get a close of lip of tl~at
gauge on the side of the ~t\1U.
[t's not A real large guage but
there is a pressure gauge that reads out from 0 to 4000 Ibs per
square inch.
And he can tell by that guoge, in relAtive terr~s
how much propcllllnt he has left.
Ordinarily we'll plan to come
back to the cabin when that ~ua!.~e got down to between 1000 and
600, say 600 l,bs per squllre inch.
And so thllts his primary
source of knowing his gas level is.
WALT
end 0 f

Second qucs t ion, wi 11 t here be a TV camera on
the arm, the R\lS, sot hat wee a It - - ?

WHITSETT
so I guess

the

Yes, there will he quite a selection of TV on bonrd
the crew wi 11 have to

WALT
to wu t c h the

- Wi 11 be us i ng all

~ t.1U?

these pos it ions, TV pos,i t i OilS

WHITSETT
Right, and in fact, in some cases for the
engineering evnlul1tions, we will be llsing certain TV's to gf't
d at Cl i n t e r ms 0 f vela cit y and a n ~ II lor rAt C fl n d t h i n g S 0 f t h fd
nature.

P1\O

Question over

there.

WENDY flELLSDEHa (hOC News) - Did 1 understand you correct ly when
you said during the course of each f:VA, both ~tcCandless and
Stewart would have an opportunity to fly the ~t\rus or WfiS thot
t he two sopor ate EVAs.

\\1I1TSETT
them will

on

Well thore are two EVAs planned for 11, hoth of
fly the J\f\'lU, at least one ~1'ru both durin~ both EVA~.

OELLSBERG
During Doth, okay
task for what each wi 11 do?

is

there 0 dcslgn

t

is

there 11 set

WIIITSETT'

Yes.

BEL L SB r.no
A n II are the y s cpa r II t e, n r e t hey go i n g to s p 1 i t t he
time i n hal f •
WIIJTSf~rT

No, no, no, ttlcy overlap, we wont both of them to
do certoin Illanuevers, and \\1(' also want certain manuevers flown
',vith both M'.JUs so, Terry will go into how that matrix is put
tog e the r l i n 11 l i t tIe mo red c til i i i n II r ew rn i nut e s •
PAO

John Petty.

JOIl~ PE'ITY (Houston Post) .. How long does it toke to recharge
device with the propellant, is that a pretty quick procedure.

the

WHITSETT
It onlv tnkes about 2 rnintues for the tanks to
f i l l , i t will to k ca· few morne n t s, pro l> obi Y 10m i nut e sin () r de r to
get the ~\1'JU hack into the support station, you have to take it
of( nod turn it around Ilnd face it to rcchnrge it, so it's
pro b 8 b ) Y 15, 20m i nut est 0 1a I, by the time yo 1I t a k c i t 0 f fan d
put it back on.
But the Retuol time it takes the nitrogen to
( i l l up the t (l n k sis 1e sst han, s omc t h i n gin the n e i g h b 0 rho 0 d 0 f
2 mi nu t oS .
PAO
In the back over tllere.
Gent lemen wi th the
glasses, with, in the ~ray suit.
Any other questions?

roUG :\lILLER O\TH.Il) - Are you folks dcsignin~ any sort of new
nocessories at this point, you've already got the equipment ready
r 0 r the sol a r mn x m iss ion r hut nrc you look i n g a h e a dan d fig uri n g
what sort of nccessory you might usc on future missions?
WHITSETT
Oil, not specifically, in terms of things like the
trunion pin attnchment device, that provides some utility.
There
is a,'J think, for n long term in need for some other way to
attach the i\1\lU, to a more general purpose technique.
But I guess
as we found out during solar max, at least in the ncar term, a
lot of those things are going to be unique to each satellite.
Anti most o( them Gre (nirly not to complicated rJesign, maybe like
8 set of vice grips, or something, that you clamp on the thing,
so 'de have not, we do not have any specific activity for anything
like that going on right now.
We are looking at some
improvements for the l\l1,IU over the long term, sUGh as putting in a
caution v'/arning capability.
But thats more l\i\1U related and not
accessory related.
PAO

One qupstion over

there,

right

in the

fron~

of you.

LINnA <X>EFhlt (National Space Inst i tue) - Are any female
astronauts training on this, and is it jus"t a unisex model, like
it doesn't have to have any adjustments for size or anything?
WHITSfITT

We 11,

the ~,t.ru i sad jus tab I e s i z e wi s e,

the arms

extend.l and it was desi~ned.to be ooerated bv the smaJlf.lSltfemnglC
cre,..,nulI, we nave oad Anna Flsner, lor examplo, wnose 1..00cn
flrou,n
quitc a bit of training, in the mutual buoyancy tank and the
simulator in Denver.
So she's had quite a bit of experience with
the unit, I think Kathy Sullivan, has done some lift test, and
some simulator work, and maybe a couple other on the simulator in
Denver.
So we don't see any problems size wise, or capobility,
or onything like that.
PAO

resume.

We can take about 2 more questions, and then we'll

BEHG\lAN
Ed to head of( any sexism here, sexist questions,
is it not official that on what was 17, and is now 41, god knows
what ever, I{atlly Sullivan will do an EVA? Will be one of the
crowmembers doing an EVA?

WHITSETT
Jules, Anna is hardware, and not mission, so why
don't we save that for a later question.

WIll TS hi'T
on 17.

Terry is eomi ng up short ly,

I3£RG:\1AN

I thought so.

WHtTSf:rT

Okay.

I do not know the crew

One other question, and then we can, we understond
the next session will start at 2:15 instead.
Anyone?
\l'e'}] turn
it over now to Terry Neal.
I think we start it at 2:15 Terry.

PAO

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Hi, good morni~g, welcome back to the briefing with
the crew for 41-B. Lst me introduce my friends up here from your
left to right, are Bruce McCandless, Ron McNair, Bob Stewart,
Hoot Gibson, and Commander Vance Brand and Vance will begin with
some remarks and then we'll invite your questions.
BRAND
Well good morning. real pleasure to see you, we'd
like to explain whatever we can about our mission coming up late
in January. We think it's a very exciting mission. I feel I
have an outsta~ding crew. We're working hard right now, I think
we're about 99 percent trdined. But the last month is going to
be very intensive. We hope to really peak up on training on this
last month and hopefully reach the peak one day before lift
off. We have among the exciting things that are happening, cf
course, I think you've been briefed on most of this, but we have
first and foremost. the two deployments. The Westar and the
Palapa. We have a lot of other things going on, a large part of
th~ mission is devoted to getting ready for the mission that will
follow ours. We will be testing out equipment and procedures for
the repair mission, which follows our flight. Now the testing
and all will include flying the backpack, the MMU, EVA,
rendezvous, a large number of things. ~e think that filling out
this we have a large number of experiments that will kAep us
busy, too. So I know you want to ask your questions, so let's
just go right into them.
PAO
Okay. Standby here, let me get a microphone to
you, and plea~e identify yourself a~d your affiliation. I heard
a voice but I didn't see where it came from. Okay, Bob Nicholas.
Channel 2, George. Way back there please.
NICHOLAS (Channel 2, Houston) - We've had a lot of missions like
this. What's the most important element of this particular one?
BRAND
It's, I think you have to clearly say that the most
important element is the objective of de~loying the satellites.
That's not to say that that's the, what would be the riskiest
element, or the element that would cause us to be the most
watchful. I think the e1ement that really we are paying a lot of
attention to is the EVA, because it will have these firsts,
untethered flight and that sort of thing.
PAO

John Getter.

GETTER (Channel II, Houston)
The other day, John Young said he
hopes to stick around It least long ~nough to see the shuttle go
fully operational, something we thought had happened on your lest
flight, Vance. But I'm wondering if the test that you'11 do on
this flight, primarily MMU, and on the next flight with 13, are
the last real developmental tests for the shuttle. Once this is
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done assuming all goes well and is proven, will there be anything
~lse to prove, or will you be fully in business?
3RAND
We'll we 1 ike to think of development cutting off,
operational flying beginning. I think we are largely operational
but in fact there's a blending out of the development. like on
this flight the MMU work, the rendezvous is development. On
later flights, we'll have other development things, but we are
blending it out slowly.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

BERGMAN (ABC News) - Vance you said the deployment of the
satellites is the most import~nt part of the mission. Cl~arly in
a commercial sense, proving NASA'~ viability, that is so. But
that seems to downplay the proving out or testing of the
back~ack.
Do you and Bruce want to talk about that a little bit?
MCCANDLESS

Is that what you were doing?

BRAND
I don't thing that I was trying to downplay that at
all. The deployments pay our way up and back. Maybe not
completely, but that's our rea~on for the mission, and everything
else that's on the missio~ even though much of it is extremely
important is ~long with the deployments. Now, I think I ought to
turn over the rest of t~is question over to Bruce though, because
as one of the EVA crewman, why, he's looking at the EVA's with a
very close eyp..
MCCANDLESS
Well, Vance, I couldn't agree with you more. The
situation that we are in, of course, is that we have taken the
subsequent mission, STS-13 or 41-C as the Solar Maximum repair
mission. And the assignment of the EVA or spacewalk test
objectives to this particular flight was the coincidence of it
being the one that was scheduled to precede 13, by a reasonable
amount of time to allow us to make any engineerin~ changes that
might be indicated by a flight test of the MMU on this flight.
So that the flight was in existence for the purpose of deploying
the Palapa and Westar satellites before the MMU EVA test
objectives came along and were assigned to it. So we certainly
think that the space~alk and the manuevering unit test objectives
are important, but they came along after the PAM deployments
caused the flight to come into eXistence, and caused it to remain
in existence.
PAO

Teresa let's let Jules follow that up, please.

BERGMAN
Bruce, you've been working with thp. backpack or the
MMU, a long time. Can you give us some idea of what your
personal excitement when you go off untethered like Buck Rogers?
MCCANDLESS
Well, I'm personally very gratified to have been
able to follow the manuevering unit efforts from it's inception
to fruition. In most situations in industry and government these
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days people tend to be associated with a project fOl' 2 or 3 years
at a time and then to cycle on to something else. And I'm
pleased to have the sati3faction of being there from the
beginning to the end, in fact, that things have worked out so
that Bob and myself, are the first people that will actually be
flying the manuevering unit in space.
PAO

Roy Nea 1, NBC.

NEAL (NBC)
Alright this is for Bruce, and Bob and for Ro~
too. I would like to discuss, have you discuss for us the
interplay between the mission special1sts duri~g the EVA's,
because perish the thought that you'd deploy those satellites and
then not do tne EVA's. So if you will, we woull like to get some
kind of idea of how the three of you will be working. You, of
course, Bruce, and Bob outside and Ron inside, how will you work
together in space to make those EVA's perform?
MCCANDLESS
We'll let me lead off on that, Roy. As you
observed, Bob and I will be outside, actually performing the
EVA's. Ron will be operating the TV system and the remote
manipulator arm. And Vance will be, what we call IV!, where the
inter-vehicular or inside-the-orbiter crewman who is coordi~ating
and directing everything, ~~d Hoot will be flying the orbiter and
taking care of any problems that may come ur dur,~g the EVA, with
respect to Orbiter systems, configurations and this sort. So
really it's a five man team effort, and during the second EVA,
when the SPA Sis hoi s ted a 1 0 f ton the RMS, HOI) t will bI~ 0 per a t. i ng
the SPAS systems and experiments while Ron is operating the
manipulator, and Vance is in overall command of the vehicle and
what's going on during the EVA.
PAO
We'll take another question here, and then we'll go
to the other centers and come, (garble) oh, okay. Alright. Bob.
STEWART
I guess the interaction between Bruce and myself
outside is kind of sketchy. We sort of pass each other enroute
to doing something else. For instance when we go outside on the
first EVA, I'll prepare the TPAD, help Bruce to get into it, then
while he's docking with the TPAD, the Trunion Pin Attachment
Device. I'm off doing something el~e, and usually interacting
with Ron at thr.t time, because the manipulbtor foot restraint
will be on the end of the RMS and Ron and I will be in direct
communications all the time and manuevering this manipulator foot
restraint. The same holds true for the second day EVA when the
SPAS is up and rotating, we'll be ta1kin~ with Ron quite
extensively during that time period.
NCNAIR
As Bob has mentioned, the large part of the
manipulator foot restraint activity is communication with myself
and the guys who are on the end of the arm. We!ve rehearsed this
quite a bit and we're operating throughout the payload b~y very
close to the vehicle, so it is very crucial that we know, the
communciation is very clear and concise. During the EVA,
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pilrticu1ilr the second EVA, I will be primarily involved with
media tr,nsmission. Keeping track of these guys as they are fly
around the vehicle. And that's, can be sort of tricky at times,
however, Bruce will have TV on his space helmet, and we'll try to
make sure he keeps it pointed so everyone can see what he ;s up
to. So the interaction is communication to a very large extent.
NEAL
Will you be switching the video, will you be
switching the video during those EVA's, ROil, or will that be done
on the ground, or by Bruce, or ..•
MCNAIR
It will be done primarily by myself, Hoot and
Vanes, and some will be done by the ground, but for the most part
weill be controlling that.
PAD
Okay, 1'11 take another question here in Houston.
And then we'll go to the other centers and then back here
again. Carlos Byars from the Chronicle, please.
CARLOS BYARS - (CHRONICLE) - The other experiments that you have
on board including the SPAS and the rat cages and what have you,
are those going to take, do they require very much crew
involvement at all?
BRAND
Let me start out on that, yes they do. A lot of crew
involvement. Fortunately, we have an 8-day mission. We have 5
cr~wman, so we're well personed or well manned to do this. I
think though I should let Ron comment on some of the details of
that, cause Ron is following that most c10sely.
MCNAIR
We have a number of experiments ranging over quite
a few disciplines. The involvement in some is more extensive than
others. Primarily, we are monitoring the health of the systems,
that things are going well, taking in some case video, monitoring
the state, the health of the system. But the, there are as you
have stated, a number of these pathfinding experiments, for the
most part I would say 80 percent of what we are carrying is
first-time feasibility engineering evaluations of experiments to
come later.
PAO

Now to NASA Headquarters in Washington.

NASA HDQTRS

Here with questions.

CRAIG COVAULT - (Aviation Week) - And live got questions for both
Ron and Bruce. Ron when you're running the RMS with Bruce and
Bob on the end of it, will all of that activity be with you
running the arm in the manual augmented mode or will you trust
any of that activity at all to auto sequences?
MCNAIR
All of that activity will be in manual augmented
mode. If we lose our manual augmented capability, then we will
end that phase of the mission, the name of the MFR activity,
however the EVA will continue which also involves MMU activity,
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COVAULT
And for Bruce, earlier we were discussing what you
were call ing an Orbiter fly-around, always staying above the
plane of the wings. Has that fallen out entirely or are you going
to have the flexibility to, you or Bob, really, to have the
flexibility to go out and perhaps fly back around the engine
bells and up around the nose?
MCCANDLESS
Craig we don't see a requirement to get into the
lower areas of the Orbiter. We are still plannin9 to stay
generally above the plane of the wings in the vicinity of the
payload bay back to the vertical stabilizer and then, of course.
flying around the SPAS when it's held up on the end of the Remote
Manipulator System. Basically, we are going to stay in view of
the cabin windows at all times, if that answers your question.
COVAULT
Well I generally it does, but a little more
specifically, Bruce, will you be going down more or less level
with the plane of the engine bells so to speak. and actually
coming around in front of the no~e? Getting in those areas?
MECANDLESS
Right now we have no requirements to do so. We
don't plan to.
TERESA FOLEY - (Aerospace Daily) - The last three shuttle flights
ha~e had a lot of experimentation, dealing with space adaptation
syndrome. I was wondering if you're going to continue by dOing
any experiments on this flight. and whether anything that's been
learned over the past six months or so in the shuttle, the past
shuttle flights. will be put into effect for this flight as a
preventive measure for space sickness for your crew?
BRAND
Let me hit that one. Our; n9 the f1 i ght we hav~ no
experiments devoted to that. To space adaptation syndrome. We
do have quite a bit of testin9 going on before the flight and
after the flight. I believe some missions, this is emphas"ized
more than others. On our mission, it's felt that we are pretty
much loaded up with a lot of work. mainly involving the
preparations for the following mission which is to repair the SSM
satellite and the deployments, so that's probably why were not
em p has i z f n9 me d i cal ex per i men tat 10 n 0 ~l 0 U I' f 1 i 9 h t .
AL SAlSTEAD (Baltimore Sun) - Could Mr. ~cCandless or someone
else explain in a 1 ittle detail how long you will be in this
untethered mode? Precisely what you will be dofng while you are
untethered?
MCCANDLESS
Okay, I would be happy too. As you may be aware,
we have two EVA's or spacewalks planned frr the mission. Each
one of these is approximately 4 1/2 hours in duration. During
the two EVAs we plan five separate sorties or f1 ights with t~e
MMU. Two on the first spacewa1k and three on the second. On the
first EVA, the sorties will be about an hour and a quarter or an
hour and a half in duration. On the second EVA, they'll be
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running a little less than an hour for the first two and about an
hour for the last one. On the first spacewalk or EVA the primary
objective is basic flight test of the MMUs and their handling
characteristics. I'll be flying the first sortie and Bob the
second one, the protocol is approximately the same on each of
these. We will check out the MMU, we will fly some fairly
conservative manuevers in the immediate vicinity of the payload
bay and we will then move out to approximately 50 yards, return
to the orbiter, go out about to 100 yards, return to the
orbiter. We will also be flying in close proximity to the
payload bay during periods of darkness, using the payload bay
1 ighting and various combinations of the helmet lights in
evaluating the1r efficacy for manuevering with respect to the
orbiter. We will pick up a device whose acronym is TPAD. It
stands for Trunion Pin Attachment Device. Basically, this is a
mechanism that will allow the crew on STS-13 to attach themselves
to the solar maximum spacecraft as it is rotatin9 and then use
the MMU to stabilize it for pickup by the Remote Manipulator
System on the STS-13 mission. We have two dummy trunion pins on
11. One of them is located on the top of the stowage locker,
c~lled the SESA Jf special equipment stowing assembly.
The other
is attached to the back side of the German shuttle pallet
spacecraft or SPAS. I will be docking to the one on top of the
SESA, on the first EVA, Bob will be using the one on the back of
the SPAS on the first EVA. On the second EVA we plan to hoist
the SPAS out of the payload bay on top of the RMS and cause it to
rotate at approximately the same speed lS the Solar Maximum
Spacecraft, one degree per second, and we will both be making
evaluatioll runs of the TPAD, (\t Trunion Pin Attachment Device
docking against the SPAS while it's rotating. The final sortie,
which is near the end of the second EVA will be a period of about
an hour of engineering evaluations with the MMU. These are
generally not very dy~amic-type activities wherein we try to
verify the performance of the control system with respect to the
center of mass, verify that the sublimator exhaust from the
cooling system on the life support system 1s not giving us
torques on the MMU and things of that sort. Does th~t answer
your question?
FOLEY
For Vance Brand or Hoot Gibson. Could you tell us
a little about landing? Will you be vsing the auto land system
at all during that and what kinds of weather conditions will be
the baseline to land at the Cape?
GIBSON
Vance, that sounds like you. We're looking forward
to 1anding at the Cape very much. And we're hoping the weather
is going to cooperate with us. The weather requirements probably
are going to be the overriding factor in whether we get back to
the Cape or not. We are ~ot planning to use autoland. We are
going to have the vehicle drive itself down until we get
approximately subsonic, at whi~h point our commander 1s g01ng to
take it over, and Vance will actually do the landing. Both Bob
and I will be assisting with him, looking over his shoulder and
helping callout some of the key events as we approach landing.
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we hope at the Cape. But the autoland test is scheduled for
another couple missions down the road, so this will be another
pure manual landing for Vance.
FOLEY
Can you land with any clouds at all, or storms in
the area around the Cape? What are the requirements as far as
having clear skies there?
GIBSON
I think it reads something like, correct me if I'm
wrong, Vance~ I think it reads something like a 10,OOO-foot
overcast, is the kind of weather minimums that we need. We don't
',.,ant to fly ~~lrough rain at all, and so we will avoid
thunderstorms very actively. We'll avoid thunderstorms very
actively, We will avoid all kinds of rain and so we have some
kind of stringent requirements on it. The visibil ity down low is
going to have to be pretty good. So any kind of ground fog is
going to knock ~s out of there and that's, of course, what
happened on flight number 7. It was the low ground fog that
knocked them out. So we have relatively high standards, I guess,
but we're hoping that the weather in Florida at that time of year
is going to ~ooperate with us.
COVAULT
For I guess both Bruce and Bob, briefly how many
hours will you have logged i~ the simulator at Denver by the time
you fly? Bruce, of course, has many more than Bob,
MCCANDLESS

Bob?

STEWART
Well, Craig, that's an embarassing question because
I can't really give you a number. I would put that number
somewhere around 30 hours, but that 1s strictly a guess on my
part.
MCCANDLESS

I have to---

COVAULT
Well, a follow on for Bruce there, as Jules said,
you've got about 15 years on the development and probably several
hundred hours by now in the simulator at Denver. Quickl}, can you
cite a couple of things you're really especially interested in
seeing how the manuevering unit handles from a flying standpoint
other than just normal OPS, are there a couple of things that
your really curious, how will turn out?
MCCANDLESS
Yes, Craig, as a matter of fact, there is. One of
the things we have been unable to simulate totally is the
performance of the flight control system in the presence of
crewman body motions. That is we have designed the flight
control system with a filter in it, a limb motion filter. And we
have picked the 10g1c so as to minimize the thruster firings that
you get when the crewman makes a conservative body motion by
starting his arm moving and then stopping it, a normal standard
flight control system would fire a thruster when you started your
arm moving, and another when you stopped it, but we have tried to
filter this out and with the testing that we've done on air
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bearings at the Martin Company and by analysis we believe that
we've gotten the control system to the poi~t where welre not
going to be wasting any gas with this sort of movement. But the
human body is basically a non-rigid structure and the pressure
suit provides a certain constraint to that, so 1111 be interested
in specifically seeing how that works out. Other than that, we
anticipate seeing a performance that is very, very close to what
we've gotten on the simulator in Denver. We had the crews from
the Skylab mission come back immediately after their flight, go
back to that simulator which was configured for the experiment
that was flown on th~ Skylab and they reported a very high de9ree
of correlation.
SUE BUTLER (Time and Space World) - This is I guess for Bruce and
for Bob. You mentioned you are going to fly in close proximity
untethered. Yp.sterday we were told you could fly up to 300 feet,
even 1,000 depending on the fuel consumption of the MMU. Exactly
how far do you I!xpect to get out, how do you defi ne close
proximity?
MCCANDLESS
I guess since I used the word close proximity.
I'll take a crack at it. The manuevers will start out in close
proximity to the orbiter by which we mean basically within about
50 feet in. or 50 to 55 feet, that's the distance that the SPAS
will be lifted up by the RMS on the second EVA. we'll be flying
to. The hundred yards or the 300 feet number comes from the fact
that's about the distance that the Orbiter will be standing off
from the Solar Maximum spacecraft. that is 200 to 300 feet, on
STS-13, so as to minimize the effect of the ReS plume empingmer.ts
on Solar Max. As a consequence, we will be going out to th~t
distance and then back on STS-l1 to veri fy the procedures a',d the
techniques for doing that. We do not intend to go beyond 3)1
feet to the best of our ability to measure 300 feet. But it
might turn out to be 250 feet or conceivably 340. 350 fee~. ,We
certainly aren't planning on g ,ing out to anything like 1,0,)1)
feet. The propellant on the MMU is used to start and stop
motions so that theoretically there is no limit to the distclnce
that you could manuever. From a practical and operational
standpoint, we'll be staying within a hundred yards. Bo~. d1d
you want to comment on that?
STEWART

I think that sums it up, Bruce,

TOM O'TOOLE - (Washington Post) - For Vance Brand. could you tell
us if anything you've been told. briefed on. the problems of the
GPe's and APU's of the last, that John Young's crew had, and what
possible impact it may have on the time of, date of launch?
BRAND
Frankly, 11m a lot like the rest of you. I'm
standing by to find out what comes out of the evaluation and the
analysis of the computers and the APU's. the power units. Matter
of fact. we are very interested, we hope there will be no impact
as far as launch date 1s concerned. We hope that when they
understand what happens. that any fix to this will be any easy
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fix, will not require a long time. We, I think, in short, welre
waiting for the people to analyze, to do it, and to get there act
together because they don't want to tell us what the story is
until they've had a chance to look at it completely.
JIM SLADE (Mutual Broadcasting) - For Bruce McCandless. A data
point, Bruce, can you give us some idea of what usage of gas is
anticipated in stabilizing Solar Max on the MMU?
MCCANDLESS
Actually, the stabilizdtion task is fairly straight
forward with respect to propellant usage. I can't gi~e you d
number right off the top of my head, but about a year ago we made
a back of the envelope calculation that said that with one lIalf
of the propellant on the MMU you could handle approximately 20
de g r e e s per sec 0 nd i tl e a c h 0 f t hP. t hr e e a xes 0 f SI) 1arM a x • And
is currently rotating at one degree per second about 1 axis. So
th~t the actually amount of propellant used to stabilize it will
be very, very small indeed.
COVAULT
Agoin, one for Bruce. Correction, one for Vance
and then one for Bob Stewart. Quickly Van~e, if the balloon
fails to inflate, would you still have a viable rendezvous
target? And then for Bob Stewart, although your on loan there to
NASA, you are I believe going to be the f~rst Army Officer ever
to fly in space. And in that regard are you trying to take an
active interest to maintain good manned f1 ight feedback into the
Army to see if the Army would be interested in expanding it's
options to take advantage of manned space flight?
BRAND
Okay, my part of the question, if the balloon fails
to inflate, we feel that we would have a viable target to, out to
a few miles, that we probably would think twice before backing
off 150 miles and then coming back to rendezvous because with our
radar we probably couldn't see it well ~nough. So we have back
up plans in case the thing does not fill up completely with
nitrogen. The balloon is about 2 yards in diameter. It's a
fairly large target, when it does inflate well. Our backup plans
would be basically to do our first day rendezvous activities
which keep us within about 8 miles of it. And then tack on
perhaps at the end of that an extra revolution of rendezvous
activities, 90 minutes. which would include the last part of the
standard rendezvous from what is called the TI manuever, on in to
becoming in close proximity to the target. I think the problem
is to know whether the balloon has deflated or not. That will be
the interesting thing to find out if we have any problem with it,
because you know it could partially deflate, and be a radar
target, but not 100 percent good radar target.
STEWART
As for my part of that question, Craig, I'm
extremely thrilled to be the first Army participant in the Space
program. I'm looked as a return of the Army of to the Space
program, rather than initialization because the Army Ballistic
Missile Agency lies at the very foundation of rocketry and
spaceflight in this country. As far as liaison with the Army at
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this time, I am not been actively 1 iaison with the Army, however,
I do follow the fact that the Army is going to participate with
the Air Force in the joint Space Command that is being developed
at this time. Any participation that I have with the Army would
be as an advisor or in answering questions that they might have,
rather than in active participation in such a program.
PAO
Before we go to Kennedy, I think we owe Craig an
answer on a number of hours you've got on the MMU simulator,
Bruce do you have a guess on that.
MCCANDLESS

1

would have to say several hund,'ed.

PAO
Did you want to add something on the RMS operation
mode Vance, you started to say something that-BRANO
Well yes, I just wanted to point out earlier, that
actually we have on the crew two specialist in the RMS area. We
have Ron of course who will be waving Bob around at the end of
remote manipulator. Hoot will be latching on to the German
satellite pallet, the SPAS with the RMS, the Canadian arm,
picking it out of the Payload Bay and spinning it so that Bob and
Bruce can dock to it. So I just wanted to point out that we have
quite a bit of cross training in the crew. In this particular
case two guys will be trading off o~ the RMS work.
PAO

Now to Kennedy Space Center in Florida.

FRANK YOSENDA - (Today in Cocoa) - First question is for Bruce.
Have there been any significant changes or alteratio~s to the MMU
since the last time we spoke in July?
MCCANDLESS
No there really haven't been. We did discover one
minor electrical problem during chamber testing this fall, which
has resulted in a slight change in the way the power is
distributed in the MMU, but that strictly has to do with getting
power to the heaters in MMU and the flight support system as it's
installed 1n the payload bay. It has no effect on the flying
characteristics of it.
YOSENDA
Okay, thank you. The second question ;s for the
two pilots. How many passes will you have at KSC. Will you just
have 0ne chance to come in here, or will there be other chances
dur1n9 the final day of the flight?
BRAND
Well, we, our prime chance to land at KSC, would
have us landing there after 128 revolutions, 12 minutes after
sunrise, and if we had bad weather then we could wait one day,
land there the next day, two minutes after sunrise. If we had
bad weather another day, that would send us to Edwards, and we
would make a night landing before sunrise at Edwards. So, and of
course, overlaying all that, if anyone ever thought, say, on the
first day, that the weather was so bad that it would never clear
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we'll we could d1ways go into Edwards anytime, the first,
second or third day.

UPt

Okay, thank you. From the (garble) previous
YOSENDA
flights in the research that has been going O~ into SAS, is there
any new technique that might be applied on t.his flight to help
counter any of those effects?
GIBSON
I guess we haven't heard ~ whole lot of feedbacl
out of flight 9 yet, as to what, what they have uncovered on that
one, but from a couple flights previolJs, or flight 8, one flight
previous, some of the medications that I guess they have tried to
combat with the symptoms once you've already encountered it, I
guess particularly with restarting the gastro-intestina1 trdct,
if it should happen to shut down in flight, that certdinly sounds
interesting to us, it so~nds like one very nice way to alleviate
one of the more u~comfortable sympt0ms of space adaptation
symdrome. So that shows a little bit of promise. I guess
gett1ng back to the ultimate solution~ we really haven't heard a
whole lot on how you shut the thing down all together.
YOSENOA
Okay, thank YOll. One last quick question. Who
will be responsible for the PAM deploys and who's going to be
tending the rats?
BRAND
We have a team of two performing the PAM deploys.
Ron a~d Bob. RonZ~4.,~~K ~-~ Yh3K -.-,-Z 4 zY YS3K N-o.l @@the
Westar deploy. In that case, Bob will be aSSisting him
throwing switches. For the PAlAPA deploy it reverses. Bob will
be in the front left set, direct,ng the operation, and Ron will
assist him. And in that L~se, of course, Hoot is manuevering the
ship and taking care of any systems problems that come up. I
guess Bruce and I get to watch and take it easy.
GEORGE DILLER (WMFV - Orldndo) - Can, for Bruce McCandless, can
we safely assume that most of the critical EVA operations are
going to be done when you are within range of the Tracki~g and
Data Relay Satellite? And also what other critical operations on
the flight are g01ng to be done where TORS is of great
significance?
MCCANDLESS
Well, 11m not sure, what you mean by critical
operations. If you mean operations that are of interest to
television watchers, we have about 45 percent coverage of the
TORS. The first EVA will be 100 percent taped onboard en the
VTR, and we will provide as much live video as we can. During
the axcursions, if I may call them that, out to 100 yards we will
be using the KU-band radar, er, KU-band antenna in the radar mode
to provide the orbiter with th~ ability to determine our range
and range rate, so live TV through TORS will ~ot be available at
that time. The balance of the first EVA, though, we do plan on
having it available when the TORS is in view, and we will be
maintaining an attitude during the second EVA to optimiz~ TDRS
coverage as well. We'll be recording the one-~our engineering
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evaluation on tape and giving you the rest of the second EVA as
much as we can, live by TORS.
YOSENOA

I just didn't get the answer on the rats.

MCCANDLESS
Ron is our primary responsible indivirlual on
the student experiment that involves the arthritic rats. I'm
backing him up on that.
MCNAIR
Okay, I'd like to do some com~ents on that
student experiment. It turns out we've had quite a bit of fun
talking about our rats, but it turns cut to be a very fascinating
experiment with some very nice potential. This is a student
experiment, conceived and thought of by a high school student,
who is now a junior, Dan Weber, and I, at Cornell University, I
bel i eve i tis. AIi Yway the ide a i s t hat the 9 r 0 un d t est has s how n
that if arthritic rats are off-loaded by suspending there bodies,
this somehow suppresses the spread of arthritis from one l1mb to
the other as is the case with animals which have not been
suspended. It's shown that once these animals have been released
from there suspension that the spread or the migration of this
arthritis infectionn is still suppressed somehow. Which leaves
one t 0 bel i eve t hat the rei sag r a v i t yeo mp0 ne n tin t tl e
pathogenesis of arthritis, and we seek to understand more about,
how's it work. perhaps it can h91p us to understand the mechanism
of arthritis. perhaps it can lead to some treatment, possibly a
cure. This experiment is by non-means a scientifically
conclusive experiment, in that we're only flying three healthy
and three arthritic rats. They will be simply observed for their
behavior, their activity. their grooming, their feeding, just the
migration of this authritis. The, that when some post, inflight,
video taping as well as some post-flight analysis where there xrays will look at bone deterioration. etc. So, with only three
samples this does not say anything about, anything conclusive,
however, it does give us some idea aboot the feasibility, gives a
lead to what future experiments can do, to determine, does, in
fact, removing gravity from this arthritic evolution, have an
effect? What is the that effect? How can we use it to do
something useful? And that, of course, has, could be good n~ws
to the 15 million or so people suffering from arthritis in this
country a lone. There fore, we're, we th ink we'll get some good
results from this experimen~ and the follow on experiments will
be quite significant and prod~ctfve.
PAO
Alabama.

Now to Marshall Space Flight Center, in Huntsville,

DAVE DOOLING ( Huntsville Times) - J've got one for Vance
then some for Bruce. First off. Vance, will you describe
little bit of what you and !loot will be doing during the
rondezvous operations with the balloon', and if you expect
be any more difficult or easier then what Crippen and his
were doing with the prox ops on 7.
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BRAND
Okay, well, to begin with, Bruce and I are trained
on the rendezvous software. Bruce and I will be together working
to make the computer bring about solutions to determine what
burns wi 1 1 be and all to make us come upon the balloon. To
approach it from distance. Hoot will be working with us in that,
when we come upon an OMS burn, a big engine burn, he will be
taking part in that. Helll be reading the check list and more or
less double-checking everything we do, so that weill have a
r~liable operation.
We, we'll, I think the second part of that
was how does it differ from what was done on the 7th mission.
The 7th mission did what we called proximity operations. That
means that they looked at coming up very close to another object,
which in this case was the German sracecraft deployed from their
payload bay. And grabbing it with the RMS, the arm, moving in
very close to it. And that sort of thing. What we will be
doing, is taking care of the part of the approach that starts
from way out. We hope to, for example, to separate from this
target abuut 150 mile5 overnight. And then over a period of
about 4 1/2 hours, approach up to within 200 feet of it. So we
won't be doing anything within just a few feet of it. So, I
bel~ive that was my part of the question.
DOOLING
To follow up, Vance, what I was driving at was do
you expect the rendezvous operations to be more difficult, or
demanding in terms of crew capabilities, than what Crippen and
the others were doing with the SPAS.
BRAND
No more difficult, just different. And probably
about equal difficulty, but it's a little bit like comparing
apples and oranges. They did something for the first time that
involved a lot of crew coordination. And we'll be doing
something different for the first time, involving a lot of
coordination. As you know this will be the first rendezvous in
the Spaceshuttle. The last rendezvous we had in the space
program was back in the Apollo-Soyuz program.
DOOLING (Huntsville Times) - For Bruce, what kind of arguments
did you have to present in fighting efforts by various NASA
managers to have parts of the MMU operations on a tether and did
your personal confidence in the system, was that a factor in
getting the tether eliminated?
MCCANDLESS
Well let me back up, I haven't had to fight anybody
with respect to tethers. We have evolved, as you may recall, the
original plan was to have a 250 or 30D-foot tether system in
support of the MMU when it was conceived for possible tile
inspection repair. When we got our confidence in the tile system
up to the point where it wasn't necessary to carry the MMU on the
first flight, we went back and looked at things and realized that
a long dangling thether was really more of a hindrance than it
was a help. And it was going to get, or rather, a strong
tendency to get tangled around your legs or other parts of the
MMU or pieces of the orbiter, and if you were to have the highly
unlikely combination of two independ~nt failures required you to
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use the tether to get back, the laws of physics, specifically
conservation of angular momentum, would tend to cause you to wrap
around the orbiter as you pulled your way in or the very least,
bang in to pieces of the orbiter. So it seemed to be
operationally much more desirable to allow the situation to
stabilize by not having this yo-yo effect and merely use the
orbiter to come over with the payload bay which is 15 feet wide
and 60 feet long, to scoop up the crewman and the MMU. From that
stand~oint we had proposed to have a very short tether, oh,
approximately 10 feet long that would be used for initial
checkout and then to go untethered. Later this summer. this
fall, we looked at that again, with management and with our lead
flight Director, John Cvx, and realized that we could get
everything we had planned to do on that short tether, by just
coming out of the MMU support station, but remaining in the foot
restraints and firing the thrusters to verify that they came on
when we wanted them to, and that none of the thrusters were stuck
on. So at that juncture we briefed management and we obtained
there concl'rrence to delete the tether altogether. And that's
wher ~ "f t: are t 0 day.
BRAND
Can I add something to that? You know we have a
lot of confidence in the MMU partly because an earlier version of
it was flown in Skylab, inside the hulk of the Skylab. So we've
had experience through the years, and it'~ been a gradual
development to now what we think's a very reliable machine,
although true, we'll be trying it out for the first time. As
Bruce said, our ace in the hole is the fact that when they're out
there 100 yards away. if they have any kind of a problem, Hoot
and I'll just go over and drive the ship up to them, and we'll
just fly very slowly into them so that they are into the payload
bay, and they can grab something, or their fellow crewman can
grclb them and they're back with us. But weill be very watchful,
we 311 consider this a very critical exertise, so believe me,
they're not going to get out any further than 300 feet, and
they're not going to get out of sight.
(GARBLE - NEWS)- For Bruce or Bob. In
test with the SPAS on the arm and it's
try to stop down or stop the motion at
try to meet up with the SPAS? What are
point?
MCCANDLESS

the, when your getting the
spinning are you going to
all at that point, or just
you going to do at that

Bob do you want it?

STEWART
At, with our docking at the SPAS, no we will not
try to stop it because the arm is actually providing the driving
force, to keep the SPAS rotating, to lessen the complexity of the
operation we just intend to match rates with it, dock with the
trunion pin and then come directly off again. Probably get
several docking manuevers during one 800 degree rotation of the
SPAS satellite.
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JIM ADAMSON - Okay, one question for Bruce then. Bruce, I know
you've done some training in the neutral bouyancy simulator here
at Marshall. Was there anything garnered from that experience? I
know the MMU didn't respond, to as the underwater version, but
was there anything you learned there as far as manuevering. and
handllng the equipment in the docking that perhaps has been
valuable in your experience up till now?
MCCANDLESS
Let me take that in a couple of stages Dave. The
bulk of my work in the very fine neutral bouyancy facility there
at Marshall. was in support of the Space telescope development
and operations. The manuevering unit work underwater, generally
has been restricted to donning. doffing, ingress, egr~ss, and the
tool operations on the MMU launch bolson and things of that
sort. All of the really productive dynamic work has been done on
the 6 degree of freedom simulator up at the Martin Company in
Denver, Colorado. So I think that pretty well answers the split
of the training activities.
DAVE DOOLING - (Huntsville Times) - That was Jim Adamson with the
last one. Final question for Bruce, I've asked you this one
before, I wanted to go over again. 00 you feel a little bit like
taking the MMU out on it's first ride. you're getting the
classical parachute riggers graduation test?
MCCANDLESS
No, no, I feel very gratified that I have the
opportunity to be the first person to fly the MMU, but I would
point out that I'm perhaps only the most visible person right
now. Major Ed Whitsett, formerly of the Air Force, now in Crew
Systems Division, has been working even longer than I have on
manuevering units and there have been literally several thousand
people over the years, both within NASA and within contractor
organizations that have contributed heavily to the MMU as much as
if not more than I have, but I am very pleased to be in the
pOSition of making the first flight of ft.
There are no more questions from Marshall.
PAO
Okay, back here in Houston, Bob Nicholas. did you
still have a question?
BOB NICHOLAS

Yes,

PAO
Hang on Bob, wait for the mike. please and all
that, thank you.
BOB NICHOLAS For the benefit of the people who don't follow all
the technical jargon including myself, what makes this mission so
important, that is to the aspect of the, why should the American
people be that concerned about this particular mission, and is
there anything about it that will leave a lasting impression?
BRAND
Sure, let's start on the first. It's going to be
the first time we have crewman out untethered, as Bruce has
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pointed out. It's going to be the first time we have a crewman
being waved around on the Canadian arm so he can be positioned
for work tasks.
NICHOLAS

What does that prove?

BRAND
An EVA crewman, it will be, well both crewman
probably, Bruce and Bob Stewart both will be outside in the EVA.
Vance NICHOLAS

What does that prove though?

MCCAND~ESS
••. the big thing on the MFR which is
Manipulator Foot Restraint, it's alphabet soup, is it is sort of
like the cherry picker that the utility crews use for working on
power lines and things of that sort. Now, to date the only way
that we have had to work on something EVA, is to provide a hand
rail that goes from point A to whereever you want to go, and you
go hand over hand, and then you have to install a foot restraint
and tether yourself and carry your tools along, banging into
things as you go and work. With the MMU we will have the
capability of getting to virtually any location be it on the
outside of the Orbiter or the outside of a space station without
having to have handrails and setting up similar sort of work
station or doing light repair tasks without a work station.
Taking pictures, spray painting, adjusting things, deploying
antennas and that sort of thing. With the MFR, the manipula or
foot restraint, we have the capability within the reach of the
RMS, of literally moving our work station with some tools and
things of that sort, where we want to go, and then holding us in
position without need to attach to the work site, be it a piece
of the orbiter or more likely a piece of a satellite, such as a
Solar Maximum satell ite, or perhaps downstream, the Landsat
satell ites which we are considering refueling on orbit and
redeploying.

NICHOLAS

One follow up question.

MCCANDLESS

Back to Vance.

Is therp-

BRAND
One thing that will be remembered for will be the
first Cape landing, we hope. And it will be the mission that got
us ready to go up and repair satellites and the third thing is it
will be the mission that successfully deployed the sixth and
seventh satellite, communication satellites in orbit.
MCNAIR
Can I follow up that also. Vance? One thing
I would like to add to it, is this mission represents another big
step in the evolution of our capability. For years, we claimed
that we can go out and repair satellites, we can do all sorts of
great things in space. Well, now we're about to go out and do
it. And. before we actually do the repair and rendezvous. we
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would like to test our tools and techniques. We'll actually
prc~e what we've been tal~~pg about for years on flight 13.
We
w111 t est the t e c hn i que s " ',' we are the b rid ge bet wee n tal k; n9
and doing.
NICHOLAS
And one follow up question.
application to those techniques?

Is there a miliary

BRAND
I would say there is. We don't envision it now,
the applications we're envisioning are repairing the Solar Max
mission satellite, which is a scientific satellite, and Landsat,
which is a downstream application fOl' refueling a satellite after
it propellant is spent. Obviously, it's like anything else in
aviation or space. You can turn that into a military application
or you can have it as a civilian application.
PAO

Jules did you have another, Jules Bergman?

JULES BERGMAN - Like to ask Hoot Gibson, what he as an ex-fight(r
pilot finds challenging about this mission.
MCCANDLESS
fighter pilot.
BERGMAN

I don't think Hoot considers himsel f an exThat's true.

GIBSON
I almost sl ipped right over that one. Jules, I
would say, the answer is "all of it." Where shall I begin?
BERMAN
Could you take off the first, the way Vance just
did, the first to your mind?
GIBSON
Well, I would have to say operating the vehicle,
getting up, and getting back down from orbit, of course, is the
most challenging part and I guess the most fascinating part to
me, because it can involve piloting tasks and it does involve
trajectory control and vehicle systems and all those sorts of
things. I would find that to be perhaps the more fascinating
part to me, although all of it 1s certainly interesting. I'm as
caught up with the EVA and the flying the MMU, I think, as
everyone else is, and a lot of the mission I'm involved in from
watching the vehicle itself, watching the systems and kind of
looking over everyone's shoulders during the PAM deploys and
during the EVA's. So, I'm somewhat involved in all of ft,
although not nearly to the level that for instance that Bob and
Br!lce in the EVA.
BERGMAN
Do you wish you were outside, flying the backpack
rather than being Vance's copilot?
GIBSON
Well, the answer to that would actually would be
no, although I have asked Bob if he wante~ to trade, and he said
no. I think maybe when Bob was Sitting in the suit, inside the
water tank, after 6 1/2 hours and complaining about how
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uncomfortable that gets after a long time, I had asked him If he
would like to trade right then, cause I thought maybe I had
caught him in a weak moment, but the answer even then was still
no.
PAO

John Getter.

JOHN GETTER
For Bob Stewart. If memory serves, you arc not
only the first Army Officer to go on a space flight, but you're
also the first non jet jockey to do a test f1 ight on u new
vehicle. I know you haven't flown it in space yet, but is the
MMU as near as you can tell, more like flying a helicopter, like
flying a jet, or 1 ike flying something that's not been flown
before?
STEWART
Well, John, my assessment is it's completely
different. (Garble) to flying a helicopter are really not
comparable to the MMU, other than the fact that you have a
complete 6 degrees of freedom in motion. And that you can back
it up or fly it sideways. Control systems are completely
different, the problems, and are completely different. I would
say it is an unique machine all by itsel f.
PAO
please.

Teresa over here.

Your name and affiliation,

PAT JONES (National Space Institute) " One follow up question on
the landing. Maybe I got lost some where, but my recollection of
the briefing yesterday was that if a landin9 at KSC didn't look
possible because of the weather, at scheduled time, then you
would go through some manuevers to get you 1n the right alignment
to get you into Edwards at some relatively midpoint stage, an~ my
impression was that a landing the subsequent day, 2 minutes after
sunrise wasn't being seriously considered. Can you clarify that
pOSition for me? And if you went for a landing the second day,
that would be your last daylight possibility, right? And we're
told your prepared for a night landing. Would you look forward to
that?
BRAND
We're, let me start at the back and work forward.
Well, we are completely trained, Hoot and I are equally trained,
as a matter of fact, on night landings. We're doing a lot of that
work, so I feel very comfortable about a night landing. And the
concept was proven out in STS-8 that it works well, We, yes, if
we could not make a daylight landing on the first planned landing
day, or the next day, then from then on it would probably be a
night landing at Edwards. No more daylight opportunities
exist. I think if there is ~, getting to the first part of your
question, if there is a bad weather situation, that where we go,
whether it's to KSC on the day after planned landing day, or
whether we go to Edwards will be decided at the time. I think we
have rough guidelines that say it could be either one. I think a
strong possibility would be KSC on the next day,
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PAO
Okay, I have one last question next to you here.
Your name and affiliation.
LINDA COLFER (National Space Institute) - For Ron McNair, you
told us that there was going to be video of the rats before taken
and after. Is there going to be any video inflight of those rats?
MCNAIR
No, video is primarily for the investigators to in
view, review the ~ehavior of the rats post flight. So there will
not be any being downlinked live. Tt's all going to be for post
flight.
PAO
Well, we'll end with best holiday wishes to all of
you and our friends at the other centers and weill all look
forward to getting together again for 41B.

# # #
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Okay, good morning and welcome to the first Changeof-Shift Press Conference for Flight 41-B. We have the off-going
Ascent Flight Director Gary Coen with us. He will talk about
what's happened during the ascent phase and I'll just go ahead
and turn it over to you Gary.
~AO

GARY COEN
Okay, thank you. We started the countdown this
~ornin~ on time.
The count went very s~oothly. The operations
both at KSC and here at Johnson went really well. The count
proce~ded with no problems at all.
We got down to the lift-off
time and lifted off on time. We did have a few concerns about
what the weather was going to do. It turned out that the weather
cleated up fantastically for us so we had a beautiful day and a
pretty launch. Trying to predict the weather at night time like
that and trying to figure out when tl:~ fog was 90ing to clear and
whether the fog was going to move into the immediate Capta area
was a little bit of a challenge. It turned out that our worries
mainly were all put to bed, of course, when we lifted off on
time. And they were mainly just worries. We were just worrying
the situation. It was a beautiful launch. The performance of
the solid rockets and the main engines was just right. We lifted
off within 38 milliseconds of the intended time. As you know,
the main engines throttle back. The throttle back during launch
was not quite as deep as we had predicted. ~e had predicted we
were gOing to be back to, excuse me. It was a little deeper than
we predicted. We figured it would be back to 75% throttle on the
main engines and we went down to 73. That's because the solid
rocket booster performance was a little bit hot early and it was
cold late. There was a very slight performance penalty on the
solids and you'll probably get better data later but our estimate
was that the solids w~re maybe 40 feet per second low in total
performance. This re~ulted in, as far as the abort region times
were concerned, resulted in them changing maybe a second or two
on the way up. 3g throttle down occurred just when we predicted
it would and main engine cutoff was just exactly when we
predicted it would be, 8 minutes and 42 seconds into the
mission. Velocity attained was, again, exactly what we predicted
as near as we can tell. We will be getting more granulated data
later and be able to tell you a little closer but we predicted
25,670 feet per second. That's what we got. OMS 1 went
smoothly. Ended up with apogee and perigee of 165 by 50. OMS 2
ess~ntially the same story and we're in an orbit right now of 166
by 165. We have some, a few minor problems that we're working.
There are none that we expect to be any impact to the conduct of
today's activities or the rem&inder of the flight. We are
working some instrumentation errors. We're working a problem
with a water separator in the waste management system. We have
some, have a heater problem in one of the APU systems. We have
some limit switches that, one limit switch on a umbilical door
that is indicating incorrectly. We intend to go back through our
data and see if possibly that's even maybe a data problem. No
problem with the door. Anyway, that's in work. SO the launch
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just went great. We're all happy that we got it up there, we did
things on time and that the performance was so good. I'd like to
open it up for questions now.
PAO
Okay, we'll take questions here at JSC and then
we'll go to the other Centers. Right back here on the aisle
there.
DAVID DICK (CBS NEWS)
Has there been any development onboard
which could conceivably affect the timing of the deployment this
afternoon of the Westar Satellite?
COEN
David there hasn't. No, there's not been anything
that would change our plans as to when we intend to deploy.
DICK
camera?

And what, if anything, was a problem with the
Was there a camera - -

COEN
Camera 0, that's the right starboard camera. The
crew reported to us a problem in both, in 2 axes. Just a minute
and I'll tell you which is which. They reported it was slow to
pan and that they couldn't get it to work in the tilt axis.
That's the forward starboard camera.
DICK
3601

So, so far there's nothing w(ong with the Cinema

COEN

No"

PAO

Okay, and right here.

I'm soery.

MIKE WILLIAMSON (KJOJ)
Two questions concerning ascent. Did we
here a cal! that the APUs were running a little hot this time and
also, what about the cooldown? Did the APUs cool back down
properly?
COEN
You may have heard after the APUs are shut down,
there are some valves on or a valve module on the APU that has to
be cooled by water. When we turned the first water controller
on, the water controller apparently put too muoh water into one
of the valve cooling systems and then quit working_ And what you
might have heard when we were discussing hot was that when it
quit working then the valve got too hot. We brought on the
secondary water system and cooled the valve back down. This
water is used to cool those particular valves, that particular
valve after the APUs are shut down. Has nothing to do, the water
has nothing to do with the operation while you're turning the
turbine.
.
WILLIAMSON
recovered?

What about the SRas?

Have they been sighted and

.J
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don't know.

PAUL
On the waste management system, it sounded like one
of the fans is cratered all together. Is that correct?
COEN
He don't thin~ it's cratered all together, Paul.
We're seeing stall currents in the telemetry. That's how we got
onto the problem in the first place. We're seeing stall currents
which indicate that either that the fan had ~topped, it was
cunning slow and taking too much current, or perhaps since it's
an AC motor that drives the fan we had a failure in one of the AC
phases which would cause the currents in the other phases to go
up. When we discussed it with Vance, we learned that his
impresQion on the fan was that it didn't sound normal so that
told us that is was turning but since his report was it was not
normal it's probably turning at ~ slow speed. He went to the
other fan, pronounced it normal, at least a normal sound, and of
course the other fan was not showing any high currents. So, the
fln is at least turning we believe. The separator is at least
turning but it's indicating currents that are too high and it
doesn't sound right. It's probably not turning fast enough.
PAUL
Okay, even though it's not turning fast enough was
it performing its function?
COEN
We don't know for sure. That'll be part of the
work that we'll be doing today and tonight.
PAO
Okay, any other questions? Understand that we have
no questiona from other Centers so we'll just call that and end
to the briefing. Thank you.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
.•• introduce the players on the podium here. To my
immediate right, of course, is Harold Draughon lead flight
director for 41-8 and to the far right, aill Ziegler, who is
Mission Director for Western Union. Bill's presence may lead you
to suspect a problem with the satellite and that is, in fact, the
case, as we shall describe to you now beginning with Harold's
debriefing.
DRAUGHON
Okay, I'll just give you the -- those facts first
dealing with the satellite deploy, with the Westar deployment
this first shift, and after we've talked that particular subject
thcough to whatever detail you folks you want to, then wetll go
ahead and pick up the other items that are worthy of note, I
thinK, and the activities for the day. The predeployment
activities relative to the deployment of the Wastar were
absolutely nominal. We deployud the satellite within less than a
second from what would have been the absolutely most acurate time
you could have done it, the attitude errors at the time of
deployment were well within tenths of a degree. Because of the
topic that's come up and potentially some problem with the
vehicle, we've been going back in the last half an ,our or so and
just reverifying all of those numbers. That was done just before
I left the Control Center. All of those things have been
recomputed and, in fact, they were computed and verified by
ourselves and the customer, predeployment, so thQ thing was
absolutely nor~al. Tho PAM checkout, the P~~ p~rformance
predeploy waJ nominal, really cantt say anything detrimental
about that. The attitudes were within tenths of degrees of what
had been not only computed but of what had be~n predicted prior
to launch. They were in the decimal places and every paramoter
from what we've been seeing in our simulations. After the
deployment, a normal scenario would have you -- as most of you
probably know, at, deployment plus 45 minutes there is the first
stage burn that the PKN puts you in a total elliptical orbit.
With the ground tracking stations that were available on this
particular flight, there was no coverage at that time, the first
station that would have seen it after that was at deployment plus
an additional 15 minutes which would make it an hour later. The
ucenario as best as I understand it from the reports that ltve
heard were that i~itially they thought that they had a signal
partial acquistion shortly after that time. The attitude that
the vehicle was in at that particular point has the OMNI antenna
radially outward from the Earth or from the trackin~ station, so
you're looking at the other e~d of the vehicle and wouldn't
expect a terribly strong signai. It turned out later on, some
time later, that after they didn't get batter acguiaition , better
signals, later on, they went back and question~d that first
acquisition report and in faot the guys recanted on that and said
that they wetenlt sure they had had & real acquisition then. So
following that activity, the reports began to feed back into the
Control Center here and since that time welve been mustering up
support to try bring to bear all the facilities that the NASA has
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tc offer as tar as bringing tracking stations in the GSTON in the
deep space net up to try to acquire the vehicle and loo~ing at
the NORAO tracking stations also to try to acquire it. I think
the, as best we know the situation right now, everything was
absolutely normal up to deploy both on the spacecraft and on the
PAM vehicle. The Orbiter systems all were nominal. Since then
we have been unable to decisively acquire the vehicle. A couple
of instances where some people thought they might have acquired
it, nothing as far as a definitive acquisition. Now that we know
there's a real question about whether or not the first stage burn
occured or not, General Abrahamson has been in contact with the
other agencies that have tracking facilities and we're bringinq
all those facilities to bear as well as our own network and we're
methodically going about trying to determine with some of those
tracking sets looking at where that vehicl~ would be if the PKM
burn did not occur and then at the same time having some others
look at where it would be had the burn occured and just that some
problems, perhaps with the radios or something of that nature,
occurred. And I believe that's really the extent of what we know
eight now.
PAO
that?

Mr. Zigeler, is there anything you want to add to

ZlEGLER
No. Harold said almost everything that r wa~ going
to say, I do -- we do concur. that the deployment from the
Orbiter was nominal. It was very acourate both in attitudes and
in the rates at time of deployment, and it was deployed about
4:00 p.m. Eastern time with no observable anomalies of either the
depJ.oyment itself or the spacecraft oC' the PA.'1. And although we
did expect to begin tracking, contuolling the spacecraft about an
hour after deployment, we've been unable to establish radio
contact with the spaceoraft. And as Harold says, we have the
full cooperation of NASA, IN'rELSAT, and NORAD attempting to
locate and communicate with the spacecraft.
PAO
Anybody have any questions here in Houston?
Covault, Aviation Weak.

Craig

questions, the first for Mr. Ziegler. 00 you
have any times coming up where you would anticipate some
acquistion of the spacecraft through NORAO or other sensors that
you'll be looking to nere in the next few hours?
COVAUL~

~~O

ZIEGLER

we'll be looking continuously for •••

DRAUGHON
Yes, yes Crai9~ There are quite a -- depends on,
you know you got to look at both potential orbits that it might
be in. We've already tried once with the Ascension tracking
station and wa're gOing to be trying with some others. They are
laying out that plan right now. So they'll be allocating some to
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the parking orbit, if that's where it still is, and then if it
did do the PKM burn, then, of course, it's way up in altitude and
there are lots of sets that can see it. And that strategy is
being laid out right now.
COVAULT
~ second

US

Okay, second question, you've got a second PAM and
376 in the bay, what about tomorrow morning?

DRAUGHO~
'rhat's not a resolved issue yet. The Hughes folks
and the PALAPA customer have not corne to grips with that yet.
They're wo~king on that problem now and, as you know, we have a
-- the nominal opportunity is tomorrow morning around 10:00
o'clock fo~ the PALAPA deploy. We have a backup, I believe it's
rev 32 or 30, no it's 1 day later, about midday, a little later
in the day on the same day that the rendevous starts. If the
customer wants to exercise that option to do some more tho~ough
checkout than is already available to him, then he'll certainly
get that option to do that.
.

PAO

Justin Urvich, Justin Urvich from Time.

URVICH
Mr. Ziegler, is the, is the satellite actually
lost, or can you, do you know where it is, or you're just unable
to establish radio contact?
ZIGGLER
NO, we're -- since we're unable to establish radio
contact with it, as yet, I would have to say, it's possibly
lost. The other possiblity is that there's been a failuro in the
spacecraft of the telemetry transmitters so that the -- but since
we can't co~municate with it, we don't know where it is.
PAO

Any other questions?

ZIEGLER
It may very well be in the nominal orbit that we
had plan~ed to put it in.
PAO

Craig Covault, once again.

COVAULT
If it is in a nominal orbit and you had a nominal
PAM firing and you're unable to communicate through your normal
means you would be communicating now, can you and have you .
thought of going through with commanding some deployments that
would bring up the big antenna, then you could pick up a little
data down the track. Explain the timing on •••
ZIEGLER
Yes, we have already sent commands, for example, to
turn on the telemetry transmitters, to go to the high gain
setting to deploy the OMNI , in the event that didn't deploy, and
to do all of that over a search pattern and we're getting that
computerized so that we can repeatly do that in a rapid manner.

\
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And which station are you using to send those

ZIGGLER
We're using the best station of, at different
times, but Filmore, the H:l·~he$ station at l-'ilmore, California,
and several of the INTELSAT stations, Halimalu, Yamagooche, an~
Acvan, which is the current -- all of :hose ~ave visibility to
where the satellite should be at this point in time.
COUVALT

And those commands are going almost continuously?

ZIEGL~R

Yes, we're •.•

COUVALT

TO try and get

so~ething

out of the burn.

ZIEGLbR
Yes, we initially starting doing it manually on a
repetitive basis and are getting it computerized so that it will
be automatic.
.
COUVAULT
Okay, and one last question and then Itll get off
the mike. Your normal AOS would have been through what station,
Harold, or Mr. Ziegler.
DRAUGHON

What was, ••

COUVAULT
Your normal AOS, if you would have picked it up
when you wanted to.
ZIEGLER

¥amagooohe.

COUVAULT

¥amagooche.

ZIGGLER

Right, Japan.

COUVALUT

Japan, right.

PAO

Yes, sir.

Your name and affilation, please.

Jim Barlow with the Houston Chroniole. You're
supposed to send the same type bird up in the shuttle in January
of next ••••
END

OF TAPE
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November of next year.
Is it November?

ZIEGLER
second thougi1 ts.

November of 85, yeah.

It's too early to have

PAO
Any other questions here in Houston?
Covault, ngain.

Craig

COVAULT
Yeah, I'm afraid it's a Pearl Harbor question, but
if you've lost the bird, discuss the insurance, the potential
insurance ramifications of it. You are insured on the
spacecraft?
ZIEGLER

COVAUL'r

Yes.
For about how much?

ZIEGLER
I don't know the exact number, but it's in
the order of a hundred million dollars.

COVAULT
time?
ZIEGLER
insurance?

And you paid about how much for your launch this
For the launoh, or the premium for the

COVAULT
For the launoh. If you're insured for about one
hundred million, and then you paid NASA about how muoh to launch
the bird today?
ZIEGLER

Well, NASA's fee is about ten million dollars.

There are no questions at Kennedy, I
understand. Does anybody have anything else here at Houston
before we adjourn? Mr. Barlow, from the Chroniole.

PAO

BARLOW
The insuranoe that you had, is that also sort ·:>f a
business interruption insurance as well as the value of the bird
itself, and of the launch fee?
ZIEGLER
The bird, and the launch, and the PAM, and
then it's insured for replacement value, if you will, and you may
say that includes some provision for business interruption.
PAO

Okay, Craig Covault, again.

COVAULT
Well, digging further baok into history, and I
don't recall, have you ever lost a Westar off of a delta?
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This would be your first loss, if it's lost.
If, in fact,

~t's

lost.

Yes sir, you're name and

Yes.

~ffiliatlon.

A. MARSH (Aviation Week)
Was there anything different about the
transmitter, or transmitters rather, or power supply on this one
as opposed to 5 or 47
ZIEGLER
No. Well, there must be some detailed
product improvements since time has elapsed. There's nothing
fundamentally different.
PAO

Jeff Orvich again.

ORVICH
Yes, you said that the f~e for the ride is ten
million. Would you go over the cost of the satellite and the P~~,
please?
ZIEGLER
Ye$. The satellite costs in the order of 30
million plus another 5 million that Hughes would earn as
incentives over the life of the spacecraft for a continuing
timeframe. The PAM is about seven million dollars. We have
other costs in providing launch services and getting the thing
into orbi~, an insurance premium of roughly 6 percent of the face
value of the insurance policy, and we do have costs in getting
our -- some additional ground station equipment, control station
equipment, in order to control the additional satellite. I don't
have the details on that.
PAO

Mr. Barlow from the Chroniole.

BARLOW
done?

Are you satisfied that NARA did all it should have

ZIEGLER
Well, to the best of our knowledge right now,
yes, NASA gave us what we required through deployment, and
they've cooperated significantly above and beyond the call of
duty, I might say, in aSSisting in this searoh.
PAO

Okay, Craig.

COVAULT
1 believe the ANIK bird on the STS-S had a problem
where its transmitter was misconfigured. Have you already
reviewed that, the history of that to a great extent and - ZIEGLER

Absolutely.
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that out absolutely?

ZIEGLER
No. We haven't ruled anything out
absolutely bccause until we can get in contact with that
satellite and find out what its state of health is, and what
oroit it's in, we won't be able to rule out anything.
COVAULT
Have you been in contact with TELESAT Canada, just
to trade the technical information on their problem on their
deployment?
ZIEGLER
Well, we have the same spacecraft
manufacturer that TELESAT had and they're fully aware of that
deta! 1.
PAO

Al Marsh, again, please.

MARSH
How long before, if this satellite is lost, you
could build another one and launch it?
ZIEGLER
We have Westar 7 under construction and it's
scheduled to be launched in November '85. How much we could
accelerate that, I couldn't possibly say at this point in time.
PAO

Mr. Barlow from the Chronicle.

BARLOW
Did you pretty well have all your transponders sold
or leased on 6?
ZIEGLER
I don't have the d~tails on that. I know
there was
is some uncommitted capacity on Westar 6, but how
much I don't know.
PAO
O~ay, you appear to be satiated with that issue.
I'll let Harold continue with the remainder of the debriefing of
his shift. Harold.
DRAUGHON
Okay, most of those things are, perhaps, going to
seem a little mundane. The Camera 0, I didn't get to hear Gary's
debriefing, or shift handover this morning, so I don1t know if he
talked to you any about Camera Delta or not, but anyway, the
starboard camera on the forward bulkhead of the Orbiter has a
problem in that we don't have any tilt control of it. The pan
capability of the camera, or the ability to slew in the yaw axis
works in a reduced sense. It'll go for a while, but thon it
hangs up, but the pan doesn't work at all. We've gone through a
fairly extensive checkout of that camera since that problem was
noticed early this morning and it doesn't look like it's going to
come back. There is some chance that the guys can take a closer
look at it when they're EVA and we'll have them do that. We
don't hold a lot of hope for any good results out of that,
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though. The crew has reportod and put on the TV, the Cinema 360
has a w - there's a thermal shroud that goes around the GAS can
that the Cinema 360 is encased within. That particular thermal
shroud is closed on the forward inboard side by some patches of
velcro. Those velcro patches came loose, probably during
ascent and they are partially opened by just a few deqrees.
Again, ~e'll ask the cr~w during the first EVA to :ust remate
that velcro and close ~hat thing back up. We've gone some
through some analysis of what the thermal environment is out
there, and the amount that that shroud is 0gened, and it is not
judged to be a problem. We're not modifying the attitudQs that
we're flying during the night or for tomortow prior to the EVA's
to compensate for that. The fan sep in the waste control 3ystem
has failed. It shows stalled currents. I do ~now that Gary
briefed you on that one. We have not troubleshot that any
further. We have a redundant fan separator and that unit is
online and is working perfectly. We are looking at some details
having to do with how to dump the water that's in the EMU units
that are used in the EVA. We need to dump that water out and put
fresh water in prior to the EVA's. We were going to dump it in a
fashion that would carry it through this fan separator. We may
use an alternate procedure now that would bypass that and dump it
directly out an overboard vent. The relative merits of going to
a different procedure arc being evaluated by the guys in the
control center now. The crew has, on two occasions, mentioned a
problem with their onboard intercom. This has just been in the
last, maybe the last half of my shift, and originally, they
weren't - - we have no manifestation of this nQise on the voice
loops on the ground. Itts only evident onboard. Originally,
they weren't sure whether it was on air/ground and the ICOM or
the intercom system, or just intercom. Since then, we've talked
to them a little more thoroughly, and they have done some
troubleshooting. The problem is isolated to the onboard, both
ICOM systems A and B. It is there pretty much all the time, and
varies in intensity. They have gone through different changes of
batteries in their headsets, in the wireless headsets, and
t.hey've even gone as far, Vance went and tried one of the old
fashioned plug-in type headsets, and it's there even then. We
don't know the source of that, or what kind of troubleshooting
will be involved with that tomorrOH. That's pretty much all that
went on. The ship is behaving, as far as the Orbiter is
concerned, the ship is behaving in a very flne fashion. It's
doing all the things that it's supposed to do and doing them very
well. We've not had a lot to contend with as far as abnormal
management or any kind of problems to deal with. That's all I
have. I'll take any questions.
PAO
DRAUGHON

ICOM, we understand, is the intercom system.
Intercom system.
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The crewruembers use it to communicate among
PAO
themselves. Any other questions? And I guess nothing still fro~
Kennedy? Is that right? Okay. The meeting's adjourned, Than~
you for your time and attention. Good night.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Okay. Good ~orning and welcome to our delayed ~ut
otherwise still in tact Change-of-Shift Press Conference with
offgoing Flight Director Randy Stone. Randy's been here over in
the Mission Control Room since a~out 1 this morning and he can
tell you what's been going on and also to his right Mr. :Hll
2iegler with the Westar Mission Director will talk to yo~ a bit
about their situation and ~e'll go ahea~ and turn it over to
Randy now.
RANDY STONE
Good morning. I'm sorry to keep you waiting this
morning but due to the circu~Gt~nces of the deploym~nt yesterday,
we have been working some alternate plans that required the lead
Flight Director, ~ho is my ch~nge-of-shift partner, to be working
offline to work some ongoing plans to accommodate a PALAPA
deployment tomorrow and build into our flight plan the option for
PALAPA to deploy on Monday a~d that decision will be based on
engineering evaluation of the t'lestar PAH situation that I'm sure
you all are very interested in me talking about. I think
probably the appropriate thing to do this morning rather than go
down through all of the things th3t the crew has acco~plished on
this shift is to bring you up to date on what we do ~now and what
we do not know abou t the WES'ri\R. Thl.·ough the night, on my sh i ft,
we have brought our tracking notwork to bear to try to locate the
WE STAR satellite. What I can tell you, and truthfully it is all
that we know at this time, is that we are trackinq some multi91e
objects in an orbit that is vecy similar to the Oribter's. We're
tracking one fairly sizeable object that is big enough for us to
track with multiple radars that we have been able to build a
vector on and we understand, at least have a cursory
understanding of its orlit. It's in an orbit of about 150
nautical miles by 265 nautical miles. The correlation of that
object to the WES'fAR situation is unknown at this time but it is
the only confirmed vector that we have on an object in an orbit
that is Similar to the Oribter. Through the night we have gone
back and confirmed through all of our playback capabilities in
the Control Center that the Orbiter yesterday during deployment
was operating absolutely nominally. It was in the right
attitude. It had very; very small rate errors at the moment of
deployment and we are convinced, at least from the data that we
have looked at, that the crew did an outstanding job of their
mission on the predeployment phase of the satellite. I would
like to tell you again that any conjecture that we can make about
the objects that we're seeing on radar at this time is purely
subjective until we can get more information and have it analyzed
by our sources. I think it would be appropriate at this time to
let Bill talk to you a little bit about the efforts they've been
in through the night~
BILL ZIEGLER
Okay, what Randy says we generally confirm that
there does appear to be at least 1 large object, perhaps 2, in an
orbit approximating that of the Challenger or somewhat behind it
and there are a number of other smaller objects that have been
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repor ted. Ne have a t t~:npted to co:nmun iea te ~"i th those ohjec ts
without any success today. But this is a pretty difficult task
considering the fact that these objects ar~ ~oving ~ast ground
stations at a fairly high rate and most of our antennas that we
can bring to bear have fairly narrow beams and many of them have
limited slowing :ates so that. But, however, we are getting
computer programs establishad for this orbit and fo~ our various
trae~ing stations in order to be able to send commands to these
objects a~d hopefully receive signals fro~ ~hem. Or at least one
of them. We also have no way to b~ at all c~rtain that these
objects are WESTAR 6 or its PAM anrl we ara also searching the
orbit that it was intended to put WESTAR 6 in and other orbits in
cetwoen. We, of course, have speculation on failure :nodes and
they're so numerous and so detailed and so flimsy at this point
in time that I really can't go into them. We'll contlnu~ to
being all the resources that we have and ou= subcontractors have
and NASA'S kindly offered their assistance with all the resources
that they have and we think there are some others that we don't
even know about that are aSSisting us to help to Golve this
pt"oblem.
STONE
Steve, I think it'd probably be good to open it up
to questions. I have a lot of other things I could tell you but
I know you want to get to the important stuff.

PAO
first.

Okay. Wetll take questions here in Houston
Yes, right back here with CBS.
11**
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CBS
There ~ave been several differant figures menti0ned
as to the total investment that Western Union has in the
satellite, a hundred million is one. Would you break it down and
tell us what the investment is and the cost, and the cost of the
launch, insurance, all of t~at?
Since I was in this room last night, I was also
here a couple of ~eeks ago, I was asked that question. I think I
have given you so~e slightly incorrect information. The
spacecraft is fully insured at a number near 100 million dollars,
and when I say near that, I think it's between 90 and 110. I
haven't been able to confirm what the exact number is, I'm
sorry. I did though get some more information on the cost, but I
don't have a br~ak down for it. The total cost for this launch
is very close the 75 million dollars. And I had previously given
you 60 to 70 million dollars, so I was in error on that. I
apologize for that. And I don't have a break down for the 75
million ..
ZIEGLER

PAO

Roy Neal.

Microphone over here.

ROY NEAL
Randy, you've already qualified that any conjecture
at this time is purely subjective, but if yOl,'re talking objects
that are esentially in the same orbit as the Space Shuttle, as
being possible objects that could be the Nestar, that means it
could be that we had something, obviously the PAM didn't take
off. You didn't go to higher orbit. Can we successfully surmise
this? Can we successfully operate on that as at least a major
premise at this writing? I mean is certainly makes a lot of
sense, and I'm asking for your help to help us to get the story
out straight.
STONE

Do you want to answer that, or do you want me to?

ZIEGLER
No, I'll give it a crack, and if you, please jump
in. If those objects are the PAM and Westar, several possible
failure modes ace possible. Either the spacecraft could have
failed or the PAM or po.9sibly both. One thought, and it's just a
thought that's being investigated, is that this assembly went
into a flat spin prior the PAM firing. And if it did so, it
could have been for different causes. One could be a spacecraft
faul t I anothet' could be a PAM faul t:. But if it did go into a
flat spin, there would be very little energy of that PAM that is
used to give us the impulse in the direction that we wanted it.
We are persuing, you know, the investigation along those lines,
all the possibilities that we can think of, for such caus,es and
many others, by the way.
NEAL
A follow through, if I m~y. You are not seeing
anything, radar or other tracking, at higher altitudes.
ZIEGLER

We haven't found

~ny.
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You haven't found any at higller altitude
have found objects at the lower altitudes?

~ut

?AG8 2
you

STONE
That's correct. lid like to co~ment on that,
through the night we have been switching radars off of the
Shuttle tracking network and looking at the higher orbits, at
whare you would expect to find the spacecraft if it were truly
outbound, and I don't have the number of times, the number of
station that has done that, but the NASA radars have not seen
anything outbound.
NEAL

Looks pretty bleak then, doesn't it?

STONE

It could be more positive.

NEAL

Thanks.

PAO

Craig Covault, right .here in front.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Randy, speak a little more
specificaly to palapa for tomorrow. Are you right now on a
course to launch tomorrow, or are you seriously considering
waiting until Monday?
STONE
When I left the Control Center, 20 minutes ago, my
Flight Activities Officer was working towards a deploy tomorrow
in the nominal backup, the backup slot. We understand that,
while in fact NASA management has asked Palapa for a decision on
whether or not we should continue towards deployment tomorrow by
2 o'clock this afternoon, I believe, Craig. And at that time
it'll be easier for us to make plans for the next day. I can
tell you though that if we do choose to go one day later, the
Orbiter does have sufficient consumables, both cryogenic and
propulSive, that we could stay an extra day and complete the full
objectives of this flight. So we have looked at it in that
light, and we're prepared to make the step into delaying it an
additional day.

***
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COVAULT
Okay. A quick follow. The U.S. does ~avo pretty
good ground camera capability to photograph objects in low
orbit. Have you made the request to bring Air Force cameras to
bear to try and characterize that debris visually.
STONE
Craig, I can't co~ment on t~at. All the resources
that I have available to me have been brought to bear ann I'm
sure General Abrahamson, if he ~as other resources is brinqing
them to bear.
PAO

Jules Bergman, next row back there.

BERGMAN
This is for Randy or Bill ziegler. I 1ave two
questions. One, is it possible that rather than going into a
flat spin, the first stage motor exploded bringing about the 17
pieces that Norad is reporting, allegedly. TWO, if that were the
case, or if the flat spin was the case, what is the possibility
that palapa won't be launched at all but will be brought back to
Earth?
ZIEGLER
possibility of an explosion is one of the
possibilities that is being looked at and considered and - but we
have no confirming evidence to say that it was or was not.
BERGMAN
Before you - let me add to that, Bill. Is there
any telemetry onboard that would tell you anything about flat
spin or explouion or anything like that?

•

If we could talk to it.

ZIEGLER

Yes.

Bl!:RGMAN

In othor words, it is

ZIEGLER
it.

So far we have not been able to raise a peep out of

BERGMAN

Randy?

ZIEGLER

We are continuing to try.

co~pletely

dead.

STONE
Oh, I have to answer the second one.
thought you had forgotten, Jules.
BERGMAN

Rats.

I

No I never forget.

STONE
Having not talked to the palapa people yet, they
have a lot of decisions that they have to make and I don't know
that decision process they ate gOing through. However, it comes
to mind from an operation sense that NASA needs to be prepared to
bring. palapa home should they choose that course of action. And
we have started just a cusory look at our landinq weights and
what that means to us on landing site selection, runway
selection, etc. We are prepared to do that and as far as an
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Orbiter weight situation it is not a problem. I can't toll you at
th is t ime w~e ther or not tole tvould st i 11 corom it to ~<sc with the
additional weight of ?alapa onboard. The preliminary data t~at I
saw before I left the control center was positive that we have
the margins to go into KSC if we cho~e to.
Let me follo . . . that up, Ran(jy, very bri~f1'1.
tn the
JOu Jon 1 t ~now and ground cameras can't establls~ ~~e
d3bris a3 Craig suggested, in the event you can't fin~ out w~at
ha?pcn~d, would not NASA then reco~mend to the [ndonesi~n
Govarnment as the launcher for them, that we should not ta~e a
:3SRG>1A:I
~vant

c~1'lnce?

Sl'O:-lE

I don't believe that's NASA's call, Jules.
I think
belongs in the customer camp and I'm sure they will as~ our
advice but from an operation standpoint as far as the Orbiter and
what we know about the deploy operations, I wouldn't think that
we would taxe that stand. But it is the customer's choico, not
ours.
t~at

You can't tell me that somebody in
recommend something to the Indonesian Government.

3ERG~·IAN

~AS.Z\

doesn't

STONE
What loan tell you is, I am not doing that and I
don't know of the management chain that's going on that would do
that. I know the customers are meeting today and working th~t
with their contractors and I would have to let them co~ment on
that, Jules. I just don't have an answer for you.
PAO
John ~oble Wilford right
then we'll go over there.

h~re

in the

fr~nt

and

JOHN NOBLE WILFORD (NEW YORK TIMES) The $75 million, what does
that include and the difference between 75 million and the
insured value of 100 million. Does that represent l~st revenues?
ZIEGLER
The 75 million cost, no, is our out of pocket cost
to get this thing operating in orbit.
WILFORD
In other warda that includes the satellite, the
p~~, the fee to NASA, and what else?
ZIEGLER
Our engineering costs, insurance premiums, I think
that's the essence of it, our own engineerin9 cost and operations
cost and ground equipment cost because we're controlling a new
satellite. But I don't have a break down of that.
WILFORD
But the difference between 75 and 100, that
represents what? Your lost revenues?
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~hen we insure, we want to attempt to insure it
for the replacement valu~, to recover the replacement cost. And
there 10 some loss of business, and I don't have a breakdown of

ZISGLER

that.

***
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'llouid you be .) ole to pu t up a replacemen t?

ZIEGLER
~ell we have Westar 7 under contract with Huqhes,
and we have a launch reservation at NASA, and we have a Pk~ u~der
contract. It's cuccently planned for a launch in November
1985.
I'm 3ura all of those entities will bend every effort to
help accelerate that. B~t I don't ~now thG answer to how soon we
can qat I': (10:10.

And to ~r. Stone, what is it you are doing to
investigate the status of the Palaoa and the P.l\M associated ',-lith
that? Do you have, are you in co~munication with that satellite
in som~ ~'1ay?

WILFORD

We have the normal checkout capability with Palapa
and we have turned it on twice today, there's one other turn on
scheduled late this evening, before the crew goes to sleep. But
primarily that is just checKing its thermal condition to make
sure that all of our predictions on the thermal enviornment are
going right. There are no extensive chec~outs goinq on thera,
And you wouldn't expect to see any problem.
STONE

WILFORD
Is that because it's not possible to do an
extensive checkout?

There is, it's possible to do more of extensive
than what we are doing with these simplified thermal
checks that we are doing today, and we've told palapa that we
WOuld be willing to do whatever chec~out that they saw necessary
and they are still gOing through an evaluation to see if they
want to do anything other than the normal deploy sequence.
Because the normal deploy sequence starts early and gives you all
the data you're going to get, to make a decision on it.
STONE

chec~out

\vhat would the advantage of goir.g an extra day,
waiting an extra day, be to do one, some of those investigations?

WILFORD

STONE
No, it's primarily to try to get a handle on the
problem that Westar had to see if, I'm speculating now, I'd hate
to tell you what their engineering community is doing, but it's
just prudent, in an engineering sense when you have a failure on
one vehicle and you have another vehicle that's identical to it,
to try to understand what happened to the one that has a problem
and then chec~ back through y~ur records to see if there's some
generic correlation that you could make there. But in this case
we have very little data, so that, that's difficult, and _ PAO

{

Paul Recer.

RECER aandy, has it been suggested or considered that
since the orbits are fairly close, moving Challenger within
visual range of these pieces and try to gather some photo data?
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STONE
We started thinking that as soon as had a vector,
and welve been working just a cursory evaluation oE that on my
shift, Harold will work it more this afternoon, to see if we have
enough propellant to go do that. Just looking at the orbit off
the top of my head and with beginnings of information that was
starting to come in from my flight dynamics officer, it looks
li~e the pr0gellant cost to do that is too great to accom?lish.
But that has not, of course, been ruled out ona ~ay or another.
RSCER
done?

Okay, if you are able to do that,
Any idea?

~hen

would it be

STONE
I really donlt know, NASA would have to decide to
give up some of the other NASA primary objectives this mission to
go do that, it is obvious that it would take all the reserved
propellant that we had to do an operation like that. I donlt
expect that to happen, but we have looked at it jU5t to give the
managers the cost of doi~9 that.
RECER
Okay, one other. The, you said these objectives
include a large object. How large is large? Do you have any
idea of the size?
STONE

Bill, do, I dontt remember the number.

ZIBGLER
We havo an estimate from NORAO that it's in the
order of 3 to 4 square meters.
RECER

Okay, well.

ZIEGLER

Radar cross section.

RECER

Three to four square meters.

ZIEGLER
Three to four square meters, radar cross section.
And by the way I don't know whether that was, at this point, I
don't know whether that was a single, one of the objects, or the
combination of 2 possible objects.
RECER
Okay, there is routinely kept an inventory of
orbiting objects, is this, are these objects that you are now
seeing, an addition to that inventory, I don't quite understand
why that, if there is in fact a bench mark inventory, why they _
ZIEGLER
We presume so, because they would havp. told us if
they already had it in their inventory.
RECER

And it was not in the inventory before?

ZIEGLER
Well, as I say, we presume so, because they didn't
tell us it was in their inventory.

--

--
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You talked, Randy, IOU tal '-<ed about a f 1a t spi n, I
assume that means instead of this spin, a spin so~ething like
this, and if you get, if you got a PAM firing would that not send
you out of plano? And where are these things in relation to the
plane of the Orbiter's orbit.

i<RA."1ER

***
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STONE
I'll let you answer the flat spin part. The outof-plane part, we don't have enough geometry on the tracking yet
to look at the out-of-plane components.
KRAMER
Well, it must be fairly close or else you'd see
this orbit skewing far from the Spacecraft.
'[e:3,

you 'o'Iould.

ZIEGLER
Part, preliminary information indicates that it's
in approximately the same inclination, same orbit with the same
inclination but with a higher apogee.

That's right.
ZIEGLER

And about the same perigee.

KRANER
Nouldn't a successful PAM firinq pointed the wronq
way send you into an orbit far from the one you're seeing?
ZIEGLER
PAN in a flat
around like a
mean that the
very small.

If you can visualize this stack of Spacecraft and
spin, that means that the PAM plume is spinning
pinwheel and spraying in all directions which would
average thrust in any particular direction would be

KRAMER

Let me ask one or two more if I may. Is not
~ASA's responsibility terminated once this thing leaves the
Spacecraft. This PAM was not supplied by NASA. It was purchased
by you folks I guess from McDonnell Douglas and it's nice that
~ASA's dOing all this and it's nice if the 000 is using
classified instruments to look for it. But I'm curious to know
the exact relationship between the customer and the government.
~~hat point do you stop using these resources for a commercial
venture?
STONE
That's a tou~h one. NASA, of course, ia trying to
be as cooperative as possible in a situation like this. We'd
like to have ~he8e people as customers downstream, obviously, and
I think you'd have to ask NASA management much higher than me to
get a straight answer to that one.
KRAMER
Can I ask you one more thing about the EVAs? You
talk about extending the mission perhaps 1 day if you have to
delay the deployment to a further backup day. why would you do
that and not shift thin9s so that you could still come down on
the same day? Move some activities up.
STONE
We could do that. We have a flight planning
guideline and it's not a rule, it's just a guideline that we
would like to not do an EVA on the day before entry and that's
just because of the massive amount of equipment we have out when

- E"'
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we do an EVA. I mean the Orbiter is in a statd of di~array ~nd
it takes a while to pack up after an EVA and it's just good
business to give yourself a day before deorbit to get your things
put away and do an orderly cleanup of the ship. It's not a
rule. One of the options that we'll be looking at over the next
couple of d~ys, should we ex~end the PALAPA deployment into
;'1onday is keeping the miss lor. length the same but t~at ',york just
hasn't been done yet.
PAO

Okay, right here.

QueRY
I have a couple of questions concerning the 90wer
assisted module. As far as I remember, the di~tance with the IUS
was about 50 miles from the Shuttle. How far was the ~~STAR away
when it was scheduled to be launched? How many miles?

since you asked that question, I brought a note.
At the time of the PKM burn, the scheduled PK~ burn, t~e Orbitor
'Nas about 8 and 1/2 nautical milestraillng and 6.2 nautical
miles above the WESTAR.
s'rONE

QUERY
STONE

Was that nominal?
Yes.

QUERY
So the second would be do you have an auto~atic
launching sequence for the WESTAR. That means, you don't n~ed a
special command either from the Astronauts or from th~ ground?
ZIEGLER
QUERY

To fire the PAM?
Yes.

That's correct. It's done by an onboard timer that
is started when it separates from the Orbiter and that firing is
45 minutes later.
ZIEGLER

STONE
And just to add to that, before the deployment we
verify, the orew verifies and your people verify that the safe
and arm devices which allow the PAM to ignite were rotated into
the arm position.
QUERY
And who's confirming the launch then, the Satellite
or the launch of the PAM, the ignition of PAM? Who's confirming
it? The Satellite gives you a signal or what. Tells you - -

ZIEGLER
That is our job to do that rather than NASA's and
the way it usually takes place 1s that we confirm it by finding
our Satellite 1n the proper transfer orbit. We haven't done so,
so we can't contirm PAM firing.

)
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QUERY
And the last one will be, are the Astronauts
expected to turn the windows away from the launching of the PAM.
ZIEGLER

Yes.

QUERY

So that they couldn't see it.

STONE

That's right.

QIERU

I

STONE

- - window surfaces from the plume.

know,

I

We do that to

prot~ct

t~e

- -

know.

?AO
Craig Covault, right here and thC0
Rignt here in the front.

***

~c'll

get Roy.
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l~RAI···: t'nVAUL't' (AVIA'rrON t1EE:q
Thl:'~e ql..~stions.
T<flO for Bi 11.
'l'l-.e PA~l has been used off of the delta as well and I thin!( you Ire
a'Hare that ear ly in the history of the PN-1 it did show some
coning when coming off of the delta that caused some concern and
~ctually some Spacecraft modifications on other payloads.
Have
IOU thought about this coning problem early in the PAM as perhaps
bein] something that was a factor in your problem.

ZIEGLER
Well, yes. Into the design of the Spacecraft we
have what we call an automatic nutatio~ da~per, automatic
nutation control, and during this coast period - this 45 minute
coast period - after it leaves the Orbiter until PAM firing that
auto:natic nutation cOlltrol will take out cl:"lY coning unless it was
fault1 or incorrect. Or, one of the speculations is that pe~~aps
th~ ~ensors got reversed, for example, and caused it to go into a
flat spin rather t'~n taking out the coning.
no~~

COVAULT
11m not claar on the earlier PAM conin~ problems.
\'ihethe r ~!1at coni ng \-Ias star ted af ter the PM1 motor was fired or
as it wa~ coming off the delta spin table before firing.
ZIBGLER
It took place during the last 20 to 30 seconds of
the burn and during that last 20 to 30 seconds built up
essentially exponentially and then it built up very slowly after
that until separation.
COVAULT
So itls not necessarily, doesn't necessarily track
with the characterisitics you're seeing.
ZIEGLER

Right.

COVAULT
Okay. And following that, since you do not have a
visual contact due to the window protection ?ctitude, itls always
been an option to place the telemetry on the PAM that would
report back real time to the Orbiter. I believe sas was the only
payload that did this. WESTAR chose not to do that in this
Cdse. Could you tell me how much Spacecraft life you gain by not
adding that extra weight and is not that the factor why you don't
install that extra telemetry weight.
ZIEGLER

That PAM telemetry is - -

COVAULT

40 pounds?

ZIEGLER
I recall something on the order of 40 pounds,
yes. But I don't think we were concerned so much about the extra
weight as the e~tra dollars.
COVAULT
How much more morley does it cost to place the
telemetry on?
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I'll have to get back

ROY NEAL (NBC)
Bill, i"m looking at a Western Union release
that says NASA compressed a normal 33 month schedule into 10
months. ~lcOonnell Douglas provided a P.1\~·1 in le~\s than a year.
Hughes modifieQ the Spacecraft for STS compatability as co~pared
to Arean when you decided not to go Arean and go American instead
with only 9 months lead time. With .that for background, what
kind of quality checks are you running now to see what mig~t have
happened on that expedited schedule?
ZIEGLER

Quality checks on the Axpedited schedule.

NEAL

Yes sir.

ZIEGLER
Well, of course, we'ie looking at everything and
when we find out what went wrong, you know, then maybe wettl know
the answer to that question. But at this point we - NEAL

Those checks presumably are being run now, however.

ZIEGLER

Oh, absolutely.

NEAL
Various points. The PALAPA, by comparison, was
allowed to come to full term wasn't it? I mean, it was on a
normal schedule PA;·l included. So presumably, i f ther~ were an
error in quality control that would not reflect with PALAPA.
ZIEGLER
I can't, yes due to that reason.
I can't really
speak for PALAPA but as I understand it their's was a more normal
schedule than ours.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
This is I think for Randy again. Though
NASA's responsibility ended legally when WESTAR left the payload
bay, it has always been and as stated in the press kit that the
major missio~ goal was the launching of these 2 COMSATS. So
therefore, I submit the Shuttle may not be a simple freighter
truck. Does that not change NASA'S responsibility?
STONE
Well, when we si9n up a payload such as a
communications satellite, and we have two of them on this flight,
the primary goal of the Orbiter is to deliver those satellites to
orbit and we will expend, for instance, propellant to 9uarantee
that we can deploy those satellites and terminate the mission
fOllowing the deployment and come home without accomplishing any
of the other Objectives in the mission. And if you look at the
priority flight that we have had ever since we've had satellites
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to deploy, and then look at t~e priority tables that we build to
use propellant. That's always the case, Jules. We'lt, you ~now,
our primary goal is to the customer and we'll use up the
resoucces of the Orbiter necessary to deploy them but you've got
to r~member in t~at scheme of things that's implying t~at
something happened to the Orbiter. That we weren't in the right
orbit or whatever that we had to go use up that proo~llant.

***
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BERGMAN
Well, therefore, I'~ probably wrong on this as
usual, but therefore, is it not worth, if that was the primary
goal, is it not worth Nasa changing or expending t~e fuel, from
the Orbiter to find out exactly what happened to ~'lestar?
Well I think that's up to Nasa ~anagament to decide
or not that's a prudent thing to do. If the propellant
cost was relatively low, and you could go get a subset of your
requirements, I'm sure NASA would consider that. And I'm not
sure they wouldn't consider it in this situation. But all the
votea aren't in, Jules, and I just don't flat know th~ answer to
that.
STONE

~hether

PAO
Okay, we'll take one more
questions from RSC. Right here.

h~re

and then we'll take

\vILLIAMS - (KJOJ) - One quick question Mr. Stone, how would the
EVA's be affected with a Palapa satellite, still be in, with the
Palapa satellite still remaining iri the cargo bay?
STONE
It would look to the EVA crewman, a normal
situation, because the sunshield would be closed and the EVA
crewman doesntt know whether there's a satellite in there or
not.

WILLIAMS
So it wquld not cause any dangers or, also, are
there any checks made on the PAM itself before the satellite is
released.
STONE
Certainly, there are extensive checks on the PAM
and Bill probably is more familiar with them than I am. But they
do go through a check of their sequencers, make sure their safe
and arm devices are in the proper configuration, make sure all
the relays are set right, so there's an extensive check out of
the PAM prior to deployment.
PAO
Okay, we'll take question now from the Kenneday
Space Ccenter.
KSC
We have several questions here.
Reggie Turnell, BBC.

The first from

TURNELL - (aaC)
Is, just two points on the Westar problem.
McNair did comment on the heavy jolt, when it left Challenger.
Is this thought to have any bearing on the problem? And the
other one is, is no consideration being given to allowing
Challenger to take a very brief look at the Palapa firing if this
does take place.
STONE
Well, I'll take a crack at answering both of those
questions. The sensation of feeling a jolt when you deploy a
satellite from this configuration has been reported on nearly
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every flight on one degree or another. I don't believe any~ody
thinks there was any contributing problem there. With respect to
looking at the Palapa PKM burn, we've started some analY$is in
the Control Center and brought in some of our off-line technical
people too look at techniques that would allow us to use the R~8
camera, either the end affector camera or the elbow ca~era, to
peek out around the Orbiter and be pointed at the Palapa at t1e
time of the PKM burn. And that analysis will continue through
the day to determine, one, whether we can even get into an
attitude that the camera can loo~ back over the payload bay doors
and the wing and see the satellite; and two, w,ether there's any
risk to the RMS and primarily to the RMS that would jeopardize
downstream use of the arm.
LORETZ - (Chicago Sun Times) - I may have missed something
earlier but in suggesting an extra flight day, do you i~ply a
delay of one day in the second EVA, that is, moving the second
EVA from Thursday to Friday.
STONE
Dick, I'rr really not positivQ how we'll insert that
extra day, just from the simplicity standpoint, it would be
beneficial to our flight planners, just to take a day out of the
middle and do palapa one day late, and move everything downstream
~ne day, including both EVA'S and the rendezvous and that's the
~ost simplified thing for us to do from a paperwork standooint,
of getting the right inform~tion of when to do' what to the
crew. So that would be the first choice, but we have to look at
what that really means to us, and we don't have that story fully
put together.
SAILSTEAO - (Baltimore Sun) - I have two questions, first to
double check Mr. Stone's numbers on the position of the Westar.
I wrote them down as 8.5 nautical miles trailing. That is the
Orbiter was trailing the Westar by 8.5 nautical miles, and the
Orbiter was 6.2 nautical miles above the Westar, is that right.
STONE
Correct.
burn, of the PAM.

That was at the time of the scheduled PKM

SAILSTEAD
At that time when they actually saw it visually,
was it in a proper attitude then.
STONE
We did not, we do not monitor visually the PKM
burn, the crew actually turns the Orbiter away from the burn to
protect the Orbiter windows from contamination from the solid
rockat motor. So we're not, unless we do something that we
normally don't do, we cannot see the PKM burn.

***
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SAILs'rEAO
All right. I understand that, but I don't
understand when they last saw it. We all saw it on television,
spi~ning out of the cargo bay.
When did the astronauts last see
it, how lligh above or beyond the Orbiter was it, and was it then
i~ u pco?er attitude.
STONE

I don't know what the range was when they started
manuevec to the sep burn attitudo, which would ~ind of give
you a feel for where it was. I can get that number for you, but
I don't know ~hat that it. It was nominal as long as we had it
in the TV, a~d it was nominal as long as the crew was loo~ing at
it. Now t~ey may have stopped looking at before they actually,
it was ~ctually co~pletely out of the field of view, but I doubt
that. ~ormally they watch it until it disapears into the
darkness. But 1 could get you those ranges.
thej.~

MIKE MEECHAN (Gannette Nows Service)
Can someone clarify
exactly who has s( In these objects? Is it NORAO, or is it
tracking system?

N~SA's

STONE
It's the NORAD tracking system that is providing us
this information.
PAO
That's all the questions from KSC, wait a minute
there's another question, Harry Rosenthal from AP.
HARRY ROSENTHAL (AP)
I know that you've said how much fuel,
that it would take too much fuel to try to catch up with the
satellite, or t~e chunks that you are seeing, but can you tell us
exactly how far away at this point the Orbiter is, I'm sorry 11m
out of breath, fro~ the chunks?
STONE
At this instant I have no idea, that's a relative
motion problem that has to be run al~ost continuously in the
Control Center. The, let's see, the approximate orbit that the
major piece that we're tracking right now is in, is 155 by about
265, I believe, and the Orbiter is in a 166 by 171 orbit,
approximately. So it can be a wide variation of ranges, however,
if you're getting at whether or not we are worried about it
recontacting, it appears that th~ orbits are getting slowly
farther apart, which is what you would expect with 2 different
energy orbits.
ROSENTHAL
And on another subject please, recalling the
thermal blanket that - where the velcro was loose in the opening
pictures of the cargo bay and the thump on the PAM when it was
deployed, are you worried at all about the t:hings that you have
in the cargo bay that have to do with the EVA?
STONE
No, we're not. In fact, we're looking at during
the first EVA prior to use of the Cinema 360 camera that's in the
bay that has the loose thermal blanket, one of the EVA crewmen is
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goiog to go over there and see if it's just a velcro closur~ that
has pulled loose and pushed the blan~et back down to where it's
suppose to be. And as far as the thump is conce:ned, we have no
concern over that, that is something we have seen with other PAM
deploys.
.
TON O'TOOLE n'1ashington Post)
If you leave t~~ ?al~pa in to
bring it back, whether the fact that vou have additional
pyrotechnics on it would impact any o~her exp~ri~cnts that would
be carried out on the mission.
STONE
None that I know of at this time. If Palaga
chooses to raturn their satellite, we will ?ut it in its ~ost
safe and powered down configuration. So thero is no concern
there.
PAO

Thatts all the questions from KSC.

PAO
Ok, we have questions at t~e Ma(s~al1 Space Flight
Center, we'll take those.
DAVE DOOLING (Huntsville Times)
For f1r. 7. ie,]le r, if, is there
any credible failure in the Hughes spacecraft 90rtion of all this
that could have caused the Res system to lock on to put it into
the flat spin?
ZIEGLER
Conceivably, but we haven't concludeo that of all
the speculations of the failures, we haven't confirmed that any
one of them are possible or impossible.
DOOLING
Ok, Randy, Have you considered changing the orbit
Simply to avoid the possibility of any kind of recontact with the
debris and what WOuld that do to the Palapa deploy opportunities
and the operations with the IRT.
STONE
Well based on what we're seeing now, and of course
we don't have real accurate data on all of the particles, it
looks like things are slowly moving away from the Orbiter. And
espeCially when you don't know exactly where everything is, where
you are is as good as any. So no, we are not planning to move
the Orbiter at this time. The objects that we're tracking appear
to be moving down track of the Orbiter very slowly.
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ta~e

I aBk9J that question earlier this evening, and
th~t hiq~, it's long after we land.

lIDO couldn't

coun~

DOOLING

Ok.)',',

.;ctivitie3 'tlould

1nd if don't extend t~e mission, ·.. ,~at

;1.):3::'

like.'..y

:)0

lost.

If W~ do ~ot extend the mission and deryloy Palapa
to;:lQ!:cow, nothing HOUle! be lost. No have fliq:1t ~)lanned for this
contingency to giv~ t~a customer 1 day of ~ac~u? deploy
OPl)OC tun i ty.
Snou l("j 'I/(~ have to ex tend an and i t i on~ 1 day, you mav
lose nothing except shorten possibly an EVA and shorten a
rendezvou3 sequence, but we haven't, we have a lot of o~tions
there to work with and welre holding the~ open until we
understand what we have to go plan for.
S~0NE

DOOLING

Ol<ay,

thank :tau, no more from Marshall.

Okay, Olive Talley with

?AO

U~I.

First of all, either Randy or Bill. we've
number of pieces ~hQt you are tracking. Exactly how
many pieces are we talking about.

TALLEY

m~ntioned

a

STONE

Exactly we have no idea.

TALL8Y

What's your best guesstiment, what is the ballpark,

10, 15, 20, 2, what?

I would hate to guess, as the repor ts have come in
through the night as welve gotten more tracking oata, it's gone
from 3 to 5 to 9 to 18. Bill have you heard any other numbers?

$'rON£

ZIEGLER

No. land 2 and any other number inbetween there.

'l'ALLBY

Several would be fair.

STONE

Several is probably the appropriate answer.

ZIEGLER
It does though, seem to be narrowing down to some
ag re~ment, that there are -two sizeable par t icles.
TALLEY
And Bill, 1 more question please, regarding the
loss of business to Western Union, you said that the 100 million
dollar insurance figure covers some loss of business. How many
clients would have used, or have you signed up to use Westar 6,
how many clients, how much business, can you pinpOint that any
farther.
ZIEGLER

NO,

I can't at this time.

-

-,
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Or access any financial impact of the loss to

No. I can't, let's not, ~either of those,
or the financial accounting, is in my area of
~xpertlse, and I would have to refer you to our public Relations
Organization. Oh, by the way, there is an office, temporary
office down ~t the Cape, Bill Anderson, is there, in a Western
Union communications room at the Cu~e.
ZIEGLER

~a,~eting

Phone number?

'JU£RY

ZIEGLER
305-783-1843, I don't ~now how long they are going
to be there, but I believe they will be there at least today and
probably tomorrow. And then our coroorate headquarters ought to
be opened up Monday.
PAO

:Javid (Garble)

(CBS)

DAVID
Mr. Stone, I thin~ you mentioned
this afternoon there may be an announcement as
government's decision. Would you li~e to know
afternoon whether or not it's go for Sunday or
that kind of a deadline that you've set.

that by 2 o'clock
to the Indonesian
by 2 o'clock this
go not at all. Is

s'rmlE
It's not a deadline, but the earlier we know that
we would for instance bring it home, the better prepared we can
be, to work out our flight plan. And that goes for a one day
slip too. We would like to know that as early as possible.
Obviously if we countdown to a deploy tomorrow and for some
reason choose not to go tomarrow, we still have the option to
slip one day and it will just compress the flight planning time
that we have to pull the rest of the mission back into shape.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

BERGMAN
It's probably for you, Bill Ziegler. I have a
questar telescope, which is hooked to my ~ikon, and I can see
objects the size you're talking about very clearly in earth
orbit. So even without the Air Force's high powered telephoto
cameras, or with them, you should be able to see if the flat spin
theory is true or if burn marks, for example, on pieces of metal
up there very rapidly, shouldn't you.
STONE
for them.

I

think you ought to hire Jules to go out and look

ZIEGLER
I suspect that was a proposal.
aspects to that.

.r

I don't know the
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BERGMAN
What I'm curious about is which organization, NASA
or Western Union, asked the Air Force to study this? Or did
both?
ZIEOLER

I don't

STONE

And I don't either, Jules, I susgect it was

effort.

~now

the answer to that.
~

joint
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Paul Recor.

P.l\O

PAUL ~ECER (AP)
Does the relationship of t~e orbit~ of t~e
object and the Orbiter present any angular or proximate
auvantages in using the onboard radar or radio com~unications
equipment to study the problem or try to communicate in one
~an~er or another with the objects?
'rhe onboard radar system, our Ku-band cadar system,
I'a have to look to see what the closest points of aoproach a~e
of the other orbit. But I suspect, you know, our ~u-~and radars
are very low power device, intended for use fairly close in in
the rendezvous process ~nd I suspect that we're out of the normal
range of that instrument but I'd have to loo~ at the retative
orbits to tell you that for sure.
STO~E

ZIEGLER
possibility.

Randy's team, though, is looking at that

REC£R
Okay, radar. How about of radio or, you
trying to communicate with the - -

~now,

ZIEGLER
\'1011, I don't think the Orbiter's equipped to
communicate with our satellite.
RECER

Okay.

PAO
I'm going to take about 2 more questions.
Kramer right there.

~ark

MARX KR~lER (CBS)
Randy, does anyone consider possibly junking
the tRT exercise and doing a ceal rendezvous with this
Spacecraft, or with these objects?
STONE
I'm sure that's a consideration. The tradeoff
primarily lies in whether or not you have enough propellant to do
a rendezvous such as what you're proposing with this object. It
looked to me like, when I left the Control Center just on the
first vector that we had - and granted that vector is going to
change through the day as we get more tracking stations reports
of it and hone it down to some degree of accuracy - but it looked
like the propellant cost was above what we could do even if we
gave up all other objectives of the mission.
KRAMER
group of
exactly,
an orbit
ahead or

I know you said you didn't know exactly where this
objects was in relation to the Spacecraft but other than
can you characterize it in some way? Is it a quarter of
away? Is it 500 or 15,000 miles away? Is it still
below?

STONE
It's behind us, at least it was when I left the
Control Center and I would expect it to get more behind us
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because it has a higher average altitude of tho orbit so its
orbit is higher so actually it, with respect to us, it's going
slower so it's ~oving to a trailinq pOSition, a farther trailing
90sition to the Orbiter and it's varying quite a bit no',o/ because
of the - ZIEGLER
Randy, the last number I
miles i)ehind and increasing.

h~ard

was that it was 25

STONE
And I would like to, befor~ W~ say that it's 25
mil@3 behi~d us, live also heard the same Eol~s say it is 25
minutes behind us which at 17,000 feet ger second is a whole lot
~ore than 25 miles and I just don't ~now at this time how far
this is truly behind us. But it is behind us.
KRAHER
So it's exactly s0rneNhere bet-deen 25 and 8,000 or
so;nething like that.
STONE

r wish I could give you some exact di'\ta.

KRAHER

Nith a real firm maybe.

PAO

Doug r.1i 11er with KTRH in the back there.

DOUG MILLER (KTRH)
Okay. First of all, Steve can we get the
exact figure on that. Is there some way we can determine that or
try to get a better idea?

STONE

Of how far behind?

HILLER
PAO?

Right.

Can we get

t~at

and pass it through the

STONE
I don't believe you're gOing to be able to get it
quickly because as we, like I say, we have 1 vecto, so far on
this object. It is not what you would describe as the best
vector that we can put together because it has very few stations
in it and the geometry, if you will, the way it 90ints at the
object has so far been fairly poor. We don't have a good
selection of sit.es looking at the target and it'll be, I'm sure,
much later today before they tie that orbit down and could give
you an answer like that.
MILLER
All right. And secondly, what do you need to
finally determine if this debris is your satellite and when do
you expect to get it? I mean obviously you've got to figure it
out at some point. What's it going to take and when do you
expect to make that determination?

***
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ZI£GLBR
well what it would taka ~ould bo either close UP
photographic evidence or radic co~~unications with it. And see
if it responds to it's identity code, and t~at kind of thing.
How long it's gOing to take. Th~t could be 2 ~inutes, 2 hou:s,
or 2 years.
PAO
O~ay, I thin~ we will close it off with t~~t,
Thank you for coming this motning, t~~n~ ~ou gentlemen.
END

OF TAPE
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~e'ya got not one, but two Flight Dir~cto[s, Al
Draughon whose 41-8 lead Flight Oi~ector, who's been sort of offline today working the resc~eduling and flight planning problem,
~vhile Gary COQn has been ~inding the 39aceship all day.
And also
on the far end is Nr. Bill ziegler of Western Union. Al why
don't you run over so~e of th~ planning you've been doing on t~e
various options that are onen to us to~orrow.

?A0

DRAUGHON
Wllat we're going to do here today, and the
ceason there are three of us, as Terry said, I've been involved
with the replanning aspects, and I'll try to acquaint you with
the kind of decision points that we're planning to go through for
t~e next cou?le of days.
Ga:y will debrief you on t~e thinqs
t~at went on today's shift because he too~ that shift in my stead
today. And sill will fill you in on whatever they have learned
in theca continuing quest to get some data. we've briefed the
crew shortly before we left the Control Center, that for
to~ocrow, we still have, the decision has still not been made on
whether or not to deploy the Palapa or not to~orrow. The
options, there was a, in the premission planning, ~~era was, this
~as to ~e - tomorrow would have been the backup date that we
would have used for eit~er Wasta! or Palapa. That would have
nominally been REV 32. We have looked at the over all coverage
from looking at ground tracking station coverage, both during the
deploy, and after the deploy looking at immediate coverage after
a P~M burn and have decided that we will recommend that if we do
deploy tomorrow that we us~ REV 34, which will be a 2 RRV slip, 2
REV delay. The decision as to whether or not to de~loy, yet
indeed whether or not to use that particular REV will reside with
the customer. They have 9cheduled a meeting to deal with that
issue around 6:00 o'cloc~ local. And I don't know what the
ans~er will be coming out of that meeting.
We will respond to
either way, if they want to go to~orrow then we are fully
prepared and ready to do that. If they want to delay then we are
~a~ing plans to go to an alternate profile to bring whatever
flight activities we can for tomorrow, and try to do as much
constructive work as we can. So the nominal plan will be, if we
deploy probably REV 34, but a firm commitment won't be made until
later this evening. If the decision from the customer is that
they would rather take some more time to simulate what data they
have to do further checks, going back through records, and what
have you, we're trying to make every opportunity available to
them, to go later in the flight. To fill in tomorrow if we don't
deploy the palapa, we will be bringing forward the IRT deploy.
That's a 2 meter balloon that I talked to you all about in the
Mission briefing a few weeks prior to launch. We will, if we do
the balloon work tomorrow, it will be slightly different but if
all of you had heard that premission briefing, I described to you
2 rendezvous scenarios. One that was a nominal where we deployed
the thing on one afternoon, do a little work enclosed with the
sensors and then separate out to 175 miles, re-rendezvous the
next day. And then another rendezvous profile that we would have
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used had we been on a priority flight and only devoted one dlY to
rendezvous. That second profile is the one we will fly if we do
a rendezvous tomorrow with t~e IRT. Basically it is made up of a
deployment, with the IRT, a maneuver to go out to 8 miles
different di~tance fr0m the IRT, on t~d velocity ve~tor, 8 ~lles
~ehind it.
Then we do an approach hac~ in to 5 miles behind it,
go bdC~ out to 8 again, and t~en return in and essentially do a
final phase rendezvous coming all the way back to the target.
And by all the way back I moan 'lP to 200 feet. That \oJill, as far
as '".,11 a t do you ge t out of tha t ver sus the nomi nal, 1',"1 a twas t'1e
nominal full rendezvous., you get everything except ~he ground
involvement. If you do the wrong rendezvous, the difference is
t:1()t you're starting out the retu!l~ leg from 175 mi les, t~e
ground makes those computations on those first 2 maneuvers, what
is called the NC maneuver and the NH maneuver, to bring the
vehicle back to the TI pOint, or the terminal phase ooint at 8
miles at which time they, onboard takes over and does that job
for themselves. So we essentially lose that part of it. I think
all of you that have been following the program know that ~~ have
done targeting, ground targeting of maneuvers quite a bit. We
even dia uome phantom rendezvous on flights 3 and 4, I believe.
But on 2 or 3 flights we did this kind of thing, and we did it
quite a few, quite a lot in the Gemini and Apollo programs, so
it's not something that's new to us. The softwares is a little
bit different, the filters are a little bit different, but it's
something we know how to do. So we don't feel badly about
missing that particular exercise if do. The important thinq to
get out of this flight as far as the rendezvous is concerned is
to get this sensor performance between the Orbiter and w1atever
the rendezvous target is. That's the highest priority. Another
high priority objective was to get the terminal p~ase involvement
of the crew and the onboard sensors from the 8 mile point back in
to the rendezvous target. That's where the job reverts totally
to the crew. And you've got the man interaction of the NAV
states, and executing 4 or 5 burns, and doing terminal phase and
stationkeeping. So we've preserved all of those aspects that are
rendezvous OTO. So that's the basic plan, we're really trying to
give the customer as much lee-way as they can in dealing with
whatever the problem is and taking our best shot at getting a
good deploy off on the next one. There is consideration even
begin given to slipping the deployment even further than that, if
the customer is so desired. That would potentially result in
moving one of the EVA's day one day forward and putting the
Palapa deploy between the 2 EVA days. That is not high in the
list of things that are being considered right now, but it is
something that is being entertained. It's an option that we can
do. And the thermal analysis that have been done, would indicate
that the Palopa and the PAM would not have a problem as far as
the attitude profiles that we would fly in performing both the
rendezvous and the first EVA. So it's an option that is
available if we choose to take that course of action. As far as
things that we might do differently, whenever the Palapa deploy
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is schsduled, so far ~efve id~ntified 2 things. One I've talked
to you briefly about, and that is rather than ?uttin~ it on ~h~
earlit3st REV, the earliest convenient REV, '«hich is ~",hat RRV 32
was, and having a subsequent R~V to deal with little nagging
probl3ms, or problems that we might encounter during the
predeployment checkout, and having a bac~u? REV, that's why it
~as ?ut on REV 32.
We've opted to reco~mend at least that it go
on REV 34, which gives UD the additional coverage during the
deployment and additional coverage directly after the PK~ ~urn.
So that is different. The oth~r thing that is different is, r
also ~antioned during the premission briefing t~at we ~ere doi~g
a thing called a witness plate evaluation. )I.:~1 that is th~t'e Has
a test aeticle put on the R~S arm, that we were going to ~ang out
in the PAM plume, and see what ~ind of erosion we got on that
)acticular sample material, and ~ore or less calibrate the
erosion factor of the plume at 10 1/2 miles dista~ce. The ceason
that we would like to do that, is to relieve ourselves of Gome of
the self imposed constraints on protecting the Orbiter windows
and bay from erosion 3nd getting in very specific attitudes when
a P~M ~urn is going to occur. If we can measur~ t~at, and
convince ourselves that's it is not as detrimental aD our worse
case analysis are and we know that they are terrible
conservative, then we would relieve some of those constraints, if
not relax them totally. Welre going to continue to do that, but
in addition to that, as you know there's a camera on the end
afEector for the RMS, a TV camera. We intend to, the arm
configuration for t~at witness 91ate is the vehicle is, if the
nos~ is towards you folks, the arm is on the port side.
It will
be across the bay, and out this way wit~ a little, just a little
bend in the elbow, and the witness plate is along here. welre
now going to take the end effect if it IS on the end of this quy,
and turn it down, and to look at the PAM at ignition. There's
obviously going to be some contamination of that lens when the
aluminum particles get back to where the Orbiter is, but it was a
concession that was made to looking and getting what additional
data we can at ignition for the next deploy. So, other than
that, everything is pretty much the same. That pretty wall
covers the planning asp~cts. You ~ant to cover questions now on
that?

***
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Okay. As you k~?w, I stood in for Harold torl~y on
:.la execute shift and as you ~no~v t:1e neploy of t:'e PJ\Ll\PA
planned for today '~as canceie(;. ~e did do some chec~out on t~e
:::-IU's, \,le checked out all thrtle S:,!U'~ 3."'l.d the E~U's ara ready to
go so ~hen we do the rendezv0us ~~rt of the mission, t~ose
?8 r: t i cu lar sets 0 f har d~... a rea>:: e sq'J a re(1 atvay .3.nd chec,<ed ou t
quite well. Also did some SPAS c~~c~out. He checked out the RF
lin~s, all elemento of the RF lin~s to the SPAS.
We learned some
t:) i ng3 fro;'!) the crew to~ay abou t ono of t1e locker s, one of tlie
loc~ecs he had problems unlatching.
Beuce was able to ta9 it a
littl~ bit with a hammer and was 3ble to get the locker ogen.
We
don't expect any proble~ getting the door on that locker
closed. Crew also accomp].ish~d a cabin ~ebris inspection. They
rapocted they didn't see a ~hole lot of debris. They did clean
all the filters today, all of them ~xcept the filters associate~
with nous 1 and 2 which they ?19~ to clenn tomorrow. ThAY did
repoct plenty of lint on the rM~ fans whicl1 they cleaned u? and
thdy also vacuumed the cabin fans. Most of you, if you watched
TV today anyway, saw that, or most likely Knew, that we did some
Cinema 360 work in conjunction wi~h t~at. The vehicle's in good
sbape as far as consumables are concerned. We think we have
enough consumables to support any re~oona~le plan that comes up
in the next few days. If there are a~y quastions.
3ARY eOSN

PAO
ASC.

Okay.

Please wait for

t~e mi~e.

Jules Bergman,

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
For Harold Draughon. Nhat time toni<)ht
will the decision be made on whether to l~unch PALAPA tomorrow
and why rev 34?
DRAUGHON
Jules, the meeting is scheduled to convene at 6
o'clock between Hughes and the Indonesians and I dontt kno~ how
long that meeting will take. I know that there's a lot of
preliminary work going on so I suspect they've got their stories
in order. So I don't know how long that will take but the
meeting starts at 6:00 to discuss that and have a final
recommendation to us.
BERGMAN
Second point. Do you see any chance that the
Indonesians might elect to bring it back to Earth without
launching it?
DRAUGHON
That's their prerogative. We're fully willing to
take that course of action if that's what they want to do. We
carry the propulsion. You know it does make the deorbit delta-Vs
and things like that go up. They increase slightly because of
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If they want to do that then we're ready

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

COVAULT (AVIATION ~EEK)
For both Harold and Mr.
~i0~1~r.
Any further char~cte~ization of the debris,
specifically were you able to get some imagery that heloed you
c~aracterize it?
:n~rG

ZIEGLBR
Well, we haven't gotten any imagery to the h~st of
my knowledge, but W~ did have ona clue, if you would, that on~ of
our stations has received about 2 ~inutes of signal fro~ t~~
objocts that were tailing the Orbiter. But it was so weak that
we ~ere unable to log onto it to gain any intellig~nce from it.
Ho~eye', it had the proper frequency and it was operating on the
jatteries which in the deployment configuration it's not hoo~ed
up to charge from the solar cells. So analysis shows that the
~atteries ara pretty far down t pretty well discharged.
So we
thin~ one of the first things that goes out is the traveli~g ~l~V~
tube amplifier on the telemetry transmitters at low voltage, and
all we were getting was a signal running through the traveling
i1ave tube amplifier and out to that. We are attempting to put in
commands to change the configuration to char~e batteries an~, of
course, if we get a -- during daylight and Q favorable attitude
of the sun to the solar arrays, we should be able to get voltage
and battery up and so forth. but so far we haven't been
successful in that. It was a signal of the type we would expect
fro~ an HS 376 spacecraft but it's nowhere near conclusive at
this point.
PAO

Follow up with Craig.

COVAULT
Yes sir, but there are not a lot of lost HS 376
spacecraft out there tonight. You have found the bird then, have
you not?
ZIEGLER
I would say probably.
that with certainty.

Proabably, but I can't say

COVAULT
And the indication on the signal would inoicate
then you did not have an explosive failure that to~ally
fragmented your spacecraft then although you •••
ZIEGLER
I guess that would be an assumption you can make
that we don't know if the spacecraft was damaged or not.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

ZIEGLER

We're hoping to get some firm information you know.

PAO

Paul [(ecer.

?AUL RECER (AP)
In the avant that the rndone~ians, in and of
their own decision, d~ci~e not to launch t~e P~~A?A, is NAS~
going to charge t~em f,eig~t?
DRt'\UGdO~'l

? ...'1'.:1,

I'::"

:lot in

t:l",; l'~'p.l:::~'". "): t1~i.$ thinq ':)tlt I

believe we contc3ct~d. M'l belief is t~at ~~ c0ntracte~ to qive
th<S!:n a ride in ,~ deploy o??ortunity.
'l~ f.'IC~ ofE~ring them those
depl~y opportuni.ties ~~~ if we do t~at I~ou~t t~8t we leqatly
owe tnem anot)er fres riJe. We're re~rty ~o rt~ploy the~ in the
attitude and in ':.;)13 confirJur.ation u:id Cll''?C''~0,j out the '.-18'1 ""~ ',.Jere
preflight. W~lrc still ready to do that.

RBCER
fare, right?

So if they chose not to deploy

UaAUGHON

I would

assu~e

t~ey

still ?ay the

so.

£>.\0

Fro;n r:ec.~iving the signals, could you find out
where the satellite falls, in the low Earth orbit, high Earth
orbit, in between or ~ldn't you have any idea whcc~ it was?
ZIEGLER
Yes. '1'!1i3 '.'/3:'3 a signal coming fron an Bat't~ orbit
corresponding very closely to the oebit that ~ORAD ~ad given UB
for the particles following the Challenger.
PAO

Ok,ll'.

.Jules, did

YI)U

have another '1lJestion?

o~ay.

BERGMAN
So loue flat spin theory now seems mora likely than
an explosion during fir:at stage ignition and to a second question
"Nhich ought to be the first, ! '1uess, following on 'llhat you just
said. If it's in the same orbit as NORAO charcterized it, which
was 190 by whatever it was - low earth orbit, it's of no
gotential use.

ZIEGLER
BERGMAN

It's just going to burn up as it reenters.

ZIEGLER
Yes -- no it's possible the amount of energy that
we have onboard aftee the PAM firing is the apogee kick motor and
some hydrazine that's intended to control it over the 17 yeaes of
life but that's nowhere near enough energy to get it up to the
geosynchronous orbit.
PAO

Chris Peterson.

ZIEGLER

If in fact that object is Westar VI.
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Chris Peterson, KTRH radio.

CHRIS ?ETERSON (XTRH)
Two questions. First one for Bill. How
long Dce W~ going to continue this search? I mean, if you se~m
to hava a pretty good confirmation on it and if it s~erns to ~e of
n0 potential use ~hl are we going to continue?
ZrCGL2R
We'ro going to continue - well one would ne~d to
undacstand ~~at went wrong foc t~e sake of all futur~ sQ~cac~aft
and launches. And until we do that, you know, we are qoin~ to
continue until we've eX~laustod all 90ssibility of getting
adJitional information. Hm... long that will ta~<e I have no i(len.
O~ay.
Second question's for Harold.
the EVA forward. Why are you doing that in
accomplish a deploy or looking at that ~nd are you
possible extensions of the mission?
~8TERSON

~ovin9

You mentioned
to
pla~nin1 any
o,rl~r

DRAUGHON
~ht'is, ·.... o're tryi:ltj, it's not ma!"ldatorv, out ':Je,re
trying to stay out of th~ extension. Wold like to bccausG if we
Jo extond you know we only have o~o ~or9 day with a dayligh~ KSC
landing. Vance trained for night landing. Ite can pull that off
and we know t~at but we would 9refer to have a daylight
landing. Pull ing the thing one day for·.... ard, we have that
flexibility in tho way we ~uild a checklist and modularize t~e
Qrow activity plans. If the Indon~sians and the Hughes
contractor wants to go a day earlier, you ~now -- the lonqAr they
ctay in th'1 bay the more :)otentia1 there is for sometl)ing t() go
wrong in the bay, The vehicle ~as designed, that vehicl~ was
designed to be a free flyer. It waR never intended to live in
the Orbiter. The sooner you get it out and on station, the
sooner it's in the anv ironment in '...,11 ich it. was intenned to 1 iva
and that's one of the main reasons you always see these ~eploys
early in the flight. We want to qat thoso things out of the bay
and into the 9nvironment t~ey were desi9nod to live in.
Does that mean EVA Monday before the Tuesnay
(garble) this case?
DRAUGHON
It's a consideration. If that's what it takes to
get all the data analysis and get all the procedures and things
in place then we're ready to step up and do that.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

RECER
Gary, you said you had, after your consumable
analysis you had enough onboard for any r4~asonable plan. DOes
that reasonable plan include a visual rendezvous with the
disabled satellite or not?
COEN

I didn't hear Harold mention that particular plan
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and no, that may well have beGn considered. 11m not sure what
the outcome is. Harold would probably be a batter source of
that.

***
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?aul, rig~~ now there are enough, tho results are
fragmented enough and there are enough different piece~ up there,
you :m0W. 3efore each flight, as soon as we get the trajectory
defined and get close to flight, we take that trajectory and beat
it against all the things that NORAD has cataloge~ on orbit. ~nd
you can get a )ratty long list, depending on what you want to
csta~)lish <tZ j'OUC call ?oint.
~V'9 normally go through a sort
·"a.3,::d 0:"\ :i:':·()ut 100 miles or so and say list ou';; everyt1i.ng t~atls
wi~hin 108 ~iles of this ?articular trajectory for these 8 or 9
days. Then JOU take that and look at those individually, see
what kind of orbit they're in, how recent the vector is t~at you
wer~ running that to catalog against.
If itls co~ing close and
itls a recent vector, you might go twea~ u9 that vector, as~
NORAD to track it a little bit, dress up their vector an~ see
exactly what kind of a problem you mayor may not he dealing
~ith.
If itls a current vector, and it's out on the fringes of
where you establish this stress alright, then you quit worrying
a~out it.
So we routinely go through that. But the catalog of
things that have been coming in as targets that are in some
proximity, and you ~now you folks have bep.n ~earing llbollt t~ings
t:1at are as far as 500 miles from the Orhiter, ONe g~nerally doni t
start to vibrate on things 500 miles away, theylve got to get a
lot closer. It's a big world out there, and we don't worry about
things that are that far away. At the current time, there is not
a piece, a ne\~, undefined, piece that's close enoug~ to make it a
viable candidate for a rerendezvous.
)~AOGH0~

PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
I have for Mr. Ziegler a quick
one and then one for Harold. Which tracking station 9ickeJ up
Wastar VI today?
ZIEGLER

The Hughes Filmore station in California--

COVAULT

And about what time today was that acquisition?

ZIEGLER

-- assuming it was Westar VI.

COVAULT

Yes.

ZIEGLER

About what time?

COVAULT

Roughly.

ZIEGLER
that.

1800 + GMT, I don't remember how much time after

COVAULT
Harold, if you 90 ahead tomorrow and deploy the
tRT, what time will you deploy?
DRAUGHON

Craig, you can decouple.

If you do that deploy,

t
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the one where yo~ just go out to a, and back into 5, an~ hac~ out
to 8. That's unlike the long rendezvous where you go out, and
you have to have particular -- you have the radars in the right
place to compute those first two ~aneuvers to come ~ack in. In
the long rendezvous sequence, we'ee kind of tied to where the
radars are, w~ich revs are going over the radar sets. In that
short rendezvous, it's more or less done onboard, just rel~tiv~
nav onboard, and we don't target any of the manuevers, so th~r~
is a lot of flexibility. I honestly don't know where it is.
It's gOing to be about 6-1/2 ~ou~s long, I know that because we
designed it preflight, but Larry ~ourqeois, who is on shift ri?~~
now, he is dealing with that very issue during this Shift.
Should he start it early, should he start it midday, or late.
But it's co~pletely insensitive to where during the day. It'll
depend on ·.... hat else La (" ry t r i as to shoot. or/and br i ng for 1"'r\ t' d
from the latter part of the flight and how compatible it is ~it~
those activities.
COVAULT
And the final phase rendozvous, will that duplicat~
the final phase that would have been under the primary rendezvous
plan where the Orbiter comes up underneath and then comes back
in?
DROUGHON
!t will be exactly the same Craig, with the
possible exception of a little bit of sun angle. It depends on
if he puts it in the same time of day sun wise, you ~now. If he
does that, then the sun -- the lighting will be the same on th~
approach. The geo~etry to relative motion is exactly the same.
We come in to 8 miles, do exactly the same approach, with the
midcourse corrections, and back in to 800 feet and then walk in
on the V-bar. Just what you've seen.
COVAULT
And the night, again, if he does it exactly as you
discussed, it would be a night approach to the target, the very
last one.
DRAUGHON
You terminate the final approach along the V-bar,
either when you get to 200 feet or when you get into darkness,
yes, that's correct.
PAO
the Cape.

Let's take one more question here, and we'll go to

Can someone explain why if it turns out that the
Westar is intact, it would be impossible to have it repaired by a
future Shuttle.
DRAUGHON
I really think we've got to wait for industry to
catch up with us a bit in the full utilization of the Shuttle.
You know a lot of -- there are spacecraft being built today with
grapple fixtures on them, or being built so that they are

-- aT -.-
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compatible ~"ith going and getting them. This PM'1-Hughes
co~bination, in that it was intended to go up, get checked out in
tha Orbiter and then go up to geosync. We don't plan to go U9 to
goosync and get anything. So they didn't, it was not de~ignecl
that kind of ca?ability wasn't designed into it. It woule ~~
difficult to grab a hold of and if you did, you ~ontt hav~ ~~VG ~
place to ?ut it. There's are no stowage, there 3t:'l1 no ti'= r\'}':.'!1S,
tnose kind of considerations.
PAO

Okay.

Let's go to KSC for some qu~stions.

DICK LEWIS (CHICAGO SUN TIMES)
I have two questions. Fo=
Harold Draughon. Did you say the Hughes Filmore Station in
California?
D i 11, tha twas •••
DRAUGHON
ZIEGLER
Yes, it was Hughes Aircraft Company's Station
Filmore, California.

'It

LEWIS
Can you tell us what the position of PALAPA would
be if it does achieve stationary orbit. Where would it ba al~Qd?
donlt know what its OSP is.

DRAUGHON

I

ZIEGLER

Well, you mean its longitude?

DRAUGHON

Yes.

ZIEGLER

I don't know.

Bill, do you ~now?

DRAUGHON
Neither do I. The PAO folks can get you that.
It's well known, it's something that's done with the AKM hurn
that's done after the deployment from the Orbiter, so that's why
we're not that familiar with it. It's done after they're standalone from our operation. But we can get you that data.
PAO
Okay. I guess back to Houston now.
questions here? Second row.

Any further

MIKE \ULLIAMSON (KJOJ)
Have the, has there been any - for
Harold, for Mr. Draughon. Has there been any plans to cut the
EVA short by any length? I know you said you went to the
secondary rendezvous. Is there a secondary EVA plan as well?
DRAUGHON
There in fact is. For the pr lor i ty fli,CJht we
would, we ordered the EVA activities so that we had everything
that we were extremely desirous of prior to the Solar Max Mission
on the first EVA so the priority, EVA-wise the priority stuff is
EVA 1 or the first day. We have no reaBon to be thinking about
making the EVA shorter. In fact, we've added two new aspects
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that are going to be sandwiched into the EVA nctivities ~~at are
already ongoing. Those are to look at camera Golta, th~ forward
starboard bay TV camera, that wonlt tilt an~ t~e color w~eel is
stopped on it. The other thing is, if you'll r~call tro~ the
first or second shift debriefing, the thermal blan~et n~ou~~ the
Cine~a 360 has partly got its fly open a~d walrA n0in~ to zip
:'i)at U9 Nhen ~va go out.
PAO

Olive

Talh~i',

UPI.

Right

b~hi.nd

~IQll,

'~l"")r~~C1,

OLIVE TALLBY (UPI)
Bill, you said that t~e ohject ~as Qcohably
~e3tar VI.
What probability can you give us that it is an~ if it
tu:ns out to be, how long does it I)ave to live? :10\-/ lO!1q '.'/ill it
be before you know, well maybe thatls three questions in one.
But how about probabt:ity first and then we'll go with t~e
others.
ZIEGLER
I dontt -- I once had a boss when ~e was told by
the mar~eting guy that the Air Force had signed our co~tract,
\'l'3'V'd won it.
And the boss says/"let me see it", He G?:.,/s, 1I0~
they've put it in the mail". IIOh," he says, " . .,e1l t!1en I tjuess
I'll raise the probability of that being a win fro~ 10' to
~O%II.
So, you know r hate to speculate on the probability that
this is Westar VI. I thin~ it's a reasonable gu~ss that yes it
is Westar VI. We havenlt been able to lock up on tho signal t~at
we got from it but it did have the right frequency. It was only
one instead of two but that might be due to the eXgected low
battety voltages and so, you know, welre hoping for the hest and
we did judge it sufficiently -- there was evid~~ce sufficient to
cause us to concentrate more effort on getting commands into
those objects that are tailing the Orbiter.
TALLEY
Is there any chance of saving it, or is the only
chance of saving it dependent on whether or not you lock u~ with
it and get some commands to start recharging the batteries? Is
that where the hope lies?
ZIEGLER
If Westar VI is now in that low altitude orbit
there's virtually no chance of it becoming useful.
TALLEY
How long might it remain there before it just, will
it just burn up or what?

***
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ZISGf..ER
If H~star 6 is no\>, in t~at 10'1'1 altitude
orbit, there is virtually no chance of it beco~inq useful.

TALLEY
How long might it remain there before it
just, will it just burn up, or what?

will gradually decay, b~cause of th~ at~osphetic
;1ftVen't ~ade any plans, t'1ere i.'3 still so~c
aneryy on:Joard. 'rhete's an apogee kicl< :notor, an0. hyrir:.tzine.
And we may use that to put it into higher orbit, or a trEl:1sfer
orbit, or I quess conversely, we could une t~at ~nargy i, a
c~tro9rade ma,lle'ler to ~a'le it crash into t'1e oc'?an SO'n~nlacp.,
ZrSGL~R

drag;

hOI"~vcr,

It

~v~

rALLr~Y
One fiili1l qLlestion, if you ar~ ,~,:)le to
maneuver and ge t the a?og~e ~<ick motor to fire sornoho'N, anr. you
got it into a higher orbit, could it stay ther~ u~til yOU could
-- is there a chance that it could be revived at: t:v'\t ooint?

ZLCGLBR
orbit.

~lo

we coul(1 nt;)ver get it up to qeos,!!v::hronous

PAO
Okay I've got an answer for Dic~ L~wis at t~e
Cape on the ~arking place for PALAPA S 2. It'n 1:3 degrees east
longitude. Back here over to John Petty, Houaton Post.

PE'l"I'Y - (Hous ton pos t) - \'Jhen you say you're hooi nq for the best,
wnat is the best under these circumntances.?
ZIEGLER
I gunss the best is that we ace
a fairly conclusive failure analysis.

abl~

to make

That's really the truth, t~"t's w~at you
Now you woul~ really like to
know what went wrong, so t~at we can, the design paonle can take
whatever actions they need to, to correct that ano~aly -- like to
identify it.
DRAUGHOn

can hope to get out of that thing.

PETTY
But you're not looking any place else.
convinced that this it?

You're

ZIEGLER
Oh, we are looking other places. All I'm
saying is we have devoted more of the effort towards this
particular one, because it's a clue that's worth following up
on.

PAO

Over here.

Two questions for Mr. Draughon. Is there anytime
tonight, tomorrow morning at which you could no longer do the
PALAPA good tomorrow. In other words if this meeting that's
going to take place, takes too long, are you out of the water tor
tomorrow?
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DRAUGON
No, in our normal way of getting ready to do one of
these jobs, '.ve know how to do a PM! PALAPA or Pl\~t Nestar
deploy. We're fairly proficient at th~t. ~~e inqtedients t~at
go into that are first knowing rather accurately where you aep
because their burn to kick it up is hooked to where we deploy,
start some timers and things to run it. So we have to tiA rlown
the vector, we generally keep pretty good track of vector anyway,
but we do pay some extra attention when we're ~oint into one of
these deploys. If we've got the vector tied down fairly well, a
normal activation and orderly deployment ta~es ahout an ~our an~
20 minutes. We could shorten that up some in a real emergency.
But it doesn't take long.
Essentially the same question about advancing the
EVA to ~onday. Is there a time when you have to make t~at
deCision, or you can't do it?
DRAUGHON
The things that you want to look to on t~e EVA
,
scheduling the first thing that is a long lead item is that we
need to get -- you know we are using the new prebre~the
donitrogenization procedure for this flight that's going down to
a 10.2 psi cabin. We will proba~ly schedule that to~orrow
sometime. I don't know whether it will come early in the day or
later in the day. Once we have done that, and have gone through
a sleep period, we will have fulfilled the medical requirements
for denitrogenization. So we could schedule an EVA as quickly as
the crew could unstow all the things they need to get into the
suits. And that is why that is gOing to be moved, probably moved
forward to tomorrow.
PAO

Paul Recer

RECER
Earlier we were told that NASA was bending a lot of
efforts toward trying to find the bird. Now since presumably it
has been found, have you all abandoned those efforts?
DRAUGHON
No Paul, nobody has slacked off any. But
it's a very promising sign, and a lot of people think that's
going to turn out to be the vehicle, but no we have not relented
in the other facilities that we are looking for t~at vehicle
with.
RECER
Okay.
Now I understand that you use some ground
based radar to establish the vector for the spacecraft, and have
you been using that radar -- you've been letting your routine
vector checks slip, in other words, and using that radar for
search?
DRAUGHON
We have been giving up Some of the normal
GSTDN network radars to go off and look for that vehicle.
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we don't need as much radar coverage as is available i~
just flying in a routine daily fashion. There are times when you
do need all that help and t~at's when you are trying to anchor ~
vector real good for one of these critical ali~nments, critical
deploy~ents.
Another time is ~hen you are trying to CO~putA a
lot of maneuvers that ace coming within a couple of rev's of aach
other, and you've got to driv'~ out tho arrows fro:n on,~ ;ran~uv~r
and get ready to target the second one. So nometimes you neeel a
lot of ~adar sets. Other times you don't need quite GO many.
i3ut you've got to have them for the time tha you neeel them. And
~e're letting some of thone go, the Orbiter support an~ the
vector maintenance there is not suffering, it's down to wit~in,
t;l~ last one I heard 'n'as about 3 miles, I t1in:~, somel-lhere in
tnat handover.

RBCBR
How much vector checks aheao do you need to narrow
it down to the point where you feel safe to de910y PAtAP~? In
otnar words how much time a!1ead vlould you need to coreect foe
t. :1a t?
'fhe co:n?uta t ions -- '3 i 11 you mig~t knO'....
these better than I do. Whon do we owe you youe first vector?
rJut it's like 5 hours ahead of time, on that order. \1e actually
go through two comp cycles. We get in a bunch of trac~ing data
lnd give the customers a first look at the deployment, the time,
~nother crossing, and those kinds of things.
They look at -Ch'31' put it into their simulatoC's and see exactly how it's going
to fit with the PM1s guidance equations, ann do they agree with
the solutions and those kinds of things, and then we go back
again a little closer to deployment and refine that. So we go
through it twice, but 5 hours oC' GO ahead is in the general time
frame.
J:J.,\UGHON

RECER
You would have to start that initial
eefinement about 2?
DRAUGHON
Yeah the FlDO, the flight dynamics officer,
that was going to do that on rev 32 for tomorrow was supposed to
come on console at 3 a.m. because I talked to him about how
enthused he was about that.

RECER
But it would be about 2:00 in the morning that
you would have to start that refinement?
DRAUGHON
He would have started around 3:00 to make a
rev 32 deployment. We are now talking about a rev 34, so it
would have been 3 hours later to start that process.
PAO
Okay, one more question right here, and then we
will shut it down.
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O'r;ay, on~ que$tion for ;:!r. ':~oe:1 and t1f:m ·1 r~:\ 1.
quicky one for Mr. Draughon. ~r. Coen did we h~ar a call a~out
so.oe '/oltage 3:1arno1ies in the E!m's this :1'.o:::'ning, or '. . a'3 t:lat
just a little glitch from turning the~ on?
C0B~

We hav~ a rearii~g anomaly, it's not voltage it's
Ono of the switches on ona of t~~ ~~U's, it'n th8 8~U
;1u:n~er 1, it's t~lG O:1C '::~<1t ::lruc(:! us(~s.
:·'i.':'1 ':l-)n. S\·lit:.C l 1 i'1 t:11~
:nain 3 or main .:-. :)a'::t~ry poniton shows .;l ten:~l of an amo.
::~
can't ex.:.ctlj firJur·J t:lat 0!.!t. io,'e :'a'le dUr)licat~rl that ~.,it:l iln
E:'iU on th,~ ground ,:n,l vIe have one or. th,) g~ou:1d tl1at sl1o'.ys Q 10th
of a.' a:n? a150 • ....;~ don't understan<.i it, Jilt i.t's not loJor,ving us
right now, wa're trying to figure out wh~t th~ real story is
::.1ece, t;'ough.
current.

So it's no constraint to the

spacewal~

then.

COEN
No they're not. In fact, I didn't get to give you
somA other minor problemR with the EMU's which I would lik~ to do
::i9i1t now.
E:·lO 2, t:lat's Sob's SHU, has a c,:.:\c~ in one of '1is
hel:net light lens~s.
This is the O!lt~r lens on the lig'1t. He
CC90rted t~at to us. We have considered t~nt, and also decided
that that's no probl~m. EMU 3, when t~ay did their co~~ checks
with it, they had some static in the vox position, voicG operator
relay position. That static is there, it is acceptable to us.
nut the checkout ~ent well. We did pick u? these minoe things,
and '.... e're not concccned really about 8!1Y of them.
Oi<ay

bac~

here.

PORTUNIA (Televisa)
Harold, I have one question. I
understand, and correct me if I am ~rong, one of the ohjectives
of this mission is to test NASA's ability to cecovet satellites
and do you find it iconic that Westar was lost this time, that we
don't know where it is or what happened to it?
DRAUGHON
Well, perhaps. You're right about the
objective, we are testing out the backpacks, the EMU's, the EVA
capability. And the rendezvous objectives are forerunners the
solar max repair mission which is a retrieval and repair on
flight 13.
PAO

END OF TAPE

Thank you very much.
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PAO
Thank you for coming. Let's start off with Flight
Director Randy Stone going over the early morning activities and
the attempt tc do the IRT rendezvous. Randy.
STONE
Now that you've set the stage with the good news.
I would like to report to you that the Orbiter is performing
flawlessly as is the crew, they are dOing everything we ask of
them and doing it in a very timely manner. We have been
extremely pleased with the performance of the vehicle. I have so
few anomolies written down on my anomoly sheet o~ the console
that I keep forgetting where it is because usually it's a great
big list and it's not very big at all this flight, We have been
accomplishing secondary test objectives and primary test
objectives today with the SPAS and the MLR, but I'm sure the
topics of interest to you today are, what's the latest on Westar
and tell me about the balloon deployment this morning. So I
would like to give you as much information as I know and then
we'll open the floor to questions. The latest summary of
information that we have from all the tracking stations that
we've been using to track what we believe is Westar has homed in
on the following few topics. We believe that there are two
objects in an orbit of about 600 nautical miles hy 150 nautical
miles. They're about 12 to ~5 miles apart. One of the objects,
the larger of the two is pre~enting about 5 square meters to the
radars and radar reflectivity. That object is believed to be the
Westar. It is rotating at about 20 rpms. The other object, the
smaller object is about 2 1/2 square meters in size and it is
suspected to be the PAM. The total number oC pieces being
tracked in the orbits close to that are 13 total. The two high
ones that I described to you, the two larger objects and then 11
other smaller objects that are scatt~red from about 25 minutes in
front of the Orbiter to about 50 minutes behind the Orbiter.
They are a large distance in feet and miles from the Orbiter.
The last report that I heard was that any rf contact that they
believe that they might have had from Westar was a falsa
signal. I can't comment on that any more, that's all I know
about it. ~hat's a piece of data I got when I left the control
center. The consensus is that we are tracking the Westar in this
orbit that I described to you and I will move on to the
successful deployment of the balloon or the can that the balloon
was in. You may have heard through the night that we have
changed the Orbiter's orbit, we have lowered it to 150 nautical
miles. That was done to protect our end-of-mission lighting and
crossrange constraints at KSC to give us a nominal profile into
Kennedy on the normal end-of-mission day and a l-day extension
should we need that. The planning at the end of yesterday
probably didn't include all that because we just hadn't run all
the trajectory data that we needed to run to know what we needed
to do with the orbit to protect those end-of-mission
constraints. B~cause of that change in orbit the deployment rev
for palapa which we told you yesterday was probably going to be
on 51 is a little bit uncertain now. The only reason it's
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uncertain is because at the lower altitude the Palapa flight
dynamics people are looking at what the most optimum rev to go
out on would be. Welve given them a number of revs up to and
probably beyond 51 that are acceptable to the Orbiter and they're
just picking the one that is most optimum for their needs. We
should have that decision - you probably heard, I heard it on the
monitor over here a few minutes ago that the decision on what
orbit welre going out on will probably be made about 10 o'clock
this morning. Once that's made we can go ahead and put together
out flight plan for tomorrow and then be back on - basically back
on schedule for the EVA's and the other activities. The
deployment of the balloon this morning was in support of a
rendezvous test which I'm sure you all are familiar with, welve
described it to you several times. The rendezvous test today was
an abbreviated rendezvous from what was scheduled in the flight
plan before we had the problem with Westar and subsequently
changed the deployment opportunities for Palapa. We abbreviated
the rendezvous sequence from a 2-day sequence down to a I-day
sequence to allow us to stay on a timeline that was very close to
our normal flight plan. Faulting down to this I-day scenerio
will get us about 90 percent of the objectives of the rendezvous
and we felt like it was a prudent thing to do to keep the mission
running smoothly. So, I came in this morning with the intention
of rendezvousing with a big white balloon and we deployed the
balloon at I day 22 hours and 50 minutes, approximately. The
deploy was on time, we had a TV camera on the deployment, if you
were watching at that time of day. The deploy leaving the
Orbiter looked totally nominal from our standpoint. Just looking
at it on the TV, of course, it was a very short period of time
that we could see it since it ran up in the colorwheel on camera
Delta that's kind of down over the lens. But we did get a good
view of it for several feet as it left the Orbiter. Shortly
after deployment there is a pyrotechnic device in the balloon can
that is ignited, it's a timed burned type pyrotechnic device that
blows the stays or t.he constraining sides of the can off to allow
the balloon to subsequently inflate. At the time the stays were
suppose to come off there was no activity, we still had a cannedshaped object leaving the Shuttle at about 1.8 feet per second.
At the time that the balloon should have inflated there was still
no activity, the stays were still attached to the balloon oasing
and about, I don't have the exact time, I wrote it down and then
didnlt bring the piece of paper, but at a time probably 2 - 3
minutes after the scheduled inflation of the balloon, Bruce
McCandless watching the balloon through some binoculars said that
it &ppears to be inflating. So, we all said, "Ah. Looks like
we're going to get out of this just a little late." And his next
statment was, "It blew up." Well, some of us took that to mean
that it broke· and blew up like a popping balloon and some of us
in the control center says, "Well, good. It blew up." I
rephrased my question to Bruce and ask him if it broke blew UlJ or
just inflated blew up and he told us it appeared to break. By
that time we were out at a range where the rendezvous radar would
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lock on to the object and it locked on, started trocking, and r
elected to have the crew continue on with the nominal subsequence
for the - that sets us up for the rendezvous, it's a maneuver,
about 8 tenths of a foot per second that takes the Orbiter out to
an a-mile point from the balloon and then we would start the
rendezvous sequence from there.

***
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STONE
We started that sequence, started analysing the
relative motion of an object that we weren't sure what itls orag
was since it wasn't any of the configurations that we had worked
with. We had worked with just cans, wherp. we intentionally put
out a can where we knew the balloon was not gOing to inflate.
There were some failure modes that we know about that could
possible put you into that scenario that we would choose to just
rendezvous with the can. Unfortunately, in this case we had - it
deployed normally, it tried to inflate, and then burst and left
us into a configuration that we neither knew the drag nor knew
the reflectivity of. As we were out bound from t~e balloon,
Bruce was giving us extremely good engineering reports on what he
was seeing. Ho, before the incident where it did break, Bruce
was describing a couple of lanyards that appeared to be trailing
behind the can. That brought to our engineering folks
considerable concern right there because there are some lanyards
that are in the can that are suppose to stay with the structure
on the Orbiter. And these lanyards pull some pins that start
pyrotechnic devices into operation. We, of course, don't Know
that these things that Bruce were describing were the lanyards
that were suppose to start the activity in the canister rolling,
but we suspect that that is tho case, that something possibly
failed and the lanyards instead of staying with the Orbiter and
pulling the pins in the IRT that it just went with tho IRT.
There's a lot of engineering analysis that has to go on before we
can be certain that that's what happened. But as we were
continuing outbound in the rendezvous sequence, we had to make a
decision fairly quickly about whethor or not we wantod to
continue the rendezvous sequence, which amounts to going out to 8
miles, doing a maneuver into about 5 miles and then returning on
a nominal rendezvous sequence with a, what we call terminal phase
initiation burn, that would take us into a pOint in front of the
balloon and do proximity OPS wIth it. Because Bruce was telling
us that he could not see the can or the weights, the things that
give the balloon mass in this flapping mass of mylar out there, I
was relatively convinced that I didn't know enough about the, or
we didn't know enough about the configuration that we were trying
to rendezvous with, to go back in and get close to the object.
We probably had two objects, one of them that had large frontal
area no mass; and one that had large mass and no frontal area.
Two different drag configurations and I was going to be
rendezouslng with the one that didn't have any mass and therefore
t would not know where the heavy object was.
And the mass that's
associated with the balloon, which is a weight that is part of
the can and the balloon actually inflates around this weight, is
about 200 lbs. We elected to abort t~e rende~vous sequence, by
just not dOing the next burn. And th~n instead of making us
start to loop back towards the target, that just allowed the
relative motion to march out down the orbit, getting farther and
farther behind the balloon. To salvage as much of the test as we
oould, we kept on our navigation sensor profile, we locked on
with the rendezvous radar and kept tracking_ It tracked much

......
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farther o~t than we expect~d it to track when dealing with a
small object, something that was not spherical shape. The last
timo that we got an acquisition was about, it was about 96,000
feet. We expecte~ it to break lock with this poor target, at
about 36,000 feet and we went much farther than that. The first
day time pass after we deployed, we got star tracker information
and thi3 is very important to the engineering community that we
had gl)tt'~n thi.3 rendezvous dat" .:lnd tho startracker data, because
it teLl!} us that Ollr navigation sensors are actually better than
spec vll~~, beC3USQ wo were seeing, soeing things that ranges,
that \\'(l ,·nllld not have expectec1 to see them, since the targ~t was
so poor. ·..u~ ran the rendezvous target ing software in the Orbi ter
and it w~s doing exactly the right thing. We could tell that it
was gatting a solution, it know what to do, to go back to the
target and WQ gained some experience and some good information
thore. Truly we didn't accomplish the rendezvous DTO as we had
intended to do it, but we were able to salvage Bome good
engine.)rin~ nata out of the test. We ran the startracker passes
for anoth~r full rev, in fact when I left the Control Center, we
were JUSt coming in to daylight again, and we're trying to lock
on to the ?i.~ce of the balloon that we had been locked on in the
previous daylight pass and I expect that it did lock on, I didn't
hear the report when I left. Because we have terminated the
rendezvous sequence today, we have a little bit of free time in
the flight plan, this rendezvous sequence was Suppose to run 6
1/2, 7 hours. We have moved some shopping list items into that
area, wg're doing the, when I left the Control Center we were
dOing the RMS checkout, checking out the arm for OPS downstream
over t:1e next 2 or 3 days, just getting that out of the way, to
free up the timeline, downstream. Crew did some cabin
mea$urem~nts, engineering measurements, to see how the cabin
distorts in space and that's something we do, that we do a little
bit of all the time just to look at what the structural movement
of the Orbiter is, you've heard us say, this cabinet won't close,
or this locker, the door doesn't work quite right on previous
flights, we haven't had any problems this flight, and we're just
trying to understand the flexing, the thermal flexing of the
Orbiter. And we accomplished that this morning in this free time
since we aborted the rendezvous and as I left they were looking
at other things they could move into that area, so we're, even
though we didn't do the rendezvous today we are picking up some
other test objectives for SPAS and the people that are on the
SPA's pallet, we're doing some scientific data takes for them.
And with that t i l l let you ask questions, I thought I answered
all of them.
PAO

Mark Kramer, CBS.

KRAMER - (CBS)
Seems like everything that leaves the payload
bay on the spacecraft explodes. Who made the IRT canister, and _
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STONE
When I walked in here I was going to know that and
I don't have the name of the company, I'm sorry.
PAO

Space Data Corporation, Tempe, Arizona.

STONE

Super, he knew that question.

Space Data, okay. And ~lould you know by any chance
if the 200 Ib weight was painted black, white, or unpainted, or
whatever.
KR~~ER

STONE
Since I never expected to see it, I really don't
know. It was probably a dark color, just guessing, because
nobody would have attempted to make it radar reflective, and KRAMER
That's the nature of my follow up which is do you
know it's approximate dimensions? And had it been painted white,
would you have been able to do what you had to do.
STONE
It's an extremely dense object, very small, it's
less than 8 inches in 6iameter, I'm not sure what it's height
is. It would have been, no, I don't believe we could have. We
looked at a lot of scenarios where we put at, where we had to
jettison the entire can because we knew the balloon wouldn't
inflate, we looked at that scenario, that was a muoh bigger piece
of metal, to look at, and it would have been very difficult even
with that canister to do the full rendezvous DTO. So I don't
think so, I don't think it would have been practical to try to
rendezvous with just the weight.
KRAMER
Have you put to bed the possibility of moving the
EVA's around? Are you pretty well resigned to launching palapa
tomorrow without messing around with EVA times?
STONE
The NASA is, our planning is heading towards that,
and thatts Palapa has agreed that tomorrow is their deployment
day. The only piece of information that I don't have yet is what
rev were going to attempt to deploy tomorrow.
KRAMER

Thank you.

PAO

Let's take Jules Bergman, up here.

BERGMAN
Randy, what danger is there that that 200 lb weight
could hit the Challenger in what might be histories first
midspace collision?
STONE
Well, I told you that we were trying to decide
whether or not we wanted to continue the rendezvous sequence when
I elected to not continue because I didn't, we really didn't
understand whether I had two objects out there, one object,
multiple objects. We did not do one of the burns, which would
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have brought us back in. When we didn't do that burn we're on a
trajectory that's marching away from that weight, we can estimate
it's drag knowing what it's size is and, no, we're not in the
same orbit. We may do an additional small tweak burn later in
the day. That was undecided when I left.

***
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Do we know where it is?

STONE
Oh, certainly. It didn't go any place with respect
to the myler that was around it. In fact, it may still be
attached. We just couldn't confirm whether it was or was not
attached to the balloon material, and because we couldn't confirm
that, we didn't want to rendezvous with 2 objects that had very
great difference in drag. We can make a very good assumption on
what the drag of that weight is and we are in a safe orbit that
will never come back and recontact with it. The Flight Dynamics
Officers are looking, I told them to be extlemely conservative in
their, in the way they computed whether or not we had a recontact
problem, and because of that conservatism, we may, once they get
a little more data, we may do about a I foot per second tweak
burn to get away from it.
BERGMAN
There's getting to be a lot of junk around the
Challenger, up there.
STONE
I wish there were a lot of, at least one balloon,
but unfortunately there is not, Jules.
PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Randy, could you discuss the
final test sequences on the balloon hardware before launch? It's
my understanding that the test hardware had a number of failures,
preflight.
STONE
Craig, the balloon has gone through 2 sets of
certification tests for flight. The first set of tests Showed,
and these are vacuum chamber tests, that, let me restart this.
The mechanism for deploying the IRT can has worked in every qual
test that I'm familiar with. The problems we had in
certification of the balloon had to do with its inflation rate
and ripping the very thin mylar skin of the balloon as it
unfOlded. You know it's like one of these plastic ralncoats that
you buy that comes in a package that once you take it out, you
can never get it back in. Its folded up very tightly inside the
can and it was ripping small holes along the folds in the mylar
material. There were some changes made to the inflation
mechanism which slowed down the inflation rate, very slowly. And
once we completed that modification, we ran some additional
chamber tests, one of which the balloon inflated and stayed
inflated indefinitely and there was absolutely zero leakage from
the balloon. The other test tore a very tiny hole in it and the
balloon stayed inflated for many hours. Certainly 10n9 enough
for us to complete a one day rendezvous sequence. So our history
of problems with the balloon are different than the problem we
had today. We have never seen a failure of the inflation
mechanism where the stays don't come off.
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COVAULT
Ok, and to follow that, this was oriented to help
you plan solar max. Obviously NASA has flown many, many
rendezvous over the years, so you haven't lost your only
rendezvous attempt you've ever made, but - relate it to the
problem in April.
STONE
There were 2 things we wanted to accomplish on this
flight. Granted we have done many rendezvous, and we understand
how to do rendezvous, and everybody is totally confident that the
ground system and the software system that we have put together
will do a rendezvous. The only piece of information that we
truly didn't have was the sensor perfomance, the startracker,
which is the same star tracker we use for IMU alignments on how
well it will track an object that we're trying to rendezvous
with. And 2, the Ku-band rendezvous radar. These are 2 new
sensors that we have not used in a rendezvous scenario. So we
wanted to do an integrated rendezvous. That's one that the
ground system interfaced with the onboard, did the initial
targeting to start you back towards the, start you towards the
target, and then the final phase, which is totally an onboard
relative navigation problem, the ground does not participate in
that last 8 miles on in set of manuevers. We wanted to just
demonstrate that all those integrated procedures worked
together. The information we learned today, one makes us very
happy that the sensors performed like they're suppose to, and
two, we saw the,close-in rendezvous navigation problem being
SOlved by the onboard software. And it does not take any of our
enthusiasm or confidence away from the solar max mission.
PAO

Roy Neal, NBC.

ROY NEAL (NBC)
Two questions, first just a casual one. We had
heard some conversation just prior to this session, that there
could be a Palapa deployment today instead of tomorrow.
STONE
I believe the conversation you heard, I was
listening to it too, and several people have asked me the same
question, but I believe the conversation was, had nothing to do
with the deploy today, it was picking which rev tomorrow that
they wanted go out and that - I was just handed a note, the
CAPCOM on duty says that the palapa community has elected to go
for a 10-0 deployment tomorrow, the ascending node on orbit 50,
which is 1 rev earlier than we told you yesterday, so we have
made our decision, we're pressing on. We'd plan to deploy
tomorrow.
NEAL
That's very good. Now you mentioned an anominally
list earlier being very short. I wonder if you could run down
just a few off the top of that anomnially list for us. So that
we have some idea. And most particular I'm interested 1n the
Waste Management.
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STONE
We have one, the water separator device in the
Waste Management System, there's 2 of them, 1 of them on flight
day 1, I believe, started slowing down, we saw higher currents on
the motor that spins this device. We have switched to the other
water separator unit in the Waste Management System. And at the
last time I heard a report, it was working normally, and when I
left we were putting together a message of questions we'd like to
ask the crew about that and we're still putting together the
story on that. It's not a big deal. The Waste Management System
is working fine, we just have lost some redundancy in it. Just
to give you some typical things that are on my failure list, very
minor things, and if we hadn't had all these other exciting
things to talk about we would have talked about them because that
is normally all the kind of things we have to talk ahout. We
lost a quantity gage reading in the OMS propellant system today
during the burn, if you listened to the first circ burn. The
crew reported that they got a fuel alarm and our prop guys on the
ground confirmed that it was no problem, we continued the burn
normally. And it was just a sensor that failed, and we lost the
gage in the fuel tank of the left OMS engine, or the left OMS
pod. That's absolutely no impact. We can use the gage on the
oxidizer side as our gaging tool because the propellant - the
fuel and the oxidize go down together as you use the engine. But
it's that type of thing, in fact the others are so minor, none of
them have happened on my shift and they're not things that are
continued opened, you know, that we are working trying to
solve. They are things that we have put to bed and we're just
not talking about any more.
NEAL
How about that Delta camera? For instance, are you
going to have Bruce or Bob go out and give it a kick? Maybe
start the colorwheel?
STONE
I don't know what the plan is on the delta
camera. I haven't been working the EVA planning. We're kind of
compartmented a little bit on the EVA's this time. We have a
group of people that are totally dedicated to the EVA planning
and their execution and I have not been working that planning.
NEAL
We have a more than paSSing interest in that
camera, of course.
STONE
I'm sure you do, but: if you saw the deployment this
morning, the lower portion of ~h~ camera gives a great picture.
NEAL

In black and white.

STONE

Yes.

.

."."
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Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Randy, how much is the replanning and the
sending the new CAPs up to the crew getting in your way. You're
losing an awful lot of time through all this. Aren't you?
STONE
Well actually we have not, the only major objective
that we haven't completed, you know, by the timeline has been
this rendezvous and it's really been through no fault of the
replanning effort. The replanning effort has worked extremely
well. You know, our planning team, as we call it, when we're
operating in this mode, not like Spacelab where you're planning
all the time and redoing things. We have a team dedicated to
redoing the flight plan to get things organized for us and
they've done just an outstanding job of keeping it flowing. We
have, as far as I know, we'll be able to complete all of the SPAS
activity, all of the data takes that for them all the Cinema 360
things. The MLR has been running in the background. All of the
data takes on the various payloads that we ran yesterday and day
before have gone well. So we're really not losing time. What
you're seeing is, you know, 1 or 2 crewmen that are dedicated for
instance, to rendezvous that we had busy today. But the other
guys that don't work the rendezvous problem have been off doing
their things - SPAS activation, getting ready to do data takes
for the SPAS, activating GAS cans, that sort of thing. All of
that's going on in the background just normally.
SHERR
Well, now that you have a new Palapa deploy time
that means yet another plan revision, right?
STONE
Yes. Yes it does but getting ready to deploy a PAM
spacecraft, you know, is something that we have well documented
and we can just move it in in mass one way or another and
start. You know, once we decide when the deploy time is we just
back up from that and the plan works no matter what day you do
it. So that's not a big effort but wetll be looking at the
things tomorrow to get ready for the EVA. The things that can
give the crew a leg up to b~ ready for the EVA - the suit
checkouts and that sort of thing, depressurizing the cabin to 10
2 for the prebreathe activities. That may be done today, but
since they have - Palapa has for sure decided to go I suspect
we'll delay going down to the lower cabin pressure until tomorrow
after the deployment.
PAO

Second row back here.

QUERY
If therets a failure with Palapa, just as there was
with Westar, if Palapa is lost - would that cast such a pa~l over
the mission that you would think the prudent thing to do would be
to postpone the EVAs?
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STONE
No sir. I don't believe that's the case at all. r
believe we would press right on. We expect Palapa to be a
nominal deploy and we'll be telling you ~bout it tomorrow night
that they're headed outbound.
PAO

Doug Miller, KTRH Radio.

DOUG MILLER (~TRH)
One of the possibilities we heard under
discussion earlier was that if the Palapa deploy were delayed
until Monday the mission might be extended an extra day. What's
the, what's under consideration as far as that's concerned right
now?
STONE
Well that's still an option from the point of view
of cryogenics, the consumables to run the fuel cells. We have
plenty of propellant, RCS propellant, to extend a day and that
option is open to us. The activity we did this morning, the
recirc to 150, assured that we still had that option to nominal
end of the mission I day later and that's why we were anxious to
do those burns to get to an orbit that would allow us to extend
that 1 day if we needed to.
MILLER
to?

But right now, does it look as though you'll have

STONE
No it does not. It looks like we'll be able to
accomplish all of our objectives in the boundaries of the planned
mission.
MILLER
So how are you going to buy the time? Are you
rescheduling tomorrow's activities for today so you can buy time
for Palapa tomorrow?
STONE
Now, what we've done, you know, the big time buy
off that we have done on this flight was going from a 2 day
rendezvous sequence down to a I day rendezvous sequence that
lasted about an hour and a half. So we have bought back a lot of
time with the way we planned the rendezvous today.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

PAUL RECER (AP)
You may have already covered this, but you also
bought back a lot of fuel that you were going to use in
rendezvous. Do you, are you considering the possibility of using
that fuel plus your surplus to visually rendezvous with the
debris from Westar?
STONE
I don't believe we, you know, even with all the
fuel that we bought back we have enough fuel to rendezvous with
the Wastar thing. What we are looking at, and it is that we
would like to find where the closest points of approach are to
our orbit and see if, you know, if it's 10 miles or 8 miles maybe
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we could look at it through the binoculars onboard or one of the
other optical devices - the COAS for instance.
RECER

And the rendezvoun radar perhaps?

STONE
Yes, certainly if we got a good enough vector that
we could point the rendezvous radar that would be a
consideration. But that's in the background. Our primary task
is to deploy Palapa tomorrow so those are all very low key things
that are going on in the background.
RECER
Well you say it's in the background, but is it
being actively studied as a
STONE

No rendezvous plan is being actively studied.

RECER

But a look at the debris.

STONE
We're going to look to see if there is a closest
point of approach that might allow that.
PAO
Okay, let's take one more question here, Roy Neal,
and then we'll go to the other centers for awhile.
ROY NEAL (NBC)
When you deploy the Palapa, will you attempt any
television coverage of it this time?
STONE
Yes sir.
that, yes we're - -

I

think Harold Draughon may have told you

RECER
We had talk of that with him.
sure that it's still in the - -

I

just wanted to be

STONE
We're still, as far as I know, we still plan to do
that looking at it with the end effector camera.
RECER

End effector camera, right.

STONE
And that plan is in place and you know it's not, we
haven't flight planned it for tomorrow yet but we're putting
together the procedures to accomplish it on - RECER
I assume you'll either be TORS or ground station
located so that live TV would be possible at the time?
STONE

Since they just picked it I haven't looked.

RECEa

Yea, I haven't looked either.

STONE

I flat don't know.

RECER

Okay, thank you.
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Do you have any questions

REG TURNELL (BBC)
Going back to Westar, am I right in thinking
that you just don't have any data on which you can have much hope
that you'll ever find out what went wrong with that deployment
thus making observation of tomorrow's PAM firing all the more
important.
STONE
I think that's a fair assessment of where we are.
I don't sec us getting a lot of - more information on the Westar.
ED TOBIAS (AP RADIO)
Just following up on that a bit, you're
still using words such as suspect and probably in relation to the
debris. Are you as convinced as you're going to get now that
that debri~ that you've been tracking is, what was or is Westar
and the PAM?
STONE
I belive that we are fairly convinced. You know, I
have to use the word suspect because 1 haven't been actively
pursuing all of the dat.a that people are looking at. I'm
responding on this particular subject on data that has been given
to me by the people that have been doing the analysis and I
believe the community is convinced that what we are seeing is the
Westar and probably the PAM.
MIKE MEECHAN (GANNETTE NEWS SERVICE)
It's unclear to me. Do
you suspect whether the pyrotechnics went wrong on the IRT or
whether they did not fire and then it exploded because the
nitrogen gas started to expand. I'm not quite sure what you
suspect caused the explo~ion.
STONE
The one thing we know for certain is that the
nitrogen gas tried to expand because the balloon tried to inflate
with the stay still around it and you can just imagine a can with
an open top and inflating a balloon in it. It squirted out the
top and because it W8& attached to the can it broke. As to why
the stays didn't corne off, we just haven't evaluat~d it
completely. 1 gave you what was a possible failure scenario that
the pyrotechnic device did not get armed when it left the Orbiter
tecause thes~ lanyards may have had a failure in the lanyards
But that at this time is very, very subjective and no hard
data. The engineers that are responsible for the balloon and the
deployment mechanism will be working on that over the next couple
of jays so they can understand it~
.MEECHAN
Switch ground here a little bit.
health of the crew?

What is the

STONE
It's outstanding. Everybody is per forming to
timeline and you saw the live TV yesterday, everybody looks

the,~..

t
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good. Everybody sounds good on the air-to-ground and we're very
pleased for their preformance.
MEECHAN

The health of the rats?

STONE

I'm not a rat specialist.

***

II
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QUERY
Have you heard anyt.hing from the crew, I think they
were suppose to check on them periodically.
STONE
They turn a light on and off in the animal
enclosure container, and that is about the extent of the
experiment, to make the rat, animals think they are going through
a day night cycle, there have been no reports on the activity.
SALESTEAD (Baltimore Sun)
One more time on the balloon, if I
may, when you said just a moment ago that apparently the balloon
tried to inflate with the stays still around it, that was the
first fact that caused the subsequent problem, but could you take
it one step beyond that. When the balloon tried to inflate with
the stays still around it, what then happene.d?
STONE
It broke, not being facetious it appeared to break
and we had instead of a round balloon, we had a flat piece of
mylar which, you know, indicated that we were seeing either one
flat side of the balloon after it ripped up the side, you know,
by that time the range was several thousand feet, so the view of
the small object was not very good.
SALESTEAD
But when it broke was it out of the canister then,
with the stays still attached to it in somew~y or was it still in
the canister.
STONE
Let me straighten out the nomenclature. It comes
out of a canister, the stays are the part that I have been
rafering to as the canister that the balloon kind of came out of
when it popped, but ordinarily it comes out of a can that is,
that's on the Orbiter, and then once it's out of that can, the
stays come off exposing the balloon and allowing it to inflate.
And the stays did not corne off. So it was presenting to the
balloon like it was constrained by a can, but that's kind of a
misnomer, I was just trying to make it clear in your mind for a
picture.
MCCONNELL - (Readers Digest) - I would lik~ to follow up what you
said earlier about the Mission Specialist deploying the SPA's and
working to timeline, in view of ull the problems that have
arisen, would you say that the diversity between flight
specialist and mission specialist have proven in this case to be
a strong point.
STONE
Yes, I think that is absolutely true. The
diversity of the crews that we're flying have been a very strong
point for the shuttle and it allows us to do a number of complex
jobs simultaneously.
CHINELL
You did s~y, you expected to do a nominal palapa
deployment tomorrow, can you tell me why you're confident that

'7

r
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there's no different, that there is a different between Westar
and Palapa?
STONE
Nell we do have a good track record on deploying
PAMs and having the PAMs operate normally, and I for one ~~ou1d
llke to belip.ve that we have a nonrepeatable problem, nothing
generic with the PAM system. It is an extremely reliable booster
system.
MEECHAM
Could you run jown the rest of today's activities
and what you'll be doLng tomorrow besides getting ready for the
deploy. Since you've got all this time to fill now, how exactly
will you be filling them?
STONE
well the rest o~ today will be taken up with some
SPA's activities, at least that's one of the scientific things
we'll be doing. We're going to calibrate the mass spectrometer,
which is an ihstrument on the SPA's pallet. We plan to do the
yaw sensor test which is another experiment on the SPAs and I
don't know the exact scheduling of those items today. We'll
probably do a number of MO~ts data takes, it's another instrument
on the pallet, and items like, items like that. I don't have a
redone flight plan in front of me, and I'm not, I won't try to go
through everything.
MEECHAN

That's sounds like a fairly relaxed day.

STONE
Yes it will be a fairly relaxed day, because what
we've actually done is added the - three of the crewman are
running their normal timelines today. The Commander and Bruce
McCandless who were the rendezvous specialist had bee~ freed up
and we're putting in things to fill up their free time, but the
other three crewman are running through their normal flight plan.
MEECHAM
And aside from the deploy and the suit check out
tomorrow, what other activities would there be?
STONE
Well we'll go in and give the scientific community
with SPA's all the opportunities that they would like to take
data takes for and we'll be looking for any shopping list items
that we can giv~ the crew to fill in where they have time.
MEECHAM
amounts to?

Y0U

are open to suggestions?

Is that what it

STONE
Weill I wouldn't say it like that. We carry a
number of things in our flight planning bag of tricks to fill up
time if it becomes available, and our flight activity people are
looking at those that have the most merit.
MEECHAN

Thank you.
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MCCONNELL
Going back to the diversity of the crew, given
these problems that hav~ arisen, are they in affect, filing
writing accident repotts on board as these things happen, or are
they leaving that to HOuston.
STONE
Weill every crew keeps a very detailed engineering
log of what goes on, especially those things that he is directly
tesponsi~le for, and yes, there will be a detailed debriefing of
the crew observations with respect to any of these problems that
we've had.
MCCONNELL
Just one more, and will these engineering logs
eventually be available to the public?
STONE
I'm sure they are from the standpoint that the
debriefing material is totally available to everyone once the
flight is complete.
BOYLE
You mentioned more time for the SPA's people. What
consideration is given to SPA's maybe being rendezvous target?
STONE

None.

QUERY
Yes, I have a question phoned in by Jerry Lipman.
I'm afraid it's about the old balloon again. Could you explain
please what the actual inflation mechanism was, was there a
bottle of nitrogen involved, or what exactly was suppose to
happen in terms of the inflation?
PAO

Tell him to read the

pr~ss

kit.

STONE
Yes, there is a nitrogen bottle involved and it's
just opened up to the balloon and slowly fills it through a
restrictor device in the bottle, so it doesn't inflate to
rapidly.
SCOTT (CSC Radio)
Going back to the subject of the solar max, I
don't know, I might have missed it. What exactly did not happen
today, thdt you would like to have seen happen as a preparation
for the solar max.
STONE
We would have liked to have been able to run the
integrated rendezvous, both the ground processors and the onboard
processors in concert, just to demonstrate our level of
proficiency of doing that with a new spacecraft, and a new set of
sensors to solve the old rendezvous problem that we understand
quite well.
KSC

We have no further questions from KSC.

PAO

Marshall you 'have questions?
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QUERY
I wanted to double check on a couple of numbers
before I get to my main question. What was the orbit before you
trimmed it down to 150.
STONE

It was I believe 166 by 171.

MARSHALL
Okay, what impact will that have on the Palapa
people in trimming once they go into geostationary orbit? Is
that just a minor number of, bunch of number changes for them, or
does it have any real impact?
STONE
It, and I would be speaking for them, before,
obviously before we committed to an orbit change, we talked to
the customer and the impact of them was primarily just
reselecting the deploy orbit. And I don't believe it was a
giganic redo effort for them.
QUERY
Okay, did I understand the numbers correctly on the
Westar orbit, you said 150 by 600?

***
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STONE
That's an approximate set of numbers. I was
roughly computing from meters, so that's a rough set of numbers,
it's not down to the hundreds of feet.
QUERY
And the last one, again, back on the balloon. This
is a rather nifty, elegant little deployment system you had for
it. But was it really necessary? The Payload bay wasn't exactly
full, why couldn't you have launched with the balloon just
partially inflated and let it come up to fully inflation as the
Orbiter ascended to altitude?
STONE
packa~e,

PAO

I was not involved in the design of the balloon
but that as far as I know, was never a consideration.
Ok, no more from Marshall.

STONE
The IRT is the engineering that went into the
deploy mechanism ~n the balloon is something that these folks
that designed it have been doing for a while, and they've done it
for other sounding rocket programs. And that's, we were taking
some off-the-shelf-type hardware when we did this.
PAO
Ok, I guess we're back in Houston now.
ABC, front row.

Lynn Sherr,

SHERR
Randy, just one more on the palapa, is it, is what
you're saying is that you don't really know anything different
from what you knew at the time of deploy and the time of the
problem with the Westar, but you are confident in going ahead
with Palapa because of your past record. ! mean is there
something, did I miss a beat in there?
STONE
No, I don't believe you missed anything. You know
we've gone back over all of the, from the Orbiter's side, and I'm
sure the McDonnell Douglas people with respect to the PAM and the
Hughes people with respect to the spacecraft, are going back
through their quality control records to make sure there's - no
glaring error was made, as are the palapa people and the same
thing. Any time you have a failure on a device that's as complex
as one of these spacecraft, you go back and look at all of the
things you can possibly look at to understand its pedigree. And
that's what's going on, and nobody is finding anything that just
jumps up and says, ah ha, I think I've found something that's a
problem. Things like that are just not showing up. We've gone
back on the Oribter and looked at the procedures and made sure
we're doing everything properly as we were asked to by the
customer, and we're convinced that all of that is as it should
be. I believe everybody has a· high degree of confidence that
tomorrow will be very suce~sful. Obviously, since we've had a
failure, I'm sure the pulses will b~ up at a higher rate than
they would have if we had had a nominal Westar deploy.
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Olive Talley, and then back to Mark Kramer.

TALLEY
Randy, just to clarify.
the camera on the end of the arm?

You are going to be using

STONE
That's the plan right now. You know, we hadn't
transmitted that up to the crew, but we're building the
procedures to do that, and we have found no engineering reason
from our standpoint that that's not an acceptable thing to do.
There may be some lens cover damage, not really damage but
coating, from the solid rocket motor plume, but we believe that's
the right thing to do.
PAO

Mark Kramer.

KRAMER
Randy, I think you used the figure 90 percent when
you said that by giving up the long-range rendezvous, if you had
been able to do this mornings rendezvous successfully, you would
have gotten 90 percent of what you had hoped for from the
original Intergrated Rendezvous test procedure. Is there a way
to come up with a number that represents what you think you got
now? Are you down to 10 percent, or 50 percent, or 75?
STONE
To be honest with you I haven't sat down and tried
to make that kind of assessment. Our navigation people, and our
procedures people will certainly look at the holes on the things
that the we didn't really cover with what we got done today. But
no, I don't have a number like that.
PAO

Fourth row back here on the aisle.

JIM BARTLETT (Houston Chronicle)
would you translate the palapa
deployment inTO the Central Standard Time?
STONE
I can get it close.
I tell you what, I would
rather have a FIDO call in and give us the exact deploy time,
because I would surely miss it by 30 minutes and then you would
think I wasn't telling you something right, and I don't want to
do that. I'll get you the exact time, though.
BARTLETT

Ok, thank you.

PAO

Ok, next over there.

AL MARSH (Aviation Week)
600 miles?

Are the 11 smaller objects also 150 by

STONE
I don't have, I wasn't given that data. That was
just a summary report from the tracking stations and I don't know
that, I just don't know.
PAO

Front row over here.
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QUERY (Germany)
Are you absolutely sure that the failure is a
PAM failure by now or are there any other possiblities possible?
STONE
I can't comment on that, I'm not involved in the
failure analysis that the customer is going through.
QUERY (Germany)
But this was the first time ever that a PAM
didn't function properly, is that correct?
STONE
It's the first time that a, I'm speaking from our
NASA point of view, it's the first one that we have deployed that
hasn't functioned normally. And I don't know the history of the
PAM's on other launch vehicles.
QUERY (Germany)
You said earlier that the astronauts might look
with binoculars to the debris of Westar. Could you give a rough
guess from what distance that would be?
STONE
That's the kind of answer that we'll be looking
at. We're trying to see if the orbits get anywhere close to each
other, that would allow something like that to take place.
Because the orbits are actually, they are actually getting
farther and farther away from us, and we're looking to see if at
any point in the rest of the mission that the orbits al:e close
enough that you might have a chance of seeing it through a
device. We don't even know that that's possible yet.
PAO

Ok, ROy Neal, NBC.

NEAL
Randy, I'm having a tough time reconciling
something here, maybe you can help me. Here-to-fore we've always
heard from NASA "We'll only launch, or deploy in this case, when
we're sure we know what happened to the last one." Now, is it
that you now know something that we don't know about what
happened to the last one, or is this just a case of taking a
calculated risk that you'll get away with a good launch on
Palapa. I'm confused.
STONE
Well, let me try to put that in perspective for
you. What I think you're referring to is something, that if we
have a failure we will not go and fly an Orbiter until we
understand that failure, if it is something that is significant
that woul~ be vehicle or crew threatening. You have a situation
here where we're already flying, we have had a failure of a
customer's spacecraft and it really is, as long as NASA deams it
safe, and we do, we're willing to do what the customer would like
to do with their spacecraft.
NEAL
So the customer's the one that's deciding then to
take a calculated risk with that stuff, in that right?
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STONE
I think any time you're dealing with complex space
vehicles there is some amount of calculated risk, if you will.
We like to term it as opposed to risk, good preparation and
engineering analysis, but it's the same thing.
NEAL

Yes Ok.

PAO

Mark Kramer.

KRAMER
Since we spoke of last, yesterday, since we were
here yesterday, have you seen any photographs from the DOD or
even Jules Bergman that show you the - STONE
No, and 11m really disapointed that Jules didn't
bring his pictures today.
PAO

I

want to know how he can afford a Quastar.

STONE
The question that was asked in the back, sir, the
Palapa deploy is 9:13 am Central Standard Time.
QUERY

Thank you.

STONE
listening.

I'm sure glad those people over there are

PAO

Paul Recer, Associated press.

RECER
Are your, is your tracking network still exerting
maximum effort trying gather data on the debris or whatever of
Westar, or is that effort looking back.
STONE
It is my understanding that the report I gave you
is the summary report and welre now concentrating on our normal
business.
PAO
down.

Ok, one more in the back there, and lets shut it

QUERY
Can you tell us what the current weather report is
for a landing for KSC. We heard bad words about the weather
yesterday.
STONE
now.

I don't know what the current forecast is right

PAO

Ok, thank you very much.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternoon and welcome to this afternoon's
briefing. Off-going Flight Director Harold Draughon and once
again Mr. Bill Ziegler from Westar. We will go ahead and turn it
over to Harold and see where we've been the last shift.
DRAUGHON
Okay, today has, after the IRT incident this
morning, we spent the remainder of the day trying to get some
order back into the timeli~e's you might say and get back on an
even keel. We continued on with taking as much rendezvous data
as we could or as much sensor data as we could on the section of
the IRT that the crew acquired. I have some data here, there it
is, on what kind of performance we did get. It turned out that
the sensors with the rendezvous radar, the sensors that you use
on a rendezvous radar and the star tracker and the COAS. The
startracker and COAS, two optical devices, rendezvous radar is a
radio. So we used all three of those guys in looking at the
largest piece of the target that the crew noticed and continued
to take data on that thing just to get relative motion
measurements. The rendezvous radar gave a solid lock or solid
indications out to about 40,000 feet and then there was
intermittent data out to about 110,000 feet. The startracker
went out to almost 400,000 feet, about 370,000 feet with solid
data. Then the crew reported that there was intermittent data
after that and they reported oven at that range with the COAS,
and I don't remember the exact magnification power of the COAS
optics but they could still visually with the aid of the COAS see
the target even at 370,000 feet. The measurements were extremely
consistent as far as the angular data that those instruments were
measuring and things that we were looking at was a consistency in
that data. The sensitivity of using those instruments,
particulary the two optical instruments with the lighting that we
had, it worked very well, the lighting was not nearly as
sensitive as some of the people had thought that it might be and
as I think Vance had thought it might be, having flown before.
It was working extremely well. They obviously had no problem at
all in deciding on the piece of the balloon that they were taking
measurements on. The other aspect was a thing called the filter
and that probably doesn't mean much to some of you folks but the
filter is a mathematical tool that's used to weight data that's
taken - measurements that are taken by the rendezvous radar or
the optical elements to give the navigation hardware and software
something to deal with. It's a way of saying, how well can I use
this data, how much can I believe this data. When you first get
data you think you didn't know a lot ahout - you don't have good
knowledge of where the target is so you believe any measurement
you get real strongly. As you get more and more measurements on
it you think that, well, I've learned a little more and a little
more and so you shrink down this filter and you become more
selective in the kind of - the weight you would put on subsequent
measurements. And it's a way of not letting a particular piece
of data come in and completely throw out your knowledge of what's
going on in the rendezvous situation. So that process was one
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that we needed to validate and the behavior of what we thought or
what we had estimated is the right way to weight those
measurements, so it turned out to be quite acceptable, quite
good. So we got a real good feel for the sensitivity to lighting
and to the interpretation of the data from the three rendezvous
sensors. The rest of the day was fairly uneventful. The only
thing that I think that you might even closely call a problem and
it really wasn't, when we did the chec~out of the RMS, that woul~
normally be done after the palapa deploy, but since we had
slipped that a day we went ahead and did the RMS checkout
anyway, The checkout went good and the RMS is completely
functional no problem at all. When we were stowing the RMS back
down into the cradle that's along the longeron, the mid MPM or
the mid support that you have to put the cradle in before you
latch it down, there are microswitches there to tell the crew
when they've got it close enough so that the hooks that come up
can pull the cradle in and secure i t . They weren't getting
those indications and it just turns out you have to jam that
thing further into the cradle harder than you might anticipate or
at least than this crew might anticipate. They had it well
within - there are some markings on it that you can look out the
window and tell when you've got it close or not and they did
that, and we told them they were close enough but they e16cted to
go ahead and tweak the system some more and in about 20 minutes
they finally succeeded in getting the microswitches in each of
those support mounts to close and went ahead and latched it up.
So that all went well. Not a great deal of other activity going
on today. The SPAS was activitated and some MOMS data was
taken. The systems - there was on the mass spec there was one you can think of it as an inlet (garble) on one of the devices,
that there arc some conflicting indications as to, it reorients
itself based on the way they are taking data and some conflicting
indications in telemetry on where - what the positioning of that
thing is. It turns out the crew can look out the window and see
it. It did perform as it was supposed to and went through the
right sequence so it's a data probl~m and not a problem with the
instrument. As far as plans going forward for tomorrow, flight
day 4, and this is roughed out. Larry Bourgeois is over now with
the planning team and they are putting together the details and
so~e of this may move a little bit but none of the major events
are going to move very much. Tomorrow morning we will try a
longer range startracker acquiSition, looking back at APs from
the target, from the IRT. The 2 or 3 revs when I was paying
attention to what the ranges were doing between the Orbiter and
the piece we were tracking, it was increasing at about 9 miles a
rev, I believe, something like that, and that may be off but it
was growing something like that. We'll look tomorrow morning and
try to get a long range acquisition and see if we can just get
one calibration out at whatever that range is tomorrow morning.
The big event will be on rev 50 descending node, rev 50 will be
the palapa deploy. That's a mission elapsed time of 3 days, 2
hours and 13 minutes. Central standard time is 9:13 central
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standard. Their Orbiter separation maneuver, which is an ll-foot
per second sep to leave the area, which is a standard sequence
after any PAM deploy is done 15 minutes later at 9:28 central
time. The PKM burn which is also a timer event 45 minutes after
deploy is at 9:58 central time4 Following the PKM burn we have a
phasing maneuver scheduled that we mayor may not execute. We
are really put it in the timeline to give us the timeline option
to have the thing there and if we choose to do it we will. tater
in the day after that deploy a burn is being scheduled right now
to fix up end of mission lighting. Y'all have heard all of us
probably talk about the trade between crossrange and the sunrise
and sunset or the terminator crossing at Rse. You can build
yourself into a box of getting there when you've got plenty of
range capability to get close enough to RSC but it's just gotten
dark or you can get that another time and you can't quite fly
that far out of your ground track, but you're in the day time.
You've got to work that problem and the trick to that is to get
there at the right time on the right rev. That's controlled by a
thing called phasing. We do that by adjusting the period of the
orbit that we are flying in some days before planning. We're
putting a maneuver in there, we may elect to do it then, we may
elect to delay that to the next day. We'll decide that once we
get there, we get a little closer in on it. That's pretty much
what I have. I'll entertain any questions you might have.
PAO
Okay. Before we get started in that, Mr. Ziegler,
do you have anything particular you wanted to say before went to
questions.

***
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ZIEGLER
I thinK so. We have succeeded in locating Westar
6, thanks to the orbit information that NORAD was able to supply
us. And I believe the NASA network assisted in that. Our
Hughes, Filmore station in California, picked up early this
afternoon, 19, about 19:30. That's - I'm trying to convert to
central time.
PAO

Was that Greenwich.

ZIEGLER
about 2:30.

That was 18:30, I'm sorry, Greenwich time, yes,

PAO

About 2: 30.

ZIEGLER
About 2:30. Picked up Westar 6 in a pass and got a
limited amount of data. It appears that our blind commanding to
the Spacecraft during the last, well since the loss after PAM
firing, was successful in getting the configuration, such that
the batteries would charge from the solar energy that's received,
and the indications are, that we've learned so far, the
separation switch had operated, so it had separated from the PAM,
which implies that the PAM timers worked, ~nd as far as we can
tell, has all the electrical systems on the PAH provided all the
commands to the spacecraft that it should have. We also have a
pressure in one of the two hydrozene systems, which is exactly
the same pressure as it was prelaunch and which also implies that
one of the two, neutation damping thrusters, did not fail, did
not stick open, I should say. It is consistent with either no
firings or with the normal firing that you would expect during
the post period for neutation damping. The amount of fuel that
you'd normally used for neutation damping, in the drift period,
the 45 minute drift period, is so miniscule that we couldn't
measure the change in pressure in the tanks. All the
temperatures, the temperatures that we could measure, are normal,
what we would expect. The both bus voltages are up to what was,
normally expect, and the currents are nominal and the batteries
are charging as commanded, one is on fast charge, and the other
battery is on trickle charge. The reason for having only one on
fast charge was that we - in commanding it that way, was so that
we'd get at least one battery up to snuff as quickly as
possible. So the conclusion is that we will, we'll be getting
more data from the spacecraft, that we have clearly identified it
as Westar 6 in this orbit that the NORAD was able to give us this
morning. Our next, there are several opportunities to get
additional information. Several intelsat stations, are
attempting to get lock up on this signal and get data for us and
get commands into this, but all of the intelsat stations have
very larg~ dishes, 30-meter dishes, which implies a very narrow
beam. with a target that is going by so fast, they have
difficulty in locking on to it and getting any appreciable amount
of time on it. The station net Yamagutchi, Japan, after this
(garble) acquisition, did get a signal, but the, for insufficient
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time to lock on it and get any data. The next opportunities for
the smaller stations, that is the wider beam width stations, are
for Glenwood, Glenwood, New Jersey, the Western Union station, at
Glenwood, and the Hughes station at Filmore come early tomorrow
morning. Ten o'clock zulu, which is about 4 o'clock, central
standard time, for the first Glenwood possibility of ~eeing it,
and they can see it for 4 more orbits, about an hour and a half
for each orbit.
And Filmore can see it beginning about 11:30
zulu, which is 5:30 central standard. And it would have an
opportunity again for 4 passes. So we're hopeful that we will
get more data, we do not yet have a spin rate, we do not yet have
the pressure on the other Res system, a~d all of these things can
tell us more about the failur~ mechanism.
PAO
Okay. All right, I guess we'll go ahead and go to
questions, and Jules, Jules Bergman, right here.
BERGMAN
Mr. Ziegler, I don't understand exactly what you're
say in 9. Are you saying we have a cripple spacecraft, that we can
now talk to? That's batteries are already chargable but cannot
leave earth orbit, it cannot ever reach synchronous orbit, or
what?
ZIEGLER
As far as we know we have a spacecraft that's in a
orbit, that's completely healthy.

~rong

PAO

Olive Talley.

TALLEY
Bill, you do look a little bit better this
afternoon. Two questions, please. There's been a conflict in
the orbitoral figure, that NORAD has given out and that NASA has
given out, and Hughes has given out. Is it 600 by 155, if it is
please say so, if it's not please give us the correct figures,
and one other question, the other pieces that were tracked
earlier by NORAD that we've discussed, the figure ranged from 13
to 15 pieces including these 2 major pieces, what are they and
where are they?
DRAUGHON

I'll take the second.

PAO

Several

ZIEGLER
I haven't gotten the report from the orbital
dynamics people since we've had this, been able to communicate
with the spacecraft, but it was based on the NORAD report that we
got this morning; earlier this morning. Which was, and I don't
know th9 nautical miles, but it was 1,218 kilometers apogee, and
307 kilometers perigee, for the 2 major pieces. So we are
consistant with that, within the tolerance of that measurement.
I believe that's good orbit.

t
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TALLEY
Does the figure, 600 by 155 nautical miles, does
that correspond with the kilometers or you're saying you're not
sure.
ZIEGLER

Without getting out a calculator, I don't know.

DRAUGHON

It's about half, it's

ZIEGLER
It's approximately consistant, just from the, it's
about 6/l0ths of a kilometer in a nautical mile.
DRAUGHON
It's not surprising, it's not surprising in the
people in the business, if you go look someplace for a lost
target, or target that you're not sure where it is, to find a
bunch of other things already there. There's a lot of stuff in
space. A good indication of that is the kind of work we do. You
know every time we get a mission defined and get a trajectory
defined, we go through a search on all the things in the NORAD
catalog, and if you just ask, you've got to get that list down to
something manageable. If you, if you said give me a list of
everything within 500 miles, you wouldn't want to carry it around
with you. We do a call of about 100 miles or so, and we say give
us, show us, tell the computer to give us a list of everything
that's going to come within 50 to 100 miles of you, then you look
at that thing, and find out, off that set which ones do you have
real accurate vectors on, what kind of orbits are they in, what
kind of approaches are they making, and you make some estimation
of how well you need to go in and look at in depth at anyone of
these things. So if you just, and every time we change our orbit,
we go off and do that again. Every time we make a maneuver we've
got to make that search. It's not surprising that if you go to
someplace new and then all of a sudden you turn all to radars out
there and say "Do you see anything?" You get a long list.
You've been watching us for the last few days, go figure out,
that's not it, that's not it, that's not it.

***
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TALLEY
But you had said earlier that one of the pieces
looked like it could be the PAM. Could the PAM have shattered
into several, or many pieces and could that be pieces of the P~~
that have been so close to that - -

could be pi cces

ZIEGLER

It

DRAUG~ON

It's

0

f. the PN-1 NOSL.

possi~ly.

TALLEY
And one final question, is Bruce gOing to go fix
camera delta when does the EVA? Has that been decided yet?

DRAUGHON
It has not been definitely decided, it's being
considered by the team that's on right now.
PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER
Ok, now that you have a healthy spacecraft in the
wrong orbit, what are you going to do with it?
ZIEGLER

That's my job for next week.

RECER

What are the possibilities?

To figure that out.

ZIEGLER
I don't think there is any possibility we can get
it into geosynchronous orbit. Even if ~~ spend, well, the amount
of energy onboard consists of the apogee kick motor, and the
hydrozene, and I don't think the apogee kick motor by itself
could even get us into the geosynchronous transfer orbit much
less the hydrozene get us into circular sequence orbit so just
what we'll do with it, we'll complete this getting the data and
fi~ding as much as we can about the failure analysis.
And there
was one possibility suggested, al~hough I don't know if itts even
worth the try, is maybe to put it in a 12 hour orbit, but I don't
even know if that is feasible at this point in time.
RECER
If you put it in a 12 hour orbit, it would have some
communications ability or some use then?
Well, we might get a few hours twice a day out of
it. We could arrange it so that it's almost stationary for maybe
a couple of hours every 12 hours.

DRAUGHON

PAO

Ok, John Wilford.

WILFORD
Are we to infer then that the most likely site of
the failure was in the PAM?
DRAUGHON
It's very clear that we did not get the delta V
that we expected to get from the PAM. It is not yet ~onclu8ive
that it wasntt a failure of the spacecraft to provide automatic
nutation control.
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Ok, Chris Peterson.

PETERSON
Harold, did the IRT failure really suprise anybody
in the control room, and if not, why not?
DRAUGHON
I think most of you are aware the qual tests stuff
that had gone on with the IRT, the balloon, preflight. The
testing that we had had with that particular balloon, that
particular balloon was procured from a vendor that's been
building balloons like that to put on sounding rockets and we
tried to lowball it to make somethi~g as cheaply as we could to
use for this rendezvous demonstration, and not spend any more
money than we had to for that. There had been some development
problems with that particular system. Most of them related to
temperature affects. I don't believe that those qual issues that
we found in the testing, and made some mods to fix, led to the
real problem. It looks, and it IS early yet, but it looks like a
ring, a lanyard that's suppose to pull and start a pyro timer to
charge it - to timing out and then "release the strap that holds
the stays on. It yanked itself out by the roots. It did not
stay attached, and therefore it never started that timer. And
that looks like the failure mechanism. But there was some
question as to how long it would stay inflated because of the
qual history before it, but there had been some changes made and
the recent testing had be~n promising.
PETERSON
One other question for you, Harold. How does the
failure of the IRT - manuevers on this flight going to affect
your confidence lovel or what your going to tryon the next
mission?
DRAUGHON
Well, we got the main thing, the highest objective,
which was the sensor performance, that was the big unknown, and
the other 2 things that I talked about yesterday have to do with
the, secondly with the manned machine interface on how you
interact with that software compute manuevers and edit that
data. And we obviously did not get that. The last ingredient
that we didn't get was the ground involvement in computing those
very few, and remember from my discussions yesterday, the ground
computes the first 2 manuevers and getting those things in. That
we never really needed to begin with, it was just an ingredient
that bridged between the 1st and 3rd objective. So we got the
most important and we feel very confident in going forward with
13 for that rendezvous. We can handle it.
PAO

Ok, Lynn.

SHERR
Harold, how does the information that Western Union
now have figure in your feeling about the deployment tomorrow for
the Palapa. Does it increase the confidence at all, although I
realize that NASA has been confident and says its been confident
all along. But how does that figure in.
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DRAUGHON
W~ll Lynn, I don't think it really, its nice to
h~ve that knowledge, but I was truly confident that we ought to
go ahead with the palapa the next day. There have been lots of
PAM's flown and they have a good track record. If that's where
the problem was and, I felt like we should have gone ahead with
it. tt was unlikely in my opinion that we would have learned
anything in a couple of days that would have led us to doing
somet~ing very much smarter, 2 days later, if you could have
found out what it was. It was probably something with the amount
of interaction that we have with those vehicles that you could
h3ve fixed it or responded to it. So I was ready to go ahead
with it to begin with. It's nice to have that piece of data
behind you tnough. But we're still confident, and 1 expect the
PAM to work.
JULES BERGMAN (ABC News)
~his is for Bill Zie~ler and Harold
for you too. What is your best surmise now on what actually
happened to Westar?
ZIEGLER
I tell you, I guess, I would guess, my opinion is
that the PAM failed probably, NOSL failure. But you kno '.." that's
not confirmed.
DRAUGHON
If you want to take a shot in the dark, and that's
all your dOing, that's the most likely thing to have happened.
BERGMAN
Will you ever actually find out from the telemetry
you're ge~ting back now that that did happen or didn't happen?
And do you know, do you know that the apogee kick motor is still
onboard?
ZIEGLER
We have an apogee kick motor temperature which is
nominal. We don't yet have a spin rate and so forth. Let's see,
the first part of your question was will we ever know what
actually happened from the tolemetry. From the telemetry, I feel
quite confident, we'll obtain a complete health status of the
spacecraft and we will know whether the automatic nutation
control is working properly and can, of course, that doesn't
conclusively prove that it did work properly during the coast
period. But it could rule out a lot of things: if those things
check out as we get more data from the spacecraft.
BERGMAN
I appa:'lciate your fatigue, sir. But nei ther of
your answers answered my question. Will that tell you what
actually happened?
ZIEGLER
No, it wontt tell us what aotually happened, it can
only rule out a lot of possibilities.
BERGMAN
So the wire service quote, attributed to a Hughes
spokesman, is therefore wrong.
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Oh , I don't know about the

BERGMAN
"There's no hope of saving it," I'm quoting, "but
it is excitin9 that we will be able to piece't0gether the story
of what happened." You're sayin9 that that's not so.
ZIEGLER
spacecraft.

It is true that there is no hope of saving it, the

BERGMAN

I

wasn't in doubt about that.

ZIEGLER
We will be able to eliminate a lot of possibilities
and narrow it down to a few, based on spacecraft telemetry.
There are other sources of data that may tell us what actually
happened.
BERGMAN

Such as,

ZIEGLER
Well, NORAD is continuin9 to collect information
about the Item
out there, and the particles, the other debris,
to see if they can reconstruct where they originated and give us
some timin9 of what events happened at what time which can help
to track it down.

'2

PAO
We need to move on, I'll take 2 more before we go
to KSC. Weill have this gentleman in the white, and then we'll
have Paul.

***
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ANATOLIA (GERMAN RADIO)
Mr. Ziegler, you said you have a
healthy spacecraft is it possible that once you get further data
you found some damage within the spacecraft or could you rule
that out right now?
ZIEGLER
Oh, of course, it's possible we'll find some
further damage, yes. But from the data we have now we have found
no damage within the spacecraft.
PAO

Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (AP)
You said that your guess was that the failure
was probably a NOZL failure. Such a failure, would that be an
explosive event or could you characterize that.
ZIEGLER
Well, there has been a failure in a ground test of
an engine which was a failure of the NOZL and pieces of the NOZL
came off in this test. That allowed the plume, if you will, to
create more heat behind the rest of the NOZL assembly and the
eventual - it took only about 20 seconds - failure of the whole
rear end of the PAM engine and that caused the whole rear end of
the PAM engine to come off with a big jagged hole and that
reduced the pressure so much the flame goes out and stops
burning. And that, the amount of impulse to get us into the
orbit that we are in, the one that NORAD reported here is
approximately consistent with that second flame out in about 20
seconds after the start of burn.
RECER
With a failure of that type, is the size of the
second object, second large object that has been seen, would that
size be consistent with such a failure also.
ZIEGLER

Yes.

RECER
Okay. And one other thing. Is there any
indications that any debris impacted the spacecraft itself so
that you're getting degraded performance from some of the
elements such as it's not charging or not creating or generating
enough electricity as it would if all the cells were healthy or
anything like that.
ZIEGLER
spacecraft.

There's no indication of any damage to the

PAO

Okay.

Let's go to Kse for questions.

Kse PAO
Okay.
aucenda of Today.

Kse has a couple of questions.

Frank

FRANK aUCENDA (TODAY)
First question's for Mr. Ziegler. Is
there any chance, or for Harold, is there any chance that this
might be a candidate for a future satellite rescue operation?
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ZIEGLER
This satellite wasn't designed for that purpose
with that possibilty in mind basically because it was intended to
go up to geosynchronous orbit and I don't think repair capability
is even in the minds of NASA yet at that altitude. So, I doubt
that that's a possibility although since it's in a low altitude
orbit now maybe at some point we could bring another PAM engine
up there and attach it on and go from there. But that's pretty
far out thinking and I suspect by the time that that happens why
our solar cells will have deteriorated and the batteries will
have worn out and we'll be out of hydrazine.
HUCENDA
A ways down the road then. Second question, how
does this work out for you for insurance purposes? Is it the
equivalent of banging a fender and not totally out or do you
still intend to collect the whole amount.
ZIEGLER
I'm not an expert on our insurance policy but in
the (garble) of cars I think it will be a total loss.
KSC PAO

One more question from KSC.

QUERY
Last question. ~his is for Harold. We've been
getting indications of problems with the waster management system
again. What is the story with that? Is it working? Is it going
to continue working? Are they bagging it? What's the story?
DRAUGHON
The situation has not changed since the first shift
and I think it was debriefed there. There are 2 fan separators
in that system that are used to keep a flow through the various
tubes and what not. One of those, the first fan separator i1 had
indicated stall currents. We talked to the crew about it. They
could preceive, listening to the thing, that it was running but
not running at full RPM. We switched to the redundant system and
that one is performing satisfactorily, in fact, it's performing
nominally and we have not changed the way that we are using that
system, normal operations.
Kse PAO

Rse has no further questions.

PAO

Okay.

Go to Marshall for questions.

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV HUNTSVILLE)
For Harold, first of all from
the initial inspections at Kennedy on the NOZL and SRBs, any
report on that?
DRAUGHON
If there are any, theY've been coming into the JSC
Management here. That doesn't affect anything that I'm doing in
flight and I've got lots of other things to be worried about
until after the launch. We just, the guys on the console don't
get concerned with that until after the flight.
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KNIGHT
And for Bill Ziegler, based on the fact that you do
say you have a healthy satellite, if you find down the road a bit
that you are unable to move the Westar to a different orbit or do
something with it how long would the current orbit, will you be
able to maintain that current orbit before it will begin to
deteriorate.
ZIEGLER

I'm sorry.

I didn't hear the question at the end.

KNIGHT
The Westar VI. If you are unable to, if you find
down the road th~t you will be unable to move, how long will it
be able to maintain that orbit before it begins, the orbit begins
to deteriorate?
ZIEGLER
Oh, it's a good long time.
figures on that.
DRAUGHON
ZIEGLER
MARSHALL PAO

It's a real long time.
probably a good many years.
No further questions from here.

ZIEGLER

Harold, I guess you •••

DRAUGHON

It is on the order of years.

MARSHALL PAO

I don't have any

It's a long time.

No further questions from Marshall.

PAO
Okay we'll come back and take a couple more here
and close up. Craig Covault.
CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Bill, some things on the Westar
deployment. Does the fact you're charging batteries indicate the
big drop skirt has come down?
ZIEGLER
Negative. We won't deploy that until we get a lot
more information about the spacecraft and maybe not even then.
But we have enough solar cells exposed to the sun to provide the
command and telemetry operations that we need to do. More than
enough as a matter of fact, and therefore, we won't do any
operations on that until we've thoroughly checked out the
spacecraft. That is an operation that requires a command and so
we're not going to do that until wetre pretty sure we know what
we're doing_
COVAULT
And to fOllow' on the condition for engineering
analysis of the failure to help you out there, is the temperature
situation on the Westar a comfortable one or is this a serious
concern just from maintaining your engineering data flow since
you're not in a geosynchronous orbit?
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ZIEGLER
No. The temperature on the spacecraft from the
limited data that we have is all perfectly normal and we are not
concerned about it. If we were to turn on more like transponders
and start using up a lot of power, then we would have to drop the
skirt in order to expose the thermal radiators. But that's not
the situation right at this point in time.
PAO

And John Petty.

JOHN PETTY (HOUSTON POST)
conferences?

Have there

DRAUGHON

NO, there have not.

PAO

Okay.

Anymore?

b~en

any private medical

Yes sir right here.

QUERY
Would it be to correct to state that you were able
to check some of the rendezvous instruments successfully although
you didn't fly the maneuvers you originally planned for the
balloon?
DRAUGHON
Yes, that's perfectly true. We have gotten the
instrument performance. We just didn't get to apply that
performance to a rendezvous situation.
PAO

Okay.

Final one here from KJOJ.

MIKE WILLIAMSON (KJOJ)
Mr. Draughon, r noted in the preflight
handouts that we were given that pogo testing was an objective on
the launoh for this flight. Has pogo become a concern for the
space shuttle and could that have oaused some of the incidents
that we've seen happen in the past few days.
DRAUGHON
No there's, the latter is not the case or I would
have certainly known about it. I didn't work asoent and I don't
know what the pogo testing was but there is nothing that is
significant in a pogo area on that vehicle.
PAO
much.

Okay, that'll do it for today.
END OF TAPE

Thank you very
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PAO
Good morning. Change-of-Shift Press Conference
with Randy Stone. Randy, why don't you hit your log there and go
from there.
RANDY STONE
Good morning. My shift this morning was very
quiet. The Orbiter is performing as advertised and we've
accomplished a number of tasks to set us up for the EVA
tomorrow. When I left the control center, palapa had been
deployed from the Orbiter on time and in attitude and we're
awaiting the developments of that deployment. Today on our shift
we conducted a long-range star tracker sensor test, one of the nav
sensors required for rendezvous, trying to track the IRT - the
balloon that we deployed yesterday. We were unable to lock onto
it.
It was at about 290 miles and we would not, it is not
surprising that the star tracker was unable to acquire the remains
of the balloon. A number of housekeeping-type events occurred
today. We have reduced the cabin pressure in the Orbiter to 10.2
psi. And that was accompanied with a prebreathe of the two EVA
crewmen. The 10.2 cabin pressure is the protocol to set us up
for denitrogenation of the crew prior to the EVA to prevent the
bends. And lhat went as advertised and we are, the cabin is
stable at 10.2 psi. We have started the work on the EMUs or the
backpacks for the EVA tomorrow to dump the water thatts in them
out and to recharge them and that is just a normal fun~tion for
the backpacks to have fresh water in them so that we maximize the
cooling capability in the backpack. The rest of the morning was
taken up with preparations for the deployment today and that all
went very smoothly and I'm open for questions.
PAO

Okay, Jules Bergman.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)

Randy, whatever became of - -

PAO

Wait foc the mike please.

BERGMAN
weight?

Randy, whatever became of the 200-pound lead

STONE
The weight on the IRT, that is part of the IRT
balloon, yesterday we suspect it had separated from the mylar
covering. After tracking the IRT remains through the night, you
can make an engineering judgement that the weight is probably
still attached to the mylar. If the mylar had been without any
mass to it it would have changed its orbit significantly and
started to deorbit. It has not done that. It is acting like a
piace of material that does have some mass so we're assuming that
the IRT weight is still attached to that mass because we were
able to track it all night and it, the tracking showed us that it
was probably still there.
BERGMAN
And so you're not concerned about any midspace
cOllision taking place.
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STONE
Oh, no. No we're not, Jules. Even if it had come
loose from the mylar we were convinced that we had a separation
rate and there was absolutely no problem with the Orbiter.
PAO
Mark Kramer, CBS.
row back there.

Second row over here.

Second

MARK KRAMER (CBS)
I may have missed discussion this morning
about putting the arm out with the wrist camera to look at the
Palapa firing. Is there any reason to assume that's not going to
happen?
STONE
No sir. That is going to happen. There was very
little discussion about it because it was in our teleprinter
message from last night that went up and gave the crew the joint
angles to do that and when to turn on the camera, etc. There'll
probably be a reminder over the air-to-ground that you'll hear
just prior to the PKM burn that will confirm that that's all in
place but it's going to be done.
KRAMER
And will be done as described the other day, that
is over the starboard side?
STONE
Yes sir. As far as I know there were no changes
in that procedure. I just looked at joint angles last night and
they looked the same so I don't believe there's any change in the
procedure.
PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Randy to follow on that, did you
hear any discussion on the type of imagery you e~pect to see off
the RMS camera, specifically being sure that you will be able to
acquire the plume, that the camera will be pointed in the right
location and following on that about how long you expect to be
able to follow the burn?
STONE
I'll take your last question first. We are not
going to move the camera to track the burn. We are pointing the
camera as close as we can to where the burn should be taking
place which is about 10 miles away from its line of sight. The
plume or the rocket motor will light up the sky fairly
significantly as far as the TV camera is concerned so it doesn't
have to be pointed exaotly at the target to see the, to confirm
the ignition.
PAO

Okay, baok here second row.

QUERY
After the ignition of PAM, how long will it last
until we get the first signal of the satellites or how long will
it last until we know whether it's on its transfer orbit to
geostationary orbit after the ignition.
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That's not our

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

PAUL RECER (AP)
You may not be the right one to ask this but do
you know if there's been any finalized plans to change the orbit
of the Westar at this point?
STONE
I am not the right one to ask and
discussion on that topic.

I

have heard no

RECER
All right. Let me ask you an engineering question
then. Based on the predicted orbit and the actual orbit of
Westar at this point, can you express in percentage terms about
what portion of the PAM did, in fact, fire in the appropriate
direction?
STONE
either.

No sir, I just,

PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC.

I

don't know the answer to that

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Randy, was there anything, excuse me, anything
done any differently this morning in the deploy from what was
done on Friday morning?
STONE

No they were identicals.

SHERR
Is there anything different being done in terms of
the tracking or was there any extra caution in terms of the
predeploy preparations.
STONE
We're always very careful when we go through our
checklist and so no, there was nothing different done with the
checklist. As far as tracking is concerned, yes. We are doing
something a little bit more than we would normally do for a
deployment of this type. We have assigned radars that would
normally be tracking the Orbiter. We have turned them over to
track the satellite at the time of the PKM burn just to get added
data on the deployment and the status of the burn.
SHERR

Can you tell us which radars they are?

STONE
I wish I had brought a list. I know we've turned
over Guam and Hawaii. Beyond that I'm not sure of the other
radars but there are some, there are other radars that are
involved in that.
SHERR
Approximately how many?
a normal procedure?

What's the difference from
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STONE
Well, normally our NASA radars are not part of that
tracking network so any of them that we are supplying are
different from the normal course of action. But we're just
trying to add some assurance that we understand what happons
around the PKM burn. It's just conservatism.
SHERR
I'm just trying to get a sense of how many, how
many more radars will be tuned on than were beforo. Is it half a
dozen, is it 3, is it 10?
STONE
Since I'm not Sute how many radars they use I don't
know what the difference is. I think we have another 3 that are
going to be utilized for this purpose.
PAO

Front row down here.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (READERS DIGEST)
This morning on the
television of the broadcast of the fltght crew they looked
extremely healthy. I realize they had slept a full 8 hours, etc.
but could you comment on why there has been so little talk of
space sickness or what are the procedures on this flight that
have been any different or have the procedures been any different
on this flight in terms of sickness?
STONE
Well there are no different procedures on this
flight than there were last flight or the previous flight. You
know we have our protocol on private medical corom that we did as
a matter of course in previous flights. We don't do that unless
there's a crew request and there has been none and the crew looks
and sounds like they are dOing quite well.
McCONNELL
Have there been no mentions of disorientation at
all, of a dizziness or nausea or anything like that?
STONE

None that I'm aware of.

PAO

Jules Bergman.

No

~ir.

BERGMAN
I beg to differ Randy but there is one procedure
that's somewhat different on this flight. Your commander Vance
Brand has flown 'before and he learned the hard way at STS-5 about
space sickness. So would it not stand to reason that h~, Vance
Brand, had advised the crew about not overeating or mOving their
head in sudden directions and things like that?

***
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STONE
Jules, we share all of the knowledge that we learn
from flight to flight, from commander to commander, and c:~w to
crew, the things that you know can aggravate the situation, yes,
we talk about them, and say take it easy. So that sort of thing
is just a learning process that we're going through and some of
the things that we do seem to help.
BERGMAN

And that may be trickleing through to each crew.

STONE
That's, it's not trickeling through, if we learn
anything, we're passing it on. This is something that all of us
in the space program want to overcome, so it is not a liability
to us in later flights we have planned.
PAO

Greg Covault (Aviaton Week)

COVAULT
Randy, have you sent or do you plan to send any
teleprinter messages or voiced instructions on changes to the
EVA. I believe you are going to b~ing your camera inside for
repair.
STONE
This morning we asked the crew how they felt about
adding a procedure to bring camera delta, the one we'r~ having
problem with out in the bay, into the crew module, and either
replace it with one of the cameras that's in the cabin, or do
some in flight maintenance on that camera. The decision is not
final whether or not we're going to do that additional task. I
suspect we will, it looks like a very simple task and it has been
run in our simulators, and it looks like it will probably be
done. But the final decision to bring the camera in, will
probably be made later on today.
COVAULT

Anything else in the EVA change world?

STONE
Welve talked about the procedure to put the thermal
blanket back down on the cinema 360, trying to think if this Oh, there is one other thing that you may have heard us talking
about on the loops, over the last couple of days. The mass
spectrometer on the SPAS, evidentually has some microswitches
that are either stuck or not operating properly, and we're
looking at a, if there is anything we can do to help that
experiment. Right now it can only point in the Z axis, straight
up out of the payload bay. And they have some experiments they
would like to run with that instrument that requires it to be
pointed in the X axie or down in the payload bay. And right now
it cannot be pointed down in the payload bay. But whether or not
to do that depends on whether or not there is something
beneficial with - the EVA crewman can do. And we don1t know that
yet.
PAO

John Wilford, New YOrk Times.
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WILFORD
Why is fixing the delta camera so important?
would you lose if you don't have it operational.

What

STONE
We don't lose any engineering data if we don't have
it operational. It~s a matter of providing as good of TV
coverage of this EVA as we possible can, since it is entirely
different from anything we've ever done before with the man
maneuvering unit.
WILFORD
What phases of the EVA will we not be able to see
if we don't have the delta camera?
STONE
You will be able to see all of the EVA whether we
do anything to the delta camera or not. Thero are some improved
views you get of the MMU crewman docked to the SPAS when it's out
on the end of the RMS, and that's one thing you'd like to
document as good as you can. But you will not lose anything,
you'll be able to see him up there from one of the other
cameras. It's just not as good a view.
PAO

Paul Recer, AP.

RECER
In your ground simulations, have you been able to
duplicate the apparent failure of camera delta.
STONE
I believe the camera people understand the color
wheel problem, if whether or not they have been able to shake one
and make it do that, I don't know, but the camera folks seem to
understand that failure mode.
RECER
Okay, can you just kind of roughly tell us what is
inVOlved in fixing the color wheel?
STONE
The concensus of those of us that have talked so
far on the camera is that we will not, probably not try to fix
it, but just replace it with one of the cabin cameras. The TV
cameras inside and outside the bay are identical except for the
thermal covering, that's just held on by velcro, dO we'll take
the covering off the payload bay camera, put it on the cabin
camera, and then reinstall it outside.
RECER
Okay, what is inVOlved in taking it off its rack
outside, I mean remove a pin or what?
STONE
There are, and I'm not absolutely positive the
number of pins that latch it down, but I believe there are three
pins that, 4 pins, I've got a guy out there giving me hand
signals, there are 4 pins and a , just a standard electrical
connector that you unscrew and pull apart to take it off. It's a
very simple task.
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RECER
Okay, and they would put a thermal blanket from the
outside camera on the inside camera, and put the inside camera
outside, right?
PAO

Whose on first?

STONE
If you can repeat that, maybe I can answer it.
We'll take that thermal blanket on the one that's on the outside,
put it on the cabin camera and then return it. But we won't do
it, obviously can't, won't do it in the s~me EVA. It will be
bring it in on 1 EVA, put it back out on the next EVA.
PAO

Mark Kramer (CBS).

KRAMER
2 things. Can yeu put to rest speculation that the
.spacecraft might fly over and try to look at pieces of Westar and
can you also talk about the traveling wave tube amplifier on the
Ku-band antenna, and where that stands and how you (garble) all
be.
STONE
I'm glad you brought that up, I'd forgotten to tell
you that the Ku-band after we cycled it th is morn '..: 3, is
operating normally. So there is nothing wrong with the traveling
wave tube, it was a power supply that just tripped off, and when
we reset the logic in the Ku-band it came back up and it's been
operating normally. Your other question, I missed it.
KRAMER
Westar.

There'S a rumor about flying over to look at

STONE
There are no plans and there will be no plans to
rerendezvous the, with Westar. We do not have the propellant to
do that.
PAO
KSC has a couple of questions, let's switch to KSC
at this time.
MIKE MEECHUM (Ganette News Service)
When they go out on the EVA
tomorrow, will you be back on the same schedule that you
previously were or have there been changes there.
STONg
The EVA schedule tomorrow, the only changes that I
know of that are being planned in that EVA; are the one, or the
~ouple that I related to you about possibly bringing in delta
camera and putting down the thermal blanket on the cinema 360 and
possibly if we come up with a fix for the mass spectrometer
adding that to the EVA, but the day should be as advertised in
the premission CAP pretty much.
MEECHUM
Could you refresh my memory
put them, starting the EVA, at what time?

then~

when does that
Do you know that?

~---
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STONE
You'll have to give me a moment, I'll have to look
that up, I'm not sure what time the EVA starts.
7:15.

STONE
eastern.

I have some help from the audience, it's 7:15

KOBAL (Space Age Tim~s) - Question regarding Westar. Because of
what happened with that satellite, is it likely that you're going
to change your procedure and use the RMS camera in the future to
moni tor future satelli te deployment.s?
STONE
I don't believe w~ have even discussed that
question, on what changes we would make to a normal procedure,
but I sllspect we would not do that normally.
KSC

No other question from KSC.

PAO
I understand Marshall has no questions. Sack to
Houston, any further questions here. We thank you very much.
END OF 'l'APE
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WARD
Good afternoon ladies and gentl~m~n, I'm Doug Ward,
Deputy Directo~ of Public Affairs at the Johnson Space Center.
I'd like to introduce our participants for the briefing this
afternoon. On my right is Glynn S. Lunney, program Manager of
the National Space Transportation System at the Johnson Space
Center; to his right is Richard D. Brandes, ~roup Vice President
and Manager of Commercial Systems Division of Hughes Aircraft; to
his right is Charles A. Ord~hl, Vice President, Space Program
McDonnell Doug1 ,Astronautics Company; anti on th~ right, I'm
sure you're all fbmiliar with Harold Draughon the Lead Flight
Director for the 41-B mission. Before we begin with Dr. ~~nney
I'd like to read a statement we have from the Indonesians. The
statement reads as follows: After an apparently successful
deployment from the Shuttle~ it appears that PALAPA B2 has not
aChieved the proper orbit. The Indonesian Government has b1en
involved in communications satellite operations for a numbsr of
years beginning with the successful deployment of PALAPA Al and
A2 on delta rockets in 1976, and 1977, and more rec~ntly the
successful deployment of the PALAPA B1 on the Shuttle in June,
1983. Obviously, the apparent failuro to successfully inject the
PALAPA 82 into an operational orbit iD a ~ajor disappointment.
However, our communioation satellite sv~tem continues to be
operational with the other thr&e PALAPA satellites in
gbosynchronous orbit and supports our current needs. We will
continue to work with all participants In an effort to resolve
the ca~~e of the failure. And that concludes the statement and
we will h~ve copies of that available foe you in the news
center. I'd ltke to turn it over now to Glynn Lunney.
LUNNEY
Thank you, DOU9. Is it working all ~ignt? I guess
I'd first like to say that NASA jOins with the Government of
Indonesia in the regrets and disappointment on the deployment of
the satellite. It appears now that both of che satellites will
not reach the geosynohronous on this mission. In the course of
the discussions that have occurred on events $urrounding these
satellites and some of the discussion-making procQss, we thought
it would be useful if we took a few minutes to explain the
relationship that we at NASA have with the commercial customers,
in this case, of coarse, a foreign commercial customer from the
Government of Indonesia. NASA has also a - has kind of what you
might call a fleet interest in the PAM program, the PAM program
as it supports the oommunications satellite indJstry because
obviously a lot of our traffic is of the communications satellite
type. A lot of those satellites are lifted by PAl-Is which have
been used on this flight_ A lot of them are of the same kind of
design. so, we have a tremendous interest in this kind of design
either the PAM or the communications satellite, all of them
together as a combination. We're also interested in whatever
affects our customers but I thought it would be useful for you if
we differentiate it between that general interest in our part,
our specific concern in terms in how hardware works for the
benefit of our customers and what the decision process is in real

.,
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time or even in terms of getting ready for a flight. It's quite
separate from those above interest on our part and it's new for
us. There has appeared to be some confusion about it, in that
people don't quite seem to understand the respective roles of the
parties involved. That's understandable because it's new, it's
certainly new for liS in the manned space flight business and for
those of you who have covered it for many years and we have been
taking time to try to learn how to do that. There'S been a body
of experience in NASA in the expendable launch vehicles where
people have worked for, in effect for communications satellite
industry for a long time and we have been trying over the last 5
or 6 years to apply those lessons to the STS, modified as
appropriate. In the case of these flights we provide, we agree
to and we provide orbiter services, conditions, and also and
importantly, I believe, operational options so that customers can
exercise as much room as ttey can in making whatever decisions
they want to make during the course of the flight. We have,
howe~er, agreed from the beginning on all these flights with
communications satellites that the decisions to deploy or not are
primarily essentially theirs to make. WA will offer whatever
support we can to that deoision-making process, on this last
deployment we offered time. We offered 48 hours, we could have
offered more and we continue to offer more if the customer wanted
it. However, he appeared to be satisfied that he had exercised
all of the information channels tba he wanted, all the background
that he wanted and he had come to the point where he thought it
was time to make up his mind and he so did. We do not become
actively involved in that process on his side. He has a variety
of considerations that frankly we at NASA are not aware of nor do
we fully understand. But, my observation, our observation of the
process was that it was very thorough, very careful, complete,
took enough time that all of the available evidence and thoughts
could be brought to bear on the subjeot and a decision was made
to proceed. Again, I want to say, I separate that in~flight
decision making on a satellite that a customer owns in effect,
from our interest in this subject whioh is real and continues.
We are v~ry interested that we be able to get back in the air
with communications satellites and as soon as possible. So, we
are very interested in this subjeot and, of courae, it's too
early to tell and it would be unfair to speculate where the
problem really was, but where ever we find it to be, hopefully it
will be soon. And in the course of that we at NASA and ~robab11
other people in the government, the Air Force for example is
interested in the star motor, will be involved in the failure
analysis in case that comes to be the part of the system that is
focused on. In any case, we and othors will be involved 1n the
post-flight failure analysis and the recovery plan to this, But
I thought it might be useful for you to differentiate that and
our interest in this subject and the communioations satellite
industry aa a whole from the details of what are, in effect,
private decisions made by customers as they get ready for a
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flight and as they indeed make their decisions to deploy or not
in the course of the flight while they're in the Orbiter. I hope
that clarifies it.
WARD
I think Richard Brandes also has a brief statement
and then our intent is to go to questions. If there's time left
when we finish that weill have Harold Draughon do the usual
summary of today's activities. Dick.
BRANDES
Okay. I have a statement which will be available
to you. It's titled, "The Hughes Aircraft Company Mission
Report, 6 February, 4:30 CST." The attempt today to inject the
PALAPA B2 spacecraft into a geosynchronous ~.ransfer orbit was an
apparent failure. NORAD tracking has identified an object which
appears to be the satellite in a low-earth orbit of approximately
650 nautical mile apogee by 150 nautical mile perigee. Telemetry
information was obtained at approximately 4 p.m. CST which
indicates the spacecraft is indeed operating in this orbit. From
this orbit the spacecraft cannot reach synchronous orbit and
carry out its intended mission. Indications point to a failure
similar to that which we believe occurred on the WESTAR 6 injection, namely a failure of the PAM motor to properly complete
its burn. The McDonnell Douglas PAM stage has successfully
launched 12 Hughes H9-376 spacecraft. We understand it has also
had 6 other successful space firings. Two similar failures after
18 consecutive successful space firings, obviously suggest a common technical problem may have existed with these two motors. An
intense effort is underway to explore this hypothesis.

***
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PAO
With that weill begin with your questions starting
first in Houston. Here in front Craig Covault and if you would
please, state your name and affiliation if I don't.
CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK) For Mr. Brandes and Mr. Ordahl,
did either Hughes or MacDonnell Douglas make a recommendation to
Indonesia not to fly the deployment today?
BRANDES
I'll take that. No, the problem with the WESTAR 6
Spacecraft was the subject of an intense investigation and study,
as you might imagine, from the time it didn't appear in the
proper orbit at the right time until we finally sorted out what
had happened to it. We concluded yesterday after receiving
telemetry from the WESTAR 6 spacecraft that the problem had been
with a limited burn of the PAM stage and the data and the studies
we had done in our mind eliminated any other possibilities for
that problem. We had ~t the same time, of course, been studying
- all our experts and those from MacDonnell Douglas and Thiokol,
had been studying the motor history and the motor pedigree of
both the PALAPA and the WESTAR motors. We concluded, that
investigation was completed and we concluded that there was no
apparent defect with either motor or any problem or any unusual
characteristic with either motor. Based on the results of all
that study and the activities, allot the parties associated with
the launch, that's Hughes, MacDonnell Douglas, COMSAT which is
the technical advisor to the Indonesians, recommended that they
proceed with the deployment today.
COVAULT
In a quick follow, based on your discussions with
Thiokol on the Star 48 manufacture and the integration of that
into the PAM, have you come across anything that you could
identify as being done differently to these two PAMs as opposed
to previous PAMs?
BRANDES

No, we cannot.

PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC.

BRANDES

00 you want to add to that, Chuck?

ORDAHL

No, that's a correct statement.

We have not.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Mr. Ordahl and Mr. Brandes, weunderstand, some people have said that ls, that both these
engines for both the WE STAR and the PALAPA used a new nozzle
construction and they came off the line at the same time. Is
that true? And if not, what else do you think oaused it?
OROAHL
First of all, there is no new design oonsideration
here. The design is exaotly the same as the design of all of the
sucoessful missions that PAM has flown. In so far as the nozzle
construction, the exit cone did go through some of the processes

-
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at HITCO, a subcontractor to Thiokol, at the same time which is
not unusual, of course. That is a situation a number of exit
cones go through the processes together. In this particular case
two did go through the process together.
BERGMAN
I don't think that's being quite responsive sit.
What I really was getting at, was were either the exit cone Ot
the nozzle of lighter weight constructi0n or of any different
type of construction than the previous 18 successful PAMs.
ORDAHL
Absolutely not. All of the production acceptance
data on these nozzles Wi\S as good or better than those which have
flown before. That was the basis of our judgement.
PAO

John Wilford, New York Times.

JOHN WILFORD (NEW YORK TIMES)
When you say a limited burn, what
are we to infer. My impression is with a SOlid, once it lights
it's got to go to depletion.
BkANDES
Well, what I meant by a limited burn is that the
impulse generated by the motor was substanti~lly less than it
would have delivered if it had burned properly for its entire
burn time. I think, check me, it's 80 some seconds is the normal
burn time.
ORDAHL'

No, 85.

BRANDES
85 seconds. The orbit that these spacecraft are in
are similar. As I said, approximately 650 nautical miles by 150 .
and that would correspond to a substantially less burn and I
don't have the number at my fingertips but .it's on the order of 8'
to 15 seconds in that time frame.
PAO

Right here on the aisle.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (ReADERS DIGEST)
I have a two part
question. Were either of the flight, the PAM-D flight system
cradles and spin tables used in a previous STS, and also, what is
the avionics interface between that flight craddle and the
satellite itself. Could there have been a malfunction from the
avionics interface between the satellite and the launching
aradle?
ORDAHL

I think I should

BRANDES

You take the STS part of it.

ORDAHL
The oradle portion. As far as the oradle, they
have been flown before and as far as we know at this time, there
is no means by whioh those cradles could be related to this
condition that we have here.
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BRANDES
With regard to the interface between the spacecraft
and the PAM. Prior to completing the analysis of the WE~TAR 6
problem a number of hypotheses were generated which could account
for malfunction. We tracked all of those to ground and
eliminated those as possibilities. The telemetry we received
from the WESTAR 6 spacecraft eliminated those possibilities as
candidates and reduced the population to a PAM motor failure.
PAO

Back here in the back, Chris Peterson, KTRH.

CHRIS PETERSON (KTRH)
For Glynn l,unney. Glynn, you have a
number of PAMs scheduled coming up later on this year and a whole
bunch in the future of the Shuttle program. !s NASA going to
ree~aluate the reliability of the PAM and not fly anymore until
they figure out what's going on or what's your position on that?
LUNNEY
Our position on the subsequent use of the PAMs is
that they are a very, very important part of our communication
satellite industry and getting the communication satellites to
geosync orbit. We are going to offer all the help that we can in
the resolution of this problem and that can come perhaps in a
number of ways and I don't know what they are today but whatever
they are, we'll be able to offer help to that solution and it may
be of some value it may not. But we're gOing to try help in
solving the problem.
PAO

Roy Neal, NBC.

ROY NEAL (NBC)
Can you give us a handle on how you will
setting up failure analysis on this Glynn? What will you
up a task force to work on it? Will the Hughes people do
Will MacDac do it? How will this effort be coordinated?
will it take you?

begin
do, set
this?
Where

LUNNEY
Well, I think we probably - - Let me just answer
the first part. t think we need to probably pursue this problem
a little more to be sure what all of our evidence is. There's a
discussion that says wef,re clearly dealing with a PAM problem
which the evidence suggests that we are but that, one still ought
to keep an open mind about that. On the assumption, though, that
there is a PAM problem I believe Chuck has already started some
work on that subject.
ORDAHL
That's true, Glynn. We have started a review board
activity, a senior review board activity. We have participation
on the part of Morton Thiokol personnel and their suppliers. We
started this work earlier and are, of course, continuing it at
this time and NASA has also offered, as Hughes has, to
partioipate in that over a period of time.
PAO
second row.

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

Back here in the
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PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
If I understand yuu correctly,
you now have two healthy communication satellites in two wr0ng
orbits. What do you plan to do with them? What do you plan to
recommend to your customers to do with them?
BRANDES
Well we, from this orbit as I said earlier, we see
no way to, they certainly cannot perform their intended
mission. Offhand we don't know of any other mission that would
be useful that they can perform. What we are currently doing,
though, as interim meaDure is to put the spacecraft systems or
subsystems into what we would call a safe condition so that
nothing deleterious happens and we'll continue to monitor them
indefinitely until we reach a decision about disposition.
PAO
Olive.
OLIVE TALLEY (UPI)
Couple of questions. What are you going to
do now with the schedule that you have for other satellites using
PAMs? Will you just sort of stop and put some of those on
hold? Secondly, what sort of liability might you be looking at
regarding these failures?
BRANDES
We all have probably dlff&rent views on that. As
Mr. Ordahl said, clearly a very intense and thorough and wide
ranging investigation is going to start, has start-ed. \,le'11 be
partiCipating in that as a very interested party as a supplier of
satellites and I'm sure other people in the industry will be as
well. And I believe that some clarification of the problem would
have to develop before we could recommend further use of the PAM
motor. Now when that might happen is cpecu1ation but we are all
going to be werking on that as hard as w~ can to make it happen
quickly.
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Lynn Sherr (ABC)

SHERR (ABC) - I guess these are for Harold, first of all has the
crew been told, second of all, will this in any way affect the
EVA's.
DRAUGHON
The crew has not been told. And the EVA's are on
for tomorrow as scheduled. I've got a list of when the pertinent
activities are going to be happening tomorrow and I'll give those
to you later on.
PAO

Third row on the isle, Tom O'Toole.

O'TOOLE
Mr. Brandes, you said the orbit suggests an 8 to 15
second burn. The crew reported seeing with the wrist camera, the
burn taking place for what they thought was for 30 seconds. Can
you reconcile those two numbers for us.
We have reviewed the video, that was taken by the
crsw, and let me add that, that's very helpful in the fact that
we were able to get that, and had NASA turn that procedure
around, and create that information has been most helpful. What
we can see is that the spacecraft, PAM combination was visible,
for a period of approximately 30 to 40 seconds as we timed it,
several times. What is not clear is the duration of the burn,
from that picture. And we have obtained, again with NASA's
expedited help, we have obtained copies of that - tapes, they've
been given to McDonnell Douglas, and they're being used as part
of the failure investigation. I think they'll be helpful.
BR~NDES

PAO
We'll take one more question here, then we'll go to
the Kennedy Space Center. Back here towards the back, on the
right.
ANITOLEAS (German radio) - You had trouble with the IUS rocket
earlier. You have trOUble with the PAM now. Do you expect that
this will bring more clients to ths Europea Areon rocket. I
understand that the WESTAR 6 was originally meant to fly on the
Areon and you booked Shuttle because you thought it would be
safer.
BRANDES

I

PAO
questions.

We'll go to the Kennedy Space Center now for

hope not.

KSC
Walk up as I calIon you and give your name and
affiliation when you ask your question.
LAWRENCE - (Chicago Sun Times) - I have two questions, One, is
there any possibility of using the four hydrozene thrusters to
change the orbit?
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Hydrozene -

LAWRENCE
The question is, was the price of PALAPA B about
the same as WESTAR?
BRAMDES
Well the first question you asked was, is it
possible to fire the hydrozene thrusters. The answer is yes,
however, th~ amount of propellant on board the spacecraft, is no
where near Qdequate to raise these spacecraft orbits to
synchronous altitude. You, and so that while that capability
exists to use the thrusters, there's no, not adequate fuel to, as
I say, to get the orbit anywhere near what we need. We also have
an apogee motor on board, that's presumably usabl&, but it also
has insufficient capacity to, that was heeded to get in
synchro~ous orbit with a proper perigee stage burn, and clearly
cannot substitute. Now what was the second question?
LAWRENCE

Second question was the cost of the machinp.?

BRANDES
The WESTAR and PAL~PA spacecraft, there are
difference between the two spacecraft, but I think in the sense
of what your asking, they're small and so the cost are
approximately the same. Yes.
LAWRENCE

Around $35 million dollars.

BRANDES

I don't recall the exact number.

LAWRENCE
Let me follow this, my earlier question. If the
power board, thruster pow~r board was brought to bear. Could the
satellite be maneuvered into an orbit where it could function,
even though it couldn't reach a geosynchronous orbit?
BRANDES
The spacecraft can function, can operate in the
.orbit it's in, but it cantt provide a useful mission, and the
same, I know today, I don't know of any mission that it could
serve, using the hydrozene fuel either.
STEAD (Baltimore Sun) - Does
Was fully insured or do they
the insurance company, ot' do
people will take any part in

anyone there know 1f the satellite
know what the insurance, the name of
thei' also know if the insurance
this investigation?

BRANDES
Well I can only say, that to my best understanding,
the mission was insured, but I do not know the details. That was
a m~tter between the Indonesian government, (garble) and tell.
The telephone company and the insurance people, but I do believe
that they had insurance on the mission. But I can't, I'm not
aware of the details of that insuranoe arrangement. As far as
insurance people partioipating in an investigation, that would be
really up to the oustomer. And we certainly would have no
objection.
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SLADE (Mutual Broadcasting) - For Glynn Lunney. Glynn you have
four PAM's scheduling for the rest of this year, the first one in
June, could you say at this point that if this investigation goes
on very far it won't impact that June flight.
LUNNEY
As matter of fact, just for completeness, we have
one earlier than that, on a delta, on a galaxey spacecraft in
May. But it's probably too early to tell whether the failure
analysis that is now started is going to result in affect on
those schedule. Obviously everybody in the system, would hope,
and would work very hard to prevent that from happening, but it's
just simply too early to tell whether the conclusions will be
such that we'll h~ve to adjust those schedules. We'll wait and
see.
KSC

We have one or two more questions.

LETTMAN (Detroit News)
For Mr. Ordahl, or whomever else is best
qualified. We heard a report that the fuel from these two PAMs
came from the same batch. Is that true, if it is, does it
suggest a defect in that batch of fuel, if it doesn't, is there
in general hypothosis, to cover both of these failures?
OROAHL
No, actually as far as the propellant is concerned,
it's poured on a single batch for each PAM motor, so there's
really not commonality of this speoific propellant between 1
motol and another. And we really have no particular pypothosis,
as far as any commonality between these two motors. They are,
for all practical purpose$, were very similar in terms of the
data, production acceptance test data, all the manufacturing and
quality insurance data, and th~y all met all the specification
requirements, so we have not been able to find that common thread
at this time.
TURNELL (BBC) - We were told the crew has not been told of this
second failure, is the intention not to tell them until after the
HMU foe obvious reasons?
DRAUGHON
No, there'S no intention like that at all. The
intent was to have something factual to tell them before we told
them anything, and that is all the intent was. The crew was put
to bed around an hour and a half, or 2 hours ago, and up until
that t~me, I didn't think we had an factual enough story to tell
them exaotly what had happened. So we didn't bring it up. They
didn't ask. Had they asked or requested information, then we
would have told them what we did know at the time. They did not
ask and I didn't volunteer it.
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MIKE MEECHAM (Gannette News SerJice) You mentioned that the
orbits they've been put into are similar. How close are they?
BRANDES
Well the orbits are similar, in terms of the
physical location of the spacecraft in these orbits, I just don't
know. I would imagine that they are not particularly close. The
orbit definition is similar in terms of apogee and perigee, but I
don't know the exact displacement or distance of one spacecraft
from the other.
PAO
I understand we have one more question from
Kennedy, then we'll come back to Houston.
QUERY
Are we to aS3ume that those rockets offer no
danger to Challenger?
PAO

Would you repeat that question, please?

QUERY
Are we to assume, once again, that the Palapa
orbit offers no danger to the Challenger?
BRANDES
That is correct. We've looked at that orbit and it
is no problem at all to the Orbiter.
PAO

We'll come back to Houston now for - -

JAMES SLATE
A point of clarification, you say that ynu have the
'spacecraft, and you have its orbit, do you have a spacecraft that
is talking to you? Have you interrogated it, and are all the
systems functional?
BRANDES

Yes, that is correct.

PAO
Ok, wetll come back to Houston now for questions.
Let's start on the aisle here, the second row.
DAVE JACKSON (Time Magazine)
When was the last time, how many
days ago, were the PAM's and the satellites inspected by the
contractors? And when was the last time that somebody with NASA
looked at them?
BRANDES
Well, the spacecraft go thru an elaborate test
program, certainly at our facility. They're brought down to the
Cape, to Kennedy Space Center, they're mated, they're further
tested there, they're then mated to the PAM asserebly by ourselves
and McDonnell OOuglas people working together. Then they go thru
a processing period, taking that oombined assembly out to the
vertical prooessing faoility, and then out to the Shuttle pad.
At eaoh step there are certain tests made, not by our people, and
the MCDonnel Douglas personnel test the PAM. These are largely
electrioal tests and then finally we oheok out the system in the
Orbiter bay, prior to launoh. So all of those tests were normal,
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There were no significant

Would you wait for the mike please.

QUERY
the lift off?

What day was that done, how many houts before

LUNNEY
Couldn't be matter of hours, because we had the
doors closed for some time. I can't recall exactly, probably the
last time people had acess was a coupLe of days before the
launch.
BRANDES

Might have been 2 or 3 days, yes.

LUNNEY

And that's normal.

PAO

Roy Neal, NBC.

NEAL
Some years ago, there was discussion of using a
separate rOcket system, teleoperator, I think it was, to send the
Skylab into higher orbit. Now we're involved in what could be a
rehearsal for a rescue mission for a satellite. And in this
case, it would seem that you perhaps have a couple of satellites
in need of a rescue. Is it possible to put that kind of thinking
together and come up with some learned conjecture on the fact
that these satellites could live under such a system, and would
NASA be prepared to support the customer to that exter.t?
LUNNEY
ROY, what might be done with ~hose satellites will
take a little while to sort out. perhaps nothing will be the
answer. First thing I guess that will have to be established is
who they belong to and what if anything they might want to ask
NASA to do about it. We haven't even speculated or anything what
that might be. But here you have two live satellites in lowEarth orbit, which are perhaps accessible by the Shuttle, pehaps
not. But it's too early for us to technically look at that, and
I think we would have to have some clear reason and we'd also
have to understand what the financial arrangements for such an
undertaking might be. So all of that is still too early to tell.
NEAL

Would it be possible?

LUNNEY
Well, we don't even know. I mean its possible, but
I don't know whether it't technically feasible in that there
might be things onboard that we would be concerned about in the
safety since, for exampl~, that we just haven't had time to think
through. So it's too earliw to tell and the satellites, to return
to the point I was making at the beginning, the satellites don't
belong to NASA, they belong to somebody else. And if somebody
else wants us to do something with them, or at least consider
doing something with them, then that discussion will need to be
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held. But as I also said at the beginning, NASA tries to offer
the customers whatever we can do to help them in their jobs. So
if someone thinks that will help, and they want to talk to us
about it, we would be happy to talk about it.
ROY
That's what I said, how far is NASA willing to go
to support the customer if such a project were possible?
LUNNEY
We do not sign blank checks, Roy. 3ut we would be
willing to do whatever is reasonable and whatever arrangements
would want to be made with anybody who wanted to represent them.
PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
I know it's early and perhaps speculative
but what went wrong? You had two rockets here. Both of them cut
off early. Both of them produced similar orbits. Did the exit
cones falloff, break off? Did the thrusters, nozzles come off
or what?
OROAHL
It's a very speculative answer I would have to make
at this time if I tried to answer that question.
BERGMAN

What is your best guess?

OROAHL
If I was going to make a best guess I would say
that there would probably have been some problem with the nozzle
of the motor. The fact that it terminated would indicate -- and
essentially snuffed would indicate that the pressure in the motor
dropped abruptly, snuffing out the burning and to do that
requires an increase in the opening into the motor.
PAO

Back here on the second row.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (Readers Digest)
A fo110wup on my firs~
question. You said that the cradle assembly had been used
before. Is this the first time that a cradle assembly which has
flown in space has been used to launch a spacecraft and also, was
there any flight dynamics data update through that cradle to the
spacecraft immediately before launch?
OROAHL
We have used -- I haven't checked all the records,
but we have used the cradles before. In other words, we have
used reflight cradles before. Now what was the other part of the
question. I'm sorry I missed that.
McCONNELL
Was there any flight dynamics update to the onboard
spaoecraft computers immediately before deployment?
OROAHL

No, no,

PAO

In the second row.
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GEOFFREY LEAVENWORTH (Time Magazine)
Mr. Brandes, is there any
part of that satellite which could be safely grappled by the arm
or is that --?
BRANDES
The satellites were not designed with any
requirement or sense of being recovered so there are no special
measures taken to have places to grab ahold of them.
LEAVENWORTH
So in your opinion, is it impractical to think of
the shuttle retrieving these satellites on a future mission?
BRANDES
I think that, I think rid really be just
speculating on that. That's in front of us to even think about
and it is a matter that will occur to people and we would look
into but I would have nothing to say on that at this time.
PAO

up here in front.

Lynn Sherr.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Could you go back to your NORAD statement
earlier. Is the, is what they're tracking one object or two at
this point? 00 you believe the PAM, in fact, separated the same
way as the Westar or is there some other - BRANDES
Yes, we believe the PAM separated. We have
telemetry from the spacecraft that indicates that. The tracking,
understand that the tracking information we get has, you know,
has varied as they refine their predictions and gotten more
sightings. The last I heard was that there were three objects
that they were tracking that were in the vioinity. Well three
objects and one lar~e object that they felt was a spacecraft.
And in that orbit, we have received telem~try from the spacecraft
so it confirms that one of those objects is the spacecraft. I
would presume one other is -SHERR

00 you believe the second one is the PAM?

BRANDES
motor.

- - Yes is the PAM, would be the PAM separated

PAO

Take one more up front.

Olive Talley.

TALLEY
Glynn regarding NASA's efforts to cooperate with
the customers on all this matter, would you consider allowing
both Palapa and Westar to launch other satellites in the future
either at the same price rate that you gave them now or would you
try to give them, speed up a chance or try to fit them into a
tight schedule to give them another chance to deploy another
satellite earlier than maybe they had planned or anything like
that?
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LUNNEY
The answer to that, I guess, is that we would try
to do whatever was reasonable to do to service them. If however,
I mean there's a whole set of a variety of complicated proposals
that might be made. Some of them might be acceptable, some of
them might not be acceptable and we are also, as a matter of
fact, trying on our side to run this thing as businesslike as we
can in terms of whatever we offer one customer would then have to
be offered to all customers and would we be satisfied with doing
that and if so, then we should. So, I think a lot would depend
on exactly what people asked for and what they wanted. I know
that, although maybe there's some hardware available, there
generally is not a set of extra spacecraft and rockets laying
around so to speak available for flight. Although th9re might be
and if there were and we were asked, we were certainly bend every
effort to try to work them into the schedule as early as possible
in recognition of this problem.
PAO

Right here on the left.

JIM BARLOW (Houston Chronicle)
The Western Onion people said
their satellite, PAM, and launch cost them about 53 million and
when you threw in their engineering work and ground facilities it
was 75 million. Could you provide similar figures for the
. Palapa?
BRANDES
No I couldn't because
all those numbers.

I

just don't have access to

Paul Recer.

PAO

RECER
Have you got all the data that youtre going to be
analyzing to determine the cause in hand now or do you expect to
get some more and if so from where and will this data possibly
include some photographic information?
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BRANDES
I think we have most of the data that is useful for
us to get from the, from the spacecraft in orbit. We received,
and the kind of data we get from them simply confirms that
something didn't happen and therefore eliminates various
hypothes~s.
I think that, I don't want to speculate too far on
where the investigation will go but I think the investigation
will obviously use all of the history data on the motols and
anything related to that. As I mentioned earlier, the NASA tape
of the, of the ignition and burn I think will prove to be
extremely useful and that will be subjeot to further analysis. I
would guess that, that we probably have the data and it's a
question of thorough further analysis and investigation of it.
PAO
ltd like to take a break here and ask if anybody
has any questions of Harold Draughon relative to today·s
activities and if not, I think we'll take about 2 more questions
on this one and wrap it up. Roy, did you have a question.
NEAL
I was going to say how about tomorrow's activity
which Harold was prepared to give us.
PAO

Okay.

NEAL

I think a lot of us need that - -

PAO
All right, why don't we do that, Harold.
you give us a run down on what's gOing to happen.

Why donlt

DRAUGHON
Okay. You folks had, in general, expressed some
interest in sensitivity and the scheduling of the activities
tomorrow and I didn't have time to get these events in local time
but I do have them in mission elapsed time and it's a fairly easy
conversion. I'll get these to the PAO people and they can get
copies for all of you afterwards but 1111 just hit 4 or 5 of the
highlights. The airlock egress, everything's going on schedule
tomorrow are a MET of 3 days, 23 hours and 25 minutes. The
checkout flight on EVl which is the short flight is at 23 hours
and 55 minutes. The first long range translation is at 4 days
~nd 25 minutes.
That's out to 300 feet. The first T-pad dooking
which is to the C-cell or the box up in the front of the bay is
at 4 days and 55 minutes. The HMU dolf or taking off that
particular MHU is 4 days and 1 hour. MHU prep for the second one
is 55 minutes after that at 1 hour and 55 minutes and the seoond
long range translation is at 4 days, 2 hours and 15 minutes with
another docking at the C-ce11 by the other orewman at 2 hours and
45 minutes. That's followed up by some simulations of some of
the solar max repair tasks in the MEV at 4 days and 3 hours and
then some MFR or manipulator foot restraints where one of the
crewmen gets into the foot restraints on the end of the RMS and
does some work at 3 hours and 45 minutes. I've got, that's about
a third of the line items that I've timelined up for you and
we'll get you oopies of that. I've also got for your perusal the
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PET or the time for coverage for Goldstone, Mila and Hawaii whioh
are the 3 TV stations and I'll make that available to PAO for
you. But in general, the activities tomorrow are just aa you
were briefed by John Cox prior to the flight. We have talked
about, and I ~now Randy and I have mentioned in previous sessions
over here about 3 tasks that have been added to the EVA. The
first one is the camera repair of that forward starboard camera
delta that's having a problem. We're going to take it off the
bulkhead on the first EVA, at the end of the first EVA, bring it
inside, change it out with an identical camera inside, put the
thermal cover baok on it. Put it back in the mount. Take that
whole mounted and assembly back outside during the second EVA and
put it back on the bulkhead. They're going to fix the little
thermal ourtain on the cinema 360 and velcro it back down and
we've had a problem that I believe Randy talked about on the mass
spectrometer. Thore is a capability for the thing to point ~long
the X-axis or along that minus Z axis of the vehiole, it will they have two ways that they use it. One is they go on a scan
pattern to look at both those areas. The other one is to hang it
in o~e of those positions and leave it there and collect
contamination kind of data. It will only, it will work in the
ratchet mode or it'll work straight up but it won't go in the
plus X direction. The engineering people have looked at that and
the customer believes that what the problem is with that is a
microswitch that's not making, that microswitch is right on the
end of the box and the crewman is going to try to adjust that
thing just a little bit in the EVA. If so, we'll be able to run
the other part of the experiments that that customer is
interested in. That's pretty much it as far as the plans for
today. The other aotivities for tomorrow, the aotivities other
than the Palapa today were some cinema 360 work inside the cabi~
while the deploy was going on. Some additional work in the
middeck with that wide angle oamera and a heat pipe experiment
was activated and another GAS can started its activation today.
So it's just pretty much ops normal. Tl)e vehiolefs behaving just
beautifully. There's very little to talk about at all as far as
the Orbiter system performance it's been exceptional.
PAO

Okay do we have questions.

Jim Bollo.

JIM BOLLO
The gentlemen from Hughes and from McDonnell.
you in the position now to exonerate NASA of any of these
problems with the cornmunioations launohes?
BRANDES

Are

could you repeat the question please?

BOLLO
Are you in a position now to exonerate NASA of any
of the problems with the loss of the two sate11~tes?
BRANDES
We have never felt that there was anything other
than a normal deployment by NASA from the Shuttle so we have
never been in a posture of suspeoting any problem in that area.
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To our knowledge from all the data, everything was perfectly
normal.
PAO

Chris Peterson, KTRH.

PETERSON (KTRH)
00 PAMs come equipped with tele~etry packages
that would allow the ground to take a look at what's gOing on
during deployment and if so, why didn't we get any on these
flights?
OROAHL
We did not have telemetry on either of these
particular flights. In direct answer to your earlier part of the
question, there is a telemetry system that can be employed. It
was used on one of the earlier missions on STS and has been used
on a number of the PAMs when flown on the deltas. It is actually
a customer option as to whether he flies telemetry or not. The
telemetry system is a, of course, is an item of weight and it's a
tradeoff for him in terms of hydrazine or other payload weight
budgets.
PAO

Okay, we'll take a concluding_

PETERSON
Follow up. Would this not be reasonable to assume
that it might become standard equipment as a result of these two
deployments.
OROAHL
I think I'll have to leave that for the luture and
we'll see, but clearly it can be a desirable thing in a case like
this clearly.
PETERSON
What would NASA'S position be on that? Would it
not be a lot more comfortable for NASA Management to know that
you'll see what's going on in those spacecraft.
LUNNEY
Yes it would. I don't want to say it's our
position but obviously it would be comfortable for us to know it
was there. However, in addition to putting the package on you
have to find a receiver to copy it. These injections, of course,
all occur at the equator where we tend not to have much in the
way of tracking stations as you kno~. So besides putting this
transmitter on, arrangements would also have to be made for some
coverage of some kind by a receiv~r so in addition to the
performance penalty that Chuck Ordahl discussed there's also the
question of some expense as~ociated with accomplishing that. So
I think it'., as Chuck said a little earlier, just see how that
will turn out but that will certainly be a consideration I'm sure
in this investigation.
PAO
Bergman.

Okay, we'll take a concluding question from Jules
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JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Glynn, I'm afraid this one is for
you. Although NASA's responsiblity legally ends when the
satellites are deployed from the payload bay, is it not a greater
national responsibility in terms of the U.S. pride being at stake
and along that line,_should NASA not preinspect - going back to
the factory if necessary - the cargo, even the motors it
carries? And is that practical?
LUNNEY
Well, there are, it's probably inpractical,
Jules. We considered long and hard when we got into this STS
business as to whether we should become actively inVOlved in the
customers development of hardware. We find ourselves in the
position, national pride or not, that it is not our money,
okay. It is the other persons money, it's his hardware. It's
the customers money, it's the customers' hardware, it's the
customers' requirements, it's the customers' schedule, it's the
customers' arrangements - whatever they all might be in his own
country - for servico etc. and all of these things are very
difficult for us to have much insite into and therefore it is
difficult for us to be very active in the decision making in his
program. It is also very awkward to almost, but not completely
impossible, for an outside noninvolved agency to productively
assist and aid in the development of somebody else's hardware.
That, by all of our experience, that does not work very well and
I expect by most other people's experience it does not work very
well. Free advice is generally not well received and it's also a
problem of advising people to spend their money on something that
they might not want to do. So, we went through all of that, we
really did and consciously decided consistent with what has been
done in ELV programs and very consistent with the desires of our
customers that we structure the relationship that I tried to
describe earlier and, so far, that has served everybody well. It
is a moot question as to whether NASA having been involved this
would have turned out any differently or not. One should not
always make the assumption that we can make things right. We've
actually been known once in a while for that not to happen that
way as you know, Jules, So, that in itself is no guarantee that
it's going to be perfect. So I think all in all the right kind
of balance has been struck but again, as I tried to describe at
the beginning, we're involved in a new activity. we're inVOlved
in an activity where external people, in this caSe an external
government, is putting a service in space with their own funds
for their own purposes and we would provide any help that they
ask for but as a general rule, they bring the hardware with the
help of th9 contraotors - American contraotors in this case - to
the flight and they make their decisions. We stand ready to
assist all we can but in the final analysis, it's their call •
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All right. If I came to you tomorrow and said I
have two PAM equipped communications satellites, would you launch
them aboard a Shuttle at this point.

BERG~~N

LUNNEY
Well, that's an academic questions, Jules, because
the manifest is booked with customers who have already been to
see us a long time ago and they are lined up. I think what we
are going to find is not that kind of question but we're going to
find that the communication satellite industry, as it has done in
the past with launch vehicles, will look into both individually
here in the terms of each company and then as a group will look
into what transpires and they're going to be sati$fied with the
outcome of it before they continue to fly. That has been our
history and I expect that it will continue to be and there is no
such imaginary person with 2 things ready to go tomorrow and we
couldn't put them ahead of the others who have been in line up
until now anyway.
PAO

I think that wrap it up.

Thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternoon, my name is Jim Kukowski, we have
here at our Change-of-Shift Briefing following the EVA period,
Jon Cox who's the EVA Flight Director and Jon we'll move directly
to you for your summation.
COX
Thank you very much. I think as you all saw today
on TV, some pretty spectacular pictures, you could tell that our
first EVA of this flight turned out be quIte spectacular. We had
a lot of new equipment. We had a new verison of the suits that
the crew used and th~ Manipulator Foot Restraint that you saw
manuevered around the cargo bay and the MMUs, those Manned
M~nuevering Units that were j~st absolutely fantastic today.
All
that equipment seemed to work especialy well. It was better I
think than everybody had hoped for, it was a super day. The crew
got off this morning to a nice, early, fresh start, I think as we
began prep they were probably almost on the order of an hour or
an hour and 1/2 early and they managed to stay ahead all day. As
we got into the EVA its~lf, Bob had some problems with the foot
restraint and so we readjusted some of the order of the tasks of
the day, but by the time we finished the day, we'd worked all the
items baok in again that we'd reshuffl~d and I think if you mark
off on the old checklist, we did all the things we had planned to
do and we picked up those extra tasks that we added for the crew
to do. We even thought that the camera delta had been left
outside .because we told them to leave it out there, and 10 and
behold it showed up in the airlock at repress time, and I don't
know how it got in there, but the crew picked it up as they
closed the door. So we're quite please, the EVA did run a little
bit longer than the timeline, but about as long as we expected it
to go. We had planned for about a 6 hour EVA, and 5 hours and 55
minutes is what we ended up with. We had timelined, oh 45
minutes to an hour less of activity in knowing that we were
probably a little over-ambitious on that. I think all in all the
day was quite a spectacular. We took a signifioant step today, I
think, in demonstrating some more capability of the Shuttle
program and its ability to be able to service satellites. And
espeoialy to prepare for flight 13, whioh we'll be working on in
flight April, in April. With that I'll take questions.
PAO
All right, we'll go to the questions here first at
JSC. Wait for the mike please, if I don't identify you by name,
please identify yourself. And let's start with Craig Covault of
Av Week.
CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Jon, I'm not entirely sure what
kind of diffioulty Bob ran into with the MFR initialy that foroed
the wave-off of his work on the MFR.
COX
The way we did the wave-off is he got behind having
some diffioulty with the foot restraints oqer at the FFS when he
was servioing the manipulator getting it ready to fly. And also
getting the tool boards out, he was having, again, some more
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trouble with the foot restraints. We did do, did ask the craw to
do a check, which I have not heard the results of yet, about
checking his boot sizes and all that. He felt his shoe was not
fitting in the foot restraints properly, well by the time he
worked on that for quite awhile, he got himself behind and what
we tried to do for the MMU flights is time that so that it works
properly with the sunlight, so we had him not do the MFR so he
could get over and catch the MMU flight which was the primary
part of the flight and priority task of that EVA. So we got him
onto that and then Bruce picked up the MFR work.
COVAULT
Yes, but on the foot restraints though, I thought
he was having trouble with the SESA foot restraints, not the foot
restraints over by the FSS.
COX
He reportQd trouble with the SESA once, we had the
opinion that he was probably having trouble with all of them,
because he began to report at the end, when we asked him about
it, in fact he didn't know if it was the toe cleatance or the
width of his feet or the heel, so we asked him to do a check on
the foot restraints that's in the airlock and see if we could get
a better idea of what that was.
COVAULT
Did you hear him make a call about the stant ion not
coming down on the MFR initially.
COX
I don't recall a comment to that eff~o~.
It seemed
to work fine, if you watched it in use it did all the right
things. Bruce was using it quite liberally, he was swinging it
back and forth and using it as a work site like it's designed to
be.
PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Jon, was there any TV taken of the 300 or 320
foot translation that Bruce made, and were there some tape
problems or something? I couldn't quite figure out what was
9 0 ing on there when they were not on live.
COX
The reason we weren't live, there was TV taken of
the whole thing, it'll be dumped, the parts we did not see live,
will be dumped.
SHERR

When?

COX

Oh, probably thru the night and tomorrow.

SHERR

Nothing before then?

COX
We'd have to check the coverage, I don't know
exaotly when they'll all be in, but that's the plan, to get that
all cleared off and returned. And then we have to have the crew
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up and cueing the tapes and all that sort of stuff so we can get
it down.
3HERR
Ok, the other thing is was Bob cheated out of his
MMU time at all? It seemed as if he had a shorter time in the
MMU then Bruce did.
COX
It looked like we were headed that way, just
because we were running a little bit late on the timeline, but I
think by the time we got finished, Bruce was still over at the
SPAS working, I think Bob ended up the same amount of propellant
as Bruce did, so he flew for just about the same amount of
time. I didn't take a mark on start to stop time, but he did as
flying as Bruce did.
PAO
We may be dumping some of that TV tomorrow, we
don't have a schedule right now, we'll let you know. Third row,
here.
LEE OIDEO (Los Angeles Times)
Did you see, 2 quick questions,
did you see anything in the MMU activities today that would
anyway affect your plans for the Solar Max Operation, anything
that would inhibit you or change your planning or anything.
COX
hoped for.

Not a thing, it was as good or better than we ever

OIDED

Ok, that1s fine, thank you.

PAO

Question here from Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
Bob had problems with foot
restraints and several different things out there, and apparently
was really having to wrestle to get some tool, either get tools
in the racks, get tools out of the racks, or 11m not sure, but
may the rack had grabbed him by the angle by that time. What was
the cause of all this, or do YO'l simply know yet, what the,
because Bruce's activities seemed to go pretty slick. Maybe he
was sweating those things a little bit more that we didn't know
about, but Stewart was having some problems.
COX
I think we caught ourselves in further checking the
way the timeline had been developed in preparation for this
flight, one of the things that was done to save a little time was
to chango the way you mount the tool boards on the MFR. That was
one of the late changes here just before flight. Somebody aSKed
did Bob ever go thru that procedure in the water tank to try
that, and the guess was maybe he had not, and what you had to do
was install the tool bugs upside down from what you normally
do. I think he was trying to install them the other way, and
that added to the foot problems just got him further behind.
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BYARS
Yes, I know ther~ was a comment in there about
having him try them from the bottoms and his response was, well,
its never worked that way before.

cox

But you notice it worked.

BYARS
But it did work, Ok, I'll let him explain that to
you all when he gets back.
PAO

I

have a question from Jules Bergman, ABC.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
Jon, the crew sounded noticably fatigued
from about 1/2 way on thru the EVA and also is the fan noise so
great inside the helmet that they had to shout that much?
COX
The shouting was primarily done by Bob, and that
was a vox sensitivity problem that he was having. When he talked
in a normal tone of voice, he couldn't trigger the vox, so he was
having to yell. So that's why you heard the yelling, Bruce was
talking in a normal tone that we're used to listening to. They
did a little check at the end by swapping comm modes and found
out that in the other comm mode the sensitivity appears to be
better, and so we will probably have them operate, swap with EMU
1 or Bruce on the B systp.m and Bob on the A system for the 2nd
EVA, or at least that's what we're thinking about right now. As
far as the fatigue, they all sounded in my opinion, pretty
chipper and happy. As a matter of fact I thought it was about
1/2 way thru the EVA that Bob began picking up and sounded
running full force. So I didn't perceive the same thing you may
have.

BERGMAN

So its a faulty vox problem at best, or at worst.

COX

Right, I think that's all it was.

PAO
Times.

All right question from John Wilford, New York

WILFORD
Two questions. I don't understand why Stewart
would have troubles with the foot restraints and McCandless
wouldn't. Those boots must be roughly the same size and they
were using the same restraints weren't they?

***
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COX
Yes, and that's why we asked them to go ahead and
check. They are differnt boots, we think they are all the same
size, but we asked them to go ahead and check that.
And the other question is, could you talk about the
RMS activi~les. Did you have any problems when they were
working, hanging there from the RMS, did you accomplish all your
objectives then?
~-nLFORD

COX
We did not take the force measurements at the MEB
site, we felt that we had enough data from all the work that
Bruce did there, and if you saw him, he was sort of jumping and
pushing against the arm, to give it a good evaluation, or a good
shakedown, as a work site. The one site, that is most like the
13 case, and the one that is better stress on the arm, was to
take the force measurements out of the longeron, which has the
arm almost fully extended. We did do those. And the numbers
that we received, were almost, and not in all cases, they were +
and - X, Y and Z numbers, but in most cases they were 1 1/2 to 2
times larger, in other words you had to push harder to make the
arm give, in other words, it worked as a more stable platform,
then we had planned.
PAO

Gentlemen in the back.

MCCONNELL (Readers Digest)
Would you characterize the overall
crew reaction to you when they were told this morning about the
failure of the palapa firing.
COX
I wasn't there when they were told that.
know they couldn't been happy about it.

So, I

MCCONNELL
it?

You have no, you didn't hear anything further about

COX

NO I wasn't there.

MCCONNEL

Thank you.

PAO

Young lady

JONES (National space Institute)
Both Stewart and McCandless
commented on a jutter, sensation when they we're flying. And I
think Bruce at Some point, gave his own diagnosis, but I didn't
catch it. What was the diagnosis of that shutter.
COX
That was a little bit of a, some sort of a force
isolation or something that he was getting when he made a + X
translation and his guess was, that it was related to a CO
affect, since every crewman's going to fit into this just a
little bit differently, into his, little bit of a toggling
affect. We went up with the recommendation to change the control
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mode and try it again. We did not get any feedback of whether
that improved it or not, but I suspect that it may have.
PAO

Gentlemen in the back.

SMITH (Channel 26-Houston)
How would you appraise the morale in
Mission Control and up on the Shuttle now, after the success of
the spacewalk, compared to the difficulties you had earlier in
the mission?
COX
I know today, everybody was very up, and very
happy, and couldn't help but be. As far as compared to the
others, I've only been in spottily, you know, when we had EVA
r~lat~d task, so I couldn't give you a total characterization but
what I have seen has not been a real happy group but today it was
ve::y up.
PAO
Have a question from Jerry Hannifan in the back
from Time and after that question we'll go to KSC and then we'll
come back here. Jerry?
HAN~IFAN (Time)
Would it be correct to say that Bruce and Bob
were working in an atmosphere of say that one would find
equivalent of 12 to 14 thousand feet on a mountain top, where
pressure is concern, psi?

You know ~ou have to work that or the 02 partial pressure
game and they were running at 4.3 pure oxygen. That's pretty
high. The cabin right now is running for example at a little
over 3, just about 3 psi partial pressure, so, the actual oxygen
concentration that they had - exposed to was higher than what the
cabin is which is a high-altitude case. They were probably
closer to sea level than a high mountain as far as the oxygen
they had.

cox

PAO
Okay. We're going to go to KSC, following that
we'll go to Marshall, then we'll come baok here. So let's have
the questions now from Kennedy Space Center.
REG TURNELL (BBC)
Bruce McCandless was discussing at one time
whether or not he should bring a trash bag back into the airlock,
what was this trash?
COX
The reason he wanted to bring the trash bag back in
was his cuff checklist had fallen off, a little sorew had come
loose, he saw it drifting off, caught it, stuffed it in the trash
bag, that he was using at the worksite, when he did the main
eleotronic box task. Where he would stuff extra trash from that
job •. He wanted to keep his checklist so he brought the trash bag
back.
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SALESTEAO (Baltimore Sun) - A follow up to question a few moments
ago on the shaking and rattleing of the MMU, r didn't fully
understand your answer, and was this occurring when McCandless
was in a particular attitude, or when he, when a particular set
of thrusters were firing, or just when did he encounter this
problem?
COX
Let me characterize this a little bit, Bruce is so
familiar, he can probably, he is probably more sensitive to the
way those thrusters perform than anybody else that will ever fly
that. I don't think Bruce commented, I mean, Bob commented at
all to that affect. But when Bruce did fly it, he felt some
little jittering, when he made + X translations. We made a
recommendation for Bob's translation, that if he felt something
like that, to change his control mode, either go to attitude
hold, or switch from one control system to another. But we did
not get any more feedback from Bob, that he needed to do that, or
that he had sensed it. I don't think we have an explanation for
it, other than the fact that it just may be some extra pulsing on
the jet, And that may have been the result of a CG offset, is
what Bruce had speculated.
SALESTEAD
COX

-Which way is +X.
That would be pushing you forward.

LEWIS (Chicago Sun Times) - How far did Bob go out? Do you have
a measurement of his farthest distance, and then I have one more
question.
COX
They both went just slightly over 300 feet, I think
Bruce went about 315 or so feet on his and Bob ended up about
305, or so, something like that.
LEWIS
Could you summarize briefly what they did
accomplish
in
rehearsal for Thursday's flight,
..
COX
Well in rehearsal for Thursday's flight, they give
the MHU a good checkout. And the different tasks that we'll be
doing on Thursday, we'll be dooking with the rotating SPAs, which
is a simulation of the solar max, rotation which we'll be using
on flight 13, so we made sure that the HMU performed like we
expeoted it to perform so that when we go up now, and do the
rotating docking exercise on the next EVA, we won't have any HMU
questions in there. It ~ill be how the (garble) aspects
worked. Further looking down the road, towards the solar max
repair flight, the cheCkout of the manipulator foot restraints,
gave us a lot of confidence, in the fact that is a very good work
site. Looks like the EVA task that we've hoped to perform from
that worksite, will work out fine, in changing out the equipment
on that satellite. That was kind of the bottom line of what we
learned today.
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MEECHUM (Gannette News Service)
Can you tell us what
temperature extremes, the suits had to adjust to, when they were
out there? Give us an idea what they were.
COX
I sure wouldn't have anything off the top of my
head. They can't be any different than what the Orbiter is
exposed to when you're looking at deep space, you see
temperatures below 200 degrees, when you're looking at the sun,
you see very hot temperatures. When you're facing the earth you
see something reflecting back at you in the order of 0 degree
fahrenheit. It's that kind of a spread, but I couldn't give you
the an exact number.
BOYLE (Timpton Conservative) - 00 you have any times for undock
to dock of each of the MHU's?

***
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"COX
NO, I didn't log this times. It would be hard to
see because there is nothing in telemetry that will let you know
when they are docked or not docked. That would be something the
crew would have to log onboard since we didn't have continuous TV
of those activites. And they don't do that.
FRANK HUCENDA (Today)
Two questions. One, how did the SPAS
perform during all that, and the second is are there any timeline
changes now in the next two days?
COX
The SPAS was basically off. The only experiment
that was left on during the EVA, was the heat pipe, and then we
did activate the mass spec while the troubleshooting activity was
going on to see whether the fix had taken or not. So SPAS
performed exactly what it was supposed to do today. It did
appear that the fix on the SPAS was a very good fix. It wasn't
exactly what we were looking for. We were looking to trip a
microswitch or to reset the setting on it, maybe a tenth of a
millimeter or 2 tenths of a millimeter. We probably got a little
bit more than that so what they are doing now is they are going
through an exercise of moving the mass spec pointing and
watching, with each command, how much of a motion they get. It
seems that they can poaition it where they want but they sort of
have to calibrate the command sequences that they have to use to
get there. We were doing that over the last TORS pass. As far
as activities the remainder of the flight, at least looking
towards tomorrow, we'll be dOing a water dump and recharge on the
MMUs and we're going to probably, I mean on the EMUs and instead
of filling the EMUs once, we'll go ahead and fill them twice to
assure that we have cleared out any particulates or contamination
that we, that I think has been briefed to you before on the
bladders of the EMUs. I might mention along that line, we did
have a little caution and warning system were it did show on
Bob's suit just right at the end of EVA, just as he was going
into the airlock, a sub1imator pressure enunciation. We went
through the standard procedure we do. That is a message that you
can typically get when you have an ice built up on the
sublimator. He went through the exercise to go ahe'ad and melt
the ice and then return the water flow and that cleared it so
that was about the only thing we did pick up out of the EMUs gO
as far as the al.:lrms went. But anyhow, we are going to be doing
that water dump thing, and the SPAS people, now that they're back
with a functional warning capability on the mass spec will be
updating their timeline to get back to a more nominal sequence of
events for that aotivity.

Rse

There are no other questions from JSe, RSe.

PAO
All right, we are going to go to Marshall for 2
questions and then we'll come back here. Marshall?
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TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV)
John the, now that camera delta has ended
up back inside the cabin, are there plans to go ahead and repair
that and return it to its position.
COX
There was a message being reviewed in the room as I
left, tells the crew about what the different steps are to go
ahead and change out that camera with one of the in-cabin cameras
and then perform a checkout on it. I suspect by the time we get
finished this evening that message will probably be on board for
the crew to work with tomorrow. Was there something else?
KNIGHT
Yes. I wanted to ask you also, I noticed Bob, once
he reberthed with his MMU, there was a period of time there he
seemed to be in position. Was he having some difficulty
releasing himself.
COX
No, I don't think it was a problem releasing, I
think he was just having trouble finding the latches. You have
to be flying backwards in the blind trying to make the latches
behind you. We just noticed he took 2 or 3 approaches to get
into there and as soon as the latches hit it locked up and he was
home.
JIM ADAMSON (Channel 31)
I was just wondering if during the
EVAs because they were out there with no umbilical, if
technically then both Bob Stewart and Bruce McCandless would be
considered temporary satellites then.
Why not?
COX

I

MARSHALL

There are no further questions at Marshall.

PAO

All right, we'll come back here to JSC.

UP I.

wouldn't call them that, but -

Olive,

TALLEY
What about the cinema 360? Did they get the
thermal blanket fixed and covering that up?
COX
I never asked. We took one quick pan by it and it
looked like they might have but the angle we were at you couldn't
tell. Since they got everything else done, I suspect they
probably got over there but there's some questions that we are
going to either ask them tonight or put up on the teleprinter.
We'll find out all those little things like that. We did go
ahead, my comment to the cinema 360, since we got off the
timeline, we got their photo coverage out of sequence a little
bit and so we did not get the HMO free flight. We'll go ahead
and pick that up on t.he second EVA. We did get all the MFR
work. There was two tasks we were trying to get.
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This gentleman here in third row.

DAVE JACKSON (Time Magazine)
I noticed during McCandless's ~xit
from the cargo bay, what looked to be shooting stars in the
background followed by a flurry of dust. What was that we were
seeing? I mean they were really going very fast in the distance
past.
COX
I noticed at the same time Hoot commented that they
had been seeing that at every sunrise so I don't know what it
was, your guess is as good as mine.
JACKSON
Okay. Can I ask another question too. This ice in
the suit you mentioned, is that, I don't understand where that
is. Is that outside or inside the suit? And why COX
There is a cooling package right up on the top of
that backpack that they have, the (garble), the sublimator. The
way you keep cool in there is you dirculate water, and the heat
exchanger that you use is really a device where you expose water,
to a vacuum. It freezes, makes a little ice layer and then as
you pass water through that device it cools and then has an
exchanger that cools with the air. So the airflow itself is what
is getting cool and that's what makes you stay cool.
JACKSON
the suit?

And was that ice built up then on the outside of

cox

No, no.

JACKSON

Oh okay, thank you.

PAO

Gentleman.

It's underneath all that thermal.

ANITOLEAS (German Radio)
Once the astronauts attach to the SPAS
satellite, are they meant to stop the rotation with help of the
MMUs or are they just only going to attach themselves.
COX
They are just going to attach themselves. The RMS
is intentionally spinning that satellite with a motor driving
system and everything, and it doesn't prove anything to see if
you can fight against the RMS and stop it's motors or what not.
That seams to be of no purpose. We want to really see, the job
that you have to do there is approach the satellite, time
yourselves so that you catch the trunnion pin where you w~nt it,
and then rate match it and then go on in and dock. And that's
the training task that we've been working with for each of these
crewman, and then we want to see how well that has been done.

....
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ANITOLEAS
But it's the spin rate of the solar max, what they,
they would stop the solar max and would they try to bring them
into the space shuttle cargo bay only by help of the MMU or with
the shuttle itself to send maneuvers to bring them closer to it?
COX
For the flight 13 case, the crewman will stop the
satellite, hold it still and then the Orbiter will fly over and
grapple it with the RMS. There is a grapple fixture on it. And
then go ahead and put it down in the cargo bay with the RMS.
ANITOLEAS
Final question, once these extravehicular
activities (garble), are you still planning to come down to
Kennedy on time or do you still have any ideas of prolonging it
one day?
COX
I think everything is looking perfectly nominal for
end of mission.
PAO

We'll go to Chris Peterson in the back there.

PETERSON
Can you address camera delta.
a good healthy camera back?

Are we going to get

COX
Well, we're hoping the folks figured out the
malfunction properly and that the camera swap will do the job.
We'll know once they run through that procedure that we'll be
uplinking to them.
PAO

Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
PAO

Sorry.

BYARS
Chroniole.

Yes, I'm still Carlos Byars, I'm still with the

PAO

Sorry about that.

BYARS
On the, I think (garble) commented earlier that we
were seeing some funny things on TV. The picture would break up,
or it would get fuzzy and go away and then come back, and we know
you were not using TORS during this for various reasons. Could
you tell us what was going on, were you having some other camera
problems or was it somewhere in the system between there and
here? Or did you all simply not see what we were seeing?

)
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COX
I think you probably just watched more steady TV
then you probably normally are used to watching and normally
signal strength goes up and down or look angles get a little bit
different. We lose the picture and it comes back up again. You
go through it. You were using the GSTDN sites to pick up the TV
today and we have key holes across those sites and we have holes
between sites and what not. I think you were just seeing some of.
that.

***
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BYARS
One other question, Bob had some problems, I got
the feeling that he had a problem, when he was getting back into
the airlock, or after he got back into the airlock, do you recall
anything along that?
COX

That was that sublimator pressure.
That was the sublimator thing?

cox

Yes, it was the only message that had been
annunciated to anybody all day, and since he was all finished he
just jumped in the airlock.

BYARS

Ok.

PAO

Lynn.

SHERR (ABC)
John, just 2 quick ones. First, why didn't we see
more helmet camera pictures, and second what was the maximum
speed either man reached in the MMU today, can you say?
COX

Maximum speed?

PAO

They don't have odomdters onboard, do they?

COX
No, the way it's estimated is with the radar and
the radar did not work real well on Bruce's flight, we had a
rough time getting it to lock on. So the estimations there were
kind of poor. I think we got on the order of a foot per
second. On Bob's, I remember some 8 tenths and 7 tenths and
those type numbers that came up.
SHERR
Ok, the other question was the helmet camera.
didn't we see more from Bruce's helmet camera?

Why

COX
We did select it a few times earlier. That helmet
camera is kind of a nice thing, which you'll notice we don't
really expect it to have great pictures. It does a neat job when
you are far away from the Orbiter, but it doesn't point the same
direction you're always looking, so if you are looking here, the
camera's probably looking over here. You can look down and be
working and the camera's looking over here, so it doesn't always
give you a very good field of view. I think we switched it a few
times, but found that it wasn't worth staying with.
PAO

Jule~

BERGMAN

You have the whole thing, Jim.

PAO

Thank you.

Bergman, ABC.

\
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BERGMAN
Jon, what are the highlights left for Thursday's
EVA and based on what you've seen so far do you have any doubts
at all of any kind about the Solar Max rescue mission.
COX
No, I'll answer that last part first. I think that
this was great confirmation that the plans that have been made
for the Solar Max flight, as far we can tell by everything that
was reasonable to test and demonstrate, all worked beautifully,
so that was super. I think the highlights for the 2nd EVA for
Thursday,
you get almost continuous TV coverage of it because
we will not be flying this V-bar attitude that we were in today,
it will be a fixed attitude, so weIll have very good Ku-band
corom. That will be refreshing to be able to watch an activity
from beginning to end. The other thing is you will see a fairly
dynamic activity rather than watching a crewman slowly fade off
in the distance and then return, you'll be watching this approach
to the rotating satellite, dock with it, go back again. Each
crewman will be doing that on Thursday's EVA. And then towards
the end, if you're an MMU-affectionato, you'll notice that
towards the end there's about an hour of special tests that Bruce
is going to fly in the MMU. Probably won't be highly dynamic,
but you'll see a lot of manueverillg around the bay with the MMU.

'1

PAO

Criag Covault, Av Week.

COVAULT
A couple of quick ones on a couple of engineering
topics, one of which you've already touched on with the radar.
How did it compare with your expectations going into it?
COX
We don't still understand why we did not get a good
lock on Bruce's translation. It worked as we expected it to for
Bob's. It acquired at about the right time, then we lost lock at
about 70 feet as we came on in, and I think that was almost the
exact number that we had when we did the work with the SPAS on
flight 7.
COVAULT
Ok, and the 2nd one.
problem cleared up there ok?

cox

At the end?

COVAULT

Yes.

Did Bob get his SCU umbilical

COX
What he had done was got himself tangled, so he
unhooked and hooked and then oouldn't get an indication that he'd
swaped power so, there is a little prooedure that you go thru to
swap power, or kill power and wait so many seconds, turn it back
on and see if everything ~orks right. It's a display problem you
have on the actual systems that you're kind of fakod out. You
don't know whether you've got the power back or not.
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PAO
There being no more questions, thank you Jon Cox,
EVA Flight Director, thank you.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good morning. I'm Jim McCoullogh, Deputy Director
of Public Affairs for NASA and I'd like to welcome you here this
morning. We've ask you to come here this morning because we have
a significant announcement about economic development in space.
Before we get into the substance of the press conference,
ho~ever, I'd like to explain our format.
This morning we've got
speakers in two places, here and St Paul, Minn. and we have
reporters in five places. They are here in this room, in St
Paul, at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida, at the Johnson
Space Center in Te~as, and at the Marshall SpRce Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala. And for some of you people here today, if this
seems lik~ ~ televi~ion show and unfamiliar format of a press
conference, I should explain that. NASA does this regularly in
connection with the Shuttle program - linking our Shuttle
Centers. We've just begun this here, so, I guess the ':'Jashington
Press Core will have to become accustomed to it as we go along.
We will first hear from the two speakers here in washington and
then the speakers in St Paul. Then for the question period, we
will begin here in Washington and move to St Paul, Kennedy,
Johnson, and Marshall, in that order. I thought maybe we would
perhaps take six questions in each place to ensure that each site
has an opportunity to participate and if we have any more time
and any more questions after that we will start the round-robin
again. The two people with us here in Washington today are Mr.
James Beggs the Administrator of NASA and Mr. Lewis W. Lehr,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of 3M. We would like to
start now with Mr. Beggs.
BEGGS
Thank you, Jim, and good morning. We're delighted
to be with you this morning, on this, what we consider to be a
very important new initiative for both the agency and for
industry as well. In the state of the union address a few weeks
ago, the President directed NASA to develop a permanently manned
U.S. Space Station within a decade and to work to encourage
private sector initiatives in space. Today we are delighted to
announce that 3M of St Paul, Minn., has decided to begin a long
term research program aimed at producing commercial products in
space and doing research in space. The compaay will inv~st time,
resources, and talent, in what I believe, will turn out to be a
very considerable, and we hope and trust, a very productive
effort. We here at NASA are very impressed by 3M, being an R&D
organization, we always admire those who are widely known and who
have invested over the years in research and development programs
in search of new products, and for the innovation and excellence
in American industry. 3M is indeed a leader and we are pleased
and proud that they have decided to become a leader in space
initiatives. Moreover, I'm confident that the entry of one of
the nation's largest nonaerospace companies into the economic
development of space will hasten the day that American industry
will be comfortable with their research and manufacturing
facilities in space and just as reliant on them, and perhaps they
will become just as productive as their R&D facilities on
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Earth. NASA, of course, stands ready to assist these
initiatives, just as we always have. In the memorandum of
understanding with 3M, we have agreed to work together to develop
a plan to explore the space frontier for potential commercial
applications and materials processing. We anticipate this
process will be completed in time to permit 3M's first
experiments to fly aboard the Space Shuttle later this year. The
company's experiments will deal with organic crystalline
materials and the preparation of thin films that could have
application with fields of electronics, imaging energy
converging, and biology. We have entered in somewhat similar
understandings in other areas of research with other companies in
the past and they have turned out to be very fruitful. Our
understanding with 3M will lead into new areas of research
concerned with chemistry and processing materials and that is why
we welcome 3M enthusiastically and we hope that we will have a
long and profitable relationship. As a first step, we have
agreed that 3M will send 10 of its top scientists to visit the
five NASA centers conducting materials research to exchange
scientific and technical information with NASA soientists and
engineers. 3M scientists will visit Marshall, Johnson, Lewis,
Langley, and the Jet propulsion Laboratory. We are very
confident these visits will be mutually productive. 3M has
proposed the establishment of a series of advanced researoh
institutes to coordinate between the government and industry and
the academic world to do basic long-term research experiments
which could lead to viable commeroial products and specific
disciplines. The idea has a great deal of appeal to us and we
will work with 3M in trying to bring that into being. In
addition, we will seek the approvals necessary to create a
special advisory group to advise NASA on how it may best promote
commercial u~es of space. To be a leader in any area of high
technology development a company must get in on the ground floor
because it takes years of research to translate R&D into useful
commercial products for the market place. 3M's decision to enter
what is a new arena for the company indicates that it is serious
about using space for this purpose and we wish it well. I
congratulate 3M on its foresight and imagination. The President
has given the Signal that industry has been waiting for. He has
indicated that government will support a space interest structure
to enable industries both large and small to move into space
quickly, deoisively, and with confidence. I'm delighted that 3M
has decided to join. As Shakespeare wrote in one of his many
comedies which were directed towards almost every area of human
endeaver, emulation has a thousand sons, and while 3M is the
first, we expect that there will be many others who will follow
them. We are confident that they will be equally fruitful and
profitable for both NASA and the private sector. I'm confident
that the partnership of 90vernment, academia, and private
industry that has maintained our leadership in space for 25 y~ars
will continue to ensure that leadership in the years ahead.
We'll work together to make sure that we bring the benefits and
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the research back down here to Earth to benefit all mankind. And
now it's my very great pleasure to introduce Mr. Lewis W. Lehr
the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of 3M. Thank you very
much. Mr. Lehr.
LEHR
Good morning, and thank you, Mr. Beggs. It really
is a pleasure and an honor for me to be here with you today in
helping to make this announcement of NASA's and 3M's joining
forces in the exploration of space for scientific purposes. What
NASA brings to this partnership is certainly well known. You've
taken men to the Moon and back and only yesterday we witnessed
the first untethered walks in space. You are highly recognized
as an agency with a vision for the future. 3M, in turn, has been
called a company with a bias for action, a broadly based company
known for scientific innovation and the successful
commercialization of its technologies. Most of the world,
however, knows us best for our scotch-brand tapes. But, the
scientific community also knows 3M for its expertise in specialty
chemicals, surface chemistry, precision coating, and in materials
research. 3M also brings to this jOint endeaver a conviction
that space science can be applied constructively for humanity
through industry and commerce. 3M is a company where close to 25
percent of its revenues each year come from products that have
been introduced within the past 5 years. To maintain that kind
of performance, we are constantly looking to the future.

***
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LEUR
We recognize that now is always the proper time to
start building for the future, and 3M is convinced that now is
the time to make significant investment to basic research and
industrial investment in the future of space. The time is right
because the space program that ha~ been mainly governmental is
now entering a new phase. A phase that will bring a major
increase in the utilization of s~ace for industrial purposes.
The success of this Space Shuttle Program and President Reagan's
strong desire to open space to industrial activities have
combined to stimulate a great deal of private sectQr interest.
We look forward as do many others to the completion of a manned
Space Station some time in the next decade. Meanwhile, we expect
to have 3M experiments in space beginning this August. A team of
scientist at 3M center i~ St. Paul, is already preparing for such
experiments. There aim is to move rapidly toward the day when
manufacturing processes in space can be harnessed for the good of
people everywhere. This is one part of our involvement. Another
part is the proposed establishment of advanced research
institutes. 3M will be pleased to take a leadership role to
coordinate future scientific experiments in space in cooperation
with NASA. 3M's idea is to create new ways through which
industry, government, and academia can be represented as
decisions are made for space research in chemistry and materials,
in engineering, in physics, and in biosciences. To work with
NASA, in evaluating this proposal, I am naming as 3M liaison, Dr.
Christopher J. Podsiadly, Director of 3M Science Research
Laboratory. Dr. Podsiadly, is also the person in charge of 3M'S
first .experiments in space. I am personnaly pleased with this
program and consider it a tribute to our talented 3M scientific
community that our company can help in this way. A number of our
people have played a part in bringing about today's announcement,
we expect that their innovative approach to the future will
contribute to 3M's continuing flow of new and useful products and
technologies for people everywhere. Thank you.
PAO
Before we switch to st. Paul, a message arrived
here, this morning, and Mr. Beggs would like to'deliver.
BEGGS
I'd like to take just a couple of minutes to read a
letter that came over this morning. It begins: Dear Jim, Both
in my State of the Union address last month and my state on
National Space policy of July 4th of 1982, I made the expansion
of private investment inVOlvement in space a major objective of
the United States Government. The Congress endorsed this thrust
in 1983 committee reports from both houses. Recognizing the
potential benefits offered by commercial space endeavors, this
administration has taken steps to encourage private enterprise to
take advantage of opportunities to create new industries and new
jobs, lower product cost, and improve the balance of trade~ We
see the chance for technological progress which may dramatically
enhance treatment of diseases, make major advances in electronics
and computers, develop lighter and stronger metals, and enjoy
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important new advances in communications. Therefore, I was
delighted to receive word of NASA's first major cooperative
program of basic materials research in space. Less than 2 weeks
ago, I asked that we significantly step up our development
efforts in space for the benefit of all mankind. Now 3M becomes
the first major American corporation to respond to that
initiative. For 25 years NASA has advanced human experience on
the frontier of space with its knowl8~ge 0f science and
technology. Now it will be moving into an unfamiliar role that
of prime player of the economic scene as it enters in
partnership with private firms, large and small, to develop the
economic potential of space. 3M's decisi0n is the finest
tradition of the object of real spirit that helped this nation
grow, and reach the pinnacle of technological leadership. But
its commitment is not an easy one. It requires a substantial
investment of human and financial resources and u great deal of
faith because the outcome and benefits are un~ertain. I extend
my best wishes to all who gather in celebration of this new
partnership and look forward to periodic reports on your
progress. Sincerely, Ronald Reagan. We're very appreciative of
that. The President has, of course, been a great supporter of
this program, he continues to be vitally interested in it, and as
you can tell by his letter, he is pleased and I'm sure will
continue to follow the progress we make in our new endeavors
working with the private sector to develop new products ana
services. Thank you.
PAO
We are about to switch the origination of this
press conference to St. Paul. When we go there we're gOing to
hear from a Dr. Robert M. Adams who is 3M's Senior Vice President
for technology services, for Mr. Issac Gillam, who is the
Assistant Associated Administrator of NASA's office of space
flight, which has our, contains our division for commercial
development. And special treat this morning, Astronaut Bonnie
Dunbar will be there also. Now we're ready to go to St. paul.
ADAMS
Good morning and welcome. You have already been
introduced to my fellow panelist here. I want to extend a
special welcome, however, to Ike Gillam, to Or. Dunbar, and of
course, I'm vGry pleased to have Dr. Podsiadly on this platform
with me. We're speaking to you from 3M Center which is not only
headquarters for 3M world wide operations, but it is also the
place where we do most of Our research and many of our
administrative activities. Most people don't associate 3M
company with the space program. We're not an aerospace
company. But we have Supplied many products in the past to NASA
contractors. For example, 3M was there when the docking
materials were needed for the first rendezvous In space. 3M was
there when astronauts set foot on the Moon for the first time in
the form of the fluroastromers which we make and which tolerate
some extremes in temperature tolerance. And 3M is in space
today, we have a ceramic fiber which provide the heat shield
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material for the protection of the Shuttle during reentry. We
have imaging processing equipment to read signals from outer
space. Here at this 400-acre site that surrounds us here in St.
Paul, we have about 11,000 employees. And approximately half of
them are engaged in research development and engineering. Now as
we look to the future we believe that all of us will llave our
hotizons broadened by what we're announcing today. This is where
3M's first space experiments are being prepared by a team of
research specialist. The experimentation scheduled for our first
Shuttle participation, possibly as early as August of this year,
will be of two types, as you've heard, relating to the growth of
organic crystals and development of thin films. Particular areas
of interest are the prospects of growing crystals from organic
materials that cannot be crystalized on Earth. On Earth we have
the pull of gravity, in space we have the advantage of
microgravity and of course a perfect vacuum. We're also
interested in the development of thin films, with nobble physical
and chemical properties. From this work will come a base of
information about the processing of organic materials in that low
gravity, almost clean-room environment. We believe this type of
research has protential applications in many fields. Memory and
imaging media, electronic products, energy conversion, and
biology. All areas in which 3M already has considerable
expertise.

..*
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ADAMS
This kind of space research is new to industry. It
will ensure that we are poised and ready for operations in space
when the space station is ready, and given the rapid pace of
technological change today, we have to be ready. The
possibilities are exciting, consider for example, the impact on
our present living with the development of industrial plastics
just in the last 40 or 45 years, or the impact of the transistor
since 1947, or the impact, if you will, of 3M's own development
of video tape in 1956, and of course, the impact of satellite
communications since 1960. Now working with Dr. podsiadly, as
Principal Ivestigators on our first team of space researchers are
two scientist from the physical science section of that lab.
They are Dr. Mark Debee and Dr. William Egbert. Members of their
team are already designing appropriate apparatus for the various
experiments that will be conducted. We look on space
experimentation as an exciting new venture and I rather hope that
all of our research, development, and engineering people are as
excited about that prospect as I am. And now Ike Gilham can tell
us more about what the future holds for us. Ike.
GILLAM
Thank you, Dr. Adams. It's a pleasure to be here
in st. Paul to represent NASA on the occasion of this special
anouncement by 3M. The National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958, NASA's Magna Carte, the National Space policy announced by
the President in July of 1982, and the space program initiatives
announced by the President in his .recent State of the Union
Message are derived from the basic premise that civil space
activities of the United States are conducted to achieve
scientific, political, and economic benefits for the nation. As
the President indicated in his message, the first 25 years of our
national space program has had a primary focus on exploration.
The Space Shuttle provides us with the initial tool to increase
substantially our level of exploitation of this new frontier.
This tool in combination with the new initiatives for cooperative
activities between government and industry and in the coming
years a space station provides us with the intrestructure which
will allow us to make significant steps in the explotation of
space and keepin9 with that basic premise that I spoke of
earlier. The 3M Company in announcing its intention to
participate in the exploitation of this new frontier by working
with NASA to explore jointly, areas of space research with
potential commercial applications is a landmark in ollr efforts to
begin that era of exploitation. Mr. Beggs has stated earlier
that we at NASA welcome the initiative, we are please that 3M has
a9reed to work with NASA on this project. An old proverb states,
that a journey of a thousand miles begins with only one step. We
in NASA believe that this one step is the beginning of a journey
that can result in substantial benefits to 3M, to the nation and
to mankind. We are pleased to have the opportunity to work with
3M in the development of a plan for basic research wi'ch potential
commeroial activities, commercial applications, to exploit the
space frontier. One of the pleasures that I have in working with
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NASA, is that of meeting and wor~ing with interesting and
outstanding people such as Or. podsiadly, and our next speaker
Dr. Bonnie Dunbar, Mission Specialist Astronaut with the Johnson
Space Center. Dr. Dunbar.
DUNBAR
Thank you, Mr. Gillam. It's a pleasure to join the
representatives of 3M and NASA in the announcement of this joint
endeavor. I represent just one element of the NASA team, that
part which will have the opportunity to operate materials
processing experiments in space and Space Shuttle crews. Since
1981 the Space Shuttle has served the commercial community in a
number of uses, satellite deployment, Earth observations, and
materials processing in space. The fleet will soon add Discovery
and Atlantis to Columbia and Challenger. Basic research in the
processing of materials using a micro-gravity e~vlronment began
relatively early in our program. Several experiments were part
of the Apollo-Soyuz Project and later the Skylab program. It was
this early research work, utilizing some appropriately trained
astronauts, which helped to lay th. foundation for industrial use
and for the potential of commercial products. Therefore, we are
very pleased that 3M has decided to join with NASA in this joint
endeavor and we can attribute to them the same farsighted,
visionary characteristics that these other companies have. The
Astronaut Office is composed of nearly 80 pilot and Mission
Specialist AstronautR. Astronauts who trained to operate a very
unique transporation vehicle. Space Shuttle crews are also
inter-disciplinary. Pilots and Mission Specialists are composed
of scientists and engineers from a range of backgrounds. We also
crosstrain. And materials processing is one of the areas that we
become very familiar with. We are not mereley passive observers,
but become involved in the evolution of a payload, training for
as long as a year for each particular flight. We sometimes
participate in operational design, but we hope to provide the
customer with insights gained from flight experience. Now in
some cases, the project engineer or scientist representing the
company may accompany the payload. These individuals are called
payload Specialist. Two flew in the European Spacelab last fall,
and one will fly with a commetcial payload in mid-l984. We look
forward to the possibility of flying a 3M project and understand
that someday a 3M Payload Specialist may join us. W~ in the
Astronaut Office chose our occupation because of our belief in
the forward destiny of mankind and because of a vision. That
vision is also shared by 3M. From Shuttle to Space Station to
our next goal, we from the Astronaut Office welcome you aboard.
And I would like to hand the pot-ium now back to Washington and
Jim McCullogh.
PAO
Weld like to begin the question and answer portion
of this right now. Two additional persons are joining us for
this, in St. Paul, Dr. podsiadly, who Mr. Lehr mentioned is
available for questions and here in Washington Dr. Lester Krogh
who is 3M's Vice president for Researoh and Development. As I
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recognize you, please state your name and affiliation. We'll
take questions here in Washington now. Bring the mike over here
please.
THERESA FOLEY (Satellite Week)
Mr. L~hr, could you give us an
idea of how much money 3M is planning to spend on this project.
Perhaps if you're going to be increasing it year by year, how the
levels will go up? And when do you think you will see a return
on investment?
LEUR

Did you want to handle that, one Dr. Krogh?

KROGH
The best way to describe what we plan to spend in
space is to give YOll some idea of what we've spent in the last 5
years in research and development. We've spent one and a half
billion dollars in that 5-year period. With that money we
planned to build technologies for the future along with
developing the products which those technologies give us access
to. A small percentage of that will be spent now in space, the
new frontier if you like, new experiments, new dimensions to
exparimentation, which are in the main stream of the programs to
develop technologies that we have going on now. If they're
successful, we'll increase our expenditure. And if they're
really successfull, we may be manufacturing in space some time in
the next decade.
FOLEY
Could I pin you down on that a little more closely,
you said a small percentage of 1.5 billion over 5 years. What
type of percentage are you talking about, 5 or 1 or 10?

***
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KROGH
We normally spend about 10 percent of our research
and development budget in long range and intermediate range
research.
PAO
We seem to be having a microphone problem here and
if the technicians will check it we'd appreciate it. Another
question from Washington, please. Please state your name and
affiliation when the microphone gees to you.
LEONDARD DAVID (Spaceworld Magazine)
rid like to asked Mr.
Beggs, in relationship to these research institutes, how do these
differ from your proposed centers of excellence as far as microgravity research?
BEGGS
They don't differ from what we have talked about
over the last several years in established centers excellence
throughout the NASA centers as well as the centers of excellenco
that we have typically operated with in the Universities. What
3M has proposed, as I now understand it, is the setting up of a
disciplinary approach to bringing together the industry, NASA and
academia in looking at the areas that they are interested in,
materials processing, the organic crystals and that kind of thing
and it's a very interesting idea to us. What they are proposing
is really an extension of what we've been doing for some time and
I think it has merit in that it will assist us and bring into our
picture in a closer way the industrial side of it.
PAO
here next.

Question in the back row and then we'll come up

(Voice of America)
To any of the gentlemen from 3M, what are
some of the commercial products you anticipate from the venture
and when can we expect to see them on the market?
PAO
take that?

That's addressed to anybody.

Who would like to

3M
It's really premature to say when we might have a
commercial product but let me give you some ideas the kinds of
things we're thinking about. Let me give you some ideas the
kinds of things we're thinking about for the future. 3M is in
memory media and is also in many kinds of imaging materials and
those are based on inorganic materials today. We believe there's
a strong possibility that organic materials in crystalline form
could be the next generation of products and I would suspect that
welre looking at somethin9 like 7 to 10 years, perhaps as long as
15 years before those would become commercial.
PAO

Another question here.

Right behind you.
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BOB BURKHART (Journal of Commerce)
Mr. Beggs, what is the
ownership of the resuAts of these experiments in space? Who owns
them and who can use them and are they licensable?
BEGGS
The policy that we are following now and which
follows closely the current thinking on ~ederal policy is that if
a company spends it own money in developing something it is their
intellectual right, it's one of their rights and it belongs to
them and is patentable by them. If there is government money
spent in pursuit of that or in conjuction with or in partnership
with the patent that results can be licensed to the company which
is the partner of the government in the pursuit of that
particular bit of technology. At the same time. in that case we
reserve a royalty-free license for the products if they are used
by the government, that is the purchase is made by the
government. We are also, and I might add this gratuitously, you
didn't ask this part of the question, with respect to the other
patents that we, and intellectual property rights that we develop
in the pursuit of our R&D program, we will also license that on
an exclusive basis. If the company or the organization that
licenses agrees to reduce that patent to practice or reduce the
technology to practice and market the product and they can
thereby benefit. Again, we reserve royalty-free rights to it for
the government use of it. But that is in order to enable the
development of our technology in the fastest possible way to
commercial products in the market place and we believe that
that's the best way to do it because certainly if a company is to
spend the money in doing the research and to sp~nd the additional
money in reducing to practice and making commercial products,
they deserve to make the profits for a period of time on an
exclusive basis because we all know that if that's done the
market place benefits and, in the long run, the whole industry
will benefit by reason of the new technology developed. And I'm
very pleased that the Federal Government if moving in this
direction because I think it's the best way to make use of our
technology and the fastest way so as to overcome the problem we
have had visa vie some of our foreign competitors in getting
technology moved in the fastest possible way into the market
place.
PAO
Don Kirkland back there please and then we'll come
back for Theresa. Oh, here. Right here. Here we gO. Thank you.
DON KIRKLAND (Scrips Newspapers)
Dr. Beggs, I'm curious, are
othElr commercial corporations negotiating with NASA for similar
deals like 3M and if so, who are they?
BEGGS
We have active discussions with, where's Ron
Phillips, I think about 20, is that right, Ron, other companies
in various areas. Itd just assume not disclose the names of them
since those negotiations tend to be easier if they are not
conducted quite completely in the public forum but we'll be
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announcing some more I am sure. As you know, Don, we have, oh I
guess, a half a dozen agreements with various companies which
have been signed up under the Joint Endeavor policy and we're
pursuing, we will pursue more activities of that type so that we
can fly them free of charge on the Shuttle while they are in the
experimental phase. What we are doing obviously with these
things in one respect is to develop the market for space and
we're very pleased by what has been accomplished to date. I
mention all the time our agreement with McDonnell Douglas and
Johnson & Johnson which is moving very well. In June of this
year we will fly the first of what I hope will be a long series
of astronauts, payload specialists as Bonnie Dunbar pointed out,
who come from the private sector. That'll be Charlie Walker from
McDonnel Douglas.
PAO
I'm going to take 2 more here then move to St. Paul
and then weill come back. I think there'll be time. First
Theresa Foley and then weill switch back into the corner here.
THERESA FOLEY (Satellite Week)
How many free flights on the
Shuttle are you getting under the MOO and can you tell us about
the first experiment? What kind of carrier will it be on? Will
it be in the middeck or in the payload bay? Will it have a lot
of astronaut interaction with it?
3M
If I can answer that, there are 2 scheduled now.
One will be in the middeck and one will be in the bay itself.
FOLEY

On the same flight?

3M

Hopefully, don't know for sure.

FOLEY

Okay, and then how many free flights under the MOO?

3M

Two,

FOLEY

That's all.

3M

Two so far.

BEGGS
We do this, if I can add to that, Theresa, we do
this on a - as you know, on a space available basis so it's not
totally predictable on which flight they will go. As we manifest
them in as the flight develops and as the space becomes
available. But I'm sure that as this agreement progresses that
we will be flying more than that in an experimental way. But
that remains for the future and we look at each experiment and
each proposal in it' own light.

***
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PAO
I would like to remind people along the loop that
our sequence here is, questions from Washington, and then we'll
move to St. Paul, then we'll move to KSC and then we'll move to
JSC and then down to Marshall. I had, I was going to allocate 6
questions per place, to get started here, we've passed our 6 in
Washington, but I see two more out there and, I guess I see three
out there. I'm going to move on now to the other places, ard
then we'll come back and wrap it up here in Washington. If
you're ready now in St. Paul, we'll switch there for questions.
STEVE SMITH (St. Paul Dispatch)
To Dr. Podsiadly here in St.
Paul, can you describe in lay terms, more explicitly the nature
of the experiments that you are preparing now for the initial
Shuttle flights?
PODSIAOLY
Well at this pOint in time as already been
mentioned, we have experiments for the middeck which are in the
area of organic crystalline material. And one that we would like
to get into the payload which would be a thin film experiment,
using one of their get-a-way specials. We haven't finally
defined exactly what materials will go at this pOint in time, and
so until we really deCide, I can't really say anymore on those
right now.
LOU COLT (Minneapolis Star and Tribune) - For anyone that might
be able to answer this. How soon might a 3M payload specialist
go, and have any be identified as likely candidates to go up on a
Shuttle mission.
3M
Well it's a little early to name specific people.
I think we've got a lot of eager volunteers, they'll have to get
in line, however, if I'm not mistaken, Mr. Lehr has asked to be
the very first. I don't, I think it's too early to answer that
question.
COLT
What about from NASA's st~ndpoint? How soon would
they be ameanable to having a payload specialist from 3M to go up
on a flight?
BEGGS
All right, I'll. We have the capacity in any
flight to fly as many as eight astronauts, and generally speaking
we, on most of our flights, we are putting 5, a crew of 5 in, so
there is room on many, many flights to fly, an individual who can
work on a specific experiment, during tho course of that
flight. Of courser we want to be assured that he will do useful
work in space, or have a useful purpose while he is a member of
the crew, and so we are going, we would look at a proposal from
3M in that light. That is, that the indivdua1 flyee has a reason
to go, and if Mr. teht wants to fly, we would want to know what
he's going to do up there. But other than that, I would say that
we can accommodate any number of individuals, and I might say in
that regard, we expect some time next year, that is 1985, to be
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flying some private citizens with us, who also have a reason to
go up. We'll be discussing that in public here in the near
future, as a matter of fact, we have a rule now pending to
initiate tHat action. So there's no real restriction. We're
gOing to fly a lot in the next few years. We'll fly perhaps 7 or
8 times this year, and maybe as many as 12 next year, so next
year we'll be flying once a month, so we can accomodate people,
individuals who have, have that reason to fly on many, many
flights, over the next 2 or 3 years. Plenty of room.
COLT
So it could be as early as next year, (garble)
BEGGS

Sure, sure.

JEFF HEARNS (WPCN Television)
For Mr. Lehr, what's the long
term revenue potential, for 3M? What's it going to mean in
dollars and cents for the company over the long term?
LEHR
I don't think I could quantify that •. When we begin
a research program, we have all kinds of speculations about what
the end results will be , usually some are accurate, some are not
quite so accurate. In my opinion though, all this really is, and
I shouldn't use the word all, but what this really is, is a new
environment which can demonstrate different results as a result
of research efforts that we have had ~ngoing for years and years
and years. We're putting new materials in a new climate. And
out of that we e~~ect to see changes in the results from those
that we have seen here on earth. We can't predict what will
happen, but we certainly believe that there's such a difference
in the environment, that new things will happen, and it's like
the rest of our research, we really don't know what it will lead
to, but if we don't take that step forward, we'll never find
out.
HEARNS

To see some payback for what your doing.

LEHR
Well you sound like the ohairman of 3M aSking that
question. I think you've heard Or. Krogh mak~ statements of
perhaps 5, 10, 15 years. But again, because we can't really
define what will happen, we can't explain to our shareholders,
when they will get an additional return for this. But we
certainly believe that it's a good investment for the people in
our company, for our shareholders, for NASA, and for people in
the world generally.
HEARNS

Thank you.

DAVE ANDREWS (KSTP TeleviSion)
This is for Mr. Beggs in
Washington. Xf the private participations in space research
should grow as you hope it will, and especially with the space
station mission, is NASA considering looking at the possibility
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of private industry, underwriting, the cost of our space
operations at any point in the future.
BEGGS
We'll I think we are anticipating the day when the
Shuttle will be a self sustaining program, that is, from the 3
classes of customers that use the Shuttle, the military, the
commercial sector, and the government itself, and foreign
activities, using the Shuttle. I think the investment this
country has made, however, in the Shuttle and in the S~uttle
space station interface should be considered in the aamc way that
we consider investments in the primary transportation
intrastructure of the nation, as we all know, the highways, the
airways, the air ports, to some extent, the railroads, and the
inland waterways, are constructed and the cftpital cost covered by
the Federal Government, in the anticipation, that oneR that
intrastructure is in place, it will enhance, and improve the
commerce and of course the standard of living, and the ability of
our people to move freely around the country. And I think what
we are doing in establish this same intrastructure in space, is
to provide the same opportunity for both business and eventually,
I believe, the public, to move freely in this new environment.
What we have established here, I think is a very versatile
system. It will be with us for, that is the present generation,
will be with us for the next 25 years or so. And then we will
probably go on to the next generation. But in the Space Shuttle,
and Space Station combination, we expect from an operations point
of view, eventually, the private Dector will be contributing a
significant percentage of it's cost. But the capital cost we
will consider to be an investment by the country, in a very
important activity, to facilitate commercial and other
development.
ANDREWS
Just a quick followup, in the initial stages,
especially with the 3M venture, are there any payments being made
initially by 3M to NASA for participation.
J·EHR
No. No. we don t t require that of anyone, who joins
us in these kind of activities.
PAO
St. Paul, I'd like to take it back here to
Washington, and switch it to KSC, we're running out of time, on
the bird. Can you go to KSC now, please.

RSe PAO

Okay, we have several questions, Al Sealstead from
the Baltimore Sun first.

SEALSTEAO
This question is for Mr. Lehr •. Sir, at the risk of
be - I'd like to go baok to Teresa Foley's original question. It
is difficult to understand the extent of 3M's plans for this
project without getting some idea of how much money you're going
to invest in it. Now, perhaps you can't be percise, but are you
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talking about $10,000 or $100,000 or a million dollars, could you
answer that?
LEHR
No, I can't answer specifically, because as a
matter of fact, our down payment is really part of the total
research investments that we have made over years and years. All
we are doing is taking now, some of those projects, or program5
or experiments, and putting them in a new environment. Now
obviously, there's a cost to that, and we have a number of people
assigned in our laboratories to develop the mechanisms by which
those programs can be transferred into s9ace. It is a people
cost, and then there's some additional cost, but it's mostly a
people cost. As wo move forward, because this is an unknown
area, we really cantt predict exactly what we will spend. As in
most of our research pro9r~ms we budget an amount of money each
year for scientific research, out of that comes a defined need
for additional investment. When that time comes, we then look at
the investment, determine whether it will be cost efficient, what
its chance of success will be. That is what we will do here.
After these initial experiments, this year, we will then look at
what it will take in order to continue these programs on these
particular tests and determine what we may think the commercial
value can be and how much of our research budget should go to
that. Certainly, if it looks like it can be commercialized to
the benefit of our company and of our country we will invest in
it. We have a company with a very strong balance sheet, a good
growth record, we can afford to invest. Certainly, up to the
point that we think if will be a sound investment for our
company.

***
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Go ahead KSC.

MIKE MEECHUM (Gannette News Service)
There have been previous
crystal growth experiments on Space Shuttle missions. For anyone
at 3M who can answe~, does your research grow out of any other
results that other people have obtained from such experiments?
PAO

Did you hear that?

3M
Yes, I heard that. We know that inorganic crystals
have been grown in space successfully. We are not aware of any
organic crystals that have been grown. We think that we are on
the frontier of a new science perhaps. We're very excited about
the possibilities that microgravity will make this possible.
MEECHUM
Do you anticipate that your research work here is
as research that will help manufacturing on earth or do you
anticipate that it will lead to manufacturing in space?
3M
Well that's an interesting question to think about
because it may lead us to ways in which we can do it on earth.
Perhaps it's as Simple as making a seed crystal, which if you go
back to the days of the first crystallization of enzymes, you had
to put the new enzyme into the refrigerator where it has first
been crystallized in order to get it to crystallize again. That
may be a possibility. It may also be that it would be more
economic to do it in space. We just can't decide that without
doing the experiment first.
BEGGS
This is Jim Beggs. If I can add just a quick
comment it's NASA'S desire that both things will result.
PAO KSC

Reggie Turnell from BBC.

REG TURNELL (BBC)
May I ask Dr. podsiadly whether he
anticipates making any use of Spacelab facilities. It seem~
significant there's bean no mention of that so far and may I ask
Mr. Beggs on a different question whether his reference to 7 or a
flights this year implies that 2 or 3 of the 10 scheduled
missions are likely to be cancelled?
PODSIAOLY
Under the present guidelines and the policy for the
Space Shuttle or the Space Station which should be up hopefully
in a decade, that's too far to see right now. We have to do the
first set of experiments and after. that do another set of
experiments and hopefully we'll get that stage that we could
utilize the Station if it's there. Right now it's just too early
to tell on something like that.
BEGGS
There originally were, to my, to the year I'm
referring to you which is the fiscal year, I go by fiscal years I'm stuck here in Washington. We originally had scheduled 9 in
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this fiscal year, I believe, and one of those is in jeopardy
right now, that's a DOD flight so we're down to 8 and one of
those 8 has always been a contingent mission based on filling it
up so that's the reason I say 7 or 8. I expect we'll fly 8 as I
sit here today but we have definitely one of the previous
scheduled flights in jeopardy.
PAO HOQ

We can take another from Kennedy.

PAO KSC

Bob Holtz, did you have one?

BOB HOLTZ (Aviation Week)
I'd like to clarify on Reggie
Turnell's question. He was talking about Spacelab, not the Space
Station, that you'd be using term facilities on Spacelab.
PAO HDQ

That's for Dr. Podsiadly I believe.

PODSIADLY
Yes, my appologies on the confusion there. As far
as using Spacelab in future missions in cooperation with some of
the European Investigators, yes that's a strong possibility.
PAO "DQ
Center.

We'd like to awitch it now to the Johnson Space

PAO JSC
Jules Bergman, ABC
Aviation Week.

New~.

Okay, Craig Covault,

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
For Dr. podsiadly, I'm sorry on
the pronunciation sir, in St. Paul, to the 3M representatives in
St. Paul, can you describe a little more specifically when you
bought your getaway special reservation or your first getaway
special flight and also describe in a little more detail the type
of middeck experiments that you would be looking to do.
PODSIADLY
Okay, I'll take some time to try to describe it
without getting into too many details. As far as the getaway
special, we are interested in one which is in the process of, new
ones with opening lids so we can take advantage of the vacuum of
space. We're following the normal lines of communioation through
NASA on getting on the scheduling for those new experiments. As
far as those going in the middeck, let me give you a general
outline of our plan. We hope to have one of the lockers on the
middeck contain a number of samples of a single set of
experiments. Our general approach is to say 50% of those will
contain known materials where we have a baseline here on earth.
The other 50% will be some of the more exciting materials we'd
like to look at. Our plan is once NASA under its guidelines is
ready to release, we would like to in the technioal forum say at
national conferences, technical conferences and in the technical
press relay that information to other soientists. Those that are
more of interest to 3M we'll take appropriate means to follow
those through before we disclose them.
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Let's go to Bob Bizell, NBC News.

BOB 81 ZELL (NBC News)
It's a question for Mr. Beggs. In
reference to the posoible number of Space Shuttl~ flights, how
serious a difficulty is the Space Shuttle program in until the
~roblem with the PAM rocket which obviously we saw on thin
mission is resolved? In other words, without communication
satellites to launch what are you going to do with tho Shuttle.
BEGGS
Well, the next PAM assist payload we have is in
June. This is early February. I'm confident that we will have
that PAM problem resolved by Juno, We have had, as you all know,
we've had problems with solid rockets bedeviling us throughout
this past year. We had a problem on the SRB which you're all
familair with. We had a problem on the IUS which you're all
familiar with. Now we've got a problem on PAM. All of these
problems, I believe from a r3search point of view are related, r
think they are basically nozzle problems and I believe that we
have, the program we have ongoing to resolve those problems will
yield results in the very near future. We pretty much resolved
our problem on the SRB already and I think the PAM problem will
yield very quickly to a solution. But I should say currently
that we don't have know the full dimensions of that problem.
Fortunately, the lot from which the 2 that malfunctioned came
with a lot of 5 so we have 3 to look at and work with to
determine what went wrong and I think we will determine that.
within the next few months.
PAO JSC
I would like to remind the participants here at JSC
that this is a NASA joint 3M conference. That's what it's all
about and if you restrict your questions to that I woul~
appreciate it. Right here, this gentlemen.

***
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ANOLITEASSS (Voice of Germany)
A question to Or. Beggs. Dr.
8egqs, the COl!lmunicathm Satellite Corporation, CO~ISAT, and MBB,
and another company are setting up a new joint venture, a new
company call~d SPARTH and they tried to do remot~ sonsing on a
strictly commercial basis. Do you foresee a chance for remote
sensing going commercial, as satellite communications did a
number of years ago?
BEGGS
Yes, I do. I think there's an opening and an
opportunity there. With respect to the specific proposal you've
referred to, it has boon submitted to the agency ann we're
studying it. In order to make that viable trom our point of
viaw, there is an ongoing negotiation that's got to he
concluded.
MALCOLM MCCONNELL (Readers Digest) This question is for Mr.
Beggs and Mr. Lehr. About 80 years ago, the Wright Brothers had
an aircraft and Professor Marconey had a wireless telegraph, and
neither of them had commercial sponsors, and neither of those ~ew
technologies were exploited until the cataclysm of World War I.
00 you see the exploitation of this new technology in a peaceful
means as a fundamental shift, 1n the way that mankind is gOing to
exploit its science and technology?
LEUR

Mr. Beggs, I'll let you go ahead.

BEGGS
We'll obviously if events occur, and results occur,
from those events, obviously many things have hap~ened as a
result of civil strife. However, I think at least from my
background in health care, we have seen a great many new products
and new technologies for the benefit of mankind coming as a
result of initial phases of this space program. So this in my
opinion is just another further step of the continuation of the
spin off that comes from an important program like this.
PAO

Sylvan Rodriguez.

RODRIGUEZ (KTRK-TV)
For Mr. Lehr, have you an idea where these
advance research institutes will be located, and what does this
announcement this morning, mean to cities like Houston that
already has a large 3M office here. Will jobs be here or is most
of that research going to be done in St. Paul?
LEHR
If I may, I would like to refer that Or. Podsiadly,
because hels the one that's been working with that concept.
PODSIAOLY
Representives from NASA and myself have been
discussing various concepts here. The advance research
institutes should be looked at as not a building filled with
people, but as a concept of utilizing industry, academics, and
the government on a national basis. Thare are a lot of details
to be worked out. We have provided a lot of suggestions, based
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on some of our recent experiences working with Univerisity
Professors, that have been very positive, and we will be working
those details as soon as the next few days, we will begin with
them.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

BERGMAN (ABC News)
I now have my question ready, David, thank
you. This is kind of 3-part question, for either a 3M person,
Mr. Beggs possibly, or anybody. When is the earliest flight 3M
hopes to be aboard in the middeck area. 2, I thought Shuttle
reser~atlons and space we're backed up for 2 years.
And 3, for
Bonnie Dunbar, don't the astronauts who haven't been, who haven't
flown yet, or even named to a flight, such as yourself, feel
competitive with the payload specialist of any company?
BEGGS
Let me try, Jules. With respect to the middle part
of your question. It is true that our flights are generally
fully booked, tn so far as the major payloads are concerned, but
for things like get-away spocials, and middeck experiments, and
for experiments in the Shuttle bay itself, we generally have
space available to fly those from time to time. And that's
really what we're talking talking about here, we'll book those
aboard, on space available basis. And I think we can accommodate
that reasonably well. With 3M and a number of companies as well,
if they care to join with us. I'm going to let Bonnie respond to
that last zinger, Jules.
DUNBAR
Well, Jules, I think that we feel we are
complimentary and not comp~titive. We are all in this business
to see space beneiit mankind. We hope the commercial sector
becom~s involved.
And we will be training and selecting
astronaut~ for a long time to come.
I look forward to sharing a
mission some day perhaps with a payload specialist, or a
repr~sentative from another organization.
Remember that the
mission specialist on board is the vehicle expert. We operate
the vehicle as well, so in that term we don't compete with the
payload specialist.
PAO
Thank you, now we would like to go down to the
Marshall Space Flight Center. And then after that, we've got a
little more time on the bird I understand, I'd like to bring it
back to Washington, we've got a couple of residual questions to
take care of up here. So now to Marshall and then we'll come
back to Washington.
DOOLING (Huntsville Times)
This is
does the MOU provide for 3M in terms
and options for future flights. You
nebulous on that, and secondly, what
all of this?
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BEGGS
While it was mentioned, there are two payloads
experiments that we are currently talking about, but we will
proceed from the MOU to a joint endeavor agreement which will
encompass all of the things we've talked about here today, that
is, further flushing out the idea of the institutes and the idea
of an advisory council. Advisory councils, I find require
approvals allover town, so we'll have to work that problem
perhaps a little longer, but we will now go to a jOint endeavor
agreement, which will be in the nature of the same thing we've
signed with other people. As you all know the joint endeavor
agreements we have in being, really do not specify specific
number of flights. What they specify is the area of activity,
and we agree to continue to work with them as long as we are
doing useful R&D. Once the program or the project proceeds to
the point where it ha~ commerical, it is a commerical activity
prodUCing useful products of, products which have a value then we
put them on a paying bas!s. And this will work in the same way.
DOOLING
And Marshall's role? Mr. Beggs, what role will
Marshall have in all this, this has been NASA's lead center in
MPS.
BEGGS
program
suspect
will be
will te
closely
MSFC PAO

Marshall, as you all know, has a very active
in materials research and material processing and I
they will be one of the several centers, in fact they
one of the several centers that 3M will visit, and they
one of the several centers,I'm sure that will be working
with 3M in the conduct of their experimentation.
Next question is from Jim Adamson, Channel 31.

ADAMSON
I'd just basically, in layman's terms would like to
know what the possible advantages of organic crystals would be
over crystals we're using today?
JM
Perhaps I can answer that, there're limitations to
inorganic crystals and we know from other experiences that
organic crystals can have, and perhaps enhance properties over
inorganic crystals. That's what we're looking for. We don't
know whether we will find them, we suspect that we will, and we
certainly hope that we will.
GENTRY (Decatuer Daily)
Mr. Krogh, we've discussed the
inorganic crystals, but you haven't gone in much detail about the
thin film aspects of your experiment. What do you hope to
accomplish in these experiment? What possible commercial aspects
do you get into with research like that?

***
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KROGH
Well, I think Mr. Lehr stated in his opening
remarks that one of our areas of expertise is surface chemistry
and presicion coating. We continue to develop products in which
the layers of which we are coating are thinner and thinner. We
need to know from a scientific point of view what happens to
those under various conditions. And the micro-gravity and very
high vacuum of space gives us an opportunity to study those in a
scientific manner which you would have difficutly dOing on
Earth. Now what we hope to learn out of that is ways of making
our products better, and also to develop products with new
applications. Whether we manufactor those in space or not is a
good question. I can't tell you right now, but I think what
we're after here is just more just plain scientific information
which will help us develop better products for the future.
PAO

Do we have any more questions from Huntsville?

MSFC PAO

Yes we do, a question from Tom Knight, WAFF-TV.

KNIGHT
Mr. Lehr, the initial money, whether it be 10
percent of 10 billion or whatever the amount may be, can you
specify a bit more where this money will be directed toward the
initial development process?
PAO

Marshall, would you repeat that question, please.

KNIGHT
Yes, can you speoify a little more where the
initial money, whatever amount it maybe, I guess that will be
determined some time in the future, but where this money will be
initially applied?
I,EHR
Ini tially appl ied? Well certainly we've dtated
before that we've been spending a lot of money developing new
technologies on which we hope to develop new and improved
products in the future. So some of that money has already been
spent in our laboratories in St. Paul and elsewhere around the
world. What we plan to do now is take advantage of what I'll
call a new frontier of science, if you like, wherein you can have
conditions for your experiment~ which you cannot duplicate on
Earth except at tremendous expense. And for the generosity and
foresight of NASA, you now, we now have available as industry and
academic people a laboratory with conditions which haven't
existed before. And that information should be of value to us in
developing products. How much we'll spend in the future depends
very much on the results of the initial experiments and I should
say experiments because we do have, in our minds, a number of
those beyond the two we've mentioned.
PAO

Do you have any more question in Huntsville?

MSFC PAO

No further questions.
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I would like to bring it back to Headquarters
then. I believe Seth Pane, did you have a question, Seth? He
does, take the mike back there, and then we'll corne back up
here. Seth doesn't have a question. In the back of the room.
PAO

MIKE RICHARDS (National Public Video)
How long do you think it
will be till the programs actually break even? When will NASA
start being able to be self-supporting on these Shuttle
(lights? And the other qu~stion, posed to some of the gentlemen
from 3M, will any of these products have any use just for people
in their homes and things like that? What will be the actual
practical purpose that a person on the street can h~ve from these
kind of developments?
PAO

Do you want to go first Mr. Beggs?

BEGGS
July 4, 1988.
Thatls not a fair estimate. My
view is that the Shuttle Program has a chance of breaking even by
the end of the decade, that is 188 - 189 time period. Now as I
said earlier, that's on an operating oasis. That is taking into
account the three customer classes that we serve. That is the
military, the commercial, and the government itself, as you know
we fly satellites for NOAA, we fly satellites for ourselves, we
fly satellites for foreign countries that are scientific or
otherwise inVOlved in activities that relate to their
government. So I think we h~ve a good chance of doing that. If
'.-Ie continue to work hard at whllt we have been working at, at
driving the cost down.
It looks like we're running out of time in the
bird. Can I get one more in, two more? We're running out of
satellite folks, I'm sorry. You folks here, why don't you come
on up and ask your questions here. Thank you very much, ladies
and gentlemen, and thanks for your patience as we experiment with
this new format here in Washington.
PAO

END OF TAPE
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PAC
Good afternoon, or evening, or whatever it is and
welcome to our change-of-shift press conference with off-going
Flight Director Harold Draughon. Harold.
DRAUGHON
Okay. 1111 briefly go through the activities we
had today. Just as a virginal overview, todayls activity was
almost totally dedicated to SPAS activity, that was the main
theme for today. This morning the SPAS was running a little bit
warmer than it had been. It has been gradually increasing in
temperature over the last couple of days, and it has, in fact,
been on for a lot longer than it was flown for the entire flight
last - powered up for the entire flight last time. There were a
couple of experiments that were not responding to on-off type
controls, discrete input to those experiments. Right at shift
handover, mid crew day today w~ put the vehicle in a cold soak
at ti tudt3 to let the SPAS e:ip.o::r iments and packages are trying to
cool off some. That was offective, we accomplished about a 9
degree temperature dr0p Rod the solar cell experiments which is
one of the ones that w~snlt responding did begin to work and they
were able to command that particular package. There was a
problem also with one of the MOMS which is an Earth observing
experiment that has selected data takes over North America and
Central America, I believe, generally. That had a skewed timing
that - the time delays between an activation sequence and when it
was going to take data had bee~ noted on some of the previous
data takes. We ran one pass ahead of a particular data take they
wanted to get and the customer figured out exactly how the data
skewing and compensated that for his data take on the next rev.
So we finiShed up all of the SPAS activities that are planned for
this flight about mid-day today and that's been powered off
now. The COAS instrument which is an optical device thatls used
by the Orbiter much like a startracker, in fact, itls a backup
alinement device for the startrackers. We've been doing some
calibration measurements with it, we had done one previously in
the flight when it was up at the nominal cabin pressure and we
did another one after the depress to see if there was any change
to the performance on that instrument because of the depress.
Indeed there was, both an offset and a scatter in the data, we'ce
not sure why the scatter should have been caused in the change in
cabin pressure. And we intend to r~peat that calibration after
we go back to a nominal pressure in the cabin after the EVA. But
that is just something that's worthy of noting and you will hear
those activities getting scheduled. We've done a software dump
of GPC number 1, the motivation for that was that some of the
error message traffic that is routine when you power off some
hardware, in this particular case it was a CRT, was being handled
and catalogued ertonously, therats nothing at all wrong with the
computer. We did that to gain some insight to the way this
traffic is being handled and it had to do with this error log
data handling when we power cycled the CRTls. Nothing to be
concerned abou~ and we have no concerns whatsoever for the GPC
but we did do a software dump to gain some insight t~ that
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data. I beli~ve Randy stone talked to you this morning after his
shift on the attempts that had been made to do a potable water
dump using the supply vents and the inability to perform that.
W~'ve rrobably exhausted every way there is to try to manipulate
those heaters and valves in the last two shifts and have still
been unable to accomplish a dump of the potable water system.
We've got two other ways of - at least two other ways of managing
that water. The easiest one is to change the mode that the water
controller is in - in effect the radiator outlet. Change the
radiator outlet temp, set the controller so that it lets the
radiators get a little hotter on the freon on the outlet and that
causes the water boilers to boil more water and it's just another
way to get rid of the water. The fuel cells routinely
manufacture more water than you need, so you've got to get rid of
it somehow. If you are having some troubles dumping one other
way to get. rid of it is to boil it. So we elevated the freon
outlet temps and boiled water during the day, late in the evening
we went back to normal temperature on freon loops and have
secured the water f put it back in its normal mode. That will not
be a pro~lem I don't believe. If we do have any further trouble
with that system we will just continue to handle it in that
fashion. This evening we decided to go ahead and try a waste
water dump, there's another water tank that's isolated from the
potable system but it has a lot of things in common with it. One
of the things it has in common with it is the way you dump it.
Routinely you will, on a flight of this duration, depending on
how much is in the waste tank when you launch, you'll have to
dump that tank once or twice. We knew we had at least one more
dump to do and so we scheduled it today, it was only about 50
percent full. When we turned on the heaters that precondition
the dump valve's nozzles, the heater rise rate and the general
Signature of how fast it came up, where they leveled off at and
then how they broke on above that. And the next rise above that
was extremely si~ilar to the cycles we had seen or the profile
that we had seen on the potable system and because of that we
elected not to do that dump. So, a concern for that dump system
and that dump valve caused us to terminate that dump on a potable
system. I feel sure that after this team thatts on the console
now, looks at all the data and all the considerations, that I
strongly suspect that tomorrow morning they will go ahead and
turn those heaters back on and attempt a dump on that system. It
is conceivable that they will find that that nozzle is also
frozen and we'll have to go into some alternate procedures for
managing that water system also. There are some other ways of
getting rid of that water that inVOlves those two systems and
they will deal with that if we get down to that. Okay. The
reason I was late getting here, just as I was getting ready to
unplug, we had two anominallies. We had just put the orew to bed
and said our good nights to them for the evening and we had two
anominallies right there. The first one was that the RPC or the
power input to the vernier jets, these are the small thrusters
that we use most of the time in just routine attitude control and
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attit~de maneuvers on orbit, they are the little bitty guys that
are terribly efficient, two of those jets all of a sudden failed
off-line or indicated that they were unpowered. The crew was in
the process at that time of turning off a lot of the normal
thrusters and going to what is a nominal configuration for sleep,
when we keep most of that hardware secured. Vance perceived what
was going on and started repowering those systems as we looked at
the data and tried to - the main intent was to get whatever data
we might need to work on this problem during the night and as
quickly as possible get them back into a safe configuration and a
stable configuration for the sleep period.

***
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DRAUGHON
We got that data and what we did was secured those
thrusters, went over to a control mode that has the aft normal
jets, or the larger thrusters, but only in the aft end, working
to control the vehicle's attitude. The main reason for that is,
that those larger thrusters in the front of the vehicle makes so
much fuss that it's a concern or bothersome for the crew when
they're trying to sleep with those big thrusters up front gOing
off when they're dsleep. So we just go to an aft only control
mode. The vehicle wobbles around a little bit, and it's not
terribly precise, but when we're just asleep at night, it's
adequa~, enough.
So that happened, as I say, just as I was going
off the console. The imediate look at the data indicates that
there is an intermittent interuption of power going on to the
electronics that's controlling RSR and RSD, that is the right
firing jet and the down firing jet, in the aft pO(i on the vernier
system. The thing almost always had power to it, but it was
intermittently dropping out. When it dropped out, if you tried
to fire a jet it would not have worked, it would not have
fired. There was not a loss of control, but it was an absence of
control, if you perceive the difference. You might not be able
to do what you wanted to do, but it wasn't doing strange things
to the ~ehicle. So we went over and established the normal
system. That's as far was they had chased it, when I left there,
is to see that what the problem was, was to the control
electronics to the jet, there was the power going away, in some
intermittent fashion. For the EVA tomorrow, the first thing you
think about is what are the potential ramifications there. John
Cox, pre-flight worked on this aspect quite a bit and we have
another control mode called low Z, and Z axis as you will
remember is the straight up the top or down to the bottom. Low Z
means that no thrusters that are, whose throat is oriented upward
are allowed to fire. If you want to fire something that normally
you would do that with, you use another set of jets, or another
pair of jets that are less efficient. And if you'll think about
that for a while, although it doesn't seem all that obvious,
there are other combinations with which you can do any kind of
attitude manuever you choose to with out firing and up firing
jet. So tomorrow unles they rather quickly in the morning find
out what's wrong with the verniers, I would suspect to find John
doing the EVA tomorrow in a low Z control mode. It shouldn't be
any problem all, the thruster envelopes during the EVA have been
carefully looked at, the size of the plumes have been looked at,
the relative locations of the traverses on the MMUs have all been
looked at and preplanned for just this case. They are all go
pretty much right out the -Z axis of the vehicle and all the
approaches are made down the -z axix. So that will not perturb
his plans at all tomorrow. The other problem was a problem with
the potty. The Waste Management System got blocked. Hoot got
the short straw and then got something and freed whatever it was
that was, if you know a little about that system, when there's
some matter in there, it's open to vacuum, and whatever you put
in there gets pretty freeze dried rather quickly and gets very,
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he describes it as adobe, but it's very hard, and it is indeed
freeze dried, it's open to a vacuum when the lid's down and the
slide valve ~hut. So somp.thing got in the wrong place in there
in the slinger and just froze it up. The circuit breaker on the
slinger motor kicked out. He was in the process of chipping away
the adobe that was causing the problem and after that we looked
at the 3ize of the circuit breakers and the things that were
involved and gave him a go to reset that breaker. He did that
and all the systems are bacK on line. So they got that back to
working. There is a continuing, you all will surely recall we've
had some difficulties with that on some of the other flights, and"
that system is ongoing some continual mods, we are flying a
slightly different configuration than was flown on flight 9. On
flight 9 the tines, some of the rotating equipment that's in
there, the upper tines were removed on flight 9, didn't work a
whole lot better, both the upper and lower tines ar.e off on this
particular flight and this is the first complaint that we've had
and they're reset. Hopefully, we'll clear that up. I've got
some, for later, well I can give you the times now. You ought to
know, I knew you were going to be interested in the :nission stuff
and there are 3 options still being evaluated with regard to
orbital mechanics and when we're going to land and when we're
going to do deorbit, but the general data is about the same in
that it's only affected by a couple of minutes, but ignition is
on the order of day 7, 22 hours, 18 minutes and from what I'm
looking at here, that can vary as much as 3 minutes. So for
general ballpark, that's what you ought to think about for d
landing at KSC on rev 127. I've got the numbers for other
opportunities. Tomorrow when I come over I'll bring a g~od set
of, what I think will be the final plan with the uncertainty out
here, there is a DTO, a test burn, that we are considering that
\~e are going to schedule in and there are some options on how you
target that particular burn. What attitude you put the vehicle
in, how much retrograde or radial or posigrade you let that
manuever be. And what that does for you, it lets you trade off
lighting and sunrise on other opportunities versus the nominal.
And we're continuing to evaluate those particular data and
playing that as we get a little more and more refined on the
weather. I wasn't at the meeting that was held today, but they
talked to the local weather experts and the truth is that it's
too early to tell. Anybody who thinks they know what the
weather's going to be at the Cape Saturday must be psychic. It
ooks promising, but it's not a sure thing. We are continuig to
follow that, as we get in a little closer, we may play this
particular burn more toward one of those options than another
one. It doesn't have a significant effect, quite frankly, but it
does improve the wave-off capability or the lighting capability
on a given rev, or a l-day extention, if we should come to
that. And when we get down a little closer and think we know the
weather a little better, we'll let that enter into the deciE"~n
making on exactly how the target is burned. But we intend to
keep all of our options opened. No matter what we do with these
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burns welre going to have a full EVA. The intent is to have a
full EVA tomorrow, and to go forward for the landing at KSC on
Saturday and to preserve the option for a I-day extent ion to KSC
on the next day if itls needed. That's what I have.
PAO

Ok, weill go to

q~"estion

now here, Lynn.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Harold, could you explain just one more time
about the vernier jets and tomor~owls EVA. Normally the jets are
working to hold the ~hip ifi a certain attitude, and if these jets
aren't working, which jets will be working?
DRAUGHON
Ok, normally we have, there are a set of large
thrusters and then there are some small ones. The verniers are
very efficient for doing small tasks, like attitude control or
very slow attitude manuevers, and as you would expect, their
plumes, or what they put out is also small. That's what they're
normally used for, just housekeeping kind of tasks onorbit. We
would generally do things like deploys or EVAs, those kinds of
things that are, you want things fairly stable, with the vernier
jets on line. Tomorrow we will not use that system at all. If
you've, the vernier syst.em by design is not redundant like most
other things on the Orbiter, its redundancy is in the fact that
we have the other system, the normal, what we call the normal
jets, or the primary jets. And these primary jets are terribly
redundant within their own right. There are 4 yaw jets outfiring on each side, there are 3 pitch jets on the tail on each
side, that kind of thing, so it's terribly redundant within its
own right, and then the vernier jets just another thing to give
you control, real precise control when you need it. So we're
just gOing to go to the normal system. Within that normal
system, you can work with full control authority allowing all the
jets to fire in their most efficient manner, which means they
generally fire opposite to where you want to go and push you that
way. But in an EVA case, or in a deploy case, like had we gotten
to rendezvous with the balloon, or if you were going to go pick
up SPAS or something like that, you'd go to this low Z mode which
disables upfiring jets, and you'd do it with canted jets, jets
that aren't exactly perpendicular to where you want to go and it
keeps plume from ever establishi~g a big high pressure pattern
above the payload bay when you are approaching something
***
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SHERR
In terms of the EVA, is there anything, where are
these jets, that's different from the venier jets that you ar~
not going to be using? Is there anyway that Bruce and Bob will
not be able to 90, because you're going to switch system?
DRAUGHON
No, no, there's not, not on this particular
flight. On some other flight, doing someother task, that could
be a consideration. O~ this particular EVA, what they are
planning to do, that will not be a problem. You would have to be
going on top of the OMS pods, back beside the tail, or out in
front of the nose for that to be a concern to you. They hadn't
planned to go there.
PAO

John Wi lford.

WILFORD (New York Times)
Is any thought being given to a
rendezvous attempt on Friday with the balloon, with the fragment
of the balloon?
DRAUGHON

None whats ever.

PAO

Mort Dean.

DEAN (CBS) - Harold, when you said all options were open, is
there still an option or a possibility of coming back a day
earlier or has that definitely been ruled out, I know it was
discussed today.
DRAUGHON
That option exists, there's no intention to do that
at this time.
DEAN
And would you wait two extra days to get in t~ac
Kennedy landing, or if the weather looks bad on Sunday, at the
Cape but looks good out on the coast, would you go to the Edwards
on Sunday.
DRAUGHON
I got to get my days right. I don't th ink in
Saturdays and Sundays anymore. If nominal end of mission day is
bad, we will plan to go to KSC on a one day extension. If that's
bad, we'll land, probably land at Edwards in the dark.
DEAN

Thank you.
Or the next day after?

DRAUGHON
It depends on the how soon you know that the
weather is bad, on that one extension day. If you know it's,
going to be bad, on that one, there happens to be a Edwards
opportunity and a KSC opportunity when we have that - on the one
day extension on Sunday, that same rev has a KSC opportunity and
an Edwards opportunity. If we know Edwards is bad and if Gary
Coen knows that three hours prior to deorbit, that's enough lead
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time for him to reorder his thinking and go into Edwards in the
dark, on a one day extension. If he doesn't find that out, or if
they keep flirting with the decision until after 3 hours prior to
deorbit, there's not enough time for him to reclarnmer what's
going on and get ready for Edwards. He's committed to KSC at
about 3 hours prior to deorbit. And so any deciSion, any
decision to not land at KSC after that time, would mean,
automatically mean a one day extension, or a second day
extension.
PAO

Jules.

BERGMAN (ABC)
We had heard, Harold, that the weather looked bad
at the Cape Saturday and looked bad at Edwards Sunday.
DRAUGHON

Not true.

BERGMAN

Not true.

DRAUGHON
No that's not what our weather people are telling
us, let's put it that way, I don't know what's true, but that's
not what our folks are saying.
BERGMAN

We'll see where everything goes tomorrow.

DRAUGHON
The report I got was like a 60/40 split, for, as a
best guess on Saturday against KSC, and on Sunday about a 60/40
favor of it. And Edwards is good on both of those oays.
PAO

Okay,

BERGMAN
And to repeat, Exactly those things you can land
Saturday at KSC only, and then Sunday have you an opportunity at
KSC, at Edwards and then KSC.
DRAUGHON
You can land at Edwards or KSC on any of those
days. The differentiation comes in where you can land in
sunlight and how late after you decide you can't land in
sunlight, can you still revert back to Edwards. You can land at
- if you start 90ing towards a lighted KSC landing at the Cape,
if you start gOlng towards that, on BERGMAN

You mean night landing?

DRAUGHON
No, a lighted. If you go towards a lighted landing
at the Cape, you lose your opportunity to retarget and go to
Edwards at about 3 hours before ignition.
BERGMAN
What about, say three hours before tig time
Saturday morning, if Gary Coen sees both the Cape and Edwards
look bad for both days. Would you then extent automatically to
Monday?
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DRAUGHON
We've got the, without the rendezvous, we've got so
much gas on board that it's, we're spending a fair amount of time
figuring out what to do with it, to get rid of it, because we
don't want to land with all of it, and that's a manageable
task. We've got enough consumables to fly another four days.
BERGMAN
So Monday is a very real possibility, it's
possible possibility if you have too.

~

DRAUGHON
If we had to, we wouldn't, we will not press the
weather issue because of life time, we've got plenty of life
time.
BERGMAN
Let me ask you this also. If the Cape becomes a
night landing or before dawn landing in darkness, Saturday or
Sunday morning, would you accept that rather then extending an
extra day.
DRAUGHON
No we would wait and go to Edwards or if you had
knew it early enough - BERGMAN

I'm assuming Edwards is out.

DRAUGHON
You have no opportunity to land, you have no,
there's no decision there. If I can't land at Edwards, I got to
lan~ someplace and the Cape is the
BERGMAN
What I am saying is, would you accept a night
landing at the Cape? Assuming Edwards is out, and you don't want
to extend, or you do extend to Monday? I don't know the landing
times are for Monday, I haven't checked.
DRAUGHON
I don't know whether you, I think you fly past your
Edwards opportunity, Jules, before you can make that decision, I
believe, if I understand your question correctly.
PAO

Gentlemen right here.

ANITOLEAS (German Radio)
Did you tell the astronauts that the
Soviets sent some cosmonat~ up, and if they had some personal
command on that.
DRAUGHON
Just what you - we did tell them, and it was more
or less a kind of response that you would expect. They were
pleased to hear that.
PAO
Okay, we'll take one more here, Jerry Hanson in the
back, and then wetll go to KSC and come back.
HANSON
Hal, you drive airplanes, what are the landing, the
weather landing minimums at KSC?
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DRAUGHON
15,000 scattered, 7 miles viz, 10, I believe it's
10 knots and, no it's 15 knots of wind with not more than 5 knots
gust.
HANSON

And visual cues included in this?

DRAUGHON
When you specify the visibility limit of 7 plus
miles, you've got that.
PAO

Okay, we'll go to KSC now for questions.

SEALSTEAD (Baltimore Sun)
In your discussion of those landing
options, I inferred, and I may be incorrect, that you were also
considering delaying, rather than to corne into KSC, well after
sunrise, is that correct?
DRAUGHON
That's not an option, when you hook to that a
requirement to come to KSC lighted, there is only one opportunity
per day, to land at KSC when it's in sunrise, and within our
crossrange constraints.
USENDER (Today)
Two questions, Harold, first is on your winds,
what is the crosswind limit, and the second one is if for any
reason you decided you were going to try a Friday landing, when
was the latest you'd be able to decide that.
DRAUGHON
I was asked that yesterday, and I told them noon
today. I don't know how much weight that would hold. Tha~'s
when I would have liked to have known it. It's possible to do
that as late as mid-evening tomorrow, but it would be a lot more
prudent to make that decision earlier.
PAO KSC

One more question.

USENDER
Kennedy?

And the crosswinds, what's the max on that at

DRAUGHON
I think, yes it is.
Craig Covault from Av Week is
helping me. It was 12 knots. It was, that's correct, 12
knots. Thanks, Craig.
PAO KSC

KSC has no further questions.

PAO
Okay, we'll come back here to wrap up, any further
questions at JSC. Craig?
COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Has the appropriate members of the
entry team been.running the weather decision process using actual
KSC weather this week?
DRAUGHON
They haven't been gOing through, Craig, through all
the gymnastics that they normally go through. But they have been
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looking at it each day, and seeing what the trends are doing, and
what the conditions are. Gary is coming in tomorrow, and they
are going tomorrow they will for the first time go through a full
blown rehearsal, shipping, of weather data through all the same
places, and handling it in that fashion. Tomorrow is the first
blown rehearsal of the weather.
PAO

okay, Paul Recer?

RECER
How much weight does the surplus propellant you
have now add to the weight of the vehicle and how do you, in
fact, plan to get rid of some of that?
DRAUGHON
Paul, we've got, it's in the neighborhood of 2,000
lbs, extra, and there's a particular test objective that we're
trying to achieve this flight, that has to do with YCG or a
lateral off-set in the CG of the vehicle for aerodynamic control
derivitive assessment. Those folks have wanted to get a maximum
YCG for quite some time, they generally think, they talk in terms
of about an inch and half. It looks like we're going to be able
to achieve about 1.25, maybe 1.3 inch YCG. And to do that there
are constraints on the propellant tanks as to how much - the
maximum amounts you can have left in the tanks and land with
them. Because of the extra stress you put on the tanks when you
land with a lot of fuel in them, the extra weight. So our
propulsion people looked at that and figured out if this tank has
gotten up to that limit in it as much as you can have and not
exceed the loads limits, the structural limits and then on the
other tank they looked at - what's the least I can have in and
when I do the deorbit burn make sure I don't get an inapropriate
cut off, gaging error and have an engine cut off during the
deorbit burn that they didn't plan to have. And that's how you
si7.e that YCG, we are doing this DTO burn and we are doing our
interconnect plan ~hile on orbit to get there with that maximum
imbalance. And it's a system's design - that's the biggest
imbalance we can achieve. And we are doing that to get this DTO
for handling qualities and flight control evaluation.

***
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COVALT
So you're not going to have burn off or do any
self-counseling propulsions or - DRAUGHON
You want to establish this imbalance between left
and right and then once you establish the imbalance that you
desire based on those two things I just discussed, then you go
bacx to essentially, to a straight feed and use it equally out of
~ach side and just get the weight down to what you want or as
light as you can. There'S no sense in landing with more than,
extra.
PAO

Okay.

Let's take a couple more right here.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (Readers Digest)
I would like to go back to
the PAM firing and the Palapa, briefly. I'm not sure, did the
crew eyeball that firing or were they just observing it with the
video camera?
DRAUGHON

Just the video camera.

McCONNELL
So in other words they were not, afterwards were
they part of the troubleshooting process? Did you, you didn't?
DRAUGHON
We talked to them about it, about what they saw and
what they observed but we could see as well as they could what
was on the video and they weren't a part of that process, no.
McCONNELL
And were they indeed very disappointed when they
were informed of the second failure?
DRAUGHON
Yes, yes, they were. They worked a long time to
get ready for this flight and that was a big part of it and they
were disappointed the next morning when they found out.
McCONNELL

Thank you.

PAO

Terry, you had a question.

TERRY
Harold, can you just tell us what orbits if it
lands on Friday or ends up landing at Edwards, what orbits and
the exact times that would be, give or take a few minutes if you
don't have the exact time?
DRAUGHON

On Friday?

TERRY
If there were to be a KSC Friday landing and also
the times for Sunday or Monday.
DRAUGHON
I can get you that after this is over with. Friday
is the least likely one. lid rather, live got all that data in
here. I do have it with me and I'll get that for you.

3·' .;
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Craig.

COVAULT
A quickie on the OMS again. If you have to wave
off on Saturday morning due to weather, at the normal OMS
ignition time for reentry will you still do an OMS burn anyway to
set the Orbiter up in the right orbit for a Sunday Kennedy
landing?
DRAUGHON
Craig, it depends on what they do with that DTO
burn. If they put it strictly out of plane which ffieans it will
not effect sunrise or crossrange at all in the normal sense, then
they will have to do a perigee adjust on the order of 65 feet per
second. If they elect one of the other two options which is a
posigrade or radio component or retrograde rather not radio to
that DTO burn, one of those says you don't need to do anything at
the deorbit time. Either of those is acceptable. It's pretty
straight forward to go in and just do an external delta V
maneuver of so many feet per second '~hen you're not trying to hit
a particular target.
PAO
Okay and we'll take this final one and then we'll
close off here.
QUERY
Just to make sure, a Sunday landing at the Cape is
not ruled out?
DRAUGHON

No it is not and, in fact, it is the current plan.

PAO

Sunday, you mean Saturday.

DRAUGHON
Saturday, Saturday I'm sorry. You keep talking to
me about Saturdays and Sundays, Flight Day 9, that's Flight Day
9.

QUERY

Sunday'S not ruled out.

DRAUGHON
No, no. That's the, the first backoff is a 1 day
extension which would be Sunday.
QUERY

At the Cape?

DRAUGHON

At the Cape.

PAO

Okay, let's wrap that up.

END OF TAPE

Thank you very much.
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PAO
- - questions from all media that will be recognized by the moderator here. There are a few ground rules that
will apply. As I mentioned, participating media must be in place
10 minutes before the start of the conference. Single questions
for all five crewmembers will not be allowed. One question may
be directed to two crewmembers with common assignments, such as
commander and pilot or the two EVA astronauts. Media participants
will be allowed only one follow-up question with each question
asked. Questions should be brief, to the point, and we trust,
there will be no editorial-type questions. This afternoon, John
Cox, our EVA Flight Director, and Ed Whitsett, the MMU subsystem
manager are here. John, could you please summarize today's
EVA. And after that we will go to questions and answers.
COX
Thank you. Well, it's a pleasure to summarize
today's activities. As everyone saw, we had another beautiful
EVA today. We had a minor disapointment in the fact that we
couldn't do the rotating grapple activity due to the RMS problem
we had but I think we compenstated for that with the extra shake
down of the TPAO MHU int.erface that Bruce gave. I thought he put
as much load on that system as you could possibly ever imagine in
some of his work. Then we picked up the bonus, of rehearsal for
an MMU rescue which W~ had worked in the procedures and trained
for and Vance took right off and chased down that foot restraint
that got astray. Did a super job on that, so that helped quite a
bit. That was not in the plans but it was nice to see that all
that work paid off. He did use those same procedures that we
would have flown. The crew started the EVA about 35 minutes
early. Tried to give them a little bit of at at their option, a
hedge if they w~nted to install camera 0 at the beginning there
so they wouldn't get behind. It appears that timeline-wise we've
had a little problem getting out of the airlock and a little
problem getting in. Not a problem, but the fact that we guessed
the times a little bit wrong, preflight, so we tried to get a
little hedge on the timeline. That seemed to work real well.
They stayed just about on the timeline all day. We substituted
just a series of their choice, TPAD dockings in place of the
rotating SPAS TPAD docking kno~ing that your total limitation is
generally based upon the MMU propellant; that you have any how.
So as that worked out, the time t~rned out to be just about the
same. Bruce also was picking up several different checks on his
own, we did call up some extra translations with and without
automatic attitude control to check for that chattering and found
out that Bruce had already worked off most of that anyhow. So I
don't think we'll really know everything that was accomplished on
the EVA even though we participated in so much of it, until after
we hear a debriefing from the crew on it. They did dump a couple
hours of debrief from the first EVA and we found out that they
picked up a couple extra tasks on that one. For example, they
did a SPAS TPAD docking on that one which we thought they had
never gotten to. They did do the Cinema 360 velcro job which we
thought they had done by the camera but couldn't verify it.
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Down towards the end today the crew picked up the hydrazine tool
evaluation and that all seemed to go well. All the tool installation seemed to work fine. The minor problem that they did have
was they couldn't make a quick disconnect that would have given
us a verification of leak check but we can do that on the ground
once back. So, looked like all that activity went wolle All in
all, I just think as far as the EVA itself went that Presidential
call at the end of the timeline was kind of the icing on the cake
for those guys that had trained and worked so hard all this time
preparing for that activity. Tonight we are doing a couple of
revs of port sun to try to warm up the dump lines for the supply
water system. We are 90ing to try and do a supply \~ater dump
that worked for the waste system this morning, trying to free up
some oe the ice that's in the lines there and other than that I
think everything else has been pretty nominal. You are open for
questions.
PAO
Please identify yourself when we point you out,
name and organization. Start here with Carlos Byars.
CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
What's the physical condition
of the crew at the end of this second EVA? They, of course, seem
to be steaming along in great shape but you should have a better
feel for that. And were they really in good shape or were they
pretty well worn out at the end of their 6 hours and umpteen
minutes?
COX
Well, I think we'll just have to ask them to really
get the right answer. But just my impression of the whole thing,
I think it went very well.
This EVA, task-wise, was probably not
as strenuous as the first one, there was just a lot of logistics
and tools activities that are a little tough to work with but the
thing that is tou9h to evaluate for anybody that hasn't performed
this activity is how much work you're doing just to keep moving
in the suits. I did not get any opinion that they were over
taxed or anything, seemed like a 6-hour EVA is a fairly
comfcctable thing to do.
PAO

Bob Ezell, NBC news.

EZELL
Bruce McCandless was complaining a couple of times
about bein9 very cold. What was that about? Thatts one
question. The second is that Steve Nesbitt said you might have
some weather information for us and what is it?
COX
1 was just trying to get the latest weather
update, that's the reason I was a little bit late getting over
here. 1111 answer that one first. It looks like KSC weather
would probably be a little bit marginal if we try to come in
tomorrow hut it looks like it's gOing to be clearing up nicely
for Saturday_ That seems to be the current trends which was kind
of news. It looked like Saturday was marginal up till now but

.
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there's a clearing trend heading that way, probably Saturday and
Sunday is looking good. The first question was?
EZELL
A couple of times right before the call from
President Reagan he was talking about being very cold, that he
was even shivering he oaid a few times.
COX
'rhere's been a modification made to these ulock 2
suits, they increase the sublimator capability to allow you to
receive more cooling based upon some chamber runs that we have
performed. probably we don't need quite as much of that cooling.
So you have to keep setting your temperature control valve to
warmer and warmer positions and the positions he kepl: having it
in - it turned out that when he was in the shade he got pretty
cold in them. There was a comment down towards the end, I've
already got the sublimator pr~ssure warning light which was a
result of the fact that he had built up too much ice on there,
wasn't using, wasn't pumping as much heat through the system. We
said go ahead and do the normal procedure and he said, well, I
don't think I can stand that. lim already cool, I don't need
anymore cooling, I'll be happy to warm up for a while. I think
the suits worked fine. They are designed for more of the
extremes. We may want to look and see whether we want to bypass
some more of those sublimator plates or something. I think all
in all they showed that they worked very well.
PAO

Question here.

ANATOLEAS (German Radio)
Do you think you really lost much
since the astronauts docked to a satellite which did not
rotate? You wanted a rotating satellite. Is it that much of a
difference for the upcoming solar max mission?
COX
It would have been nice to do, I mean, obviously
we lost that feature but I think with the work that we did with
the docking with the TPAD interface, I think we're pretty
confident that all works real well. We tried nice slow easy
dockings, we did hard dockings, we tried the loads that we could
get on the them and those are the questions most of us feel that
from the training we're going to know how to do the rate
matching , that's what they do the training for. A lot of the
question was, how is that interface really going to work and we
were questioning it, you know, how was that interface going to
work if you were misaligned and came in from a different angle.
Well, with all the banging and the different alignments that they
did do, I think we probably picked up all the engineering worth
that we possibly could out of that.
PAO

Paul Recer, AP.

RECER
Two questions. Do you have any more information as
to what was wrong with the wrint jOint on the RMS?
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COX
Don't have it nailed down. We won't know until we
take the arm apart and look at it after the flight. We had an
arm base electronics warning light for the weist yaw and some of
the folks were speculating that it's probably related to the
computator there that feeds the logic circuit that would drive
the motor so once we had it narrowed down to that small area we
know that we weren't going to be able to have redundancy in the
way we move that motor and since the arm was in the right
position for stowing, that jOint was, was in acquisition for
stowing, we knew we had backup control of that joint but we chose
- since we wouldn't be able to be GO with that configuration just
to go ahead and stow the arm at that point.
RECER
Second one. Can you without qualification now say
that the MMU and all the hardware are ready for the solar max
rescue mission?
COX
My opinion, I think it worked great.
the man that designed the machine.

You might ask

WHITSETT
I was certainly happy with the MMU. I think it
really worked great and Bruce and Bob were tremendous pilots in
flying the thing and really showed its capability. The hardware
worked great, so I feel we are ready.
RECER
So you would recommond that we proceed with solar
max without qualification?
WHITSETT

You bet.

PAO
we'll go to Jules Bergman, ABC, now and then we'll
move over to Lynn and (garble).
JULES BERGMAN (ABC News)
John, this is for you, for you and Ed
I guess. Are there any changes you are going to recommend in the
way this MMU performed? I know you are the father of it. It
worked beautifully and you are to be commended, I suppose, for
both your imagination and your persuasion going back 20 years.
Are there any changes at all you are going to recommend?
COX
From an operational point of view, we didn't see
anything during the flight. I was chatting with some of the 41-C
crew who happen to be there for part of the time and they were
quite pleased with the way it performed and nobody saw anything
that needed to be changed. I noticed listening to some of the
debriefing, Bruce had a couple of ideas on it but I think his are
more for a space station type of an applioation and that's what
he was intending the comments. He's been in the design business
for a long time on that topic also.

***
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WHITSETT
And I would agree with John. The hardware worked
fine and can't think of a single problem that would cause us to
make any changes at all. I think it's go just like it is. We'll
check it over at the Cape and make sure it took the landing and
flight okay and put them back onboard and we'll be ready to go
for Solar Max Repair.
BERGMAN

You say at the Cape.

WHITSETT

Yes.

B~RGMAN

You're pretty confident, landing at the Cape.

WHITSETT
Well, 11m assuming it's going to land at the Cape,
that's not my area but, wherever it is, when it gets back to the
C~pe we will do our work on it there.
PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
John, can you elaborate on the gear that Bruce
saw that he was a littl~ startled by that he tucked back together
because he said the payload bay doors wouldn't close. I wasn't
clear what that was all about.
COX
There is a little bracket that holds the, that
pushes the slide wire into the right position. The slide wire,
which we have one running up and down the longsron on each side,
they're attached and then there's a little bracket that holds
them in a position relative to the doors, That bracket had come
loose. It's held by pip pins where you just pull on two little
(garble), release and you can pull the pin out. We were all
speculating when that must have happened because it was working
during the first EVA. We were out of ground contact when they
picked up camera 0 and brought it in. We were quite surprised at
the end of the first EVA that they had done that. That's right
in that same area and somebody must have caught themselves on
that pin and pulled it out so, and they weren't aware of it
because they went straight on in afterwards. So when we went out
there this time Bruce saw it because the first thing he did was
take camera 0 back out again and he install the pin befor.e he
installed the camera.
SHERR
Is it accurate that had he not done that you would
not have been able to close the doors?
COX
No, it's just you don't want to take a chance of
getting anythi~g loose that might get into the door mechanism,
it's close you know with a misaligned or the appropriate amount
of bad luck you might get it into a place where it could jam but
more than likely it wouldn't have.
PAO

Tom O'Toole, Washington Post.
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TOM O'TOOLE (Washington Post)
For Ed Whitsett. Is there any
reason, seeing how the MHU worked so well, for staying with this
300 foot safety limit on the next, on the Solar Max Mission? Any
reason why one of the crew, why Nelson couldn't go out to 400 or
500 feet?
WHITSETT
I don't think therp.'s a ~agic number. You could
probably otretch that to 400, 500 feet. I think the basic issue,
though, is that you like the crewman to be able to have the
capability to come home should you have a radar problem or
something like that and from what we know right now, 3 or 400
feet is about as far as he has good visual references, So, I
think we'll stay with that ground rule.
O'TOOLE

On the Solar Max you'll stay with it.

WHITSETT

Right.

COX
~ might elaborate a little bit on that.
We
selected that distance based upon how well the Orbiter can see
them and if you had to rely on payload bay lights, for example,
you begin to lose resolution out beyond say 3 to 400 feet. We
learned that from the STS-7 flight working with the SPAS so as a
recommendation we tried to keep in closer in case, for some
reason, ~he Orbiter had to do a rescue you didn't have to start
from a place where you couldn't see them. That was just kind of
an arbitrary number and we thought that that gave us plenty of
redundancy with his locator lights and our distance measuring
equipment that we could do that. As far as the Orbital effects
that you might get from a Kepler point of view, you can go well
beyond that 2 to 300 feet. We looked at distances out 5, 6, 700
feet and they don't seem to be anything you would significantly
be aware of as a pilot. You would normally make your small
corrections and probably not notice them. You get out much
beyond that you'll have to probably train to a slightly different
technique. This crew hasn't worried abo1tt that type of a
training so we're very comfortable with that type of range and it
works well fo~ the Solar Max case also.
PAO
We'll go to Craig Covault from Av Week, then we'll
go to the Kennedy Space Center for questions. Craig.
CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
A couple questions. The first
one is did viewing the tapes that perhaps got dumped after the
first EVA hear anything that you c~~uld share that would be
especially interesting and then the second question is, I can
recall as today's activity had been planned really for the last
couple of years around here, there had been some disouosion if
you couldn't do a SPAS type rotating track and dock that perhaps
you would do an attitude change on the Orbiter. I think I heard
Bruce bring that up half in jest and maybe not half so in jest.
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Did you ever give any serious consideration on Orbiter attitude
change?

cox

Well, he would have wanted a 1 degree per second
rotation of the Orbiter and we didn't seriously consider that at
all. You can imagine what th~t does for an MMU rescue scenario
or anything like that so we always like to be in a posture for
that. So, no we did not consider anything like that.

COVAULT

And the tapes, anything?

cox

As far as the tapes, I'm trying to think. There
was the fact that they did get the TPAD docking on the SPAS that
was a surprise to us. Bob had several comments on transporting
tools to the MFR. Probably is better to put that on the arm
without the tools and bring it over to that station to load it
up. I think the gist of most everything that we picked up on the
tape was almost what you were picking up in real time. Very
pleased with the RMS as a working platform. Felt that it
performed a whole lot better than they originally had expected.
I think you picked that up probably l\ve also. They had some
trouble getting the MFR extension deNt but listening to the tapes
we also think that was due to the fact that the way they put the
tools on and the order in which they did it probably made it
difficult to get to the release mechanism to get the arm down so
probably it's not a fundamental design problem or anything but
just something the folks have to look at. They had some other
comments about how easy the extension was to rotate and maneuver
and whatnot that don't require design changes or anything, just
general comments. Don't remember anything else that was
significant in there.
COVAULT

Okay, thank you.

PAO
All right. We'll go to the Kennedy Space Center
now. We understand we also have questions from Marshall. Then
we'll come back here so Kennedy we're ready for your questions.
DICK LEWIS (Chicago Sun Times)
I guess this should be for Ed
Whitsett. How much flying time do we have on the MMUs now?
WHITSETT
Well, the last numbers I saw were about 2 and 1/2
hours during the first EVA and if I can steal some of John's
under here we got about 5 hours on the second EVA, 5 hours and 10
minutes.

cox

5 hours total.

WHITSETT

For both EVAs?

COX

For both EVAs.

total.
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WHITSETT

Okay.

COX

So we got about the same on both of them.

REG TURNELL (BBC)
Do you have any feeling that the RMS failure
might be related to the fact that it was hauling Bruce ~cCandless
around just before it was stowed on Tuesday and related to that,
if it should fail during the Solar Max in this way is that the
end of the mission or is there any alternative way of
accomplishing it?
COX
Okay, on the first question about the RMS failure
related to Bruce, we all asked ourselves that question but then
it was quickly discounted in the fact that we would have s~en the
failure yesterday. There was quite a bit of arm motion after
Bruce was off of it and we felt that most of the stress was
probably put on when he was bouncing at the, on it at the MER
site so we felt pretty much that we would have seen something
there so we're quite puzzled. We don't think it ~ad anything,
that that particularly had anything to do with it. As far as the
Solar Max Repair, we do rely entirely on that arm working. We do
not yet have a backup technique to get the satellite onboard,
however, there are several proposals that our people have been
working on over the last several months and if one of those comes
to a fruition then we may have a backup but at this point we
dontt. So that would be a tough one on the way the ourrent plans
are.
LEWIS
I wasn't clear about the total number of hours.
Was that 5 hours and 10 minutes on each or on both?
COX
Total time, let's see the port had a total of 4
hours and 3 minutes, the starboard 1 hour and 7 minutes.
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DENBARK (LOS Angeles Times)
John how far did the Orbiter have
to go to pick up that foot restraint?
COX
Never did see the final distance, we probably ought
to ask Vance about that. It went out of field of view of the
camera, and I would estimate, when it was out of field of view,
it was probably in the order of 30 feet, maybe a little further,
by the time that Vance took off after it. But it seemed like he
got with it in a hurry, and chased it down rapidly. So I doubt
if it, I think he killed off the separation rate, just shortly
after it went out of field of view.
FRANK ESCINDA
(Today)
John, I think I may have misunderstood
this before, but were you saying that on that wrist that was
inoperative this morning that there is a duplicate system, that
you didn't want to risk using, or there is no backup system on
that?
COX
We could still drive the motor, but we would have
had to use the back up method of driving it, which is basically
applying a direct voltage to the motor, without the normal sort
of loops and whatnot and the data display, that comes along with
the primary system that, the RMS has a primary way of operating
that gives you quite a bit of flexibility, quite a bit of data,
all the alarm anunciation that you need, makes it very easy to
operate that way. As a backup- if that primary system ever
completely fails on you, there's still a way to ~o out and apply
voltage to each one of the motors and drive the aem that way. We
still had that capability on that joint, but did not feel that
was a proper way to operate and the rules wouldn1t let us operate
that way even if we wanted to. So we could have moved the joint,
but chose not to because there was no backup to the condition
that we were in.
SALESTEAD (Baltimore Sun)
I gather from what you said earlier,
about the wrist that it was today, a fundamental electrical
problem and that it's not a generic problem of any kind, the
deSign, and that you feel you can, you will be able to fix it
satisfactorily when you get back to earth, is that correct?
COX
I think as a general assessment, we all believe
that to be true.
MEECHUM (Ganette News Service)
I think when they lost that foot
restraint, that Stewart was 1n the HMU, isn't that correct?
COX
No, he was at the FFS, ! don't know whether he was
latched in "r just held with the foot 1."estraints, but he was at
the FFS, had fi~~shed his flight.
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MEECHUM
Had been free to have chased the foot restraint
himself, instead of having, instead of manuevering the Orbiter to
' go out after it.
COX
That was one of the things we checked, when Vance,
chose to take off, we quickly accessed the prop, and the fact
that everybody was in the bay, and said that this looked like a
good time to go do something like that. We would probably have
preferred to not have him chase it down if we also had a free
flying MMU out there.
MEECHUM

Why would that be?

cox
Just adds to the complication, we like the
crewman's attention on the pilot and the MMU.

WILLIAMS (WMAL Radio)
John, what exactly did you get
accomplished in the EVA today that allows you to believe your
okay for solar max, despite the problems with the arm?
COX
I think the T-pad docking if I had to put my finger
on something that was well confirmed today, is the fact that the
T-pad does work and you can take an quita a significant load, on
it. Bruce gave it about all he could with the MMU, and couldn't
break it loose and I think that it shows that that interface is
gOing to be very strong, that's a fairly complicated box, that
has to operate. We felt af.ter the first EVA that the MMUs were
great flying machines, and that was just further confirmed here,
so I think those two things are the key items that we now know
that the solar max is a feasible type of thing to do, the way
that we have it laid out. Yesterday, also gave us the bonus on
the fact the RMS is a great work platform. We have several work
arounds on that ~lso, but had that not worked, for the max
flight, but I think we learned that basically the RMS is a good
place to work, the MHU works super, and the T-pad can take quite
a big shock and still work fine.
COBAL (Space Age Times)
Question probably for Ed. Have you
determined at this point what the maximum limits of stay time
would be for an astronaut in an MHU?
WHITTSET
MMU is reall~' driven by the suit system, the EMU,
so the 6 hours, is a nominal EVA time. From the MMU standpoint,
we don't have a limit quite like that. We have the capability to
recharge the nitrogen on board, so that oan continue. The HMUs
batteries are good for 6 1/2 hours, so the EVAs really limited by
the suit, the EMU system, as far as the MHUs ooncerned.
LEDMAN (Detroit News)
airlock if I might.

I'd like to get an ingress time into the

,
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COX
I think they were outside 6 hours 17 minutes, now
if you want to back that into an ingress time, let me see if I
wrote that down, no I just have the total phase last time of 6
17, and we went out at 5 days, 21 hours, 24 minutes, so, 41,
6:03:41, I would quess.
LEDMAN
What we heard earlier was the 6:17 was time on the
EMU, is why I'm asking for ingress time.
COX
that.

Ingress time would probably be 10 minutes prior to

PAO KSC

That's all from Kennedy Space Center.

PAO
All right, let's go to the Marshall Space Flight
Center, I understand they have questions. We'll come back here
to the Johnson Center, and then we'll go back to Marshall, we
have a little communication problem. We'll go here to Mr. Petty,
at the Chronicle.
PETTY (Houston Post)
PAO

That's Houston Post please.

I'm sorry, pardon me.

PETTY
Do you know how the foot rstraint got loose and why
it wasn't tethered?
COX
There's two portable toot restraints, one is on the
CESA, and ones on the CaSAl They have a big (garble) knob, that
you turn and set them in place. Why the (garble) knob, came
loose, I don't know. possibly it wasn't put on tight enough at
the Cape, or possibly all the difficulty Bob was having the day
before getting his feet in the foot restraints, had been enough
to jar it loose, I don't know, in explanation for the thing, but
it worked it's way loose. After it did come loose, and we did
reoapture it, we also recommended that they tether both of the
portables.
PAO
You have a question baok here, all right.
Gentlemen her.e.
ANATOLEAS
(German Radio)
How many of these remote
manipulator systems have you, do you have any in store, I
understand that some day the Air Foroe is going to fly with 2
arms for very heavy payloada.
COX
The orbiter basically could handle two of them, you
know very shortly, all the software, and the electronicG is
pretty muoh set up to do that, you just switch from one to the
other, the way the system is built, so we just never had, a
reason, we felt, to have to carry two of them, I think there's
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got more then one, do you?

COX
We definitely have more then one, I'm trying to
think, this is the second one that we have flown. I think there
is two more that may have already been received or something on
that order.
PAO

Carlos Byars, Chronicle.

BYARS
A plug for Mr. Petty. John, do you know whethor or
not you had any leaks on the hydrazine freon dye leak t8St. Do
you know whether or not you had any leak on that?
COX
Didn't appear to, Bob didn't think he did have, and
the only way we're going to know now is when we get to the Cape,
that will be the real proof of the pudding. So if the whole
thing held together from Bob's installation, through the landing
and everything, we'll know we have a super t0ol, so that will be
the real test.
BYARS
I would assume that if this thing really had
something serious, it would hnve shown up on his gloves, or
something
COX
You would have seen dye or something someplace, and
we didn't see anything.
BYARS
What was the, he was having some sort of a
difficulty with this connection.
COX
It was just a normal quiok disconnect that you
would expect to work, and just didn't want to work.
BYARS
Just like at a service station, and they don't
usually work there either.
COX

Right.

BYARS

Thank you.

COX
There was a lot of speculation of what the problem
might be, but nobody had any really 990d idea.
PAO

Gre9 Covault, Av Week.

COVAULT
John, were you watching heart rates on them from a
work level aotivity, what kind of a heart rates,were you seeing?
COX
I wasn't, the surgeon was and I forgot to ask. I
did talk to the surgeon but one break in the day, and I said it
appear. that they are not working near as h4rd as they did on the

~
,~
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ficst EVA, and the response was, yes the medibio rates seem to
support that, but I didn't ask what the heart rates were.

COVAULT
Kind of looking down stream, if you can look down
solar max, and that's probably difficult. But now that you've
demonstrated, what do you have in the back of your mind, in terms
of flying an MMU missions a bit ~ore regularly on space available
flights, we discussed in here, '~ith Abrahamson yesterday maybe
the possibility of working up an external tank umbilical door,
type repair?
COX
Well, I don't personally hav~ any, I know that
there are a lot of folks that can come up with a lot of good
ideas, and good productive things that we can do. As far as
near-term, solar max, and there is possibly some landsat repair
that mayor maynot involve them. What it really does is give us
another option and another tool we can use, so those tasks that
we evaluate as a RMS task or whatnot as they come in, we now have
another tool that we can now talk with. We'll just have to look
and see, and maybe some payloads that are more minimal to MMU
service and type of operation.
PAO

Question in the back of the room, please.

MILLER (KTRH)
Did either of you or did either of the crew
members notice any difference in the performance between the two
MMUs.
COX
I didn't detect anything, I suspect we will get any
comments on the debrief on that.
WHITTSET
I wouldn't expect that they WOUld, you know the
systems have been tested, we've measured pressures and all that
sort of stuff and they were very close together, I think, well
below the level that the crew could preceive a difference between
the two units. In terms of their flying, I didn't get any
comments back, it will be interesting to see if they noticed some
subtlies though.
MILLER
It seems like it took a heok of a long time,
setting up the exactly the right shot for the President. How
much time did that add to the timeline I'm wondering. How much
was cut out for that. I was wondering just how much time it
took, because the president wanted to talk to them~
COX
It may have seemed like, but I don't think it
probably took more than about 5 minutes or so. probably had we
not even told them, we gave them a teleprinter message, that said
you may get a call, so it's obvious that they spent sometime
figuring out where they wante~ to be. Because we didn't propose
that to them.
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PAO
I understand that our technical difficulties have
been cleared at Marshall, so Marshall go ahead with your
questions please.
KNIGHT (WAFF TV)
John, I may have misunderstood Bruce, but once
he reentered the airlock, he said something about bringing the
pressure up or changing the pressure more slowly, something about
an ear block, is that correct?
COX
I rumember some call to that affect, I think it was
respect to Bob though, I don't recall, it didn't pick up any
complaints so, it must have worked out all right, he must have
just had some trouble clearing his ears.
KNIGHT
And secondly, I'm not sure if you might have seen
it or not, but sometime, while they were approaching the coast of
Africa, there was an object soemewhere directly down below them,
that caused some discussion. Do you have any idea what that was?

cox

No I don't.

KNIGHT
And finally for Ed, now that we've had a chance to
tryout the helmet cameras a bit, are there any ideas about
possibly any modifications to the helmet cameras where they could
be directed by the operator more.
WHITTSET

You talking about the helmet-mounted TV?

KNIGHT

Correct.

WHITTSET
In terms of pointing, it obviously points to the
direction that the crewman is looking. I'm not sure what you
meant by having more operator capability?
KNIGHT
Yesterday, John mentioned, actually on Tuesday,
after the EVA that there was some problem on which way he was
looking, the camera would sometimes be higher than he was looking
so it gave some degree of a problem of actually getting a good
picture of what he was doing. With that in mind, do you think it
would ba helpful to have it where they could be manipulated.
WHITTSET
I don't think we would make a change at this point
in time. Obviously you've got a compromise between viewing an
area of where he's working, where his hand is, versus an area,
straight ahead. So we pioked something kind of inbetween. So,
you give up a little bit in terms of a long view straight ahead,
but it's really optimi~ed for close in aotivity where the crewman
is working. So I ~on't believe that we will be changing that.

PAO

No further questions from Marshall.

\
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PAO
Any more questions here, at Johnson, if not I'd
like to remind you again of the press conference tomorrow morning
at 5:51 a.m. central time, media here at the Johnson Space
Center, must be here in this briefing room, no later than 5:40
a.m. John, Ed, ladies and gentlemen thank you very much.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good morning, everybody and welcome back. Gary
Coen will be Flight Director for entry tomorrow and just came off
of console on the most recent shift. We'll let him begin be
briefing on that shift and then we'll invite your questions.
COEN
Okay. Working the shift today, most of the shift
is really in preparation for tomorrow's entry. There are quite a
few checkouts that are done on the vehicle and stowage before
entry and turning down some of the experiments. To capsule
today's activities we did an FCS checkout which is a checkout of
the flight control system. We also checked out the landing, the
instruments that are used for landing to feed information into
the avionics systems. We power up an APU and actually move the
error surfaces, in fact, we used APU 1 today to do that
activity. All those checkouts went real well. We checked out
the crew's displays, the HUD, altimeters, tape meters, and
whatnot. Those checkouts all went well. Looks like the vehicle
is in good shape for entry tomorrow, we have plenty of
consummables. We have the capability to come into KSC either
tomorrow or Sunday. We shut down the SPAS today, we won't be
working with that any more. We retracted the hardware umbilical
that goes to the SPAS. Of course, we had the press conference
with you all, I thought that went real nicely. Entry planning
has about crystalized. We have quite a bit of information to
give you on the entry facts a& they apply tomorrow, in fact, I
thought I would leave a handout here with you so if you have any
detailed questions you can pick up the numbers as I leave. r
also brought over some ground track maps because the ground track
is a little different that the preflight ground track that you
were given. If you would like, I can take q'lestions on the
activities today or any t.ype of questions an~ then maybe launch
into a discussion of what the numerical facts 0f the entry are
tomorrow.
PAO
Why don't we give them the numerical facts and then
see if that stimulates any questions too.
COEN
When landing - is deorbit burn on rev 127 with a
landing on rev 128. Th. time of ignition is at - all these times
will be in central standard - the time of ignition is at 5t15:45
in the morning. Lat/longs - latitude 24.2 south, longitude 95.1
east. That's in the Indian Ocean, quite a ways, in fact, off the
east coast of Africa. The altitude at that time is 149.2
nautical miles. The velooity for the deorbit burn is 317 feet
per second. The duration of the burn, 2 minutes 54 seconds. The
crossrange to come into KSC on that rev is 524 miles, in other
words, you fly that far sideways off the ground traok to land at
KSC. Site coverage, we have both a Guam and Hawaii pass tomorrow
morning. Acquisition time for the Guam pass is 5:30 in the
morning. Acquisition time for the Hawaii pass is ~'42, again,
central standard. The pass at Guam is 3 minutes a'\d 6 seconds.
The pass at Hawaii is 4 minutes 26 seconds. We e~Pect - we'll
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have TORS AOS, the problem with TORS AOS is that it will be
during com~unications blackout. So, the TDRS is able to look at
the vehicle at that time. It's a little bit of a question as to
exactly when we will get the TORS data because it depends on how
well the signal is able to burn through the blackout period, the
plasma that builds up around the vehicle. If it's close to what
we saw at Edwards on last flight, we will get a little bit of
TORS data before picking up the signal at Kennedy. Entry
interface is at 5:45 a.m. Lat/long for that is 24.57 north,
158.44 west, altitude is 403,000 feet, and velocity is 24,390,
range at that time to the Cape is 4137 miles. We intercept the
heading alignment cone at 6:12 in the morning. We plan to use a
landing at KSC 15, we'll be doing a left-hand overhead turn. The
landing is always dictated by the surface winds and sometimes the
winds that are 2000 feet up the glideslope of the Orbiter. The
way the winds look right now, the predicted winds show that we'll
be landing on runway 15. Manual control, the cr~w will take over
manual control just as the intercept the heading alignmnet cone
and that will b~ at an altitude of 44,056 feet. Velocity at that
time is 827 feet per second. Projected landing, 6:16 a.m., again
that's central. That's 13 minutes and 24 seconds after
sunrise. During the entry there are going to be three roll
reversals. The initial roll command is to the left, we will then
reverse to the right, left, and back to the right again. The
velocities for those three reversals are 12,960, 6665, and
3410. Altitudes, respectively, 179,578 for the first reversal,
139,319 for the second, and 97,500 feet altitude for the third
reversal. KSC weather - weather predictions for KSC, when I came
on shift this morning, they are predicting 2S,000-foot sCattered
deck another layer of clouds at 3500 feet. Predicted winds were
10 knots, ~redicted winds on the surface were 10 knots and 130
degrees whIch is almost straight up the runway. The runway's at
150 degrees. Visibility, 7 miles plus. So the prediction looks
good fOr tomorrow at KSC. The weather predictions for KSC,
Northrup, and Edwards all look good through Sunday. Ground
track, as I said the ground track is a little bit dlfferent that
what you were shown prelaunch, that's because we did a slightly
different maneuver profile in the flight, than we had planned
prelaunch. That resulted in a different crossran~e. We still
come across Baja California although a little more north than
what you saw on your original handouts. Across Mexico, across
south Texas looks like we enter the Gulf somewhere south of
Houston. If I were to estimate on this map it would be maybe in
the Port O'Connor area, proceed on across ~he Gulf in kind of an
east northeast direction. We do cr08S land again at the Delta of
the Mississippi, south of New Orleans, it's only a little piece
of land there at the Delta where it projects into the Gulf. Come
back out into the Gulf and then go southerly a little bit then on
across the Florida ooast to KSC. Like I say, I'll leave these
maps with you so if you - -
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PAO
Yes. We'll Xerox these and get them available to
you here and we'll data fax them to the other Centers as well.
COEN
I also have the times and the opportunities for the
other sites besides KSC. If we come in a day late at KSC the
nominal plan would be to come in on - the Orbiter on rev 143 with
a landing on rev 144. That is a day-lit opportuni:y and that is
6 and a half minutes after sunrise. Crossrange for that
opportunity is 667 miles. The rest of our opportunities to both
KSC and Edwards are all at night time. So, the opportunity
Saturday and the opportunity Sunday to KSC are day lit. As you
can see both are just after sunrise in the morning. The rest of
our chances to the various sites are at night. Any questions.

*"''''
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Anyone have a - Carlos Byars.

BYARS
Good morning, Gary, how confident are you that
you're going to be coming in tomorrow at KSC?
COEN
I am fairly ~onfident that we are going to come in
there tomorrow. The weatherman, we're going to live with, of
course, with, welre going to go to the site that the weather
allows us to go to. From a weather standpoint we're looking
forward to landing at KSC tomorrow. I would hate to put a
percentage on it because it is a landing field that is close to
water, there are some dynamic actvities as you know, from being
in Houston, things are fairly dynamic when you're trying to
predict semi-tropical weather and you have a lot of affects that
you have to contend with. I think we're going to come there
tomorrow. I wouldnlt tell you probabilities because I don't
knew.
PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER
Can the folks in south Texas look forward to any
visual or auditory interaction with the Shuttle shall we say?
I doubt it, I think over South Texas is pretty
have not had a pressure profile run to sp.c where the
SonlC boom might be in to relation to town, cities, or pieces of
the l(\ap, so I don't really know, but I think it's pretty high
over south ~exas. I can tell you that the first roll reversal to
illustrate altitude. The first roll reversal, we're still at
179,000 feet, and that happened to have been at 90 degrees west,
that's 5 degrees east of the, east of Houston, that's maybe 300
miles east of Houston. So if it's at 179,000 feet, 300 miles
east of Houston, it's very high over south Texas.

COHE~
hig~.

RECER
COEN
PAO

I

<grable) delta be.
Righ t.
Tom O'Toole.

O'TOOLE
I missed the rolls.
I thought I got them, was it
left, right, left, or roll right, left, right.
COEN
The order is when we start out with initial bank
command, it will be on the left. So we will be banking left, and
that's to go towards the north. Then the order then is right,
left, right.
PAO

Tom.

O'TOOLE
One other question. Besides all the cheoklist they
have to do today, and stowage, etc, etc. Are they going to be
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doing anything else? And, I notice this is not pertinent,
terribly pertinent to landing, but ~i~l they told the news of the
death of Andropaux on the teleprinter Ot over the air-to-ground?
COEN
I read the teleprinter before it went up today, and
I do not recall that being on there.
PAO

No, it wasntt on

there~

It hasn't been uplinked.

COEN
I know they weren't told air-to-ground.
uncertain about what was in the tel~printer.

And I'm

PAO
No, it wasn't in the ~eleprinter message.
take one more question here, go ahe~d (garble).

We'll

QUERY
What else are they ~oing today besides checklist
and getting ready for entry? Is ~h~re anything else they are
doing? Any experiments they are olpsing out?
\

COEN
They did C10Sfl out tny SPAS. The SPAS activities
are finished. All the experiment 'I,ctivities are complete. So
it's mostly stowage, putting all tae gear away, doing systems
checks, Which most of those are cO/npleted. This afternoon, we
intend, before the crew goes to s~~ep, to uplink some messages,
some work that we have done on th~ ground in preparation for
entry, so that the crew will be a~l~ to read those messages, and
study them a little bit before (9"rble) today. And they are
mostly facts, like I'm giving yp~~h~re.
PAO
We'll take one mor~ question here, and then go to
the other centers, then come back for the remainer here. Susan
Starnes?
STARNES
Do you have any coordinates on whether the folks in
Houston are going to be to see the Shuttle before dawn tomorrow.
COEN
No, I don't.
STARNES

Could we get -

COEN

No, sorry, I

ST.~RNES

Could we get thos;;t possibly?

CCEN

You probably

STARNES

Degrees above thp borizon, that kind of thing?

COEN

don'~.

cout~.

I think we could.

_...

~... ~
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PAO
Now to Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and then
we'll come back here to Houston for remaining questions.
Kennedy?
KSC

Reg Turnell, BBC.

TURNELL
A couple of questions, please, do you have first a
landing weight for the Orbiter?
COEN

I do, I

PAO

And if you do, what is it?

COEN

20l!600 pounds is the estimated landing weight.

TURNELL

Say again, please.

COEN

201,600.

just don't - -

TURNELL
Thank you. And we weren't hearing you too well at
the beginning, you said the HUD had been checked out, and that
manual control would be taken over at, I think, 44,056 feet,
could you please just run down what the Commander will be
actually be doing for the last 2 or 3 minutes of landing. Will
he ~etain manual control from that pOint to touchdown?
COEN
That's correct, he takes over manual control as he
intersects the heading alignment cone. And this cone, as he is
heading into the Cape, he makes a turn over the field, and lands
at the appropriate runway. It is when he first starts making
this turn, is when he takes over manual, and he flies it manual
the rest of the way, on through the landing, and of course, on
through the rollout. That geometrical, the intersection of that
hack is at an altitude of 44,056 feet, like we said. The
velocity of the vehicle at that point is 827 feet per second, so
it's subsonic by then. I don't know whethe~ I gave you the turn
angle. The total turn angle to get into runway 15, with the
heading that he is coming in on, over the Gulf is 302 degrees.
KSC

One more question.

BOYLE Timpton Conservative)
Could you hold up your ground track
chart for a minute to the camera, as it comes over the Gulf
please.
PAO
Hold it u~, wetll also do better than that, I don't
know if that will register on the tube, but we'll send you that
datafax as soon the pr~ds conference is over, and you should have
it in your hands in about 20 minutes.
KSC

No further questions here.

.
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PAO
Okay, questions back in Houston, your name and
affiliation, please.
JUNES (National Space Institute)
You were talking about
being checked out, I see it's not required for landing at
but live heard some commanders comment that they wouldnlt
land there without one. How important do you think it is
landing?

the HUD
KSC,
like to
to this

COEN
The crews consider and the Commanders consider the
HUD to be quite important. Sometim~s what you would like to do
and what you are willing to do are two different things, and I
think that i3 the distinction you are hearing. The desire and
the need for the HUD has not so far extended to the point where
we would absolutely not land at KSC without a HUD. Although
there are different opinions within the community. The way our
rules are written, there is not a definite requirement for HU~
for that landing.
PAO

your name and affiliation, please.

JACKSON (Time Magazine)
The last we were told, there was about
2000 lbs of excess fu~l, is this weight that you gave us, assume
that that will be dumped, and if so, when are you planning on
dumping that fuel and where?
eOEN
The way we handle the fuel in the OMS pods is that
we sim~ly target that the Orbiter burn inefficiently. So there's
an optlmum time to target the deorbit burn. We have two options,
depending on how much propellant we h~ve in excess. It turns out
on this mission, with the excess propellant, all we have to do is
target the burn a little bit early, so it will be inefficient,
thus costing you more propellant that you really needed to use to
get out of orbit. On occasion we have so much propellant that we
actually take the vehicle out of plane, and put an out of plane
component in the deorbit burn, and that affectively wastes
propellant for us. This flight, the plans for this flight don't
include an out of plane component.
PAO

Yes, your name and affiliate?

•••
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Were they both recovered?

What happened to the SRBs?

COEN

I don't know.
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Sorry.

PAO
See if somebody in the loop from Kennedy can tell
me over the headset and I'll relay it to you. Sherry Armet.
SHERRY ARMET (ABC News)
Gary, can you tell me if there's any
change in the convoy for the landing since the runway's a lot
narrower and there's water on both sides.
COEN
There is still a convoy operation~ I don't know
that, I don't know the details of how they get where they're
going to go to work on the Orbiter. The basic, the basic job
that convoy folks has is the same but I can't tell you where they
park their vehicles in preparation for going out and servicing.
ARMET
I was wondering more is whether or not there would
be any boats in the water as a contingency or anything in the
water?
COEN

NO, we're going to land on the runway.

ARMET

Thanks.

PAO

Carlos Byars again, please.

BYARS
I was going to ask you about the alligator
patrol. Gary, what's the last, when are you going to get a go/no
go for the landing tomorrow? Could you give us any idea about
that or what the status would be for a decision to land Sunday?
I would presume that if you're going, that a Sunday landing at
KSC automatically eliminates a chance for a Sunday landing at
Edwards.
COEN
Let me see if I can work that backwards because my
memory can't keep up with the first question. No, we have the
capability to land at either KSC or Edwards, Sunday. We have a
little logic flow that we use to make those deciSions. What it
amounts to though Sunday is that we have two opportunities at
Edwards, one is on the same rev as the prime KSC rev on Sunday
and one is a rev later. So we have an option to land at Edwards
on either one of those 2 revs depending on the weather situation
at KSC. If we came down during the count and understood that KSC
was definitely no go in tilne for us to make an Edwards I 43
landing we would do see. If there is any question as to the
chances of making it to KSC, in other words, there was some
chance that we thought the weather would allow us to go into KSC
we'd go ahead and try that and then make the waveoff decision
just prior to deorbit and waveoff to the next rev at Edwards. So
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we really have 2 decision points and the way our logic path is
set up we would give KSC every opportunity to be prime.
PAO
Okay, Doug Miller. Kennedy advises that the
boosters have been recovered and returned to KSC and they're in
good shape. Also the ~OCR is sending over some digitals on the
visibility of the Orbiter when it flies by and it'll be in the
newsroom in about 20 minutes. It's a rather complex set of
numbers so they're going to hand carry them over rather than read
them ove~. Doug.
DOUG MILLER (KTRH)
There was some talk this morning that there
was a discrepancy between I suppose you call it the altimeter of
the Pilot and the Commander and that didn't seem to be of any
concern. Can you explain that for us?
COEN
They have some altitude tapes that they use and
what they are is a little m~ter with a tape behind it and the
tape moves. Part of the FCS checkout is also a checkout of the
instrumentation that the crow has. The flight computer systems
provide stimuli, known stimuli to these instruments for purposes
of checking out the instruments. Both instruments should read
300,000 feet. I believe one of them was reading 305,000 feet and
the other was reading 307,000 feet. We are not concerned mainly
for two reasons. We had had this same experience on flight 8,
exactly the same 2 numbers. We also knew that the differences
were insignificant and we also knew, more importantly, that this
was not a fixed bias that would have low altitude show this size
of an error but it was a function of th~ signal goin9 into the
meters themselves. In other words, down at 2,QOO feet altitude
we knew WG were not going to have a 2,000 foot error. With all
that information and with the experience we had on flight 8 we're
able to say that it doesn't matter, it's not a concern.
PAO
Anyone have ar.ything else? If not, thank you for
your time and attention and we'll see you later in the day.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good morning. I'm Maurice Parker, Public Affairs
Office Langley Research Center and this briefing is on the Long
Duration Exposure Facility, a payload for the next Shuttle flight
4l-C scheduled for launch April 4. Roll tape, please. This is
the last time that the payload will be seen before it goes
undercover for its final launch preparations. 1111 introduce all
the speakers at once so that we can spe~d things along. The
first speaker will be Leo Daspit from your left. He is Project
Manager for LOEF from the Langley Research Center. He'll be
followed by William Kinard, also from Langley, LOEF Chi~f
Scientist, Dean zimmerman from Kennedy Space Center, LOEF Launch
Site support Manager and then Commander of the 4l-C Mission,
Astronaut Robert Crippen and Mission Specialist Astronaut Terry
Hart, both from the Johnson Center. Leo.
LEO DASPIT
Good moening. 1111 give you a brief overview this
morning of the LOEF payload. Long duration exposure facility is
a 21,400 pound payload to be deployed in orbit by the Shuttle
remote manipulator system at an altitude of approximately 260
nautical miles and an inclination of 28 and 1/2 degrees. The
spacecraft itself is more or less passive in nature and that is
that it is gravity 9radient sabilized, it has no attitude control
systems, no inertial reference units, no communication systems.
The primary objective is to collect scientific data with the data
either being retrieved in the laboratories back once the facility
is retieved or also laboratory (garble) and associated data
recorded on tape during the flight. We have a very simple
interface with the shuttle. There are only 2 interfaces between
our vehiCle and the shuttle. We have 4 trunnion pins and a keel
fittins that mechanically restrain us during the launch
operations activities as w~ll as the launch and we havft a grapple
fixture interface which is used for deployment once we're in
flight. The LOEF payload is approximately 30 feet long and 14
feet in diameter. The weights associated with that that I told
you before are broken down into approxi''lately 8,900 pounds of
primary structure, 12,200 pounds of experiments and 3,000 pounds
of ballast. And the reason for the ballast, 300 pounds of
ballast, excuse me. The reason for the ballast is that we
precisely locate our center of gravity of the vehicle during the
launch operation cycle so that we put it at the center of
pressure of the v~hicle for stabilization reasons. Of course,
the LOEF is an inhouse NASA project and the primary structure
that is on the screen now was designed, fabricated and testt:!d at
NASA·s Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. This
facility can accommodate 86 experiment trays. 72 on the
peripheral sur.faces, 8 on the space end and 6 on the earth end.
There are approximately ~O experiments on LDEF. It is basically
an international type payload. We have several experiments from
Europe, on~ from Canada. However, the majority of the
experiments come from NASA Centers, Universities and industry
within the Unitsd States. The status of LOEF is that we arrived
here, the launoh operations team arrived here on Ootober the
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31st. The facility experiments were received, inspected, checked
out, installed and last Friday we finished installing the last
experiment on LDEF. The viewgraph that you're looking at now
shows all experiments installed on LDEF. We plan to go online
operations with the STS system on March 1 of this year when we
are transported in our transportation cannister over to O&C for
integration into the KSC cannister. As far as the mission ~lans
are concerned, it's planned to launch LDEF on April 4th at 10:05
am eastern standard time. On the second day or the first day
depending on how you look at it, April 5th, of the mission, we
will deploy LDEF in the gravity gradient mode at approximately
13:27 hours eastern standard time. We will be in orbit for
approximately 10 and 1/2 months and mission 51-0 is our planned
retrieval launch and that is for mid-February of 1985. Thank
you.
WILLIAM KINARD
Okay, I'd like to very briefly tell you a little
bit about the experiments that are on LOEF. There are, in fact,
57 exper iments on t.~,d faci 1 i ty right now. Some of these
experiments use, actually are groups of experiments so there are
sub-experiments within them. Rather than take you through a
detailed description of all 57 let me suffice to say that we do
have a handout that does have information one each individual
experiment. These 57 experiments involve approximately 200
principal investigators. We also have a handout that identifies
each principal investigator and gives you some id~a of their
background and their affi:iation. From the research
investigator's viewpoint, LDEF provides a u,.ique opportuni ty for
space experiments. It is a general purpose facility. As Leo
just mentioned, it is free-flying so it provides researchers an
opportunity to expose experiments in space for an extended period
of time and very important to most of them an opportunity to
bring the experiment hardware back. This ability to bring the
hardware back is a key to most of the LOEF experiments. Many of
these experiments ar.e completely passive because of the ability
to bring it back and let me talk about just a few of them to
illustrate this. A large number of the experiments are
technology type experiments and this is another unique thing
about LOEF is that many of the technologists were forced to do
their development activities in the laboratory and didn't have
flight opportunities. With LOEF, testing can be done in space
and this is extremely important in things such aa materials to
ensure that a material can survive long periods of time in
space. And to illustrate the kind of experiments that we do, we
have Sf::>me composi te mater lal exper iments on LDEF. And these
experilnants inVOlve nothing more than flying sheets of composi te
materi~l, in fact we have a material tha~'s identical to the
composites that the shuttle cargo bay is fabricated from. And by
exposing this material in space for a year, bringing it back and
then in the laboratory doing detailed testing with laboratory
equipment, they can establish what will happen to the material
over long periods of time - effects of the space radiations,
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effects of the sun's radiation, effects of vacuum - and the idea
being to establish what kind of synergistic deterioration that
composite materials might have. The experiment hardware is
extremely simple. You don't have to fly the test equipment in
space, you simply fly the test specimen. Coatings are another
example of the kinds of experiments that we fly and, again, they
are passive, many of them, in that the materials are
characterized prior to being taken into space, they're exposed to
the space environment, then they're returned and then ~n return
there are detailed laboratory analysis. We also have science
investigations that utilize the same principle. So it's this
ability to bring the hardware back into the laboratory that makes
a great deal of dif~erence in the cost of the experiments.
Another point that's of interest to the investigators is the fact
LDEF is a rather s~mple facility for them to use. We can
accommodate ~xperiments from people who haven't had experience
with flying space hardware in the past. As was also mentioned,
the experiments are housed in a tray. We furnish this tray to an
investi9ator and he builds his experiment completely within that
tray so he can completely check it out. He doesn't have to be
concerned with the interface into power systems and data systems
into more complex spacecraft. He has a unit all by himself and
this is certainly, the advantage of this has certainly been
demonstrated, I think, in the ease of intergrating all 57
experiments on the facility here at the Cape, the fact that each
experiment could be checked out as a unit by itself. And all of
the experiments are not passive. Some of the ~xperiments are
active. If the experiment does require power and data, then the
investigator provides that within his own tray anc there have
been developed some standard power and data systems that are
furnished to investigatots If he uses power, if it is battery
powered then battery is also a part of his tray.

***
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KINARD
To illustrate jvst a few of the experiments that
we've got on there, the experiments that you see on the slide
right now, is a active, is a passive, optical elements
experiment. It was actually intergrated by Georgia Tech, and
this experiment is a tray which has approximately 200 individual
optical elements. These are lenses, lazers, flberoptic elements,
filters, that type of material. Actually in looKing at this, you
can't see the incividual elements, unfortunately youire looking
at a solar screen that has the holes perferated on it, out over
the top. But all of these individual elements, were furnished to
Georgia Tech by manufactures of developments of the elements.
These people characterize the elem~nts prior to flight, and then
when tray is brought back, the elements will be returned to the
individuals and then they will recharacterize the individual
pieces, and establish what affect the space environment had on
the elements. This is another experiment. This particular
experiment happena to be an active experiment. So that it will
record some data while it's in space. And it uses a standard
experiment power and data system that's developed for use by
(garble) investigators. This is a fiber optics experiment. What
you're looking at, the three colored rings, that sort of resemble
records, are actually coils of fiber optics. And they are being
exposed to the space environment, while they are exposed in
space, there is a data system that will actually transmit data
throu9h these fibers, and it will record, noise bits, that might
be generated in the data stream, ~nd it will also record
characteristics of the ability of the fiber to transmit data.
Again, when the experiment's retur.ned then the fiber and the
optical elements on each end of the fiber can be examined in
detail in the laboratory. 'rhe next experiment that you are
seeing here, is an experiment from the Lewis Research Center.
This is an experiment to test solar cells. And again there are
abut 200 individual solar cells supplied by a large number of
solar cell manufactures and solar cell teat people. And actually
looking at the tray, you, the cells themselves are mounted in
slips that are down just below the surface, but approximately
once per day, toe output characteristics of these cells, the
voltage output, che current output of each oell, is monitored.
So th~t it establishes a function of time, how these cells
perform in space. And again the key factor is from, when the
experiment'S returned the investigator can then look and
establish any detail chemical characteristics that might have
taken place as a result to exposure in space. This is a ecience
experiment, not teohnology this time. This particular experime~t
is a rnicrometeroid experiment that was manufactured by the
Johnson Spacecraft Center. And it involves the exposure of some
gold plates. Looking at the, see the right hand side of the
screen, you see two gold plates that are aotually fully opened.
In the launch configuration these plates are housed in a
clamshell-type housing. On the left hand side, you see the
housing partioally olosed. But again, this is a passive
experiment. The investigators simply exposes the gold plates 1n
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space, after he gets them back in his laboratory, he then goes in
looks for micrometeroid crators, by studying the crators, by
study the composition of material in there, can learn a great
deal about the meteroid environment. Might also add, that we've
got experiments on LOEF, to look at the man-made debris
environment in space also. This is another science experiment,
this particular experiment is a cosmic ray experiment, and again,
this one is totally passive. They are plastic track-type
detectors that are exposed in space. They are looking at very,
very heavy nuclei. And because of the area, and the exposure
time, that LDEF provides this experiment, it will actually
increase the world's data sample of very heavy cosmic rays by
about an order of magnitude. So that, in summary, is a brief
idea of the kinds of experiments. As I say, the real key to LOEF
from an experimenters standpoint, is the fact that it is very
simple to use, the integration of the hardware is very simple,
it's cost effective, but most important he brings the experiment
hardware, back in the laboratory, and can enhance the data that
he gets through detail, laboratory examinations.
ZIMMERMAN
Thank you, (garble). I'd like to take a minute to
Qxplain a little bit about the processing of LDEF here at KFC.
We brought the LDEF down here by ship, last summer, it surprised
a few people that we could bring a s~ructure that large down here
that cheap. And kind of wiped out tile use for the guppy there.
We brought it down the Intercoastal waterway, and off-loaded it
out here by the VAB , took it to safe 2, where we have the
structure right now. It will be moved from safe 2, over to the
O&C building, probably around March 1st. And we will then
install the LDEF into the payload canister. And we will also
pick up the rest of the cargo that will be flying with LDEF which
is the flight support structure for the solar max repair
mission. There's a picturo of the canister, it's in vertical
position right there. It's a little tough to get a picture of
that canister with it horizontal. It's 60 foot long, and 15 fo~~
diameter, just like the cargo bay of the Orbiter. As I said,
we'll bring the LOEF over to the O&C building, and install it in
the canister, with the hardware for the solar max repair, that
picture that you see now, of course is the Spacelab, I believe
going in our canister, in the O&C building_ We will leave the
O&C building and go to the VAS, where we will rotate that
c~nister vertical, take it out to the launch pad, and install it
into the payload changeout room, at the launch pad, in a vertical
configuration. And that's something different from what we have
been dOing on most of our payloads, if you remember the
deployable payloads, the commercial satellites are processed in
the vertioal processing faoi1ity, they go direct to the launch
pad, and are installed. We have kind of a mixture here, we start
out horizontal and we wind up being veritical, when we are
installed. There's a view of the canister in the horizontal
position, going to the VAS, for rotation. And this next picture
is inside the VAB, of the canister being rotated to the vertical
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position, preparation to transport it to the launch pad. And now
it's heading out toward the launch pad, where we will install the
cargo in the payload changeout room. We're at the launch pad
now, and preparing to lift the canister up, to the payload
changeout room and install it in there. And there it is, almost
in place. r have to say this ia probably one of the simplist
payloads from my standpoint. My job is to make sure they have
the support they need, to process at KSC. And as I told you,
they've got 4 trunions and a keel interface, and that's
unbelievably simple, to go integrate. We bypass out Orbiter,
integrated testing that we normally do in the O&C building.
There's no reason to check any interfaces there, we go direct to
the Orbiter with this payload. Thank you.
CRIPPEN
Good morning, we're looking forward to deliverir,g
the LDEF to orbit, aboard our mission, it is the largest
satellite payload delivered yet, with the Space Shuttle. Terry
Hart is the Mission crewman that is in charge of the LDEF
deployment, so Illl let him run down the operations that we
perform with it.
HART
Crip, I'll just briefly go through the senareo for
the first 2 days of the mission, which involve LDEF. After
launch and we get settled down a little bit, the first thing that
is going to happen, is Crip is going to show us how to set up
housekeeping in the Challenger, and once we're squared away
there, we will begin the checkout of the RMS. After checking out
the RMS, we'll use it to inspect the LDEF slightly as we move it
forward to the grapple fixture, one of the grapple fixtures has
the experiment initiation system on it. It turns on about half
of the experiments on the LDEF t through a series of timers that
go off during the year that LDEF is on orbit. We'll check some
(garble) to verify that the system hasn't been activated
inadvertantly during launch. That will conclude the day I
activities with exception of the reboost, or the boost of the
Challenger up to the proper orbit, which as Leo mentioned, about
260 nautical miles. On day 2, we'll begin the activation of LDEF
about 2 hours before the deploy by using the RMS to grapple,
number one grapple fixture which will activate the timers
involved for all the experiments. Having verified that that
worked properly, we'll raise the LDEF about 4 feet up out of it's
birthing guides, and then lower it back down again just as a
verification that the RMS can do all that properly for the
retrieval. And then, in keeping with the series of experiments,
or engineering tests that we've done on previous flights, we'll
be taking the LDEF through auto trajectory with the RMS, which
will take about an hour, and LDEF being the heaviest payload that
the RMS has moved thus far will give us a chattce to verify that
the RMS capabilities to move heavy payload are what we expect
they are. And we'll position the LDEF in the proper attitude for
deployment and toward the end of day 2, we'll deploy and separate
from the LOEF.
***
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PAO
Thank YOIl. Okay, before we start the questions and
answers, I think we have a short tape on the LDEF, the structure
itself which is now in the spacecraft assembly encapsulation
building number 2, safe 2. For those of you here at Kennedy who
want to see the structure we have a bus that will be outside
after the news conference that will take us, I believe Dean
Zimmerman will go with us, to safe 2 to put on suits and go in
and photograph or look at the structure itself. Okay, thank you,
and 1 guess we're ready for questions and answers here at
Kennedy. Yes.
REG TURNELL (BBC)
A couple of questions if ! may. First, this
does seem to overtake this facility, the European Spacelab.
Could you tell me how much, how often it will be used and how
long you think it will be used and whetiler there would, is likely
to be any use for Spacelab as a free-flying laboratory with a
facility like this available?
ZIMMERMAN
As far as the use of, the reuse of LDEF is
concerned, of course that depends upon projects getting approved
through the approval cycle. There is one in the process now for
an LDEF 2 out of OSS and NASA Headquarters, it's primarily a
cosmic ray mission. Future missions would have to be approved as
they come along. As far as Spacelab is concerned, I am not that
familiar with it. However, my understanding is, is that Spacelab
is a mission that stays with the Orbiter and so it's limited in
duration to the extent that the Orbiter stays up 5 to 10 days
where LDEF is deployed and remains in orbit for long periods of
time. And in fact, the LOEF 2 mission is planned right now, or
invisioned right now as a 2 year mission rather than a 1 year
mission.
TURNELL
Do you envisage that LDEF is perhaps a prototype
for the free-flying platform that will accompany the Space
Stai;ion?
ZIMMERMAN
NO, I don't envision it as a prototy~~. I am not
that familiar with Space Station so I can't really say. It will,
I would assume Space Station may be in a synchronous orbit where
LDBF is not. It's at a very much lower altitude. There may be
some spinning of Space Station to create an artificial gravity.
LDEF is gravity gradient stabilized. I'm not familiar, that
familiar with the 2 yiojects to be able to make the comparison.
TURNELL
And one for Bob Crippen if I may. I was interested
to hear how much deployment there's going to be with the RMS with
this very large payload. Are yo~, after what happened yesterday
to the RMS, are you beginning to think you might like to carry a
second arm to make sure you're able to do the Solar Max
afterwards?
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CRIPPEN
Yes, we did have a malfunction on the arm as you
are well aware of. You may not be aware that we did not go
thr o U9h and check out some of the secondary capabilities of the
RMS on the mission that's currently up. We did not go through
its backup mode which would be available probably depending on
the nature of the failure that we'll have to determine on the
ground. people are looking right now as to whether flying a
second arm would be a viable type of thin9, but personally, I
think that may be a little bit tough to do with the time period
that we're talking about and we do have some backup capabilities
available to us in case we do run into problems with the RMS so
it's a concern to us but not one that will prevent us from
deploying the satellite.
TURNELL
Do you mean that you have alternative ways of doing
the Solar Max Mission without the use of the arm?
CRIPPEN
With respect to the LDEF, we have the capability,
we have baCkup capabilities in the arm that we have not checked
out, okay. So it's got different power systel:ls and so we may
have been able to use those depending on the nature of the
failure. That's the kind of things that I am talking about. In
addition to that with regard to deployment of the LDEF, if it
should get down to it, we have the capability to open up the
latches that hold it to the bay and back the Orbiter away.
TURNELL
And a final quick one if I may. Do you have any
concern about th~ possibility of COllision immediately after
deploying?
CRIPPEN
If we had concerns about coltision we wouldn't do
it that way. No, we have looked at it extensively in simulators
that we have available to us and believe that's a viable mode
that's completely safe without any concern about collision.
PAO

Question over there.

JIM SLADE (Mutual Broadcasting)
Couple of points of
clarification., On what mission would LDEF up after the year's
exposure and are there provisions for interim visits in the
meantime/ Just would like to have that run down.

ZIMMERMAN
Th{~ retrieval mission is 51-0, dog, in mid-February
of 85 and the on!y provisions that could be made are in some
other shuttle flight but there are no plans for that activity at
the present time.
PAO

Another question, here.

LARRY BERNARD (Ft. Lauderdale News)
I have a couple of
questions also. First of all, how were the experiments chosen?
Was there a competition or NASA solicitation throughout the
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scientific and technological industry? Also, is the facility
reuseable and what's the projected life of the facility, it's
cost? And for Commander Crippen, you'll be flying at a higher
altitude r believe than you've flown before. That may be for
Solar Max but does that present any concerns or difficult
maneuvers that you haven't done in the shuttle yet.
CRIPPEN

Yes, lot of questions.

PAO

Want to start with that one?

CRIPPEN
Okay, I'll take that one. We are flying in the
highest altitude yet flown with the Space Shuttle. It probably
o~fers us the better view of the Earth from the perspeotive of
orewmen. We are using a little bit of a different technique to
get to orbit. We're using a technique that we call direot
insertion which will mean that we will burn the main engines of
the Orbiter to a higher velooity, a little over 26,000 feet per
second as opposed to about 25,600. At outoff we will have an
apogee of somewhere arou~d 250 nautical miles and we will not be
dOing a nominal burning of our orbital maneuvering engines right
aftel the main engine cutoff. We'll only have to do one burn
when we get to apogee. However, from a standpoint of problems
that's probably an easier way to get to orbit than the way we
have been dOing it in the past.
PAO
that?

Okay on experiments.

BERNARD

How they were chosen.

Bill, do you want to take

KINARD
Right, okay 2 things I think. How they were chosen
and I believe then is there a capability for a revisit to
eXgeriments. The experiments were seleoted in a number of
different ways. There was an standard announoement of
opportunity issued on LOEF and a number of experiments were
selected through that. A number of the experiments were selected
because they represent critical test programs that are necessary
on ongoing NASA and military development programs and so that's
the 2 primary ways. With regard to revisit, there is no intent
to, ~o plan to revisit on the first LOEF mission. There ~a~e
been considerations of employing revisits on later LOEF missions
but those are simply very preliminary plans. I would like to, I
would like to add a couple of comments on an earlier question
that was raised as far as LOEF being a prototype for platform
type activities. I think very definitely LOEF is. It is the
first platform to incorporate a large group of experiments and I
think one of the things that we have shown to be very, very
operational and economical is the fact that if you fly a large
group of experiments together you should keep them as much
separated with a concept to minimize the integration. And the
concept that we've used in the tray here has worked out extremely
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well and I would expect that later platforms and even Space
Station experiments will tend to go in that type of direction.
As far as LOEF being in competition with Spacelab, they're really
2 entirely different types of test capabilities. I think the key
factor is that Space lab is involving man so you can have manned
interaction with experiments that's extremely important in a lot
of activities. And LDEFs simply then are free-flying exposure
type experiments that do not require manned interaction.

***
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DASPIT
Well as far as the reuse is concerned, we do plan to
reuse the LDEF primary structure as basically the bus for
carrying additional experiments into space at future dates. How
many times that occurs, will depend upon - it was designed and
tested as a reusable vehicle. However, it will received
inspections upon return, and so the life of that vehicle will be
determined by that.
PAO

Another question.

Here.

BOYLE (Tempton Conservative)
Do you only have one primary
structure, or are you considering building more?
DASPIT
We are not considering at the present time building
another primary structure. We have a reusable primary structure
that we plan to utilize. Now if activity picks up and NASA
Headquarters elects to approve multiple missions of LDEF type
mission, I'm sure that activity could be persude.
PAO

Question there.

PIERCE (Satellite Communications)
What is the approximate turna.round time with the LOEF, from, by the time you get it back on
the ground until you can put it up again?
DASPIT
That would depend upon the types of experiment that
you have for the second flight, in my opinion. Right now, we
will retrieve LDEF in February, and the next flight is not·
planned until the end of calendar year of 86 for the LDEF 2
flight, which gives you plenty of time. There'S no plan to turn
around LDEF like the Shuttle turns around on a continuous basis
at this time.
PAO
Okay, another question. Okay, I think I understand
we have question or two from the Langley Research Center, go
ahead.
PAO
Okay, let's move on. Do we have any questions from
Marshall? And no questions from Johnson I understand. Okay.
There are some handouts, a fact sheet, and description of
experiments, and a timeline for preparation and some photographs
that are here and we'll get to the other centers. One thing I
want to mention before we break up is an experiment that involves
NASA's Educational Programs office, out of NASA Headquarters and
the Langley Research Center, it involves the seeds that are part
of or are the, one of the experiments, they will be made
available to approximately 4 million students and about 150
classrooms, grade 5 through University level during the 1985,
1986 academic year. If any of you are interested in talking to
someone on that experiment, we have Dr. Mary Lewis here, if you'd
stand Mary, whose from the Langley Research Center Educational
Program office, thank you.
END OF TAPE
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KSC PAO
Good morning and welcome to the very first
postlanding briefing from the Kennedy Space Center and here with
me is Lieutenant General James A. Abrahamson who appears at our
landing ceremonies wherever we have them.
GENERAL ABRAHAMSON
Most of the time. Hugh, that's not entirely
accurate. If many of you recall, we were stuck here in the r~in
after STS-7 and the great news is that we had a lot of people
that were promising and guaranteeing good weather here and that
goes from Congressman Fuqua and Nelson and Dick Smith here at the
Center, from a lot of people, and they came through on their
promise. And it is a beautiful day and obviously the machine is
back and it's in great shape an(. from our viewpoint and I don't
know how many really kind of watched Vance through his touchdown
and everything, that was a dream of a touchdown and really a fine
landing. In fact, some of the vertical looks at it, he was on
the centerline just all the way. Let me just give you a couple
of statistics about the touchdown since we always kind of
exchange that here at the end of the press conference, or at the
postlanding one. The main gears, he got them down at about 2,000
feet and that's just a couple hundred feet off from what was
calculated and that calculation is depending on when, and it's
made quite early, so actually I think it's just a touchdown right
on the spot. He stopped at 12,700 feet, so he rolled out about
10,700 feet. It was very clear that he just fleW the nose gear
down very nicely. The planned touchdown speed was about 195
knots and the thing that I'd like to get across is that landing
at Edwards at about 2300 feet above sea level and a touchdown
here means that we're really going to be landing much slower and
we get just better air dynamic characteristics so it does mean
that we'll just be more gentle on the brakes and on the rest of
the machine. Now, what is the real meaning though, of landing
back here. The real meanin9 is that we have cut about 6 to 8
days off of our flow and that's important for our next turnaround
but it's also important as a standard operating procedure for the
future. Normally when we land at Edwards it takes obviously a
little time to get the machine safed. Then we have to install
the large tail cone which smooths out the flow in the back of the
747. Of course, then we mate the machine, put it on top of the
747, fly it back here. As you all know, every once in a while we
get stuck with some bad weather half way across the country or
something like that, because we fly it and take care of it very
carefully on the 747 just as we do in landing operations. Then
we get here, demate it, take off that tail cone and get it over
and the total is about 6 to 8 days and I put that variation in
because of the weather. This time, we expect to have it in the
orbital proceSSing facility by this afternoon and they'll be a
few days of working just right from the start in terms of some
safing operations in the OPF but we will be able to move right
out on the next processsin9 flow. NOW, that means some other
changes which are rather su~tle. In the past when we've landing
at Edwards, of course, we have a team of people that are workin9
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on what we know are problp.ms in orbit. But we do have a little
extra time to be working out exactly planning what that
maintenance flow will be for the next flight. In this kind of an
operation we don't have that extra 6 or 8 days and so we are now
exercising our maintenance-planning procedure in an improved way
for the first time and the people here at Kennedy working with
people at Johnson with the telemetry and the crew reports back
down have been exercising that. And again, this is just another
step towards operations. So there are some very subtle, but very
important, differences that it makes to corne back here. I guess
perhaps the last comment is that the Shuttle portion of the
system, we suffered as of about 2 a.m. this morning. We had a
total of some 25 problem areas. Now that's a very small
number. Most of them are indeed minor kinds of problems that we
have to deal with. We had one major one for the Shuttle itself,
and that was the failure of the wrist on the Canada arm to
operate properly and, of course you know, we then had a very
conservative call that we wouldn't operate the Canada arm and
that meant we did not get to use the SPAS in the rotation
training mode that we wanted to for the next mission. That's
really for the Shuttle itself and the Shuttle portion of the
system, the only major failure that we had. Now that doesn't
mean that we weren't very badly disappointed, obviously when the
balloon blew up so that we couldn't go through the rendezvous
procedure but, of course, the major disappointment was another
part of the system which is not the Shuttle system but one we all
depend on and that's, of course, the PAM or the problems we had
when the satellites did not get in the final orbit. But if you
go back and think of the Shuttle as a system and is it ready for
the next flight and the flight after that and the flight after
that. We really see that there are some very minor problems.
Now the PAM, and how we satisfy ourselves that we're ready for
the next set of communication satellite launchings, that there's
just, we're going to put all the resources of the nation on that
to ensure that that'll be ready just as soon as it possibly
can. I'm an optimist. I think I mentioned this before, I think
we can move out on it and solve it.
KSC PAO
Okay. I guess we're ready for questions then and
please wait for a mike and if I don't calIon you by name please
give rour name and affiliation. Start with Craig Covault from
Aviat on Week who's closest to the mike.
ABRAHAMSON
KSC PAO

I don't think the mike's on, Craig.
push the button Joe, if that's not pushed.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) Two questions Abe,
I don't know what's happening.
ABRAHAMSON

Go ahead and I'll repeat the question Craig.
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Okay, first question is (garble)

ABRAHAMSON
The question was would we have had to delay the
Solar Ma~ launch if we had not been able to come in here to
Kennedy. We would have had to replan for the very end of the
window, as we now see the window Craig, and let me just
comment. It's rather complex. Our planned date that we had been
talking about and that we could now meet, we have a flow that we
think has a proper margin in it so we could meet the 4th of April
date. That is the opening of a window which has a great number
of constraints in this particular launch window for the Solar Max
mission. That window depends a great deal on the solar cycle
believe it or not just so you can get some feel for the
complexity here. Oepending on the solar cycle, our atmosphere
expands, or doasn't expand, and weill change our rendezvous time
and right now, based on what's happened and what we are
projecting with our model of the atmosphere, about the 6th of
April is the ideal time in which weill get that rendezvous ••••

***
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ABRA.\1HAt"1S0N
••• the 6th of April is the ideal time in which
weill get th~t rendezvous, as well as to satisfy many of our
other constraints. We hope that it doesn't slip much past
that. But it does change, and it does depend on the
atmosphere. So we will be planning about the 4th to the 6th of
April, so all of you who are always are worried about motel
rooms, that'3 the time to think about it.

Ben Acreage, I'm sorry, over here, Mitch, up
several sactions, right there.
(garble) (WCPX, Or lando) Other than the safe
landing here, what aspect of the mission has pleased you the
most?
ABRAHAMSON
Well, I think the overall performance of the crew,
and the system as a whole, in particular in our first new
challenge, and that, of course, was the Inan maneuvering unit, and
the operation of the man maneuvering unit, but I don't want to
say, only focus on that. I think the overall performance was
really superb, and that included the big new unknown, which was
the man maneuvering unit. I can be scientifio about that, or
engineering about it, and say that yeah, it really performed
well, it showed that it can do all the things that it's supposed
to do, but I also has to say that for myself, and for some of the
people that Nasa has been around ever since Gemini and watched
these things for 20 years, they thought it was just one of these
wonderful experiences, and when they saw this picture of Bruce
and Bob out there floating and controlling this thing so much, I
could see tears in some people's eyes. It was just mystical, it
was wonderful.
AL SALESTEAO (Baltimore Sun) Was, General would you mind
repeating, can you hear me? Would you mind repeating again just
briefing the distinction you made at the outset between the
landin~ speeds here and at Edwards, I didn't fOllow that.
ABRAHAMSON
Alright. At Edwards because it's much higher, the
atmosphere is thinner. Because it's thinner, the actual speed of
the Orbiter as itts landing is faster. ~ow the Orbiter doesn't
know that as it flies through the air, it feels the way the air
is pushing up against it, and it makes sure it flies in such a
way that it always has exaotly the right speed for landing. But
the tOUChdown speed and the actual speed of the Orbiter is
faster. Down here in the thicker atmosphere it slows down, makes
our breaking profile less responsive.
SALESTEAD

By abolst how muoh?

ABRAHAMSON
It depends on temperatures, and several things, but
about an average of 25 knots.
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TOM O'TOOLE
Quick one on the GPU's and the APe's, since we
heard nothing on APU's and GPC's, since we heard nothing over the
air-lo-ground I assume the fixes worked and everything worked
fine on those.
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, we've been watching that, of course, very
closely, Tom. And we had special telemetry this time, so that we
could watch it in real time basis, and everything that we have at
this time looks good. So we don't see any lndication of a
problem.
O'TOOLE
That question on the launch of the next Shuttle,
the window for the next mission. Aren't there other, some other
restraints that you could explain about, (garble) the external
tank and the direct insertion burn, could you go into that a
little bit, because I don't think too many people here •••
ABRAHAMSON
It' extremely complicated. It has to do with our
transatlantic orbit Sight, balancing the rendezvous time for the
satellite, ensuring that we do have daylight or darkness wherever
we want for our abort sights here, as well as the transatlantic
abort, and frankly abort once around. There are about 8
different parameters that we look at and balance and make the
best judgement for the launch window. And, of course, sometimes
that gets to be very narrow, and I'm sorry I don't remember how
broad it is in anyone day, in that period, around the 4th to the
6th. But as we balance all these parameters, that's how we get
down to the 10-minute or IS-minute or 30-minute launch window.
FRANK US ENDER (Today) - General Abrahamson, I think we all
appreciate the beautiful landing this morning, but in terms of
future landings, aren't you still going to be very dependent on
the weather, and how is that going to affect how you plan your
tighter processing schedule?
ABRAHAMSON
Yes. Well, the first landing here, we felt just
had to be in the daytime. And as we've now kind of crossed this
continent threshold, that will offer us the possibility, reme~ber
we made a night landing at Edwards, and now we've made a daylight
landing here at this runway, I believe what we will be able fOr
future operations, when we really have to turnaround fast, to be
able to plan rather consistently when we can optimize our landing
opportunities for real early-morning launohes, for all of you who
are then planning for the missions from 20 and 25 on( be ready to
get up about 4 a.m. or 3 a.m., because that's the ideal time to
come in here. The morning fog hasn't come yet, and the
thunderstorms from the night before are down, so just be ready to
get up early. We think we will have many good opportunities when
we can optimize our landing time here. We'll still every so
often end up at Edwards.
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O'TOOLE
Second questio~, on the solar max mission,
considering the theory on the Canada arm on this mission, are you
considering flying 2 arms as a backup.
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, we've already looked into that, r asked a
special review of that, and got the first answer. And the first
answer is that there's just too much modification that we would
have to do to get that other shoulder joint fully ready, and we
can't do it in time. So we'll fly it with one. I'm not
concerned about that, because had this been a priority mission, a
important minsion that we could have operated the arm, we could
have. There was a backup modes available. However, we would
have been across one of our flight rules, which is a one failure
away from having to jettison the arm, in order to be able to
land; and land safely. And for the particular training objective
that we had on this mission, we just didn't think that that was
worthwhile taking that kind of a chance. Now I'd really hate to
see a punch of headlines that says w~ were one failure away from
being, having to throwaway this exp~nsive arm. Because that is
not the case, and since I've gotten a little bit of what I would
consider inaccurate reporting, I'm going to go back to this, this
time. We weren't one failure away. We decided we were not going
to put ourselves one failure away. And that's just good
conservative flight planning. However, had there really been an
important objective, we still have enough confidence in the arm
and in the system, and the people and in their training , that we
clearly could have done that, and done it well. But there just
was no reason on this flight.
BOB BAZELLE (NBC) There seems to be more of a plume than usual
from the APU's, you said the telemetry was fine. W~S that just
because of the Florida humidity that there seemed to be more, or
was there something else going on there? That's the first
question. And the second one, is there an end to the window for
the Solar Max? You said it was ideal for a rendenzvous around
April 6, but is there a time when it runs out.
ABRAHAMSON
Let me answer the second question first, since it's
more definit~. Yes, the end, there's about a period from the 4th
to about the 12th, and I'm not, I don't remember the exact
number, but about the 12th, where we can operate. If, for $ome
reason, we miss that, we would have to recycle, and I believe
it's about 24 days, or something later than that. So, yeah, it's
very important that we begin to get in that overall launch, it's
not the daily window, but a series of daily windows. The second,
the first question, I'm not aware of anything that was
significantly enough difference that you could lay it on anything
different than the atmosphere at ~his point.
REGGIE TURNELL (BBC) Now you've had time to have a good look at
the position of the two lost satellites, are you thinking of
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giving the MMU's some productive work to do by going out and
getting them back?
ABRAHAMSON
That's an exciting prospect to think about, but I
think the way Dr. Lunney dealt with that is the right way to
consider it. The first thing we have to do is wait and ensure
that the owners, whether it's the government of Indonesia and
Western Union, or whether it's an insurance company would like

.. .
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- .. would like us to do that and we expect that at
ABRAHAMSON
some point they'll come and talk to us and if they ask us then to
be able to look into it very seriously, then weill really begin
to do some serious planning.
KSC PAO

Right here.

(German Radio)
General, how would you split up landings in the
future between the Cape and Edwards and will you go with heavy
payloads all the time to Edwards or is it possible to come down
with heavy payloads here and second question would be, do you
ever foresee a handsoff landing at the Cape in cloudy weather?
ABRAHAMSON
In cloudy weather. The criteria is not how heavy
the Orbiter is. The reason that we landed last time at Edwards
with the Spacelab, although. it was a heavy payload, is because
the Columbia does not have a heads up display and several of the
aids to the pilots that we think are very important to these
landings. So in the future, until we get Columbia modified which is still some time away, we would plan that Columbia would
land quite consistently at Edwards dnd the other Orbiters, since
they do have all this equipment, will come in here. And I can't
give you the proportion of the number of those as we go ahead.
KSC PAO

Morton Dean, CBS right here.

MORTON DEAN (CBS)
General, 2 questions, one about the weather
and the future. How far away are you from developing an Orbiter
skin that would withstand a rain storm on the way in and were any
tiny loveable little alligators, foxes, or bobcats shot on the
runway this morning?
ABRAHAMSON
Morton, my last weather check was, at the shuttle
landing facility was about 5 minutes to 7 and then I came down
and joined all of you who were at the mound and the last thing
that went on at that point was the alligator check. And, of
course, we did have at several times during the night and the
last thing here was a car that ran down the runway and looked up
the other side and made sure that we didn't have any of our
friends out there. Had there been one, we wouldn't shoot him
off. I think we prefer not to shoot them of course. No we
didn't. ! wasn't trying to avoid that. No we did not shoot any
of our fr::ends.
DEAN

Flying through the rain was the other question.

ABRAHAMSON
Oh, I'm sorry, the flying through the rain. It'll.
probably be a long time, maybe even another generation of thermal
protection unit that we're really willing to fly through the
rain. The test that we have done and we've flown with tiles on
the front end of the speed break on the T-38, it's not a very
good simulation but it's surely shown us that we should avoid
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flying in the rain because of errosion on the tile. Now, this is
not a safety question. We could, if for some reason, you know,
and a rain storm just suddenly appeared here, we could come
through it, we could land automatically although we haven't done
that yet, and we could land safely. You are not going to disrupt
the aerodyamics on the vehicle. However, it's going to be a real
maintenace problem then before the next flight so it's a
~aintenance problem, not, and an expense obviously an ooerating
expense that we want to avoid and that's why we're doing it.
It's not that it's a safety problem.
KSC PAO
We're gOing to have 2 more questions before we go
to other centers and the people have already had their hands
up. George Diller from National Public Radio.
GEORGE DILLER (National Public Radio)
Wonder if you can tell me
in view of the fact that we've had a successful landing today and
consequently will save both time and money, whether you would be
willing to attempt the further testing which is necessary such as
the autoland and the crosswind landings here as opposed to the
west coast.
ABRAHAMSON
I think the answer, we are planning our first
automatic landing all the way to touchdown at Edwards and we'll
continue to do that and I think that's just the prudent way to
proceed with the program. We're hoping to be in the pOSition to
do that by this summer.. Just so that you do understand, it isn't
that we need an automatic landing all the way to touchdown in
order to be able to land in the weather. pilots have flown
instrument landing approaches for a very long time and the
systems that we have in the Orbiter are equally capable,
particularly with the heads up display so that the Commander will
be able to fly and fly in confidence and come down. Now, we
still want to develop the automatic landing capability just in
case of any kind of an emergency that we might look ahead to.
But we do not need that in order to fly in lower and lower
ceilings. What we do need, however, is just confidence in the
program as we go ahead so we have been accepting other than clear
and 10 mile visibility and we've been making those judgements
primarily on the basis of the astronauts who are up and flying
and they say yes. Even though there might be a ceiling up there
and if you recall, we had one at Edwards. Everybody felt
comfortable that we had enough viewpoints that the pilot can use
a dOUble system. He can use the automatic system and fly in, but
he can also check it with his eyes and satisfy himself that he's
on course and operating. And that's the philosophy of manned
space flight and why we've been successful. Always use 2
systems.
KSC

PAO

Yes, you'll have to talk into the mike.
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ABRAHAMSON
The crosswind. For this flight, because we have
not been able to get the c(osswind landing that we wanted at
Edwards previously, we set a 12 knot crosswind limit. And of
course, we had just a beautiful situation. The Orbiter is
designed to eventually be able to land with up to 25 knots of
crosswind and weill be looking for opportunities to, again, just
slowly come up and build our confidence and see that we donlt
have some unknown when we are landing in those kinds of
situations. So eventually, I think weill be able to be much more
flexible in terms of landing here. The one thing that we just
want to avoid is landing in a thunderstorm where there.
electrical, the potential of an electric or lightening strike on
the vehicle, and clearly whece we have moisture that will damage
the tile.
KSC PAO

Doug Detter.

DOUG DETTER
Question on KSC turnaround. will you be using the
Lockheed or the, referring back to the Rockwell crews for the
rapid turnaround here.
ABRAHAMSON
The transition was complete with our successful
launch and itls Lockheed that's now taking over.
DETTER
Second thing is on the arm, Canadian arm. Will you
do the repair work or will that be shipped back to Canada?
ABRAHAMSON

I just don't know the answer to that.

DETTER
And the last one then is on the Indonesia. They
had an option after the failure of Westar whether it's GO/NO
GO. Was that talked over with you people? They could have
brought that satellite back and then after they troubleshoot it
back here on Earth they could have flown again in shuttle I
presume. Was that considered?
ABRAHAMSON
You know, we consider that our communications with
the customers under those kinds of conditions to be very private
and lid ask you to talk to the Indonesian representatives about
that please.
KSC PAO
Okay Mike. Wetll get to you when we come back.
Welre going to JSC next for Jules Bergman I believe.
ABRAHAMSON
Before we go there, since we do have this fine
weather in Congressman Nelson's district, Congressman Nelson
would you like to come down here and perhaps tell us just how it
is that you control th~ weather.
KSC PAO
For those of you who weren't watching on TV, he
saluted and acknowledged that he was doing a good job. JSC.
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Jules Bergman, ABC News,

JU~BS

BERGMAN (ABC News)
Abe, it's very cloudy here. It's a
good thing you didn't try to land the Shuttle here. My question
is, in view of the Solar Max Repair mission flying where the
Shuttle has to fly to a record direct altitude of roughly 260
miles, I believe, and in view of the rendezvous balloon's
failure, does that hamper the rescue mission?

***
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ABRAHAMSON
No Jules. The balloon failure was really a
practice rendezvous here, and of course, we had an opportunity
with the SPAS on the 7th flight to do many of those things. It
was just, it was a nice to have kind of thing. It didn't work
out, but it does, it's going to have absolutely no affect on the
Solar Max mission.
BERGMAN
Your confident that the radar aboard the Shuttle
will see the Solar Max SateJlite from a great distance, far
enough off to a, so the final phasing and other maneuvers will
bring it in, for the rendezvous.
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, the one thing that we did get out of this
Jules, even thougt the balloon itself failed, in terms which then
put pieces out there, that we just didn't want to get close to
with the Shuttle, we did get a good engineering test of the
radar, and in fact found that the sensitivity of the radar
exceeded what we thought could happen. So we were very delighted
with that. So even though the balloon fq~led, we got a good
engineering test. so, we're very confident about the radar.
PAO

That's all the questions from JSC.

PAO
next.

Okay, we'll go to the Marshall Space Flight Center

PAO

We have questions from Tom Knight WAFF TV.

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV) Abe, based on the fact that so far we have
been in a situation where we could be unable to test the crosswind component. Has any thought been given to possibly, since
the Columbia is out here, putting the Columbia 011 the 747, taking
up and dropping it and doing a test based on that?
ABRAHAMSON
Not really. We think that just moving up a few
knots at a time, putting a limit at 12 knots, and then maybe
going ~p to 18 knots or so, is as affective a way to do that. We
would prefer not to, even though it's not a high risk, we prefer
not use the Orbiters for those kinds of tests. And subject them
to whatever risk, even though it is small, to do that kind, to
get that kind of an outcome. Eventually weill get that crosswind lan~ing.
KNIGHT
And secondly Abe, what would you say at this time,
possibly what might be the earliest flight that we might shoot
for a night landing there at the Cape.
ABRAHAMSON
I just don't know. It would be a time when, 13
we're planning it to come in and land here. And it's just the
number of opportunities that work out. You try to plan it in and
so that you maximize that opportunity, for example we had one
daylight opportunity here at the Cape. Had there been, had we
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been ready to make a' night landing, we could have had a single
night landing opportunity today as well.
PAO

That's all the questions from Marshall.

PAO
Okay, ba~k here to Kennedy Space Center, we have
time for just a couple more questions, and will start with Mike
Mitchum from Ganette.
MITCHUM (Ganette) - General, let me play worst-case situation for
a moment. If you had lost the arm completely, are you going to
work on a contingency plan to allow the astronauts to manuever
the Solar Max down using the MMU's?
ABRAHAMSON

We haven't yet made, no we haven't yet.

MITCHUM
I understand you haven't yet, is that, is there
some consideration of that now. I understand it can be done,
from the Martin Marietta people think that it can be done. Well,
their stuff works.
ABRAHAMSON
Well let's, let's hold on a minute now. Let's be
fair. This is a very complicated arm. And as I indicated, we
still could have used it on a priority mission, and we think we
know at least what the failure was, and we can go in and fix it,
and ensure that we fix it in a generic sense, so that it won't be
a problem, hopefully in future flights. So we don't consider
that the reliability of the arm is in question. Look back on how
many good successful flights we've already had with that. We've
got a good history on that atm.
MITCHUM
Just one other quick one. Is it a daylight launch
planned for the next one, is that right?
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, I'm sorry I should have remembered that, and
off hand I don't.
PAO
We'll get that for you Mike, over here.
I'm sorry, the one in the middle of the row.

(garble)

MALCOLM McCONNELL (Readers Digest) General, you spoke of a slow
buildup of confidence with the auto landings, and the cross-wind
potential; etc., would you care to speculate how far away we are
from a fully operational Space Transportation System?
ABRAHMtSON
We'll that's a, okay, that's a complicated
question. A fully operational, you know, there isn't, it's a
good question by the way, 11m pleased that you asked it. There
is not some point in time, just one single magical point where
you have all of the confidence that you would like, and you have
proven every subsystem and you say, okay, now we will never have
another problem, and therefore, it's operational. We felt after
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the fourth flight, that we indeed had reached a pOint where we
would not have to spend most of our flight activity aimed at
getting additional data which is used primarily to prove the
system and say, from a thermal point of view, the spacecraft is
safe and it works, from a operation of the system's point of
view. We just flat didn't have to take anymore of that kind of
data and we felt comfortable enough with our ability to operate
the system as a system that we said we w~re operational and what
that meant is that we could put our primary attention on
operational types of missions, such as putting in communication
satellites up, or the Space lab as you saw last time. There are
still data points for R&D that we are getting, and we will
probably always do some. There are still operational methods
that we're trying to improve for the future. I think we're
operational right now, and I thought we were at the end of the
fourth flight, and I'll go back again to what the definition of
operational is, at least in my sense. That the machine and all
of the support equipment is in a position so that we have a
reasonably high confidence that we can perform our mission. And
I think we have arrived at that point. But the final ingredient
that really makes it work, is that the team is ready. The
people, and that is clearly the case in my judgement. Now, take
a look at the achievement on this flight. We announced that we
were going to go on at the end of January, and we moved it just a
couple of days, in spite of the fact that we had a real unknown
with the APU, and had some problems with the computers, that we
had a better understanding of at the end of the last flight. And
this team dug out what those problems' are, satisfied all of us
that we were indeed safe, and it's being proven by this
successful flight, and we stayed on time, and met our launch
date. ~ow that's an operational team. Now, I personally feel
optimistic about the, about the PAM motor, and our ability to be
able to troubleshoot this problem, turn the full capability of
our national resources on this, and hopefully maintain this
schedule. NOW there is no guarantee, and Y may be proven wrong,
as an optimist. But we've done it now, pretty well. The engine
was the only one that had a really major impact on us, and that
was not because the team wasn't ready, it was because we just
flat didn't have much hardware. We didn't have spare engines.
We now have spares in most of those c,~teg()r ies. We solved and
found the SRB NOSL problem and got that fixed, a very similar
kind of thing as the PAM, in a space of about 6 weeks, and we're
able in fact to have enough confidence to divert hardware, that's
an operational team. And I think itts getting better and better
all the time.
PAO
Unfortunately we're running out of time. Only have
time for one more, we'll try to catch your other questions after
we're done. Reggie Turnell.
TURNELL
General, it may have been a slip of the tongue, but
I thought I heard you refer to the next mission as the STS-13.
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Is there any hope we can persuade you to return to a designation
system that our audiences can understand?
ABRAHAMSON

Reggie, I'm sure you heard me wrong.

PAO
have ••.

Before we conclude this formal press briefing will

***
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will have a briefing tomorrow morning at 11 a.m. to
tell you what we know about the condition of the Orbiter after
we've gotten it into the OPF. Anybody who we didn't get to for
questions, if you want to come down here now that we're done,
we'll try to get those answers, or over to the press dome. Thank
you very much, see you at the next launch 41-C.
PAO

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Okay, good morning and welcome to the first Changeof-Shift Press Conference for Flight 41-B. We have the off-going
Ascent Flight Director Gary Coen with us. He will talk about
whatls happen~d during the ascent phase and Illl just go ahead
and turn it over to you Gary.
GARY COEN
Okay, thank you. We started the countdown this
morning on time. The count went very smoothly. The operations
both at KSC and here at Johnson went really well. The count
proceeded with no problems at all. We got down to the lift-off
time and lifted off on time. We did have a few concerns about
what tho we.lther was going to do. It turned out that the weather
cleared up fantastically for us so we had a beautiful day and a
pretty launch. Trying to predict the weather at night time like
that and trying to figure out when tl:l fog was going to clear and
whether the fog was going to move into the immediate Cape area
was a little bit of a challenge. It turned out that our worries
mainly \~ere all put to bed, of course, when we lifted off on
eime. And they were mainly just worries. We were just worrying
the situation. It was a beautiful launch. The performance of
the solid rockets and the main engines was just right. We lifted
off within 38 milliseconds of the intended time. As you know,
the main engines throttle back. The throttle back during launch
w~s not quite as deep as we had predicted.
We had predicted we
were going to be back to, excuse me. It was a little deeper than
we predicted. We figured it would be back to 75% throttle on the
main engines and we went down to 73. That's because the solid
rocket booster performance was a little bit hot early and it was
cold late. There was a very slight performance penalty on the
solids and you'll probably get better data later but our estimate
was that the solids were maybe 40 feet per second low in total
performance. This resulted in, as far as the abort region times
were concerned, resulted in them changing maybe a second or two
on the way up. 3g throttle down occurred just when we predicted
it would and main engine cutoff was just exactly when we
predicted it would be, 8 minutes and 42 seconds into the
mission. Velocity attained was, again, exactly what we predicted
as near as we can tell. We will be getting more granulated data
later and be able to tell you a little closer but we predicted
25,670 feet per second. That's what we got. OMS 1 went
smoothly. Ended up with apogee and perigee of 165 by 50. OMS 2
essentially the same story and we're in an orbit right now of 166
by 165. We have so~e, a few minor problems that we're working.
There are none that we expect to be any impact to the conduct of
today's activities or the remainder of the flight. We are
working some instrumentation errors. We're working a problem
with a water separator in th9 waste management system. We have
some, have a heater problem in one of the APU systems. We have
some limit switches that, one limit switch on a umbilical door
that is indicating incorrectly. We intend ~o go back throu9h our
data and see if possibly that's eve~ maybe a data problem. No
problem with the door. Anyway, that's in work. So the launch
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just went great. We're all happy that we got it up there, we did
things on time and that the performance was so good. I'd like to
open it up for questions now.
PAO
Okay, we'll take questions here at JSC and then
we'll go to the other Centers. Right ba~k here on the aisle
there.
DAVID DICK (CBS NEWS)
Has there been any development onboard
which could conceivably affect the timing of the deployment this
afternoon of the Westar Satellite?
COEN
David there hasn't. No, there's not been anything
that would change our plans as to when we intend to deploy.
DICK
camera?

And what, if anything, was a problem with the
Was there 0 camera - -

COEN
Camero 0, that's the right star.board camera. The
crew reported to us a problem in both, in 2 axes. Just a minute
and I'll tell you which is which. They reported it was slow to
part and that they couldn't get it to work in the tilt axis.
That's the forward starboard came(a.
DICK
360?

So, so far there's nothing wrong with the Cinema

COEN

No.

PAO

Okay, and right here.

I'm sorry.

MIKE WILLIAMSON (KJOJ)
Two questions concerning ascent. Did we
here a call that the APUs were running a little hot this time and
also, what about the cooldown? Did the APUs cool back down
properly?
COEN
You may have heard after the APUs are shut down,
there are some valv~s on or a valve module on the APU that has to
be cooled by water. When we turned the first water controller
on, the water controller apparently put too mu~h water into one
of the valve cooling systems and then quit wOT-king. And what you
might have heard when we were discussing hot was that when it
quit working then the valve got too hot. we brought on the
secondary water system and cooled the valve back down. This
water is used to cool those particular valves, that particular
valve after the APUs are shut down. Has nothing to do, the water
has nothing to do with the operation while you're turning the
turbine.
WILLIAMSON
recovered?

what about the SRBs?

Have they been sighted and
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I oon't know.

PAUL
On the waste management system, it sounded like one
of the fans is cratered all together. Is that correct?
COEN
We don't think itls cratered all together, Paul.
We're seeing stall currents in the telemetry. That's how we got
onto the problem in the first place. Werre seeing stall currents
which indicate that either that the fan had stopped, it was
running slow and taking too much current, or perhaps since it's
an AC motor that drives the fan we had a failure in one of the AC
phases which would cause the currents in the other phases to go
up. When we discussed it with Vance, we learned that his
impression on the fan was that it didn't sound normal so that
told us that is was turning but since his report was it was not
normal it's probably turning at a slow speed. He went to the
other fan, pronounced it normal, at least a norMal sound, and of
course the other fan was not showing any high currents. So, the
fan is at least turning we believe. The separator is at least
turning but itls indicating currents that are too high and it
doesnlt sound right. Itls prob&bly not turning fast enough.
PAUL
Okay, even though it's not turning fast enough was
it performing its function?
COEN
ile don't know for sure. Thatlll be part of the
work that we'll be doing today and tonight.
PAO
Okay, any other questions? Understand that we have
no questions from other Centers so weill just call that and end
to the briefing. Thank you.
END
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PAO
..• introduce the players on the podium here. To my
immediate right, of course, is Harold Draughon lead flight
director for 4l-B and to the far right, Bill Ziegler, who is
Mission Director for Western Union. Bill's presence may lead you
to suspect a problem with the satellite and that is, in fact, the
case, as we shall describe to you now beginning with Harold's
debriefing.
DRAUGHON
Okay, I'll just give you the -- those facts first
dealing with the satellite deploy, with the Westar deployment
this first shift, and after we've talked that particular subject
through to whatever detail you folks you want to, then we'll go
ahead and pick up the other items that arc worthy of note, I
think, and the activities for the day. The predeployment
activities relative to the deployment of the Westar were
absolutely nominal. We deployed the satellite within less than a
second from what would have been the absolutely most acurate time
you could have done it, the attitude errors at the time of
deployment were well within tenths of a degree. Because of the
t~pic that's come up and potentially some problem with the
vehicle, we've been going back in the last half an hour or so and
just reverifying all of those numbers. That was done just before
I left the Control Center. All of those things have been
recomputed and, in fact, they were computed and verified by
ourselves and the customer, predeployment, so the thing was
absolutely normal. The ~AM checkout, the P~~ performance
predeploy was nominal, r.eally can't say anything detrimental
about that. The attitudes were within tenths of degrees of what
had been not only computed but of what had been predicted prior
to launch. They were in the decimal places and every parameter
from what we've been seeing in our simulations. After the
deployment, a normal scenario would have you -- as most of you
probably know, at, deployment plus 45 minutes there is the first
stage burn that the PKM puts you in a total elliptical orbit.
With the ground tracking stations that were available on this
particular flight, there was no coverage at that time, the first
station that would have seen it after that was at deployment plus
an additional 15 minutes which would make it an hour later. The
scenario as best as I understand it from the reports that I've
heard were that initially they thought that they had a signal
partial acquistion shortly after that time. The attitude that
the vehicle was in at that particular point has the OM~II antenna
radially outward from the Earth or from the tracking station, so
you're looking at the other end of the vehicle and wouldn't
expect a terribly strong signal. It turned out l~ter on, some
time later, that after they didn't get better acquisition, better
signals, later on, they went back and questioned that first
acquisition report and in fdct the guys recanted on that and said
that they weren't sure they had had a real acquisition then. So
following that activity, the reports began to feed back into the
Control Center here and since that time we've been mustering up
support to try bring to bear all the facilities that the NASA has
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to offer as far as bringing tracking stations in the GSTDN in the
deep space net up to try to acquire the vehicle and looking at
the NORAD tracking stations also to try to acquire it. I think
the, as best we know the situation right now, everything was
absolutely normal up to deploy both on the spacecraft and on the
PAM vehicle. The Orbiter systems all were nominal. Since then
we have been unable to decisively acquire the vehicle. A couple
of instances where some people thought they might have acquired
it, nothing as far as a definitive acquisition. Now that we know
there's a real question about whether or not the first stage burn
occured or not, General Abrahamson has been in contact with the
other agencies that have tracking facilities and welre bringinq
all those facilities to bear as well as our own network and welre
methodically gOing about trying to determine with some of those
tracking sets looking at where that vehicle would be if the PKM
burn did not occur and then at the same time having some others
look at where it would be had the burn occu,ed and just that some
problems, perhaps with the radios or something of that nature,
occurred. And I believe that's really the extent of what we know
right now.
PAO
that?

Mr. Zigeler, is there anything you want to add to

ZIEGLER
No. Harold said almost everything that I was going
to say, I do -- we do concur that the deployment from the
Orbiter was nominal. It was very accurate both in attitudes and
in the rates at ti~e of deployment, and it was deployed about
4:00 p.m. Eastern time with no Observable anomalies of either the
deployment itself or the spacecraft or the PAM. And although we
did expect to begin tracking, controlling the spacecraft about an
hour after deployment, we've been unable to establish radio
contact with the spacecraft. And as Harold says, w~ have the
full cooperation of NASA, INTELSAT, and NORAD attempting to
locate and communicate with the spac~craft.
PAO
Anybody have any questions here in Houston?
Covault, Aviation Week.

Craig

COVAULT
Two questions, the first for Mr. Ziegler. Do you
have any times coming up where you would anticipate some
acquistion of the spacecraft through NORAD or other sensors that
you'll be looking to here in the next few hours?
ZIEGLER

We'll be looking continuously for •••

DRAUGHON
Y~s, yes Craig.
There are quite a -- depends on,
you know you got to look at both potential orbits that it might
be in. Welve already tried once with the Ascension tracking
station and we're gOing to be trying with some others. They are
laying out that plan right now. So they'll be allocating some to
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the packing orbit, if that's where it still is, and then if it
did do the PKM burn, then, of course, it's way up in altitude and
there are lots of sets that can see it. And that strategy is
being laid out right now.
COVAULT
Okay, second question, you've got a second PAM and
a second HS 376 in the bay, what about tomorrow morning?
DRAUGHON
That's not a resolved issue yet. The Hughes folks
and the PALAPA customer have not come to grips with that yet.
They're working on that problem now and, as you know, we have a
-- the nominal opportunity is tomorrow morning around 10:00
o'clock for the PALAPA deploy. We have a backup, I believe it's
rev 32 or 30, no it's I day later, about minday, a little later
in the day on the same day that the rendevous starts. If the
customer wants to exercise that option to do some more thorough
checkout than is already available to him, then he'll certainly
get that option to do that.
PAO

Justin Urvich, Justin Urvich from Time.

URVICH
Mr. Ziegler, is the, is the satellite actually
lost, or can you, do you know where it is, or you're just unable
to establish radio contact?
ZIGGLER
No, we're -- since we're unable to establish radio
contact with it, as yet, I would have to say, it's possibly
lost. The other pObsiblity is that there's been a failure in the
spacecraft of the telemetry transmitters so that the -- but since
we can't communicate with it, we don't know where it is.
PAO

Any other questions?

ZIEGLER
It may very well be in the nominal orbit that we
had planned to put it in.
PAO

Craig Covault, once again.

COVAULT
If it is in a nominal orbit and you had a nominal
PAM firing and you're unable to communicate through your normal
means you would be communicating now, can you and have you
thought of going through with commanding some deployments that
would bring up the big antenna, then you could pick up a little
data down the track. Explain the timing on •••
ZIEGLER
Yes, we have already sent commands, for example, to
turn on the telemetry transmitters, to go to the high gain
setting to deploy the OMNI, in the event that didn't deploy, and
to do all of that over a searoh pattern and we're getting that
computerized so that we can repeatly do that in a rapid manner.
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And which station are you using to send thoso

ZIGGL~R

Welre using the best station of, at different
times, but Filmore, the HU'Jhes station at Filmore, Califo~nia,
and several of the INTELSAT stations, Halimalu, Yamagooche, an~
Arvan, which is the current -- all of those have visibility to
where the satellite should be at this point in time.
COUVALT

And those commands are gOing almost continuously?

ZIEGLER

Yes, welre •••

COUVALT

To try and get something out of the burn.

ZIEGLER
Yes, we initially starting dOing it manually on a
repetitive basis and are getting it computerized so that it will
be automatic.
COUVAULT
Okay, and one last question and then 1111 get off
the mike. Your nOrmal AOS would have been through what station,
Harold, or Mr. Ziegler.
DRAUGHON

What was •••

COUVAULT
Your normal AOS, if you would have picked it up
when you wanted to.
ZIEGLER

Yamagooohe.

COUVAULT

Yamagooche.

ZIGGLER

Right, Japan.

COUVALU'r

Japan, right.

PAO

Yes, sir.

Your name and affilation, please.

Jim Barlow with the Houston Chronicle. Youlre
supposed to send the same type bird up in the shuttle in January
of next ••••
END OF TAPE
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November of next year.
Is it November?

ZIEGLER
second thoughts.

November of 85, yeah.

It's too early to have

PAO
Any other questions here in Houston?
Covault, again.

Craig

COVAULT
Yeah, I'm afraid it's a Pearl Harbor question, but
if you've lost the bird, discuss the insurance, the potential
insurance ramifications of it. You are insured on the
spacecraft?
ZIEGLER

Yes.

COVAULT

For about how much?

ZIEGLER
I don't know the exact number, but it's in
the order of a hundreci million dollars.
COVAULT
time?
ZIEGLER
insurance?

And you paid about how much for your launch this
For the launch, or the premium for the

COVAULT
For the launch. If you're insured for about o~e
hundred million, and then you paid NASA about how much to IdJnch
the bi rd today?
ZIEGf. . ER

Well, NASA's fee is about ten million dollats.

PAO
There are no questions at Kennedy, I
understand. Does anybody have anything else here at Houston
before we adjourn? Mr. Barlow, from the Chronicle.
BARLOW
The insurance that you had, is that also sort of a
business interruption insurance as well as the value of the bird
itself, and of the launch fee?
ZIEGLER
The bird, and the launch, and the PAM, and
then it's insured for replacement value, if you will, and you may
say that includes some provision for bUGiness interruption.
PAO

Okay, Craig Covault, again.

COVAULT
Well, digging further back into history, and I
don't recall, have you ever lost a Westar off of a delta?
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This would be your first loss, if it's lost.
If, in fact, it's lost.

Yes.

Yes sir, you're name and affiliation.

A. MARSH (Aviation Week)
Was there anything dif.ferent about the
transmitter, or transmitters rather, or power supply on this one
as opposed to 5 or 4?
ZIEGLER
No. Well, there must be some detailed
product improvements since time has elapsed. There's nothing
fundamentally different.
PAO

Jeff Orvich again.

ORVICH
Yes, you said that the fee for the ride is ten
million. Would you go over the cost of the satellite and the PAM,
please?
ZIEGLER
Yes. The satellite costs in the order of 30
million plus another 5 million that Hughes would earn as
incentives over the life of the spacecraft for a continuing
timeframe. The PAM is about seven million dollars. We have
other costs in providing launch services and getting the thing
into orbit, an insurance premium of roughly 6 percent of the face
value of the insurance policy, and we do have costs in getting
our -- some additional ground station equipment, control station
equipment, in order to control the additional satellite. I don't
have the details on that.
PAO

Mr. Barlow from the Chronicle.

BARLOW
done?

Are you satisfied that NASA did all it should have

ZIEGLER
Well, to the best of our knowledge right now,
yes, NASA gave us what we required through deployment, and
they've cooperated significantly above and beyond the call of
duty, I might say, in assisting in this search.
PAO

Okay, Craig.

COVAULT
I believe the ANIK bird on the STS-5 had a problem
where its transmitter was misconfigured. Have you already
reviewed that, the history of that to a great extent and - ZIEGLER

Absolutely.
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Have you now ruled that out absolutely?

ZIEGLER
No. We haven't ruled anything out
absolutely because until we can get in contact with that
satellite and find out what its state of health is, and what
orbit it's in, we won't be able to rule out anything.
COVAULT
Have you been in contact with TELESAT Canada, just
to trade the technical information on their problem on their
deployment?
ZIEGLER
Well, we have the same spacecraft
manufacturer that TELESAT had and they're fully aware of that
detai 1.
Al Marsh, again, please.

PAO

MARSH
How long before, if this satellite is lost, you
could build another one and launch it?
ZIEGLER
We have Westar 7 under construction and it's
scheduled to be launched in November '85. now much we could
accelerate that, I couldn't possibly say at this point in time.
Mr. Barlow from the Chronicle.

PAO

BARLOW
Did you pretty well have all your transponders sold
or leased on 6?
ZIEGLER
I don't have the details on that. I know
there was
is some uncommitted capacity on Westar 6, but how
much I don't know.
PAO
Okay, you appear to be satiated with that issue.
J'll let Harold continue with the remainder of the debriefing of
his shift. Harold.
DRAUGHON
Okay, most of those things are, perhaps, going to
seem a little mundane. The Camera 0, I didn't get to hear Gary's
debriefing, or shift han~over this morning, so I don't know if he
talked to you any about Camera Delta or not, but anyway, the
starboard camera on the forward bulkhead of the Orbiter has a
problem in that we don't have any tilt control of it. The pan
capability of the camera, or the ability to slew in the yaw axis
works in a reduced sense. It'll go for a while, but then it
hangs up, but the pan doesn't work at all. We've gone through a
fairly extensive checkout of that camera since that problem was
noticed early this morning and it doesn't look like it's gOing to
come back. There is some chance that the guys can take a closer
look at it when they're EVA and we'll have them do that. We
don't hold a lot of hope for any good results out of that,
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though. The crew has reported and put on the TV, the Cinema 360
has a - .. there's a thermal shroud that goes around the GAS can
that the Cinema 360 is encased within. That particular thermal
shroud is closed on the forward inboard side by some patches of
velcro. Those velcro patches came loose, probably during
ascent and they are partially opened by just a few degrees.
Again, weill ask the crew during the first EVA to just remate
that velcro and close that thing back up. Welve gone some
through some analysis of what the thermal environment is out
thete, and the amount that that shroud is opened, and it is not
judged to be a problem. Welre not modifying the attitudes that
welre flying during the night or for tomorrow prior to the EVA's
to compensate for that. The fan sep in the waste control system
has failed. It shows stalled currents. I do know that Gary
briefed you on that one. We have not troubleshot that any
further. We have a redundant fan separator and that unit is
online and is working perfectly. We are looking at some details
having to do with how to dump the water that's in the EMU units
that are used in the EVA. We need to dump that water out and put
fresh water in prior to the EVA's. We were going to dump it in a
fashion that would carry it through this fan separator. We may
use an alternate procedure now that would bypass that and dump it
directly out an overboard vent. The relative merits of going to
a different procedure are being evaluated by the guys in the
control center now. The crew has, on two occasions, mentioned a
problem with their onboard intercom. This has just been in th~
last, maybe the last half of my shift, and originally, they
werenlt - - we have no manifestation of this noise on the voice
loops on the ground. It's only evident onboard. Originally,
they weren't sure whether it was on air/ground and the IeOM or
the intercom system, or just intercom. Since then, we've talked
to them a little more thoroughly, and they have done some
troubleshooting. The problem is isolated to the onboard, both
ICOM systems A and B. It is there pretty much all the time, and
varies in intensity. They have gone through different changes of
batteries in their headsets, in the wireless headsets, and
they've even gone as far, Vance went and tried one of the old
fashioned plug-in type headsets, and it's there even then. We
don't know the source of that, or what kind of troubleshooting
will be involved with that tomorrow. That's pretty much all that
went on. The ship is behaving, as far as the Orbiter is
concerned, the ship is behaving in a very fine fasllion. It's
doing all the things that it's suppooed to do and doing them very
well. Welve not had a lot to contend with as far as abnormal
management or any kind of problems to deal with. That's all I
have. I'll take any questions.
PAO
DRAUGHON

rCOM, we understand, is the intercom system.
Intercom system.
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PAO

The crewmembers use it to communicate among
themselves. Any other questions? And I guess nothing still from
Kennedy? Is that right? Okay. The meeting's adjourned. Thank
you for your time and attention. Good night.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Okay. Good morning and welcome to our delayed but
otherwise still in tact Change-of-Shift Press Conference with
offgoing Flight Director Randy Stone. Randy's been here over in
the Mission Control Room since about I this morning and he can
tell you what's been going un and also to his right Mr. Bill
Ziegler with the Westar Mission Director will talk to you a bit
about their situation and we'll go ahead and turn it over to
Randy now.
RANDY STONE
Good morning. I'm sorry to keep you waiting this
morning but due to the circumstances of the deployment yesterday,
we have been working some alternate plans that required the l~ad
Flight Director, who is my change-of-shift partner, to be working
offline to work some ongoing plans to accommodate a PALAPA
deployment tomorrow and build into our flight plan the option for
PALAPA to deploy on Monday and that decision will be based on
engineering evaluation of the Westar PAM situation that 11m sure
you all are very interested in me talking about. I think
probably the appropriate thing to do this morning rather than go
down through all of the things that the crew has accomplished on
this shift is to bring you up to date on what we do know and what
we do not know about the WESTAR. Through the night, on my shift,
we have brought our tracking network to bear to try to locate the
WESTAR satellite. What I can tell you, and truthfully it is all
that we know at this time, is that we are tracking some multiple
objects in an orbit that is very similar to the Oribter's. We're
tracking one fairly sizeable object that is big enough for us to
track with multiple radars that we have been able to build a
vector on and we understand, at least have a cursory
understanding of its or')it. It's in an orbit of about 150
nautical miles by 265 nautical miles. The correlation of that
object to the WESTAR situation is unknown at this time but it is
the only confirmed vector that we have on an object in an orbit
that is similar to the Oribter. Through the night we have gone
back and confirmed through all of our playback capabilities in
the Control Center that the Orbiter yesterday during deployment
was operating absolutely nominally. I~ was in the right
attitude. It had very, very small ratt errors at the moment of
deployment and we are convinced, at least from the data that we
have looked at, that the crew did an outstanding job of their
mission on the predeployment phase of the satellite. I would
like to tell you again that any conjecture that we can make about
the objects that welre beeing on radar at this time is purely
subjective until we can get more information and have it analyzed
by our sources. I think it would be appr.opriate at this time to
let Bill talk to you a little bit about the efforts they've been
in through the night.
BILL ZIEGLER
Okay, what Randy says we generally confirm that
there does appear to be at least I large object, perhaps 2, in an
orbit approximating that of the Challenger or somewhat behind it
and there are a number of other smaller objects that have been
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reported. We have attempted to communicate with those objects
without any success today. But this is a pretty difficult task
considering the fact that these objects are moving past ground
stations at a fairly high rate and most of our antennas that we
can bring to bear have fairly narrow beams and many of them have
limited slowing rates so that. But, however, we are getting
computer programs established for this orbit and for our various
tracking stations in order to be able to send commands to these
objects and hopefully receive signals from them. Or at least one
of them. We also have no way to be at all certain that these
objects are WESTAR 6 or its PAM and we are also searching the
orbit that it was intended to put WESTAR 6 in and other orbits in
between. We, of course, have speculation on failure modes and
they're so numerous and so detailed and so flimsy at this point
in time that I really can't go into them. We'll continue to
bring all the resources that we have and our subcontractors have
and NASA'S kindly offered their assistance with all the resources
that they have and we think there are some others that we don't
even know about that are assisting us to help to solve this
problem.
STONE
Steve, I think it'd probably be good to open it up
to questions. I have a lot of other things I could tell you but
I know you want to get to the important stuff.
PAO
first.

Okay. We'll take questions here in Houston
Yes, right back here with CBS.

***
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There have been several different figures mentioned
as to the total investment that western Union has in the
satellite, a hundred million is one. Would you break it down and
tell us what the investment is and the cost, and the cost of the
launch, insurance, all of that?

CBS

ZIEGLER
Since I was in this room last night, I was also
here a couple of weeks ago, I was asked that question. I think I
have given you some slightly incorrect inform~tion. The
spacecraft is fully insured at a number near 100 million dollars,
and when I say near that, I think it's between 90 and 110. I
haven't been able to confirm what the exact number is, I'm
sorry. I did though get some more information on the cost, but I
don't have a break down for it. The total cost for this launch
is very close the 75 million dollars. And I had previously given
you 60 to 70 million dollars, so I was in error on that. I
apologize for that. And I don't have a break down for the 75
mi 11 ion.
PAO

ROY Neal.

Microphone over here.

ROY NEAL
Randy, you've already qualified that any conjecture
at this time is purely subjective, but if you're talking objects
that are esentia1ly in the same orbit as the Space Shuttle, as
being possible objects that could be the Westar, that means it
could be that we had something, obvious.ly the PAM didn't take
off. You didn't go to higher orbit. Can we Duccessful1y surmise
this? Can we successfully operate on that as at least a major
premise at this writing? I mean is certainly makes a lot of
sense, and I'm asking for your help to help us to get the story
out straight.
STONE

00 you want to answer that, or do you want mp. to?

ZIEGLER
No, I'll give it a crack, and if you, please jump
in. If those objects are the PAM and westar, several possible
failure modes are possible. Either the spacecraft could have
failed or the PAM or possibly both. One thought, and it's just a
thought that's being investigated, is that this assembly went
into a flat spin prior the PAM firing. And if it did so, it
could have been for different causes. One could be a spacecraft
fault, another could be a PAM fault. But if it did go into a
flat spin, there would be very little energy of that PAM that is
used to give us the impulse in the direction that we wanted it.
We are persuing, you know, the investigation along those lines,
all the poSSibilities that we can think of, for such causes and
many others, by the way.
NEAL
A follow through, if I may. You are not seeing
anything, radar or other tracking, at higher altitudes.
ZIEGLER

We haven't found any.
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NEA~

You haven't found any at higher altitude but you
have il)und objects at the lower altitudes?

STONE
That's correct. I'd like to co~ment on that,
through the night we have been switching radars off of the
Shuttle tracking network and looking at the higher orbits, at
where you would expect to find the spacecraft if it were truly
outbound, and I don't have the number of times, the number of
station that has done that, but the NASA radars have not seen
anything outbound.
NEAL

Looks pretty bleak then, doesn't it?

STONE

It could be more positive.

NEAL

Thanks.

PAO

Craig Covault, right here in front.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Randy, speak a little more
specificaly to Palapa for tomorrow. Are you right now on a
course to launch tomorrow, or are you seriously considering
waiting until Monday?
STONE
When I left the Control Center, 20 minutes ago, my
Flight Activities Otfjcer was working towards a deploy tomorrow
in the nominal backup, the backup slot. We understand that,
while in fact NASA management has asked Palapa for a decision on
whether or not we should continue towards deployment tomorrow by
2 o'clock this afternoon, I believe, Craig. And at that time
it'll be easier for us to make plans for the next day. I can
tell you though that if we do choose to go one day later, Lhe
Orbiter does have sufficient consumables, both cryogenic and
propulsive, that we could stay an extra day and complete the full
objectives of this flight. So we have looked at it in that
light, and we're prepared to make the step into delaying it an
add i t i<lOa1 day.

***
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COVAUL'l'
Okay. A quick follow. The U.S. does have pretty
good ground camera capability to photograph objects in low
orbit. Have you made the request to bring Air Force cameras to
bear to try and characterize that debris visually.
STONE
Craig, I can't comment on that. All the resources
that I have available to me have been brought to bear and I'm
sure General Abrahamson, if he has other resources is bringing
them to bear.
PAO

Jules Bergman, next row back there.

BERGMAN
This is for Randy or Bill Ziegler. I have two
questions. One, is it possible that rather than going into a
flat spin, the first stage motor exploded bringing about the 17
pieces that Norad is reporting, allegedly. Two, if that were the
case, or if the flat spin was the case, what is the possibility
that Palapa won't be launched at all but will be brought back to
Earth?
ZIEGLER
possibility of an explosion is one of the
possibilities that is being looked at and considered and - but we
have no confirming evidence to say that it was or was not.
BERGMAN
Before you - let me add to that, Bill. Is there
any telemetry onboard that would tell you anything about flat
spin or explouion or anything like that?

•

ZIEGLER

Yes.

If we could talk to it.

BERGr·iAN

In other words, it is completely dead.

ZIEGLER
it.

So far we have not been able to raise a peep out of

BERGMAN

Randy?

ZIEGLER

We are continuing to try.

STONE
Oh, I have to answer the second one.
thought you had forgotten, Jules.
BERGMAN

Rats.

I

No I never forget.

STONE
Having not talked to the Palapa people yet, they
have a lot of decisions that they have to make and I don't know
that decision process they are gOing through. However, it comes
to mind from an operation sense that NASA needs to be prepared to
bring Palapa home should they ohoose that course of action. And
we have started just a cusory look at our landing weights and
what that means to us on landing site selection, runway
seleotion, etc. We are prepared to do that and as far as an
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Orbiter weight situation it is not a problem. I can't tell you at
this time whether or not we would still commit to Rse with the
additional weight of palapa onboard. The preliminary data that I
saw before I left the control center was positive that we have
the margins to go into KSC if we chose to.
BERGMAN
Let me follow that up, Randy, very briefly. In the
event you don't know and ground cameras can't establish the
debris as Craig suggested, in the event you can't finn out what
happened, would not NASA then recommend to the Indonesian
Government as the launcher for them, that we should not take n
chance?
STONE
I don't believe that's NASA's call, Jules. I think
that belongs in the customer camp and I'm sure they will ask our
advice but from an operation standpoint as far as the Orbiter and
what we know about the deploy operations, I wouldn't think that
we would take that stand. But it is the customer's chOice, not
ours.
BERGMAN
You can't tell me that somebody in NASA doesn't
recommend something to the Indonesian Government.
STONE
What I can tell you is, I am not doing that and I
don't know of the management chain that's going on that would do
that. I know the customers are meeting today and working that
with their contractors and I would have to let them comment on
that, Jules. I just don't have an answer for you.
PAO
John ~oble Wilford right here in the front and
then we'll go over there.
JOHN NOBLE WILFORD (NEW YORK TIHES) The $75 million, what does
that include and the difference between 75 mill.~n and the
insured value of 100 million. Does that represellt lost revenues?
ZIEGLER
The 75 million cost, no, is our out of pocket cost
to get this thing operating in orbit.
WILFORD
In other words that includes the satellite, the
PAM, the fee to NASA, and what else?
ZIEGLER
Our engineering costs, insurance premiums, I think
that's the essence of it, our own engineering cost and operations
cost and ground equipment cost because we're controlling a new
satellite. But I don't have a break down of that.
WILFORD
But the difference between 7S and 100, that
represents what? Your lost revenues?

1
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ZIEGLER
When we insure, we want to attempt to insure it
for the replacement value, to recover the replacement cost.
And
there is some 1080 of business, and I don't have a breakdown of
that.

***
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When would you be able to put up a replacement?

ZIEGLER
Well we have Westar 7 under contract with Hughes,
and we have a launch reservation at NASA, and we have a P~~ under
contract. It's currently planned for a launch in November
1985. I'm sure all of those entities will bend every effort to
help accelerate that. But I don't know the answer to how soon we
can get it done.
WILFORD
And to Mr. Stone, what is it you are doing to
investigate the status of the Palapa and the PAM associated with
that? Do you have, are you in communication with that satellite
in some way?
STONE
We have the normal checkout capability with Palapa
and we have turned it on twice today, there's one other turn on
scheduled late this evening, before the crew goes to sleep. But
primarily that is just checking its thermal condition to make
sure that all of our predictions on the thermal enviornment are
going right. There are no extensive checkouts going on there.
And you wouldn't expect to see any problem.
WILFORD
Is that because it's not possible to do an
extensive checkout?
STONE
There is, it's possible to do more of extensive
checkout than what we are doing with these simplified thermal
checks that we are doing today, and we've told Palapa that we
would be willing to do whatever checkout that they saw necessary
and they are still gOing through an evaluation to see if they
want to do anything other than tne normal deploy sequence.
Because the normal deploy sequence starts early and gives you all
the data you're going to get, to make a decision on it.
WILFORD
What would the advantage of going an extra day,
waiting an extra day, be to do one, some of those investigations?
STONE
No, it's prim~rily to try to get a handle on the
problem that Westar had to see if, I'm speculating now, I'd hate
to tell you what their engineering community is doing, but it's
just prudent, in an engineering sense when you have a failure on
one vehicle and you have another vehicle that's identical to it,
to try to understand what happened to the one that has a problem
and then check back through your records to see if there's some
generic correlation that you could make there. But in this case
we have very little data, so that, that's difficult, and __
PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER Randy, has it been suggested or considered that
since the orbits are fairly close, moving Challenger within
visual range of these pieces and try to gather some photo data?
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STONE
We started thinking that as soon as had a vector,
and welve been working just a cursory evaluation of that on my
shift, Harold will work it more this afternoon, to see if we have
enough propellant to go do that. Just looking at the orbit off
the top of my head and with beginnings of information that was
starting to come in from my flight dynanlics officer, it looks
like the propellant cost to do that is too great to accomplish.
Dut that has not, of course, been ruled out one way or another.
RECER
done?

Okay, if you a~e able to do that, when would it be
Any idea?

STONE
I really don't know, NASA would have to decide to
give up some of the other NASA primary objectives this mission to
go do that, it is obvious that it would take all the reserved
propellant that we had to do an operation like that. I don't
expect that to happen, but we have looked at it just to give the
managers the cost of doing that.
RECER
Okay, one other. The, you said these objectives
include a large object. How large is large? 00 you have any
idea of the size?
STONE

Bill, do, I don I t remember the number.

ZIEGLER
We have an estimate from NORAO that it's in the
order of 3 to 4 square meters.
RECER

Okay, well.

ZIEGLER

Radar cross section.

RECER

Three to four square meters.

ZIEGLER
Three to four square meters, radar cross section.
And by the way I don't know whether that was, at this point, I
don't know whether that was a single, one of the objects, or the
combination of 2 possible objects,
RECER
Okay, there is routinely kept an inventory of
orbiting objects, is this, are these objects that you are now
seeing, an addition to that inventory, I don't quite understand
why that, if there is in fact a bench mark inventory, why they _
ZIEGLER
We presume so, because they would have told us if
they already had it in their inventory.
RECER

And it was not in the inventory before?

ZIEGLER
Well, as I say, we presume so, because they didn't
tell us it was in their inventory.
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KRAMER
You talked, Randy, you talked about a flat spin, I
assume that means instead of this spin, a spin something like
this, and if you get, if you got a PA~ firing would that not send
you out of plane? And where are these things in relation to the
plane of the Orbiter's orbit.

***
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STONE
I'll let you answer the flat spin part. The outof-plane part, we don't have enough geometry on the tracking yet
to look at the out-of-plane components.
KRAMER
Well, it must be fairly close or else you'd sec
this orbit skewing far from the Spacecraft.
STONE

Yes, you would.

ZIEGLER
Part, preliminary information i~dicates that it's
in a~proximately the same inclination, same orbit with the same
inclination but with a higher apogee.
STONE
ZIEGLER

That's right.
And about the same perigee.

KRAMER
Wouldn't a successful PAM firing pointed the wrong
way send you into an orbit far from the one you're seeing?
ZIEGLER
PAM in a flat
around like a
mean that the
very small.

If you can visualize this stack of Spacecraft and
that moans that the PAM plume is spinning
pinwheel and spraying in all directions which would
average thrust in any particular direction would be
spi~,

KRAMER
Let me ask one or two more if I may. Is not
NASA's responsibility terminated once this thing leaves the
Spacecraft. This PAM was not supplied by NASA. It was purchased
by you folks I guess from MCDonnell Douglas and it's nice that
NASA's dOing all this and it's nice if the DOD is using
classified instruments to look for it. But I'm curious to know
the exact relationship between the customer and the governmant.
What point do you stop using these resources for a commercial
venture?
STONE
That's a tou0h one. ~ASA, of course, is trying to
be as cooperative as possible in a situation like this. We'd
like to have these people as customers downstream, obviously, and
I think you'd hove to ask NASA management much higher than me to
get a straight answer to that one.
KRAMER
Can I ask you one more thing about the EVAS? You
talk about extending the misslon perhaps 1 day if you have to
delay the deployment to a further backup day. Why would you do
that and not shift things so that you could still come down on
the same day? Move some activities up.
STONE
We could do that. We have a flight planning
guideline and it's not a rule, it's just a guideline that we
would like to not do an EVA on the day before ent(y and that's
just because of the massive amount of equipment we have out when
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wo do an EVA. I mean the Orbiter is in a state of disarray and
it takes a while to pack up after an EVA and it's just good
business to give yourself a day before deorbit to get your things
put away and do an orderly cleanup of the ship. It's not a
rule. One of the options that we'll be looking at over the next
couple of days, should we extend the PALAPA deployment into
~onday is keeping the mission length the same but that work just
hasn't been done yet.
PAO

Oka'l, right here.

QUERY
r have a cou~le of questions concerning the power
assisted module. As far as I remember, the distance with the IUS
was about 50 miles from the Shuttle. How far was the WESTAR away
when it was scheduled to be launched? How many miles?
STONE
Since you asked that question, I brought a note.
At the time of the PKM burn, the scheduled PKM burn, the Orbiter
was about 8
1/2 nautical miles trailing and 6.2 nautical
miles above and
the WESTAR.
QUERY
STONE

Was that nominal?
Yes.

QUERY
So the second would be do you have an automatic
launching sequence for the WESTAR. That means, you don't need a
special command either from the Astronauts or from the ground?
ZIEGLER
QUERY

To fire the PAM?
Yes.

ZIEGLER
That's correct. It's done by an onboard timer that
is started when it separates from the Orbiter and that firing is
45 minutes later.
STONE
And just to add to that, before the deployment we
verify, the crew verifies and your people verify that the safe
and arm devices which allow the PAM to ignite were rotated into
the arm position.
QUERY
And who's confirming the launch then, the Satellite
or the launch of the PAM t the ignition of PAM? Who's confirming
it? The Satellite gives you a signal or what. Tells you __
ZIEGLER
That is our job to do that rather than NASA's and
the way it usually takes place is that we confirm it by finding
our Satellite in the proper transfer orbit. We haven't done so,
so we cantt confirm PAM firing.
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QUERY
And the last one will be, are the Astronauts
expected to turn the windows away from the launching of the PAM.
ZIEGLER
Yes.
QUERY

So that they couldn't see it.

STONE

That's right.

QIERU

I know, I know.

STONE

- - window surfaces from the plume.

We do that to protect the __

PAO
Craig Covault, right here and then we'll get Roy.
Right here in the front.

***
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CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Three questions. Two for Bill.
The PAM has been used off of the delta as well and I think you're
aware that early in the history of the PAM it did show some
coning when coming off of the delta that caused some concern and
actually some Spacecraft modifications on other payloads. Have
you thought ~bout this coning problem early in the PAM as perhaps
being something that was a factor in your problem.
ZIEGLER
Well, yes. Into the design of the Spacecraft we
now have what we call an automatic nutation damper, automatic
nutation control, and during this coast period - this 45 minute
coast period - after it leaves the Orbiter until PAM firing that
automatic nutation control will take out any coning unless it was
faulty or incorrect. Or, one of the speculations is that per~aps
the sensors got reversed, for example, and caused it to go into a
flat spin rather than taking out the coning.
COVAULT
I'm not clear on the earlier PAr>t coning problems.
\vhether that coning was started after the PAM motor was fired or
as it was coming off the delta spin table before firing.
ZI~GLER
It took place during the last 20 to 30 seconds of
the burn and during that last 20 to 30 seconds built up
essentially exponentially and then it built up very slowly after
that until separation.

COVAULT
So it's not necessarily, doesn't necessarily track
with the characterisitics you're seeing.
ZIEGLER

Right.

COVAULT
Okay. And following that, since you do not have a
visual contact due to the window protection attitude, it's always
been an option to place the telemetry on the PAM that would
report back real time to the Orbiter. I believe SBS was the only
payload that did this. WESTAR chose not to do that in this
case. Could you tell me how much Spacecraft life you gain by not
adding that extra weight and is not that the factor why you don't
install that extra tele~etry weight.
ZIEGLER

That PAM telemetry is - -

COVAULT

40 pounds?

ZIEGLER
I recall something on the order of 40 pounds,
yes. But I don't think we were concerned so much about the extra
weight as the extr& dollars.
COVAULT
How much more money does it cost to place the
telemetry on?
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I'll have to get back

ROY NEAL (NBC)
Bill, I'm looking at a Western Union release
that says NASA compressed a normal 33 month schedule into 10
months. McDonnell Douglas provided a PAM in less than a year.
Hughes modified the Spacecraft for STS compatability as compared
to Arean when you decided not to go Arean and go American instead
with only 9 months lead time. Nith that for background, what
kind of quality checks are you running now to see what might have
happened on that expedited schedule?
ZIEGLER

Quality checks on the expedited schedule.

NEAL

Yes sir.

ZIEGLER
Well, of course, we're looking at everything and
when we find out what went wrong, you know, then maybe we'll know
the answer to that question. But at this point we __
NEAL

-Those checks presumably are being run now, however.

ZIEGLER

Oh, absolutely.

NEAL
Various points. The PALAPA, by comparison, was
allowed to come to full term wasn't it? I mean, it was on a
normal schedule PAM included. So presumably, if there were an
eeror in quality control that would not reflect with PALAPA.
ZIEGLER
I can't, yes due to that reason. I can't really
speak for PALAPA but as I understand it their's was a more normal
schedule than ours.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
This is I think for Randy again. Though
NASA's responsibility ended legally when WESTAR left the payload
bay, it has always been and as stated in the press kit that the
major mission goal was the launching of these 2 COMBATS. So
therefore, I submit the Shuttle may not be a simple freighter
truck. Does that not change NASA's responsibility?
STONE
Well, when we sign up a payload such as a
communications satellite, and we have two of them on this flight,
the primary goal of the Orbiter is to deliver those satellites to
orbit and we will expend, for instance, propellant to guarantee
that we can deploy those satellites and terminate the mission
following the deployment and come horne without accomplishing any
of the other objectives in the mission. And if you look at the
priority flight that we have had ever since we've had satellites
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to deploy, and then look at the priority tables that we build to
use propellant. That's always the case, Jules. We'll, you ~now,
our primary goal is to the customer and we'll use up the
resources of the Orbiter necessary to deploy them but you've got
to remember in that scheme of things that's implying that
something happened to the Orbiter. That we weren't in the right
orbit or whatever that we had to go use up that propellant.

***
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BERGMAN
Well, therefore, I'm probably wrong on this as
usual, but therefore, is it not worth, if that was the primary
goal, is it not worth Nasa changing or expending the fuel, from
the Orbiter to find out exactly what happened to Westar?
STONE
Well I think that's up to Nasa Management to decide
whether or not that's a prudent thing to do. If the propellant
cost was relatively low, and you could go get a subset of your
requirements, I'm sure NASA would consider that. And I'm not
sure they wouldn't consider it in this situation. But all the
votes aren't in, Jules, and I just don't flat know the answer to
that.
PAO
Okay, we'll take one more here and then we'll take
questions from KSC. Right here.
WILLIAMS - (KJOJ) - One quick question Mr. Stone, how would the
EVA's be affected with a Palapa satellite, still be in, with the
palapa satellite still remaining in the cargo bay?
STONE
It would look to the EVA crewman, a normal
situation, because the sunshield would be closed and the EVA
crewman doesn't know whether there's a satellite in there or
not.
WILLIAMS
So it would not cause any dangers or, also, are
there any checks made on the PAM itself before the satellite is
released.
STONE
Certainly, there are extensive checks on the PAM
and Bill probably is more familiar with them than I am. But they
do go through a check of their sequencers, make sure their safe
and arm devices are in the proper configuration, make sure all
the relays are set right, so there's an extensive check out of
the PAM prior to deployment.
PAO
Okay, we'll take question now from the Kenneday
Space Ccenter.
KSC
We have several questions here.
Reggie Turnell, BBC.

The first from

TURNELL - (BBC)
Is, just two points on the Westar problem.
McNair did comment on the heavy jolt, when it left Challenger.
Is this thought to have any bearing on the problem? And the
other one is, is no consideration being given to allowing
Challenger to take a very brief look at the palapa firing if this
does take place.
STONE
Well, I'll take a crack at answering both of those
questions. The sensation of feeling a jolt when you deploy a
satellite from this configuration has been reported on nearly
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every flight on one degree or another. I don't believe anybody
thinks there was any contributing problem there. \iith respect to
looking at the Palapa PKM burn, we've started some analysis in
the Control Center and brought in some of our off-line technical
people too look at techniques that would allo',.,. us to use the RMf)
camera, either the end affector camera or the elbow camera, to
peek out around the Orbiter and be pointed at the Palapa at the
time of the PKM burn. And that analysis will continue through
the day to determine, one, whether we can even get into an
attitude that the camera can look back over the paylo~~ bay doors
and the wing and see the satellite; and two, whether there's any
risk to the RMS and primarily to the RMS that would jeopardize
downstream use of the arm.
LORETZ - (Chicago Sun Times) - I may have missed somethin9
earlier but in suggesting an extra flight day, do you imply a
delay of one day in the second EVA, that is, mOving the second
EVA from Thursday to Friday.
STONE
Dick, I'm really not positive how we'll insert that
extra day, just from the simplicity standpoint, it would be
beneficial to our flight planners, just to take a day out of the
middle and do Palapa one day late, and move everything downstream
One day, including both EVA's and the rendezvous and that's the
most simplified thing for us to do from a paperwork standpoint,
of getting the ri9ht inform~tion of when to do what to the
crew. So that would be the first choice, but we have to look at
what that really means to us, and we don't have that story fully
put together.
SAILSTEAD - (Baltimore Sun) - I have two questions, first to
double check 101r. Stone· s numbers on the pos i t ion of the \'lesta r •
I wrote them down as 8.5 nautical miles trailing. That is the
Orbiter was trailing the Westar by 8.5 nautical miles, and the
Orbiter was 6.2 nautical miles above the Westar, is that right.
STONE
Correct.
burn, of the PAM.

That was at the time of the scheduled PKM

SAILSTEAD
At that time when they actually saw it visually,
was it in a proper attitude then.
STONE
We did not, we do not monitor visually the PKM
burn, the crew actually turns the Orbiter away from the burn to
protect the Orbiter windows from contamination from the solid
rocket motor. Sv we're not, unless we do something that we
normally don't do, we cannot See the PKM burn.

***
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SAILSTEAO
All right. I understand that, but I don't
understand when they last saw it. We all saw it on television,
spinning out of the cargo bay. When did the astronauts last see
it, how high above or beyond the Orbiter was it, and was it then
in a proper attitude.
STONE
I don't know what the range was when they started
their manuever to the sep burn attitud~, which would kind of give
you a feel for where it was. I can get that number for you, but
I don't know what that it. It was nominal as long as we had it
in the TV, and it was nominal as long as the crew was looking at
it. Now they may have stopped looking at before they actually,
it was actually completely out of the field of view, but I doubt
that. Normally they watch it until it disapears into the
darkness. But I could get you those ranges.
MIKE MEECHAN (Gannette News Service)
Can someone clarify
exactly who has Se:m these objects? Is it NORAD, or is it NASA's
tracking system?
STONE
It's the NORAO tracking system that is providing us
this information.
PAO
That's all the questions from KSC, wait a minute
there's another question, Harry Rosenthal from AP.
HARRY ROSENTHAL (AP)
I know that you've said how much fuel,
that it would take too much fuel to try to catch up with the
satellite, or the chunks that you are seeing, but can you tell us
exactly how far away at this point the Orbiter is, I'm sorry I'm
out of breath, from the chunks?
STONE
At this instant I have no idea, that's a relative
motion problem that has to be run al~ost 'continuously in the
Control Center. The, let's see, the approximate orbit that the
major piece that we're tracking right now is in, is 155 by about
265, I believe, and the Orbiter is in a 166 by 171 orbit,
approximately. So it can be a wide variation of ranges, however,
if you're getting at whether or not we are worried about it
recontacting, it appears that the orbits are getting slowly
farther apart, which is what you would expect with 2 different
energy orbits.
ROSENTHAL
And on another subject please, recalling the
thermal blanket that - where the velcro was loose in the opening
pictures of the cargo bay and the thump on the PAM when it was
deployed, are you worried at all about the things that you have
in the cargo bay that have to do with the EVA?
STONE
No, we're not. In fact, we're looking at during
the first EVA prior to use of the Cinema 360 camera that's in the
bay that has the loose thermal blanket, one of the EVA crewmen is
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going to go over there and see if it's just a velcro closure that
has pulled loose and pushed the blanket back down to where it's
suppose to be. And as far as the thump is concerned, we hav~ no
concern over that, that is something we have seen with other PAM
deploys.

'rot>! O'TOOLE (Washington Post)
If you leave the Palapa in to
bring it back, whether the fact that you have additional
pyrotechnics on it would impact any other experiments that would
be carried out on the mission.
STONE
None that I know of at this time. If Palapa
chooses to return their satellite, we will put it in its most
safe and powered down configuration. So there is no concern
there.
PAO

That's all the questions from KSC.

PAO
Ok, we have questions at the Marshall Space Flight
Center, we'll take those.
DAVE DOOLING (HUntsville Times)
For Mr. Ziegler, if, is there
any credible failure in the Hughes spacecraft portion of all this
that could have caused the RCS system to lock on to put it into
the flat spin?
ZIEGLER
Conceivably, but we haven't concluded that of all
the speculations of the failures, we haven't confirmed that any
one of them are possible or impossible.
DOOLING
Ok, Randy, Have you considered changing the orbit
simply to avoid the possibility of any kind of recontact with the
debris and what would that do to the Palapa deploy opportunities
and the operations with the IRT.
STONE
Well based on what we're seeing now, and of course
we don't have real accurate data on all of the particles, it
looks like things are slowly moving away from the Orbiter. And
especially when you don't know exaotly where everything is, where
you are is as good as any. So no, we are not planning to move
the Orbiter at this time. The objects that we're traoking appear
to be moving down track of the Orbiter very slowly.

***
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DOOI~ING

Okay, any i nd ica t ion on how long that \</ould ta!<e
that gradual phasing until the 2 orbits would recontact.

STONE
I asked that question earlier this evening, and
FIDO couldn't count that high, it's long after we land.
DOOLING
Okay, and if don't extend the mission, what
activitien would most likely be lost.
STONE
If we do not extend the mission and deploy Palapa
tomorrow, nothing would be lost. We have flight planned for this
contingency to give the customer 1 day of backup deploy
opportunity. Should we have to extend an additional day, you may
lose nothing except shorten possibly an EVA and shorten a
rendezvous sequence, but we haven't, we have a lot of options
there to work with and we're holding them open until we
understand what we have to go plan for.
DOOLING
PAO

Okay, thank you, no more from Marshall.
Okay, Olive Talley with UPI.

TALLEY
First of all, either Randy or Bill. we've
mentioned a number of pieces that you are tracking. Exactly how
many pieces are we talking about.
STONE

Exactly we have no idea.

TALLEY
What's your best guesstiment, what is the ballpark,
10, 15, 20, 2, what?
STONE
I would hate to guess, as the reports have come in
through the night as we've gotten more tracking data, it's gone
from 3 to 5 to 9 to 18. Bill have you heard any other numbers?
ZIEGLER

No. 1 and 2 and any other number inbetween there.

'l'ALLEY

Several would be fair.

STONE

Several is probably the appropriate answer.

ZIEGLER
It does though, seem to be narrowing down to some
agreement, that there are ~wo sizeable particles.
TALLEY
And Bill, 1 more question please, regarding the
loss of business to Western Union, you said that the 100 million
dollar insurance figure covers some loss of business. How many
clients would have used, or have you signed up to use Westar 6,
how many clients, how much business, can you pinpoint that any
farther.
ZIEGLER

No, I can't at this time.
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Or access any financial impnct of the loss to

ZIEGLER
No. I can't, let's not, neither of those,
marketing or the financial accounting, is in my area of
expertise, and I would have to refer you to our Public Relations
Organization. Oh, by the way, there is an office, temporary
office down at the Cape, Bill Anderson, is there, in a Western
Union communications room at the Cape.
QUERY

Phone number?

ZIEGLER
305-783-1843, I don't know how long they are going
to be there, but I believe they will be there at least today and
probably tomorrow. And then our corporate headquarters ought to
be opened up Monday.
PAO

David (Garble)

(CBS)

DAVID
Mr. Stone, I think you mentioned
this afternoon there may be an announcement as
government's decision. Would you like to know
afternoon whether or not it's go for Sunday or
that kind of a deadline that you've set.

that by 2 o'clock
to the Indonesian
by 2 O'clock this
go not at all. Is

STONE
It's not a deadline, but the earlier we know that
we would for instance bring it home, the better prepared we can
be, to work out our flight plan. And that goes for a one day
slip too. We would like to know that as early as possible.
Obviously if we countdown to a deploy tomorrow and for some
reason choose not to go tomarrow, we still have the option to
slip one day and it will just compress the flight planning time
that we have to pull the rest of the mission back into shape.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

BERGMAN
It's probably for you, Bill Ziegler. r have a
questar telescope, which is hooked to my Nikon, and I can see
objects the size you're talking about very clearly in earth
orbit. So even without the Air Force's high powered telephoto
cameras, or with them, you should be able to see if the flat spin
theory is true or if burn marks, for example, on pieces of metal
up there very rapidly, shouldn't you.
STONE
for them.

I

think you ought to hire Jules to go out and look

ZIEGLER
I suspect that was a proposal.
aspects to that.

I don't know the
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BERGMAN
What I'm curious about is which organization, NA~A
or Western Union, asked the Air Force to study this? Or did
both?
ZIEBLER

I don't know the answer to that.

STONE
effort.

And I don't either, Jules, I suspect it wa5 a joint

***
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Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (AP)
Does the relationship of the orbits of the
object and the Orbiter present any angular or proximate
advantages in using the onboard radar or radio com~unications
equipment to study the problem or try to communicate in one
manner or another with the objects?
STONE
The onboard radar system, our Ku-band radar system,
ltd have to look to see what the closest points of approach are
of the other orbit. But I suspect, you know, our Ku-band radars
are very low power device, intended for use fairly close in in
the rendezvous process and I suspect that wetre out of the normal
range of that instrument but I'd have to look at the relative
orbits to tell you that for sure.
ZIEGLER
possibility.

Randyts team, though, is looking at that

RECBR
Okay, radar. How about of radio or, you know,
trying to communicate with the - ZIEGLER
Well, I don't think the Orbiter's equipped to
communicate with our satellite.
RECER

Okay.

PAO
I'm going to take about 2 more questions.
Kramer right there.

Mark

MARK KRAMER (CBS)
Randy, does anyone consider possibly junking
the tRT exercise and doing a real rendezvous with this
Spacecraft, or with these objects?
STONE
I'm sure that's a consideration. The tradeoff
primarily lies in whether or not you have enough propellant to do
a rendezvous such as what you're proposing with this object. It
looked to me like, when I left the Control Center just on the
first vector that we had - and granted that vector is going to
change through the day as we get more tracking stations reports
of it and hone it down to some degree of accuracy - but it looked
like the propellant cost was above what we could do even if we
gave up all other objectives of the mission.
KRAMER
group of
exactly,
an orbit
ahead or

I know you said you didn't know exactly where this
objects was in relation to the Spacecraft but other than
can you characterize it in some way? Is it a quarter of
away? Is it 500 or 15,000 miles away? Is it still
below?

STONE
It's behind us, at least it was when I left the
Control Center and I would expect it to get more behind us
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because it has a higher average altitude of the orbit so its
orbit is higher so actually it, with respect to us, it's going
slower so it's moving to a trailing position, a farther trailing
position to the Orbiter and it's varying quite a bit now because
of the - ZIEGLER
Randy, the last number I heard was that it was 25
miles behind and increasing.
STONE
And I would like to, before we say that it's 25
miles behind us, I've also heard the same folks say it is 25
minutes behind us which at 17,000 feet pec second is a whole lot
more than 25 miles and I just don't know at this time how far
this is truly behind us. But it is behind us.
KRAMER
So it's exactly somel'lhere between 25 and 8,000 or
something like that.
STONE

I wish I could give you some exact data.

KRAMER

\'lith a real firm maybe.

PAO

Doug Hiller with KTRH in the back there.

DOUG MILLER (KTRU)
Okay. First of all, Steve can we get the
exact figure on that. Is there some way we can determine that or
try to get a better idea?
STONE

Of how far behind?

~IILLER

Right.

PAO?

Can we get that and pass it through the

STONE
I don't believe you're going to be able to get it
quickly because as we, like I say, we have I vector so far on
this object. It is not what you would describe as the best
vector that we can put together because it has very few stations
in it and the geometry, if you will, the way it points 1t thp.
object has so far been fairly poor. We don't have a good
selection of sites looking at the target and it'll be, I'm sure,
much later today before they tie that orbit down ano could give
you an answer like that.
MILLER
All right. And secondly, what do you need to
finally determine if this debris is your satellite and when do
you expect to get it? I mean obviously you've got to figure it
out at some point. What's it gOing to take and when do you
expect to make that determination?

***
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ZIEGLER
Well what it would take would he either close UP
photographic evidence or radio communications with it. And see
if it responds to it's identity code, and that kind of thing.
How long it's going to take. That could be 2 minutes, 2 hours,
or 2 years.
PAO
Okay, I think we will close it off with that.
Thank you for coming this morning, thank you gentlemen.
END OF 'rAPE
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PAO
\ve've got not one, but two Flight Directors, Al
Draughon whose 41-B lead Flight Director, who's been sort of offline today working the rescheduling and flight planning problem,
while Gary Coen has been minding the ~paceship all day. And also
on the far end is Nr. Dill Ziegler of Western Union. Al why
don't you run over some of th~ planning you've been doing on the
various options that are open to us to~orrow.
DRAUGHON
What we're going to do here today, and the
reason there are three of us, as Terry said, I've been involved
with the replanning aspects, and I'll try to acquaint you with
the kind of decision points that we'r~ planning to go through for
the next couple of days. Gary will debrief you on the things
that went on today's shift because he took that shift in my 9tead
today. And Bill will fill you in on whatever they have learned
in there continuing quest to get some data. We've briefed the
crew shortly before we left the Control Center, that for
tomorrow, we still have, the deci9ion has still not been made on
whether or not to deploy the palapa or not tomorrow. The
options, there was a, in the premission planning, there was, this
was to be - tomorrow would have been the backup date that we
would have used for either Westar or palapa. That would have
nominally been REV 32. We have looked at the over all coverage
from looking at ground tracking station coverage, both during the
deploy, and after the deploy looking at immediate coverage after
a PKM burn and have decided that we will recommend that if we do
deploy to~orrow that we use REV 34, which will be a 2 RBV slip, 2
REV delay. The decision as to whether or not to deploy, yet
indeed whether or not to use that particular REV will reside with
the customer. They have scheduled a meeting to deal ~ith that
issue around 6:00 o'clock local. And I don't know what the
answer will be coming out of that meeting. We will respond to
either way, if they want to go tomorrow then we are fully
prepared and ready to do that. If they want to delay then we are
making plans to go to an alternate profile to bring whatever
flight activities we can for tomorrow, and try to do as much
constructive work as we can. So the nominal plan will be, if we
deploy probably REV 34, but a firm commitmQ.nt won't be made until
later this evening. If the decision from the customer is that
they would rather take some more time to simulate what data they
have to do further checks, gOing back through records, and what
have you, we're trying to make every opportunity available to
them, to go later in the flight. To fill in tomorrow if we don't
deploy the Palapa, we will be bringing forward the IRT deploy.
That's a 2 meter balloon that I talked to you all about in the
Mission briefing a few weeks prior to launch. We will, if we do
the balloon work tomorrow, it will be slightly different but if
all of you had heard that premission briefing, I described to you
~ rendezvous scenarios.
One that was a nominal wh~re we deployed
the thing on one afternoon, do a little work enclosed with the
sensors and then separate out to 175 miles, re-rendezvous the
next day. And then another rendezvous profile that we would have
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used had we been on a priority flight and only devoted one day to
rendezvous. That second profile is the one we will fly if we do
a rendezvous tomorrow with the IRT. Basically it is made up of a
deployment, with the IRT, a maneuver to go out to 8 miles
different distance from the IR~, on the velocity vector, 8 miles
behind it. Then we do an approach back in to 5 miles behind it,
go back out to 8 again, and then return in and essentially do a
final phase rendezvous coming all the way back to the target.
And by all the way back I mean up to 200 feet. That will, as far
as what do you get out of that versus the nominal, what was the
nominal full rendezvous, you get everything except the grollnd
involvement. If you do the wrong rendezvous, the difference is
that you're starting out the return leg from 175 miles, the
ground makes those computationo on those first 2 maneuvers, what
is called the NC maneuver and the NH maneuver, to bring the
vehicle back to the TI point, or the terminal phase point at 8
miles at which time they, onboard takes over and does that job
for themselves. So we essentially lose that part of it. I think
all of you that have been following the program know that we have
done targeting, ground targeting of maneuvers quite a bit. We
even did some phantom rendezvous on flights 3 and 4, I believe.
But on 2 or 3 flights we did this kind of thing, and we did it
quite a few, quite a lot in the Gemini and Apollo programs, so
it's not something that's new to us. The softwares is a little
bit different, the filters are a little bit different, but it's
something we know how to do. So we don't feel badly about
missing that particular exercise if do. The important thing to
get out of this flight as far as the rendezvous is concerned is
to get this sensor performance between the Orbiter and whatever
the rendezvous target is. That's the highest priority. Another
high priority objective was to get the terminal phase inVOlvement
of the crew and the onboard sensors from the 8 mile point back in
to the rendezvous target. That's where the job reverts totally
to the crew. And you've got the man interaction of the NAV
states, and executing 4 or 5 burns, and doing terminal phase and
stationkeeping. So we've preserved all of those aspects that are
rendezvous DTO. So that's the basic plan, we're really trying to
give the customer as much lee-way as they can in dealing with
whatever the problem is and taking our best shot at getting a
good deploy off on the next one. There is consideration even
begin given to slipping the deployment even further than that, if
the customer is so desired. That would potentially result in
moving one of the EVA's day one day forward and putting the
palapa deploy between the 2 EVA days. That is not high in the
list of things that are being considered right now, but it is
something that is being entertained. It's an option that we can
do. And the thermal analysis that have been done, would indicate
that the Palopa and the PAM would not have a problem as far as
the attitude profiles that we would fly in performing both the
rendezvous and the first EVA. So it's an option that is
available if we choose to take that course of action. As far as
things that we might do differently, whenever the Palapa deploy
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is scheduled, so far we've identified 2 things. One I've talked
to you briefly about, and that is ~3ther than puttinq it on the
earliest REV, the earliest convenient REV, which is what RRV 32
was, and having a subsequent REV to dHal with little nagging
problems, or problems that we might e!'\counter dut'ing the
predeployment checkout, and havi~g a backup REV, that's why it
was put on REV 32. We've opted to recommend at least that it go
on REV 34, which gives us the additional coverage during the
deployment and additional coverage directly after the PKM burn.
So that is different. The other thing that is different is, I
also mentioned during the premission briefing that we were doing
a thing called a wi tness pIa te evaluat ion. A:'l j that is there was
a test article put on the RMS arm, that we were going to hang out
in the PAM plume, and see what kind of erosion we got on that
~articular sample material, and more or less calibrate the
erosion factor of the plume at 10 1/2 miles distance. The reason
that we would like to do that, is to relieve ourselves of some of
the self imposed constraints on protecting the Orbiter windows
and bay from erosion and getting in very specific attitudes when
a PKM burn is goin~ to occur. If we can measure that, and
convince ourselves that's it i.s not as detrimental as our worse
case analysis are and we know that they are terrible
conservative, then we would relieve some of those constraints, if
not relax them totally. We're going to continue to do that, hut
in addition to that, as you know there's a camera on the end
affector for the RMS, a TV camera. We intend to, the arm
configuration for that witness plate is the vehicle is, if the
nose is towards you folks, the arm is on the port side. It will
be across the bay, and out this way with a little, just a little
bend in the elbow, and the witness plate is along here. We're
now going to take the end effect if it's on the end of this guy,
and turn it down, and to look at the PAM a~ ignition. There's
obviously going to be some contamination of that lens when the
aluminum particles get back to where the Orbiter is, but it was a
concession that was made to looking and getting what additional
data we can at ignition for the next deploy. So, other than
that, everything is pretty much the same. That pr9tty well
covers the planning aspects. You want to cover questions now on
that?

***
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PAO
Well, perhaps we ought to go ahead and cover what's
happening to the Challenger and then go to questions on both
aspects. Gary.
GARY COEN
Okay. As you know, I stood in for Harold today on
the execute shift and as you know the deploy of the PAL~PA
planned for today was canceled. We did do some checkout on the
EMU's. We checked out all three EMU's and the EMU's are ready to
go so when we do the rendezvous part of the mission, those
particular sets of hardware are squared away and checked out
quite well. Also did some SPAS checkout. \~e checked out the RF
links, all elements of the RF links to the SPAS. We learned some
things from the crew to~ay about one of the lockers, one of the
lockers he had problems unlatching. Bruce was able to tap it a
little bit with a hammer and was able to get the locker open. We
don't expect any problem getting the door on that locker
closed. Crew also accomplished a cabin debris inspection. They
reported they didn't see a whole lot of debris. They did clean
all the filters today, all of them except the filters associated
with DDUs 1 and 2 which they plan to clean tomorrow. They did
report plenty of lint on the IMU fans which they cleaned up and
they also vacuumed the cabin fans. Most of you, if you watched
TV today anyway, saw that, or most likely knew, that we did some
Cinema 360 work in conjunction with that. The vehicle'S in good
shape as far as consumables are concerned. Ne think we have
enough consumables to support any reasonable plan that comes up
in the next few days. If there are any questions.
PAO
ABC.

Okay.

Please wait for the mike.

Jules Bergman,

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
For Harold Draughon. What time tonight
will the decision be made on whether to launch PALAPA tomorrow
and why rev 34?
DRAUGHON
Jules, the meeting is scheduled to convene at 6
o'clock between Hughes and the Indonesians and I don't know how
long that meeting will take. I know that there's a lot of
preliminary work going on so I suspect th9y've got their stories
in oeder. So I don't know how long that will take but the
meeting starts at 6:00 to discuss that and have a final
recommendation to us.
BERGMAN
Second point. Do you see any chance that the
Indonesians might elect to bring it back to Earth without
launching it?
DRAUGHON
That's their prerogative. We're fully willing to
tdke that course of action if that's what they want to do. We
carry the propulsion. You know it does make the deorbit delta-Vs
and things like that go up. They increase slightly because of
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If they want to do that then welre ready

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CHAIG COVAUI/r (AVIATION WEEK)
For both lIarold and Mr.
Ziegler. Any further characterization of the debris,
specifically were you able to get some imagery that helped you
c~aracterize it?
ZIEGLER
Woll, we haven't gotten any imagery to the best of
my knowledge, but we did have one clue, if you would, that one of
our stations has received about 2 minutes of signal from the
objects that were tailing the Orbiter. But it was so weak that
we were unable to log onto it to gain any intelligence from it.
However, it had the proper frequency and it was operating on the
batteries which in the deployment configuration it's not hooked
up to charge from the solar cells. So analysis shows that the
batteries are pretty far down, pretty well discharged. So we
think one of the first things that goes out is the traveling wave
tube amplifier on the telemetry transmitters at low voltage, and
all we were getting was a signal running through the traveling
wave tube amplifier and out to that. We are attempting to put in
commands to change the configuration to charge batteries and, of
course, if we get a -- during daylight and a favorable attitude
of the sun to the solar arrays, we should be able to get voltage
and battery up and so forth, but so far we havenlt been
successful in that. It was a signal of the type we would expect
from an HS 376 spacecraft but it's nowhere near conclusive at
this point.
PAO

Follow up with Craig.

COVAULT
Yes sir, but there are not a lot of lost HS 376
spacecraft out there tonight. You have found the bird th9n, have
you not?
ZIEGLER
I would say probably.
that with certainty.

Proabably, but I can't say

COVAULT
And the indication on the signal would indicate
then you did not have an explosive failure that totally
fragmented your spacecraft then although you •••
ZIEGLER
I guess that would be an assumption you can make
that we don't know if the spacecraft was damuged or not.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

ZIBGLER

We're hoping to get some firm information you know.

~,.

"'
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Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (AP)
In the event that the Indonesians, in and of
their own decision, decide not to launch the PALAPA, is NASA
going to charge them freight?
DRAUffiJON
Paul, 11m not in the legal end of this thinq but r
believe we contracted. My belief is that we contracten to qive
them a ride in a deploy opportunity. We are offering them those
deploy opportunities and if we do that I doubt that we leqally
owe them another free ride. Welre rcady to deploy them in the
attitude and in the configuration and checked out the way we were
preflight. Welre still ready to do that.
RBCER
fare, right?

So if they chose not to deploy they still pay the

DRAUGHON

I would assume so.

PAO

Right next to Paul there.

From receiving the signals, could you find out
where the satellite falls, in the low Earth orbit, high Earth
orbit, in bet\/een or didnlt you have any idea where it was?
ZIEGLER
Yes. This was a signal coming from an Barth orbit
corresponding very closely to the orbit that NORAD had given us
for the particles following the Challenger.
PAO

Okay.

Jules, did you have another question?

Okay.

BERGMAN
So youe flat spin theory now seems more likely than
an explosion during first stage ignition and to a second question
which ought to be the first, I quess, following on what you just
said. If it's in the Same orbit as NORAD chacctcrizon it, which
was 190 by whatever it was - low earth orbit, itln of no
potential use.
ZIEGLER

That's correct.

BERGMAN

It's just going to burn up as it reenters.

ZIEGLER
Yes -- no it's POSsible the amount of energy that
we have onboard after the PAM firing is the apogee kick motor and
some hydrazine thatls intended to control it over the 17 years of
life but that's nowhere near enough energy to get it up to the
geosynchronous orbit.
PAO

Chris Peternon.

ZIEGLER

If in fact that Object is Westar VI.
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Chris Peterson, K'l'RII radio.

CHRIS PETERSON (KTRH)
Two questions. First one for Rill. How
long are we going to continue this search? I mean, if you seem
to have a pretty good confirmation on it and if it seems to be of
no potential use why are we going to continue?
ZIEGLER
We're going to continue - well one would need to
understand what went wrong foe the sake of all future spacecraft
and launches. And until we do that, you know, we are going to
continue until we've exhausted all possibility of getting
additional information. How long that will take I have no idea.
PETERSON
Okay. Seco~d question's for Harold. You mentioned
moving the EVA forward. Why are you doing that in order to
accomplish a deploy or looking at that and are you planning any
possible extensions of the mission?
DRAUGHON
Chris, we're trying, it's not mandatory, but we're
trying to stay out of the extension. We'd like to ~ucause if we
do extend you know we only have one more day wtth a daylight KSC
landing. Vance trained for night landing. He can pull that off
and we know that but we would prefer to have a daylight
landing. Pulling the thing one day forward, we have that
flexibility in the way we build a checklist and modularize the
crew activity plans. If the Indonesians and the Hughes
contractor wants to go a day earlier, you know -- the longer they
stay in the bay the more potential there is for something to go
wrong in the bay. The vehicle was designed, that vehicle was
d~signed to be a free flyer.
It was never intendecl to live in
the Orbiter. ~lC sooner you qet it out and on station, the
sooner it's in the environment in which jt was intended to live
and that's one of the main reasons you always see these deploys
early in the flight. We want to get those things out of the bay
and into the environment they were designed co live in.
Does that mean BVA Monday before the Tuesday
(garble) this caae?
DRAUGHON
It's a consideration. If that's what it ta'<os to
get all the data analysis and get all the procedures an~ things
in place then we're ready to step up and do that.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

RECBR
Gary, you said you had, after your consumable
analysis you had enough onboard for any reasonable plcm. Does
that reasonable plan include a visual rendezvous with the
disabled satellite or not?
eOEN

I didn't hear Harold mention that particular plan
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and no, that may well have been considered. I'm not sure what
the outcome is. Harold would probably be a botter source of
that.

***
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DRAUGHON
Paul, right now there are enough, the results are
fragmented enough and there are enough different pieces up there,
you know. Before each flight, as soon as we get the trajectory
defined and get close to flight, we take that trajectory and beat
it ag~inst all the things that NORAD has cataloged on orbit. And
you can get a pretty long list, depending on what you want to
establish as youe call point. We normally go through a sort
based on about 100 miles or so and say list out everything that's
within 100 miles of this particular trajectory for these 8 or 9
days. Then you take that and look at those individually, see
what kind of orbit they're in, how recent the vector is that you
were running that to catalog against. If it's corning close and
it's a recent vector, you might go tweak up that vector, ask
NORAD to track it a little bit, dress up their vector and sec
exactly what kind of a problem you mayor may not he dealing
with. If it's a current vector, and it's out on the fringes of
where you establish this stress alright, then you quit worrying
about it. So we routinely go through that. But the catalog of
things that have been coming in as targets ~hat are in some
proximity, and you know you folks have been hearing about things
that are as far as 500 miles from the Orbiter, we generally don't
start to vibrate on things 500 miles away, they've got to get a
lot closer. It's a big world out thera, and we don't worry about
things that are that far away. At the current time, there is not
a piece, a new, undefined, piece that's close enough to make it a
viable candidate for a rerendezvous.
PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
I have for Mr. Ziegler a quick
one and then one for Harold. Which tracking station picked up
Westar VI today?
ZIEGLER

The Hughes Filmore station in California--

COVAUL'l'

And about wnat time today was that acquisition?

ZIEGLER

-- assuming it was Westar VI.

COVAUL'l'

Yes.

ZIEGLER

About what time?

COVAULT

Roughly.

ZIEGLER
that.

1800 + GMT, I don't remember how much time after

COVAULT
Harold, if you go ahead tomorrow and deploy t~e
IRT, what time will you deploy?
DRAUGHON

Craig, you can decouple.

&

If you do that deploy,

...

•

•
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the one where you just go out to 8, and back into 5, an~ hac~ out
to 8. That's unlike the long rendezvous where you go out, and
you have to have particular -- you have the radars in the right
place to compute those first two maneuvers to come back in. In
the long rendezvous sequence, welre kind of tied to where the
radars are, which revs are going over the radar sets. In that
short rendezvous, it's more or less done onboard, just relative
nav onboard, and we don't target any of the manuevers, so therpis a lot of flexibility. ! honestly don't know where it is.
It's going to be about 6-1/2 hours long, I know that because we
designed it preflight, but Larry Bourgeois, who is on shift right
now, he is dealing with that very issue during this shift.
Should he start it early, should he start it midday, or late.
But it's completely insensitive to where during the day. It'll
depend on what else Larry tries to shoot or/and bring forwnrd
from the latter part of the flight and how compatible it is with
those activities.
COVAULT
And the final phase rendezvous, will that duplicate
the final phase that would have been under the primary rendezvous
plan where the Orbiter comes up underneath and then comes back
in?
DHOUGHON
It will be exactly the same Craig, with the
possible exception of a little bit of sun angle. It depends on
if he puts it in the same time of day sun wise, you ~now.
If he
does that, then the sun -- the lighting will be the same on the
approach. The geometry to r~'ative motion is exactly the same.
We come in to 8 miles, do exactly the same approach, with the
midcourse corrections, and back in to 800 feet and then walk in
on the V-bar. Just what youlve seen.
COVAULT
And the night, again, if he does it exactly as you
discussed, it would be a night approach to the target, the very
last one.
DRAUGIION
You terminate the final approach along the V-bar,
either when you get to 200 fect or when you get into darkness,
yes, that's correct.
PAO
the Cape.

Let's take one more question here, and we'll go to

Can someone explain why if it turns out that the
Westar is intact, it would be impossible to have it repaired by a
future Shuttle.
DRAUGHON
I really think we've got to wait for industry to
catch up with us a bit in the full utilization of the Shuttle.
You know a lot of -- there are spacecraft being built today with
grapple fixtures on them, or being built so that they are
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compat i ble \.Ji th goi n9 and get t ing them. Th i s PAM-Hughes
combination, in that it was intended to go up, get checked out in
the Orbiter and then go up to geosync. We don't plan to go up to
geosync and get anything. So they didn't, it was not designed
that kind of capability wasn't designed into it. It would be
difficult to grab a hold of and if you did, you don't have have a
place to put it. There's are no stowage, there are no tie downs,
those kind of considerations.
PAO

Okay.

Let's go to KSC for some questions.

DICK LEWIS (CHICAGO SUN TIMES)
I have two questions. For
Harold Draughon. Did you say the Hughes Filmore Station in
California?
DRAUGHON

Ilill, that was •.•

ZIEGLER
Yes, it was Hughes Aircraft Company's Station at
Filmore, California.
LEWIS
Can you tell us what the position of PALAPA would
be if it does achieve stationary orbit. Where would it be aimed?
DRAUGHON

I don't know what its OSP is.

ZIEGLER

Well, you mean its longitude?

DRAUGHON

Yes.

ZIEGLER

I don't know.

Bill, do you know?

DRAUGHON
Neither do I. The PAO folks can get you that.
It's well known, it's something that's done with the ARM burn
that's done after the deployment from the Orbiter, so that's why
we're not that familiar with it. It's done after they're standalone from our operation. nut we can get you that data.
PAO
Okay. I guess back to Houston now.
questions here? Second row.

Any further

MIKE WILLIAMSON (KJOJ)
Have the, has there been any - for
Harold, for Mr. Draughon. Has there been any plans to cut the
EVA short by any length? I know you said you went to the
secondary rendezvous. Is there a secondary EVA plan as well?
DRAUGHON
There in fact is. For the priority flight we
would, we ordered the EVA activities so that we had everything
that we were extremely desirous of prior to the Solar Max Mission
on the first EVA so the priority, EVA-wise the priority stuff is
EVA 1 or the first day. We have no reason to be thinking about
making the EVA shorter. In fact, we've added two new aspects

--~
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that are going to be sandwiched into the RVA activities that are
already ongoing. Those are to look at camera delta, the forward
starboard bay TV camera, that won't tilt and the color wheel is
stopped on it. The other thing is, if youlll recall from the
first or second shift debriefing, the thermal blanket around the
Cinema 360 has partly got its fly open and we're going to zip
that up when we go out.
PAO

Olive Talley, UPI.

Right behind you, Theresa.

OLIVE TALLEY (UPI)
Bill, you said that the object was probably
Westar VI. What probability can you give us that it is and if it
turns out to be, how long does it have to live? How long will it
be before you know, well maybe that's three questions in one.
But how about probabi:ity first and then we'll go with the
others.
ZIEGLER
I don't -- I once had a boss when he was told by
the marketing guy that the Air Force had signed our contract,
we've won it. And the boss says,"let me see it". He says, "oh
they've put it in the mail". "Oh," he says, "well then I lJuess
I'll raise the probability of that being a win from 10% to
50%",
So, you know I hate to speculate on the probability that
this is Westar VI. I think itls a reasonable guess that yes it
is Westar VI. We haven't been able to lock up on the signal that
we got from it but it did have the right frequency. It was only
one instead of two but that might be due to the expected low
battery voltages and so, you know, welre hoping for the hest and
we did judge it sufficiently -- there was evidence sufficient to
cause us to concentrate more effort on getting commands into
those objects that are tailing the Orbiter.
TALLEY
Is there any chance of saving it, or is the only
chance of saving it dependent on whether or not you lock up with
it and get some conmands to start recharging the batteries? Is
that where the hope lies?
ZIEGLER
If Westar VI is now in that low altitude orbit
there's virtually no chance of it becoming useful.
TALLE~

How long might it remain there before it just, will
it just burn up or what?

***
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ZIEGLER
If Westar 6 is now in that low altitude
orbit, there is virtually no chance of it becoming useful.
TALLEY
How long might it remain there before it
just, will it just burn up, or what?
ZIEGLER
It will gradually decay, because of the atmospheric
drag; bowever, 'Ne haven I t made any plans, there is st i I I SOffit:
energy onboard. There's an apogee kick motor, and hydrazine.
And we may use that to put it into higher orbit, or a transfer
orbit, or I guess conversely, we could use that energy in a
retrograde manuever to have it crash into the ocean someplace.
TALLEY
One final question, if you are able to
maneuver and get the apogee kick motor to fire somehow, ann you
got it into a higher orbit, could it stay there llntil you could
-- is there a chance that it could be revived at that point?
ZIEGLER
orbit.

No we could never get it up to qeosynchronous

PAO
Okay live got an answer for Dick Lewis at the
Cape on the parking place for PALAPA B 2. It's 113 degrees east
longitude. Back here over to John Petty, Houston Post.
PE'l"rY - (Houston. Post) - \'ihen you say youlre hoping for the best,
what is the best under these circumstances.?
ZIEGLER
I guess the best is that we are able to make
a fairly conclusive failure analysis.
DRAUGHON
That's really the truth, that's what you
can hope to get out of that thing. Now you would really like to
know what went wrong, so that we can, the design people can take
whatever actions they need to, to correct that anomaly -- like to
identify it.
PE'r'rY
But you t re not looking any place else.
convinced that this it?

You Ire

~IEGLER
Oh, we are looking other places. All I'm
saying is we have devoted more of the effort towards this
particular one, because itts a clue that's worth following up
on.

PAO

Over here.

Two questions for Mr. Draughon. Is there anytime
tonight, tomorrow morning at which you could no longer do the
PALAPA good tomorrow. In other words if this meeting that's
going to take place, takes too long, are you out of the water tor
tomorrow?
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DRAUGON
No, in our normal way of getting ready to do one of
these jobs, we know how to do a PAM PAtAPA or PAM Westar
deploy. We're fairly proficient at that. The ingredients that
go into that are first knowing rather accurately where you arp
because their burn to kick it up is hooked to where we deploy,
start some timers and things to run it. So we have to tie down
the vector, we generally keep pretty good track of vector anyway,
but we do pay some extra attention when we're qoint into one of
these deploys. :f we've got the vector tied down fairly well, a
normal activation and orderly deployment takes about an hour an~
20 minutes. We could shorten that up some in a real emergency.
But it doesn't take long.
Essentially the name question about advancing the
BVA to Monday. Is there a time when you have to make that
decision, or you can't do it?
DRAUGHON
The things that you want to look to on the EVA
scheduling, the first thing that is a long lead item is that we
need to get -- you know we are using the new prebreathe
denitrogenization procedure for this flight that's going down to
a 10.2 psi cabin. We will probably schedule that tomorrow
sometime. I don't know whether it will come early in the day or
later in the day. Once we have done that, and have gone through
a sleep period, we will have fulfilled the medical requirements
for denitrogenization. So we could schedule an BVA as quickly as
the crew could unstow all the things they need to get into the
suits. And that is why that is going to be moved, probably moved
forward to tomorrow.
PAO

Paul Recer

RECER
Earlier we were told that NASA was bending a lot of
efforts toward trying to find the bird. Now since presumably it
has been found, have you all abandoned those efforts?
DRAUGHON
No Paul, nobody has slacked off any. But
it's a very promising sign, and a lot of people think that's
going to turn out to be the vehicle, but no we have not relented
in the other facilities that we are looking for that vehicle
with.
RECER
Okay.
Now I understand that you use some ground
based radar to establish the vector for the spacecraft, and have
you been using that radar -- you've been letting your routine
vector checks slip, in other words, and using that radar for
search?
DRAUGHON
We have been giving up some of the normal
GSTDN network radars to go off and look for that vehicle.

2
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~ormally,

we don't need as much radar covArage as is available in
just flying in a routine daily fashion. There are times when you
do need all that help and that's when you are trying to anchor a
vector real good for one of these critical alignments, critical
deployments. Another time is when you are trying to computA a
lot of maneuvers that are coming within a couple of rev's of each
other, and you've got to drive out the arrows fro~ one maneuver
and get ready to target the second one. So sometimes YOll need a
lot of radar sets. Other times you don't need quite so many.
But you've got to have t~em for the time tha you need them. And
we're letting some of those go, the Orbiter support and thA
vector maintenance there is not suffering, it's down to within,
the last one I h~ard was about 3 miles, I think, somewhere in
that handover.

RECER
How much vector checks ahead do you need to narrow
it dmm to the point where you feel safe to cleploy PALAP1\? In
other words how much time ahead would you need to correct for
that?
DRAUGHON
'rhe computations -- 13 ill you might knm'l
these better than I do. Nhon do wo owe you your first vector?
Dut it's like 5 hours ahead of time, on that order. We actually
go through two comp cycles. We get in a bunch of tracking data
and give the customers a first look at the deployment, the time,
another crossing, and those kinds of things. They look at __
they put it into their simulators and see exactly how it's going
to fit with the PAMs guidance equations, and do they agree with
the solutions and those kinds of things, and then we go back
again a little closer to deployment and refine that. So we go
through it twice, but 5 hours or 50 ahead is in the general time
frame.
RECER
You would have to start that initial
refinement about 2?
DRAUGHON
Yeah the F 100, the flight dynamics of f icer ,
that was going to do that on rev 32 for tomorrow was supposed to
come on console at 3 a.m. because I talked to him about how
enthused he was about that.
RECER
But it would be about 2:00 in the morning that
you would have to start that refinement?
DRAUGHON
lIe would have started around 3:00 to make a
rev 32 deployment. We are now talking about a rev 34, so it
would have been 3 hours later to start that process.
PAO
Okay, one more question right here, and then we
will shut it down.

q
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Okay, one question for Mr. Coen and then a real
quicky one for Mr. Draughon. Mr. Coen did we hear a call about
some voltage anamolies in the E~U's this morning, or was that
just a littlc glitch from turning them on?
We have a reading anomaly, it's not voltage it's
current. One of the switches on one of the EMU's, it's the E"Hl
number I, it's the one that Bruce uses. With the switch in the
main B or main A battery positon shows a tenth of an amp. We
can't exactly figure that cut. We have duplicater] that with an
EMU on the ground and we have one on the ground that shows a 10th
of an amp also. We don't understand it, but it's not worrying us
right nov, we're trying to figure out what the real story is
there, though.
COHN

So it's no constraint to the spacewa1k then.
No they're not.
In fact, I didn't get to give you
some other minor problems wi th the EMU's 'N'h lch I would 1 i ke to do
right now. EMU 2, that's Bob's EMU, has a crac~ in one of his
hellnet light lenses. This is the outer lens on the light. He
reported that to us. We have considered that, and also docided
that that's no problem. EMU 3, when they did their corom checks
with it, they had some static in the VOX position, voice operator
relay position. That static is there, it is acceptable to us.
But the checkout went well. We did pick up these minor things,
and we're not conccrned really about any of them.
COEN

PAO

Okay back here.

FORTUNIA (Televisa)
Harold, I have one question. I
understand, and correct me if I am wrong, one of the ohjectives
of this mission is to test NASAls ability to recover satellites
and do you find it ironic that Westar was lost this time, that we
don't know where it is or what happened to it?
DRAUGHON
Well, perhaps. You're right about the
objective, we are testing out the backpacks, the EMU's, the EVA
capability. And the rendezvous objectives are forerunners the
solar max repair mission which is a retrieval and repair on
flight 13.
PAO
BND

Thank you very much.
Or~

TAPE
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PAO
Thank you for corning. Let's start off with Flight
Director Randy Stone going over the early morning activities and
the attempt to do the IRT rendezvous. Randy.
STONE
Now that you've set the stage with the good news.
I would like to report to you that the Orbiter is performing
flawlessly as is the crew, they are doing everything we ask of
them and doing it in a very timely manner. We have been
extremely pleased with the performance of the vehicle. I have so
few anomolies written down on my anomoly sheet on the console
that I keep forgetting where it is because usually it's a great
big list and it's not very big at all this flight. We have been
accomplishing secondary test objectives and primary test
objectives today with the SPAS and the MLR, but I'm sure the
topics of interest to you today are, what's the latest on Westar
and tell me about the balloon deployment this morning. So I
would like to give you as much information as I know and then
we'll open the floor to questions. The latest summary of
information that we have from all the tracking stations that
we've been using to track what we believe is Westar has horned in
on the following few topics. We believe that there are two
objects in an orbit of about 600 nautical miles by 150 nautical
miles. They're about 12 to 15 miles apart. One of the objects,
the larger of the two is presenting about 5 square meters to the
radars and radar reflectivity. That object is believed to be the
Westar. It is rotating at about 20 rpms. The other object, the
smaller object is about 2 1/2 square meters in size and it is
suspected to be the PAM. The total number of pieces being
tracked in the orbits close to that are 13 total. The two high
ones that I described to you, the two larger objects and then 11
other smaller objects that are scattered from about 25 minutes in
front of the Orbiter to about 50 minutes behind the Orbiter.
They are a large distance in feet and miles from the Orbiter.
The last report that I heard was that any rf contact that they
believe that they might have had from Westar was a false
signal. I can't comment on that any more, that's all I know
about it. That's a piece of data I got when I left the control
center. The consensus is that we are tracking the Westar in this
orbit that I described to you and I will move on to the
successful deployment of the balloon or the can that the balloon
was in. You may have heard through the night that we have
changed the Orbiter's orbit, we have lowered it to 150 nautical
miles. That was done to protect our end-of-mission lighting and
crossrange constraints at KSC to give us a nominal profile into
Kennedy on the normal end-of-mission day and a I-day extension
should we need that. The planning at the end of yesterday
probably didn't include all that because we just hadn't run all
the trajectory data that we needed to run to know what we needed
to do with the orbit to protect those end-of-mission
constraints. Because of that change in orbit the deployment Lev
for Palapa which we told you yesterday was probably going to be
on 51 is a little bit uncertain now. The only reason it's
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uncertain is because at the lower altitude the Palapa flight
dynamics people are looking at what the most optimum rev to go
out on would be. We've given them a number of revs up to and
probably beyond 51 that are acceptable to the Orbiter and they're
just picking the one that is most optimum for their needs. We
should have that decision - you probably heard, I heard it on the
monitor over here a few minutes ago that the decision on what
orbit we're going out on will probably be made about 10 o'clock
this morning. Once that's made we can go ahead and put together
out flight plan for tomorrow and then be back on - basically back
on schedule for the EVA's and the other activities. The
deployment of the balloon this morning was in support of a
rendezvous test which I'm sure you all are familiar with, we've
described it to you several times. The rendezvous test today was
an abbreviated rendezvous from what was scheduled in the flight
plan before we had the problem with Westar and subsequently
changed the deployment opportunities for palapa. We abbreviated
the rendezvous sequence from a 2-day sequence down to a I-day
sequence to allow us to stay on a timeline that was very close to
our normal flight plan. Faulting down to this I-day scenerio
will get us about 90 percent of the objectives of the rendezvous
and we felt like it was a prudent thing to do to keep the mission
running smoothly. So, I carne in this morning with the intention
of rendezvousing with a big white balloon and we deployed the
balloon at I day 22 hours and 50 minutes, approximately. The
deploy was on time, we had a TV camera on the deployment, if you
were watching at that time of day. The deploy leaving the
Orbiter looked totally nominal from our standpoint. Just looking
at it on the TV, of course, it was a very short period of time
that we could see it since it ran up in the colorwheel on camera
Delta that's kind of down over the lens. But we did get a good
view of it for several feet as it left the Orbiter. Shortly
after deployment there is a pyrotechnic device in the balloon can
that is ignited, it's a timed burned type pyrotechnic device that
blows the stays or the constraining sides of the can off to allow
the balloon to subsequently inflate. At the time the stays were
suppose to come off there was no activity, we still had a cannedshaped object leaving the Shuttle at about 1.8 feet per second.
At the time that the balloon should have inflated there was still
no activity, the stays were still attached to the balloon casing
and about, I don't have the exact time, I wrote it down and then
didn't bring the piece of paper, but at a time probably 2 - 3
minutes after the scheduled inflation of the balloon, Bruce
McCandless watching the balloon through some binoculars said that
it appears to be inflating. So, we all said, "Ah. Looks like
we're going to get out of this just a little late." And his next
statment was, "It blew up." Well, some of us took that to mean
that it broke and blew up like a popping balloon and some of us
in the control center says, "Well, good. It blew up." I
rephrased my question to Bruce and ask him if it Lroke blew up or
just inflated blew up and he told us it appeared to break. By
that time we were out at a range where the rendezvous radar would
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lock on to the object and it locked on, started tracking, and I
elected to have the crew continue on with the nominal subsequence
for the - that sets us up for the rendezvous, it's a maneuver,
about 8 tenths of a foot per second that takes the Orbiter out to
an 8-mile point from the balloon and then we would start the
rendezvous sequence from there.

***
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STONE
We started that sequence, started analysing the
relative motion of an object that we weren't sure what it's drag
was since it wasn't any of the configurations that we had worked
with. We had worked with just cans, wher~ we intentionally put
out a can where we knew the balloon was not going to inflate.
There were some failure modes that we know about that could
possible put you into that scenario that we would choose to just
rendezvous with the can. Unfortunately, in this case we had - it
deployed normally, it tried to inflate, and then burst and left
us into a configuration that we neither knew the drag nor knew
the reflectivity of. As we were out bound from the halloon,
Bruce was giving us extremely good engineering reports on what he
was seeing. He, before the incident where it did break, Oruce
was describing a couple of lanyards that appeared to be trailing
behind the can. That brought to our engineering folks
considerable concern right there because there are some lanyards
that are in the can that are suppose to stay with the structure
on the Orbiter. And these lanyards pull Borne pins that ~tart
pyrotechnic devices into operation. We, of course, don't know
that these things that Bruce were describing were the lanyards
that were suppose to start the activity in the canister rolling,
but we suspect that that is the case, that something possibly
failed and the lanyards instead of staying with the Orbiter ano
pulling the pins in the IRT that it just went with the IRT.
There'S a lot of engineering analysis that has to go on before we
can be certain that that's what happened. But as we were
continuing outbound in the rendezvous sequence, we had to make a
decision fairly quickly about whether or not we wanted to
continue the rendezvous sequence, which amounts to going out to 8
miles, doing a maneuver into about 5 miles and then returning on
a nominal rendezvous sequence with a, what we call terminal phase
initiation burn, that would take us into a point in front of the
balloon and do proximity OPS with it. Because Bruce was telling
us that he could not see the can or the weights, the things that
give the balloon mass in this flapping mass of mylar out there, I
was relatively convinced that I didn't know enough about the, or
we didn't know enough about the configuration that we were trying
to rendezvous with, to go back in and get close to the object.
We probably had two objects, one of them that had large frontal
area no maSS7 and one that had large mass and no frontal area.
Two different drag configurations and I was going to be
rendezousing with the one that didn't have any mass and therefore
I would not know where the heavy object was. And the mass that's
associated with the balloon, which is a weight that is part of
the can and the balloon actually inflates around this weight, is
about 200 lbs. We elected to abort the rendezvous sequence, by
just not dOing the next burn. And then instead of making us
start to loop back towards the target, that just allowed the
relative motion to march out down the orbit, getting farther and
farther behind the balloon. To salvage as much of the test as we
could, we kept on our navigation sensor profile, we locked on
with the rendezvous radar and kept tracking. It tracked much
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farther out than we expected it to track when dealing with a
small object, something that was not spherical shape. The last
time that we got an acquisition was about, it was abuut 96,000
feet. We expected j t to break lock with this poor target, at
about 36,000 feet and we went much farther than that. The first
day time pass after we deployed, we got startracker information
and this is very important to the engineering community that we
had gotten this rendezvous data and the star tracker data, because
it tells us that our navigation sensors are actually better than
spec va 1uo, becJllIsQ we were see i ng, see i ng th ings that ranges,
that Wfl wOllld not have expected to see them, since the target was
so poor. 'Ne ran the rendezvous target ing software in the Orbi ter
and it waS doing exactly the right thing_ We could tell that it
was getting a solution, it knew what to do, to go back to the
target and we gained some experience and some good information
there, Truly we didn't accomplish the rendezvous DTO as we had
intended to do it, but we wero able to salvage some good
engineoring data o~t of the test. We ran the star tracker passes
for another fllil rev, in fact when I left the Control Center, wo
were just coming in to daylight again, and we're trying to lock
on to the piece of the balloon that we had been locked on in the
previouo daylight pass al\d I ex.pect that it did lock on, I didn't
hear tho report when I left. Because we have terminated the
rendezvous sequence today, we have a little bit of free time in
the flight plan, this rendezvous sequence was sllppose to run 6
1/2, 7 hours. We have moved some shopping list items into that
area, we're doing tho, when I left the Control Center we were
doing the RMS checkout, checking out the arm for OPS downstream
over the next 2 or 3 days, just getting that out of the way, to
feee up the timeline, downstream. Crew did some cabin
measurements, engineering measurements, to see how the cabin
distorts in space and that's something we do, that we do a little
bit of all the time just to look at what the structural movement
of the Orbiter is, you've heard us say, this cabinet won't close,
or this locker, the door doesn't work quite right on previous
flights, we haven't had any problems this flight, and we're just
trying to understand the flexing, the thermal flexing of the
Orbiter. And we accomplished that this morning in this free time
since we aborted the rendezvous and as 1 left they were looking
at other things they could move into that area, so we're, even
though we didn't do the rendezvous today we are picking up some
other test objectives for SPAS and the people that are on the
SPAts pallf'!t, we're doing some scientific data takes for them.
And with that I'll let you ask questions, I thought I answered
all of them.
PAO

Mark Kramer, CBS.

KRAMER - (CBS)
Seems like everything that leaves the payload
bay on the spacecraft explodes. Who made the IRT canister, and -
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STONE
When I walked in here I was going to know that and
I don't have the name of the company, I'm sorry.
PAO

Space Data Corporation, Tempe, Arizona.

STONE

Super, he knew that question.

KRAMER
Space Data, okay. And would you know by any chance
if the 200 lb weight was painted black, white, or unpainted, or
whatever.
STONE
Since I never expected to see it, I really don't
know. It was probably a dark color, just guessing, because
nobody would have attempted to make it radar reflective, and KRAMER
That's the nature of my follow up which is do you
know it's approximate dimensions? And had it been painted white,
would you have been able to do what you had to do.
STONE
It's an extremely dense object, very small, it's
less than 8 inches in diameter, I'm not sure what it's height
is. It would have been, no, I don't believe we could have. We
looked at a lot of scenarios where we put at, where we had to
jettison the entire can because we knew the balloon wouldn't
inflate, we looked at that scenario, that was a much bigger piece
of metal, to look at, and it would have been very difficult even
with that canister to do the full rendezvous DTO. So I don't
think so, I don't think it would have been practical to try to
rendezvous with just the weight.
KRAMER
Have you put to bed the possibility of moving the
EVA's around? Are you pretty well resigned to launching Palapa
tomorrow without messing around with EVA times?
STONE
The NASA is, our planrying is heading towards that,
and that's Palapa has agreed that tomorrow is their deployment
day. The only piece of information that I don't have yet is what
rev were going to attempt to deploy tomorrow.
KRAMER

Thank you.

PAO

Let's take Jules Bergman, up here.

BERGMAN
Randy, what danger is there that that 200 lb weight
could hit the Challenger in what might be histories first
midspace collision?
STONE
Well, I told you that we were trying to decide
whether or not we wanted to continue the rendezvous sequence when
I elected to not continue because I didn't, we really didn't
understand whether I had two objects out thare, one object,
multiple objects. We did not do one of the burns, which would
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have brought us back in. When we didn't do that burn we're on a
trajectory that's marching away from that weight, we can estimate
it's drag knowing what it's size is and, no, we're not in the
same orbit. We may do an additional small tweak burn later in
the day. That w~s undecided when I left.

***
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Do we know where it is?

STONE
Oh, certainly. It didn't go any place with respect
to the myler that was around it. In fact, it may still be
attached. We just couldn't confirm whether it was or was not
attached to the balloon material, and because we couldn't confirm
that, we didn't want to ren1ezvous with 2 objects that had very
great difference in drag. We can make a very good assumption on
what the drag of that weight is and we are in a safe orbit that
will never come back and recontact with it. The Flight Dynamics
Officers are looking, I told them to be extremely conservative in
their, in the way they computed whether or not we had a recontact
problem, and because of that conservatism, we may, once they get
a little more data, we may do about a 1 foot per second tweak
burn to get away from it.
BERGMAN
There's getting to be a lot of junk around the
Challenger, up there.
STONE
I wish there were a lot of, at least one balloon,
but unfortunately there is not, Jules.
PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Randy, could you discuss the
final test sequences on the balloon hardware before launch? It1s
my understanding that the test hardware had a number of failures,
preflight.
STONE
Craig, the balloon has gone through 2 sets of
certification tests for flight. The first set of tests showed,
and these are vacuum chamber tests, that, let me restart this.
The mechanism for deploying the IRT can has worked in every qual
test that I'm familiar with. The problems we had in
certification of the balloon had to do with its inflation rate
and ripping the very thin mylar skin of the balloon as it
unfolded. You know ills like one of these plastic raincoats that
you buy that comes in a package that once you take it out, you
can never get it back in. Its folded up very tightly inside the
can and it was ripping small holes along the folds in the mylar
material. There were some changes made to tho inflation
mechanism which slowed dO~ln the inflation rate, very slowly. And
once we completed that modification, we ran some additional
chamber tests, one of which the balloon inflated and stayed
inflated indef1nitely and there was absolutely zero leakage from
the balloon. The other test tore a very tiny hole in it and the
balloon stayed inflated for many hours. Certainly long enough
for us to complete a one day rendezvous sequence. So our history
of problems with the balloon are different than the problem we
had today. We have never seen a failure of the inflation
mechanism where the stays don't come off.
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COVAULT
Ok, and to follow that, this was oriented to help
you plan solar max. Obviously NASA has flown many, many
rendezvous over the years, so you haven't lost your only
rendezvous attempt you've ever made, but - relate it to the
problem in April.
STONE
There were 2 things we wanted to accomplish on this
flight. Granted we have done many rendezvous, and we understand
how to do rendezvous, and everybody is totally confident that the
ground system and the software system that we have put together
will do a rendezvous. The only piece of information that we
truly didn't have was the sensor perfomance, the startracker,
which is the same startracker we use for IMU alignments on how
well it will track an object that we're trying to rendezvous
with. And 2, the Ku-band rendezvous radar. These are 2 new
sensors that we have not used in a rendezvous scenario. So we
wanted to do an integrated rendezvous. That's one that the
ground system interfaced with the onboard, did the initial
targeting to start you back towards the, start you towards the
target, and then the final phase, which is totally an onboard
relative navigation problem, the ground does not participate in
that last 8 miles on in set of manuevers. We wanted to just
demonstrate that all those integrated procedures worked
together. The information we learned today, one makes us very
happy that the sensors performed like they're suppose to, and
two, we saw the close-in rendezvous navigation problem being
solved by the onboard software. And it does not take any of our
enthusiasm or confidence away from the solar max mission.
PAO

Roy Neal, NBC.

ROY NEAL (NBC)
Two questions, first just a casual one. We had
heard some conversation just prier to this session, that there
could be a Palapa deployment today instead of tomorrow.
STONE
I believe the conversation you heard, I was
listening to it too, and several people have asked me the same
question, but I believe the conversation was, had nothing to do
with the deploy today, it was picking which rev tomorrow that
they wanted go out and that - I was just handed a note, the
CAPCOM on duty says that the Palapa community has elected to go
for a 10-0 deployment tomorrow, the ascending node on orbit 50,
which is 1 rev earlier than we told you yesterday, so we have
made our decision, we're pressing on. We'd plan to deploy
tomorrow.
NEAL
That's very good. Now you mentioned an anominally
list earlier being very short. I wonder if you could run down
just a few off the top of that anomnially list for us. So that
we have some idea. And most particular I'm interested in the
Waste Mana:,ement.
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STONE
We have one, the water separator device in the
Waste Management System, there's 2 of them, 1 of them on flight
day 1, I believe, started slowing down, we saw higher currents on
the motor that spins this devic~. We have switched to the other
water separator unit in the Waste Management System. And at the
last time I heard a report, it was working normally, and when I
left we were putting together a message of questions we'd like to
ask the crew about that and we're still putting together the
story on that. It's not a big deal. The Waste Management System
is working fine, we just have lost some redundancy in it. Just
to give you some t¥pical things that are on my failure list, very
minor things, and 1f we hadn't had all these other exciting
things to talk about we would have talked about them because that
is normally all the kind of things we have to talk about. We
lost a quantity gage reading in the OMS propellant system today
during the burn, if you listened to the first eire burn. The
crew reported that they got a fuel alarm and our prop guys on the
ground confirmed that it was no problem, we continued the burn
normally. And it was just a sensor that failed, and we lost the
gage in the fuel tank of the left OMS engine, or the left OMS
pod. That's absolutely no impact. We can use the gage on the
oxidizer side as our gaging tool because the propell~nt - the
fuel and the oxidize go down together as you use the engine. But
it's that type of thing, in fact the others are so minor, none of
them have happened on my shift and they're not things that are
continued opened, you know, that we are working trying to
solve. They are things that we have put to bed and we're just
not talking about any more.
NEAL
How about that Delta camera? For instance, are you
going to have Bruce or Bob go out and give it a kick? Maybe
start the colorwheel?
STONE
I don't know what the plan is on the delta
camera. I haven't been working the EVA planning. We're kind of
compartmented a little bit on th~ EVA's this time. We have a
group of people that are totally dedicated to the EVA planning
and their execution and I have not been working that planning.
NEAL
We have a more than passing interest in that
camera, of course.
Sr£ONE
I'm sure you do, but if you saw the deployment this
morning, the lower portion of the camera gives a great picture.
NEAL

In black and white.

STONE

Yes.

***
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Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Randy, how much is the replanning and the
sending the new CAPs up to the crew getting in your way. You're
losing an awful lot of time through all this. Aren't you?
STONE
Well actually we have not, the only major objective
that we haven't completed, you know, by the timeline has been
this rendezvous and it's really been through no fault of the
replanning effort. The replanning effort has worked extremely
well. You know, our planning team, as we call it, when we're
operating in this mode, not like Spacelab where you're planning
all the time and redoing things. We have a team dedicated to
redoing the flight plan to get things organized for us and
they've done just an outstanding job of keeping it flowing. We
have, as far as I know, we'll be able to complete all of the SPAS
activity, all of the data takes that for them all the Cinema 360
things. The MLR has been running in the background. All of the
data takes on the various payloads that we ran yesterday and day
before have gone well. So we're really not losing time. What
you're seeing is, you know, I or 2 crewmen that are dedicated for
instance, to rendezvous that we had busy today. But the other
guys that don't work the rendezvous problem have been off doing
their things - SPAS activation, getting ready to do data takes
for the SPAS, activating GAS cans, that sort of thing. All of
that's going on in the background just normally.
SHERR
Well, now that you have a new Palapa deploy time
that means yet another plan revision, right?
STONE
Yes~ Yes it does but getting ready to deploy a PAM
spacecraft, you know, is something that we have well documented
and we can just move it in in mass one way or another and
start. You know, once we decide when the deploy time is we just
back up from that and the plan works no matter what day you do
it. So that's not a big effort but we'll be looking at the
things tomorrow to get ready for the EVA. The things that can
give the crew a leg up to be ready for the EVA - the suit
checkouts and that sort of thing, depressurizing the cabin to 10
2 for the prebreathe activities. That may be done today, but
since they have - palapa has for sure decided to go I suspect
we'll delay going down to the lower cabin pressure until tomorrow
after the deployment.
PAO

Second row back here.

QUERY
If there's a failure with palapa, just as there was
with Westar, if Palapa is lost - would that cast such a pall over
the mission that you would think the prudent thing to do would be
to postpone the EVAS?
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STONE
No sir. I don't believe that's the case at all. I
believe we would press right on. We expect Palapa to be a
nominal deploy and we'll be telling you about it tomorrow night
that they're headed outbound.
PAO

Doug Miller, KTRH Radio.

DOUG MILLER (KTRH)
One of the possibilities we heard under
discussion earlier was that if the Palapa deploy were delayed
until Monday the mission might be extended an extra day. What's
the, what's under consideration as far as that's concerned right
now?
STONE
Well that's still an option from the point of view
of cryogenics, the consumables to run the fuel cells. We have
plenty of propellant, RCS propellant, to extend a day and that
option is open to us. The activity we did this morning, the
recirc to 150, assured that we still had that option to nominal
end of the mission 1 day later and that's why we were anxious to
do those burns to get to an orbit that WOuld allow us to extend
that 1 day if we needed to.
MILLER
to?

But right now, does it look as though you'll have

STONE
No it does not. It looks like we'll be able to
accomplish all of our objectives in the boundaries of the planned
mission.
MILLER
So how are you going to buy the time? Are you
rescheduling tomorrow's activities for today so you can buy time
for Palapa tomorrow?
STONE
Now, what we've done, you know, the big time buy
off that we have done on this flight was going from a 2 day
rendezvous sequence down to a 1 day rendezvous sequence that
lasted about an hour and a half. So we have bought back a lot of
time with the way we planned the rendezvous today.
PAO

•

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

PAUL RECER (AP)
You may have already covered this, but you also
bought back a lot of fuel that you were going to use in
rendezvous. Do you, are you considering the possibility of using
that fuel plus your surplus to visually rendezvous with the
debris from Westar?

STONE
I don't believe we, you know, even with all the
fuel that we bought back we have enough fuel to rendezvous with
the Westar thing. What we are looking at, and it is that we
would like to find where the closest points of approach are to
our orbit and see if, you know, if it's 10 miles or 8 miles maybe
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we could look at it through the binoculars onboard or one of the
other optical devices - the COAS for instance.
RECER

And the rendezvous radar perhaps?

STONE
Yes, certainly if we got a good enough vector that
we could point the rendezvous radar that would be a
consideration. But that's in the background. Our primary task
is to deploy Palapa tomorrow so those are all very low key things
that are going on in the background.
RECER
Well you say itls in the background, but is it
being actively studied as a
STONE

No rendezvous plan is being actively studied.

RECER

But a look at the debris.

STONE
We're going to look to see if there is a closest
point of approach that might allow that.
PAO
Okay, let's take one more question here, Roy Neal,
and then we'll go to the other centers for awhile.
ROY NEAL (NBC)
When you deploy the Palapa, will you attempt any
television coverage of it this time?
STONE
Yes sir.
that, yes welre - -

I think Harold Draughon may have told you

RECER
We had talk of that with him.
sure that it's still in the - -

I just wanted to be

STONE
We're stlll, as far as I know, we still plan to do
that looking at it with the end effector camera.
RECER

End effector camera, right.

STONE
And that plan is in place and you know it's not, we
haven't flight planned it for tomorrow yet but we're putting
together the procedures to accomplish it on - RECER
I assume you'll either be TORS or ground station
located so that live TV would be possible at the time?
STONE

Since they just picked it I haven't looked.

RECER

Yes, I haven't looked either.

STONE

I flat don't know.

RECER

Okay, thank you.

- .--
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Do you have any questions

REG TURNELL (BBC)
Going back to Westar, am I right in thinking
that you just don't have any data on which you can have much hope
that you'll ever find out what went wrong with that deployment
thus making observation of tomorrow's PAM firing all the more
important.
STONE
I think that's a fair assessment of where we are.
I don't see us getting a lot of - more information on the Westar.
ED TOBIAS (AP RADIO)
Just following up on that a bit, you're
still using words such as suspect and probably in relation to the
debris. Are you as convinced as you're going to get now that
that debris that you've been tracking is, what was or is Westar
and the PAM?
STONE
I belive that we are fairly convinced. You know, I
have to use the word suspect because I haven't been actively
pursuing all of the data that people are looking at" I'm
responding on this particular subject on data that has been given
to me by the people that have been doing the analysis and I
believe the community is convinced that what we are seeing is the
Westar and probably the PAM.
MIKE MEECHAN (GANNETT£ NEWS SERVICE)
It's unclear to me. Do
you suspect whether the pyrotechnics went wrolg on the IRT or
whether they did not fire and then it exploded because the
nitrogen gas started to expand. I'm not quite sure what you
suspect caused the explosion.
STONE
The one thing we know for certain is that the
nitrogen gas tried to expand because the balloon tried to inflate
with the stay still around it and you can just imagine a can with
an open top and inflating a balloon in it. It squirted out the
top and because it was attached to the can it broke. As to why
the stays didn't come off, we just haven't evaluated it
completely. I gave you what was a possible failure scenario that
the pyrotechnic device did not get armed when it left the Orbiter
because these lanyards may have had a failure in the lanyards
But that at this time is very, very subjective and no hard
data. The engineers that are responsible for the balloon and the
deployment mechanism will be working on that over the next couple
of days so they can understand it •
Switch ground here a little bit.
.MEECHAN
health of the crew?

What is the

STONE
It's outstanding. Everybody is performing to the
timeline and you saw the live TV yesterday, everybody looks
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good. Bverybody sounds good on the air-to-ground and we're very
pleased for their preformance.
MEECHAN

The health of the rats?

S'l'ONE

I'm not a rat specialist.

***
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QUERY
Have you heard anything from the crew, I think they
were suppose to check on them periodically.
STONE
They turn a light on and off in the animal
enclosure container, and that is about the extent of the
experiment, to make the rat, animals think they are going through
a day night cycle, there have been no reports on the activity.
SALESTEAD (Baltimore Sun)
One more time on the balloon, if I
may, when you said just a moment ago that apparently the balloon
tried to inflate with the stays still around it, that was the
first fact that caused the subsequent proble~ .. but could you take
it one step beyond that. When the balloon tried to inflate with
the stays still around it, what then happened?
STONE
It broke, not being facetious it appeared to break
and we had instead of a round balloon, we had a flat piece of
mylar which, you know, indicated that we were seeing either one
flat side of the balloon after it ripped up the side, you know,
by that time the range was several thousand feet, so the view of
the small object was not very good.
SALESTEAD
But when it broke was it out of the canister then,
with the stays still attached to it in someway or was it still in
the canister.
STONE
Let me straighten out the nomenclature. It comes
out of a canister, the stays are the part that I have been
refering to as the canister that the balloon kind of came out of
when it popped, but ordinarily it comes out of a can that is,
that's on the Orbiter, and then once it's out of that can, the
stays come off exposing the balloon and allowing it to inflate.
And the stays did not come off. So it was presenting to the
balloon like it was constrained by a can, but that's kind of a
misnomer, I was just trying to make it clear in your mind for a
picture.
MCCONNELL - (Readers Oigest) - I would like to follow up what you
said earlier about the Mission Specialist deploying the SPA's and
working to timeline, in view of all the problems that have
arisen, would you say that the diversity between flight
specialist and mission specialist have proven in this case to be
a strong point.
STONE
Yes, I think that is absolutely true. The
diversity of the crews that we're flying have been a very strong
point for the shuttle and it allows us to do a number of complex
jobs simultaneously.
CHINELL
You did say, you expected to do a nominal Palapa
deployment tomorrow, can you tell me why you're confident that
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there's no different, that there is a different between Westar
and Palapa?
STONE
Well we do have a good track record on deploying
PAMs and having the PAMs operate normally, and I for one \'lou1d
like to believe that we have a nonrepeatable problem, nothing
generic with the PAM system. It is an extremely reliable booster
system.
MEECHAM
Could you run down the rest of today's activities
and what you'll be doing tomorrow besides getting ready for the
deploy. Since you've got all this time to fill now, how exactly
will you be filling them?
STONE
Well the rest of today will be taken up with some
SPA's activities, at least that's one of the scientific things
we'll be doing. We're going to calibrate the mass spectrometer,
which is an instrument on the SPA's pallet. We plan to do the
yaw sensor test which is another experiment on the SPAs and I
don't know the exact scheduling of those items today. We'll
probably do a number of MOMs data takes, it's another instrument
on the pallet, and items like, items like that. r don't have a
redone flight plan in front of me, and I'm not, I won't try to go
through everything.
MEECH AN

That's sounds like a fairly relaxed day.

STONE
Yes it will be a fairly relaxed day, because what
we've actually done is added the - three of the crewman are
running their normal timelines today. The Commander and Bruce
McCandless who were the rendezvous specialist had been freed up
and we're putting in things to fill up their free time, but the
other three crewman are running through their normal flight plan.
MEECHAM
And aside from the deploy and the suit check out
tomorrow, what other activities would there be?
STONE
Well we'll go in and give the scientific community
with SPA's all the opportunities that they would like to take
data takes for and we'll be looking for any shopping list items
that we can give the crew to fill in where they have time.
MEECHAM
amounts to?

You are open to suggestions?

Is that what it

STONE
We'll I wouldn't say it like that. We carry a
number of things in our flight planning bag of tricks to fill up
time if it becomes available, and our flight activity people are
looking at those that have the most merit.
MEECHAN

'!'hank you.

a

3
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MCCONNELL
Going back to the diversity of the crew, given
these problems that have arisen, are they in affect, filing
writing accident reports on board as these things happen, or are
they leaving that to Houston.
STONE
We'll every crew keeps a very detailed engineering
log of what goes on, especially those things that he is directly
responsible for, and yes, there will be a detailed debriefing of
the crew observations with respect to any of these problems that
we've had.
MCCONNELL
Just one more, and will these engineering logs
eventually be available to the public?
STONE
I'm sure they are from the standpoint that the
debriefing material is totally available to everyone once the
flight is complete.
BOYLE
You mentioned more time for the SPA's people. What
consideration is given to SPA's maybe being rendezvous target?
STONE

None.

QUERY
Yes, I have a question phoned in by Jerry Lipman.
I'm afraid it's about the old balloon again. Could you explain
please what the actual inflation mechanism was, was there a
bottle of nitrogen involved, or what exactly was suppose to
happen in terms of the inflation?
PAO

Tell him to read the press kit.

STONE
Yes, there is a nitrogen bottle involved and it's
just opened up to the balloon and slowly fills it through a
restrictor device in the bottle, so it doesn't inflate to
rapidly.
SCOTT (CaC Radio)
Going back to the subject of the solar max, I
don't know, I might have missed it. What exactly did not happen
today, that you would like to have seen happen as a preparation
for the solar max.
STONE
We would have liked to have been able to run the
integrated rendezvous, both the ground processors and the onboard
processors in concert, just to demonstrate our level of
proficiency of doing that with a new spacecraft, and a new set of
. sensors to solve the old rendezvous problem that we understand
quite well.
KSC

We have no further questions from KSC.

PAO

Marshall you have questions?

3a
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QUERY
I wanted to double check on a couple of numbers
before I get to my main question. What was the orbit before you
trimmed it down to 150.
STONE

It was I believe 166 by 171.

MARSHALL
Okay, what impact will that have on the palapa
people in trimming once they go into geostationary orbit? Is
that just a minor number of, bunch of number changes for them, or
does it have any real impact?
STONE
It, and I would be speaking for them, before,
obviously before we commitced to an orbit change, we talked to
the customer and the impact of them was primarily just
reselecting the deploy orbit. And I don't believe it was a
giganic redo effort for them.
QUERY
Okay, did I understand the numbers correctly on the
Westar orbit, you said 150 by 600?
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STONE
That's an approximate set of numbers. I was
roughly computing from meters, so that's a rough set of numbers,
it's not down to the hundreds of feet.
QUERY
And the last one, again, back on the balloon. This
is a rather nifty, elegant little deployment system you had for
it. But was it really necessary? The payload bay wasn't exactly
full, why couldn't you have launched with the balloon just
partially inflated and let it come up to fully inflation as the
Orbiter ascended to altitude?
STONE
I was not involved in the design of the balloon
package, but that as far as I know, was never a consideration.
PAO

Ok, no more from Marshall.

STONE
The IRT is the engineering that went into the
deploy mechanism in the balloon is something that these folks
that designed it have been dOing for a while, and they've done it
for other sounding rocket programs. And that's, we were taking
some off-the-shelf-type hardware when we did this.
PAO
Ok, I guess we're back in Houston now.
ABC, front row.

Lynn Sherr,

SHERR
Randy, just one more on the {Jalapa, is it, is wbat
you're saying is that you don't really know anything different
from what you knew at the time of deploy and th& time of the
problem with the Westar, but you are confident in going ahead
with Palapa because of your past record. I mean is there
something, did I miss a beat in there?
STONE
NO, I don't believe you missed anything. You know
we've gone back over all of the, from the Orbiter's side, and I'm
sure the McDonnell Douglas people with respect to the PAM and the
Hughes people with respect to the spacecraft, are going back
through their quality control records to make sure there's - no
glaring error was made, as are the Palapa people and the same
thing. Any time you have a failure on a device that's as complex
as one of these spacecraft, you go back and look at all of the
things you can possibly look at to understand its pedigree. And
that's what's going on, and nobody is finding anything that just
jumps up and says, ah ha, I think I've found something that's a
problem. Things like that are just not showing up. We've gone
back on the Oribter and looked at the procedures and made sure
we're doing everything properly as we were asked to by the
customer, and we're convinced that all of that is as it should
be. I believe everybody has a high degree of confidence that
tomorrow will be very sucessful. Obviously, since we've had a
failure, I'm sure the pulses will be up at a higher rate than
they would have if we had had a nominal Westar deploy.
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Olive Talley, and then back to Mark Kramer.

TALLEY
Randy, just to clarify.
the camera on the end of the arm?

You are going to be using

STONE
That's the plan right now. You know, we hadn't
transmitted that up to the crew, but we're building the
procedures to do that, and we have found no engineering reason
from our standpoint that that's not an acceptable thing to do.
There may be some lens cover damage, not really damage but
coating, from the solid rocket motor plume, but we believe that's
the right thing to do.
PAO

Mark Kramer.

KRAMER
Randy, I think you used the figure 90 percent when
you said that by giving up the long-range rendezvous, if you had
been able to do this mornings rendezvous successfully, you would
have gotten 90 percent of what you had hoped for from the
original Intergrated Rendezvous test procedure. Is there a way
to come up with a number that represents what you think you got
now? Are you down to 10 percent, or 50 percent, or 75?
STONE
To be honest with you I haven't sat down and tried
to make that kind of assessment. Our navigation people, and our
procedures people will certainly look at the holes on the things
that the we didn't really cover with what we got done today. But
no, I don't have a number like that.
PAO

Fourth row back here on the aisle.

JIM BARTLETT (Housto;l Chronicle)
Would you translate the palapa
deployment inTO the ~entral Standard Time?
STONE
I can get it close. I tell you what, I would
rather have a FIDO call in and give un tIle exact deploy time,
because I would surely miss it by 30 minutes and then you would
think I wasn't telling you something right, and I don't want to
do that. I'll get you the exact time, though.
BARTLETT

Ok, thank you.

PAO

Ok, next over there.

AL MARSH (Aviation Week)
600 miles?

Are the 11 smaller objects also 150 by

STONE
I don't have, I wasn't given that data. That was
just a summary report from the tracking stations and I don't know
that, I just don't know.
PAO

Front row over here.
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QUERY (Germany)
Are you absolutely sure that the failure is a
PAM failure by now or are there any other possiblities possible?
STONE
t cantt comment on that, I'm not involved in the
failure analysis that the customer is going through.
QUERY
didn't

(Gerl~'\:'i")
fun~tion

But this was the first time ever that a PAM
properly, is that correct?

STONE
It's the first time that a, I'm speaking from our
NASA point of view, it's the first one that we have deployed that
hasn't functioned normally. And I don't know the history of the
PAM's on other launch vehicles.
QUERY (Germany)
You said earlier that the astronauts might look
with binoculars to the debris of Westar. Could you give a rough
guess from what distance that would be?
STONR
That's the kind of answer that we'll be looking
at. We're trying to see if the orbits got anywhere close to each
other, that would allow something like that to take place.
Because the orbits are actually, they are actually getting
farther and farther away from us, and we're looking to see if at
any point in the rcst of the mission that the orbits are close
enough that you might have a chance of seeing it through a
device. We don't even know that that's possible yet.
PAO

Ok, Roy Neal, NBC.

NEAL
Randy, I'm having a tough time reconciling
something here, maybe you can help me. Here-to-fore we've always
heard from NASA "We'll only launch, or deploy in this case, when
we're sure we know what happened to the last one." Now, is it
that you now know something that we don't know about what
happened to the last one, or is this just a case of taking a
calculated risk that you'll get away with a good launch on
Palapa. I'm confused.
STONE
Well, let me try to put that in perspective for
you. What I think you're referring to is something, that if we
have a failure we will not go and fly an Orbiter until we
understand that failure, if it is something that is significant
that would be vehicle or crew threatening. You have a situation
here where we're already flying, we have had a fallure of a
customer's spacecraft and it really is, as long as NASA deams it
safe, and we do, we're willing to do what the customer would like
to do with their spacecraft.
NEAL
So the customer's the one that's deciding then to
take a calculated risk with that stuff, is that right?

-

,
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STONE
I think any time you're dealing with complex space
vehicles there is some amount of calculated risk, if you will.
We like to term it as opposed to risk, good preparation and
engineering analysis, but it's the same thing.
NEAL

Yes Ok.

PAO

Mark Kramer.

KRAMER
Since we spoke of last, yesterday, since we were
here yesterday, have you seen any photographs from the DOD or
even Jules Bergman that show you the - STONE
No, and I'm really
bring his pictures today.
PAO

di8~pointed

that Jules didn't

I want to know how he can aftord a Quastar.

STONE
The question that was asked in the back, sir, the
Palapa deploy is 9:13 am Central Standard Time.
QUERY

Thank you.

STONE
listening.

I'm sure glad those people over there are

PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

RECER
Are your, is your tracking network still exerting
maximum effort trying gather data on the debris or whatever of
Westar , or is that effort looking back.
STONE
It is my understanding that the report I gave you
is the summary report and we're now concentrating on our normal
business.
PAO
down.

Ok, one more in the back there, and lets shut it

QUERY
Can you tell us what the current weather report is
for a landing for KSC. We heard bad words about the weather
yesterday.
STONE
now.

I don't know what the current forecast is right

PAO

Ok, thank you very much.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternoon and welcome to this afternoon's
briefing. Off-going Plight Director Harold Draughon and once
again Mr. Bill Ziegler from Westar. We will go ahead and turn it
over to Harold and see where we've been the last shift.
DRAUGHON
Okay, today has, after the rRT incident this
morning, we spent the remainder of the day trying to get some
order back into the timeline's you might say and get back on an
even keel. We continued on with taking as much rendezvous data
as we could or as much sensor data as we could on the section of
the rRT that the crew acquired. r have some data here, there it
is, on what kind of performance we did get. rt turned out that
the sensors with the rendezvous radar, the sensors that you use
on a rendezvous radar and the star tracker and the COAS. The
startracker and COAS, two optical devices, rendezvous radar is a
radio. So we used all three of those guys in looking at the
largest piece of the target that the crew noticed and continued
to take data on that thing just to get relative motion
measurements. The rendezvous radar gav~ a solid lock or solid
indications out to about 40,000 feet and then there was
intermittent data out to about 110,000 feet. ~he startracker
went out to almost 400,000 feet, about 370,000 feot with solid
data. Then the crew reported that there was intermittent data
after that and they reported even at that range with the COAS,
and r don't remember the exact magnification power of the COAS
optics but they could still visually with the aid of the COAS see
the target even at 370,000 feet. The meaSllrements were extremely
consistent as far as the angular data that those instruments were
measuring and things that we were looking at was a consistency in
that data. The sensitivity of using those instruments,
particulary the two optical instruments with the lighting that we
had, it worked very well, the lighting was not nearly as
sensitive as some of the people had thought that it might be and
as I think Vance had thought it might be, having flown before.
It was working extremely well. They obviously had no problem at
all in deciding on the piece of the balloon that they were taking
measurements on. The other aspect was a thing called the filter
and that probably doesn't mean much to some of you folks but the
filter is a mathematical tool that's used to weight data that's
taken - measurements that are taken by the rendezvous radar or
the optical elements to give the navigation hardware and software
something to deal with. It's a way of saying, how well can I use
this data, how much can I believe this data. When you first get
data you think you didn't know a lot about - you don't have good
knowledge of where the target is so you believe any measurement
you get real strongly. As you get more and more measurements on
it you think that, well, I've learned a little more and a little
more and so you shrink down this filter and you become more
selective in the kind of - the weight you would put on subsequent
measurements. And it's a way of not letting a particular piece
of data come in and completely throw out your knowledge of what's
going on in the rendezvous situation. So that process was one
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that we needed to validate and the behavior of what we thought or
what we had estimated is the right way to weight those
measurements, so it turned out to be quite acceptable, quite
good. So we got a real good feel for the sensitivity to lighting
and to the interpretation of the data from the three rendezvous
sensors. The rest of the day was fairly uneventful. The only
thing that I think that you might even closely call a problem and
it really wasn't, when we did the checkout of the RMS, that would
normally be done after the Palapa deploy, but since we had
slipped that a day we went ahead and did the RMS checkout
anyway. The checkout went good and the RMS is completely
functional no problem at all. When we were stowing the RMS back
down into the cradle that's along the longeron, the mid MPM or
the mid support that you have to put the cradle in before you
latch it down, there are microswitches there to tell the crew
when they've got it close enough so that the hooks that come up
can pull the cradle in and secure i t . They weren't getting
those indications and it just turns out you have to jam that
thing further into the cradle harder than you might anticipate or
at least than this crew might anticipate. They had it well
within - there are some markings on it that you can look out the
window and tell when you've got it close or not and they did
that, and we told them they were close enough but they elected to
go ahead and tweak the system some more and in about 20 minutes
they finally succeeded in getting the microswitches in each of
those support mounts to close and went ahead and latched it up.
So that all went well. Not a great deal of other activity going
on today. The SPAS was activitated and some MOMS data was
taken. The systems - there was on the mass spec there was one _
you can think of it as an inlet (garble) on one of the devices,
that there are some conflicting indications as to, it reorients
itself based on the way they are taking data and some conflicting
indications in telemetry on where - what the positioning of that
thing is. It turns out the crew can look out the window and see
it. It did perform as it was supposed to and went through the
right sequence so it's a data problem and not a problem with the
instrument. As far as plans going forward for tomorrow, flight
day 4, and this is roughed out. Larry Bourgeois is over now with
the planning team and they are putting together the details and
some of this may move a little bit but none of the major events
are going to move very much. Tomorrow morning we will try a
longer range star tracker acquisition, looking back at APs from
the target, from the IRT. The 2 or 3 revs when I was paying
attention to what the ranges were doing between the Orbiter and
the piece we were tracking, it was increasing at about 9 miles a
rev, I believe, something like that, and that may be off but it
was growing something like that. We'll look tomorrow morning ann
try to get a long range acquisition and see if we can just get
one calibration out at whatever that range is tomorrow morning.
The big event will be on rev 50 descending node, rev 50 will be
the Palapa deploy. That's a mission elapsed time of 3 days, 2
hours and 13 minutes. Central standard time is 9:13 central
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standard. T~eir Orbiter separation maneuver, which io an II-foot
per second sep to leave the area, which is a standard sequence
after any PAM deploy is done 15 minutes later at 9:28 central
time. The PKM burn which is also a timer event 45 minutes after
deploy is at 9:58 central time. Following the PKM burn we have a
phasing maneuver scheduled that we mayor may not execute. We
are really put it in the timeline to give us the timeline option
to have the thing there and if we choose to do it we will. Later
in the day after that deploy a burn is being scheduled right now
to fix up end of mission lighting. Y'all have heard all of us
probably talk about the trade between crossrange and the sunrise
and sunset or the terminator crossing at KSC. You can build
yourself into a box of getting there when you've got plenty of
range capability to get close enough to KSC but it's just gotten
dark or you can get that another time and you can't quite fly
that far out of your ground track, but you're in the day time.
You've got to work that problem and the trick to that is to get
there at the right time on the right rev. That's controlled by a
thing called phasing. We do that by adjusting the period of the
orbit that we are flying in some days before planning. We're
putting a maneuver in there, we may elect to do it then, we may
elect to delay that to the next day. We'll decide that once we
get there, we get a little closer in on it. That's pretty much
what I have. I'll entertain any questions you might have.
PAO
Okay. Before we get started in that, Mr. Ziegler,
do you have anything particular you wanted to say before went to
questions.

***
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ZIEGLER
I think so. We have succeeded in locating Westar
6, thanks to the orbit information that NORAD was able to supply
us. And I believe the NASA network assisted in that. Our
Hughes, Filmore station in California, picked up early this
afternoon, 19, about 19:30. That's - I'm trying to convert to
central time.
PAO

Was that Greenwich.

ZIEGLER
about 2:30.

That was 18:30, I'm sorry, Greenwich time, yes,

PAO

About 2:30.

ZIEGLER
About 2:30. Picked up westar 6 in a pass and got a
limited amount of data. It appears that our blind commanding to
the Spacecraft during the last, well since the loss after PAM
firing, was successful in getting the configuration, such that
the batteries would charge from the solar energy that's received,
and the indications are, that welve learned so far, the
separation switch had operated, so it had separated from the PAM,
which implies that the PAM timers worked, and as far as we can
tell, has all the electrical systems on the PAM provided all the
commands to the spacecraft that it should have. We also have a
pressure in on~ of the two hydrozene systems, which is exactly
the same pressure as it was prelaunch and which also implies that
one of the two, neutation damping thrusters, did not fail, did
not stick open, I should say. It is consistent with either no
firings or with the normal firing that you would expect during
the post period for neutation damping. The amount of fuel that
yould normally used for neutation damping, in the drift period,
the 45 minute drift period, is so miniscule that we couldnlt
measure the change in pressure in the tanks. All the
temperatures, the temperatures that we could measure, are normal,
what we would expect. The both bus voltages are up to what was,
normally expect, and the currents are nominal and the batteries
are charging as commanded, one is on fast charge, and the other
battery is on trickle charge. The reason for having only one on
fast charge was that we - in commanding it that way, was so that
weld get at least one battery up to snuff as quickly ~s
possible. So the conclusion is that we will, weill be getting
more data from the spacecraft, that we have clearly identified it
as Westar 6 in this orbit that the NORAD was able to give us this
morning. Our next, there are several opportunities to get
additional information. Several intelsat stations, are
attempting to get lock up on this signal and get data for us and
get commands into this, but all of the intelsat stations have
very large dishes, 30-meter dishes, which implies a very narrow
beam. With a target that is going by so fast, they have
difficulty in locking on to it and getting any appreciable amount
of time on it. The station net Yamagutchi, Japan, after this
(garble) acquisition, did get a signal, but the, for insufficient
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time to lock on it and get any data. The next opportunities for
the smaller stations, that is the wider beam width stations, are
for Glenwood, Glenwood, New Jersey, the Western Union station, at
Glenwood, and the Hughes station at Filmore come early tomorrow
morning. Ten o'clock zulu, which is about 4 o'clock, central
standard time, for the first Glenwood possibil.ity of seeing it,
and they can see it for 4 more orbits, about an hour and a half
for each orbit. And Filmore can see it beginning about 11:30
zulu, which is 5:30 central standard. And it would have an
opportunity again for 4 passes. So we're hopeful that we will
get more data, we do not yet have a spin rate, we do not yet have
the pressure on the other RCS system, and all of these things can
tell us more about the failure mechanism.
PAO
Okay. All right, I guess we'll go ahead and go to
questions, and Jules, Jules Bergman, right here.
BERGMAN
Mr. Ziegler, I don't understand exactly what you're
saying. Are you saying we have a cripple spacecraft, that we can
now talk to? That's batteries are already chargable but cannot
leave earth orbit, it cannot ever reach synchronous orbit, or
what?
ZIEGLER
As far as we know we have a spacecraft that's in a
wrong orbit, that's completely healthy.
PAO

Olive Talley.

TALLEY
Bill, you do look a little bit better this
afternoon. Two questions, please. There's been a conflict in
the orbitoral figure, that NORAD has given out and that NASA has
given out, and Hughes has given out. Is it 600 by 155, if it is
please say so, if it's not please give us the correct figures,
and one other question, the other pieces that were tracked
earlier by NORAD that we've discussed, the figure ranged from 13
to 15 pieces including these 2 major pieces, what are they and
where are they?
DRAUGHON

I'll take the second.

PAO

Several

ZIEGLER
I hav~n't gotten the report from the orbital
dynamics people since we've had this, been able to communicate
with the spacecraft, but it was based on the NORAD report that we
got this morning, earlier this morning. Which was, and I don't
know the nautical miles, but it was 1,218 kilometers apogee, and
307 kilometers perigee, for the 2 major pieces. So we are
consistant with that, within the tolerance of that measurement.
I believe that's good orbit.
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TALLEY
Does the figure, 600 by 155 nautical miles, does
that correspond wit!l the kilometers or you're saying you're not
sure.
ZIEGLER

Without getting out a calculator, I don't know.

DRAUGHON

It's about half, it's

ZIEGLER
It's approximately consistant, just from the, it's
about 6/l0ths of a kilometer in a nautical mile.
DRAUGHON
It's not surprising, it's not surprising in the
people in the business, if you go look someplace for a lost
target, or target that you're not sure where it is, to find a
bunch of other things already there. There's a lot of stuff in
space. A good indication of that is the kind of work we ~o. You
know every time we get a mission defined and get a trajectory
defined, we go through a search on all the things in the NORAD
catalog, and if you just ask, you've got to get that list down to
something manageable. If you, if you said give me a list of
everything within 500 miles, you wouldn't want to carry it around
with you. We do a call of about 100 miles or so¥ and we say give
us, show us, tell the computer to give us a list of everything
that's gOing to come within 50 to 100 miles of you, then you look
at that thing, and find out, off that set which ones do you have
real accurate vectors on, what kind of orbits are they in, what
kind of approaches are they making, and you make some estimation
of how well you need to go in and look at in depth at anyone of
these things. So if you just, and every time we change our orbit,
we go off and do that again. Every time we make a maneuver we've
got to make that search. It's not surprising that if you go to
someplace new and then all of a sudden you turn all to radars out
there and say "Do you see anything?" You get a long list.
You've been watching us for the laet few days, go figure out,
that's not it, th~t's not it, that's not it.

***
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TALLEY
But you had said earlier that one of the pieces
looked like it could be the PAM. Could the PAM have shattered
into several, or many pieces and could that be pieces of the PAM
that have been so close to that - ZIEGLER

It could be pieces of the PAr-i NOSL.

DRAUGHON

It's possibly.

TALLEY
And one final question, is Bruce going to go fix
camera delta when does the EVA? Has that been decided yet?
DRAUGHON
It has not been definitely decided, it's being
considered by the team that's on right now.
PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER
Ok, now that you have a healthy spacecraft in the
wrong orbit, what are you going to do with it?
ZIEGLER

That's my job for next week.

RECER

What are the possibilities?

To figure that out.

ZIEGLER
r don't think there is any possibility we can get
it into geosynchronous orbit. Even if we spend, well, the amount
of energy onboard consists of the apogee kick motor, and the
hydrozene, and I don't think the apogee kick motor by itself
could even get us into the geosynchronous transfer orbit much
less the hydrozene get us into circular sequence orbit so just
what we'll do with it, we'll complete this getting the data and
finding as much as we can about the failure analysis. And there
was one possibility suggested, although r don't know if it's even
worth the try, is maybe to put it in a 12 hour orbit, but r don't
even know if that is feasible at this point in time.
RECER
If you put it in a 12 hour orbit, it would have some
communications ability or some use then?
DRAUGHON
Well, we might get a few hours twice a day out of
it. We could arrange it so that it's almost stationary for maybe
a couple of hours every 12 hours.
PAO

Ok, John Wilford.

WILFORD
Are we to infer then that the most likely site of
the failure was in the PAM?
DRAUGHON
It's very clear that we did not get the delta V
that we expected to get frem the PAM. It is not yet conclusive
that it wasn't a failure of the spacecraft to provide automatic
nutation control.
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Ok, Chris Peterson.

PETERSON
Harold, did the IRT failure really suprise anybody
in the control room, and if not, why not?
DRAUGHON
I think most of you are aware the qual tests stuff
that had gone on with the IRT, the balloon, preflight. The
testing that we had had with that particular balloon, that
particular balloon was procured from a vendor that's been
building balloons like that to put on sounding rockets and we
tried to lowball it to make something as cheaply as we could to
use for this rendezvous demonstration, and not spend any more
money than we had to for that. There had been some development
problems with that particular system. Most of them related to
temperature affects. I don't believe that those qual issues that
we found in the testing, and made some mods to fix, led to the
real problem. It looks, and it's early yet, but it looks like a
ring, a lanyard that's suppose to pull and start a pyro timer to
charge it - to timing out and then release the strap that holds
the stays on. It yanked itself out by the roots. It did not
stay attached, and therefore it never started that timer. And
that looks like the failure mechanism. But there was some
question as to ho\y long it would stay inflated because of the
qual history before it, but there had been some changes made and
the recent testing had been promising.
PETERSON
One other question for you, Harold. How does the
failure of the IRT - manuevers on this flight going to affect
your confidence level or what your going to tryon the next
mission?
DRAUGHON
Well, we got the main thing, the highest objective,
which was the sensor performance, that was the big unknown, and
the other 2 things that I talked about yesterday have to do with
the, secondly with the manned machine interface on how you
interact with that software compute manuevers and edit that
data. And we obviously did not get that. The last ingredient
that we didn't get was the ground inVOlvement in computing those
very few, and remember from my discussions yesterday, the ground
computes the first 2 manuevers and getting those things in. That
we never really needed to begin with, it was just an ingredient
that bridged between the 1st and 3rd objective, So we got the
most important and we feel very confident in going forward with
13 for that rendezvous. We can handle it.
PAO

Ok, Lynn.

SHERR
Harold, how does the information that Western Union
now have figure in your feeling about the deployment tomorrow for
the palapa. Does it increase the confidence at all, although I
realize that NASA has been confident and says its been confident
all along. But how does that figure in.
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DRAUGHON
Well Lynn, I don't think it really, its nice to
have that knowledge, but I was truly confident that we ought to
go ahead with the Palapa the next day. There have been lots of
PAM's flown and they have a good track record. If that's where
the problem was and, I felt like we should have gone ahead with
it. It was unlikely in my opinion that we would have learned
anything in a couple of days that would have led us to doing
something very much smarter, 2 days later, if you could have
found out what it was. It was probably something with the amount
of interaction that we have with those vehicles that you could
have fixed it or responded to it. So I was ready to go ahead
with it to begin with. It's nice to have that piece 0f data
behind you though. But we're still confident, and I expect the
PAM to work.
JULES BERGMAN (ABC News)
This is for Bill Ziegler and Harold
for you too. What is your best surmise now on what actually
happened to West.ar?
ZIEGLER
I tell you, I guess, I would guess, my opinion is
that the PAM failed probably, NOSL failure. But you knm'l, that's
not confirmed.
DRAUGHON
If you want to take a shot in the dark, and that's
all your dOing, that's the most likely thing to have happened.
BERGMAN
Will you ever actually find out from the telemetry
you're getting back now that that did happen or didn't happen?
And do you know, do you know that the apogee kick motor is still
onboard?
ZIEGLER
We have an apogee kick motor temperature which is
nominal. We don't yet have a spin rate and so forth. Let's see,
the first part of your question was will we ever know what
actually happened from the telemetry. From the telemetry, I feel
quite confident, we'll obtain a complete health status of the
spacecraft and we will know whether the automatic nutation
control is working properly and can, of course, that doesn't
conclusively prove that it did work properly during the coast
period. But it could rule out a lot of things, if those things
check out as we get more data from the spacecraft.
BERGMAN
I appreciate your fatigue, sir. But neither of
your answers answered my question. Will that tell you what
actually happened?
ZIEGLER
NOt it won't tell us what actually happened, it can
only rule out a lot of possibilities.
BERGMAN
So the wire service quote, attributed to a Hugh9s
spokesman, is therefore wrong.
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don't know about the

BERGMAN
"There's no hope of saving it," I'm quoting, "but
it is exciting that we will be able to piece together the story
of what happened." You're saying that that's not so.
Z I EGI,ER

spacecraft.
BERGMAN

It is true that there is no hope of saving it, the
I wasn't in doubt about that.

ZIEGLER
We will be able to eliminate a lot of possibilities
and narrow it down to a few, based on spacecraft telemetry.
There are other sources of data that may tell us what actually
happened.
BERGMAN

Such as.

ZIEGLER
Well, NORAD is continuing to collect information
about the Item #2 out there, and the particles, the other debris,
to see if they can reconstruct where they originated and give us
some timing of what events happened at what time which can help
to track it down.
PAO
We need to move on, I'll take 2 more before we go
to KSC. We'll have this gentleman in the white, and then we'll
have Paul.

***
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ANATOLIA (GERMAN RADIO)
Mr. Ziegler, you said you have a
healthy spacecraft is it possible that once you get further data
you found some damage within the spacecraft or could you rule
that out right now?
ZIEGLER
Oh, of course, it's possible we'll find some
further damage, yes. But from the data we have now we have found
no damage within the spacecraft.
PAO

Paul Recer.

PAUL RECER (AP)
You said that your guess was that the failure
was probably a NOZL failure •. Such a failure, would that be an
explosive event or could you characterize that.
ZIEGLER
Well, there has been a failure in a ground test of
an engine which was a failure of the NOZL and pieces of the NOZL
came off in this test. That allowed the plume, if you will, to
create more heat behind the rest of the NOZL assembly and the
eventual - it took only about 20 seconds - failure of the whole
rear end of the PAM engine and that caused the whole rear end of
the PAM engine to come off with a big jagged hole and that
reduced the pressure so much the flame goes out and stops
burning. And that, the amount of impulse to get us into the
orbit that we are in, the one that NORAD reported here is
approximately consistent wit.h that second flame out in about 20
seconds after the start of burn.
RECER
With a failure of that type, is the size of the
second object, second large object that has been seen, would that
size be consistent with such a failure also.
ZIEGLER

Yes.

RECER
Okay. And one other thing. Is there any
indications that any debris impacted the spacecraft itself so
that you're getting degraded performance from some of the
elements such as it's not charging or not creating or generating
enough electricity as it would if all the cells were healthy or
anything like that.
ZIEGLER
spacecraft.

There's no indication of any damage to the

PAO

Okay.

Let's go to KSC for questions.

KSC PAO
Okay.
Hucenda of Today.

KSC has a couple of questions.

Frank

FRANK HUCENDA (TODAY)
First question's for Mr. ziegler. Is
there any chance, or for Harold, is there any chance that this
might be a candidate for a future satellite rescue operation?

a
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ZIEGLER
This satellite wasn't designed for that purpose
with that possibilty in mind basically because it was intended to
go up to geosynchronous orbit and I don't think repair capability
is even in the minds of NASA yet at that altitude. So, I doubt
that that's a possibility although since it's in a low altitude
orbit now maybe at some point we could bring another PAM engine
up there and attach it on and go from there. But that's pretty
far out thinking and I suspect by the time that that happens why
our solar cells will have deteriorated and the batteries will
have worn out and we'll be out of hydrazine.
HUCENDA
A ways down the road then. Second question, how
does this wor.k out for you for insurance purposes? Is it the
equivalent of banging a fender and not totally out or do you
still intend to collect the whole amount.
ZIEGLER
I'm not an expert on our insurance policy but in
the (garble) of cars I think it will be a total loss.
KSC PAO

One more question from KSC.

QUERY
Last question. This is for Harold. We've been
getting indications of problems with the waster management system
again. What is the story with that? Is it working? Is it going
to continue working? Are they bagging it? What's the story?
DRAUGHON
The situation has not changed since the first shift
and I think it was debriefed there. There are 2 fan separators
in that system that are used to keep a flow through the various
tubes and what not. One of those, the first fan separator i1 had
indicated stall currents. We talked to the crew about it. They
could preceive, listening to the thing, that it was running but
not running at full RPM. We switched to the redundant system and
that one is performing satisfactorily, in fact, it's performing
nominally and we have not changed the way that we are using that
system, normal operations.
Kse PAO

KSC has no further questions.

PAO

Okay.

Go to Marshall for questions.

TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV HUNTSVILLE)
For Harold, first of all from
the initial inspections at Kennedy on the NOZL and SRBs, any
report on that?
DRAUGHON
If there are any, they've been coming into the JSe
Management here. That doesn't affect anything that I'm doing in
flight and I've got lots of other things to be worried about
until after the launch. We just, the guys on the console don't
get concerned with that un~il after the flight.
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KNIGHT
And for Bill Ziegler, based on the fact that you do
say you have a healthy satellite, if you find down the road a bit
that you are unable to move the Westar to a different orbit or do
something with it how long would the current orbit, will you be
able to maintain that current orbit before it will begin to
deteriorate.
ZIEGLER

I'm sorry.

I didn't hear the question at the end.

KNIGHT
The Westar VI. If you are unable to, if you find
down the road that you will be unable to move, how long will it
be able to maintain that orbit before it begins, the orbit begins
to deteriorate?
ZIEGLER
Oh, it's a good long time.
figures on that.
DRAUGHON
ZIEGLER
MARSHALL PAO

It's a real long time.
Probably a good many years.
No ftlrther questions from here.

ZIEGLER

Harold, I guess you

DRAUGHON

It is on the order of years.

MARSHALL PAO

I don't have any

I

••

It's a long time.

No furthet questions from Marshall.

PAO
Okay we'll come back and take a couple more here
and close up. Craig Covault.
CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Bill, some things on the Westar
deployment. Does the fact you're charging batteries indicate the
big drop skirt has come down?
ZIEGLER
Negative. We won't deploy that until we get a lot
more information about the spacecraft and maybe not even then.
But we have enough solar cells exposed to the sun to provide the
command and telemetry operations that we need to do. More than
enough as a matter of fact, and therefore, we won't do any
operations on that until we've thoroughly checked out the
spacecraft. That is an operatton that requires a command and so
we're not going to do that until we're pretty sure we know what
we're doing.
COVAULT
And to fOllow' on the condition for engineering
analysis of the failure to help you out there, is the temperature
situation on the Westar a comfortable one or is this a serious
concern just from maintaining your engineering data flow since
you're not in a geosynchronous orbit?
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ZIEGLER
No. The temperature on the spacecraft from the
limited data that we have is all perfectly normal and we are not
concerned about it. If we were to turn on more like transponders
and start using up a lot of power, then we would have to drop the
skirt in order to expose the thermal radiators. But that's not
the situation right at this point in time.
PAO

And John Petty.

JOHN PETTY (HOUSTON POST)
conferences?

Have there been any private medical

DRAUGHON

No, there have not.

PAO

Okay.

Anymore?

Yes sir right here.

QUERY
Would it be to correct to state that you were able
to check some of the rendezvous instruments successfully although
you didn't fly the maneuvers you originally planned for the
balloon?
DRAUGHON
Yes, that's perfectly true. We have gotten the
instrument performance. We just didn't get to apply that
performance to a rendezvous situation.
PAO

Okay.

Final one here from KJOJ.

MIKE WILLIAMSON (KJOJ)
Mr. Draughon, r noted in the preflight
handouts that we were given that pogo testing was an objective on
the launch for this flight. Has pogo become a concern for the
space shuttle and could that have caused some of the incidents
that we've seen happen in the past few days.
DRAUGHON
No there's, the latter is not the case or I would
have certainly known about it. I didn't work ascent and I don't
know what the pogo testing was but there is nothing that is
significant in a pogo area on that vehicle.
PAO
much.

Okay, that'll do it for today.
END OF TAPE

Thank you very
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PAO
Good morning. Change-of-Shift Press Conf~rence
with Randy Stone. Randy, why don't you hit your log there and go
from there.
RANDY STONE
Good morning. My shift this morning was very
quiet. The Orbiter is performing as advertised and we've
accomplished a number of tasks to set us up for the EVA
tomorrow. When I left the control center, Palapa had been
deployed from the Orbiter on time and in attitude and we're
awaiting the developments of that deployment. Today on our shift
we conducted a long-range startracker sensor test, one of the nav
sensors required for rendezvous, trying to track the IRT - the
balloon that we deployed yesterday. We were unable to lock onto
it. It was at about 290 miles and we would not, it is not
surprising that the startracker was unable to acquire the remains
of the balloon. A number of housekeeping-type events occurred
today. We have reduced the cabin pressure in the Orbiter to 10.2
psi. And that was accompanied with a prebreathe of the two EVA
crewmen. The 10.2 cabin pressure is the protocol to set us up
for denitrogenation of the crew prior to the EVA to prevent the
bends. And that went as advertised and we are, the cabin is
stable at 10.2 psi. We have started the work on the EMUs or the
backpacks for the EVA tomorrow to dump the water that's in them
out and to recharge them and that is just a normal function for
the backpacks to have fresh water in them so that we maximize the
cooling capability in the backpack. The rest of the morning was
taken up with preparations for the deployment today and that all
went very smoothly and I'm open for questions.
PAO

Okay, Jules Bergman.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)

Randy, whatever became of - -

PAO

Wait for the mike please.

BERGMAN
weight?

Randy, whatever became of the 200-pound lead

STONE
The weight on the IRT, that is part of the IRT
balloon, yesterday we suspect it had separated from the mylar
covering. After tracking the IRT remains through the night, you
can make an engineering judgement that the weight is probably
still attached to the mylar. If the mylar had been without any
mabS to it it would have changed its orbit significantly and
started to deorbit. It has not done that. It is acting like a
piece of material that does have some mass so we're assuming that
the IRT weight is still attached to that mass because we were
able to track it all night and it, the tracking showed us that it
was probably still there.
BERGMAN
And so you're not concerned about any midspace
collision taking place.
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STONE
Oh, no. No we're not, Jules. Even if it had come
loose from the mylar we were convinced that we had a separation
rate and there was absolutely no problem with the Orbiter.
PAO
Mark Kramer, CBS.
row back there.

Second row over here.

Second

MARK KRAMER (CBS)
I may have missed discussion this morning
about putting the arm out with the wrist camera to look at the
Palapa firing. Is there any reason to assume that's not gOing to
happen?
STONE
No sir. That is going to happen. There was very
little discussion about it because it was in cur teleprinter
message from last night that went up and gave the crew the joint
an~les to do that and when to turn on the camera, etc.
There'll
probably be a reminder over the air-to-ground that you'll hear
just prior to the PKM burn that will confirm that that's all in
place but it's going to be done.
KRAMER
And will be done as described the other day, that
is over the starboard side?
STONE
Yes sir. As far as I know there were no changes
in that procedure. I just looked at joint angles last night and
they looked the same so I don't believe there'S any change in the
procedure.
PAO

Craig Covault, Aviation Week.

CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK)
Randy to follow on that, did you
hear any discusaion on the type of imagery you expect to see off
the RMS camera, specifically being sure that you will be able to
acquire the plume, that the camera will be pointed in the right
location and following on that about how long you expect to be
able to follow the burn?
STONE
I'll take your last question first. We are not
gOing to move the camera to track the burn. We are pointing the
camera as close as we can to where the burn should be taking
place which is about 10 miles away from its line of sight. The
plume or the rocket motor will light up the sky fairly
significantly as far as the TV camera is concerned so it doesn't
have to be pointed exactly &t the target to see the, to confirm
the ignition.
PAO

Okay, back here second row.

QUERY
After the ignition of PAM, how long will it last
until we get the first Signal of the satellites or how long will
it last until we know whether it's on its transfer orbit to
geostationary orbit after the ignition.
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That's not our

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

PAUL RECER (AP)
You may not be tne right one to ask this but do
you know if there's been any finalized plans to change the orbit
of the Westar at this point?
STONE
I am not the right one to ask and I have heard no
discussion on that topic.
RECER
All right. Let me ask you an engineering question
then. Based on the predicted orbit and the actual orbit of
Westar at this point, can you express in percentage terms about
what portion of the PAM did, in fact, fire in the appropriate
direction?
STONE
either.

No sir, I just, I don't know the answer to that

PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Randy, was there anything, excuse me, anything
done any differently this morning in the deploy from what was
done on Friday morning?
STONE

No they were identicals.

SHERR
Is there anything different being done in terms of
the tracking or was there any extra caution in terms of the
predeploy preparations.
STONE
We're always very careful when we go through our
checklist and so no, there was nothing different done with the
checklist. As far as tracking is concerned, yes. We are dOing
something a little bit more than we would normally do for a
deployment of this type. We have assigned radars that would
normally be tracking the Orbiter. We have turned them over to
track the satellite at the time of the PKM burn just to get added
data on the deployment and the status of the burn.
SHERR

rad~rs

Can you tell us which

they are?

STONE
I wish I had brought a list. I know we've turned
over Guam and Hawaii. Beyond that I'm not sure of the other
radars but there are some, there are other radars that are
involved in that.
SHERR
Approximately how many?
a normal procedure?
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STONE
Well, normally our NASA radars are not part of that
tracking network so any of them that we are supplying are
different from the normal course of action. But we're just
trying to add some assurance that we understand what happens
around the PKM burn. It's just conservatism.
SHERR
I'm just trying to get a sense of how many, how
many more radars will be tuned on than were before. Is it half a
dozen, is it 3, is it 10?
STONE
Since I'm not sure how many radars they use I don't
know what the difference is. I think we have another 3 that are
going to be utilized for this purpose.
PAO

Front row down here.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (READERS DIGEST)
This morning on the
television of the broadcast of the flight crew they looked
extremely healthy. I realize they had slept a full 8 hours, etc.
but could you comment on why there has been so little talk of
space sickness or what are the procedures on this flight that
have been any different or have the procedures been any different
on this flight in terms of sickness?
STONE
Well there are no different procedures on this
flight than there were last flight or the previous flight. You
know we have our protocol on private medical comm that we did as
a matter of course in previous flights. We don't do that unless
there's a crew request and there has been none and the crew looks
and sounds like they are doing quite well.
McCONNELL
Have there been no mentions of disorientation at
all, of a dizziness or nausea or anything like that?
STONE

None that I'm aware of.

PAO

Jules Bergman.

No sir.

BERGMAN
I beg to differ Randy but there is one procedure
that's somewhat different on this flight. Your commander Vance
Brand has flown before and he learned the hard way at STS-5 about
space sickness. So would it not stand to reason that he, Vance
Brand, had advised the crew about not overeating or moving their
head in sudden directions and things like that?
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STONE
Jules, we shate all of the knowledge that we learn
from flight to flight, from commander to commander, and crew to
crew, the things that you know can aggravate the situation, yes,
we talk about them, and say take it easy. So that sort of thing
is just a learning process that we're going through and some of
the things that we do seem ~o help.
BERGMAN

And that may be trickleing through to each crew.

STONE
That's, it's not trickeling through, if we learn
anything, we're passing it on. This is something that all of us
in the space program want to overcome, so it is not a liability
to us in later flights we have planned.
PAO

Greg Covault (Aviaton Week)

COVAULT
Randy, have you sent or do you plan to send any
teleprinter messages or voiced instructions on ohanges to the
EVA. I believe you are going to bring your camera inside for
repair.
STONE
This morning we asked the crew how they felt about
adding a procedure to bring camera delta, the one we're having
problem with out in the bay, into the crew module, and either
replace it with one of the cameras that's ill the cabin, or do
some in flight maintenance on that camera. The decision is not
final whether or not we're going to do that additional task. I
suspect we Will, it looks like a very simple task and it has been
run in our Simulators, and it looks like it will probably be
done. But toe final decision to bring the camera in, will
probably be made later on today.
COVAULT

Anything else in the EVA change world?

STONE
We've talked about the procedure to put the thermal
blanket back down on the cinema 360, trying to think if this Oh , there is one other thing that you may have heard us talking
about on the loops, over the last ccuple of days. The mass
spectrometer on the SPAS, evidentually has some microswitches
that are either stuck or not operating properly, and we're
looking at a, if there is anything we can do to help that
experiment. Right now it can only point in the Z axis, straight
up out of the payload bay. And they have some experiments they
would like to run with that instrument that requires it to be
pointed in the X axis or down in the payload bay. And right now
it cannot be pointed down in the payload bay. But whether or not
to do that depends on whether or not there is something
benefioial with - the EVA orewman can do. And we don't know that
yet.
PAO

John Wilford, New York Times.
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WILFORD
Why is fixing the delta camera so important?
would you lose if you don't have it operational.

What

STONE
We don't lose any engineering data if we don't have
it operational. It's a matter of providing as good of TV
coverage of this EVA as we possible can, since it is entirely
different from anything we've evor done before with the man
maneuvering unit.
WILFORD
What phases of the EVA will we not be able to see
if we don't have the delta camera?
STONE
You will be able to see all of the EVA whether we
do anything to the delta camera or not. There are some improved
views you get of the MMU crewman docked to the SPAS when it's out
on the end of the RMS, and that's one thing you'd like to
document as good as you can. But you will not lose anything,
you'll be able to see him up there from one of the other
cameras. It's just not as good a view.
PAO

Paul Recer, AP.

RECER
In your ground simulations, have you been able to
duplicate the apparent failure of camera delta.
STONE
I believe the camera people understand the color
wheel problem, if whether or not they have been able to shake one
and make it do that, I don't know, but the c~nera folks seem to
understand that failure mode.
RECER
Okay, can you just kind of roughly tell us what is
involved in fixing the color wheel?
STONE
The concensus of those of us that have talked so
far on the camera is that we will not, probably not try to fix
it, but just replace it with one of the cabin cameras. The TV
camdras inside and outoide the bay are identical except for the
thermal covering, that's just held on by velcro, so we'll take
the covering off the payload bay camera, put it on the cabin
camera, and then reinstall it outside.
RECER
Okay, what is inVOlved in taking it off its rack
outside, I mean remove a pin or what?
STONE
There are, and I'm not absolutely positive the
number of pins that latch it down, but I believe there are three
pins that, 4 pins, I've got a guy out there giving me hand
signals, there are 4 pins and a, just a standard electrical
connector that you unscrew and pull apart to take it off. It's a
very simple task.
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RECER
Okay, and they would put a thermal blanket from the
outside camera on the inside camera, and put the inside camera
outside, right?
PAO

Whose on first?

STONE
If you can repeat that, maybe I can answer it.
We'll take that thermal blanket on the one that's on the outside,
put it on the cabin camera and then return it. But we won't do
it, obviously can't, won't do it in the same EVA. It will be
bring it in on I EVA, put it back out on the next EVA.
PAO

Mark Kramer (CBS).

KRAMER
2 things. Can you put to rest speculatio~ that the
spacecraft might fly over and try to look at pieces of Westar and
can you also talk about the traveling wave tube amplifier on the
Ku-band antenna, and where that stands and how you (garble) all
be.
STONE
I'm glad you brought that up, I'd forgotten to tell
you that the Ku-band after we cycled it this morning, is
operating normally. So there is nothing wrong with the trav~ling
wave tube, it was a power supply that just tripped 0((, and when
we reset the logic in the Ku-band it came back up and it's been
operating normally. Your other question, I missed it.
KRAMER
Westar.

There's a rumor about flying over to look at

STONE
There are no plans and there will be no plans to
rerendezvous the, with Westar. We do not have the propellant to
do that.
PAO
KSC has a couple of questions, let's switch to KSC
at this time.
MIKE MEECHUM (Ganette News Service)
When they go out on the EVA
tomorrow, will you be back on the same schedule that you
previously were or have there been changes there.
STONE
The EVA schedule tomorrow, the only changes that I
know of that are being planned in that EVA, are the one, or the
couple that I related to you about possibly bringing in delta
camera and putting down the thermal blanket on the cinema 360 and
possibly if we come up with a fix for the mass spectrometer
adding that to the EVA, but the day should be as advertised in
the premission CAP pretty much.
MEECHUM
Could you refresh my memory then, when does that
put them, starting the EVA, at what time? Do you know that?
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STONE
You'll have to give me a moment, I'll have to look
that up, I'm not sure what time the EVA starts.
7:15.
STONE
eastern.

I have some help from the audience, it's 7:15

KOBAL (Space Age Times) - Question regarding Westar. Because of
what happened with that satellite, is it likely that you're gOing
to change your procedure and use the RMS camera in the future to
monitor future satellite deployment3?
STONE
I don't believe we have even discussed that
question, on what changes we would make to a normal procedure,
but I suspect we would not do that normally.
KSC

No other question from KSC.

PAO
I understand Marshall has no questions. Back to
Houston, any further ~uestions here. We thank you very much.
END

OF TAPE
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WARD
Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, I'm Doug Ward,
Deputy Director of Public Affairs at the Johnson Space Center.
ltd like to introduce our participants for the briefing this
afternoon. On my right is Glynn S. Lu~~ey, Program Manager of
the National Space Transportation System at the Johnson Space
Center~ to his right is Richard D. Brandes, Group Vice President
and Manager of Commercial Systems Division of Hughes Aircraft, to
his right is Charles A. Ordahl, Vice president, Space Program
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company; and on the right, I'm
sure you're all familiar with Harold Draughon the Lead Flight
Director for the 41-8 mission. Before we begin with Dr. Lunney
I'd like to read a statement we have from the Indonesians. The
statement reads as followsl After an apparently successful
deployment from the Shuttle, it appears that PALAPA B2 has not
achieved the proper orbit. The Indonesian Government has been
involved in communications satellite operations for a number of
years beginning with the successful deployment of PALAPA Al and
A2 on delta rockets in 1976, and 1977, and more recently the
successful deplcyment of the PALAPA Bl on the Shuttle in June,
1983. Obviously, th~ apparent failure to successfully inject the
PALAPA B2 into an operat~onal orbit is a major disappointment.
However, our communication satellite system continues to t~
operational with the other three PALAPA satellites in
geosynchronous orbit and supports our current needs. We will
continue to work with all participants in an effort to resolve
t.he cause of the failure. And that concludes the statement and
we will have copies of that available for you in the news
center. I'd like to turn it over now to Glynn Lunney.
LUNNEY
Thank you, Doug. Is it working all right? I guess
I'd fir3t like to say that NASA joins with the Government of
Indonesia in the regrets and disappointment on the deployment of
the satellite. It appears now that both of the satellites will
not reach the geosynchronous on this mission. In the course of
the discussions that have occurred on events surrounding these
satellites and some of the discussion-making process, we thought
it would be useful if we took a few m~nute8 to explain the
relationship that we at NASA have with the commeroial customers,
in this case, of coarse, a foreign commeroial customer from the
Govetnment of Indonesia. NASA has also a - has kind of what you
might call a fleet interest in the PAM program, the PAM program
as it supports the communications satellite industry because
obviously a lot of our traffic is of the communications satellite
type. A lot of those satellites are lifted by PAMs which have
been used on this flight. A lot of them are of the sarna kind of
design. So, we have a tremendous interest in this kind of design
either the PAM or the communications satellite, all of them
together as a combination. We're also interested in whatever
affects our oustomers but I thought it would be useful for you if
we differentiate it between that general interest in our part,
our specific concern in terms in how hardware works for the
benefit of our customers and what the decision process is in real
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time or even in terms of getting ready for a flight. It's quite
separate from those above interest on our part and it's new for
us. There has appeared to be some confusion about it, in that
people don't quite seem to understand the respective roles of the
parties involved. That's understanda~le because it's new, it's
certainly new for us in the manned space flight business and for
those of you who have covered it for many years and we have been
taking time to try to learn how to do th~t. There's been a body
of experience in NASA in the expendable launch vehicles where
people have worked for, in effect for communications satellito
industry for a long time and we have been trying over the last 5
or 6 years to apply those lessons to the STS, modified as
appropriate. In the case of these flights we provide, we agree
to and we provide orbiter services, conditions, and also and
importantly, I believe, operational options so that customers can
exercise as much room as they can in m~king whatever decisions
they want to make during the course of the flight. We have,
however, agreed from the beginnin~ on all these flights with
communications satellites that the decisions to deploy or not are
primarily essentially theirs to make. We will offer whatever
support we can to that decision-making process, on this last
deployment we offered time. We offered 48 hours, we could have
offered more and we continue to offer more if the customer wanted
it. However, he appeared to be satisfied that he had exercised
all of the information channels tha he wanted, all the background
that he wanted and he ;Iad come to the point where he thought it
was time to make up his mind and he so did. We do not become
actively involved in that process on his side. He has a variety
of considerations that frankly we at NASA are not aware of nor do
we fully understand. But, my observation, our observation of the
process was that it was very thorough, ~ery careful, complete,
took enough time that all of the available evidence and thoughts
could be brought to bear on the subject and a decision was mad~
to proceed. Again, I want to ~ay, I separate that in-flight
decision making on a satellite that a customer owns in effect,
from our interest in this subjeot which is real and continues.
We are very interested that we be able to get baok in the air
with communications satellites and as soon as possible. So, we
are very interested in this subject and, of course, it's too
early to tell and it would be unfair to speculate where the
problem really was, but where ever we find it to be, hopefully it
will be soon. And in the course of that we at NASA and probably
other people in the government, the Air Force for example is
interested in the star motor, will bo inVOlved in the failure
analysis in case that comes to be the part of the system that is
focused on. In any case, we and others will be involved in the
post-flight failure analysis and the recovery plan to this. But
I thought it might be useful for you to differentiate that and
our interest in this subject and the communications satellite
industry as a whole from the details of what are, in effect,
private decisions made by customers as they get ready for a
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flight and as they indeed make their decisions to deploy or not
in the course of the flight while they're in the Orbiter. I hope
that clarifies it.
WARD
I think Richard Brandes also has a brief statement
and then our int~nt is to go to questions. If there's time left
when we finish that we'll have Harold Draughon do the usual
summary or today's activities. Dick.
BRANDES
Okay. I h~ve a statemont which will be available
to you. It's titled, "The Hughes Aircraft Company Mission
Report, 6 February, 4:30 CST.v The attempt today to inject the
PALAPh B2 spacecraft into ~ geosynchronous transfer orbit w~s an
apparent failure. NORAD tracking has identified an object which
appears to be the sate~lite in a low-earth orbit of approximately
650 nautical mile apog~e by 150 nautical mile perigee. Telemetry
information was obtained at approximately 4 p.m. CST which
indicates th~ spacecraft is indeed operating in this orbit. From
this orbit the spacecraft cannot reach synchronous orbit and
carry out its intended mission. Indications point to a failure
similar to that which we believe occurred on the WESTAR 6 injection, namely a failure of the PAM motor to properly complete
its burn. The McDonnell Oouglaa PAM stage has successfully
launched 12 Hughes HS-376 spacecraft. We understand it has also
had 6 other successful space firings. Two similar failures after
18 consecutive successful space firings, obviously suggest a common t~chnical problem may have existed with these two motors. An
intense effort is underway to explore this hypothesis.
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PAO
With that we'll begin with your questions starting
first in Houston. Here In front Crab': Covault and if you would
please, state your name and aftlliati":>n if I donlt.
CRAIG COVAULT (AVIATION WEEK) For Mr. Brandes and Mr. Ordahl,
did either Hughes or MacDonnell Douglas make a recommendation to
Indonesia not to fly the deployment today?
BRANDES
1111 take that. No, the problem with the WESTAR 6
Spacecraft was the subject of an intense investigation and study,
as you might imagine, from the time it didntt appear in the
proper orbit at the right time until we finally sorted out what
had happened to it. We concluded yesterday after receiving
telemetry from the WESTAR 6 spaceo~aft that the problem had been
with a limited burn of the PAM stage and the data and the studies
we had done in our mind eliminated any other possibilities for
that problem. We had at the same time, of course, been studying
- all our experts and those from MacDonnell Douglas and Thiokol,
had been studying the motor history and the motor pedigree of
both the PALAPA and the WESTAR motors. We concluded, that
investigation was completed and we concluded that there was no
apparent defect with either motor or any probldm o( any unusual
characteristic with either motor. Based on the results of all
that study and the activities, all of the parties associated with
the launch, that's Hughes, MacDonnell Douglas, COMSAT which is
the technical advisor to the Indonesians, recommended that they
proceed with the deployment today.
COVAULT
In a quick follow, based on your discussions with
Thiokol on the Star 48 manufaoture and the integration of that
into the PAM, havo you come across anything that you could
identify as being done differently to these two PAMs as oppoRed
to previous PAMs?
BRANDES

No, we cannot.

PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC.

BRANDES

Do you want to add to that, Chuck?

OROAHL

No, that's a correct statement.

We have not.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Mr. Ordahl and Mr. Brandes, we
understand, some people have sai~ that is, that both these
engines for both the WESTAR and the PALAPA used a new nozzle
construction and they came off the line at the Same time. Is
that true? And if not, what else do you think caused it?
OROAHL
First of all, there is no new design consideration
here. The deSign is exactly the same as the design of all of the
successful missions that PAM has flown. In so far as the nozzle
construction, the exit cone did go through some of the processes
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at HITeO, a subcontractor to Thiokol, at the same time which i~
not unusual, of course. That is a situation a number of exit
cones go through the processes together. In this particular case
two did go through the process together.
BERGMAN
I don't think that's being quite responsive sir.
What I really was getting at, was were either the exit cone or
the nozzle of lighter weight construction or of any different
type of construction than the previous 18 successful PAMs.
ORDAHL
Absolutely not. All of the production acceptance
data on these nozzles was as good or better than those which have
flown before. That was the basis of our judgement.
PAO

John Wilford, New York Times.

JOHN WILFORD (NEW YORK TIMES)
When you say a limited burn, what
are we to infer. My impression is with a solid, once it lights
it's got to go to depletion.
BRANDES
Well, what I meant by a limited burn is that the
impulse generated by the motor was substantially less than it
would have delivered if it had burned properly for its entire
burn time. I think, check me, it's 80 some seconds is the normal
burn time.
ORDAHL

NO, 85.

BRANDES
85 seconds. The orbit that these spacecraft are in
are similar. As I said, approximately 650 nautical miles ~V 150
and that would correspond to a substantially less burn and I
don't have the number at my fingertips but it's on the orda: of 8
to 15 seconds in that time frame.
PAO

Right. here on the aisle.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (READERS DIGEST)
1 have a two part
question. Were either of tho flight, the PAM-D flight syst,am
cradles and spin tables used in a previous STS, and also, what is
the avionics interface between that flight craddle and the
satellite itself. Could there have been a malfunction from the
avionics interface between the satellite and the launching
cradle?
ORDAHL

I think I should

BRANDES

You take the STS part of it.

ORDAHL
The cradle portion. As far as the cradle, they
have been flown before and as far as we know at this time, there
is no means by which those cradles could be related to this
condition that we have here.
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BRANDES
With regard to the interface between the spacecraft
and the PAM. Prior to completing the analysis of the WESTAR 6
problem a number of hypotheses were generated which could account
for malfunction. We tracked all of those to ground and
eliminated those as possibilities. The telemetry we received
from the WESTAR 6 spacecraft eliminated thosp. possibilities as
candidates and reduced the population to a PAM motor failure.
PAO

Back here in the back, Chris Peterson, KTRH.

CHRIS PETERSON (KTRH)
~0r Glynn Lunney.
Glynn, you have a
number of PAMs scheduled coming up later on this year and a whole
bunch in the future of the Shuttle program. Is NASA going to
reevaluate the reliability of the PAM and not fly anymore until
they figure out what's going on or what's your position on that?
LUNNEY
Our position on the subsequent use of the PAMs is
that they are a very, very important part of our communication
satellite industry and getting the communication satellites to
geosync orbit. We are going to offer all the help that we can in
the resolution of this problem and that C3n come perhaps in a
number of ways and I don't know what they are today but whatever
they are, we'll be able to offer help to that solution and it may
be of some value it may not. But we're going to try help in
solving the problem.
PAO

Roy Neal, NBC.

ROY NEAL (NBC)
Can you give us a handle on how you will
setting up failure analysis on this Glynn? What will you
up a task force to work on it? Will the Hughes people do
WIll MacDac do it? How will this effort be coordinated?
will it take you?

begin
do, set
this?
Where

LUNNEY
Well, I think we probably - - Let me just answer
the first part. I think we need to probably pursue this problem
a little more to be sure what all of our evidence is. There's a
discussion that says we're clearly dealing with a PAM problem
which the evidence suggests that we are but that, one still ought
to keep an open mind about that. On the assumption, though, that
there is a PAM problem I believe Chuck has already started some
work on that subject.
ORDAHL
That's true, Glynn. We have started a review boara
activity, a senior review board activity. We have partioipation
on the part of Morton Thiokol personnel and their suppliers. We
started this ~ork earlier and are, of course, continuing it at
this time and NASA has also offered, as Hughes has, to
partioipate in that over a period of time.
PAO
second rot-l.

Paul Reoer, Assooiated Press.

Back here in the
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PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
If I understand you correctly,
you now have two healthy communication satellites in two wrong
orbits. What do you plan to do with them? What do you plan to
recommend to your customers to do with them?
BRANDES
Well we, from this orbit as I said earlier, we see
no way to, they certainly cannot perform their intended
mission. Offhand we don't know of any other mission that would
be useful that they can perform. What we are currently doing,
though, as interim measure is to put the spacecraft systems or
subsystems into what we would call a safe condition so that
nothing deleterious happens and we'll continue to monitor them
indefinitely until we reach a decision about disposition.
FAO

Olive.

OLIVE TALLEY (UPI)
Couple of questions. What are you going to
do now with the schedUle that you have for other satellites using
PAMs? Will you just sort of stop and put some of those on
hold? Secondly, what sort of liability might you be looking at
regarding these failures?
BRANDES
We all have probably different views on that. As
Mr. Ordahl said, clearly a very intense and thorough and wide
ranging investigation is going to start, has started. We'll be
participating in that as a very interested party as a supplier of
satellites and I'm sure other people in the industry will be as
well. And I believe that some clarification of the problem would
have to develop before we could recommend further use of the PAM
motor. Now when t.hat might happen is speculation but we are all
gOing to be working on that as hard as we can to make it happen
quickly.

***
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Lynn Sherr (ABC)

SHERR (ABC) - I guess these are fnr Harold, first of all has the
crew been told, second of all, will this in any way affect the
EVA's.
DRAUGHON
The crew has not been told. And the EVA's are on
for tomorrow as scheduled. I've got a list of when the pertinent
activities are gOing to be happening tomorrow and I'll give those
to you later on.
PAO

Third row on the iDle, Tom O'Toole.

O'TOOLE
Mr. Brandes, you said the orbit suggests an 8 to 15
second burn. The crew reported seeing with the wrist camera, the
burn taking place for what they thought was for 30 seconds. Can
you reconcile those two numbers for us.
BRANDES
We have reviewed the video, that was taken by the
crew, and let me add that, that's very helpful in the fact that
we were able to gat that, and had NASA turn that procedure
around, and create that information has been most helpful. What
we can see is that the spacecraft, PAM combination was visible,
for a period of approximately 30 to 40 seconds as we timed it,
several times. What is not clear is the duration of the burn,
from that picture. And we have obtained, again with NASA's
expedited help, we have obtained copies of that - tapes, they've
been given to McDonnell Douglas, and they're being used as part
of the failure investigation. I think they'll be helpful.
PAO
We'll take one more question here, then we'll go to
the Kennedy Space Center. Back here towards the back, on the
right.
ANITOLEAS (German radio) - You had trouble with the IUS rocket
earlier. You have trouble with the PAM now. Do you expect that
this will bring more clients to the Europea Areon rocket. I
understand that the WESTAR 6 was originally meant to fly on the
Areon and you booked Shuttle because you thought it would be
safer.
BRANDES

I hope not.

PAO
questions.

We'll go to the Kennedy Space Center now for

KSC
Walk up as I calIon you and give your name and
affiliation when you ask your question.
LAWRENCE - (Chicago Sun 'l'imes) - I have two que:;tion~. One, is
there any possibility of using the four hydrozene thrusters to
change the orbit?
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Hydrozene -

LAWRENCE
The question is, . . . .,s the price of PALAPA B about
the same as WESTAR?
BRAMDES
Well the first question you asked was, is it
possible to fire the hydroze~e thrusters. The answer is yes,
however, the amount of propellant on bo~rd the spacecraft, is no
where near adequate to raise these spacecraft orbits to
synchronous altitude. You, and so that while that capability
exists to use the thrusters, there's no, not adequate fuel to, as
I say, to get the orbit anywhere near what we need. We also have
an apogee motor on board, that's presumably usable, but it also
has insufficient capacity to, that was needed to get in
synchronous orbit with a proper perigee stage burn, and clearly
cannot substitute. Now what was the second question?
LAWRENCE

Second question was the cost of the machine?

BRANDES
The WESTAR and PALAPA spacecraft, there are
difference between the two spacecraft, but I think in the sense
of what your asking, they're small and so the cost are
approximately the same. Yes.
LAWRENCE

Around $35 million dollars.

BRANDES

I don't recall the exact numbAr.

LAWRENCE
Let me follow this, my earlier question. If the
power board, thruster power board was brought to bear. Could the
satellite be maneuvered into an or.bit where it could function,
even though it couldn't reach a geosynohronous orbit?
BRANDES
The spaceoraft can function, can operate in the
orbit it's in, but it can't provide a useful mission, and the
same, I know today, I don't know of any mission that it could
serve, using the iJydrozene fuel either.
STEAD (Baltimore Sun) - Does
was fully insured or do they
the insurance company, or do
people will take any part in

anyone there know if the satellite
know what the insurance, the name of
they also know if the insurance
this investigation?

BRANDES
Well I can only say, that to my best understanding,
the mission was insured, but I do not know the details. That was
a matter between the Indonesian government, (garble) and tell.
The telephone company and the insurance people, but I do believe
that they had insurance on the mission. But I can't, I'm not
aware of the details of that insurance arrangement. As far as
insurance people participating in an investigation, that would be
really up to the customer. And we certainly would have no
objection.
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SLADE (Mutual Broadcasting) - For Glynn Lunney. Glynn you have
four PAM's scheduling for the rest of this year, the first one in
June, could you say at this point that if this investigation goes
on very far it won't impaot that June flight.
LUNNEY
As matter of fact, just for completeness, we have
one earlier than that, on a delta, on a galaxey spacecraft in
May. But it's probably too early to tell whether the failure
analY3is that is now started is going to result in affect on
those schedule. Obviously everybody in the system, would hope,
and would work very hard to prevent that from happening, but it's
just simply too early to tell whether the conclusions will be
such that we'll have to adjust those schedules. We'll wait and
see.
RSC

We have one or two more questions.

LETTMAN (Detroit News)
For Mr. Ordahl, or whomever else is best
qualified. We heard a report that the fuel from these two PAMs
came from the same batch. Is that true, if it is, does it
suggest a detect in that batch of fuel, if it doesn't, is there
in general hypothosis, to cover both of these failures?
ORDAHL
No, actually as far as the propellant is concerned,
it's poured on a single batch for each PAM motor, so there's
really not commonality of this specific propellant between I
motor and another. And we really have no particular pypothosis,
as far as any commonality between these two motors. They are,
for all practical purposes, were very similar in terms of the
data, production acceptance test data, all the manufacturing and
quality insurance data, and they all met all the specification
requirements, so we have not been able to find that common thread
at this time.
TURNELL (BBC) - We were told the crew has not been told of this
second failure, is the intention not to tell them until after the
MMU for obvious reasons?
DRAUGHON
No, there's no intention like that at all. The
intent was to have something factual to tell them before we told
them anything, and that is all the intent was. The crew was put
to bed around an hour and a half, or 2 hours ago, and up until
that time, I didn't think we had an factual enough story to tell
them exactly what had happened. So we didn't bring it up. They
didn't ask. Had they asked or requested information, then we
would have told them what we did know at the time. They did not
ask and I didn't volunteer it.
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MIKE MEECHAM (Gannette News Service) You mentioned that the
orbits they've been put into are similar. How close are they?
BRANDES
Well the orbits are similar, in terms of the
physical location of the spacecraft in these orbits, I just don't
know. I would imagine that they are not particularly close. The
orbit definition is similar in terms of apogee and perigee, but I
don't know the exact displacement or distance of one spacecraft
from the other.
PAO
I understand we have one more question from
Kennedy, then we'll comelback to Houston.
QUERY
Are we to assume that those rockets offer no
danger to Challenger?
PAO

Would you repeat that question, please?

QUERY
Are we to assume, once again, that the Palapa
orbit offers no danger to the Challenger?
BRANDES
That is correot. We've looked at that orbit and it
is no problem at all to the Orbiter.
PAO

We'll come back to Houston now for - -

JAMES SLATE
A point of clar i fication, you say that ~'ou have the
spacecraft, and you have its orbit, do you have a spaceoraft that
is talking to you? Have you interrogated it, and are all the
systems functional?
BRANDES

Yes, that is correct.

PAO
Ok, we'll come baok to Houston now for questions.
Let's start on the aisle here, the second row.
DAVE JACKSON (Time Magazine)
When was the last time, how many
days ago, were the PAM's and the satellites inspected by the
contractors? And when was the last time that somebody with NASA
looked at them?
BRANDES
Well, the spacecraft go thru an elaborate test
program, certainly at our faoility. They're brought down to the
Cape, to Kennedy Space Center, they're mated, they're further
tested there, they're then mated to the PAM assembly by ourselves
and MCDonnell Douglas people working together. Then they go thru
a processing period, taking that combined assembly out to the
vertical processing facility, and then out to the Shuttle pad.
At each step there are certain tests made, not by our people, and
the McDonnel Douglas personnel test the PAM. These are largely
electrical tests and then finally we check out the system in the
Orbiter bay, prior to launch. So all of those tests were normal,
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There were no significant

Would you wait for the mike please.
What day was that done, how many hours before

LUNNEY
Couldn't be matter of hours, because we had the
doors closed for some time. I can't recall exactly, probably the
last time people had acess was a couple of days before the
launch.
BRANDES

Might have been 2 or 3 days, yes.

LUNNEY

And that's normal.

PAO

Roy Neal, NBC.

NEAL
Some years ago, there was discussion of using a
separate rocket system, teleoperator, I think it was, to send the
Skylab into higher orbit. Now we're involved in what could be a
rehearsal for a rescue mission for a satellite. And in this
case, it would seem that you perhaps have a couple of satellites
in need of a rescue. Is it possible to put that kind of thinking
together and come up with some learned conjecture on the fact
that these satellites could live under such a system, and would
NASA be prepared to support the customer to that extent?
LUNNEY
Roy, what might be done with those satellites will
take a little while to sort out. Perhaps nothing will be the
answer. First thing I guess that will have to be established is
who they belong to and what if anything they might want to ask
NASA to do about it. We haven't even speculated or anything what
that might be. But here you have two live satellites in lowEarth orbit, which are perhaps accessible by the Shuttle, pehaps
not. But it's too early for us to technically look at that, and
I think we would have to have some clear reason and we'd also
have to understand what the financial arrangements for such an
undertaking might be. So all of that is still too early to tell.
NEAL

Would it be possible?

LUNNEY
Well, we don't even know. I mean its possible, but
1 don't know whether it't technically feasible in that there
might be things onboard that we would be concerned about in the
safety Since, for example, that we just haven't had time to think
throu9 h • So it's too early to tell and the satellites, to return
to the point I was making at the beginning, the satellites don't
belong to NASA, they belong to somebody else. And if somebody
else wants us to do somethin9 with them, or at least consider
doing something with them, then that discussion will need to be
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held. But as I also said at the beginning, NASA tries to offer
the customers whatever we can do to help them in their jobs. So
if someone thinks that will help, and they want to talk to us
about it, we would be happy to talk about it.
ROY
That's what I said, how far is NASA willing to go
to support the customer if such a project were possible?
LUNNEY
We do not sign blank checks, Roy. But we would be
willing to do whatever is reasonable and whatever arrangements
would want to be made with anybody who wanted to represent them.
PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
I know it's early and perhaps speculative
but what went wrong? You had two rockets here. Both of them cut
off early. Both of them produced similar orbits. Did the exit
cones falloff, break off? Did the thrusters, nozzles come off
or what?
ORDAHL
It's a very speculative answer I would have to make
at this time if I tried to answer that question.
BERGMAN

What is your best guess?

ORDAHL
If I was going to make a best guess I would say
that there would probably have been some problem with the nozzle
of the motor. The fact that it terminated would indicate -- and
essentially snuffed would indicate that the pressure in the motor
dropped abruptly, snuffing out the burning and to do that
requires an increase in the opening into the motor.
PAO

Back here on the second row.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (Readers Digest)
A followup on my first
question. You said that the cradle assembly had been used
before. Is this the first time that a cradle assembly which has
flown in space has been used to launch a spacecraft and also, was
there any flight dynamics data update through that cradle to the
spacecraft immediately before launch?
ORDAHL
We have used -- I haven't checked all the records,
but we have used the cradles before. In other words, we have
used reflight cradles before. Now what was the other part of the
question. I'm sorry I missed that.
McCONNELL
Was there any flight dynamics update to the onboard
spacecraft computers immediately before deployment?
ORDAHL

No, no.

PAO

In the second row.
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GEOFFREY LEAVENWORTH (Time Magazine)
Mr. Brandes, is there any
part of that satellite which could be safely grappled by the arm
or is that --?
BRANDES
The satellites were not designed with any
requirement or sense of being recovered so there are no special
measures taken to have places to grab ahold of them.
LEAVENWORTH
So in your opinion, is it impractical to think of
the shuttle retrieving these satellites on a future mission?
BRANDES
I think that, I think lid really be just
speculating on that. Thatls in front of us to even think about
and it is a matter that will occur to people and we would look
into but I would have nothing to say on that at this time.
PAO

Up here in front.

Lynn Sherr.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Could you go back to your NORAD statement
earlier. Is the, is what they're tracking one object or two at
this pOint? Do you believe the PAM, in fact, separated the same
way as the Westar or is there some other - BRANDES
Yes, we believe the PAM separated. We have
telemetry from the spacecraft that indicates that. The tracking,
understand that the tracking information we get has, you know,
has varied as they refine their predictions and gotten more
sightings. The last I heard was that there were three objects
that they were tracking that were in the viCinity. Well three
objects and one large object that they felt was a spacecraft.
And in that orbit, we h~ve received telemetry from the spacecraft
so it confirms that one of those objects is the spacecraft. I
would presume one other is -SHERR

00 you believ& the second one is the PAM?

BRANDES
motor.

- - Yes is the PAM, would be the PAM separated

PAO

Take one more up front.

Olive Talley.

TALLEY
Glynn regarding NASA's efforts to cooperate with
the customers on all this matter, would you consider allowing
both Palapa and Westar to launch other satellites in the future
either at the same price rate that you gave them now or would you
try to give them, speed up a chance or try to fit them into a
tight schedule to give them another chance to deploy another
satellite earlier than maybe they had planned or anything like
that?

_4~_,
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LUNNEY
The answer to that, I guess, is that we would try
to do whatever was reasonable to do to service them. If however,
I mean there's a whole set of a variety of complicated proposals
that might be made. Some of them might be acceptable, some of
them might not be acceptable and we are also, as a matter of
fact, trying on our side to run this thing as businesslike as we
can in terms of whatever we offer one customer would then have to
be offered to all customers and would we be satisfied with doing
that and if so, then we should. So, I think a lot would depend
on exactly what people asked for and what they wanted. I know
that, although maybe there's Dome hardware available, there
generally is not a set of extra spacecraft and rockets laying
around so to speak available for flight. Although there might be
and if there were and we were asked, we were certainly bend every
effort to try to work them into the schedule as early as possible
in recognition of this problem.
PAO

Right hore on the left.

JIM BARLOW (Houston Chronicle)
The Western Union people said
their satellite, PAM, and launCh cost them about 53 million and
when you threw in their engineering work and ground facilities it
was 75 million. Could you provide similar figures for the
Palapa?
BRANDES
No I couldn't because 1 just don't have access to
all those numbers.
PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER
Have you got all the data that you're going to be
analyzing to determine the cause in hand now or do you expect to
get some more and if so from where and will this data possibly
include some photographic information?

***
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BRANDES
I think we have most of the data that is useful for
us to get from the, from the Spacecraft in orbit. We received,
and the kind of data we get from them simply confirms that
something didn't happen and therefore eliminates various
hypothQses, I think that, I don't want to speculate too far on
where the investigation will go but I think the investig~tion
will obviously use all of the history data on the motors and
anything related to that. As I mentioned earlier, the NASA tape
of the, of the ignition and burn I think will prove to be
extremely useful and that will be subject to further analysis. I
would guess that, that we probably have the data and it's a
question of thorough further analysis and investigation of it.
PAO
I'd like to take a break here and ask if anybody
has any questions of Harold Draughon relative to today's
activities and if not, 1. think we'll take about 2 more queRtions
on this one and wrap it up, Roy, did you have a question.
NEAL
I was going to say how about tomorrow's activity
which Harold was prepared to give us.
PAO

Okay.

NEAL

I

think a lot of us need that - -

PAO
All right, why don't we do that, Harold.
you give us a run down on what's going to happen.

Why don't

DRAUGHON
Okay. You folks had, in general, expressed some
interest in sensitivity and the scheduling of the activities
tomorrow and I didn't have time to get these events in local time
but I do have them In mission elapsed time and it's a fairly easy
conversion. I'll get these to the PAO people and they can get
copies for all of you afterwards but I'll just hit 4 or 5 of the
highlights. The airlock egress, everything's going on schedule
tomorrow are a MET of 3 days, 23 hours and 25 minutes. The
checkout flight on EVI which is the short flight is at 23 hours
and 55 minutes. The first long range transl&~ion is at 4 days
and 25 minutes. That's out to 300 feet. The first T-pad docking
which is to the C-cell or the box up in the front of the bay is
at 4 days and 55 minutes. The MMU dolf or taking off that
particular MMU is 4 days and 1 hour. MMU prep for the second one
is 55 minutes after that at 1 hour and 55 minutes and the second
long range translation is at 4 days, 2 hours and 15 minutes with
another docking at the C-cell by the other crewman at 2 hours and
45 minutes. That's followed up by some simulations of some of
the solar max repair tasks in the MEV at 4 days and 3 hours and
then some MFR or manipulator foot restraints where one of the
crewmen gets into the foot restraints on the end of the RMS and
does some work at 3 hours and 45 minutes. I've got, that's about
a third of the line items that I've timelined up for you and
we'll get you copies of that. I've also got for your perusal the
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PET or the time for coverage for Goldstone, Mila and Hawaii which
are the 3 TV stations and I'll make that available to PAO for
you. But in general, the activities tomorrow are just as you
were briefed by John Cox prior to the flight. We have talked
about, and I know Randy and I have mentioned in previous sessions
over here about 3 tasks that have been added to the EVA. The
first one is the camera repair of that forward starboard camera
delta that's having a problem. We're going to take it off the
bulkhead on the first EVA, at the end of the first EVA, bring it
inside, change it out with an identical camera inside, put the
thermal cover back on it. Put it back in the mount. Take that
whole mounted and assembly back outside during the second EVA and
put it back on the bulkhead. They're going to fix the little
thermal curtain on the cinema 360 and velcro it back down and
we've had a problem that I believe Randy talked about on the mass
spectrometer. There is a capability for the thing tc point along
the X-axis or along that minus z axis of the vehicle, it will _
~hey have two ways that they use it.
One is they go on a scan
pattern to look at both those areas. The other one is to hang it
in one of those positions and leave it there and collect
contamination kind of data. It will only, it will work in the
ratchet mode or it'll work straight up but it won't go in the
plus X direction. The engineering people have looked at that and
the customer believes that what the problem is with that is a
microswitch that's not making, that microswitch is right on the
end of the b0x and the crewman is going to try to adjust that
thing just a little bit in the EVA. If so, we'll be able to run
the other pa~t of the experiments that that customer is
interested in. That's pretty much it as far as the plans for
today. The oth~r activities for tomorrow, the activities other
than the Palapa today were some cinema 360 work inside the cabi~
while the deploy was going on. Some additional work in the
middeck with that wide angle camera and a heat pipe experiment
waB activated and another GAS can started its activation today.
So it's just pretty much ops normal. The vehicle'S behaving just
beautifully. There's very little to talk about at all as far as
the Orbiter system performance it's been exceptional.
PAO

Okay do we have questions.

Jim BolIo.

JIM BOLLO
The gentlemen from Hughes and from MCDonnell.
you in the position now to exonerate NASA of any of these
problems with the communications launches?
BRANDES

Are

Could you repeat the question please?

BOLLO
Are you in a position now to exonerate NASA of any
of the problems with the loss of the two satellites?
BRANDES
We have never felt that there was anything other
than a normal deployment by NASA from the Shuttle so we have
never been in a posture of suspecting any problem in that area.
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To our knowledge from all the data, everything was perfectly
norm~l.

PAO

Chris peterson, KTRH.

PETERSON (KTRH)
Do PAMs come equipped with telemetry packages
that would allow the ground to take a look at what's going on
during deployment and if so, why didn't we get any on these
flights?
ORDAHL
We did not have telemetry on either of these
particular flights. In direct answer to your earlier part of the
question, there is a telemetry system that can be employed. It
was used on one of the earlier missions on STS and has been used
on a number of the PAMs when flown on the deltas. It is actually
a customer option as to whether he flies telemetry or not. The
telemetry system is a, of course, is an item of weight and it's a
tradeoff for him in terms of hydrazine or other payload weight
budgets.
PAO

Okay, we'll take a concluding.

PETERSON
Follow up. Would this not be reasonable to assume
that it might become standard equipment as a result of these two
deployments.
ORDAHL
I think I'll have to leave that for the future and
we'll see, but clearly it can be a desirable thing in a case like
this clearly.
PETERSON
What would NASA'S position be on that? Would it
not be a lot more comfortable for NASA Management to know that
you'll see what's gOing on in those spacecraft.
LUNNEY
Yes it would. I don't want to say it's our
position but obviously it would be comfortable for us to know it
was there. However, in addition to putting the package on you
have to find a receiver to copy it. These injections, of course,
all occur at the equator where we tend not to have much in the
way of tracking stations as you know. So besides putting this
transmitter on, arrangements would also have to be made for some
coverage of some kind by a receiver so in addition to the
performance penalty that Chuck Ordahl discussed there's also the
question of some expense associated with accomplishing that. So
1 think it's, as Chuck daid ~ little earlier, just see how that
will turn out but that will cb~tainly be a consideration I'm sure
in this investigation.
PAO

Okay, we'll take a concluding question from Jules

Bergman.
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JULES BERGMAN (ABC NEWS)
Glynn, I'm afraid this one is for
you. Although NASA's responsiblity legally ends when the
satellites are deployed from the payload bay, is it not a greater
national responsibility in terms of the U.S. pride being at stake
and along that line, should NASA not preinspect - going back to
the factory if ne~essary - the cargo, even the motors it
carries? And is that practical?
LUNNEY
Well, there are, it's probably inpractical,
Jules. We considered long and hard when we got into this STS
business as to whether we should become actively involved in the
customers development of hardware. We find ourselves in the
position, national pride or not, that it is not our money,
okay. It is the other persons money, it's his hardware. It's
the customers money, it's the customers' hardware, it's the
customers' requirements, it's the customers' schedule, it's the
customers' arrangements - whatever they all might be in his own
country - for service etc. and all of these things are very
difficult for us to have much insite into and therefore it is
difficult for us to be very active in the decision making in his
program. It is also very awkward to almost, but not completely
impossible, for an outside noninvolved agency to productively
assist and aid in the development of somebody else's hardware.
That, by all of our experience, that does not work very well and
I expect by most other people's experience it does not work very
well. Free advice is generally not well received and it's also a
problem of advising people to spend their money on something that
they might not want to do. So, we went through all of that, we
really did and consciously deoided consistent with what has been
done in ELV programs and very consistent with the desires of our
customers that we structure the relationship that I tried to
describe earlier and, so far, that has served everybody well. It
is a moot question as to whether NASA having been involved this
would hav~ turned out any differently or not. Or.e should not
always make tho assumption that we can make things right. We've
actually been known once in a while for that not to happen that
way as you know, Jules. So, that in itself is no guarantee that
it's going to be perfect. So I think ~ll in all the right kind
of balanoe has been struck but again, as I tried to describe at
the beginning, we're involved in a new activity. We're involved
in an activity where external people, in this case an external
government, is putting a service in space with their own funds
for their own purposes and we would provide any help that they
ask for but as a general rule, they bring the hardware with the
help of the contractors - American contractors In this case - to
the flight and they make their decisions. We stand ready to
assist all we oan but in the final analysis, it's their call.

***
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BERGMAN
All right. If I came to you tomorrow and said I
have two PAM equipped communications satellites, would you launch
them aboard a Shuttle at this point.
LUNNEY
Well, that's an academic questions, Jules, because
the manifest is booked with customers who have already been to
see us a long time ago and they are lined up. I think what we
are going to find is not that kind of question but we're gOing to
find that the communication satellite industry, as it has done in
the past with launch vehicles, will look into both individually
here in the terms of each company and then as a group will look
into what transpires and they're going to be satisfied with the
outcome of it before they continue to fly. That has been our
history and I expect that it will continue to be and there is no
such imaginary perso~ with 2 things ready to go tomorrow and we
couldn't put them ahead of the others who have been in line up
until now anyway.
PAO

I think that wrap it up.
END

Thank you very much.
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PAO
Good afternoon, my name is Jim Kukowski, we have
here at our Change-of-Shift Briefing following the EVA period,
Jon Cox who's the EVA Flight Director and Jon we'll move directly
to you for your summation.
COX
Thank you very much. I think as you all saw today
on TV, some pretty spectacular pictures, you could tell that our
first EVA of this flight turned out be quite spectacular. We had
a lot of new equipment. We had a new verison of the suits that
the crew used and the Manipulator Foot Restraint that you saw
manuevered around the c~rgo bay and the MMUs, those Manned
Manuevering Units that were just absolutely fantastic today. All
that equipment seemed to work especialy well. It was better I
think than everybody had hoped for, it was a super day. The crew
got off this morning to a nice, early, fresh start, I think as we
be~~n prep they were probably almost on the order of an hour or
an h~ur and 1/2 early and they managed to stay ahead all day. As
we got into the EVA itself, Bob had some problems with the foot
restraint and so we readjusted some of the order of the tasks of
the day, but by the time we finished the day, we'd worked all the
items back in again that we'd reshuffled and I think if you mark
off on the old checklist, we did all the things we had planned to
do and we picked up those extra tasks that we added for the crew
to do. We even thought that the camera delta had been left
outside ,because we told them to leave it out there, and 10 and
behold it showed up in the airlock at repress time, and I don't
know how it got in there, but the crew picked it up as they
closed the door. So we're quite please, the EVA did run a little
bit longer than the timeline, but about as long as we expected it
to go. We had planned for about a 6 hour EVA, and 5 hours and 55
minutes is what we ended up with. We had timelined, oh 45
minutes to an hour less of aotivity in knowing that we were
probably a little over-ambitious on that. r think all in all the
day was quite a spectacular. We took a significant step today, I
think, in demonstrating some more capability of the Shuttle
program and its ability to be able to service satellites. And
especialy to prepare for flight 13, which we'll be working on in
flight April, in April. With that I'll take questions.
PAO
All right, we'll go to the questions here first at
JSC. Wait for the mike please, if I don't identify you by name,
please identify yourself. And let's start with Craig Covault of
Av Week.
CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Jon, I'm not entirely sure what
kind of diffioulty Bob ran into with the MFR initialy that forced
the wave-off of his work on the MFR.
COX
The way we did the wave-off is he got behind having
some diffioulty with the foot restraints over at the FFS when he
was servicing the manipulator getting it ready to fly. And also
getting the tool boards out, he was having, again, some more
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trouble with the foot restraints. We did do, did ask the crew to
do a check, which I have not heard the results of yet, about
checking his boot sizes and all that. He felt his shoe was not
fitting in the foot restraints properly, well by the time he
worked on that for quite awhile, he got himself behind and what
we tried to do for the MMU flights is time that so that it works
properly with the sunlight, so we had him not do the MFR so he
could get over and catch the MMU flight which was the primary
part of the flight and priority task of that EVA. So we got him
onto that and then Bruce picked up the MFR work.
COVAULT
Yes, but on the foot restraints though, I thought
he was having trouble with the SESA foot restraints, not the foot
restraints over by the FSS.
COX
He reported trouble with the SESA once, we had the
opinion that he was probably having trouble with all of them,
because he began to report at the end, when we asked him about
it, in fact he didn't know if it was the toe clearance or the
width of his feet or the heel, so we asked him to do a check on
the foot restraints that's in the airlock and see if we could get
a better idea of what that was.
COVAULT
Did you hear him make a call about the stant ion not
corning down on the MFR initially.
COX
I don't recall a comment to that effect. It seemed
to work fine, if you watched it in use it did e.ll the right
things. Bruce was using it quite liberally, he was swinging it
back and forth and using it as a work site like it's designed to
be.
PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Jon, was there any TV taken of the 300 or 320
foot translation that Bruce made, and were there some tape
problems or something? I couldn't quite figure out what was
going on there when they were not on live.
COX
The reason we weren't live, there was TV taken of
the whole thing, it'll be dumped, the parts we did not see live,
will be dumped.
SHERR

When?

COX

Oh, probably thru the night and tomorrow.

SHERR

Nothing before then?

COX
We'd have to check the coverage, I don't know
exaotly when they'll all be in, but that's the plan, to get that
all cleared off and returned. And then we have to have the crew
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up and cueing the tapes and all that sort of stuff so we can get
it down.
SHERR
Ok, the other thing is was Bob cheated out of his
MMU time at all? It seemed as if he had a shorter time in the
MMU then Bruce did.
COX
It looked like we were headed that way, just
because we were running a little bit late on the timeline, but I
think by the time we got finished, Bruce was still over at the
SPAS working, I think Bob ended up the same amount of propellant
aa Bruce did, so he flew for just about the same amount of
time. I didn't take a mark on start to stop time, but he did as
flying as Bruce did.
PAO
We may be dumping some of that TV tomorrow, we
don't have a schedule right now, we'll let you know. Third row,
here.
LEE DIDED (Los Angeles Times)
Did you see, 2 quick questions,
did you see anything in the MMU activities today that would
anyway affect your plans for the Solar Max Operation, anything
that would inhibit you or change your planning or anything.
COX
hoped for.

Not a thing, it was as good or better than we ever

DIDED

Ok, that's fine, thank you.

PAO

Question here from Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
Bob had problems with foot
reetraints and several different things out there, and apparently
was really having to wrestle to get some tool, either get tools
in the racks, get tools out of the racks, or I'm not sure, but
&nay the rack had grabbed him by the angle by that time. What was
the cause of all this, or do you simply know yet, what the,
because Bruce's activities seemed to go pretty slick. Maybe he
was sweating those things a little bit more that we didn't know
about, but Stewart was having some problems.
COX
I think we caught ourselves in further checking the
way the timeline had been developed in preparation for this
flight, one of the things that was done to save a little time was
to change the way you mount the tool boards on the MFR. That was
one of the late changes here just before flight. Somebody asked
did Bob ever go thru that procedure in the water tank to try
that, and the guess was maybe he had not, and what you had to do
was install the tool bugs upside down from what you normally
do. I think he was trying to install them the other way, and
that added to the foot problems just got him further behind.

1
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BYARS
Yes, I know there was a comment in there about
having him try them from the bottoms and his response was, well,
its never worked that way before.

cox

But you notice it worked.

BYARS
But it did work, Ok, I'll let him explain that to
you all when he gets back.
PAO

I

have a question from Jules Bergman, ABC.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
Jon, the crew sounded noticably fatigued
from about 1/2 way on thru the EVA and also is the fan noise so
great inside the helmet that they had to shout that much?
COX
The shouting was primarily done by Bob, and that
was a vox sensitivity problem that he was having. When he talked
in a normal tone of voice, he couldn't trigger the vox, so he was
having to yell. So that's why you heard the yelling, Bruce was
talking in a normal tone that we're used to listening to. They
did a little check at the end by swapping comm modes and found
out that in the other comm mode the sensitivity appears to be
better, and so we will probably have them operate, swap with EMU
1 or Bruce on the B system and Bob on the A system for the 2nd
EVA, or at least that's what we're thinking about right now. As
far as the fatigue, they all sounded in my opinion, pretty
chipper and happy. As a matter of faot I thought it was about
1/2 way thru the EVA that Bob began picking up and sounded
running full force. So I didn't perceive the same thing you may
have.
BERGMAN

So its a faulty vox problem at best, or at worst.

COX

Right,

PAO
Times.

All right question from John Wilford, New York

I

think that's all it was.

WILFORD
Two questions. I don't understand why Stewart
would have troubles with the foot restraints and McCandless
wouldn't. Those boots must be roughly the same size and they
were using the same restraints weren't they?

***
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COX
Yes, and that's why we asked them to go ahead and
check. They are differnt boots, we think they are all the same
size, but we asked them to go ahead and check that.
WILFORD
And the other question is, could you talk about the
RMS activities. Did you have any problems when they were
working, hanging there from the RMS, did you accomplish all your
objectives then?
COX
We did not take the force measurements at the MEB
site, we felt that we had enough data from all the work that
Bruce did there, and if you saw him, he was sort of jumping and
pushing against the arm, to give it a good evaluation, or a good
shakedown, as a work site. The one site, that is ~ost like the
13 case, and the one that is better stress on the arm, was to
take the force measurements out of the longeron, which has the
arm almost fully extended. We did do those. And the numbers
that we received, were almost, and not in all cases, they were +
and - X, Y and Z numbers, but in most cases they were 1 1/2 to 2
times larger, in other words you had to push harder to make the
arm give, in other words, it worked as a more stable platform,
then we had planned.
PAO

Gentlemen in the back.

MCCONNELL (Readers Digest)
Would you characterize the overall
crew reaction to you when they were told this morning about the
failure of the Palapa firing.
COX
I wasn't there when they were told that.
know they couldn't been happy about it.

~o,

I

MCCONNELL
it?

You have no, you didn't hear anything further about

COX

No

MCCONNEL

Thank you.

PAO

young lady

I

wasn't there.

JONES (National Space Institute)
Both Stewart and McCandless
commented on a jutter, sensation when they we're flying. And r
think Bruce at some pOint, gave his own diagnosis, but I didn't
catch it. What was the diagnosis of that shutter.
COX
That was a little bit of a, some sort of a force
isolation or something that he was getting when he made a + X
translation and his guess was, that it was related to a CG
affect, since every crewman's going to fit into this just a
little bit differently, into his, little bit of a toggling
affect. We went up with the recommendation to change the control
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mode and try it again. We did not get any feedback of whether
that improved it or not, but I suspect that it may have.
PAO

Gentlemen in the back.

SMITH (Channel 26-Houston)
How would you appraise the morale in
Mission Control and up on the Shuttle now, after the success of
the spacewalk, compared to the difficulties you had earlier in
the mission?

cox

I know today, everybody was very up, and very
happy, and couldn't help but be. As far as compared to the
others, I've only been in spottily, you know, when we had EVA
related task, so I couldn't give you a total characterization but
what I have seen has not been a real happy group but today it was
very up.
PAO
Have a quest~on from Jerry Hannifan in the back
from Time and after that qUbgtion we'll go to KSC and then we'll
come back here. Jerry?
HANNIFAN (Time)
Would it ~e correct to say that Bruce and Bob
were working in an atmosphere of say that one would find
equivalent of 12 to 14 thousand feet on a mountain top, where
pressure is concern, psi?

cox

You know you have to work that on the 02 partial pressure
game and they were running at 4.3 pure oxygen. That's pretty
high. The cabin right now is running for example at a little
over 3, just about 3 psi partial pressure, so, the actual oxygen
concentration that they had - exposed to was higher than what the
cabin is which is a high-altitude case. They were probably
closer to sea level than a high mountain as far as the oxygen
they had.
PAO
Okay. We're going to go to KSC, following that
we'll go to Marshall, then we'll come back here. So let's have
the questions now from Kennedy Space Center.
REG TURNELL (BBC)
Bruce McCandless was discussing at one time
whether or not he should bring a trash bag back into the airlock,
what was this trash?

cox

The reason he wanted to bring the trash bag back in
was his cuff checklist had fallen off, a little screw had come
loose, he saw it drifting off, caught it, stuffed it in the trash
bag, that he was using at the worksite, when he did the main
electronic box task. Where he would stuff extra trash from that
job •. He wanted to keep his checklist so he brought the trash bag
back.
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SALESTEAD (Baltimore Sun) - A follow up to question a few moments
ago on the shaking and rattleing of the MMU, I didn't fully
understand your answer, and was this occurring when McCandless
was in a particular attitude, or when he, when a particular set
of thrusters were firing, or just when did he encounter this
problem?
COX
Let me characterize this a little bit, Bruce is so
familiar, he can probably, he is probably more sensitive to the
way those thrusters perform than anybody else that will ever fly
that. I don't think Bruce commented, I mean, Bob commented at
all to that affect. But when Bruce did fly it, he felt some
little jittering, when he made + X translations. We made a
recommendation for Bob's translation, that if he felt something
like that, to change hiB control mode, either go to attitude
hold, or switch from one control system to another. But we did
not get any more feedback from Bob, that he needed to do that, or
that he had sensed it. I don't think we have an explanation for
it, other than the fact that it just may be some extra pulsing on
the jet. And that may have been the result of a CG offset, is
what Bruce had speculated •
SALESTEAD
COX

. Which way is +X.
That would be pushing you forward.

LEWIS (Chicago Sun Times) - How far did Bob go out? Do you have
a measurement of his farthest distance, and then I have one more
question.
COX
They both went just slightly over 300 feet, I think
Bruce went about l15 or so feet on his and Bob ended up about
305, or so, SOMething iike that.
LEWIS
Could you summarize briefly what they did
accomplish in rehearsal for Thursday's flight.
COX
Well in rehearsal for Thursday's flight, they give
the MMU a good checkout. And the different tasks that we'll be
doing on Thursday, weIll be docking with the rotating SPAs, which
is a simulation of the solar max, rotation which we'll be using
on flight 13, so we made sure that the MMU performed like we
expected it to perform so that when we go up now, and do the
rotating docking exercise on the next EVA, we won't have any MMU
questions in there. It will be how the (garble) aspects
worked. Further looking down the road, towards the solar max
repair flight, the checkout of the manipulator foot restraints,
gave us a lot of confidence, in the fact that is a very good work
site. Looks like the EVA task that we've hoped to perform from
that worksite, will work out fine, in changing out the equipment
on that satellite. That was kind of the bottom line of what we
learned today.
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MEECHUM (Gannette News Service)
Can you tell us what
temperature extremes, the suits had to adjust to, when they were
out there? Give us an idea what they were.
COX
I sure wouldn't have anything off the top of my
head. They can't be any different than what the Orbiter is
exposed to when you're looking at deep space, you see
temperatures below 200 degrees, when you're looking at the snn,
you see very hot temperatures. When you're facing the earth you
see something reflecting back at you in the order of 0 degree
fahrenheit. It's that kind of a spread, but I couldn't give you
the an exact number.
BOYLE (Timpton Conservative) - Do you have any times for undock
to dock of each of the MMU's?

***
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COX
No, I didn't log this times. It would be hard to
see because there is nothing in telemetry that will let you know
when they are docked or not docked. That would be something the
crew would have to log onboard since we didn't have continuous TV
of those activites. And they don't do that.
FRANK HUCENOA (Today)
Two questions. One, how did the SPAS
perform during all that, and the second is are there any timeline
changes now in the next two days?
COX
The SPAS was basically off. The only experiment
that was left on during the EVA, was the heat pipe, and then we
did activate the mass spec while the troubleshooting activity was
going on to see whether the fix had taken or not. So SPAS
performed exactly what it was supposed to do today. It did
appear that the fix on the SPAS was a very good fix. It wasn't
exactly what we were looking for. Wa were looking to trip a
microswitch or to reset the setting on it, maybe a tenth of a
millimeter or 2 tenths of a millimeter. We probably got a little
bit more than that so what they are doing now is they are going
through an exercise of moving the mass spec pointing and
watching, with each command, how much of a motion they get. It
seems that they can position it where they want but they sort of
have to calibrate the command sequences that they have to use to
get there. We were doing that over the last TORS pass. As far
as activities the remainder of the flight, at least looking
towards tomorrow, we'll be doing a water dump and recharge on the
MMUs and we're going to probably, I mean on the EMUs and instead
of filling the EMUs once, we'll go ahead and fill them twice to
assure that we have cleared out any particulates or contamination
that we, that I think has been briefed to you before o~ the
bladders of the EMUs. I might mention along that line, we did
have a little caution and warning system were it did show on
Bob's suit just right at the end of EVA, just as he was going
into the airlock, a sublimator pressure enunciation. We went
through the standard procedure we do. That is a message that you
can typically get when you have an ice built up on the
sublimator. He went through the exercise to go ah~ad and melt
the ice and then return the water flow and that cleared it so
that was about the only thing we did pick up out of the EMUs go
as far as the alarms went. But anyhow, we are going to be doing
that water dump thing, and the SPAS people, now that they're back
with a funct!onal warning capability on the mass spec will be
updating their timeline to get back to a more nominal sequence of
events for that activity.
KSC

There are no other questions from JSC, KSC.

PAO
All right, we are going to go to Marshall for 2
questions and then we'll come back here. Marshall?
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TOM KNIGHT (WAFF TV)
John the, now that camera delta has ended
up back inside the cabin, are there plans to go ahead and repair
that and return it to its position.
COX
There was a message being reviewed in the room as I
left, tells the crew about what the different steps are to go
ahead and change out that camera with one of the in-cabin cameras
and then perform a checkout on it. I suspect by the time we get
finished this evening that message will probably be on board for
the crew to work with tomorrow. Was there something else?
KNIGHT
Yes. I wanted to ask you also, I noticed Bob, once
he reberthed with his MMU, there was a period of time there he
seemed to be in position. Was he having some difficulty
releasing himself.
COX
No, I don't think it was a problem releasing, I
think he was just having trouble finding the latches. You have
to be flying backwards in the blind trying to make the latches
behind you. We just noticed he took 2 or 3 approaches to get
into there and as soon as the latches hit it locked up and he was
home.
I was just wondering if during the
JIM ADAMSON (Ctlannel 31)
EVAs because they were out there with no umbilical, if
technically then both Bob stewart and Bruce McCandless would be
considered temporary satellites then.
Why not?
COX

I

MARSHALL

There are no further questions at Marshall.

PAO
UPI.

All right, we'll come back here to JSC.

wouldn't call them that, but -

Olive,

TALLEY
What about the cinema 360? Did they get the
thermal blanket fixed and covering that up?
COX
I never asked. We took one quiok pan by it and it
looked like they might have but the angle we were at you couldn't
tell. Since they got everything else done, I suspect they
probably got over there but there's some questions that we are
going to either ask them tonight or put up on the teleprinter.
Weill find out all those little things like that. We did go
ahead, my comment to the cinema 360, since we got off the
timeline, we got their photo coverage out of sequence a little
bit and so we did not get the MMU free flight. We'll go ahead
and pick that up on the second EVA. We did get all the MFR
work. There was two tasks we were trying to get.
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This gentleman here in third row.

DAVE JACKSON (Time Magazine)
I noticed during McCandless's exit
from the cargo bay, what looked to be shooting stars in the
background followed by a flurry of dust. What was that we were
seeing? I mean they were really going very fast in the distance
past.
COX
I noticed at the same time Hoot cOlhmented that they
had been seeing that at every sunrise so I don't know what it
~as, your guess is as good as mine.
JACKSON
Okay. Can I ask another question too. This ice in
the suit you mentioned, is that, r don't understand where that
is. Is that outside or inside the suit? And why COX
There is a cooling package right up on the top of
that backpack that they have, the (garble), the sublimator. The
way you keep cool in there is you oirculate water, and the heat
exchanger that you use is really a device where you expose water,
to a vacuum. It freezes, makes a little ice layer and then as
you pass water through that devioe it cools and then has an
exchanger that cools with the air. So the airflow itself is what
is getting cool and that's what makes you stay 0001.
JACKSON
the suit?

And was that ice built up then on the outside of

COX

No, no.

JACKSON

Oh okay, thank you.

PAO

Gentleman.

It's underneath all that thermal.

ANITOLEAS (German Radio)
Once the astronauts attach to the SPAS
satellite, are they meant to stop the rotation with help of the
MMUs or are they just only gOing to att.ch themselves.
COX
They are just going to attach themselves. The RMS
is intentionally spinning that satellite with a motor driving
system and everything, and it doesn't prove anything to see if
you can fight against the RMS and stop it's motors or what not.
That seems to be of no purpose. We want to really see, the job
that you have to do there is approach the satellite, time
yourselves so that you catch the trunnion pin where you want it,
and then rate match it and then go on in and dock. And that's
the training task that we've been working with for each of these
crewman, and then we want to see how well that has been done.
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ANITOLEAS
But it's the spin rate of the solar max, what they,
they would stop the solar max and would they try to bring them
into the space shuttle cargo bay only by help of the MMU or with
the shuttle itself to send maneuvers to bring them closer to it?
COX
For the flight 13 case, the crewman will stop the
satellite, hold it still and then the Orbiter will fly over and
grapple it with the RMS. There is a grapple fixture on it. And
then go ahead and put it down in the cargo bay with the RMS.
ANITOLEAS
Final question, once these extravehicular
activities (garble), are you still planning to come down to
Kennedy on time or do you still have any ideas of prolonging it
one day?
COX
I think everything is looking perfectly nominal for
end of mission.
PAO

We'll go to Chris Peterson in the back there.

PETERSON
Can you address camera delta.
a good healthy camera back?

Ar.e we going to get

COX
Well, we're hoping the folks figured out the
malfunction properly and that the camera swap will do the job.
We'll know once they run through that procedure that we'll be
uplinking to them.
PAO

Carlos Byars.

CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
PAO

Sorry.

BYARS
Chronicle.

Yes, I'm still Carlos Byars, I'm still with the

PAO

Sorry about that.

BYARS
On the, I think (garble) commented earlier that we
were seeing some funny things on TV. The picture would break up,
or it would get fuzzy and go away and then come back, ana we know
you were not using TORS during this for various reasons. Could
you tell us what was going on, were you having some other camera
problems or was it somewhere in the system between there and
here? Or did you all simply not see what we were seeing?
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COX
I think you probably just watched more steady TV
then you probably normally are used to watching and normally
signal strength goes up and down or look angles get a little bit
different. We lose the picture and it comes back up again. You
go through it. You were using the GSTDN sites to pick up the TV
today and we have key holes across those sites and we have holes
between sites and what not. I think you were just seeing some of
that.

***
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BYARS
One other question, Bob had some problems, I got
the feeling that he had a problem, when he was getting back into
the airlock, or after he got back into the airlock, do you recall
anything along that?

cox

That was that sublimator pressure.
That was the sublimator thing?

COX
Yes, it was the only message that had been
annunciated to anybody all day, and since he was all finished he
just jumped in the airlock.
BYARS

Ok.

PAO

Lynn.

SHERR (ABC)
John, just 2 quick ones. First, why didn't we see
more helmet camera pictures, and second what was the maximum
speed either man reached in the MMU today, can you say?
COX

Maximum speed?

PAO

They don't have odometers onboard, do they?

COX
No, the way it's estimated is with the radar and
the radar did not work real well on Bruce's flight, we had a
rough time getting it to lock on. So the estimations there were
kind of poor. I think we got on the order of a foot per
second. On Bob's, I remember some 8 tenths and 7 tenths and
those type numbers that came up.
SHERR
Ok, the other question was the helmet camera.
didn't we see more from Bruce's helmet camera?

Why

COX
We did seleot it a few times earlier. That helmet
camera is kind of a nice thing, which you'll notice we don't
really expect it to have great piotures. It does a neat job when
you are far away from the Orbiter, but it doesn't point the same
direction you're always looking, so if you are looking here, the
camera's probably looking over here. You can look down and be
working and the camera's looking over here, so it doesn't always
give you a very good field of View. I think we switched it a few
times, but found that it wasn't worth staying with.
PAO

Jules Bergman, ABC.

BERGMAN

You have the whole thing, Jim.

PAO

Thank you.
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BERGMAN
Jon, what are the highlights left for Thursday's
EVA and based on what you've seen so far do you have any doubts
at all of any kind about the Solar Max rescue mission.
COX
No, I'll answer that last part first. I think that
this was great confirmation that the plans that have been made
for the Solar Max flight, as far we can tell by everything that
was reasonable to test and demonstrate, all worked beautifully,
so that was super. I think the highlights for the 2nd EVA for
Thursday, 11 you get almost continuous TV coverage of it because
we will not be flying this V-bar attitude that we were in today,
it will be a fixed attitude, so we'll have v~ry good Ku-band
comm. That will be refreshing to be able to watch an activity
from beginnin9 to end. The other thing is you will see a fairly
dynamic activity rather than watching a crewman slowly fade off
in the distance and then return, you'll be watching this approach
to the rotating satellite, dock with it, go back again. Each
crewman will be doing that on Thursday's EVA. And then towards
the end, if you'r~ an MMU-affectionato, you'll notice that
towards the end there's about an hour of special tests that Bruce
is goin9 to fly in the MMU. Probably won't be highly dynamic,
but you'll see a lot of manuevering around the bay with th~ MMU.
PAO

Criag Covault, Av Week.

COVAULT
A couple of quick ones on a couple of engineering
topics, one of which you've already touched on with the radar.
How did it compare with your expectations going into it?
COX
We don't still understand why we did not get a 900d
lock on Bruce's translation. It worked as we expected it to for
Bob's. It acquired at about the ri9ht time, then we lost lock at
about 70 feet as we came on in, and I think that was almost the
exact number that we had when we did the work with the SPAS on
flight 7.
COVAULT
Ok, and the 2nd one.
problem cleared up there ok?
COX

At the end?

COVAULT

Yes.

Did Bob get his SCU umbilical

COX
What he had done was got himself tangled, so he
unhooked and hooked and then couldn't get an indication that he'd
swaped power so, there is a little procedure that you go thru to
swap power, or kill power and wait so many seconds, turn it back
on and see if everything works right. It'~ a display problem you
have on the actual systems that you're kind of faked out. You
don't know whether you've 90t the power back or not.
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PAO
There being no more questions, thank you Jon Cox,
EVA Flight Director, thank you.
END OF TAPE
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PAQ
Good morning. I'm Jim McCoullogh, Deputy Director
of Public Affairs for NASA and I'd like to welcome you here this
morning. we've ask you to come here this morning becRuse we have
a significant announcement about economic development in space.
Before we get into the substance of the press conference,
however, I'd like to explain our format. This morning we've got
speakers in two places, here and St Paul, Minn. and we have
reporters in five places. They are here in this room, in St
Paul, at the Kennedy Space Center in Florida, at the Johnson
Space Canter in Texas, and at the Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Ala. And for some of you people here today, if this
seems like a television show and unfamiliar format of a press
conference, I should explain that. NASA does this regularly in
connection with the Shuttle program - linking our Shuttle
Centers. We've just begun this here, so, I guess the Washington
Press Core will have to become accustomed to it as we go along.
We will first hear from the two speakers here in Washington and
then the speakers in St Paul. Then for the question period, we
will begin here in Washington and move to St Paul, Kennedy,
Johnson, and Marshall, in that order. I thought maybe we would
perhaps take six questions in each place to ensure that each site
has an opportunity to participate and if we have any more time
and any more questions after that we will start the round-robin
again. The two people with us here in Washington today are Mr.
James Beggs the Administrator of NASA and Mr. Lewis W. Lehr,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of 3M. We would like to
start now with Mr. Beggs.
BEGGS
Thank you, Jim, and good morning. We're delighted
to be with you this morning, on this, what we consider to be a
very important new initiative for both the agency and for
industry as well. In the state of the union address a few weeks
ago, the President directed NASA to develop a permanently manned
U.S. Space Station within a decade and to work to encourage
private sector initiatives in space. Today we are delighted to
announce that 3M of st Paul, Minn., has decided tc begin a long
term research program aimed at producing commercial products in
space and doing research in space, The company will invest time,
resources, and talent, in what I believe, will turn out to be a
very considerable, and we hope and trust, a very productive
effort. We here at NASA are very impressed by 3M, being an R&D
organization, we always admire those who are widely known and who
have invested over the years in research and development programs
in search of new products, and for the innovation and excellence
in American industry. 3M is indeed a leader and we are pleased
and proud that they have decided to become a leader in space
initiatives. Moreover, I'm confident that the entry of one of
the nation's largest nonaerospace companies into the economic
development of space will hasten the day that American industry
will be comfortable with their research and manufacturing
facilities in space and just as reliant on them, and perhaps they
will become just as productive as their R&D facilities on
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Earth. NASA, of course, stands ready to assist these
initiatives, just as we always have. In the memorandum of
understanding with 3M, we have agreed to work together to develop
a plan to explore the space frontier for potential commercial
applications and materials processing. We anticipate this
process will be completed in time to permit 3M's first
experiments to fly aboard the Space Shuttle later this year. The
company's experiments will deal with organic crystalline
materials and the preparation of thin films that could have
application with fields of electronics, imaging energy
converging, and biology. We have entered in somewhat similar
understandings in other areas of research with other companies in
the past and they have turned out to be very fruitful. Our
understanding with 3M will lead into new aceas of research
concerned with chemistry and processing materials and that is why
we welcome 3M enthusiastically and we hope that we will have a
long and profitable relationship. As a first step, we have
agreed that 3M will send 10 of its top scientists to visit the
five NASA centers conducting materials research to exchange
scientific and technical information with NASA scientists and
engineers. 3M scientists will visit Marshall, Johnson, Lewis,
Langley, and the Jet propulsion Laboratory. We are very
confident these visits will be mutually productive. 3M has
proposed the establishment of a series of advanced research
institutes to coordinate between the government and industry and
the academic world to do basic long-term research experiments
which could lead to viable commercial products and specific
disciplines. The idea has a great deal of appeal to us and we
will work with 3M in trying to bring that into being. In
addition, we will seek the approvals necessary to create a
speCial advisory group to advise NASA on how it may best promote
commercial uses of space. To be a leader in any area of high
technology development a company must get in on the ground floor
because it takes years of research to translate R&D into useful
commercial products for the market place. 3M'S decision to enter
what is a new arena for the company indicates that it is serious
about using space for this purpose and we wish it well. I
conqratulate 3M on its foresight and imagination. The president
has given the signal that industry has been waiting for. He has
indicated that government will support a space interest structure
to enable industries both large and small to move into space
quickly, decisively, and with confidence. I'm delighted that 3M
has decided to join. As Shakespeare wrote in one of his many
comedies which were directed towards almost every area of human
endeaver, emulation has a tl.ousand sons, and while 3M is the
first, we expect that there will be many others who will follow
them. We are confident that they will be equally fruitful and
profitable for both NASA and the private sector. I'm confident
that the partnership of government, academia, and private
industry that has maintained our leadership in space for 25 years
will continue to ensure that leadership in the years ahead.
Weill work together to make sure that we bring the benefits and
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the research back down here to Earth to benefit all mankind. And
now it's my very great pleasure to introduce Mr. Lewis W. Lehr
the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of 3M. Thank you very
much. Mr. Lehr.
LEHR
Good morning, and thank you, Mr. Beggs. It really
is a pleasure and an honor for me to be here with you today in
helping to make this announcement of NASA's and 3M's joining
forces in the exploration of space for scientific purposes. What
NASA brings to this partnership is certainly well known. You've
taken men to the Moon and back and only yesterday we witnessed
the first untethercd walks in space. You are highly recognized
as an agency with a vision for the future. 3M, in turn, has been
called a company with a bias for action, a broadly based company
known for scientific innovation and the successful
commercialization of its technologies. Most of the world.
however, knows us best for our scotch-brand tapes. But, the
scientific community also knows 3M for its expertise in specialty
chemicals, surface chemistry, precision coating, and in materials
research. 3M also brings to this jOint endeaver a conviction
that space science can be applied constructively for humanity
through industry and commerce. 3M is a company where close to 25
percent of its revenues each year come from products that have
been introduced within the past 5 years. To maintain that kind
of performance, we are constantly looking to the future.

***
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LEHR
We recognize that now is always the proper time to
start building for the future, and 3M is convinced that now is
the time to make significant investment to basic research and
industrial investment in the future of space. The time is right
because the space program that has been mainly governmental is
now entering a new phase. A phase that will bring a major
increase in the utilization of space for industrial purposes.
The success of this Space Shuttle program and President Reagan's
strong desire to open space to industrial activities have
combined to stimulate a great deal of private sector interest.
We look forward as do many others to the completion of a manned
Space Station some time in the next decade. Meanwhile, We expect
to have 3M oxperiments in space beginning this August. A team of
scientist at 3M center in St. Paul, is already preparing for such
experiments. There aim is to move rapidly toward the day when
manufacturing processes in space can be harnessed for the good of
people everywhere. This is one part of our involvement. Another
part is the proposed establishment of a1vanced research
institutes. 3M will be pleased to take a leadership role to
coordinate future scientific experiments in space in cooperation
with NASA. 3M's idea is to create new ways through which
industry, government, and academia can be represented as
decisions are made for space research in chemistry and materials,
in engineering, in physics, and in biosciences. To work with
NASA, in evaluating this proposal, I am naming as 3M liaison, Dr.
Christopher J. podsiadly, Director of 3M Science Research
Laboratory. Dr. Podsiadly, is also the person in charge of 3M's
first experiments in space. I am personnaly pleased with this
program and consider it a tribute to our talented 3M scientiflc
community that our company can help in this way. A number of our
people have played a part in bringing about today's announcement,
we expect that their innovative approach to the future will
contribute to 3M's continuing flow of new and useful products and
technologies for people everywhere. Thank you.
PAO
Before we switch to St. Paul, a message arrived
here, this morning, and Mr. Beggs would like to' deliver.
BEGGS
I'd like to take just a couple of minutes to read a
letter that came over this morning. It begins: Dear Jim, Both
in my State of the union address last month and my state on
National Space Policy of July 4th of 1982, r made the expansion
of private investment involvement in space a major obj9ctive of
the united States Government. The Congress endorsed this thrust
in 1983 committee reports from both houses. Recognizing the
potential benefits offered by commercial space endeavors, this
administration has taken steps to encourage private enterprise to
take advantage of opportunities to create new industries and new
jobs, lower product cost, and improve the balance of trade. We
dee the chance for teohnological progress which may dramatically
enhance treatment of diseases, make major advances in electronics
and computers, develop lighter and stronger metals, and enjoy
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important new advances in communications. Therefore, I was
delighted to receive word of NASA's first major cooperative
program of basic materials research in space. Less than 2 weeks
ago, I asked that we significantly step up our development
efforts in space for the benefit of all mankind. Now 3M becomes
the first major American corporation to respond to that
initiative. For 25 years NASA has advanced human experience on
the frontier of space with its knowledge of science and
technology. Now it will be moving into an unfamiliar role that
of primo player of the economic scene as it enters in
partnership with private firms, large and small, to develop the
economic potential of space. 3M's decision is the finest
tradition of the object of real spirit that helped this nation
grow, and reach the pinnacle of technological leadership. But
its commitment is not an easy one. It requires a substantial
investment of human and financial resources and a great deal of
faith because the outcome and benefits are uncertain. I extend
my best wishes to all who gather In celebration of this new
partnership and look forward to periodic reports on your
progress. Sincerely, Ronald Reagan. We're very appreciative of
that. The President has, of course, been a great supporter of
this program, he continues to be vitally interested in it, and as
you can tell by his letter, he is pleased and I'm sure will
continue to follow the progress we make in our new endeavors
working with the private sector to develop new products and
services. Thank you.
PAO
We are about to switch the origination of this
press conference to St. Paul. When we go there we're going to
hear from a Dr. Robert M. Adams who is 3M's Senior Vice President
for teohnology services, for Mr. Issac Gillam, who is the
Assistant Associated Administrator of NASA'o offioe of space
flight, which has our, contains cur division for commercial
development. And special treat this morning, Astronaut Bonnie
Dunbar will be there also. Now we're ready to 90 to St. Paul.
ADAMS
Good morning and Welcome. You have already been
introduced to my fellow panelist here. I want to extend a
special welcome, however, to Ike Gillam, to Dr. Dunbar, and of
course, I'm very pleased to have Dr. Podsiadly on this platform
with me. We're speaking to you from 3M Center which is not only
headquarters for 3M world wide operations, but it is also the
place where we do most of our research and many of our
administrative activities. Most people don't associate 3M
company with the apace program. We're not an aerospace
company. But we have supplied many products in the past to NASA
contractors. For example, 3M was there when the docking
materials were needed for the first rendezvous in spac6. 3M was
there when astronauts set foot on the Moon for the first time in
the form of the fluroastromers whioh we make and which tolerate
some extremes in temperature tolerance. And 3M is in space
today, we have a ceramic fiber which provide the heat shield
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material for the protection of the Shuttle during reentry. ~~e
have imaging processing equipment to read signals from outer
space. Here at this 400-acre site that surrounds us here in St.
Paul, we have about 11,000 employees. And approximately half of
them are engaged in research development and engineering. Now as
we look to the future we believe that all of us will have our
horizons broadened by what we're announcing today. This is where
3M's first space experiments are being prepared by a team of
research specialist. The experimentation scheduled for our first
Shuttle participacion, possibly as early as August of this year,
will be of two types, as you've heard, relating to the growth of
organic crystals and development of thin films. Particular areas
of interest are the prospects of growing crystals from organic
materials that cannot be crystalized on Earth. On Earth we have
the pull of gravity, in space we have the advantage of
microgravity and of course a perfect vacuum. We're also
interested in the development of thin films, with nobble physical
and chemical properties. From this work will come a base of
information about the processing of organic materials in that low
gravity, almost clean-room environment. We believe this type of
research has protential applications in many fields. Memory and
imaging media, electronic products, energy conversion, and
biology. All areas in which 3M already has considerable
expertise.

***
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ADAMS
This kind of space research is new to industry. It
will ensure that we are poised and ready for operations in space
when the space station is ready, and given the rapid pace of
technological change today, we have to be ready. The
possibilities are exciting, consider for example, the impact on
our present living with the development of industrial plastics
just in the last 40 or 45 years, or the impact of the transistor
since 1947, or the impact, if you will, of 3M's own development
of video tape in 1956, and of course, the impact of satellite
communications since 1960. Now working with Dr. podsiadly, as
Principal Ivestigators on our first team of space researchers are
two scientist from the physical science s~ction of that lab.
They are Dr. Mark Debee and Dr. William Egbert. Members of their
team are already designing appropriate apparatus for the various
experiments that will be conducted. We look on space
experimentation as an exciting new venture and I rather hope that
all of our research, development, and engineering people are as
excited about that prospect as I am. And now Ike Gilham can tell
us more about what the future holds for us. Ike.
GILLAM
Thank you, Dr. Adams. It's a pleasure to be here
in St. Paul to represent NASA on the occasion of this special
anouncement by 3M. The National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958, NASA's Magna Carte, the National Space Policy announced by
the President in July of 1982, and the space program initiatives
announced by the President in his recent State of the Union
Message are derived from the basic premise that civil space
activities of the United States ~re conducted to achieve
scientific, political, and economic benefits for the nation. As
the President indicated in his message, the first 25 years of our
national space program has had a primary focus on exploration.
The Space Shuttle provides us with the initial tool to increase
substantially our level of exploitation of this new frontier.
This tool in combination with the new initiatives for cooperative
activities between government and industry and in the coming
years a space station provides us with the intrestructure which
will allow us to make significant steps in the explotation of
space and keeping with that basio premise that I spoke of
earlier. The 3M Company in announcing its intention to
participate in the exploitation of this new frontier by working
with NASA to explore jOintly, areas of space research with
potential commercial applications is a landmark in our efforts to
begin that era of exploitation. Mr. Beggs has stated earlier
that we at NASA welcome the initiative, we are please that 3M has
agreed to work with NASA on this project. An old proverb states,
that a journey of a thousand miles begins with only one step. We
in NASA believe that this one step is the beginning of a journey
that can result in substantial benefits to 3M, to the nation and
to mankind. We are pleased to have the opportunity to work with
3M in the development of a plan for basic research with potential
commercial activities, commercial applications, to exploit the
space frontier. One of the pleasures that I have in working with
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NASA, is that of meeting and working with interesting and
outstanding people such as Dr. Podsiadly, and our next speaker
Dr. Bonnie Dunbar, Mission Specialist Astronaut with the Johnson
Space Center. Dr. Dunbar.
DUNBAR
Thank you, Mr. Gillam. It's a pleasure to join the
representatives of 3M and NASA in the announcement of this joint
endeavor. I represent just one element of the NASA team, that
part which will have the opportunity to operate materials
processing experiments in space and Space Shuttle crews. Since
1981 the Space Shuttle has served the commercial community in a
number of uses, satellite deployment, Earth observations, and
materials processing in space. The fleet will soon add Discovery
and Atlantis to Columbia and Challenger. Basic research in the
processing of materials using a micro-gravity environment began
relatively early in our program. Several experiments were part
of the Apollo-Soyuz project and later the Skylab program. It was
this early research work, utilizing some appropriately trained
astronauts, which helped to lay the foundation for industrial use
and for the potential of commercial products. Therefore, we are
very pleased that 3M has decided to join with NASA in this joint
endeavor and we can attribute to them the same farsighted,
visionary characteristics that these other companies have. The
Astronaut Office is composed of nearly 80 pilot and Mission
Specialist Astronauts. Astronauts who trained to operate a very
unique transporation vehicle. Space Shuttle crews are also
inter-disciplinary. Pilots and Mission Specialists are composed
of scientists and engineers from a range of backgrounds, We also
crosstrain. And materials processing is one of the areas that we
become very familiar with. We are not mereley passive observers,
but become involved in the evolution of a payload, training for
as long as a year for each particular flight. We sometimes
participate in operational design, but we hope to provide the
customer with insights gained from flight experience. Now in
some cases, the project engineer or scientist representing the
company may accompany the payload. These individuals are called
Payload Specialist. Two flew in the European Spacelab last fall,
and one will fly with a commercial payload in mid-l984. We look
forward to the possibility of flying a 3M project and understand
that someday a 3M payload Specialist may join us. We in the
Astronaut Office chose our occupation because of our belief in
the forward destiny of mankind and because of a vision. That
vision is also shared by 3M. From Shuttle to Space Station to
our next goal, we from the Astronaut Office welcome you aboard.
And I would like to hand the potium now back to Washington and
Jim McCullogh.
PAO
We'd like to begin the question and answer portion
of this right now. Two additional persons are joining us for
this, in st. Paul, Dr. Podsiadly, who Mr. Lehr mentioned is
available for questions and here in Washington Dr. Lester Krogh
who is 3M's Vice President for Research and Development. As I
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recognize you, please state your name and affiliation. We'll
take questions here in Washington now. Bring the mike over here
please.
THERESA FOLEY (Satellite Week)
Mr. Lehr, could you give us an
idea of how much money 3M is planning to spend on this project.
Perhaps if you're gOing to be increasing it year by year, how the
levels will go up? And when do you think you will see a return
on investment?
LEHR

Did you want to handle that, one Dr. Krogh?

KROGH
The best way to describe what we plan to spend in
space is to give you some idea of what we've spent in the last 5
years in research and development. We've spent one and a half
billion dollars in that 5-year period. With that money we
planned to build technologies for the future along with
developing the products which those technologies give us access
to. A small percentage of that will be spent now in space, the
new frontier if you like, new experimonts, new dimensions to
experimentation, which are in the main stream of the programs to
develop technologies that we have going on now. If they're
successful, we'll increase oue expenditure. And if they're
really successfull, we may be manufacturing in space some time in
the next decade.
FOLEY
Could I pin you down on that a little more closely,
you said a small percentage of 1.5 billion over 5 years. What
type of percentage are you talking about, 5 or 1 or 10?

***
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KROGH
We normally spend about 10 percent of our research
and development budget in long range and intermediate range
research.
PAO
We seem to be having a microphone problem here and
if the technicians will check it weld appreciate it. Another
question from Washington, please. Please state your name and
affiliation when the microphone gets to you.
LEONDARD DAVID (Spaceworld Magazine)
I'd like to asked Mr.
Beggs, in relationship to these research institutes, how do these
differ from your proposed centers of excellence as far as microgravity research?
BEGGS
They don't differ from what we have talked about
over the last several years in established centers excellence
throughout the NASA centers as well as the centers of excellence
that we have typically operated with in the Universities. What
3M has proposed, as I now underctand it, is the setting up of a
disciplinary approach to bringing together the industry, NASA and
academia in lOOking at the areas that they are interested in,
materials processing, the organic crystals and that kind of thing
and it's a very interesting idea to us. What they are proposing
is really an extension of what we've been dOing for some time and
I think it has merit in that it will assist us and bring into our
picture in a closer way the industrial side of it.
PAO
here next.

Question in the back row and then weIll come up

(Voice of America)
To any of the gentlemen from 3M, what are
some of the commercial products you anticipate from the venture
and when c~n we expect to see them on the market?
PAO
take that?

That's addressed to anybody.

Who would like to

3M
It's really premature to say when we might have a
commercial product but let me give you some ideas the kinds of
things we're thinking about. Let me give you some ideas the
kinds of things we're thinking about for the future. 3M is in
memory media and is also in many kinds of imaging materials and
those are based on inorganic materials today. We believe there's
a strong possibility that organic materials in crystalline form
could be the next generation of products and I would suspect that
we're looking at something like 7 to 10 years, perhaps as long as
15 years before those would become commercial.
PAO

Another question here.

Right behind you.
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BOB BURKHART (Journal of Commerce)
Mr. Beggs, what is the
ownership of the results of these experiments in space? Who owns
them and who can use them and are they licensable?
BEGGS
The policy that we are following now and which
follows closely the current thinking on Federal policy is that if
a company spends it own money in developing something it is their
intellectual right, it's one of their rights and it belongs to
them and is patentable by them. If there is government money
spent in pursuit of that or in conjuction with or in partnership
with the patent that results can be licensed to the company which
is the partner of the government in the pursuit of that
particular bit of technology. At the same time. in that case we
reserve a royalty-free license for the products if they are used
by the government, that is the purchase is made by the
government. We are also, and I might add this gratuitously, you
didn't ask this part of the question, with respect to the other
patents that we, dnd intellectual property rights that we develop
in the pursuit of our R&D program, we will also license that on
an exclusive basis. If the company or the organization that
licenses agrees to reduce that patent to practice or reduce the
technology to practice and market the product and they can
thereby benefit. Again, we reserve royalty-free rights to it for
the government use of it. But that is in order to enable the
development of our technology in the fastest possible way to
commercial products in the market place and we believe that
that's the best way to do it because certainly if a company is to
spend the money in doing the research and to spend the additional
money in reducing to practice and making commercial products,
they deserve to make the profits for a period of time on an
exclusive basis because we all know that if that's done the
market place benefits and, in the long run, the whole industry
will benefit by reason of the new technology developed. And I'm
very pleased that the Federal Government if moving in this
direction because I think it's the best way to make use of our
technology and the fastest way so as to overcome the problem we
have had visa vie some of our foreign competitors in getting
technology moved in the fastest possible way into the market
place.
PAO
Don Kirkland back there please and then we'll come
back for Theresa. Oh, here. Right here. Here we go. Thank you.
DON KIRKLAND (Scrips Newspapers)
Dr. Beggs, I'm curious, are
other commercial corporations negotiating with NASA for similar
deals like 3M and if so, who are they?
BEGGS
We have active discussions with, where's Ron
Phillips, I think about 20, is that right, Ron, other companies
in various areas. ltd just assume not disclose the names of them
since those negotiations tend to be easier if they are not
conducted quite completely in the public forum but we'll be

.
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announcing some more I am sure. As you know, Don, we have, oh I
guess, a half a dozen agreements with various companies which
have been signed up under the Joint Endeavor policy and welre
pursuing, we will pursue more activities of that type so that we
can fly them free of charge on the Shuttle while they are in the
experimental phase. What we are doing obviously with these
things in one respect is to develop the market for space and
welre very pleased by what has been accomplished to date. I
mention all the time our agreement with McDonnell Douglas and
Johnson & Johnson which is moving very well. In June of this
year we will fly the first of what I hope will be a long series
of astronauts, payload specialists as Bonnie Dunbar pointed out,
who come from the private sector. That'll be Charlie Walker from
McDonnel Douglas.
PAO
11m going to take 2 more here then move to St. Paul
and then we'll come back. I think there'll be time. First
Theresa Foley and then we'll switch back into the corner here.
THERESA FOLEY (Satellite Week)
How many free flights on the
Shuttle are you getting under the MOU and can you tell us about
the first experiment? What kind of carrier will it be on? Will
it be in the middeck or in the payload bay? Will it have a lot
of astronaut interaction with it?
3M
If I can answer that, there are 2 scheduled now.
One will he in the middeck and one will be in the bay itself.
FOLEY

On the same flight?

3M

Hopefully, don't know for sure.

FOLEY

Okay, and then how many free flights under the MOU?

3M

Two.

FOLEY

That's all.

3M

Two so far.

BEGGS
We do this, if I can add to that, Theresa, we do
this on a - as you know, on a space available basis so it's not
totally predictable on which flight they will go. As we manifest
them in as the flight develops and as the space becomes
available. But 11m sure that as this agreement progresses that
we will be flying more than that in an experimental way. But
that remains for the future and we look at each experiment and
each proposal in it' own light.

***
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PAO
I would like to remind people along the loop that
our sequence here is, questions from Washington, and then we'll
move to St. Paul, then we'll move to KSC and then wetll move to
JSC and then down to Marshall. I had, I was going to allocate 6
questions per place, to get started here, we've passed our 6 in
Washington, but I see two more out there and, I guess I see three
out there. 11m going to move on now to the other places, and
then we'll come back and wrap it up here in Washington. If
you're ready now in St. Paul, weill switch there for questions.
STEVE St-lITH (St. Paul Dispatch)
To Dr. Poclsiadly here in St.
Paul, can you describe in lay terms, more explicitly the nature
of the experiments that you are preparing new for the initial
Shuttle flights?
PODSIADLY
Well at this point in time as already been
mentioned, we have experiments for the middeck which are in the
area of organic crystalline material. And or.e that we would like
to get into the payload which would be a thin film experiment,
using one of their get-a-way specials. We haven~t finally
defined exactly what materials will go at this point in time, and
so until we really decide, I can't really say anymore on those
right now.
LOU COLT (Minneapolis Star and Tribune) - For anyone that might
be able to answer this. How soon might a 3M payload specialist
go, and have any be identified as likely candidates to go up on a
Shuttle mission.
3M
Well it's a little early to name specific people.
I think we've got a lot of eager volunteers, they'll have to get
in line, however, if I'm not mistaken, Mr. Lehr has asked to be
the very first. I dontt, I think it's too early to answer that
question.
COLT
What about from NASA's standpoint? How soon would
they be ameanable to having a payload specialist fro~ 3M to go up
on a flight?
BEGGS
All right, I'll. We have the capacity in any
flight to fly as many as eight astronauts, and generally speaking
we, on most of our flights, we are putting 5, a crew of 5 in, so
there is room on many, many flights to fly, an individual who can
work on a specific experiment, during the course of that
flight. Of course, we want to be assured that he will do useful
work in space, or have a useful purpose while he is a member of
the crew, and so we are going, we would look at a proposal from
3M in that light. That is, that the indivdual flyee has a reason
to go, and if Mr. Lehr wants to fly, we would want to know what
he's gOing to do up there. But other than that, I would say that
we can accommodate any number of individuals, and I might say in
that regard, we expect some time next year, that is 1985, to be
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flying some private citizens with us, who also have a reason to
go up. We'll be discussing that in public here in the near
future, as a matter of fact, we have a rule now pending to
initiate that action. So there's no real restriction. We're
gOing to fly a lot in the next few years. We'll fly perhaps 7 or
8 times this year, and maybe as many as 12 next year, so next
year we'll be flying once a month, so we can accomodate people,
individuals who have, have that reason to fly on many, many
flights, over the next 2 or 3 years. Plenty of room.
COLT

So it could be as ear ly as next year, (garble)

BEGGS

Sure, sure.

JEFF HEARNS (WPCN Television)
For Mr. Lehr, whatts the long
term revenue potential, for 3M? What's it going to mean in
dollars and cents for the company over the long term?
LEHR
I dontt think I could quantify that. When we begin
a research program, we have all kinds of speculations about what
the end results will be , usually some are accurate, some are not
quite so accurate. In my opinion though, all this really is, and
I shouldn't use the word all, but what this really is, is a new
environment which can demonstrate different results as a result
of research efforts that we have had ongoing for years and years
and years. We're putting new materials in a new climate. And
out of that we expect to see changes in the results from those
that we have seen here on earth. We can't predict what will
happen, but we certainly believe that there's such a difference
in the environment, that new things will happen, and it's like
the rest of our research, we really don't know what it will lead
to, but if we don't take that step forward, we'll never find
out.
HEARNS

To see some payback for what your doing.

LEHR
Well you sound like the chairMan of 3M asking that
question. I think you've heard Dr. Krogh make statements of
perhaps 5, 10, 15 years. But again, because we can't really
define what will happen, we can't explain to o"ur shareholders,
when they will get an additional return for this. But we
certainly believe that it's a good investment for the people in
our company, for our shareholders, for NASA, and for people in
the world generally.
HEARNS

Thank you.

DAVE ANDREWS (KSTP Television)
This is for Mr. Beggs in
Washington. If the private participations in space research
should grow as you hope it will, and especially with the space
station mission, is NASA considering lOOking at the possibility
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of private industry, underwriting, the cost of our space
operations at any point in the future.
BEGGS
We'll I think we are anticipating the day when the
Shuttle will be a self sustaining program, that is, from the 3
classes of customers that use the Shuttle, the military, the
commercial sector, and the government itself, and foreign
activities, using the Shuttle. I think the investment this
country has made, however, in the Shuttle and in the Shuttle
space station interface should be considered in the same way that
we consider investments in the primary transportation
intrastructure of the nation, as we all know, the highways, the
airways, the air ports, to some extent, the railroads, and the
inland waterways, are constructed and the capital cost covered by
the Federal Government, in the antlcipation, that once that
intrastructure is in place, it will enhance, and improve the
commerce and of course the standard of living, and the ability of
our people to move freely around the country. And I think what
we are doing in establish this same intrastructure in space, is
to provide the same opportunity for both business and eventually,
I beli.eve, the pUblic, to move freely in this new environment.
What we have established here, I think is a very versatile
system. It will be with us for, that is the present generation,
will be with us for the next 25 years or so. And then we will
probably go on to the next generation. Bllt in the Space Shuttle,
and Space Station combination, we expect from an operations point
of view, eventually, the private sector will be contributing a
significant percentage of it's cost. But the capital cost we
will consider to be an investment by the country, in a very
important activity, to facilitate commercial and other
development.
ANDREWS
Just a quick followup, in the initial stages,
especially with the 3M venture, are there any payments being made
initially by 3M to NASA for participation.
LEHR
No. No. we don't require that of anyone, who joins
us in these kind of activities.
PAO
St. Paul, I'd like to take it back here to
Washington, and switch it to KSC, we're running out of time, on
the bird. Can you go to KSC now, please.
KSC PAO
Okay, we have several questions, Al Sealstead from
the Baltimore Sun first.
SEALSTEAD
This question is for Mr. Lehr. Sir, at the risk of
be - I'd like to go back to Teresa Foley's original question. It
is difficult to understand the extent of 3~1's plans for this
project without getting some idea of how much money you're gOing
to invest in it. NOW, perhaps you can't be percise, but are you
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talking about $10,000 or $100,000 or a million dollars, could you
answer that?
LEliR
No, I can't answ"er speci f ically, because as a
matter of fact, our down payment is really part of the total
research investments that we have made over years and years. All
we are doing is taking now, some of those projects, or programs
or experiments, and putting them in a new environment. Now
obviously, there's a cost to that, and we have a number of people
assigned in our laboratories to develop the mechanisms by which
those programs can be transferred into space. It is a people
cost, and then there's some additional cost, but it's mostly a
people cost. As we move forward, because this is an unknown
area, we really can't predict exactly what we will spend. As in
most of our research programs we budget an amount of money each
year for scientific research, out of that comes a defined need
for additional investment. When that time comes, we then look at
the investment, determine whether it will be cost efficient, what
its chance of success will be. That is ~qhat we will do here.
After these initial experiments, lhis year, we will then look at
what it will take in order to continue these programs on these
particular tests and determine what we may think the commercial
value can be and how much of our research budget should go to
that. Certainly, if it looks like it can be commercialized to
the benefit of Qur company and of our country we will invest in
it. We have a company with d very strong balance sheet, a good
growth record, we can afford to invp.st. Certainly, up to the
point that ue think if will be a sound investment for our
company.

***
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Go ahead KSC.

MIKE MEECHUM (Gannette News Service)
There have been previous
crystal growth experiments on Space Shuttle missions. For anyone
at 3M who can answer, does your research grow out of any other
results that other people have obtained from such experiments?
PAO

Did you hear that?

3M
Yes, I heard that. We know that inorganic crystals
have been grown in space successfully. We are not aware of any
organic crystals that have been grown. We think that we are on
the frontier of a new science perhaps. We're very excited about
the possibilities that microgravity will make this possible.
MEECHliM
Do you anticipate that your research work here is
as r'-.Isearch that will help manufllctur ing on earth or do you
anticipate that it will lead to manufacturing in space?
31f
Well that's an interesting question to think about
because it may lead us to ways in which we can do it on earth.
Perhaps it's as simple as making a seed crystal, which if you go
back to the days of the first crystallization of enzymes, you had
to put the new enzyme into the refrigerator where it has first
been crystallized in order to get it to crystallize again. That
may be a possibility. It may also be that it would be more
economic to do it in space. We just can't decide that without
doing the experiment first.

BEGGS
This is Jim Beggs. If I can add just a quick
comment it's NASA'S desire that both things will result.
PAO KSC

Reggie Turnell from BBC.

REG TURNELL (BBC)
May I ask Dr. Podsiadly whether he
anticipates making any use of Spacelab facilities. It seems
significant there's been no mention of that so far and may I ask
Mr. Beggs on a different question whether his reference to 7 or 8
flights this year implies that 2 or 3 of the 10 scheduled
missions are likely to be cancelled?
POOSIAOLY
Under the present guidelines and the policy for the
Space Shuttle or the Space Station which should be up hopefully
in a decade, that's too far to see right now. We have to do the
first set of experiments and after that do another set of
experiments and hopefully we'll get that stage that we could
utilize the Station if it's there. Right now it's just too early
to tell on something like that.
BEGGS
There originally were, to my, to the year I'm
referring to you which is the fiscal year, I go by fiscal years I'm stuck here in Washington. We originally had scheduled 9 in
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this fiscal year, I believe, and one of those is in jeopardy
right now, that's a DOD flight so we're down to 8 and one of
those 8 has always been a contingent mission based on filling it
up so that's the reason I say 7 or 8. I expect we'll fly 8 as I
sit here today but we have definitely one of the previous
scheduled flights in jeopardy.
PAO HDO

We can take another from Kennedy.

PAO KSC

Bob Holtz, did you h,:we one?

BOB HOLTZ (Aviation Week)
I'd like to clarify on Reggie
Turnell's question. He was talking about Spacelab, not the Space
Station, that you'd be using term facilities on Spacelab.
PAO HDO

That's for Dr. podsiadly I believe.

PODSIADLY
Yes, my appologies on the confusion there. As far
as using Spacelab in future missions in cooperation with some of
the European Investigators, yes that's a strong possibility.
PAO HDO
Center.

We'd like to switch it now to the Johnson Space

PAO JSC
Jules Bergman, ABC News.
Aviation Week.

Okay, Craig Covault,

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
For Dr. podsiadly, I'm ~orry on
the pronunciation sir, in st. paul, to the 3M representatives in
st. Paul, can you describe a little more specifically when you
bought your getaway special reservation or your first getaway
special flight and also describe in a little more detail the type
of middeck experiments that you would be looking to do.
PODSIADLY
Okay, I'll take some time to try to describe it
without getting into too many details. As far as the getaway
special, we are interested in one which is in the process of, new
ones with opening lids so we can take advantage of the vacuum of
space. We're following the normal lines of communication through
NASA on getting on the scheduling for those new experiments. As
far as those going in the middeck, let me give you a general
outline of our plan. We hope to have one of the lockers on the
middeck contain a number of samples of a single set of
experiments. Our general approach is to say 50% of those will
contain known materials where we have a baseline here on earth.
The other 50% will be some of the more exciting materials we'd
like to look at. Our plan is once NASA under its guidelines is
ready to release, we would like to in the technical forum say at
national conferences, technical conferences and in the technical
press relay that information to other scientists. Those th~t are
more of interest to 3M we'll take appropriate means to follow
those through before we disclose them.
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Let's go to B0b 8ize11, NBC Nows.

BOB Blzr;[~L (NBC News)
It's a qllegtion for Mr. BeCJgs. In
reference to the possible number of Space Shuttle flights, how
serious a difficulty is the Space Shuttle program in until the
problem with the PAM rocket which obviously we Raw on this
mission is resolved? In other words, without communication
satellites to launch what are you going to do with the Shuttle.
BEGGS
Well, tho ne~t PAM assist payload we havo in in
June. This is early Februa r 1. rfm confident that we will have
that ~AM problem resolved ~y Juno. Wo have had, au you all know,
welve had problems with solid rockets bedeviling us througllout
this past year. We had a problem on the BRB which you're all
familair with. We had a problem on the IUS which you're all
familiar with. Now we've got a problem on PAM. All of those
problenls, I believe from a roscarch point of view are related, t
think they are basically nozzle problems and I baliev~ that we
have, the program we have ongOing to resolve those problems will
yield results in the very near future. We pretty much rOflolved
our problem on the SRB already and I think the PAM problem will
yield very quickly to a solution. But I ahould say currently
that we don't have know the full dimensions of that problem.
Fortunately, the lot from which the 2 that malfunctioned came
with a lot of 5 so we have 3 to look at and work with to
determine what went wrong and I think we will detormine that
within tho noxt few months.
PAO JSC
I would like to remind tho participants here at JSC
that this is a NASA joint 3M conference. That's what Itls all
about and if you restrict your questions to that I would
appreciate it. Right here, this gentlemen.

***
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ANOLITEASSS (Voice of Germany)
A quoRtion to Dr. Deggs. Or.
Ooggs, tho Communicati0n Satellite Corporation, COMSAT, and MBB,
and another company are Bqtting up a new joint venture, a new
company called SPARTH and they trled to do romote sensing on a
atr lctly commercial basi~J. Do you foresee a chance for remote
sensing going commercial, as satellite communications did a
number of yoars ago?
BEGGS
Yes, I do. I think thoro's an opening and an
opportunity thero. With rospect to tho specific proposal you've
referred to, it has beon submitted to the agency and wo're
studying it. In order to make that viable from our point of
view, there is an ongoing negotiation thatls got to be
concluded.
MALCOLM MCCONNELL (Readers Digest) This question iR for Mr.
Beggs and Mr. Loht. About 00 years ago, the Wright Brothers had
an aircraft and Professor Marconey had a wireless telegraph, and
neither of them had commercial sponsors, and neither of those new
technologies Were exploited until tho cataclysm of World War I.
Do you Boe the oxploitation of this new technology in a peaceful
moans as a fundamental shift, in the way that mankind is going to
exploit ito science and technology?
Mr. B09g8, I'll let you go ahead.

BeGGS
Weill obviously if events occur, and results occur,
from those events, obviously many things have happened as a
rosult of civil strife. However, I think at least from my
background in health care, we have seen a great many new products
and new technologies for the benefit of mankind coming as a
result of initial phases of this apace program. So this in my
opinion is just another further step of the continuation of the
spin off that comes from an important program like this.
PAO

Sylvan Rodriguez.

RODRIGUEZ (KTRK-TV)
For Mr. Lehr, have you an idea where these
advance research institutes will be located, and what does this
announcement this morning, mean to cities like Houston that
already has a large 3M office here. Will jobs be here or is most
of that research going to be done in St. Paul?
LBIIR

b~causo

If I may, I would like ~o refer that Dr. Podsiadly,
he's the one that's been working with that concept.

POOSIADLY
Representives from NASA and myself have been
discussing various concepts here. The advance research
institutes should be looked at as not a building filled with
people, but as a concept of utilizing industry, academics, and
the government on a national basis. There are a lot of details
to be worked out. We have provided a lot of suggestions, based
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on some of our recent experiences working with Univerisi~i
professors, that have been very positive, and we will be working
those details as soon as the next few days, we will begin with
them.
PAO

Jules Bergman.

BERGMAN (ABC News)
I now have my question ready, David, thank
you. This is kind of 3-part question, for either a 3M person,
Mr. B~ggs possibly, or anybody. When is the earliest flight 3M
hopes to be aboard in the middeck area. 2, I thought Shuttle
reservations and space we're backed up for 2 years. And 3, for
Bonnie Dunbar, don't the astronauts who haven't been, who haven't
flown yet, or even named to a flight, such as yourself, feel
competitive with the payload specialist of any company?
BEGGS
Let me try, Jules. With respect to the middle part
of your question. It is true that our flights are generally
fully booked, in so far as the major payload's al.:'e concerned, but
for things like get-away specials, and middeck experiments, and
for experiments in the Shuttle bay itself, we generally have
space availa~le to fly those from time to time. And that's
really what. we're talking talking about here, we'll book those
aboard, on space available basis. And I think we can accommodate
that reasonably well. With 3M and a number of companies as well,
if they care to join with us. I'm going to let Bonnie respond to
that last zinger, Jules.
DUNBAR
Well, Jules, I think that we feel we are
complimentary and not competitive. We are all in this business
to see space benefit mankind. We hope the commercial sector
becomes involved. And we will be training and selecting
astronauts for a long time to come. I look forward to sharing a
mission some day perhaps with a payload specialist, or a
representative from another organization. Remember that the
mission specialist on board is the vehicle expert. We operate
the vehicle as well, so in that term we don't compete with the
payload specialist.
PAO
Thank you, now we would like to go down to the
Marshall Space Flight Center. And then after that, we've got a
little more tima on the bird I understand, I'd like to bring it
back to Washington, we've got a couple of residual questions to
take care of up here. So now to Marshall and then we'll come
back to Washington.
DOOLING (HuntJville Times)
This is
does the MOU provide for 3M in terms
and options for future flights. You
nebulous on that, and secondly, what
all of this?

for Jim Beggs, exactly what
of flights actually planned
left us a little bit
role will Marshall have on
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BEGGS
While it was mentioned, there are two payloads
experiments that we are currently talking about, but we will
proceed from the MOU to a joint endeavor agreement which will
encompass all of the things we've talked about here today, that
is, further flushing out the idea of the institutes and the idea
of an advisory council. Advisory councils, I find require
approvals allover town, so we'll have to work that pr.oblem
perhaps a little longer, but we will now go to a joint endeavor
agreement, which will be in the nature of the same thing we've
signed with other people. As you all know the joint endeavor
agreements we have in being, r~ally do not specify specific
number of flights. What they specify is the area of activity,
and we- agree to continue to work with them as long as we are
dOing useful R&D. Once the program or the project proceeds to
the point where it has commerical, it is a cornmerical activity
producing useful products of, products which have a value then we
put them on a paying basis. And this will work in the same way.
DOOLING
And Marshall's role? Mr. Beggs, what role will
Marshall have in all this, this has been NASA's lead center in
MPS.
BEGGS
program
suspect
will be
will be
closely
MSFC PAO

Marshall, as you all kn0w, has a very active
in materials research and material processing and I
they will be one of the several centers, in fact they
one of the several centers that 3M will visit, and they
one of the several centers,I'm sure that will be working
with 3M in the conduct of their experimentation.
Next question is from Jim Adamson, Channel 31.

ADAMSON
I'd just basically, in layman's terms would like to
know what the possible advantages of organic crystals would be
over crystals we're using today?
JM
Perhaps I can answer that, there1re limitations to
inorganic crystals and we know from other experiences that
organic crystals can have, and perhaps enhance properties over
inorganic crystals. That's what we're looking for. We don't
know whether we will find them, we suspect that we will, and we
certainly hope that we will.
GENTRY (Decatuer Daily)
Mr. Krogh, we've discussed the
inorganic crystals, but you haven't gone in much d~tail about the
thin film aspects of your experiment. What do you hope to
accomplish in these experiment? What possible commercial aspects
do you get into with research like that?

***
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KROGH
Well, I think Mr. Lehr stated in his opening
remarks that one of our areas of expertise is surface chemistry
and presicion coating. We continue to develop products in which
the layers of which we are coating are thinner and thinner. We
need to know from a scientific point of view what happens to
those under various Gonditions. And the micro-gravity and very
high vacuum of space gives us an opportunity to study those in a
scientific manner which you would have difficutly doing on
Earth. Now what we hope to learn out of that is ways of making
our products better, and also to develop products with new
applications. Whether we manufactor those in space or not is a
good question. I can't tell you right now, but I think what
we're after here is just more just plain scientific information
which will help us develop better products for the future.
PAO

Do we have any more questions from Huntsville?

MSFC PAO

Yes we do, a question from Tom Knight, WAFF-TV.

KNIGHT
Mr. Lehr, the initial money, whether it be 10
percent of 10 billion or whatever the amount may be, can you
specify a bit more where this money will be directed toward the
initial development process?
PAO

Marshall,

woul~

you repeat that question, please.

KNIGHT
Yes, can you specify a little more where the
initial money, whatever amount it maybe, I guess that will be
determined some time in the future, but where this money will be
initially applied?
LEHR
Initially applied? Well certainly we've stated
before that we've been spending a lot of money developing new
technologies on which we hope to develop new and improved
products in the future. So some of that money has already been
spent in our laboratories in St. Paul and elsewhere around the
world. What we plan to do now is take advantage of what I'll
call a new frontier of science, if you like, wherein you can have
conditions for your experiments which you cannot duplicate on
Earth except at tremendous expense. And for the generosity and
foresight of NASA, you now, we now have available as inJustry and
academic people a laboratory with conditions which haven't
existed before. And that information should be of value to us in
developing products. Hnw much we'll spend in the future depends
very muoh on the results of the initial experiments and I should
say experiments because we do have, in our minds, a number of
those beyond the two we've mentioned.
PAO

Do you have any more question in Huntsville?

MSFC PAO

No further questions.
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PAO
I would like to bring it back to Headquarters
then. I believe Seth Pane, did you have a question, Seth? He
does, take the mike back there, and then we'll come back up
here. Seth doesn't have a question. In the back of the room.

MIKE RICHARDS (National Public Video)
How long do you think it
will be till the programs actually break even? When will NASA
start being able to be self-supporting on these Shuttle
flights? And the other question, posed to some of the gentlemen
from 3M, will any of thene products have any use just for people
in their homes and things like that? What will be the actual
practical purpose that a person on the street can have from these
kind of developments?
PAO

Do you want to go first Mr. Beggs?

BEGGS
July 4, 1988.
That's not a fair estimate. My
view is that the Shuttle program has a chance of breaking even by
the end of the decade, that is 'SS - '89 time period. Now as I
said earlier, that's on an operating basis. That is ~aking into
account the three customer classes that we serve. That is the
military, the commercial, and the government itself, as you know
we fly satellites for NOAA, we fly satellites for ourselves, we
fly satellites for foreign countries that are scientific or
otherwise invol~ed in activities that relate to the r
government. So I think we have a good chance of dOing that. If
we continue to work hard at what we have been working at, at
driving the cost down.
PAO
It looks like we're running out of time in the
bird. Can 1 get one more in, two more? We're running out of
satellite folks, I'm sorry. You folks here, why don't you come
on up and ask your questions here. Thank you very much, ladies
and gentlemen, and thanks for your patience as we experiment with
this new format here in Washington.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good afternoon, or evening, or whatever it is and
welcome to our change-of-shift press conference with off-going
Flight Director Harold Draughon. Harold.
DRAUGHON
Okay. I'll briefly go through the activities we
had toda~'. Just as a virginal overview, today's activity was
almost totally dedicated to SPAS activity, that was the main
theme for today. This morning the SPAS was running a little bit
warmer than it had been. It has been gradually increasing in
temperature over the last couple of days, and it has, in fact,
been on for a lot longer than it was flown for the entire flight
last - powered up for the entire flight last time. There were a
couple of experiments that were not responding to on-off type
controls, discrete input to those experiments. Right at shift
handover, mid crew day today we put the vehicle in a cold soak
attitude to let the SPAS experiments and packages are trying to
cool off some. That was effective, we accomplished about a 9
degree temperature drop and the solar cell experiments which is
one of the ones that wasn't responding did begin to work and they
were able to command that particular package. There was a
problem also with one of the MOMS which is an Earth observing
experiment that has selected data takes over North America and
Centr al America, I bel ieve, gener ally. Tha t had a skewed timing
that ~ the time delays between an activation sequence and when it
was going to take data had been noted on some of the previous
data takes. We ran one pass ahead of a particular data take they
wanted to get and the customer figured out exactly how the data
skewing and compensated that for his data take on the next rev.
So we finiShed up all of the SPAS activities that are planned for
this flight about mid-day today and that's been powered off
now. The COAS instrument which is an optical device that's used
by the Orbiter much like a startracker, in fact, it's a backup
alinement device for the startrackers. We've been doing some
calibration measurements with it, we had done one previously in
the flight when it was up at the nominal cabin pressure and we
did another one after the depress to see if there was any change
to the performance on that instrument because of the depress.
Indeed there was, both an offset and a scatter in the data, we're
not sure why the scatter should have been caused in the change in
cabin pressure. And we intend to repeat that calibration after
we go back to a nominal pressure in the cabin after the EVA. But
that is just something that's worthy of noting and you will hear
those activities getting scheduled. We've done a software dump
of GPC number 1, the motivation for that was that some of the
error message traffic that is routine when you power off some
hardware, in this particular case it was a CRT, was being handled
and catalogued erronously, there's nothin9 at all wrong with the
computer. We did that to gain some insight to the way this
traffic is being handled and it had to do with this error log
data handling when we power cycled the CRT'S. Nothing to be
concerned about and we have no concerns whatsoever for the GPC
but we did do a software dump to gain some insight to that
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data. I believe Randy Stone talked to you this morning after his
shift on the attempts that had been made to do a potable water
dump using the supply vents and the inability to perform that.
We've probably exhausted every way there is to try to manipulate
those heaters and valves in the last two shifts and have still
been unable to accomplish a dump of the potable water system.
We've got two other ways of - at least two other ways of managing
that water. The easiest one is to change the mode that the water
controller is in - in effect the radiator outlet. Cha~ge the
radiator outlet temp, set the controller so that it lets the
radiators get a little hotter on the freon on the outlet and that
causes the water boilers to boil more water and it's just another
way to get r.id of the water. The fuel cells routinely
manufacture more water than you need, so you've got to get rid of
it somehow. If you are having some troubles dumping one other
way to get rid of it is to boil it. So we elevated the freon
outlet temps and boiled water during the day, late in the evening
we went back to normal temperature on freon loops and have
secured the water, put it back in its normal mode. That will not
be a problem I don't believe. If we do have any further trouble
with that system we will just continue to handle it in that
fashion. This evening we decided to go ahead and try a waste
water dump, there's another water tank that's isolated from the
potable system but it has a lot of things in common with it. One
of the things it has in common with it is the way you dump it.
Routinely you will, on a flight of this duration, depending on
how much is in the waste tank when you launch, you'll have to
dump that tank once or twice. We knew we had at least one more
dump to do and so we scheduled it today, it was only about 50
percent full. When we turned on the heaters that precondition
the dump valve's nozzles, the heater rise rate and the general
signature of how fast it came up, where they leveled off at and
then how they broke on above that. And the next rise above that
was extremely similar to the cycles we had seen or the profile
that we had seen on the potable system and because of that we
elected not to do that dump. So, a concern for that dump system
and that dump valve caused us to terminate that dump on a potable
system. I feel sure that after this team that's on the console
now, looks at all the data and all the considerations, that I
strongly suspect that tomorrow morning they will go ahead and
turn those heaters back on and attempt a dump on that system. It
is conceivable that they will find that that nozzle is also
frozen and we'll have to go into some alternate procedures for
managing that water system also. Thera are some other ways of
getting rid of that water that involves those two systems and
they will deal with that if we get down to that. Okay. The
reason I was late getting here, just as I was getting ready to
unplug, we had two anominallies. We had just put the crew to bed
and said our good nights to them for the evening and we had two
anominallies right there. The first one was that the RPC or the
power input to the vernier jets, these are the small thrusters
that we use most of the time in just routine attitude control and
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attitude maneuvers on orbit, they are the little bitty guys that
are terribly efficient, two of those jets all of a sudden failed
off-line or indicated that they were unpowered. The crew was in
the process at that time of turning off a lot of the normal
thrusters and going to what is a nominal configuration for sleep,
when we keep most of that hardware secured. Vance perceived what
was gOing on and started repowering those systems as we looked at
the data and tried to - the main intent was to get whatever data
we might need to work on this problem during the night and as
quickly as pos3ible get them back into a safe configuration and a
stable configuration for the sleep period.

***
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DRAUGHON
We got that data and what we did was secured those
thrusters, went over to a control mode that has the aft normal
jets, or the larger thrusters, but only in the aft end, working
to control the vehicle's attitude. The main reason for that is,
that those larger thrusters in the front of the vehicle makes so
much fuss that it's a concern or bothersome for the crew when
they're trying to sleep with those big thrusters up front going
off when they're asleep. So we just go to an aft only control
mode. The vehicle wobbles around a little bit, and it's not
terribly precise, but when we're just asleep at night, it's
adequate enough. So that happened, as I say, just as r was going
off the console. The imediate look at the data indicates that
there is an intermittent interuption of power going on to the
electronics that's controlling R5R and R5D, that is the right
firing jet and the down firing jet, in the aft pod on the vernier
system. The thing almost always had power to it, but it was
intermittently dropping out. When it dropped out, if you tried
to fire a jet it would not have worked, it would not have
fired. There was not a loss of control, but it was an absence of
control, if you perceive the difference. You might not b~ able
to do what you wanted to do, but it wasn't doing strange things
to the vehicle. So we went over and ~stablished the normal
system. That's as far was they had chased it, when I ieft there,
is to see that what the problem was, was to the control
electronics to the jet, there was the power going away, in some
intermittent fashion. For the EVA tomorrow, the first thing you
think about is what are the potential ramifications there. John
Cox, pre-flight worked on this aspect quite a bit and we have
another control mode called low Z, and Z axis as you will
remember is the straight up the top or down to the bottom. Low Z
means that no thrusters that are, whose throat is oriented upward
are allowed to fire. If you want to fire something that normally
you would do that with, you use another set of jets, or another
pair of jets that are less efficient. And if you'll think about
that for a while, although it doesn't seem all that obvious,
there are other combinations with which you can do any kind of
attitude manuever you choose to with out firing and up firing
jet. So tomorrow unles they rather quickly in the morning find
out what's wrong with the verniers, I would suspect to find John
doing the EVA tomorrow in a low Z control mode. It shouldn't be
any problem all, the thruster envelopes during the EVA have been
carefully looked at, the size of the plumes have been looked at,
the relative locations of the trav~rses on the MMUs have all been
looked at and preplanned for just this case. They are all go
pretty much right out the -Z axis of the vehicle and all the
approaches are made down the -Z axix. So that will not perturb
his plans at all tomorrow. The other problem was a problem with
the potty. The Waste Management System got blocked. Hoot got
the short straw and than got something and freed whatever it was
that was, if you know a little about that system, when there's
some matter in there, it's open to vacuum, and whatever you put
in there gets pretty freeze dried rather quickly and gets very,

.
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he describes it as adobe, but it's very hard, and it is indeed
freeze dried, it's open to a vacuum when the lid's down and the
slide valve shut. Go something got in the wrong place in there
in the slinger and just froze it up. The circuit breaker on the
slinger motor kicked out. He was in the process of chipping away
the adobe that was causing the problem and after that we looked
at the size of the circuit breakers and the things that were
involved and gave him a go to reset that breaker. He did that
and all the systems are back on line. So they got that back to
working. There is a continuing, you all will surely recall we've
had some difficulties with that on some of the other flights, and
that system is ongoing some continual mods, we are flying a
slightly different configuration than was flown on flight 9. On
flight 9 the tines, some of the rotating equipment that's in
there, the upper tines were removed on flight 9, didn't work a
whole lot better, both the upper and lower tines are off on this
particular flight and this is the first complaint that we've had
and they're reset. Hopefully, we'll clear that up. I've got
some, for later, well I can give you the times now. You ought to
know, I knew you were going to be interested in the mission stuff
and there are 3 options still being evaluated with regard to
orbital mechanics and when we're going to land and when we're
going to do deorbit, but the general data is about the same in
that it's only affeGted by a couple of minutes, but ignition is
on the order of day 7, 22 hours, 18 minutes and from what I'm
looking at here, that can vary as much as 3 minutes. So for
general ballpark, that's what you ought to think about for a
landing at KSC on rev 127. I've got the numbers for other
opportunities. Tomorrow when I come over I'll bring a good set
of, what I think will be the final plan with the uncertainty out
here, there is a DTO, a test burn, that we are considering that
we are going to schedule in and there are some options on how you
target that particular burn. What attitude you put the vehicle
in, how much retrograde or ra~ial or posigrade you let that
manuever be. And what that does for you, it lets you trade off
lighting and sunrise on other opportunities versus the nominal.
And we're continuing to evaluate those particular data and
playing that as we get a little more and more refined on the
weather. I wasn't at the meeting that was held today, but they
talked to the local weather experts and the truth is that it's
too early to tell. Anybody who thinks they know what the
weather's going to be at the Cape Saturday must be psychic. It
ooks promising, but it's not a sure thing. We are continuig to
follow that, as we get in a little closer, we may play this
particular burn more toward one of those options than another
one. It doesn't have a significant effect, quite frankly, but it
does improve the wave-off capability or the lighting capability
on a given rev, or a 1··Jay extention, if we should come to
that. And when we get down a little closer and think we know the
weather a little better, we'll let that enter into the decision
making on exactly how th~ target is burned. But we intend to
keep all of our option~ opened. NO matter what we do with these
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burns we're going to have a full EVA. The intent is to have a
full EVA tomorrow, and to go forward for the landing at KSC on
Saturday and to preserve the option for a I-day extent ion to KSC
on the next day if it's needed. That's what I have.
PAO

Ok, we'll go to question now here, Lynn.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
Harold, could you explain just one more time
about the vernier jets and tomorrow's EVA. Normally the jets are
~orking to hold the ship in a certain attitude, and if these jets
aren't working, which jets will be working?
DRAUGHON
Ok, normally we have, there are a set of large
thrusters and then there are some small ones. The verniers are
very efficient for doing small tasks, like attitude control or
very slow attitude mnnuevers, and as you would expect, their
plumes, or what they put out is also small. That's what they're
normally used for, just housekeeping kind of tasks onorbit. We
would generally do things like deploys or. EVAs, those kinds of
things that are, you want things fairly stable, with the vernier
jets on line. Tomorrow we will not use that system at all. If
you've, the vernier system by design is not redundant like most
other things on the Orbiter, its redundancy is in the fact that
we have the other system, the normal, what we call the normal
jets, or the primary jets. And these primary jets are terribly
redundant within their own right. There are 4 yaw jets outfiring on each side, there are 3 pitch jets on tho tail on each
side, that kind of thing, so it's terribly redundant within its
own right, and then the vernier jets just another thing to give
you control, real precise control when you need it. So we're
just gOing to go to the normal system. Within that normal
system, you can work with full control authority allowing all the
jets to fire in their most efficient manner, which means they
generally fire opposite to where you want to go and push you that
way. But in an EVA case, or in a deploy case, like had we gotten
to r~nde~vous with the balloon, or if you were going to go pick
up SPAS or something like that, you'd go to this low Z mode which
disables upfiring jets, and you'd do it with canted jets, jets
that aren't exactly perpendicular to where you want to go and it
keeps plume from ever establishing a big high pressure pattern
above the payload bay when you are approaching something

***
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SHERR
In terms of the EVA, is there anything, where are
these jets, that's different from the venier jets that you are
not going to be using? Is there anyway that Bruce and Bob will
not be able to go, because you're going to switch system?
DRAUGHON
No, no, there's not, not on this particular
flight. On some other flight, doing someother task, that could
be a consideration. On this particular EVA, what they are
planning to do, that will not be a problem. You would have to be
going on top of the OMS pods, back beside the tail, or out in
front of the nose for that to be a concern to you. They hadn't
planned to go there.
PAO

John Wilford.

WILFORD (New York Times)
Is any thought being given to a
rendezvous attempt on Friday with the balloon, with the fragment
of the balloon?
DRAUGHON

None whats ever.

PAO

Mort Dean.

DEAN (CBS) - Harold, when you said all options were open, is
there still an option or a possibility of coming back a day
earlier or has that definitely been ruled out, I know it was
discussed today.
DRAUGHON
That option exists, there's no intention to do that
at this time.
DEAN
And would you wait two extra days to get in that
Kennedy landing, or if the weather looks bad on Sunday, at the
Cape but looks good out on the coast., would you go to the Edward3
on Sunday.
DRAUGHON
I got to get my days right. I don't think in
Saturdays and Sundays anymore. If nominal end of mission day is
bad, we will plan to go to KSC on a one day extension. If that's
bad, we'll land, probably land at Edwards in the dark.
DEAN

Thank you.
Or the next day after?

DRAUGHON
It depends on the how soon you know that the
weather is bad, on that one extension day. If you know it's,
going to be bad, on that one, there happens to be a Edwards
opportunity and a KSC opportunity when we have that - on the one
day extension on Sunday, that same rev has a KSC opportunity and
an Edwards opportunity. If we know Edwards is bad and if Gary
Coen knows that three hours prior to deorbit, that's enough lead
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time for him to reorder his thinking and go into Edwards in the
dark, on a one day extension. If he doesn't find that out, or if
they keep flirting with the decision until after 3 hours prior to
deorbit, there's not enough time for him to reclammer what's
going on and get ready for Edwards. He's committed to KSC at
about 3 hours prior to deorbit. And so any decision, any
decision to not land at KSC after that time, would mean,
automatically mean a one day extension, or a second day
extension.
PAO

Jules.

BERGMAN (ABC)
We had heard, Harold, that the weather looked bad
at the Cape Saturday and looked bad at Edwards Sunday.
DRAUGHON

Not true.

BERGMAN

Not true.

DRAUGHON
No that's not what our weather people are telling
us, let's put it that way, I don't know what's true, but that's
not wh&t our folks are saying.
BERGMAN

We'll see where everything goes tomorrow.

DRAUGHON
The report I got was like a 60/40 split, for, as a
best guess on Saturday against KSC, and on Sunday about a 60/40
favor of it. And Edwards is good on both of those ~ays.
PAO

Okay,

BERGMAN
And to repeat, exactly those things you can land
Saturday at KSC only, and then Sunday have you an opportunity at
KSC, at Edwards and then KSC.
DRAUGHON
You can land at Edwards or KSC on any of those
days. The differentiation comes in where you can land in
sunlight and how late after you deci~e you can't land in
sunlight, can you still revert back to Edwards. You can land at
- if you start gOing towards a lighted KSC landing at the Cape,
if you start going towards that, on BERGMAN

You mean night landing?

DRAUGHON
No, ~ lighted. If you go towards a li~hte~ landing
at the Cape, you lose your opportunity to retarget and go to
Edwards at about 3 hours before ignition.
BERGMAN
What about, say three hours before tig time
Saturday morning, if Gary Coen sees both the Cape and Edwards
look bad for both days. Would you then cxtont automatically to
Monday?
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DRAUGHON
We've got the, without the rendezvous, we've got so
much gas on board that it's, we're spending a fair amount of time
figuring out what to do with it, to get rid of it, because we
don't want to land with all of it, and that's a manageable
task. We've got enough consumables to fly another four days.
BERGMAN
So Monday is a very real possibility, it's a
possible possibility if you have too.
DRAUGHON
If we had to, we wouldn't, we will not press the
weather issue because of life time, we've got plenty of life
time.
BERGMAN
Let me ask you this also. If the Cape becomes a
night landing or before dawn landing in darkness, Saturday or
Sunday morning, would you accept that rather then extending an
extra day.
DRAUGHON
No we would wait and go to Edwards or if you had
knew it early enough - BERGMAN

I'm assuming Edwards is out.

DRAUGHON
You have no opportunity to land, you have no,
there's no decision there. If I can't land at Edwards, I got to
land someplace and tbe Cape is the
BERGMAN
What I am ~aying is, would you accept a night
landing at the Cape? As~uming Edwards is out, and you don't want
to extend, or you do extend to Monday? I don't know the landing
times are for Monday, I haven't checked.
DRAUGHON
I don't know whether you, I think you fly past your
Edwards opportunity, Jules, before you can make that decision, I
believe, if I understand your question correctly.
PAO

Gentlemen right here.

ANITOLEAS (German Radio)
Did you tell the astronauts that the
Soviets sent some cosmonats up, and if they had some personal
command on that.
DRAUGHON
Just what you - we did tell them, and it was more
or less a kind of response that you would expect. They were
pleased to hear that.
PAO
Okay, we'll take one more here, Jerry Hanson in the
back, and then we'll go to KSC and come back.
HANSON
Hal, you drive airplanes, what are the landing, the
weather landing minimums at KSC?
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DRAUGHON
1S,00Q scattered, 7 miles viz, 10, I believe it's
10 knots and, no it's 15 knots of wind with not more than 5 knots
gust,
HANSON

And visual cues included in this?

DRAUGHON
When you specify the visibility limit of 7 plus
miles, you've got that.
PAO

Okay, we'll go to KSC now for questions.

SEALSTEAD (Baltimore Sun)
In your discussion of those landing
options, I inferred, and I may be incorrect, that you were also
considering delaying, rather than to come into KSC, well after
sunrise, is that correct?
DRAUGHON
That's not an option, when you hook to that a
requirement to come to KSC lighted, there is vnly one opportunity
per day, to land at KSC when it's in sunrise, and within our
crossrange constraints.
US ENDER (Today)
Two questions, Harold, first is on your winds,
what is the crosswind limit, ~nd the secono one is if for any
reason you decided you were going to try a Friday landing, when
was the latest you'd be able to decide that.
DRAUGHON
I was asked that yesterday, and I told them noon
today. I don't know how much weight that would hold. That's
when I would have liked to have known it. It's possible to do
that as late as mid-evening tomorrow, but it would be a lot more
prudent to make that decision earlier.
PAO KSC

One more question.

US ENDER
Kennedy?

And the crosswinds, what's the max on that at

DRAUGHON
I think, yes it is. Craig Covault from Av Week is
helping me. It was 12 knots. It was, that's correct,
12
knots. Thanks, Craig.
PAO KSC

KSC has no further questions.

PAO
Okay, we'll come back here to wrap up, any further
questions at JSC. Craig?
COVAULT (Aviation Week)
Has the appropriate members of the
entry team been running the weather decision process using actual
KSC weather this week?
DRAUGHON
They haven't been going through, Craig, through all
the gymnastics that they normally go through. But they have been
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looking at it each day, and seeing what the trends are doing, and
what the conditions are. Gary is coming in tomorrow, and they
are going tomorrow they will for the first time go through a full
blown rehearsal, shipping, of weather data through all the same
places, and handling it in that fashion. Tomorrow is the first
blown rehearsal of the weather.
PAO

Okay, Paul Hecer?

RECER
How much weight does the surplus propellant you
have now add to the weight of the vehicle and how do you, in
fact, plan to get rid of some of that?
DRAUGHON
Paul, we've got, it's in the neighborhood of 2,000
lbs, extra, and there's a particular test objective that we're
trying to achieve this flight, that has to do with YCG or a
lateral off-set in the CG of the vehicle for aerodynamic control
derivitive assessment. Those folks have wanted to get a maximum
YCG for quite some time, they generally think, they talk in terms
of about an inch and half. It looks like we're going to be able
to achieve about 1.25, maybe 1.3 inch YCG. And to do that there
are conqtraints on the propellant tanks as to how much - the
maximum amounts you can have left in the tanks and land with
them. Because of the extra stress you put on the tanks when you
land with a lot of fuel in them, the extra weight. So our
propulsion people looked at that and figured out if this tank has
gotten up to that limit in it as much as you can have and not
exceed the loads limits, the structural limits and then on the
other tank they looked at - what's the least I can have in and
when I do the deorbit burn make sure I don't get an inapropriate
cut off, gaging error and have an engine cut off during the
deorbit burn that they didn't plan to have. And thatts how you
size that YCG, we are doing this DTO burn and we are doing our
interconnect plan while on orbit to get there with that maximum
imbalance. And it's a system's design - that's the biggest
imbalance we can achieve. And we are doing that to get this DTO
for handling qualities and flight control evaluation.
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COVALT
So you're not going to have burn off or do any
self-counseling propulsions or - DRAUGHON
You want to establish this imbalance between left
and right and then once you establish the imbalance that you
desire based on those two things I just discussed, then you go
back to essentially, to a straight feed and use it equally out of
each side and just get the weight down to what you want or as
light as you can. There's no sense in landing with more than,
extra.
PAO

Okay.

Let's take a couple more right here.

MALCOLM McCONNELL (Readers Digest)
I would like to go back to
the PAM firing and the palapa, briefly. I'm not sure, did the
crew eyeball that firing or were they just observing it with the
video camera?
DRAUGHON

Just the video camera.

McCONNELL
So in other words they were not, afterwards were
they part of the troubleshooting process? Did you, you didn't?
DRAUGHON
We talked to them about it, about what they saw and
what they observed but we could see as well as they could what
was on the video and they weren't a part of that process, no.
McCONNELL
And were they indeed very disappointed when they
were informed of the second failure?
DRAUGHON
Yes, yes, they were. They worked a long time to
get ready for this flight and that was a big part of it and they
were disaPPOinted the next morning when they found out.
McCONNELL

Thank you.

PAO

Terry, you had a question.

TERRY
Harold, can you just tell us what orbits if it
lands on Friday or ends up landing at Edwards, what orbits and
the exact times that would be, give or take a few minutes if you
don't have the exact time?
DRAUGHON

On Friday?

TERRY
If there were to be a KSC Friday landing and also
the times for Sunday or Monday.
DRAUGHON
I can get you that after this is over with. Friday
is the least likely one. I'd rather, I've got all that data in
here. I do have it with me and I'll get that for you.
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Craig.

COVAULT
A quickie on the OMS again. If you have to wave
off on Saturday morning due to weather, at the normal OMS
ignition time for reentry will you still do an OMS burn anyway to
set the Orbiter up in the right orbit for a Sunday Kennedy
landing?
DRAUGHON
Craig, it depends on what they do with that DTO
burn. If they put it strictly out of plane which means it will
not effect sunrise or crossrange at all in the normal sense, then
they will have to do a perigee adjust on the order of 65 feet per
second. If they elect one of the other two options which is a
posigrade or radio component or retrograde rather not radio to
ttlat OTO burn, one of those says you don't need to do anything at
the deorbit time. Either of those is acceptable. It's pretty
str~ight forward to go in and just do an external delta V
mane~.lVer of so many feet per seco!1d when you're not trying to hit
a particular target.
PAO
Okay and we'll take this final one and then we'll
close off here.
QUERY
Just to make sure, a Sunday landing at the Cape is
not ruled out?
DRAUGHON

No it is not and, in fact, it is the current plan.

PAO

Sunday, you mean Saturday.

DRAUGHON
Saturday, Saturday I'm sorry. You keep talking to
me about Saturdays and Sundays, Flight Day 9, that's Flight Day
9.

QUERY

Sunday's not ruled out.

DRAUGHON
No, no. That's the, the first backoff is a 1 day
extension which would be Sunday.
QUERY

At the Cape?

DRAUGHON

At the Cape.

PAO

Okay, let's wrap that up.

END OF TAPE

Than~

you very much.
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PAO
- - questions from all media that will be recognized by the moderator here. There are a few ground rules that
will apply. As r mentioned, participating media must be in place
10 minutes before the start of the conference. Single questions
for all five crewmembers will not be allowed. One question may
be directed to two crewmembers with common assignments, such as
commander and pilot or the two EVA astronauts. Media participants
will be allowed only one follow-up quostion with each question
asked. Questions should be brief, to the point, and we trust,
there will be no editorial-type questions. This afternoon, John
Cox, our EVA Fligot Director, and Ed Whitsett, the MMU subsystem
manager are here. John, could you please summarize today's
EVA. And after that we will go to questions and answers.
COX
Thank you. Well, it's a pleasure to summarize
today's activities. As everyone saw, we had another beautiful
EVA today. We had a m~nur disapointment in the fact that we
couldn't do the rotating grapple activity due to the RMS problem
we had but I think we compenstated for that with the extra shake
down of the TPAD MMU interface that Bruce gave. I thought he put
as much load on that system as you could possibly ever imagine in
some of his work. Then we picked up the bonus, of rehearsal for
an MMU rescue which we had worked in the procedures and trained
for and VRnce took right off and chased down that foot restraint
that got astray. Did a super job on that, so that helped quite a
bit. That was not in the plans but it was nice to see that all
that work paid off. He did use those same procD~ures that we
would have flown. The crew started the EVA about 35 minutes
early. Tried to give them a little bit of a, at their option, a
hedge if they wanted to install camera D at the beginning there
so they wouldn't get behind. It appears that timeline-wise we've
had a little problem getting out of the airlock and a little
problem getting in. Not a problem, but the fact that we guessed
the times a little bit wrong, preflight, so we tried to get a
little hedge on the timeline. That seemed to work real w~ll.
They stayed just about on the timeline all day. We substituted
just a series of their choice, TPAD dockings in place of the
rotating SPAS TPAD docking knowing that your total limitation is
generally based upon the MMU propellant that you have any how.
So as that worked out, the time turned out to be just about the
same. Bruce also was picking up several different checks on his
own, we did call up some extra translations with and without
automatic attitude control to check for that chattering and found
out that Bruce had already worked off most of that anyhow. So I
don't think we'll really know everything that was accomplished on
the EVA even though we participated in so much of it, until after
we hea[ a debriefing from the crew on it. They did dump a couple
hours of d.ebrief trom the first EVA and we found out that they
picked up a couple extra tasks on that one. For example, they
did a SPAS TPAD docking on that one which we thought they had
never gotten to. They did do the Cinema 360 velcro job which we
thought they had done by the camera but couldn't verify it.
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Down towards the end today the crew picked up the hydrazine tool
evaluation and that all seemed to go well. All the tool installation seemed to work fine. The minor problem that they did have
was they couldn't make a quick disconnect that would have given
us a verification of leak check but we can do that on the ground
once back. So, looked like all that activity went well. All in
all, I just think as far as the EVA itself went thnt Presidential
call at the end of the timeline was kind of the icing on the cake
for those guys that had trained and worked so hard all this time
preparing for that activity. Tonight we are doing a couple of
revs of port sun to try to warm up the dump lines for the supply
water system. We are gOing to try and do a supply water dump
that wo~ked for the waste system this morning, trying to free up
some of the ice that's in the lines there and other than that I
think everything else has been pretty nominal. You are open for
questions.
PAO
Please identify yourself when we point you out,
name and organization. Start here with Carlos Byars.
CARLOS BYARS (Houston Chronicle)
What's the physical condition
of the crew at the end of this second EVA? They, of course, seem
to be steaming along in great shape but you should have a better
feel for that. And were they really in good shape or were they
pretty well worn out at the end of their 6 hours and umpteen
minutes?
COX
Well, I think we'll just have to ask them to really
get the right answer. But just my impression of the whole thing,
~ think it went very well.
This EVA, task-wise, was probably not
as strenuous as the first one, there was just a lot of logistics
and tools activities that are a little tough to work with but the
thing that is tough to evaluate for anybody that hasn't performed
this activity is how much work you're dOing just to keep moving
in the suits. I did not get any opinion that they were over
taxed or anything, seemed likp. a 6-hour EVA is a fairly
comfortable thing to do.
PAO

Bob Ezell, NBC news.

EZELL
Bruce McCandless was complaining a couple of times
about being ve(y cold. What was that about? That's one
question. The second is that Steve Nesbitt said you might have
some weather information for us and what is it?
COX
I was just trying to get the latest weather
update, that's the reason I was a little bit late getting over
here. I'll answer that one first. It looks like KSC weather
would probably be a little bit marginal if we try to come in
tomorrow but it looks like it's going to be clearing up nicely
for saturday. That seems to be the current trends which was kind
of news. It looked like Saturday was marginal up till now but
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there's a clearing trend heading that way, probably Saturday and
Sunday is looking good. The first question was?
EZELL
A couple of times right before the call from
President Reagan he was talking about being very cold, that he
was even shivering he said a few times.
COX
There's been a modification made to these block 2
suits, they increase the sublimator capability to allow you to
receive more cooling based upon some chamber runs that we have
performed. Probably we don't need quite as much of that cooling.
So you have to keep setting your temperature control valve to
warmer and warmer positions and the positions he kept having it
in - it turned out that when he was in the shade he got pretty
cold in them. There was a comment down towards the end, I've
already got the sublimator pressure warning light which was a
result of the fact that he had built up too much ice on there,
wasn't using, wasn't pumping as much heat through the system. We
said go ahead and do the normal procedure and he said, well, I
don't think I can stand that. I'm already cool, I don't need
anymore cooling , I'll be happy to warm up for a while, I think
the suits worked fine. They are designed for more of the
extremes. We may want to look and see whether we want to bypass
some more of those sublimator plates or something. I think all
in all they showed that they worked very well.
PAO

Question here.

ANATOLEAS (German Radio)
Do you think you really lost much
since the astronauts docked to a satellite which did not
rotate? You wanted a rotating satellite. Is it that much of a
difference for the upcoming solar max mission?

cox
It would have been nice to do, I mean, obviously
we lost that feature but I think with the work that we did with
the docking with the TPAD interface, I think we're pretty
confident that all works real well. We tried nice slow easy
dockings, we did hard dockings, we tried the loads that we could
get on the them and those are the questions most of us feel that
from the training we're going to know how to do the rate
matching, that's what they do the training for. A lot of the
question was, how is that interface really going to work and we
were questioning it, you know, ''lOW was that interface gOing to
work if you were misaligned and came in from a different angle.
Well, with all the banging and the different alignments that they
did do, I think we probably picked up all the engineering worth
that we possibly could out of that.
PAO

Paul Recer, AP.

RECER
Two questions. Do you have any more information as
to what was wrong with the wrist joint on the RMS?
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COX
Don't have it nailed down. We won't know until we
take the arm apart and look at it after the flight. We had an
arm base electronics warning light for the wrist yaw and some of
the folks were speculating that it's probably related to the
computator there that feeds the logic circuit that would drive
the motor so once we had it narrowed down to that small area we
know that we weren't going to be able to have redundancy in the
way we move that motor and since the arm was in the right
position for stowing, that jOint was, was in acquisition for
sta~ing, we knew we had backup control of that joint but we chose
- s~nce we wouldn't be able to be GO with that configuration just
to go ahead and stow the arm at that point.
RECER
Second one. Can you without qualification now say
that the MMU and all the hardware are ready for the solar max
rescue mission?
COX
My opinion, I think it worked great.
the man that designed the machine.

You might ask

WHITSETT
I was certainly happy with the MMU. I think it
really worked great and Bruce and Bob were tremendous pilots in
flying the thing and really showed its capability. The hardware
worked great, so I feel we are ready.
RECER
So you would recommend that we proceed with solar
max without qualification?
WHI'I'SETT

You bet.

PAO
We'll go to Jules Bergman, ABC, now and then weill
move over to Lynn and (garble).
JULES BERGMAN (ADC News)
John, this is for you, for you and Ed
I guess, Are there any changes you are going to recommend in the
way this MMU performed? I know you are the father of it. It
worked beautifully and you are to be commended, 1 suppose, for
both your imagination and your persuasion going back 20 years.
Are there any changes at all you are going to recommend?

cox

From an operational point of view, we didn't see
anything during the flight. I was chatting with some of the 4l-C
crew who happen to be there for part of the time and they were
quite pleased with the way it performed and nobody saw anything
that needed to be changed. I noticed listening to some of the
debriefing, Bruce had a couple of ideas on it but I think his are
more for a space station type of an application and that's what
he w~s intending the comments. He's been in the design business
for .~ long time on that topic also.

***
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WHITSETT
And I would agree with John. The hardware worked
fine and can't think of a single problem that would cause us to
make any changes at all. I think it's go just like it is. We'll
check it over at the Cape and make sure it took the landing and
flight okay and put them back onboard and we'll be ready to go
for Solar Max Repair.
BERGMAN

You say at the Cape.

WHITSETT

Yes.

BERGMAN

You're pretty confident, landing at the Cape.

WHITSETT
Well, I'm assuming it's going to land at the Cape,
that's not my area but, wherever it is, when it gets back to the
Cape we will do our work on it there.
PAO

Lynn Sherr, ABC.

LYNN SHERR (ABC)
John, can you elaborate on the gear that Bruce
saw that he was a little startled by that he tucked back together
because he said the payload bay doors wouldn't close. I wasn't
clear what that was all about.
COX
There is a little bracket that holds the, that
pushes the slide wire into the right position. The slide wire,
which we have one running up and down the longeron on each side,
they're attached and then there's a little bracket that holds
them in a position relative to the doors. That bracket had come
loose. It's held by pip pins where you just pull on two little
(garble), release and you can pull the pin out. We were all
speculating when that must have happened because it was working
during the first EVA. We were out of ground contact when they
picked up camera 0 and brought it in. We were quite surprised at
the end of the first EVA that they had done that. ~hat's right
in that same area and somebody must have caught themselves on
that pin and pulled it out so, and they weren't aware of it
because they went straight on in afterwards. So when we went out
there this time Bruce saw it because the first thing he did was
take camera 0 back out again and he install the pin before he
installed the camera.
SHERR
Is it accurate that had he not done that you would
not have been able to close the doors?
COX
No, it's just you don't want to take a chance of
getting anything loose that might get into the door mechanism,
it's close you know with a misaligned or the appropriate amount
of bad luck you might get it into a place where it could jam but
more than likely it wouldn't have.
PAO

Tom O'Toole, Washington Post.
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TOM O'TOOLE (Washington Post)
For Ed Whitsett. Is there any
reason, seeing how the MMU worked so well, for staying with this
300 foot safety limit on the next, on the Solar Max Mission? Any
reason why one of tho crew, why Nelson couldn't go out to 400 or
500 feet?
WHITSETT
I don't think there's a magic number. You could
probably stretch that to 400, 500 feet. I thinK the basic issue,
though, is t~lt you like the crewman to be able to have the
capability to corne home should you have a radar problem o(
something like that and from what we know right now, 3 or 400
feet is about as far as he has good visual references. So, I
think we'll stay with that ground rule.
O'TOOLE

On the Solar Max you'll stay with it.

WHITSETT

Right.

COX
I might elaborate a little bit on that. We
selected that distance based upon how well the Orbiter can see
them and if you had to rely on payload bay lights, for example,
you begin to lose resolution out beyond say 3 to 400 feet. We
learned that from the STS-7 flight working with the SPAS so as a
recommendation we tried to keep in closer in case, for some
reason, the Orbiter had to do a rescue you didn't have to start
from a place where you couldn't see them. That was just kind of
an arbitrary number and we thought that that gave us plenty of
redundancy with his locator lights and our distance measuring
aquipment that we could do that. As far as the Orbital effects
that you might get from a Kepler point of view, you can go well
beyond that 2 to 300 feet. We looked at distances out 5, 6, 700
feet and they don't seem to be anything you would significantly
be aware of a~ a pilot. You would normally make your small
corrections a~d probably not notice them. You get out much
beyond that you'll have to probably train to a slightly different
technique. This crew hasn't worried about that type of a
training so we're very comfortable with that type of range and it
works well for the Solar Max case also.
PAO
We'll go to Craig Covault from Av Week, then we'll
go to the Kennedy Space Center for questions. Craig.
CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week)
A couple questiono. The first
one is did viewing the tapes that perhaps got dump~d after the
first EVA hear anything that you could share that would be
especially interesting and then the second question is, I can
recall as today's activity had been planned really for the last
couple of years around here, th~re had been some discussion if
you couldn't do a SPAS type rotating track and dock that perhaps
you would do an attitude change on the Orbiter. I think I heard
Bruce bring that up half in jest and maybe not half so in jest.
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any serious consideration on Orbiter attitude

COX
Well, he would have wanted a I degree per secon~
rotation of the Orbiter and we didn't seriously consider that at
all. You can imagine what that does for an MMU rescue scenario
or anything like that DO we always like to be in a posture for
that. So, no we did not consider anything like that.
COVAULT

And the tapes, anything?

COX
As far as the tapes, I'm trying to think. There
was the fact that they did get the TPAD docking on the SPAS that
was a surprise to us. Bob had several comments on transporting
tools to the MFR. probably is better to put that on the arm
without the tools and bring it over to that station to load it
up. I think the gist of most everything that we picked up on the
tape was almost what you were picking up in real time. Very
pleased with the RMS as a working platform. Felt that it
performed a whole lot better than they originally had expected.
I think you picked that up probably live also. They had some
trouble getting the MFR extension down but listening to the tapes
we also think that was due to the fact that the way they put the
tools on and the order in which they did it probably made it
difficult to get to the release mechanism to get the arm down so
probably it's not a fundamental design problem or anything but
just something the folks have to look at. They had some other
comments about how easy the extension was to rotate and maneuver
and whatnot that don't require design changes or anything, just
general comments. Don't remember anything else that was
significant in there.
COVAULT

Okay, thank you.

PAO
All right. We'll go to the Kennedy Space Center
now. We understand we also have questions from Marshall. Then
we'll corne back here so Kennedy we're ready for your questions.
DICK LEWIS (Chicago Sun Times)
I guess this should be for Ed
Whitsett. How much flying time do we have on the MMUs now?
WHITSETT
Well, the last numbers I saw were about 2 and 1/2
hours during the first EVA and if I can steal some of John's
under here we got about 5 hours on the second EVA, 5 hours and 10
minutes.
COX

total.

5 hours total.

WHITSETT

For both EVAs?

COX

For both EVAs.

That's a 5 hour and 10 minute
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WHITSETT

Okay.

COX

So we got about the same on both of them.

REG TURNELL (BBC)
Do you have any feeling that the RMS failure
might be related to the fact that it was hauling Bruce McCandless
around just before it was stowed on Tuesday and related to that,
if it should fail during the Solar Max in this way is that the
end of the mission or is there any alternative way of
accomplishing it?
COX
Okay, on the first question about the RMS failure
related to Bruce, we all asked ourselves that question but then
it was quickly discounted in the fact that we would have seen the
failure yesterday. There was quito a bit of arm motion after
Bruce was off of it and we felt that most of the stress was
probably put on when he was bouncing at the, on it at the MER
site so we felt pretty much that we would have seen something
there so welre quite puzzled. We donlt think it had anything,
that thAt particularly had anything to do with it. As far as the
Solar Max Repair, we do rely entirely on that arm working. We do
not yet have a backup technique to get the satellite onboard,
however, there are several proposals that our people have been
working on over the last several months and if one of those COMes
to a fruition then we may have a backup but at this point we
don't. So that would be a tough one on the way the current plans
are.
LEWIS
I wasn't clear about the total number of hours.
Was that 5 hours and 10 minutes on each or on both?
COX
Total time, let's see the port had a total of 4
hours and 3 minutes, the starboard 1 hour and 7 minutes.

***
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DENBARK (Los Angeles Times)
John how far did the Orbiter have
to go to pick up that foot restraint?
COX
Never did see the final distance, we probably ought
to ask Vance about that. It went out of field of view of the
camera, and I would estimate, when it was out of field of view,
it was probably in the order of 30 feet, maybe a little further,
by the time that Vance took off after it. But it seemed like he
got with it in a hurry, and chased it down rapidly. So I doubt
if it, I think ne killed off the separation rate, just shortly
after it went out of field of view.
FRANK ESCINDA
(Today)
John, I think I may have misunderstood
this before, but were you saying that on that wrist that was
inoperative this morning that there is a duplicate system, that
you didn't want to risk using, or there is no backup system on
that?
COX
We could still drive the motor, but we would have
had to use the back up method of driving it, ~hich is basically
applying a direct voltage to the motor, without the normal sort
of loops and whatnot and the data display, that comes along with
the primary system that, the RMS has a primary way of operating
that gives you quite a bit of flexibility, quite a bit of data,
all the alarm anunciation that you need, makes it very easy to
operate that way, As a backup if that primary system ever
completely fails on you, there's still a way to go out and apply
voltage to each one of the motors and drive the arm that way. We
still had that capability on that joint, but did not feel that
was a proper way to operate and the rules wouldn't let us operate
that way even if we wanted to. So we could have moved the jOint,
but chose not to because there was no backup to the condition
that we were ire
SALESTEAD (Baltimore Sun)
I gather from what you said earlier,
about the wrist that it was today, a fundamental electrical
problem and that it's not a generic problem of any kind, the
design, and that you feel you can, you will be able to fix it
satisfactorily when you get back to earth, is that correct?
COX
I think as a general assessment, we all believe
that to be true.
MEECHUM (Ganette News Service)
I think when they lost that foot
restraint, that Stewart was in the MMU, isn't that correct?
COX
No, he was at the FFS, I don't know whether he was
latched in or just held with the foot restraints, but he was at
the FFS, had finished his flight.
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MEECHUM
Had been free to have chased the foot restraint
himself, instead of having, instead of manuevering the Orbiter to
go out after it.
COX
That was one of the things we checked, when Vance,
chose to take off, we quickly accessed the prop, and the fact
that everybody was in the bay, and said that this looked like a
good time to go do something like that. We would probably have
preferred to not have him chase it down if we also had a free
flying MMU out there,
MEECHUM

Why would that be?

COX
Just adds to the complication, we like the
crewman's attention on the pilot and the MMU.
WILLIAMS (WMAL Radio)
John, what exactly did you get
accomplished in the EVA today that allows you to believe your
okay for solar max, despite the problems with the arm?
COX
r think the T-pad docking if I had to put my finger
on something that was well confirmed today, is the fact that the
T-pad does work and you can take an quite a significant load, on
it. Bruce gave it about all he could with the MMU, and couldn't
break it loose and I think that it shows that that interface is
going to be very strong, that's a fairly complicated box, that
has to operate. We felt after the first EVA that the MMUs were
great flying machines, and that was just further confirmed here,
so I think those two things are the key items that we now know
that the solar max is a feasible type of thing to do, the way
that we have it laid out. Yesterday, also gave us the bonus on
the fact the RMS is a great work platform. We have several work
arounds on that also, but had that not worked, for the max
flight, but I think we learned that basically the RMS is a good
place to work, the MMU works super, and the T-pad can take quite
a big shock and still work fine.
COBAL (Space Age Times)
Question probably for Ed. Have you
determined at this point what the maximum limits of stay time
would be for an astronaut in an MMU?
WHITTSET
MMU is really driven by the suit system, the EMU,
so the 6 hours, is a nominal EVA time. From the MMU standpOint,
we don't have a limit quite like that. We have the capability to
recharge the nitrogen on board, so that can continue. The MMUs
batteries are good for 6 1/2 hours, so the EVAs really limited by
the suit, the EMU system, as far as the MMUs concerned.
LEDMAN (Detroit News)
airlock if I might.

I'd like to get an ingress time into the
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COX
I think they were outside 6 hours 17 minutes, now
if you want to back that into an ingress time, let me see if I
wrote that down, no I just have the total phase last time of 6
17, and we went out at 5 days, 21 hours, 24 minutes, so, 41,
6:03:41, I would quess.
LEDMAN
What we heard earlier was the 6:17 was time on the
EMU, is why I'm asking for ingress time.
COX
that.

Ingress time would probably be 10 minutes prior to

PAO KSC

That's all from Kennedy Space Center.

PAO
All right, let's go to the Marshall Space Flight
Center, I understand they have questions. We'll come back here
to the Johnson Center, and then we'll go back to Marshall, we
have a little communication problem. We'll go here to Mr. Petty,
at the Chronicle.
PETTY (Houston Post)
PAO

That's Houston Post please.

I'm sorry, pardon me.

PETTY
00 you know how the foot rstraint got loose and why
it wasn't tethered?
COX
There's two portable foot restraints, one is on the
CESA, and ones on the CBSA. They have a big (garble) knob, that
you turn and set them in place. Why the (garble) knob, came
loose, I don't know. possibly it wasn't put on tight enough at
the Cape, or possibly all the difficulty Bob was having the day
before getting his feet in the foot restraints, had been enough
to jar it loose, I don't know, in explanation for the thing, but
it worked it's way loose. After it did come loose, and we did
recapture it, we also recommended that they tether both of the
portables.
PAO
You have a question back here, all right.
Gentlemen here.
ANATQLEAS
(German Radio)
How many of these remote
manipulator systems have you, do you have any in store, I
understand that some day the Air Force is going to fly with 2
arms for very heavy payloads.

cox

The Orbiter basically could handle two of them, you
know very shortly, all the software, and the electronics is
pretty muoh set up to do that, you just switch from one to the
other, the way the system is bUilt, so we just never had, a
reason, we felt, to have to carry two of them, I think there's
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You've got more then one, do you?

cox

We definitely have more then one, I'm trying to
think, this is the second one that we have flown. I think there
is two more that may have already been received or something on
that order.

PAO

Carlos Byars, Chronicle.

BYARS
A plug for Mr. Petty. John, do you know whether or
not you had any leaks on the hydrazine freon dye leak test. Do
you know whether or not you had any leak on that?
COX
Didn't appear to, Bob didn't think he did have, and
the only way we're going to know now is when we get to the Cape,
that will be the real proof of the pudding. So if the whole
thing held together from Bob's installation, through the landing
and everything, we'll know we have a super tool, so that will be
th(~ real test.
BYA~S
I would assume that if this thing really had
som0thing serious, it would have shown up on his gloves, or
sfJlnething

CCX
You would have seen dye or something someplace, and
we didn't see anything.
BYARS
What was the, he was having some sort of a
difficulty with this connection.
COX
It was just a normal quick disconnect that you
would expect to work, and just didn't want to work.
BYARS
Just like at a service station, and they don't
usually work there either.

cox

Right.

BYARS

Thank you.

COX
There was a lot of speculation of what the problem
might be, but nobody had any really good idea.
PAO

Greg Covault, Av Week.

COVAULT
John, were you watching heart rates on them from a
work level activity, what kind of a heart rates were you seeing?
COX
I wasn't, the surgeon was and I forgot to ask. I
did talk to the surgeon but one break in th~ day, and 1 said it
appears that they are not working near as hard as they did on the

-

---, ...
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first EVA, and the response was, yes the medibio rates seem to
support that, but I didn't ask what the heart rates were,
COVAULT
Kind of looking down stream, if you can look down
solar max, and that's probably difficult. But now that you've
demonstrated, what do you have in the back of your mind, in terms
of flying an MMU missions a bit more regularly on space available
flights, we discussed in here, with Abrahamson yesterday maybe
the possibility of working up an external tank umbilical door,
type repair?
COX
Well, I don't personally have any, I know that
there are a lot of folks that can come up with a lot of good
ideas, and good productive things that we can do. As far as
near-term, solar max, and there is possibly some landsat repair
that mayor maynot involve them. What it really does is give us
another option and another tool we can use, so those tasks that
we evaluate as B RMS task or whatnot as they come 1n, we now have
another tool that we can now talk with. We'll just have to look
and see, and maybe some payloads that are more minimal to MMU
service and type of operation.
PAO

Question in the back of the room, please.

MILLER (KTRH)
Did either of you or did either of the crew
members notice any difference in the performance between the two
MMUs.

cox

I didn't detect anything, I suspect we will get any
comments on the debrief on that.

WHITTSET
I wouldn't expect that they would, you know the
systems have been tested, we've measured pressures and all that
sort of stuff and they were very close together, I think, well
below the level that the crew could preceive a difference between
the two units. In terms of their flying, I didn't get any
comments back, it will be interesting to see if they noticed some
subtlies though.
MILLER
It seems like it took a heck of a long time,
setting up the exactly the right shot for the President. How
much time did that add to the timeline I'm wondering. How much
was cut out for that. I was wondering just how much time it
took, because the President wanted to talk to them.
COx
It may have seemed like, but I don't think it
probably took more than about 5 minutes or so. Probably had we
not even told them, we gave them a teleprinter message, that said
you may get a call, so it's obvious that they spent some time
figuring out where they wanted to be. Because we didn't propose
that to them.
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PAO
I understand that our technical difficulties have
been cleared at Marshall, so Marshall go ahead with your
questions please.
KNIGHT (WAFF TV)
John, I may have misunder.stood Bruce, but once
he reentered the airlock, he said something about bringing the
pressure up or changing the pressure more slowly, something about
an ear block, is that correct?
COX
I remember some call to that affect, I think it was
respect to Bob though, I don't recall, it didn't pick up any
complaints so, it must have worked out all right, he must have
just had some trouble clearing his ears.
KNIGHT
And secondly, I'm not sure if you might have seen
it or not, but sometime, while they were approaching the coast of
Africa, there was an object soemewhere directly down below them,
that caused some discussion. Do you have any idea what that was?
cox

No I don't.

KNIGHT
And finally for Ed, now that we've had a chance to
tryout the helmet cameras a bit, are there any ideas about
possibly any modifications to the helmet cameras where they could
be directed by the operator more.
WHITTSET

You talking about the helmet-mounted TV?

KNIGHT

Correct.

WHITTSET
In terms of pointing, it obviously points to the
direction that the crewman is looking. I'm not sure what you
meant by having more operator capability?
KNIGHT
Yesterday, John mentioned, actually on Tuesday,
after the EVA that there was some problem on which way he was
looking, the camera would sometimes be higher than he was looking
so it gave some degree of a problem of actually getting a good
picture of what he was doing. With that in mind, do you think it
would be helpful to have it where they could be manipulated.
WHITTSET
I don't think we would make a ohange at this point
in time. Obviously you've got a compromise between viewing an
area of where he's working, where his hand is, versus an area,
straight ahead. So we picked something kind of inbetween. So,
you give up a little bit in terms of a long view straight ahead,
but it's really optimized for close in aotivity where the crewman
is working. So I don't believe that we will be changing that.
PAO

N0 further questions from Marshall.

t

,
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PAO
Any more questions here, at Johnson, if not lId
like to remind you again of the press conference tomorrow morning
at 5:51 a.m. central time, media here at the Johnson Space
Center, must be here in this briefing room, no later than 5:40
a.m. John, Ed, ladies and gentlemen thank you very much.

END OF TAPE
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PAO
Good morning, everybody and welcome back. Gary
Coen will be Flight Director for entry tomorrow and just carne off
of console on the most recent shift. We'll let him begin be
briefing on that shift and then we'll invite your questions,
COEN
Okay. Working the shift today, most of the shift
is really in preparation for tomorrow's entry. There are quite a
few checkouts that are done on the vehicle and stowage before
entry and turning down some of the experiments. To capsule
today's activities we did an FCS checkout which is a checkout of
the flight contro\ system. We also checked out the landing, the
instruments that are used for landing to feed information into
the avionics systems. We power up an APU and actually move the
error surfaces, in fact, we uHed APU I today to do that
activity. All those checkout:3 went real well. We checked out
the crew's displays, the HUO, altimeters, tape meters, and
whatnot. Those checkouts all went well. Looks like the vehicle
is in good shape for entry tomor.row, we have plenty ("If
consummables. We have the capability to corne into hSC either
tomorrow or Sunday. We shut down the SPAS today, we won't be
working with that any more. We retracted the hardware umbilical
that goes to the SPAS. Of course, we had the press conference
with you all, I thought that went real nicely. Entry planning
has about crystalized. We have quite a bit of information to
give you on the entry facts as they apply tomorrow, in fact, I
thought I would leave a handout here with you so if you have any
detailed questions you can pick up the numbers as I leave. I
also brought over some ground track maps because the ground track
is a little different that the preflight ground track that you
were given. If you would like, r can take questions on the
activities today or any type of questions and then maybe launch
into a discussion of what the numerical facts of the entry are
tomorrow.
PAO
Why don't we give them the numerical facts and then
see if that stimulates any questions too.
COEN
When landing - is deorbit burn on rev 127 with a
landing on rev 128. The time of ignition is at - all these times
will be in central standard - the time of ignition is at 5:15:45
in the morning. tat/longs - latitude 24.2 south, longitude 95.1
east. That's in the Indian Ocean, quite a ways, in fact, off the
east coast of Africa. The altitude at that time is 149.2
nautical miles. The velocity for the deorbit burn is 317 feet
per second. The duration of the burn, 2 minutes 54 seconds. The
crossrange to come into KSC on that rev is 524 miles, in other
words, you fly that far sideways off the ground traok to land at
KSC. Site coverage, we have both a Guam and Hawaii pass tomorrow
morning. Acquisition time for the Guam pass is 5:30 in the
morning. Acquisition time for the Hawaii pass is 5:42, again,
central standard. The pass at Guam is 3 minutes and 6 seconds.
The pass at Hawaii is 4 minutes 26 seconds. We expect - wofll
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have TORS AOS, the problem with TORS AOS is that it will be
during communications blackout. So, the TORS is able to look at
the vehicle at that time. It's a little bit of a question as to
exactly when we will get the TORS data because it depends on how
well the signal is able to burn through the blackout period, the
plasma that builds up around the vehicle. If it's close to what
we saw at Edwards on last flight, we will get a little bit of
TDRS data before picking up the signal at Kennedy. Entry
interface is at 5:45 a.m. Lat/long for that is 24.57 north,
158.44 west, altitude is 403,000 feet, and velocity is 24,390,
range at that time to the Cape is 4137 miles. We intercept the
heading alignment cone at 6:12 in th9 morning. We plan to use a
landing at KSC 15, we'll be doing a left-hand overhead turn. The
landing is always dictated by the surface winds and sometimes the
winds that are 2000 feet up the glideslope of the Orbiter. The
way the winds look right now, the predicted winds show that we'll
be landing on runway 15. Manual control, the crew will take over
manual control just as the intercept the heading alignmnet cone
and that will be at an altitude of 44,056 feet. Velocity at that
time is 827 feet per second. projected landing, 6:16 a.m., again
that's central. That's 13 minutes and 24 seconds after
sunrise. During the entry there are going to be three roll
reversals. The initial roll command is to the left, we will then
reverse to the right, left, and back to the right again. The
velocities for those three reversals are 12,960, 6665, and
3410. Altitudes, respectively, 179,578 for the first reversal,
139,319 for the second, and 97,500 feet altitude for the third
reversal. KSC weather - weather predictions for KSC, whp.n I came
on shift this morning, they are predicting 25,OOO-foot scattered
deck another layer of clouds at 3500 feet. Predicted winds were
10 knoto, predicted winds on the surface were 10 knots and 130
degrees which is almost straight up the runway. The runway's at
150 degrees. Visibility, 7 miles plus. So the prediction looks
good for tomorrow at KSC. The weather predictions for KSC,
Northrup, and Edwards all look good through Sunday. Ground
track,~s I said the ground trdck is a little bit different that
what you were shown prelaunch, that's because we did a slightly
different maneuver profile in the flight, than we had planned
prelaunch. That resulted in a different crossrange. We still
come across Baja California although a little more north than
what you saw on your original handouts. Across Mexico, across
south Texas looks like we enter the Gulf somewhere south of
Houston. If I were to estimate on this map it would be maybe in
the Port O'Connor area, proceed on across the Gulf in kind of an
east northeast direction. We do cross land again at the Delta of
the Mississippi, south of New Orleans, it's only a little piece
of land there at the Delta where it projects into the Gulf. Come
back out into the Gulf and then 90 southerly a little bit then on
across the Florida coast to KSC. Like I say, I'll leave these
maps with you so if you - -
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PAO
Yes. We'll Xerox these and get them available to
you here and we'll data fax them to the other Centers as well.
COEN
I also have the times and the opportunities for the
other sites besides KSC. If we come in a day late at KSC the
nominal plan would be to come in on - the Orbiter on rev 143 with
a landing on rev 144. That is a day-lit opportunity and that is
6 and a half minutes after sunrise. Crossrange for that
opportunity is 667 miles. The rest of our opportunities to both
KSC and Edwards are all at night time. So, the opportunity
Saturday and the opportunity Sunday to KSC are day lit. As you
can see both are just after sunrise in the morning. The rest of
our chances to the various sites are at night. Any questions.

***
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Anyone have a - Carlos Byars.

BYARS
Good morning, Gary, how confident are you that
you're going to be coming in tomorrow at KSC?
COEN
I am fairly confident that we are going to come in
there tomorrow. The weatherman, we're going to live with, of
course, with, we're going to go to the site that the weather
allows us to go to. From a weather standpoint we're looking
forward to landing at KSC tomorrow. I would hate to put a
percentage on it because it is a landing field that is close to
water, there are some dynamic actvities as you know, from being
in Houston, things are fairly dynamic when you're trying to
predict semi-tropical weather and you have a lot of affects that
you have to contend with. I think we're going to come there
tomorrow. I wouldn't tell you probabilities because I don't
know.
PAO

Paul Recer.

RECER
Can the folks in south Texas look forward to any
visual or auditory interaction with the Shuttle shall we say?
COHEN
1 doubt it, I think over South Texas is pretty
high. I have not had a pressure profile run to see where the
sonic boom might be in to relation to town, cities, or pieces of
the map, so r don't really know, but I think it's pretty high
over south Texas. I can tell you that the first roll reversal to
illustrate altitude. The first roll reversal, we're still at
179,000 feet, and that happened to have been at 90 degrees west,
that's 5 degrees east of the, east of Houston, that's maybe 300
miles east of Houston. So if it's at 179,000 feet, 300 miles
east of Houston, it's very high over south Texas.
RECER
COEN
PAO

(grable) delta be.
Right.
Tom O'Toole.

O'TOOLE
r missed the rolls. I thought I got them, was it
left, right, left, or roll right, left, right.
COEN
The order is when we start out with initial bank
command, it will be on the left. So we will be banking left, and
that's to go towards the north. Then the order then is right,
left, right.
PAO

Tom.

O'TOOLE
One other question. Besides all the cheCklist they
have to do today, and stowage, etc, etc. Are they going to be
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doing anything else? And, I notice this is not pertinent,
terribly pertinent to landing, but will they told the news of the
death of Andropaux on the teleprinter or over the air-to-ground?
COEN
I read the teleprinter ~efore it went up today, and
I do not recall that being on there.
PAO

No, it wasn't on there.

It hasn't been uplinked.

COEN
I know they weren't told air-to-ground.
uncartain about what was in the teleprinter.

And I'm

PAO
No, it wasn't in the teleprinter message.
take one more question here, go ahead (garble).

We'll

QUERY
What else are they dOing today besides checklist
nnd getting ready for entry? Is th~re anything else they are
doing? Any experiments they ar.e closing out?
COEN
They did close out the SPAS. The SPAS activities
are finished. All the experiment activities are complete. So
it's mostly stowage, putting all the gear away, dOing systems
checks, which most of those are completed. This afternoon, we
intend, before the crew goes to sleep, to uplink some messages,
some work that we have done on the ground in preparation for
entry, so that the crew will be able to read those messages, and
study them a little bit before (garble) today. And they are
mostly facts, like I'm giving you here.
PAO
We'll take one more question here, and then go to
the other centers, then come back for the remainer here. Susan
Starnes?
STARNES
Do you have any coordinates on whether the folks in
Houston are going to be to see the Shuttle b~fore dawn tomorrow.
COEN

No, I don't.

STARNES

Could we get -

COEN

No, sorry, I don't.

STARNES

Could we get those possibly?

COEN

You probably could.

STARNES

Degrees above the

COEN

I think we

cou~d.

horizo~,

that kind of thing?
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PAO
Now to Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and then
we'll come back here to Houston for remaining questions,
Kennedy?
KSC

Reg Turnell, BBC.

TURNELL
A couple of questions, please, do you have first a
landing weight for the Orbiter?
COEN

I do,

PAO

And if you do, what is it?

COEN

201,600 pounds is the estimated landing weight.

TURNELL

Say again, please.

COEN

201,600.

I

just don't - -

TURNELL
Thank you. And we weren't hearing you too well at
the b&ginning, you said the HUD had been checked out, and that
manual control would be taken over at, I think, 44,056 feet,
could you please just run down what the Commander will be
actually be doing for the last 2 or 3 minutes of landing. will
he retain manual control from that point to touchdown?
COEN
That's correct, he takes over manual control as he
intersects the heading alignment cone. And this cone, as he is
heading into the Cape, he makes a turn over the field, and lands
at the appropriate runway. It is when he first starts making
this turn, is when he takes over manual, and he flies it manual
the rest of the way, on through the landing, and of course, on
through the rollout. That geometrical, the intersection of that
hack is at an altitude of 44,056 feet, like we said. The
velocity of the vehicle at that point is 827 feet per second, so
it's subsonic by then. I don't know whether I gave you Lhe turn
a n91e. The total turn angle to get into runway 15, with the
heading that he is coming in on, over the Gulf is 302 degrees.
KSC

One more question.

BOYLE Timpton Conservative)
Could you hold up your ground track
chart for a minute to the camera, as it comes over the Gulf
please.
PAO
Hold it up, we'll also do better than that, I don't
know if that. will register on the t.ube, but we'll send you that
datafax as soon the press conference is over, and you should have
it in your hands in about 20 minutes.
KSC

No further questions here.
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PAO
Okay, questions back in Houston, your name and
affiliation, please.
JUNES (National Space Institute)
You were talking about
being checked out, I see it's not required for landing at
but I've heard some commanders comment that they wouldn't
land there without one. How important do you think it is
landing?

the HUD
KSC,
like to
to this

COEN
The crews consider and the Commanders consider the
HUD to be quite important. Sometimes what you would like to do
and what you are willing to do are two different things, and I
think that is the distinction you are hearing. The desire and
the need for the HUD has not so far extended to the point where
we would absolutely not land at KSC without a HUD. Although
there are different opinions within the community. The way our
rules are written, there is not a definite requirement for HUD
for that landing.
PAO

Your name and affiliation, please.

JACKSON (Time Magazine)
The last we we~e told, there was about
2000 lbs of excess fuel, is this weight that you gave us, assume
that that will be dumped, and if so, when are you planning on
dumping that fuel and where?
COEN
The way we handle the fuel in the OMS pods is that
we simply target that the Orbiter burn inefficiently. So there's
an optimum time to target the deorbit burn. We have two options,
depending on how much propellant we have in excess. It turns out
on this mission, with the excess propellant, all we have to do is
target the burn a little bit early, so it will bo inefficient,
thus costing you more propellant that you really needed to use to
get out of orbit. On occasion we have so much propellant that we
actually take the vehicle out of plane, and put an out of plane
component in the deorbit burn, and that affectively wastes
propellant for us. This flight, the plans for this flight don't
include an out of plane component.
PAO

Yes, your name and affiliate?

***

a
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Sorry.

PAO
See if somebody in the loop from Kennedy can tell
me over the headset and I'll relay it to you. Aherry Armet.
SHERRY ARMET (ABC News)
Gary, can you tell me if there's any
change in the convoy for the landing since the runway's a lot
narrower and tnere's water on both sides.
COEN
There is still a convoy operation. I don't know
that, I don't know the details of how they get where they're
gOing to go to work on the Orbiter. The basic, the basic job
that convoy folks has is the same but I can't tell you where they
park their vehicles in preparation for goi~g out and servicing.
ARMET
I was wondering more is whether or not there would
be any boats in the water as a contingency or anything in the
water?
COEN

No,

ARMET

Thanks.

PAO

Carlos Byars again, please.

w~'re

going to land on the runway.

BYARS
I was going to ask you about the alligator
patrol. Gary, what's the last, when are you going to get a go/no
go for the landing tomorrow? Could you give us any idea about
that or what the stdtus would be for a decision to land Sunday?
I would presume that if you're going, that a Sunday landing at
RSC automatically eliminates a chance for a Sunday landing at
Edwards.
COEN
Let me see if I can work that backwards because my
memory can't keep up with the first question. NO, we have the
capability to land at either KSC or Edwards, Sunday. We have a
little logic flow that we use to make those declsions. What it
amounts to though Sunday is that we have two opportunities at
Edwards, one is on the same rev as the prime KSC rev on Sunday
and one is a rev later. So we have an option to land at Edwards
on either one of those 2 revs depending on the weather situation
at KSC. If we came down during the count and understood that KSC
was definitely no go in time for us to make an Edwards 1 43
landing we would do see. If there is any question a~ to the
chances of making it to KSC, in other words, there was some
chance that we thought the weather would allow us to go into ~SC
we'd go ahead and try that and then make the waveoff decision
just prior to deorbit and waveoff to the next rev at Edwards. So
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we really have 2 decision points and the way our logic path is
set up we would give KSC every oppor.tunity to be prime.
PAO
Okay, Doug Miller. Kennedy advises that the
boosters have been recovered and returned to KSC and they're in
good shape. Also the MOCR is sending over some digitals on the
visibility of the Orbiter when it flies by and it'll be in the
newsroom in about 20 minutes. It's a rather complex set of
numbers so they're going to hand carry them over rather than read
them over. Doug.
DOUG MILLER (KTRH)
Ther.e was some talk this morning that there
was a discrepancy between I Suppose you call it the altimeter of
the pilot an~ the Commander and that didn't seem to be of any
concern. Can you explain that for us?
COEN
They have some altitude tapes that they use and
what they are is a little meter with a tape behind it and the
tape moves. Part of the FCS checkout is also a checkout of the
instrumentation that the crew has. The flight computer systems
provide stimuli, known stimuli to these instrllments for purposes
of checking out the instruments. Both instruments should read
300,000 feet. I believe one of them was reading 305,000 feet and
the other was reading 307,000 feet. We are not concerned mainly
for two reasons. We had had this same experience on flight 8,
exactly the same 2 numbers. We also knew that the differences
were insignificant and we also knew, more importantly, that this
was not a fixed bias that would have low altitude show this size
of an error but it was a function of the signal going into the
meters themselves. In other words, down at 2,000 feet altitude
we knew we were not gOing to have a 2,000 foot error. With all
that information and with the experience we had on flight 8 we're
able to say that it doesn't matter, it's not a concern.
PAO
Anyone have anything else? If not, thank you for
your time and attention and we'll see you later in the day.
END OF
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PAO
Good morning. 11m Maurice Parker, Public Affairs
Office Langley Research Center ano this briefing is on the Long
Duration Exposure Facility, a payload for the next Shuttle flight
4l-C scheduled for launch April 4. Roll tape, please. This is
the last time that the payload will be seen before it goes
undercover for its final launch preparations. 1111 introduce all
the speakers at once so that we can speed things along. The
first speaker will be Leo Daspit from your left. He is projec~
Manager for LDEF from the Langley Research Center. He'll be
followed by William Kinard, also from Langley, LDEF Chief
Scientist, Dean Zimmerman from Kennedy Space Center, LDEF Launch
Site Support Manager and then Commander of the 4l-C Mission,
Astronaut Robert Crippen and Mission Specialist Astro~aut Terry
Hart, both from the Johnson Center. Leo.
LEO DASPIT
Good morning. I'll give you a brief overview this
morning of the LDEF payload. Long duration exposure facility is
a 21,400 pound payload to be deployed ill orbit by the Shuttle
remote manipulator system at an altitude of approximately 260
nautical miles and an inclination of 28 and 1/2 degrees. The
spacecraft itself is more or less passive in nature and that is
that it is gravity gradient sabilized, it has no attitude control
systems, no inertial referencA. units, no communication systems.
The primary objective is to collect scientific data with the data
either being retrieved in the laboratories back once the facility
is retieved or also laboratory (garble) and associated data
recorded on tape during the flight. We have a very simple
interface with the shuttle. There are only 2 interfaces between
our vehicle and the shuttle. We have 4 trunnion pins and a keel
fitting that mechanic~lly restrain us during the launch
operations activities as well as the launch and we have a grapple
fixture interface which is used for deployment once we're in
flight. The LDEF payload is approximately 30 feet long and 14
feet in diameter. The weights associated with that that 1 told
you before are broken down into approximately 8,900 pounds of
primary structure, 12,200 pounds of experiments and 3,000 pounds
of ballast. And the reason for the ballast, 300 pounds of
ballast, excuse me. The reason for the ballast is that we
precisely locate our center of gravity of the vehicle during the
launch operation cycle so that we put it at the center of
pressure of the vehicle for stabilization reasons. Of course,
the LOEF is an inhouse NASA project and the primary structure
that is on the soreen now was designed, fabricaten and tested at
NASA's Langley Research Center in Hampton, Virginia. This
facility can accommodate 86 experiment trays. 72 on the
peripheral Rurfaces, 8 on the space end and 6 on the earth end.
There are approximately 50 experiments on LDEF. It is basically
an international type p~yload. We have several experiments from
Europe, one from Canada. However, the majority of the
experiments come from NASA Centers, Universities and industry
within the Uilited states. The status of LOEF is that we arrived
here, the launch operations team arrived here on October the
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The facility experiments were received, inspected, checked

install~d and last Friday we finished installing the last
ex~eriment on LOEF.
The viewgraph that you're loo~ing at now
shows all experim~nts installed on LOEF. We plan to go online

operations with the STS system on March I of this year when we
are transported in our transportation cannister over to O&C for
integration into the KSC cannister. As far as the mission plans
are concerned, it's planned to launch LOEF on April 4th at 10:05
am eastern standard time. On the second day or the first day
depending on how you look at it, April 5th, of the mission, we
will deploy LOEF in the gravity gradient mode at approximately
13:27 hours eastern standard time. We will be in orbit for
approximately 10 and 1/2 months and mission 51-0 is our planned
retrieval launch and that is for mid-February of 1985. Thank
you.
WILLIAM KINARD
Okay, I'd like to very briefly tell you a little
bit about the erperiments that are on LOEF. There are, in fact,
57 experiments on the facility right now. Some of these
experiments use, actually are groups of experiments so there are
sub-experiments within them. Rather than take you through a
detailed desoription of all 57 let me suffice to say thQt we do
have a handout that does have information one each individual
experiment. Thes~ 57 experiments involve approximately 200
principal invostigators. We also hav~ a handout that identifies
each principal investigator and gives you some idea of their
background and their affiliation. From the research
investigator's viewpoint, LOEF provides a unique opportunity for
space experiments. It is a general purpose facility. As Leo
just mentioned, it is free-flying so it provides researchers an
opportunity to expose experiments in space for an extended period
of time and very important to most of them an opportunity to
bring the experiment hardware back. This ability to bring the
hardware back is a key to most of the LOEF experiments. Many of
these experiments are completely passive because of the ability
to bring it back and let me talk about just a faw of them to
illustrate this. A large numter of the experiments are
technology type experiments and this is another unique thing
about LOEF is that many of the technologists were f~rced to do
their development activities in the laboratory and didn't have
flight opportunities. With LOEF, testing can be done in space
and this is extremely important in things such as materials to
ensure that a material can survive long periods of time in
space. And to illustrate the kind of experiments that we do, we
have some composite material experiments on LOEF. And these
experiment~ involve nothing more than flying sheets of composite
material, in fact we have a material that's identical to the
composites that the shuttle cargo bay is fabricated from. And by
exposing this material in space for a year, bringing it back and
then in the laboratory dOing detailed testing with laboratory
equipment, they can establish what will happen to the material
over long periods of time - effects of the space radiations,
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effects of the sun's radiation, effects of vacuum - and the idea
being to establish what kind of synergistic deterioration that
composite materials might have. The experiment hardware is
extremely simple. You don't have to fly the test equipment in
space, you simply fly the test specimen. Coatings are another
example of the kinds of experiments that we fly and, again, they
are passive, many of them, in that the materials are
characterized prior to being taken into space, they're exposed to
the space environment, then they're returned and then on return
there are detailed laboratory analysis. We also have science
investigations that utilize the same prinoiple. So it's this
ability to bring the hardware back into the laboratory that makes
a great deal of difference in the cost of the experiments.
Another point that's of interest to the investigators is the fact
LOEF is a rather simple facility for them to use. We can
accommodate experiments from people who haven't had experience
with flying space hardware in the past. As was also mentioned,
the experiments are housed in a tray. We furnish this tray to an
investigator and he builds his experiment completely within that
tray so he can completely check it out. He doesn't have to be
concerned with the interface into power systems and data systems
into more complex spacecraft. He has a unit all by himself and
this is certainly, the advantage of this has certainly been
demonstrated, I think, in the ease of intergrating all 57
experiments on the facility here at the Cape, the fact that each
experiment could be checked out as a unit by itself. And all of
the experiments are not passive. Some of the experiments are
active. If the experiment does require power and data, then the
investigator provides that within his own tray and there have
been developed some standard power and data systems that are
furnished to investigators If he uses power, if it is battery
powered then battery is also a part of his tray.

***
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KINARD
To illustrate just a few of the experiments that
we've got on there, the experiments that you see on the slide
right now, is a active, is a pas~ive, optical elements
experiment. It was actually intergrated by Georgia Tech, and
this experiment is a tray which has approximately 200 individual
optical elements. These are lenses, lazers, fiberoptic elements,
filters, that type of material. Actually in looking at this, you
can't see the individual elements, unfortunately you're looking
at a solar soreen that has the holes perferated on it, out over
the top. But all of these individual elements, were furnished to
Georgia Tech by manufactu(es of developments of the elements.
These people characterize the elements prior to flight, and then
when tray is brought back, the elements will be returned to the
individuals and then they will recharacterize the individual
pieces, and establish what affect the space environment had on
the elements. This is another experiment. This particular
experiment happens to be an active experiment. So that tt will
record some data while it's in space. And it uses a standard
experiment power and data system that's developed for use by
(garble) investigators. This is a fiber optics experiment. What
you're looking at, the three colored rings, that sort of resemble
records, are actually coils of fiber optics. And they are being
exposed to the space environment, while th~y are exposed in
space, there is a data system that will actually transmit data
through these fibers, and it will record, noise bits, that might
be generated in the data stream, and it will also record
characteristics of the ability of the fiber to transmit data.
Again, when the experiment's returned then the fiber and the
optical elements on each end of the fiber can be examined in
detail in the laboratory. The next experiment that you are
seeing here, is an experiment from the Lewis Research Center.
This i$ an experiment to test solar cells. And again there are
abut 200 individual solar cells supplied by a large number of
solar cell manufactures and solar cell test people. And actually
looking at the tray, you, the cells themselves are mounted in
slips that are down just below the surface, but approximately
once per day, the output characteristics of these cells, the
voltage output, the current output of each cell, is monitored.
So that it establishes a function of time, how these cells
perform in space. And again the key factor is from, when the
experiment's returned the investigator can then look and
establish any detail chemical aharacteristics that might have
taken place as a result to expvsure in space. This ie a science
experiment, not technology this time. This particular experiment
is a micrometeroid experiment that was manufactured by the
Johnson Spacecraft Center. And it involves the exposure of some
gold plates. Looking at the, see the right hand side of the
screen, you see two gold plates that are actually fully opened.
In the launch configuration these plates are housed in a
clamshell-type housing~ On the left hand side, you see the
housing partically closed. But again, this is a passive
experiment. The investigators simply exposes the gold plates in
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space, after he gets them back in his laboratory, he then goes in
looks for micrometeroid crators, by studying the crators, by
study the composition of material in there, can learn a great
deal about the meteroid environment. Might also add, that we've
got experiments on LDEF, to look at the man-made debris
environment in space also. This is another science experiment,
this particular experiment is a cosmic ray experiment, and again,
this one is totally passive. They are plastic track-type
detectors that are exposed in space. They are looking at very,
very heavy nuclei. And because of the area, and the exposure
time, that LDEF provides this experiment, it will actually
increase the world's data sample of very heavy cosmic rays by
about an order of magnitude. So that, in summary, is a brief
idea of the kinds of experiments. As I say, the real key to LDEF
from an experimenters standpoint, is the fact that it is very
simple to use, the integration of the hardware is very simple,
it's cost effective, but most important he brings the experiment
hardware, back in the laboratory, and can enhance the data that
he gets through detail, laboratory examinations.
ZIMMERMAN
Thank you, (garble). I'd like to take a minute to
explain a little bit about the processing of LDEF here at KFC.
We brought the LDEF down here by ship, last summer, it surprised
a few people that we could bring a structure that large down here
that cheap. And kind of wiped out the use for the guppy there.
We brought it down the Intercoastal waterway, and off-loaded it
out here by the VAB, took it to safe 2, where we h~ve the
structure right now. It will be moved from safe 2, over to the
O&C building, probably around March 1st. And we will then
install the LDEF into the payload canister. And we will also
pick up the rest of the cargo that will be flying with LDEF which
is the flight support structure for the solar max r.epair
mission. There's a picture of the canister, it's in vertical
position right there. It's a little tough to get a picture of
that canister with it horizontal. It's 60 foot long, and 15 foot
diameter, just like the cargo bay of the Orbiter. As I said,
we'll bring the LDEF over to the O&C building, and install it in
the canister, with the hardware for the solar max repair, that
picture that you see now, of course is the Spacelab, I believe
gOing in our canister, in the O&C building. We will leave the
O&C building and go to the VAB, where we will rotate that
canister vertical, take it out to the launch pad, and install it
into the payload changeout room, at the launch pad, in a vertical
configuration. And that's something different from what we have
been doing on most of our payloads, if you remember the
deployable payloads, the commeroial satellites are processed in
the vertical processing facility, they go direct to the launch
pad, and are installed. We have kind of a mixture here, we start
out horizontal and we wind up being veritical, when we are
installed. There's a view of the canister in the horizontal
pOSition, going to the VAB, for rotation. And this next picture
is inside the VAB, of the canister being rotuted to the vertical
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position, preparation to transport it to the launch pad. And now
it's heading out toward the launch pad, where we will install the
cargo in the payload changeout room. We're at the launch pad
now, and preparing to lift the canister up, to the payload
changeout room and install it in there. And there it is, almost
in place. I have to say this is probably one of the simplist
payloads from my standpoint. My job is to make sure they have
the support they need, to process at KSC. And as I told you,
they've got 4 trunions and a keel interface, and that's
unbelievably simple, to go integrat~. We bypass out Orbiter,
integrated testing that we normally do in the O&C building.
There's no reason to check any interfaces there, we go direct to
the Orbiter with this payload. Thank you.
CRIPPEN
Good morning, we're looking forward to delivering
the LDEF to orbit, aboard our mission, it is the largest
satellite payload delivered yet, with the Space Shuttle. Terry
Hart is the Mission crewman that is in charge of the LDEF
deployment, so I'll let him run down the operations that we
perform with it.
HART
Crip, 1111 just briefly go through the senareo for
the first 2 days of the mission, which involve LDEF. After
launch and we get settled down a little bit¥ the first thing that
is going to happen, is Crip is going to show us how to set up
housekeeping in the Challenger, and once welre squared away
there, we will begin the checkout of the RMS. After checking out
the RMS, we'll use it to inspect the LDEF slightly as we move it
forward to the grapple fixture, one of the grapple fixtures has
the experiment initiation system on it. It turns on about half
of the experiments on the LOEF, through a series of timers that
go off during the year that LDEF is on orbit. We'll check some
(garble) to verify that the system hasn't been aotivated
inadvertantly during launch. That will conclude the day I
activities with exception of the reboost, or the boost of the
Challenger up to the proper orbit, which as Leo mentioned, about
260 nautical miles. On day 2, we'll begin the activation of LDEF
about 2 hours before the deploy by using the RMS to grapple,
number one grapple fixture which will activate the timers
involved for all the experiments. Having verified that that
worked properly, we'll raise the LDEF about 4 feet up out of it's
birthing guides, and then lower it back down again just as a
verification that the RMS can do all that properly for the
retrieval. And then, in keeping with the series of experiments,
or engineering tests that we've done on previous flights, we'll
be taking the LDEF through auto trajectory with the RMS, which
will take about an hour, and LDEF being the heaviest payload that
the RMS has moved thus far will give us a chance to verify that
the RMS capabilities to move heavy payload are what we expect
they are. And we'll position the LDEF in the proper attitude for
deployment and toward the end of day 2, we'll deploy and separate
from the LDEF.
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PAO

Thank you. Okay, before we start the questions and
I think we have a short tape on the LDEF, the structure
itself which is now in the spacecraft assembly encapsulation
building number 2, safe 2. For those of you here at Kennedy who
want to see the structure we have a bus that will be outside
after the news conference that will take us, I believe Dean
Zimmerman will go with us, to safe 2 to put on suits and go in
and photograph or look at the structure itself. Okay, thank you,
and I guess we're ready for questions and answers here at
Kennedy. Yes.
~nswers,

REG TURNELL (BBC)
A couple of questions if I may. First, this
does seem to overtake this facility, the European Spacelab.
Could you tell me how much, how often it will be used and how
long you think it will be used and whether there would, is likely
to be any use for Space lab as a free-flying laboratory with a
facility like this available?
ZIMMERMAN
As far as the use of, the reuse of LOEF is
concerned, of course that depends upon projects getting approved
through the approval cycle. There is one in the process now for
an LOEF 2 out of OSS and NASA Headquarters, it's primarily a
cosmic ray mission. Future missions would have to be approved as
they come along. As far as Space lao is concerned, I am not that
familiar with it. However, my understanding is, is that Space lab
is a mission that stays with the Orbiter and so it's limited in
duration to the extent that the Orbiter stays up 5 to 10 days
where LOEF is deployed and remains in orbit for long periods of
time. And in fact, the LOEF 2 mis~ion is planned right now, or
invisioned right now as a 2 year mission rather than a 1 year
mission.
TURNELL
00 you envisage that LDEF is perhaps a prototype
for the free-flying platform that will accompany the Space
Station?
ZIMMERMAN
No, I don't envision it as a prototype. I am not
that familiar with Space Station so I can't really say. It will,
I would assume Space Station may be in a ~ynchronous orbit where
LOEF is not. It's at a very much lower altitude. There may be
some spinning of Space Station to create an artificial gravity.
LOEF is gravity gradient stabilized. I'm not familiar, that
familiar with the 2 projeots to be able to make the oomparison.
TURNELL
And one for Bob Crippen if I may. I was interested
to hear how much deployment there's going to be with the RMS with
this very large payload. Are you, after what happened yesterday
to the RMS, are you beginning to think you might like to carry a
second arm to make sure you're able to do the Solar Max
afterwards?
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CRIPPEN
Yes, we did have a malfunction on the arm as you
are well aware of. You may not be aware that we did not go
through and check out some of the secondary capabilities of the
RMS on the mission that's currently up. We did not go through
its backup mode whioh would be available probably depending on
the nature of the failure that we'll have to determine on the
ground. people are looking right now as to whether flying a
second arm would be a viable type of thing, but personally, I
think that may be a little bit tough to do with the time period
that we're talking about and we do have some backup oapabilities
available to us in case we do run into problems with the RMS so
it's a concern to us but not one that will prevent us from
deploying the satellite.
TURNELL
Do you mean that you have alternative ways of doing
the Solar Max Mission without the use of the arm?
CRIPPEN
With respect to the LOEF, we have the capability,
we have backup capabilities in the arm that we have not checked
out, okay. So it's got different power systems and so we may
have been able to use those depending on the nature of the
failure. That's the kind of things that I am talking about. In
addition to that with regarn to deployment of the LOEF, if it
should get down to it, we have the capability to open up the
latches that hold it to tho bay and back the Orbit6r away.
TURNELL
And a final quick one if I may. Do you have any
concern about the possibility of collision immediately after
deploying?
CRIPPEN
If we had concerns about collision we wouldn't do
it that way. No, we have looked at it extensively in simulators
that we have available to us and believe that's a viable mode
that's completely safe without any concern about collision.
PAO

Question over there.

JIM SLADE (Mutual Broadcasting)
Couple of points of
clarification. On what mission would LDEF up after the year's
exposure and are there provisions for interim visits in the
meantime/ Just would like to have that run down.
ZIMMERMAN
The retrieval mission is 51-0, dog, in mid-February
of &5 and the only provisions that could be made are in some
other shuttle flight but there are no plans for that activity at
the present time.
Another question, here.

PAO

LARRY BERNARD (Ft. Lauderdale News)
I have a couple of
questions also. First of all, how were the experiments chosen?
Was there a competition or NASA solicitation throughout the
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scientific and technological industry? Also, is the facility
reuseable and what's the projected life of the facility, itJs
cost? And for Commander Crippen, youlll be flying at a higher
altitude I believe than you've flown before. That may be for
Solar Max but does that present any concerns or difficult
m~neuvers that you haven't done in the shuttle yet.
CRIPPEN

Yes, lot of questions.

PAO

want to start with that one?

CRIPPEN
Okay, I'll take that one. We are flying in the
highest altitude yet flown with the Space Shuttle. It probably
offers us the better view of the Earth from the perspective of
orewmen. We are using a little bit of a different technique to
get to orbit. Welre using a technique that we call direct
insertion which will mean that we will burn the main engines of
the Orbiter to a higher velocity, a little over 26,000 feet per
second as opposed to about 25,600. At cutoff we will have an
apogee of somewhere around 250 nautioal miles and we will not be
dOing a nomi.nal burning of our orbital maneuvering ~ngines right
after the main engine cutoff. Wetll only have to do one burn
when we get to apogee. However, from a standpoint of problems
that's probably an easier way to get to orbit than the way we
have been dOing it in the past.
PAO
that?

Okay on experiments.

BERNARD

How they were chosen.

Bill, do you want to take

KINARD
Right, okay 2 things I think. How they were chosen
and I believe then is there a capability for a revisit to
experiments. The experiments were selected in a number of
different ways. There was an standard announcement of
opportunity issued on LOEF and a number of oxperiments were
selected through that. A number of the experiments were selected
beceuse they represent critical test programs that are necessary
on ongoing NASA and military development programs and so that's
the 2 primary ways. With regard to revisit, there is no intent
to, no plan to revisit on the first LDEF mission. There have
been considerations of employing revisits on later LDEF missions
but those are simply very preliminary plans. I would like to, I
would like to add a couple of comments on an earlier question
that was raised as far as LDEF being a prototype for platform
t¥pe activities. I think very definitely LDEF is. It is the
flrst platform to incorporate a large group of experiments and I
think one of the things that we have shown to be very, very
operational and economical is the fact that if you fly a large
group of Gxperiments together you should keep them as muoh
separated with a concept to minimize the integration. And the
concept that wetve used in the tray here has worked out extremely
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well and I would expect that later platforms and even Space
Station experiments will tend to go in that type of direction.
As far as LOEF being in competition with Spacelab, they're really
2 entirely different typ~s of test capabilities. I think the key
factor is that Spacelab is involving man so you can have manned
interaction with experiments that's extremely important in a lot
of activities. And LOEFs simply then are free-flying exposure
type experiments that do not require manned interaction.

***
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DASPIT
Well as far as the reuse is concerned, we do plan to
reuse the LDEF primary structure as basically the bus for
carrying additional experiments into space at future dates. How
many times that occurs, will depend upon - it was designed and
tested as a reusable vehicle. However, it will received
inspections upon return, and so the life of that vehicle will be
determined by that.
PAO

Another question.

Here.

BOYLE (Tempton Conservative)
Do you only have one primary
structure, or are you considering building more?
DASPIT
We are not considering at the present time building
another primary structure. We have a reusable primary structure
that we plan to utilize. Now if activity picks up and NASA
Headquarters elects to approve multiple missions of LOEF type
mission, I'm sure that activity could be persude.
PAO

Question there.

PIERCE (Satellite Communications)
What is the approximate turnaround time with the LOEF, from, by the time you get it back on
the ground until you can put it up again?
DASPIT
rhat would depend upon the types of experiment that
you have for the second flight, in my opinion. Right now, we
will retrieve LDEF in February, and the next flight is not·
planned until the end of calendar year of 86 for the LOEF 2
flight, which gives you plenty of time. There's no plan to turn
around LDEF like the Shuttle turns around on a continuous basis
at this time.
PAO
Okay, another question. Okay, I think I understand
we have question or two from the Langley Research Center, go
ahead.
PAO
Okay, let's move on. Do we have any questions from
Marshall? And no questions from Johnson I understand. Okay.
There are some handouts, a fact sheet, and description of
experiments, and a timeline for preparation and some photographs
that are here and we'll get to the other centers. One thing I
want to mention before we break up is an experiment that involves
NASA's Educational Programs office, out of NASA Headquarters and
the Langley Research Center, it involves the seeds that are part
of or are the, one of the experiments, they will be made
available to approximately 4 million students and about 150
classrooms, grade 5 through University level during the 1985,
1986 academic year. If any of you are interested in talking to
someone on that experiment, we have Dr. Mary Lewis here, if you'd
stand Mary, whose from the Langley ReGearch Cencer Educational
program office, thank you.
END OF TAPE
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KSC PAO
Good morning and welcome to the very first
postlanding briefing from the Kennedy Space Center and here with
me is Lieutenant General James A. Abrahamson who appears at our
landing ceremonies wherever we have them.
GENERAL ABRAHAt-tSON
Most of the time. Hugh, that's not entirely
accurate. If many of you recall, we were stuck here in the rain
after STS-7 and the great news is that we had a lot of people
that werp. promising and guaranteeing good weather here and that
goes from Congressman Fuqua and Nelson and Dick Smith here at the
Center, from a lot of people, and they came through on their
promise. And it is a beautiful day and obviously the machine is
back and it's in great shape and from our viewpoint and I don't
know how many really kind of watched Vance through his touchdown
and everything, that was a dream of n touchdown and really a fine
landing. In fact, some of the vertical looks at it, he was on
the centerline just all the way. Let me just give you a couple
of statistics about the touchdown since we always kind of
exchange that here at the end of the press conference, or at the
postlanding one. The main gears, he got them down at about 2,000
feet and that's just a couple hundred feet off from what waa
calculated and that calculation is depending on when, and it's
made quite early, so actually I think it's just a touchdown right
on the spot. He stopped at 12,700 feet, so he rolled out a~out
10,700 feet. It was very clear that he just flew the nose gear
down very nicely. The planned touchdown speed was about 195
knots and the thing that lid like to get across is that landing
at Edwards at about 2300 feet above sea level and a touchdown
here means that we're really gOing to be landing much slower and
we get just better air dynamic characteristics so it does mean
that we'll just be more gentle on the brakes and on the rest of
the machine. Now, what is the real meaning though, of landing
back here. The real meaning is that we have cut about 6 to 8
days off of our flow and that's important for our next turnaround
but it's also important as a standard operating procedure for the
future. Normally when we land at Edwards it takes obviously a
little time to get the machine safed. Then we have to inatall
the large tail cone which smooths out the flow in the back of the
747. Of course, then we mate the machine, put it on top of the
747, fly it back here. As you all know, every once in a while we
get stuck with some bad weather half way across the country or
something like that, because we fly it and take care of it very
carefully on the 747 just as we do in landing operations. Then
we get here, demate it, take off that tail cone and get it over
and the total is about 6 to 8 days and I put that variation in
because of the weather. This time, we expect to have it in the
orbital processing facility by this afternoon and they'll be a
few days of working just right from the start in terms of ~ome
safing operations in the OPF but we will be able to move right
out on the next processsing flow. Now, that means some other
changes which are rather subtle. In the past when we've landing
at Edwards, of course, we have a team of people that are working
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on what we know are problems in orbit. But we do have a little
extra time to be working out exactly planning what that
maintenance flow will be for the next flight. In this kind of an
operation we don't have that extra 6 or 8 days and so we are now
exer0ising our maintenance-planning procedure in an improved way
for the first time and the people here at Kennedy working with
people at Johnson with the telemetry and the crew reports back
down have been exercising that. And again, this is just another
step towarus operations. So there are some vecy subtle, but very
important, differences that it may.e~ to come back here. I guess
perhaps the last comment is that the Shuttle portion of the
system, we suffered as of about 2 a.m. this morning. w~ had a
total of some 25 problem areas. Now that's a very small
number. Most of them are indeed minor kinds of problems that we
have to deal with. We had one major one for the Shuttle itself,
and that was the failure of the wrist on the Canada arm to
operate properly and, of course you know, we then had a very
conservative call that we wouldn't operate the Canada arm and
that meant we did not get to use the SPAS in the rotation
training mode that we wanted to for the next mission. That's
really for the Shuttle itself and the Shuttle portion of the
system, the only major failure that we had. Now that doesn'~
mean that we weren't very badly disappointed, obviously when the
balloon blew up so that we couldn't go through the rendezvous
procedure but, of course, the major disappointment was another
part of the system which is not the Shuttle system but one we all
depend on and that's, of course, the PAM or the problems we had
when the satellites did not get in the final orbit. But if you
go back and think of the Shuttle as a system and is it ready for
the next flight and the flight after that and the flight after
~hat.
We really see that there are so~e very minor problems.
~ow the PAM, and how we satisfy oursel~es that we're ready for
the next set of communication satellite launchings, that there's
just, we're going to put all the resources of the nation on that
to ensure that that'll be ready just as soon as it possibly
can. I'm an optimist. I think I mentioned this before, I think
we can move out on it and solve it.
KSC PAO
Okay. I guess we're ready for questions then and
please wait for a mike and if I don't call on you by n~me please
give our name and ~ffiliation. Start with Craig Covault from
Aviat on Week who's closest to the mike.

r

ABRAHAMSON
KSC PAO

I

don't think the mike's on, Craig.

Push the button Joe, if that's not pushed.

CRAIG COVAULT (Aviation Week) Two questions Abe,
I don't know what's happening.
ABRAHAMSON

Go ahead and I'll repeat the question Craig.
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Okay, first question is (garble)

ABRAHAMSON
The question was would we have had to delay the
Solar Max launch if we had not been ablo to come in here to
Kennedy. We would have had to replan for the very end of the
window, as we now see the window Craig, and let me just
comment. It's rather complex. Our planned date that we had been
talking about and that we could now meet, we have a flow that we
think has a proper margin in it so we could meet the 4th of April
date. That is the opening of a window which has a great number
of constraints in this particular launch window for the Solar Max
mission. That window depends a great deal on the solar cycle
believe it or not just so you can get some feel for the
complexity here. Depending on the solar cycle, our atmosphere
expands, or doesn't expand, and we'll change our rendezvous time
and right now, based on what's happened and what we are
projecting with our model of the atmosphere, about the 6th of
April is the ideal time in which we'll get that rendezvous ••••
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ABRAMtlAMSON
••. the 6th of April is the ideal time in which
we'll get that rendezvous, as well as to s~tlsfy many of our
other constraints. We hope that it doesn't slip much past
that. But it does change, and it dop,s depend on the
atmosphere. So we will be planning about the 4th to the 6th of
April, so all of you who are always are worried about motel
rooms, that's the time to think about it.
Ben Acreage, I'm sorry, over here, Mitch, up
several sections, right there.
(garble) (WCPX, Orlando) Other than the safe
landing here, what aspect of the mission has pleased you the
most?
ABRAHMfSON
Well, I think the overall performance of the crew,
and the system as a whole~ in particular in our first new
challenge, and that, of course, was the man maneuvering unit, and
the operation of the man 1I1alleuvering unit, but I don't want to
say, only focus on that. I think the overall performance was
really superb, and that included the big new unknown, which was
tlie man manouvering unit. loan be scientifio about that, or
engineering about it, and say that yeah, it really performed
well, it showed that it can do all the things that it's supposed
to do, but I also has to say that for myself, and for some of the
people that Nasa has been around ever since Gemini and watched
these things for 20 years, they thought it was just one of these
wonderful experiences, and when they saw this picture of Bruoe
and Bob out there floating and controlling this thing so much, r
could see tears in some people's eyes. It was just mystical, it
was wonderful.
AL SALESTEAO (Baltimore Sun) Was, General would you mind
repeating, can you hear me? Would you mind repeating again just
briefing the distinction you made at the outset between the
land~ng speeds here and at Edwards, I didntt follow that.
ABRAHAMSON
Alright. At Edwards because it's much higher, the
atmosphere is thinnor. Because it's thinner, the actual speed of
the Orbiter as itls landing fa faster. Now the Orbiter doesn't
know that as it flies through the air, it feels the way the air
is pushing up against it, and it makes sure it flies in such a
way that it always has exactly the right speed for landing. But
the touchdown speed and the actual speed of the Orbiter is
faster. Down here in the thicker atmosphere it slows down, makes
our breaking profile less responsive.
SALESTEAO

By about how much?

ABRAHAMSON
It depends on temperatures, and several things, but
about an average of 25 knots.
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Tom O'Toole, right beside Al.
TOM O'TOOLE
Quick one on the GPU'& and the APe's, since we
heard nothing on APU's and GPC's, since we heard nothing over the
air-to-ground I assume the fixes worked and everything worked
fine on those.
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, we've been watching that, of course, very
closely, Tom. And we had special telemetry this time, so that we
could watch it in real time basis, and everything that we have at
this time looks good. So we don't see any indication of a
problem.
O'TOOLE
That question on the launch of the next Shuttle,
the window for the next mission. Aren't there other, some other
restraints that you could explain about, (garble) the external
tank and the direct insertion burn, could you go into that a
little bit, because I don't think too many people here •••
ABRAHAMSON
It' extre·nely complicated. It has to do with our
transatlantic orbit si£ht, balancing the rendezvous time for the
satellite, ensuring th;!t we do have daylight or darkness wherever
we want for our abort sights here, as well as the transatlantic
abort, and frankly ab0rt once around. There are about 8
different parameters that we look at and balance and make the
best judgement for the l~unch window. And, of course, sometimes
that gets to be very narrow, and I'm sorry I don't remember how
brord it 1s in anyone day, in that period, around the 4th to the
6th. But as we balance all these parameters, thatts how we get
down to the lO-minute or 15-minute or 30-minute launch window.
FRANK USENDER (Today) - General Abrahamson, I think we all
appreciate the beautiful landing this morning, but in terms of
future landings, aren't you still going to be very dependent on
the weather, and how is that going to affect how you plan your
tighter processing schedule?
ABRAHAMSON
Yes. Well, the first landing here, we felt just
had to be in the daytime. And as we've now kind of crossed this
continent threshold, that will offer us the possibility, remember
we made a night landing at Edwards, and now we've made a daylight
landing here at this runway. I believe what we will be able for
future operRtions, when we really have to turnaround fast, to bo
able to plan rather consistently when we can optimize our landing
opportunities for real early-morning launches, for all of you who
are then planning for the missions from 2D and 25 on, be ready to
get up about 4 a.m. or 3 a.m., because that's the ideal time to
come in here. The morning fog hasn't come yet, and the
thunderstorms from the night Defore are down i so just be ready to
get up early. We think we will have many goo~ opportunities when
we can optimize our landing time hera. Wetll £till every so
often end up at Edwards.
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O'TOOLE
Second question, on the solar max mission,
considering the theory on the Canada arm on this micsion, are you
considering flying 2 arms as a backup.
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, we've already looked into that, I asked a
special review of that, and got the first answer. And the first
answer is that there's just too much modification that we would
have to do to get that other shoulder joint fully ready, and we
can't do it in time. So we'll fly it with one. I'm not
concerned about that, because had this been a priority mission, a
important mission that we could have operated the arm, we could
have. There was a backup modes available. However, we would
have been across one of our flight rules, which is a one failure
away from having to jettison the arm, in order to be able to
land, and land safely. And for the particular training objective
that we had on this mission, we just didn't think that that was
worthwhile taking that kind of a chance. Now I'd really hate to
see a punch of headlines that says we were one failure away from
being, having to throwaway this expensive arm. Because that is
not the case, and since I've gotten a little bit of what I would
consider inaccurate reporting, I'm going to go back to this, this
time. Ye weren't one failure away. We decided we were not going
to put ourselves one failure away. And that's just good
conservative flight planning. However, had there really been an
important objective, we still have enough confidence in the arm
and in the system, and the people and in their training, that we
clearly could have done that, and done it well. But there just
was no reason on this flight.
BOB BAZELLE (NBC) There seems to be more of a plume than usual
from the APU'a, you said the telemetry was fine. W«s that just
because of the Florida humidity that there seemed to be more, or
was there something else going on there? That's the first
question. And the second one, is there an end to the window for
the Solar Max? You said it was ideal for a rendenzvous around
April 6, but is there a time when it runs out.
ABRAHAMSON
Let me answer the second question first, since it's
more definite. Yes, the end, there's about a period from the 4th
to about the 12th, and I'm not, I don't remember the exact
number, but about the 12th, where we can operate. If, for some
reason, we miss that, we would have to recycle, and I believe
ltls about 24 days, or something later than that. So, yeah, it's
very important that we begin to get in that overall launch, it's
not the daily window, but a series of daily windows. The second,
the first question, I'm not aware of anything that was
significantly enough difference that you could lay it on anything
different than the atmos~here at this pOint.
REGGIE TURNELL (BBC) Now you've had time to have a good look at
the position of the two lost satellites, are you thinking of
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giving the MMU's some productive work to do by going out and
getting them back?
ABRAHAMSON
That's an exciting prospect to think about, but I
think the way Dr. Lunney dealt with that is the right way to
consider it. The first thing we have to do is wait and ensure
that the owners, whether it's the government of Indonesia and
Western Union, or whether it's an insurance company would like
•••

***
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ABRAHAMSON
- - would like us to do that and we expect that at
some point they'll come and talk to us and if they ask us then to
be able to look into it very seriously, then we'll really begin
to do some serious planning.
KSC PAO

Right here.

(German Radio)
General, how would you split up landings in the
future between the Cape and Edwards and will you go with heavy
payloads all t~e time to Edwards or is it possible to come down
with heavy payloads here and second question would be, do you
ever foresee a handsoff landing at the Cape in cloudy weather?
ABRAHAMSON
In cloudy weather. The criteria is not how heavy
the Orbiter is. The reason that we landed last time at Edwards
with the Spacelab, although. it was a heavy payload, is because
the Columbia does not have a heads up display and several of the
aids to the pilots thnt we think are very important to these
landings. So in the future, until we get Columbia modified _
which is still some time away, we would plan that Columbia would
land quite consistently at Edwards and the other Orbiters, since
they do have all this equipment, will come in here. And I can't
give you the proportion of the number of those as we go ahead.
KSC PAO

Morton Dean, CBS right here.

MORTON DEAN (CBS)
General, 2 questions, one about the weather
and the future. How far away are you from developing an Orbiter
skin that would withstand a rain storm on the way in and were any
tiny loveable little alligators, foxes, or bobcats shot on the
runway this morning?
ABRAHAMSON
Morton, my last weather check was, at the shuttle
landing facility was about 5 minutes to 7 and then I came down
and jOined all of you who were at the mound and the last thing
that went on at that point was the alligator check. And, of
course, we did have at several times during the night and the
last thing here was a car that ran down the runway and looked up
the other side and made sure that we didn't have any of our
friends out there. Had there been one, we wouldn't shoot him
off. I think we prefer not to shoot them of course. No we
didn't. I wasn't trying to avoid that. No ~e did not shoot any
of our friends.
DEAN

Flying through the rain was the other question.

ABRAHAMSON
Oh, I~m sorry, the flying through the rain. It'll
probably be a long time, maybe even another generation of thermal
protection unit that we're really willing to fly through the
rain. The test that we have done and we've flown with tiles on
the front end of the speed break on the T-38, it's not a very
good simulation but it's surely shown us that we should avoid
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flying in the rain because of errosion on the tile. Now, this is
not a safety question. We could, if for some reason, you know,
and a rain storm just suddenly appeared here, we could come
through it, we could land automatically although we haven't done
that yet, and we could land safely. You are not going to disrupt
the aerodYdmics on the vehicle. However, it's go~ng to be a real
maintenace problem then before the next flight so it's a
maintenance problem, not, and an expense obviously an operating
expense that we want to avoid and that's why we're dOing it.
It's not that it's a safety problem.
KSC PAO
We're going to have 2 more questions before we go
to other centers and the people have already had their hands
up. George Diller from National Public Radio.
GEORGE DILLER (National Public Radio)
Wonder if you can tell me
in view of the fact that we've had a successful landing today and
consequently will save both time and money, whether you would be
willing to attempt the further testing which is necessary such as
the autoland and the crosswind landj~qs here as opposed to the
west coast.
ABRAHAMSON
I th1nk the answer, we are planning our first
automatic landing all the way to touchdown at Edwards and we'll
continue to do that and I think that's just the prudent way to
proceed with the program. We're hoping to be in the pOSition to
do that by this summer. Just so that you do understand, it isn't
that we need an automatic landing all the way to touchdown in
order to be able to land in the weather. Pilots have flown
instrument landing approaches for a very long time and the
systeme that we have in the Orbiter are equally capable,
particularly with the heads up display so that the evntmander wi 11
be able to fly and fly in confidence and come down. Now, we
still want to d~velop the automatic landing capability just in
case of any kind of an emergency that we might look ahead to.
But we do not need that in order to fly in lower and lower
ceilings. What we do need, however, is just confidence in the
program as we go ahead so we have been accepting other than clear
and 10 mile visibility and we've been making those judgements
primarily on the basis of the astronauts who are up and flying
and they say yes. Even though there might be a ceiling up there
and if you reoall, we had one at Edwards. Everybody felt
comfortable that we had enough viewpoints that the pilot can use
a double system. He can use the automatic system and fly in, but
he can also check it with his eyes and satisfy himselt that he's
on course and operating. And that's the philosophy of manned
space flight and why we've been successful. Always use 2
systems.
KSC PAO

Yes, you'll have to talk into the mike.
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ABRAHAMSON
The crosswind. For this flight, because we have
not been able to get the crosswind landing that we wanted at
Edwards previously, we set a 12 knot crosswind limit. And of
course, we had just a beautiful situation. The Orbiter is
designed to eventually be able to land with up to 25 knots of
crosswind and we'll be looking for opportunities co, again, just
slowly come up and build our confidence and see that we don't
have some unknown when we are landing in those kinds of
situations. So eventually, I think we'll be able tc be much more
flexible in terms of landing here. The one thing that we just
want to avoid is landing in a thunderstorm where there
electrical, the potential of an electric or lightening strike on
the vehicle, and clearly where we have moisture that will damage
the tile.
KSC PAO

Doug Detter.

DOUG DETTER
Question on KSC turnarQund. Will you be using the
Lockheed or the, referring back to the Rockwell crews for the
rapid turnaround here.
ABRAHAMSON
The transition was complete with our successful
launch and it's Lockheed that's now taking over,
DETTER
Second thing is on the arm, Canadian arm. Will you
do the repair work or will that be shipped back to Canada?
ABRAHAMSON

I just don't know the answer to that.

DETTER
And the last one then is on the Indonesia. They
had an option after the failure of Westar whether it's GO/NO
GO. Was that talked over with you people? They could have
brought that satellite back and then after they troubleshoot it
back here on Earth they could have flown again in shuttle I
preRume. Was that considered?
ABRAHAMSON
You know, we consider that our communications with
the customers under those kinds of conditions to be very private
and ttd ask you to talk to the Indonesian representatives about
that please.
KSC PAO
Okay Mike. We'll get to you when we come back.
We're going to JSC next for Jules Bergman I believe.
ABRAHAMSON
Before we go there, since we do have this fine
weather in Congressman Nelson's district, Congressman Nelson
would you like to come down here and perhaps tell us just how it
is that you control the weather.
KSC PAO
For those of you who weren't watching on TV, he
saluted and acknowledged that he was doing a good job. JSC.
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Jules Bergman, ABC News,

JULES BERGMAN (ABC News)
Abe, it's very cloudy here. It's a
good thing you didn't try to land the Shuttle here. My question
is, in view of the Solar Max Repair mission flying where the
Shuttle has to fly to a record direct altitude of roughly 260
miles, I believe, and in view of the rendezvous balloon's
failure, does that hamper the rescue mission?

***
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ABRAHAMSON
No Jules. The balloon failure was really a
practice rendezvous here, and of course, we had an opportunity
with the SPAS on the 7th flight to do many of those things. It
was just, it was a nice to have kind of thing. It didn't work
out, but it does, it's going to have absolutely no affect on the
Solar Max mission.
BERGMAN
Your confident that the radar aboard the Shuttle
will see the Solar Max Satellite from a great distance, far
enough off to a, so the final phasing and other maneuvers will
bring it in, for the rendezvous.
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, the one thing that we did get out of this
Jules, even though the balloon itself failed, in terms which then
put pieces out there, that we just didn't want to get close to
with the Shuttle, we did get a good engineering test of the
radar, and in fact found that the sensitivity of the radar
exceeded what we thought could happen. So we were very delighted
with that. So even though the balloon failed, we got a good
engineering test. So, we're very confident about the radar.
PAO

That's all the questions from JSC.

PAO
next.

Okay, we'll go to the Marshall Space Flight Center

PAO

We have questions from Tom Knight WAFF TV.

TOM KNIG3T (WAFF TV) Abe, based on the fact that so far we have
been in a situation where we could be unable to test the crosswind component. Has any thought been given to possibly, since
the Columbia is out here, putting the Columbia on the 747, taking
up and dropping it and doing a test based on that?
ABRAHAMSON
Not really. We think that just moving up a few
knots at a time, putting a limit at 12 knots, and then maybe
gOing up to 18 knots or so, is as affective a way to do that. We
would prefer not to, even though it's not a high risk, we prefer
not use the Orbiters for those kinds of tests. And subject them
to whatever risk, even though it is small, to do that kind, to
get that kind of an outcome. Eventually we'll get that crosswind landing.
KNIGHT
And secondly Abe, what would you say at this time,
possibly what might be the earliest flight that we might shoot
for a night landing there at the Cape.
ABRAHAMSON
I just don't know. It would be a time when, 13
we're planning it to come in and land here. And it's just the
number of opportunities that work out. You try to plan it in and
so that you maximize that opportunity, for example we had one
daylight opportunity here at the Cape. Had there been, had we
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been ready to make a night landing, we could have had a single
night landing opportunity today as well.
PAO

That's all the questions from Marshall.

PAO
Okay, back here to Kennedy Space Center, we have
time for just a couple more questions, and will start with Mike
Mitchum from Ganette.
MITCHUM (Ganette) - General, let me play worst-case situation for
a moment. If you tad lost the arm completely, are you gOing to
work on a contingency plan to allow the astronauts to manuever
the Solar Max down using the MMU's?
ABRAHAMSON

We haven't yet made, no we haven't yet.

MITCHUM
I understand you haven't yet, is that, is there
some consideration of that now. I understand it can be done,
from the Martin Marietta people think that it can be done. Well,
their stuff works.
ABRAHAMSON
Well let's, let's hold on a minute now. Let's be
fair. This is a very complicated arm. And as I indicated, we
still could have used it on a priority mission, and we think we
know at least what the failure was, and we can go in and fix it,
and ensure that we fix it in a generic sense, so that it won't be
a problem, hopefully in future flights. So we don't consider
that the reliability of the arm is in question. Look back on how
many good successful flights we've already had with that. We've
got a good history on that arm.
MITCHUM
Just one other quick one. Is it a daylight launch
planned for the next one, is that right?
ABRAHAMSON
Yes, I'm sorry I should have remembered that, and
off hand I don't.
PAO
We'll get that for you Mike, over here.
I'm sorry, the one in the middle of the row.

(garble)

MALCOLM McCONNELL (Readers Digest) General, you spoke of a slow
buildup of confidence with the auto landings, and the cross-wind
potential, etc., would you care to speculate how far away we are
from a fully operational Space Transportation System?
ABRAHAMSON
We'll that's a, okay, that's a complicated
question. A fully operational, you know, there isn't, it's a
good question by the way, I'm pleased that you asked it. There
is not some point in time, just one single magical point where
you have all of the confidence that you would like, and you have
proven every subsystem and you say, okay, now we will never have
another problem, and therefore, it's operational. We felt after
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the fourth flight, that we indeed had reached a point where we
would not have to spend most of our flight activity aimed at
getting additional data which is used primarily to prove the
system and say, from a therr-" JOint of view, the spacecraft is
safe and it works, from a 0~~ration of the system's point of
view. We just flat didn'f~~vo to take anymore of that kind of
data and we felt comfortab.·~ enough with our ability to operate
the system as a system that we said we were operational and what
that meant is that we could put our primary attention on
operational types of missions, such as putting in communication
satellites up, or the Space lab as you saw last time. There are
still data points for R&D that we are getting, and we will
probably always do some. There are still operational methods
that we're trying to improve for the future. I think we're
operational rlght now, and I thought we were at the end of the
fourth flight, and I'll go back again to what the definition of
operational is, at least in my sense. That the machine and all
of the support equipment is in a position so that we have a
reasonably high confidence that we can perform our mission. And
I think we have arrived at that point. But the final ingredient
that really makes it work, is that the team is ready. The
people, and that is clearly the case in my judgement. NOW, take
a look at the achievement on this flight. We announced that we
were going to go on at the end of January, and we moved it just a
couple of days, in spite of the fact that we had a real unknown
with the APU, and had some problems with the computers, that we
had a better understanding of at the end of the last flight. And
this team dug out what those problems are, satisfied all of us
that we were indeed safe, and it's being proven by this
successful flight, and we stayed on time, and met our launch
date. Now that's an operational team. Now, I personally feel
optimistic about the, about the PAM motor, and our ability to be
able to troubleshoot this problem, turn the full capability of
our national resources on this, and hopefully maintain this
schedule. Now there is no guarantee, and 1 may be proven wrong,
as an optimist. But we've done it now, pretty well. The engine
was the only one that had a really major impact on us, and that
was not because the team wasn't ready, it was because we just
flat didn't have much hardware. We didn't have spare engines.
We now have spares in most of those categories. We solved and
found the SRB NOSL problem and got that fixed, a very similar
kind of thing as the PAM, in a space of about 6 weeks, and we're
able in fact to have enough confidence to divert hardware, that's
an operational team. And I think it's getting better and better
all the time.
PAO
unfortunately we're running out of time. Only have
time for one more, we'll try to catch your other questions after
we're done. Reggie Turnell.
TURNELL
General, it may have been a slip of the tongue, but
I thought I heard you refer to the next mission as the STS-13.
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Is there any hope we can persuade you to return to a designation
system that our audiences can understand?
ABRAHAMSON

Reggie, 11m sure you heard me wrong.

PAO
have •••

Before we conclude this formal press briefing will

***
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PAO
will have a briefing tomorrow morning at 11 a.m. to
tall you what we know about the condition of the Orbiter after
we've gotten it into the OFF. Anybody who we didn't get to for
questions, if you want to corne down here now that we're done,
we'll try to get those answers, or over to the press dome. Thank
you very much, see you at the next launch 41-C.
END OF TAPE
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